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Foreword

This assessment culminates OTA 's examination of the technical, economic,
and social issues Surrounding the spread of programmable automation in rnanufac;
turing. Its genesis was a public workshop in 1981 on robotics that resulted in
the OTA Background Paper entitled Exploratory Workshop on the Social Imp
cations of R_ oboticS (February 1982). The assessment was requested by the Joint
Economic Committee, the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
the Senate Committee on Commerce; _Science; and Transportation, and the Sub=
committee on Labor Standards of the House Committee on Education and Labor.
It was endorsed by the FibuSe COmmittee on Science and Technology. The assess-
ment looks not only at PA-a§ but also at related computer-based technologies
for design, production, and management.

The technolegies of programmable automation, their uses, and future capabili-
ties are described_ in this report. The assessment goes beyond technology descrip-
tion to characterize the industries producing and using pi ogranitnable automa-
tion and to discuss the ramifications of the technologies for industrial structure
and competitive conduct. It pays special attention to three labor-related areas:
the potential fOr employment changeeffects on the work environment, and im-
plications for education and training. Preliminary work in those areas, including
conceptual diScuSsibriS and background material; was published in the OTA Tech-
nical_ Memorandum entitled Automation and -the Workplace: Selected Labor,
Education, and Training Issues (Maith 1983). SinCe the development and sale of
programmable automation have been international phenomena since at leasl the
1960's; comparisons between this Country and Others are made as far as data allow.

A wide range of sources contributed to this assessment. While OTA drew on
existing literature and COnferences, it also developed its own information through
workshops on labor markets, programmable automation technologies; and pro-
grammable automation (producer) industries; and through informal site visits and
consultations. Eighteen case studies, including 4 on the work environment and
14 on education and training prOgrains, and a survey of education and training
activities commissioned for this assessment were particularly rich sources of data;
Case study material will be made available in a companion volume.

OTA is grateful for the assistance of the assessment advisory panel, workshop
participa.ntS, contractors, and many others who provided advice, information, and
reviews. The cooperation Of individuals at case study sites; who accommodated
lengthy site visits and follow -upNconsultations, is especially appreciated. OTA
assumes full responsibility few this assessment, which does not necessarily repre-
sent the views of individual members of the advisory panel.

JOHN H. GIBBONS
Director
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Chapter 1

Summary

Computer technology offers new opportuni-
ties to enhance and streamline manufacturing
processes. Many industry observers believe
that computerized manufacturing automation
will help troubled U.S. manufacturers_ become
more productive and competitive; At the same
time; this new wave of automation is raising
concerns similar to those that acCompanied
the first wave of automation teelmOlogY in the
1950's and 1960's Will the new technologies
put a significant number of peOple out of
work? Will their introduction "dehumanize"
the work environment for those who remain?
And howcan the United States best prepare
its education and training system to respond
to the growing use of computerized manufac-
turing automation?

Though manufacturing automation tech=
nologies can be applied in a wide range Olin=
dustries; the focus of this report is the applica=

:tion of programmable automation (PA) in diS;
_ crete manufacturingthe manufacture Of dia,

crete products ranging from bolts to air-craft.
Most traditional metalworking industries fall
iii this category, although other materials (e.g.,
Plastics, fiber composites, ceramics) are in-
creasingly important parts of discrete manu-
facturing as well. Discrete manufacturing
plants are often characterized by the quanti-
\ty of a product which they produce; ranging
from mass production of hundreds of thou-
Sands of products, to batch production of a few
dozen or a few hundred, to custom production
of a single item. Because of its ability to per-
fOrm a variety of tasks; programmable auto-
mation is usually associated with batch pro-
ductiop. However; it has been used extensively
in mats production, and it could be useful in

.;-- custoir production as well.
PA obis differ from conventional automa-

tion primarily in their use of computer and
communications technology; They are thus
able to perform information processing as well
as physical work; to be reprogramed fora vari=

ety of tasks, and to communicate directly with
other computerized devices. PA is divided into
three general categories: 1) computer-aided
design; 2) computer-aided manufacturing (e.g.,
robots, computerized-machine tools, flexible
manufacturing systems); and 3) computer-aided
techniques for management (e.g., management
information systems and computer-aided plan-
ning)". When used together in a system with
extensive computer-based coordination, these
tools are known as computer-integrated man-
ufacturing.

Three principal themes have emerged from
OTA'S Study:

1. Programmable automation is an impor-
tant and powerful set of tools, but it IS
not a panacea for problems in manufac-
turing. In part because of historic U.S.
strengths in manufacturing, and because
the prestige of manufacturing engineer-
ing is low relative to other engineering
fields, U.S. companies have devoted rel-
atively little effort to improving manufac-
turing processes in the past few decades.
This neglect must be remedied in order to
realize the full benefits of PA. In addition
to using automation; other steps that
need consideration by management in-
clude redesigning products for more effi-
cient production; minimizing inventory
levels, and improving job design and labor
relations.

2. The change in national employment in-
duced by programmable automation will
not be massive in the near term (i.e., the
remainder of the 1980's). Although the
rate of application is accelerating,, aggre-
gate use will still be relatively limited for
the restof this decade. Also, the capabili-
ties of PA remain immature. Depending
on macroeconomic conditions, use of auto-
mation can increase without significant
growth in national unemployment. How-
ever, PA will exacerbate unemployment

3



4 Computerized Manufacturing Automation: Employment, EdUcation, and the Workplace

problems for individuals and regions. The
potential long-term impact of PA on the
number and kind of jobs available is enor-
mous, and it is essential that the Federal
Government, educational institutions,
and industry begin to plan with these con-
siderations in mind.

3. The impact of programmable automation
on the work environment is one of the most
significant, yet largely neglected issues. De-

Principa
The Technologies

This report emphatizes five of the PA tech-
nologies. Computer -aided design (CAD) in its
simpler-forms is an electronic drawing board
for draftsmen and design engineers. In its
more sophisticated forms CAD is the core of
computer-aided engineering; allowing erigi=
neers to analyze a design and maximize a pred:
tict's performance using the computerized -rep=

reaentation of the product:
Industrial robotS are Manipulators which

can be programed to move objects along vari-
ous paths. Though robots receive a great deal
of popular attention, they are only a small part

Photo orodlt: Cincinnati Milacron Corp.

An engineer using a computer.alded design system

pending on how it is designed and used,
PA can substantially change the nature
and organization of the manufacturing
workplace, and consequently influence
levels of job satisfaction, stress, skills,
and productivity. The Federal Govern-
ment has traditionally had a role in work-
place concerns, and could take action to
help ensure that the work environment ef-
fects of PA are favorable.

Findings
of the family of PA tools. Numerically con-

hi devicestrolled (NC) macne tools are that cut
or form a piece of metal according to pro-
gramed instructions about the desired dimen-
sions of a part and the steps for the process.
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) com-
bine a set of workstations (usually NC machine
tools) with robots or other devices to move ma-
terial between workstations, and operate
under central computer control. Finally, the
use of PA tools for design, manufacturing, and
management in an integrated system, with
maximum coordination and communication
between them, is termed computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM).

The advantages of PA for management lie
primarily in its ability to facilitate information
flow, coordinate factory owiations, and increase
efficiency and flexibility. Further, the technol-
ogies promise an increase in management's de-
gree of control over operations. The more close-
ly tied manufacturing processes are to one
another, and the more information about those
processes is readily available, the less chance
there is for human error or discretion to cause
problems. However,_ this drive toward in-
creased 'control can also reduce cipportunities
for constructive worker input and degrade the
work environment.

Each of these technologies is in a relatively
early stage of development, and even earlier
stages of application. Robotics is well estab-
lished only for spot welding, spray painting,

I



and some materials handling uses; NC ma=
chine tools and CAD are somewhat more Ma;
ture technically, althotigh there are still many
unsolved problems. FMS and CIM are very
young; virtually every application is a proto-
type.. As systems, their potential benefits and
problems are much greater than those of
stand-alone automation_ equipment. Because
of their complexity, the implementation of in-
tegrated automation systems requires exten-
sive planning and support.

Though current technology is adequate for the
vast majority of near-term uses, the level of
etration of PA into possible applications is re];
atively low; Technicalfaetore that tend to slow
the rate of adoPtion of PA technologies include
its complexity, the lack of standard program-
ing languages and interfaces between PA de-
vices; and problems in "human factors" (es-
sentially, the system's eaSe of use). A wide
varietyof nontechnical factors also affect the
use of PA, including the availability of capital
and know:how, organizational resistance to
change, and the availability of appropriate ed-
ucation and training programs;

For various reasons, most manufacturers
choose to apply automation in a stepwise fash-
ion, beginning perhaps with one or a small
number of robots, CAD terminals, or NC ma-
chine tools. Though in many cases these
"islands of automation" can result in produc-
tivity and quality improvements, the full ben-
efite of PA are only realized when these de-
vices are connected into an integrated system.
Such integrated systems are more than the
accumulated substitution of PA tools for
human workers or for other machines; they
Often involve redesigning the product or
streamlining the production process itself to
best make use of PA. Because an integrated
system can produce more products more
quickly than other manufacturing schemes,
manufacturers can reduce their investment in
finished_ product- and work -in- process inven-
tories. These and other Materials savings are
often more significant than labor savings in the
use of programmable automation systems;

Ch. 1Summary 5

Researchers are working to increase the ver-
satility and power of PA tools, to enhance
their capability to operate without human in-
terventimi, and to develop the ability to in
tegrate the tools. While there has been prog-
ress in virtually all key technical areas, the
problems are sufficiently numerous and com-
plex to keep researchers busy for many years
to come. An analysis of expected trends in the
technologies indicates, however, that many im- ,

portant technical advance§ in programmable
automation are expectkl in the 1990's (see table
1).

Though there is much discussion of "un-
manned factories," experts differ about wheth-
er the removal of virtually all humans frOm the
manufacturing process is necessary or desir-
able. Some express concern that manufactur-
ers will be preoccupied with removing humans
from the factory floor at the expense of more
practical and cost-effective improvements in
manufacturing processes. In any case, each
factory has peculiar characteristics which call
for different levels of automation. For some
factories it has been possible to run machine
tools at night with only one person in a con-
trol room. For at least the next 10 to 15 years,
diScrete manufacturing factories operating with-
out production workers (i.e., with only a few
managers, designersoind troubleshooters) will
be only a remote possibility.

Employment Effects
Programmable automation is not likely to

generate significant net national unemploy-
ment in the near term, but its use may exac-
erbate regional unemployment problems, es-
pecially in the East North Central and Middle
Atlantic areas where metalworking industries
are concentrated.

The level of automation in manufacturing
is one of many factors that influence industrial
employment. In particular, it should be recog-
nized that employment in an industry is a strong
function of the volume of production. Technol-
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Table 1.Programmable Automation: Seledted Projections for Solution of Key Problems

1) Low-cos
workstat

a) ele
b) me

2) 3-0 ViSie
which h
vision to

3) 3-13 visio
environ
planned

4) FMS for:
a) cyli
b) s
c) 3-D
d) ele

5) Standard
wide rangy
integrate

6) Compute
on_ a day
people it

(excerpts from tables 11-15of full report)

Current (1984) 1985-86 1987-90 1991-2000 2001 and -beyond-

powerful microcor-nuter-based
ions for:a
ctronics design
chanical deSign
n in structured environments
ive been planned to simplify the
sk.................. A III

n in unstructured complex
lents which have not been
to simplify the vision task
b

ndrical parts production
et metal parts production A

mechanical assembly A

ctronics assembly
ization of interfaces between

A

M

A

3e of computerized devices in an
d factory
sized fattorieS which could run
to-day basis with only a few

A

1 management, design functions .

aMicrocomputerbased workstations for OAD_are nowizein_gmarketed.hut in the judgment of technical experts consultedby OTA, they are of her not powerful enough

and(or hot inexpensive enough to be useful in a wide variety of applications.
bAlmost_all FMS5 currently_running are used to machine prismatic parts (e.g., engine blocks), which,irti_these whose outer shape consists primarily of flat surfaces.

The projections in this entry refer to FMS for quite different _apPliegLOrtSL w_machining of cylindrical parts, such as rotors and driveshafts (or 'Tarts of rotation,"

In machining Jargon, since they are_generally_m_ade_an_lethesY,b)5tamping and bending of sheet metal pads, such as car body panels;-c)assembly_iasoppoShdle
fahricatiOn_afindtvid_uelparts)otthree-dimensional products, such as motors; and chassembly-of eleCtronic daylcas,such at_eirtull boards. While machines currently
exist for automatic insertion of electronic parts into circuit boards, an electronics FMS woultl Integrate the insertion devices with soldering and testing equipment.

A solution in laboratories.
first _commercial_ applications._

- solution widely and easily available (requiring minimal custom engineering for each aPplicatIont.

SOURCE. OTA analysis and compilation of data from technology experts.

ogy is a secondary influence that governs the
mix of people; equipment; and materiala
needed to produce a given amount of product.
Hence; although PA is labor-saving, the aggre-
gate number of jobs in an economy =St be
examined in _the context of overall economic
conditions. These conditions include short-
term businesS cycles as well as long -term
shifts in the strengths and structures of dif-
ferent inclUStrieS, plus levels of imports and
exports; Thus, the favorable effects of PA on
industrial competitiveness may help to in-
crease derriiiiid for labor or help to avert job
losses that could occur in its absence.

Evaluating the employment effectS of PA
poses serious analytical problems. There are
shortcomings in current approaches for this
analysis, and data available support wily infer-
ences as to the general directions of likely oc-
cupational and industry employment change.

Employment change will depend on a series
of complex effects on jobs. Those effects will
be realized as changes in the tasks that peo-

ple will do, changes in the requirements for
skill, and changes in the ways managers aggre-
gate tasks into jobs and assign them to peo-
ple trained for different occupations. The scope
of change may be neither obvious nor imme-
diate, because PA wilt often be accompanied
-bificant transformations of manufactur-
ing organization; production processes, andior
product design. The more extensive such
transformations, the broader the set of peo-
ple affected by the introduction of PA, and the
harder it is to attribute employment effects
to PA, per se.

_-Change in Skill requirements will often re-
flect a shift from manual to mental work. In
many cases, PA will lower the time required
for people to become proficient at a task, and
it may lower the amount of judgment needed.
At the same time, it may lead to a requirement
for general knowledge of several tasks, broad-
ening the mix of skills needed. For example,
it is likely that PA maintenance personnel will
need to know how to solve mechanical, elec-

18
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tried, and electronic problems rather than one
class of problems alone.

The fewer the tasks comprising a job, the
more likely it is that programmable automa-
tion can eliminate the need for a given job. For
example, spot welders who only do spot weld-.
ing, are more likely to be displaced by spot-
welding robots than if they do other tasks as
well. HoWever, PA offers new potential for
combining diverse tasks into-jobs instead,of
fragmenting work into narrowly defined jobs,
as has historically been associated with mech-
anization. It raises the prospect of a tradeoff
between larger- numbers of narrowly defined
jobs and smaller numbers of more broadly
defined jobs.

A major influence on employment is the sup-
ply of labor; which will grow more slowly dur-
ing the next decade or so, in large part because
of slower growth of the population and an in-
crease in the average age. The supply of
younger workers will decline, diminishing com-
petition far entry=level jobs, while the propor-
tion and number of prime-age workers (25 to
54 years) will grow.

From early indications, it appears that PA
will cause the following broad,. long-term
trends in occupations:

demand for engineers and computer_scien-__
lists, technicians, and mechanics, repairers,
and installers on the whole will rise
although specific occupations (e.g., draft-
ers) will face diminishing opportunities;
demand for craftworkers (excluding me-
chanics), operatives, and laborersespecial-
ly the least skilled doing the most routine
workwill fall;
demand for clerical personnel will fall; and

- demand for upper-level managers and tech-
nical sales and service personnel will rise,
although lower- and middle-management
opportunities among users of PA may
fall.

Table 2 lists 1980 levels of employment for oc-
cupations most likely to experience changes
in demand. Taken together, these effects sug-
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gest major shifts in the occupational mix of
manufacturing industries, especially metal-
working. Overall, the salaried or white-collar
work force will constitute a larger proportion of
manufacturing employment, although it is not
clear how much their ranks will grow in abso-
lute terms. PA, producers especially are

to employ relatively few production person-
nel; their situation may signal future patterns
among other firms and industries. Conse-
quently, there will be few opportunities for peo-
ple displaced from other manufacturing indus-
tries to move into jobs among producers of auto-
mated equipment and systems.

In Many ways, the shifts in occupations will
not be straightforward. Some skills may only
be required temporarily, after technology has
been introduciA but before further automation
is achieved. For example, when automated
equipment is used in isolated applications,
there may be many needs for programing. But,
the integration of design with process plan-
ning and production systems reduces the need
for programing, as does the development of
standard, easy-to-use software packages.
These "short-term" phenomena may persist
for many years, making it hard to plan for
long-term employment change.

The effects of PA on compensation patterns
are ambiguous, partly bacause numerous other
changes are occurring in the economy. Over
the past decade, there appears to have been
an erosion of medium-wage jobs, and cluster-
ing of jobs at both high- and low-wage levels.
Analysts attribute this in part to the prolif-
eration of low-wage service jobs, and in part
to growing separation of administrative and
production functions in manufacturing. PA
will likely stem the latter trend by helping to
integrate administrative and production activ-
ities. Other developments, such as slower
growth in the labor force participation of
women (who filled the bulk of the new, low-
paying service jobs created in the past decade),
may also serve to alter past trends.

Finally, compensation patterns will depend
on the length of the average work week. When-
ever it appears that there may not be enough
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Table 1-1980 Employment for All Manufacturing Industries;
Se !deed PASensitive Occupations

Number Percent
Long-term direction

of change-

Engineers_
Electrical
industrial
Machanical

Engineering and science technicians
Drafters
NC tool programers__

579;677
173,647

71,442
122,328
439,852
116;423

9;371

2.85
0.85
0:35
0.60
2.16
0.57
0.05

Computer programers . 58,622 0:29

Computer systems analysts 42,404 0.21 +
Adult education teachert 5,165 0.03

Managers,_officials, and proprietors 1,195;743 5.87

Clerical workers 2,297;379 11:28

Prdduction clerks 139,947 0.69

Craft and related workers 3,768,395 18.51

Electricians 126;901 0.62

Maintenance mechanics and repairers 391;524 1.92

Machinists; toot and slie makers 356,435 1:75

Inspectors and testers .538,275 2.64

Operatives 6,845,318 43.44

Assemblers 1;661;150 8.16

Metalworking operatives 1,470,169 7.22

Welders and flamecutters 400,629 1:97

Production painters 106,178 0.52

Industrial truck operators 269,105 1.32

Nonfarm laborers 1;576;576 7.74

Helpers; trades__ 100;752 0.49

StOckhandlers; order fillers 104,208 0:51

Work distributors 16,895 0.08

Conveyor operators 31,469 0.15

NOTE Data pertain to wage and salary workers.
SOURCE:.Bureau of Lebor StatietIde, "EmplOyment by Industry and Occupation, 1980 and ProjeCted 1990 Alternatives, un-

Published data:

jobs, or enough well-paying jobs, to occupy
job-seekers, it is often proposed that average
work hours be reduced to allow more people
to hold jobs. However, the average work week
cannot necessarily be reduced without lower-
ing the real wages per employee.

In light of the attention given to the Japa-
nese, who use PA extensively and who have
expanded production, it is instructive to see
how their work force has been affected. Japa-
nese companies have displaced labor, but
displacement has often been masked by shift-
hig relationships between manufacturera and
suppliers, and by selective layoffs that affect
primarily female; middle-aged, and older per-
sonnel.

Work Environment
Application of computers to the manufac-

turing workplace offers a rangeof options for
organizing work in ways that will enhance the
workplace. PA, in particular, provides the po-
tential to achieve a better balance between the
economic.considerations that determine tech-
nological choices and the social consequences
of those choices in the workplace. Although
historically U.S. manufacturershave tended to
place a lower priority on work environment
issues, there is a growing awareness among man-
ufacturers that attention to the work environ-
ment ultimately hat: payoffs in productivity.
Work environment issues may become more
important to the public, meanwhile, as chang-
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The various forms of PA have 1
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A "machining cell," consisting of c
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is on the work force. Two of the prin-
cts are boredom and stress. Boredom
5s in the automated workplace can

the characteristics of the design of
aical system and work organization,
s from such factors as lot size and the
f the product manufactured. In sites

OTA work environment case stud-
EIS evident that both FMSs and NC

M

Photo credit: Cincinnati Milacron Corp.

tools, manufactures printing press parts
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machine tools can cause boredom when there
is no immediate need for operator intervention
and application of problem-solving skills. In
addition, Skilled NC operators who did not
write programs reported that operating an NC
machine was significantly less challenging
than operating a conventional machine.

Work-related stress is a significant feature of
computer-automated workplaces. Stress is asso-
ciated with working on very complicated, ex-
pensive, and highly integrated systems, and
with lack of autonomy at work, extending in
some cases to computerized monitoring by
management. The combination of the complex-
ity of the system and the pressure to minimize
downtime because of the high cost of lost pro-
duction adds up to substantial stress for some
maintenance workers. Although each situation
is different, excessive boredom and/or stress
can often degrade the productivity of individ-

- ual workers.
On the other hand, the introduction of pro-

grammable automation tends to have a favor-
able impact on the physical surroundings of
work. For instance, robots are amenable to
hazardous tasks in environments that are un-
pleasant and unhealthy for workers. However,
certain precautions are necessary to avoid
potential new safety hazards. In response to
concerns about robot safety, groups in the
United States, Western Europe, and Japan are
providing guidelines for the safe use of robots.

Since the introduction of PA will increase
the number of workers using video display ter-
minals (VDTs) and reduce the number operat
Mg production machinery, the concerns that
are currently being raised about potential
VDT hazards apply to a whole new set of
workers, including CAD operators. Although
there is no evidence that VDTs emit unsafe

. levels of radiation or that VDT use is hazard=
ous to vision, increased stress levels due to
prolonged use of VDTs have been reported,
and further study of the long-term effects of
VDT use is necessary.

Overall, the potential physical hazards appear
to be more amenable to solution than some of

the psychological ones because they are more
easily recognized and less subject to the subtle-
ties of individual personalities. The relief of
such symptoins as boredom and stress is more
difficult, because they are not well understood
and are often complicated by other factors not
related to the workplace. Depending on how
tasks are arranged and jobs designed; program-
mable automation has the potential to decrease
the amount of autonomy, control, and challenge
available to the worker; or it can increase vari-
ety and decisionmaking opportunities.

Management's strategies and motivations for-----introducing programmable automation are key
in determining its impacts. In additionthena=
tune of labor-management relations will affect
the implementation of new technology and its
consequences for the work environment. In
work environments that are becoming more
and more automated, management is likely to
seek increasing flexibility in deploying work-
ers. This will be reflected incollective bargain-
ing demandS.frorn management for changing
work ruleS, in return for union demands for
such employee benefits as job security. For-
mal latior=management cooperation in solving
workplace problems has been growing in the
United States. Where successful, these partic-
ipative arrangements are likely to have a pos-
itive influence on the effects of new technology
in the workplace, especially in the areas of job
design, changing skills, and training.

In Europe and Japan, mechanisms for deal=
ing with workplace concerns have generally
been applied to the introduction of new tech-
nology. In many cases laws specify how such
introduction is-to be handled. For example, the
laws of West Germany, Norway, and. Sweden
provide for worker involvement in technolog-
ical change, and labor is routinely represented
on corporate boards. It is important, however,
to point out that the culture and traditions of
Europe and Japan regarding attitudes and
practices in the workplace differ from those
of the United States, especially in the area of
labor-management relations. These differences
limit the transferability of foreign practices.
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Education, Training, and
Retraining Issues

Programmable automation is one of a num-
ber of forces that will reshape instructional
services in the United States in the years
ahead and create new demands for high-qual-
ity education, training, and retraining pro-
grams, as well as career guidance, job counsel-
ing, and placement services.

A prerequisite of PA-related instruction of all
types is a strong foundation of basic skillspar-
ticularly reading, science; and math. The high
level of functional illiteracy in the United States
population is amajor barrier to development of
PA-related skills. Basic skills deficiencies have
already surfaced as a problem in retraining
some displaced manufacturing workers for
jobs working with PA.

Analytical and problem-solving skills are in-
creasing in importance for some skilled trades
personnel and technicians, as well as other
occupational groups common to automated
facilities. Many who work with PA find them-
selves using conceptual skills more than motor
skills. However, it is uncertain to what extent
PA will require a substantial increase in the
aggregate level of problem-solving and concep-
tual skill. As noted earlier, choices for im-
plementing the technology can result in wide
variations in worker input and control, and
consequently a range of skill requirements.

Development'of multiple skills and the "cross
training" of workers_to perform a variety of
functions on the shop floor are emerging instruc-
tional requirements for automated facilities,
although not reflected as yet in many estab-
lished instructional programs. Beyond acquir-
ing a familiarity with PA, engineers in auto-
mated facilities need to develop an under-
standing of the entire design-to-manufacturing
process and of how computerized equipment
may be integrated with other machines and
people for maximum efficiency and productivi-
ty. Continued industry pressure for more ef-
fective technical managers may well lead to
greater emphasis on the development of man-

agement skills in industrial engineering and
computer science education programs.

. .
There is an 'immediate need for retrammg and

job counseling programs geared to the unique
needs of displaced workers. In the past, many
programs for displaced workers have failed to
assess their existing competencies and provide
opportunities to strengthen basic skills. As a
result, participation rates have been low and
dropout rates high in such retraining
programs.

Ongoing changes in workplace skill require-
ments attributable to programmable automa-
tion and other factors point.to the need for ef-
fective education and career guidance services
for youth and adults. Individuals need access
to current, reliable labor market information
in order to make informed career choices and
to pursue appropriate avenues of occupational
preparation. The potential for frequent job
change within the same economic sector or
across sectors suggests that the numbers of
adults seeking job counseling and placement
assistance will increase dramatically in the
years ahead. At present; there are few programs
that provide these kinds of education and career
guidance services to youth and adults on an
ongoing basis.

While some institutions and organizations
are providing PA instruction that addresses
current skills requirements of computer-auto-
mated fadlities, there are as yet no standard
approaches to curriculum. A common charac-
teristic of successful programmable automation
instructional programs examined by OTA was
close cooperation and collaboration among
educators, industry, labor, and government in

. assessing needs, developing curricula, and other
activities.

On the whole, the U.S. instructional system
may not now be able to accommodate the poten-
tial demand for PA-related skills; which may in
turn affect the rate of growth in PA applica-
tions. Shortages of technical instructors, state-
of-the-art equipment and other resources are
major problems for all segments of the instruc-
tional system, including industry-based educa-
tion and training.
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Programmable Automation Industries
. _While PA industries vary in size, there ap-

pear to be several hundred vendors in all. PA
firms range frOm small companies supplying
products to meet specialized market niches;
to automation "supermarket" firms that of-
fer multiple forms of PA. Many PA vendOis
are so- called turnkey firms; which package
components made by different companies with
software and other features into standard Or
customized systems. Small; innovative firm§
have played a key role as PA producer§.

CAD; NC, rebiitS, and other PA equipment
and systein§ are Sold by industries that are
more Or less Separate. NC is the oldest and
largest industry, dating from the 1950's;
While CAD and robots were available by the
1960'S, Significant markets for them did not
emerge until the 1970's. Markets for other PA
products also began to flourish in the 1970's.

Although they grew slowly during the
1960's and early 1970's, programmable t.-ito-
mation markets grew rapidly in recent years and
are expected to Continue to do so. Hence, it is
hard to deScribe firma and industries in endur-
ing terms. Moreover, as individual companies
expand their product offerings and move to
Offer complementary products, a market for
CIM may emerge. No one yet sells "CIM" as
a total product, and some in industry contend
that users are still pioneering the concept.

PA firths will affect the economy through
their relationships with other industries as
well as through their role as ernployers; Much
Of their economic impact will be realized in-
directly, since their principal customers are
other businesses that may use PA to improve
their Own performance. Programmable automa-
tion industries are likely to become increasingly
import-tad to the industrial base and national
security of the United States, because of iiiereite=
ins dependence on programmable automatioA
both to enhance manufacturing productivity
overall and to manufacture defense equipment.

Competition among PA firms tends to cen-
ter on software and customer services rather
than on hardware features; This reflects

growth in sales of PA systems (as opposed to
single pieces of equipment). Indeed; PA ven-
dora often rely on outside sources of hardware.
They are offering a growing number of pre-
and post-sale services, including applications
engineering, training, maintenance, and soft-
ware updates.

Programmable automation industries are
characterized by high levels of interchange be-
tween finis. Licen§ing, outsourcing, mergers
and acquisition, limited equity investments;
and joint ventures_ are common, and often oc-
cur between fix-ms from different countries. In
his regard, PA industries are similar to the

overall information-processing and electronics
products industries. It is likely that vertical
integration will continue to be limited and co-
operative arrangements will continue to be
made because new products are increasingly
complex, product changes occur rapidly, and
product development costs are growing. In the
long term, however, international cross-fertili;
nation may abate in favor of direct foreign
investment.

In the near term, the growth of domestic pro-
ducera of PA depends on whether domestic eco-
nomic conditions are favorable to investment,
and on the ability of U.S. managers to justify
the necessary invest nents. Anticipated reduc=
tions in PA costs and growing understanding
among managers of the potential benefits and
costs of PA are likely to make companies in-
creasingly receptive to PA. In the longtern,
competition from foreign firms in domestic and
foreign markets may constrain the growth and
size of programmable automation industries.
Companies from many countries, often sup-
ported by foreign governments, have been in-
volved in PA development and production
since the 1960'S, and may countries consider
PA industrie§ important features of their
economies.

Research and Development
Both industry and government fund a broad

range of research and development (R&D) in
programmable automation. This work is un-
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dertaken in industry, miiversity, and govern-
ment laboratories.

Total Federal funding of automation R&D in
fiscal year 1984 is budgeted at approximately
$80 milliom through four primary Government
agenciesthe Department of Defense (DOD),
the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA), the National Science Foun-
dation (NSF),_ and the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) (see table 3). R&D at bOth
DOD and NASA is strongly mission-oriented
(directed toward a particular agency goal), and
it has limited applicability to commewial man-
ufacturing. More generic or basic work is con-
ducted through NSF and NBS.

DOD's Manufacturing 'Technology Program
budgeted approximately $56 million in 1984
for work on automation technologies that
could save money in defense manufacturing.
Two other agencies within DOD, the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
and the Office of Naval Research (ONEL
budgeted approximately $8 million for re
search in P A technologies for ultimate use in
both defense manufacturing and battlefield
applications. Though DOD work in program-

able automation is not intended to be widely
applicable to commercial manufacturing, DOD
sets themes for technology development in pro-
grammable automation. It serves as an informal

T -ble 3. Federal Funding of Research and
Development in Programmable Automation,

Fiscal Year 1984 (dollars in millions)

Military agencies:
Manufacturing Technology (ManTech)

Program $56.00
Defense Advanced Research Projects

A_gency (DARPA) ........ 3.50
Office of Naval Research (ONR) 4.10

Military subtotal $63.60

Civilian agencies:
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) $3.85
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) 5.90
National Science Foundation (NSF) 6.90-9.20

Civilian subtotal $16.65-18.95
Total Federal funding $80.25-82.55
SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment.

coordination point for Government agencies and
defense industries.

NASA's automation research concentrates
on robotic tools_ for use in space. The research
program is spell and focused on technologies
that are very sophisticated by commercial
standards, though there are occasional spin-
offs to commercial manufacturing.

NSF plays a small but important role in
funding basic research in PA. The Production
Research Program at NSF focuses on automa-
tion technologies, while at least a dozen other
programs within NSF fund automation-re-
lated research to some degree. Total funding
for 1984 is estimated to be about $7 million
to $9 million.

NBS has a rather unique role in automation
R&D in that it is the Government'sprimary in-
house laboratory for such work. NBS pursues
automation R&D in standards (e.g., standard-
ization of programing languages and standard-
ization of interfaces between computerized
tools), metrology (measurement of parts using .

computerized devices), and schemes for inte-
grated manufacturing. NBS' Automated Man-
ufacturing Research Facility, funded largely
through DOD, is perhaps the only full-scale test-
ing facility for CIM in the United States.

Estimates of CAD, robotics, and machine tool
industry funding of automation R&D_ range
from $264 million to $400 million in1983, and
they grow rapidly in the future as the industries
expand. There is evidence of increased coopera-
tion between industries and universities in the
conduct of automation R&D. In particular,
university-industry centers for R&D in pro-
grammable automation are proliferating.

The United 'States continues to be a world
leader in many areas of R&D, including comput-
er-aided design, software in general, and virtu-
ally all areas of basic research. Japan has de-
veloped substantial soplti8tication in many
areas of robotics R&D, while Japan and West
Germany are both strong in machine tool re-
search. Both Japan and Western European
countries also do significant research regard-
ing manufacturing integration problems.
Western European countries; notably Sweden

2 5
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and West Germany, conduct substantial re-
search in work environment issues, while the
issues receive only minimal attention in the
United States.

International ,Policy Comparisons
All of the major industrialized nations sup-

port the development and use of PA to some
extent._However, the lack of accurate, up-to-
date information about the details of foreign
government programs makes speculation
about their effectiveness extremely risky.

Historical differences in national character-
istics have strongly affected PA use interna-
tionally. For both Japan and Western Euro-
pean countries, these characteristics include
a greater concern for cost reductionpresum-
ably due to greater dependence on export mar-
kets, and to higher energy, materials, and
capital costs than those in the United States
prior to the 1970't. These factors have led to
greater concern abroad for manufacturing
processes with lets materials waste, better
product detign, and low-cost production. The

/fact that the United States now faces similar
constraints and a more competitive- nterna-

' tional environment is motivating U.S. manu-
facturers to focus more closely on manufactur-
ing processes.

Government involvement in automation in
Japan is substantial, but it_is less monolithic
than many believe. The influence of Japan's
Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) on Japanese industry is ebbing,
although MITI continues to develop long-term
plans for technological development and _to
target certain areas of technology for particu-
lar attention, such as robotics and microelec-
tronics. Private industry expenditures com-
prise a greater percentage of total R&D
spending in Japan than in any other country,
in part due to the near absence of Japanese
Government R&D in defense. The Govern-
ment has, however, played a substantial role
in encouraging application of new technologies
in small and medium-sized firms and in facili-
tating cooperative efforts among PA produc-
ers and users.

Like the United States, the West German
Government has no systematic industrial pol-
icy. It has played a large role in encouraging
private-in ustry investment, however, and has
allocated large sums to semiautonomous re-
search institutes and consortia which perform
R&D related to manufacturing. In addition,
the Government has established an Advanced
Manufacturing Technologies Program to pro-
mote the riskier forms of innovation in this
sector. Though the use of automation technol-
ogies We§t Germany is not as extensive as
in the United States or Japan, the West Ger-
mans have characteristically_ good govern-
ment-labor-management relations which facil-
itate the introduction of new technology.

Sweden and Norway have recently begun to
devote resources_to PA in order to bolster eco-
nomic growth. Thete countries are strong m
robotics, work environment research, and edu-
cation and training programs.

The Finch Government has a firm com-
mitment to faster development and diffusion
of PA, linking Government support to broad-
based plans for restructuring French indus-
tries. Despite the availability of Government
funds and loans, however, industry has not
participated in Government programs to the
extent anticipated.

Although the British Government is less in-
volved in domestic industry_ than the Japanese
or French, the United Kingdom has develo
a set of "schemts" to promote investments in
PA. These inel de loans and grants for con-
sultants to help'develop automation, and vari-
ous mechanismt for support of industry and
university R&D.

Italy has no
though it prom
underdeveloped
Italy is rapidly
robots, and lea
neered new app

Canada and th
promote PA to
have fledgling
nisms for enco

verall industrial policy, al-
tes private investment _in its
outhern regions. In addition,
ecorning a major producer of
rig_ Italian-firms have pio-
cations.
Netherlands have begun to
her economic growth. They

&D programs and media-
aging application of PA.
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Implications for Federal Policy
_ _

The overarching policy question that ehlerges
from this assessment is "Should there be -ena_-
tional strategy for the development and use of
programmable automation ?" The opportunities
and problems_pos&cl by PA are interconnect-ed.
Successfiil policy regarding PA must therefore
mesh actions in several areas, something that
can only be achieved through a multifaceted
strategy. Further, the current uses and im-
pacts of PA are a fraction of what they are ex-
pected to be in the long term; Thus; there is
an opportunity for anticipatory Federal policy.

The principal issues which motivate interest
in new policymaking include the` relative im-
maturity of the technologies and lack of ex-
perience in their application; the fact that
other countries are stimulating development
and use of PA; the risk of unemployment
growth as a result of PA use; both regionally
and nationally; the risk of adverse. effects on
the psychological aspects of thework environ-
ment; and the ramifications of PA for educa-
tion; training; and retraining.

A policy strategy for PA would have to bal-
ance the interests of a large and diverse group
of stakeholders:

The . dvelopers'and_ producers of PA
priMarily concerned with fUnding and fa-
cilities for R&D,_ as well as general eco-
nomic policies which affect markets for
the technologies.
The users_of PA focus on competition in
their product markets. While they tend
to resist government intervention in_pro-
duction and personnel areas, they call for
improvements in tax and trade laws and
other policies which influence the business
climate.
Members of the labor force care about
whether they can get and keep jobs, what
kind of jobs are open to them, and their
relations with management. ,Mhile ap-
proximately 20 percent of the labor force
is represented by labor organizations, the

bulk of the working population has no
focused way to articulate its concerns.
Communities and State and local govern-
ments are particularly concerned about
economic development and maintaining
their employment base.
Educators and trainers are concerned
about the funding, equipment,vand facili-
ties available to them, as well as making
curricula responsive to new technologies
and skill needs.
Finally, the Federal Government has
broad interests_ in the development and
application of PA, including its use for
building defense equipment, as well as its
effect on productivity, economic growth,
employment, and -occupational safety and
health.

Policy Strategies
If the Federal Go' vernment chooses to com-

dinate activities in areas of technology develop-
ment and use employment, work environment,
and instruction, it can pursue one of four-basic
strategies:

I. laissez-faire=a continuation of current
policies;

2. tecFaiology-orientedemphasis on program -
mable automation development and use;

3. human resource-orientedupfront attention
to education and training, work environ-
raent, and job creation; or

4. both technology- and human resource-
oriented.

The principal uncertainties clouding projec-
tions are the rate of advance of the technolo-
gies, and the relative success of efforts abroad
to develop and apply PA and to increase sales
penetration in domestic and foreign markets.
The state of the economy is also a major and
uncertain influence.

The principal arguments for a laissez-faire
strategy are that additional Federal involve-
ment may not be necessary for effective use
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of PA; and that it may be too early in the ap-
plication_of PA to assess appropriate Federal
actions. The disadvantages of this strategy are
the risk that other countries may adopt and
benefit froth PA faSter than the United States,
and the risk of losing an opportunity to adopt
policieS that could not only maximize the ef-
fective use of PA but also minimize negative
social consequences.

A technology-oriented strategy,--_-bolstering
R &D as well as encouraging applications of
the technologiescould help avert a decline
in industrial output and employthent caused
by competitive losses to foreign industries.
Other advantages of such a strategy are that
it would help ensure U.S. technological superi-
ority; and it could bolster national security by
maintaining a sound industrial base. However;
even if greater use of PA were a decisive com-
petitive aid to U.S. firms, a strictly technolo-
gy- oriented strategy could aggravate unem-
ployment and work environment problems; as
Well as strain the capacities of education and
training systems. The postponed costs of a
technology-oriented strategy; particularly for
assisting displaced workers; may offset some
Of the potential economic benefits of such
plan.

A human resource-oriented strategy would in-
volVe upfront investment in evaluating skill
requirements, tailoring education; training;
and retraining programs, and conducting re-
search in relevant work environment and edu-
cational impacts of PA. a strategy could
stabilize or diminish future adjustment
assistance spending; and could Prevent work
environment problems; While human resource
development can facilitate the use of PA and
otherwise improve productivity, its eff6ctS on
industrial output_ levels may be less evident
than the effects of technology-orientd policy.
The major disadvantage of a primarily human
resource-oriented strategy is that it might not
improve productivity or competitiveness
enough to offset trends in other countries. As
in the laissez-faire strategy, the United States
would run the risk of a further erosion in in-

the risk of a further erosion in industrial out-
put levels and loss of technological superiority.

A combined technology- and human resource-
oriented strategy could ensure technology
development and increased competitiveness
while minimizing social fallout. It would recog-
nize the complementary contributions of
equipment and of people in production, and
help assure that_human impacts are explicit-
ly considered in PA development and use. The
disadvantages of such a combined approach
include the administrative and legal burdens
of coordinating a wide range of Federal activ-
ities.

Specific Policy Options
Technology Development and Diffusion

Existing Federal policy toward manufactur-
ing technology is piecemeal attest In the area
of R&D, four agencies with distinctly different
mandateS fund automation research, although
only a small portion of this work has general
applicability for commercial manufacturing.
Only in the area of defense procurement is
there a concerted Federal effort to coordinate
product and process technology development
and application.

Option: Fund Research and Develop-
ment.CongresS could act to increase PA
R&D by influencing both the overall level of
funding and its = distribution to variousagen-
cies and research topics. The current environ-
ment for PA R&D is relatively healthy. How-
ever, funding for more long-term, generic
research in nonmilitary application areas is
relatively thin. Since the bulk of federally
sponsored R&D is centered on military appli-
cations, Congress may wish to raise funding
specifically for generic research, primarily
through the National Science Foundation and
National Bureau of Standards. Congress may
also wish to increase funding for _standards
and human factors research, which could fa-
cilitate the application of programmable auto=
mation across a wide range of industries.
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PA may lead to ill-considered 41,13LichtiOna arid
excessive problems for employpeA arlid commu-
nities.

Federal options for facilitating kwplication
of PA primarily involve removing tiarriers.
These options include assistance i.r, providing
capital for the purchase or lea iof ktutoination
equipment, and providing infOrina6011 about
PA to manufacturers.

Measures to encourage adoptiOn ofPA, how-
ever; are only a partial and Nhortteral solu-
tion to manufacturing problenm._tv, itoger-tetrn
solution invelireS redressing the listurieal U.R.
inattention to manufacturing pPcceat40,organi-
zation, and management. Thougll thkte is some
evidence that the private sector h0 begun to
addreSS this need, Congress catild NAY
portant role in fostering the k.lve):99/11ent of
engineering curricula in uniVersik.i0a _which
combine manufacturing, degi-1-, mid humat
resource management activitik5; ag We as en-
couraging research in rnanufaaari_tig en heer=
ing topics. Further, Congres Asta11isome

soe form of "manufacturing itstita
4

t, p6r=
haps building on the research ekritaJA already

for manufacturing teChnoloky, or anizatien,
at IBS or at universities, to P17:stf:etul-ltse

and management issues. Such
co ci-serve-as-aiijiriforitiatiO-clehringhollSs
for manufacturers, as well as 0 ail* tank with
rotating fellowehipS for people frobi all Parts
of the manufacturing sector,

Employment
The United States has had 1)100 Federal

programs for employment sihee De-programs
era. Excluding educatiArl ayhi trTnirig

programs (see later in this oilaptvt,), existing
Federal employment policy 0:,Ver four broad
categories: 1) the developrnot awl distribu.
tion of labor-market inforrofition, income
maintenance for the unernplOyqq, 3) labor
standards, and 4) job creatio4, CorAparecl with
policiesin most European cAultlityle3 and Ja-
pan, U.S. labor market policy 1s tk active and
uncoordinated, and it is not litiked tO other,
industry:oriented programs for stpeetural ad-
justment in the national ecOnerny,

Option: .Maintain the Status Quo. -=Existing
Federal programs provide relatively limited
Federal involvement in employment change.
Though some might argue that this level of
involvement is appropriate, the existing set
of programs and institutions have several
drawbacks. In the last two decades, Federal
employment policy has come to focus on short-
term programs for aiding disadvantaged
groups of people (low-income or chronically un-
employed or underemployed). In particular,
current programs are ill-equipped to deal with
long-term shifts in labor demand arising from
technological and economic changes, growing
uncertainty in skill requirements, and ex-
tended unemployment among groups other
than the disadvantaged. Similarly, they are
not de-Signed to deal with large regional di-a-
paritieS in unemployment, a problem that PA
will likely aggravate in the near term.

Option: Establish Programs for Job Crea-
tion. Job creation programs can help de-
crease unemployment, as wellas stimulate me-
nomic_growth and help build the skills of the
work force. The principal problem in devel-
oping a job creation program is to avoid pay-
ing for jobs that employers would have created
anyway, and to avoid merely shifting employ-

_ ment from one industry to another, either of
which would duninigh net job-growth.

Job creation programs range from the moat
general (i.e., expansionary macroeconomic pol-
icy) to specific measures to stimulate hiring,
including tax credits, incentives for domestic
production, change in average work hours, and
increased pp:Auction of public goods and serv-
ices. In particular, the latter two types of job
creation programs might be considered in the
face of persistent labor surpluses. Although
reducing average work hours can spread work
among a larger group of people, individual
employees may experience real wage losses.
The actual costs and benefits of reducing work
hours depend on how such a program is struc-
tured.

Similarly, stimulating production of so-
called public goods and services would also
create jobs. Production of public good§ and
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services doeS not have to be met by expanded
public sector employment. As in the case of
defense procurement, public investment can
stimulate private sector employment. "Pub-
lic goods and services" can include a multitude
of activitiesfrom highway building to child
care. The principal disadvantage of public
goods programs Iristorically has been the di=
version of resources from private goods pre=
duction.

Option: Expand Programs for Labor-Mar-
ket Information. PA offers the prospect of
radical and ongoing changes in the deploy-
ment of labor among manufacturing firms;
Monitoring of employment patterns by ex-
panded collection and analysis of occupational
employment data would provide a means of
measuring the rate; extent, and direction of
change. Expanded data collection by the De=
partment of Labor and the Bureau of the Cen=
sus would improve their ability to describe and
forecast employment trends, and it would im-
prove the information they disseminate to ed=
ucators; counselors, and individualS. It would
also provide data for comparing staffing pat-
terns among firmsinformation that would be
useful to managers, labor organizations, and
educators. The primary argument against
such efforts to expand labor-market informa-
tion is rooted in the desire to reduce paperwork
required of businesses, and to limit Govern-
ment statistics to those that are specifically
needed by Federal agencies.

Option: Expand Adjustment Assistance
Programs. Expanded programs for income
maintenance or relocation assistance may be
necessary to ease adjustment problems caused
by PA and a variety of other factors. Although
the debate over aid to displaced workers tends
to focus on external aid, actions by employers
themselves may also serve to ease employ-
ment shifts. Congress might consider legisla-
tion to encourage advance notice of technolog-
ital change, which allows workers to plan for
change, evaluate training needs; and seek new
work. Employers often resist advanee notice
requirements; however; arguing that teChno=
logical change is a management prerogative.
Another measure that Congress might consid-

er for employer actions would be financial in-
centives to relocate personnel either within or
outside the firm.

Work Environment
OTA!s analysis suggests that the area

where PA itself may motivate the greatest de
parture from past Federal policy is work envi-
ronment. Because PA will eventually affect
the work environment of most manufacturing
personnel, especially in metalworking manu
facturing, and because it poses potential new
problem8 pertaining to the psychological as
pectS of the work environment, this technolo-
gy raises questions about the adequacy of ex
isting mechanisms for studying, monitoring
and regulating workplace conditions.

Option: No Increased Federal Role.Al.
though no single policy instrument specifically
addresses the impactsof PA on the work en.
vironment, various meChanisms are already ir
place at the Federal, State, and local level:
that cover workplace concerns in general, par
ticularly in the areas of health and safety. Fur
ther, a few efforts have begun in both the pri
vate and public Sectors to plan for th(
workplace effects of the introduction to nem
technology. Finally, it may be too early in th(
development and application of PA to devis(
an appropriate Federal role. All the above con
cerns might argue for retaining the status quo

However, work environmentjssues are sim
ilar in some ways to other problems, such a:
pollution, which are not easily solved by th(
private sector on its own. With current esti
mates of union membership in the Unite(
States totaling about one-fifth of all workers
there is a large segment of the population thai
will not have a focused way_ to articulate wort
environment concerns. Finally, there is agreai
deal to be learned about the effects of PA or
the workplace, and such research must begin
immediately in order to help improve, th
workplace as adoption of PA accelerates.

Option: Increase Oversight and Monitor
ing.C9gress could increase the emphasi:
placed on the workplace effects of computer
ized manufacturing automation through it

3i
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oversight and monitoring activities; Consid-
erable oversight has been provided on these
issues by a number of congressional commit-
tees over the past several years. In:addition
to its own oversight activities, Congress could
designate monitoring responsibilities to the
Occupational Safety and Health Ad ministra-
tion (OSHA) and the National Instittite for Oc-
cupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). While
such oversight.doUld infohn Congress and the
public about workplace concerns and cover a
wide range of settings, it might result in a
piecemeal effort with little or no coordination
of activities or sharing of information.

Option: Increase Support for Work Envi-
ronment Research.Congress could support
research; through such agencies as NIOSH,
NSF; and the Department of Labor, on both
the short- and long-term social impact§ of PA
on the workplace. Potential areas research
might include the physical and paythological
effects of PA, management strategies and pol-
icies in introducing and using PA, worker par-
ticipation, identification of hazards and how
to control_ them, changes in work content and
organization, and changes in organizational
structure,_ among others. Research would be
particularly valuable for identifying tech-
niques to measure nonphysical problems in the
workplace. Demonstration projects; seminars,
and experiments would enhance understand-
ing of the effects of PA and the extent to
which it can be shaped to improve the work
environment.

Current research on the social impacts of PA
on the manufacturing work environment is
modest in scope and support; reflecting the
limited amount of interest and funding avail-
able for this purpose. By contrast; study of the
impacts of new technology on the workplace
is more common in Japan and Western Eur7
ope; where the subject has historically received
more attention across sectors.

Option: Set NeW Standards. New safety
and health standards may be required to ad-
dress problems associated with the use of PA.
Reliable information would be needed on the
numbers of people at risk,' the nature of the

risks, and'the potential costs and benefits of
establishing and enforcing new regulations.

Option: Promulgate Omnibus Work Envi-
ronment Legislation.-=-Other aspects of the in-
troduction of new technology into the wOrk-
place, beyond safety and, health concerns;

,; suggest that a broader approach to work enVi-
, ronment policy may be desirable; These as-
pects include the potential for excessive sur-
veillance of workers and the disparity in
worker and management understanding of
both the choices available in adopting PA and
theie workplace ramifications; In addition, a
broader approach would-ensure that the inter=
ests of all workers would be protected.

A number of European countries have taken
an omnibus approach to workplace concerns:
In Norway and Sweden, for instance; work en-
vironment legislation has been in effect since
1977. One purpose of this legislation is to pro-
tect workers' mental as well as physical health
in the workplace; particularly in the context
of technology change; another is to give em=
ployees an opportunity to:influence the design
of the work environment.

Education, Training, and Retraining
The Federal role in education has tradi-

tionally been that of supplementing or enhanc-
ing State and local activities. In recent years
there has been a movement toward lesSening
direct Federal involvement. In contrast, the
Federal role in training and retraining ef-
fortsparticularly for the economically disad-
vantagedhas been dominant since the mid-
1960's. In keeping with the trend toward
decentralization, the recently enacted Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA) shifts re-
sponsibility for administration and regulation
of federally funded training and retraining
activities to the States.

Option: No Increased Federal Rale.As in
other areas affected by PA, it may be too early
to assess the appropriate Federal role in educa-
tion, training, and retraining related to PA.
However, if the Federal Government chose not
to modify its existing programs, it would for-
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go potential roles unlikely to be assumed by
other levels of government or the private sec-
tor, such as assisting in the coordination of in-
structional activities; ensuring that adequate
labor market and occupational forecasts are
developed; and ensuring that information de-
rived from such forecasts is actively dissemi-
nated to individuals, educators; and trainers.

Option: Increase Support for Facilities,
Equipment, and Qualified Instructors. Con-
gress could consider options such as tax incen-
tives for the purchase of state4A-the-art equip-
ment for training, and funding to establish
selected educational facilities and maintain
them for use in periods of intense demand for
PA instruction; Congress is currently consid-
ering legislation to encourage interest in math
and science teaching; engineering education;
and other forms of technical instruction. While
these measures could reniave_many of the bar-
Hers to the establishment of PAinstructional

` .programs, they might also stimulate too much
interest in PA instruction at the expense of
other types of education and training.

`Option: Encourage Curriculum Develop-
ment; Congress could enact a grant program
to fUnd the development of curricula geared
to the development of PA-related skills. En-
couraging comprehensive curriculum_ design
and the ebtalilishment of voluntary guidelines
for curriculum content at various levels would
guarantee some degree of itandarclitation to
both enrollees and employers.

Option: Encourage Renewed Emphasis on
Basic Skills and ProbleMSolving Smells, Con-
gress could choose to encourage at all levels
of instruction a renewed,emphasis on strong,
basic skills in readingimith; and science. Spe-
cial emphasis could be placed on the develop-
ment of individual; problem-solving skills,
since these are important prerequisites to
training for careers in computerized manufac-
turing, as well as for nonmanufactUring occu-
pations.

This option could make the labor supPly
more resilient in the long term by raising the

overall skill level. It could also create a foun-
dation of skills that could be enhanced over
time through the development of job-related
skills; including those associated with PA.
Finally; this approach would not feed the proc-
ess of "skills obsolescence" by tying individual
instruction too closely to specific technologies.

Option: Encourage Individual Participation
in PA-Related Instruction. Possible meas-
ures already being considered by Congress to
make individual participation in instruction
more economical include individual tax incen-
tives (e.g., deductions for spending on train-
ing for a new occupation); the designation_of
training as an allowable expense under the Un-
employment Insurance System; and the estab=
lishment of individual education or training ac-
counts- Incentives to individuals would be
particularly valuable in instances where em-
ployers do not provide PA-related instruction-
to their employees beyond the level of intro-
ductory training.

Option: Encourage Industry-Based Instruc-
tion: Few users of PA equipment currently
have or plan to establish in-house instructional
programs. Congress could choose to encourage
users of programmable equipment to establish
or enhance in-house technical training pro-
grams through the creation of tax incentives
that help defray the costs of instructors, equip-
ment, expansion of instructional facilities, and
curriculum development.

Option: Intensify Research Efforts. Con-
gress could choOse to increase Federal spon-
sorship of research to identify changing skills
requirements within manufacturing occupa-
tions, 'arid to provide for broad-based dissem-
ination of the findings to better equip educa-
tors and trainers for curriculum development.
Congress could also use a research program
to encourage the development of instructional
standards that are in keeping with PA skills
requirements.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

Background
A new wave of automation is spreading

through manufacturing industries, and like its
predecessors, it is receiving a mixed welcome.
Computerized manufacturing automation
the application of electronic computer and
communication tools to manufacturingis
viewed both as contributing to the problems
faced by the U.S. economy and as part of the
solution to those problems.* Those who view
it optimistically emphasize its potential to im-
prove productivity, work environment; prod-
uct quality; and ultimately competitiveness.
Those taking the opposite view argue that it
will cause massive unemployment; make many
jobs less rewarding; and provoke a retraining
crisis. The rhetoric used by both sides makes
it difficult to appraise the technologies and,
moreimportantly, to determine what policies
may be appropriate.

The economic and social effects of comput-
ers and automation in manufacturing have
aroused concern since the late 1950's. During
the late 1950's and early 1960's, people grew
more aware of the potential uses of computer
technology, while adoption of so-called hard
or dedicated. automation began to accelerate.
Studies conducted_ uring that period, includ-
ing the report of a Federal study commission,
drew conclusions about potential job loss,
changing work conditions, and instructional
needs that remain valid today.' Because of
technological developments and falling costs
for computing during the late 1960's and the
1970's, the prospects for significant social and
economic change resulting from wide use of

*The subject of this report is described as "manufacturing"
rather than "facto" automation in order to emphasize that
these tools_ can be applied not only to the fabrication of prod.
ucts but also to the critical ftuncdons of product design_ and
manufacturink management. Related office autOmation tech-
nologzes is being-evaluated in a forthcoming OTA study, "In-
formation and Communication Technologies and_ the Office."

'Report of the National Commission on Technology; Auto-
mation, and Economic Progress. 1966:

computer technologies are more immediate to-
day than before.

The currentxave of automation is unlike its
predecessorsin severalwayS: Programmable
automation (PA) can collect and process infor-
mation as well as do physical work, Allowing
equipment for design, production, and man-
agement to be linked together. It can improve
product quality by raising consistency and
control in production. And it can be used in
producing a range of pro-ducts because of its
reprogrammability. This trait, in particular,
lies behind claims for PA "flexibility". These
features make PA economical in production
of much smaller quantities than hard automa-
tion, which is largely restricted to large quan-
tity or mass production. They make PA ap-
plicable across a wide range of industries,
whereas the applicability of conventional hard
automation is much more- limited. PA will
have a major influence on skill requirements,
product design and variety, production costs,
job content; and the organization-and manage-
ment of manufacturing. Its features are funda-
mental to the potential changes in employ-
ment, work environment, and education and
training needs that area focus of this report.

The technical features of programmable
automation and their economic and social ram-
ifications will continue to make PA _a source
of controversy over the next decade. In partic-
ular, the economic aspects are central to the
argument proponents make for rapid develop-
ment and diffusion of programmable automa-
tion. Proponents claim that, in the current
climate of international competition, manufac-
turing firms must either automate or move
production overseas if they are to continue in
business.* The basic argument states that PA
will make domestic manufacturing more effi-

*Barring. that is, significant changes in import restraints or
the value of the dollar.
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cient and competitive, and it will thereby
contribute to economic groWth and greater
employment;

The focus on economic growth reflects con-
cern Over the slow growth in productivity and
economic output experienced during the
1970's and early 1980's. During that time,
U.S. industries lost shares in domestic and
foreign mat keLs lo-foreigri=ebiripetitors, prin-
cipally the Japanese; While the Causes and sig-
nificance of these phenomena are debated even
among experts, popular consensus deems a
key cause to be different production costs
in particular, different labOr costsamong
countries and iriCistrieb. Lower costs abroad
for labor have been a major reason; but not-
the only one,* for increases in overseas pro-
duction by U.S. manufacturers as well as for
increased imports of manufacturing goods.
Against this background, the labor-savings
aspects of PA technologies have taken on
special significance.

UnfortunatelY, the popular focus on the
labor-savings aspects of progranunable auto-
mation is misleading: It plays on historic ten-
sions between labor and management in this
country, and it ignores the role of manage-
ment, prOduet design, and other cost factors
in determining a company's ability to com-
pete, There is a risk that, by emphasizing the
one-fOr=One substitution of machines for peo-
ple, Companies will use PA inefficiently; they
may ignore critical differences between what
people and machines can do best, and they
may ignore less tangible but effective options
for improving human resource management or
responsiveness to customer needs."

*Other reasons includesuch factors as differences in materi-

als and energy costs, differences in capital markets, the ex-
change rate, and changes in market size.

**This capital!spending bias was brought out by a recent sur-

vey of industrial engineers. (Institute of Industrial Engineers,
"ProductivitY T6day: An Inside Report," 1983.) As one reporter

noted, It seems clear that while more companies could bene-
fit from trying to better use their employees, the role -of capital
spendingtraditionally the 'quick fix' for improved industrial
performance will remain a major component of corporate strat-
egy." Philip Moeller, "Firing_ Try To Boost Output." The
(Baltimore) Sun, Oct. 19, 1983.

3

PA will help many companies to produce
better and cheaper. But whether the policy
goal is to improve industrial competitiveness,
maximize employment, or both, OTA's re-
search reveals a need for Comprehensive re-
thinking of manufacturing processes and com-
petitive Strategies. With surprisingconsisten-
cy, automation experts consulted by O'TA
cited organizational factors, rather than
technical ones, as the principal problems sur-
rounding the use of PA. Thus, iri several cases,
PA feasibility studies hdve led to improve--
ments in product design and production pros=
eSses without the adoption of PA equipment.
While new technologyi.e., new ways to corn-
bine equipment, personnel, and materials=can
help manufacturing companies, experiences in
the United States and abroad reveal that the
success or failure of PA depends more on the
management characteristica of the organiza-
tions that use it than on the particular choice
of :equipment and systems.

The technological, social, and economic con-
cerns surrounding the spread of wogrammablt
automation are interconnected. Labor-saving
technology does not necessarily cause unem-
ployment: employment depends on what and
how much consumers will buy, as well as how
management decides _to m_ ake those goods.
Technology does not of itself raise or lower the
skill levels required of employees: skill require-
ments depend on how management defines
jobs and allocates work to suit an existing or
preferred work force. Machines do not neces-
sarily improve or degrade the work environ-
ment: equipment designers and managers
inIke choices that determine how machine-s-
and people interact.

Programmable automation can improve the
work environment, raise productivity, and create
or preserve at least some jobs if it is developed
and apPlied with those goals in mind. Because
the markets for PA are still young and the use
of PA is still relatively limited, the near-term
social and economic effects of PA will not be
cataclysmic. There is time for managers, ern-
ployeeS, educators, and government to gain a
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better understanding of PA and to plan to ad-
dress the effects of automation on the work-
place. Such advance planning will be necessary
in order for the country to capture the poten-
tial benefits of PA and avoid excessive social
and economic costs. Specific areas where long-
range planning would be beneficial include

analysis 9f changing skill requirements, im-
provements on the pairings of people with
machines, and the roles and requirements for
various educational institutions. Also impor-
tant is the business climate for PA vendors
and users.

Study Approach, Organization, and Methodology
Approach

To appreciate what programmable automa-
tion,bodes for the U.S. economy, it is neces-
sary to understand its key features, including
its limitations and side effects as well as its
expected benefits. This report examines those
features largely from the perspective of the
dividual firm that may adopt PA. It focuses
on the use of PA among discrete-product man-
ufacturers,* particularly those in such metal-
working industries as transportation equip-
ment and electrical and nonelectrical machin-
ery. These industries have been and will
through this century continue to be leading
users of PA. While many of the conclusions
reached about the application of PA in metal-
working industries may hold for other indu&
tries; generalizing about long-term effects of
PA across industrieseven among metalwork-
ing industriesis risky.

Where uncertainties exist, they are iden-
tified. Often, those uncertainties surround
estimates of the amounts of change that are
likely to arise from the spread of PA. The re-
liability of inferences about quantitative ef.
fects on industries; regions; and the national
economy is limited because good data on eco-
nomic and social aspects of PA do not exist.
In particular; there is a scarcity of good data
describing shifts in skill requirements, types
of jobs; materials requirements, or the struc-
ture_ and competitive conduct of industries
producing and using programmable automa-

Producers of discrete produCts made in lots ranging from
one to mass-production quantity, such as industrial machines
and automobiles, as opposed to continuousprocess manufac-
turers, such as producers of chemicals and steel.

tion. Consequently, it is too early to make
precise; quantitative forecasts. Moreover,
bedause technology, industrY, and job charac-
teristics are changing continually, descriptions
of conditions at any one point will not neces-
sarily hold up over time. This report therefore
stresses the identification of the nature and
direction of likely changes rather than their
magnitudes.

This report examines 'a wide range of potenn
tial changes in the development And use of
human. resources that may accompany the.
spread of PA. Some will shape industry em-
ployment prospects, others will affect the
work environment. Indeed, potential changes
in the work environment will Ultimately Wed
more people than changes in industry employ-
ment levels. While developments in employ-
ment and in the Work environment may mo-
tivate new education and training activities,
education and training in turn may shape the
development, use, and employment effects of
PA. In describing the ramifications of pro-
grammable automation for human resources,
this report addresses the potential for nontech-
nological factors; from management style to
industrial structure,/ to 'reinforce or .conflict
with the influences Of PA itself.

The international context for PA develop-
ment and use is highlighted throughout the
report. While data on activities and programs
abroad are limited and uneven in quality; each
chapter relates phenoinena in the United
States to those abroad `to the extent feasible;
Actions in many counties will affect the level
of technological development, the strength of
the United States' claim to technological lead-
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ership, and the ability of producers and users
of PA to compete in domestic and foreign
markets.

Organization and Methodology
Following the executive summary and intro-

duction, the prospects for programmable auto-
mation are examined in this report from sev-
eral perspectives. Those perspectives are
brought out through seven analytical and
descriptive chapters. A final chapter presents
congressional policy options. Each chapter
draws on other chapters m the report, but is
otherwise self-contained.

Chapter 3 addresses the questions. "What
is programmable automation?" and "Flow
might it be used?" It defines PA technolo-
giesincluding computer-aided design, robots
and other forms of computer-aided manufac-
turing, and related computer-based rnanage-
ment systemsand describes their develop-
ment trends. This chapter stresses the fact
that PA is much bigger than robotica, which
receives most of the attention, and it evaluates
the potential for the integration of PA equip-
ment into highly automated systems.

_Chapters 4, 5, and 6 address the question,
"_What are the implications of its use?"
Chapter 4 examines the prospects for employ-
ment change, including the ways in which PA
may influence job desigii and the number and
mix of jobs among firms and industries. It also
highlights conflicting influences on employ-
ment by occupation and industry. Chapter 5
explores the implications of the use of PA for
the workplace. The chapter shows how tech-
nological features combine with management
attitudes and actions to shape the work en-
vironment in manufacturing firms. Chapter 6
illuminates emerging needS for education,
training, and retraining and diScusses current
efforts by industry, labor, and the academic
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community to meet those needs. It also dis-
cusses the relationship between PA-related
skills development and broader educational
preparation.

Chapter 7 addresses the questions, "Who
produces PA equipment?" and "What is the
status of producer industries?" It describes
the structure and competitive conduct of in-
dustries supplying programmable automation
goods and services. The chapter also charac-
terizes the emerging role of these industries
in the U.S. and world economies.

Chapters 8 and 9 provide background on the
players involved and on existing directions in
U.S. and foreign technology policy. Chapter
8 describes the roles ofpublic and private in-
stitutions conducting PA research andBevel-
opment. Chapter 9 enumerates the efforts of
governments in other countries to stimulate
the production and use of programmable auto-
mation. These two chapters lead into chapter
10, which provides alternatives for-congres-,
sional action.

The findingS and insights of this report were
developed from many sources of information.
Technical literature and conference sessions
provided background materials, but more di-
rect development of information constituted
the bulk of the research. Over the course of
the study, OTA held workshops that brought
together experts in the areas of employment
change and industrial relations,programmable
automation industries, and programmable
automation teclmoloees. OTA also conducted
a survey of education, training, and retrain-
ing activities and opinions among producers
and users of PA and among educators. In ad-
dition, 18 case studies were carried out. Four-
teen described approachea to education, train-
ing, or retraining-, four described some of the
effects of PA on the work environment.
Throughout the study, OTA sthff visited fa-
cilities and consulted with a wide range of
experts.
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Congressional Interest and Policy
The computerized manufacturing automa-

tion study was requested by the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee ;the Senate Committe_e on
Labor and Human Resources; the Senate Com-
mittee on Commerce, Science, and Transpor-
tation, ansi the Labor Standards Subcommit-
tee of the House Committee on Education and

Labor. Other committees, including the House
committee on ScienCe and Technology and the
House Committee on Small Business, have
also expressed interest in this study. Table 4
lists several relevant congressional hearings
held during the develOpment and conduct of
this assessment.

Table 4.Representative Recent Congressional Hearings Relevant to Programmable Automation

Robotics
June 2 and 23; 1982* 97th Congo 2d sess:
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Investigations and
Oversight to examine the status and potential applications
of robotics technology R&D.

New Technology In _the American Workplace
June 23, 1982; 97th_ Cong., 2d sess:
Hearing before the Subcommittee on Labor Standards to
examine the impact of automation on employment and
working conditions.

Hearings -on _Mathematics_ and Science Education
Sept. 28 -30, -1982, 97th Cong., 2d sess.; and Jan: 26.28 and
31, 1983, 98th Cong., It sess.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education and the Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education to consider several bills to
improve mathematics and science education at the
elementary and secondary level.

Oversight of Trade Adjustment Assistance Programs
and Authorization of Appropriations for U.S. Trade
Representative; International Trade Commission;
and Customs Service

Mar. 17, 1983, 98th Cong., 1st sess.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on International Trade
to consider the impacts of foreign trade and the fiscal year
1984 activities of concerned Federal agencies:

Impact of Robotics on Employment
Mar. 18, 1983,_ 98th Corig., 1st sess.
Hearing before the Subcommittee on Economic Goals and
Intergovernmental Policy to examine th_e impact of
automation, including robotics, on U.S._ employment.

Biological Clocks and Shift Work Scheduling
Mar. 23 and 24,_ 1983, 98th Cong., 1st sess.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Investigations and
Oversight to examine research on human biological
rhythms, such as the sleep-wake cycle, and their effect
on _lob performance of shift workers.

Job_ Forecasting
Apr: 6 and 7; 1983; 98th Cong., 1st s_ess.
Hearings befere the Subcommittee on Investigations and
Ovefsight to examine implications of technology change
for employment forecasting.

The impact of Rbbots and Computers on the WorkfIce in
the 1980's

May 17, 1983, 98th Cong., 1st sess.
Hearing before the Subcommittee on General Oversight
and_ the Economy on employMent forecasting and tech-
nological change.

Administration Proposal for Block Grant for Vocational
and Adult Education

May 19_, 1983,_ 98th Cong,_1st sess.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Elementary; Sec-
ondary; and Vocational Education regarding the formula-
tion and administration of Feder I education grants to
States.

Technology and Employment__-
June 7.10, 14.16, and 23; 1983, 981 Cong. 1st sess.
Joint hearings before the Subcommittee on Science;
Research, and Technology and the Task Force on Educa-
tion and Employment regarding the range of effects of new
technoloV on labor.

Industrial Policy; Economic Growth and the Competitiveness
of U.S. Industry

June 24, 29, and 30; and July 13, 14, and 20, 1983, 98th
Cong, 1st sess.
Hearings to examine issues and recommendations relat-
ing to a national industrial policy to ,facilitate industry
capital formation in order to promote and sustain econom-
ic growth.

Joint Hearing on Plant Closing
July 8, 1983; 98th Cong., 1st sess.
Joint hearing before the Subcommittee on Employment
Opportunities and the Subcommittee on Labor-Manage-
ment Relations of the Committee on Education and Labor
re_garding a bill to set conditions on plant closin_gs.

Industrial Policy: the Retraining Needs of the Nation's Long-
term, Structurally_ Unemployed Workers -

Sept. 16, 23, 26, and Oct. 26, 1983, 98th Cong., 1st sess.
Hearings before the Joint Economic Committee on nation-
al retraining needs associatediwith structural change in
the economy.

SOURCE- Office of Technology Assessment.
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The extensive congressional interest in the
study reflects the fact that programMable
automation has numerous implications for
policy. Recent policy discussions have tended
to focus on either labor issues or international
competitiveness. Indeed, concern for labor
issues was a strong theme in the requests for
the study.

This report addresses policy concerns in the
areas of work environment, employment, edu-

cation and training, and the development and
use of programmable automation. Moreover,
the policy discussion in chapter 10 emphasizes
the interconnections between impacts and pol-
icies in all of those areas. It provides alter-
natives for congressional action that address
those areas` together as well as individually.
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Programmable Automation
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Chapter 3

1 Programmable Automation Technologies /

Summary
This chapter is both a priPler OP Prokratn-

rnable automation (PA) toolo end 'Weir Poten-
tial applications in manufacpainA, and_ am as-
sessment of the important problems and direc-
tions for development of the technologies. As

/defined here; programmabla ttutvfoation in-
cludes computer-aided design (CAM; comput-
er -aided manufacturing toolses4,-, robotics;
numerically controlled (NO /1124ftta_e tools,
flexible manufacturing sysoenis (rgs), and
automated materials handling (AA10H); and
computer-aided techniques fChr Intaitigerilett
e;g4 management information syotOrls MIS)
and computer-aided _planniftg (QAP) When
systems for design, manufaottltibg, and ruen=
agement are used together in a noordluated
system. the result is conawter,integrated
mainufaCtUring (CIM).

..The context for this analrgis iv Prunarily
discrete manufacturing, as opposecl to contin-
uous-process industries sucl,A as ohernicals or
paper. Discrete manufaCturibg inokiae$ a wide
range of traditional metalworking padustries
(e.g., automobiles and farm edit:3410W as well
as other industries which kre no Primarily
metalworking (e.g., electronigs).
note is that a great many of the products of
discrete manufacturing are Arad
of perhaps a few dozen to a fe'w litmdred traits.
Because of this; it is often nob ecanoraleal to
use single-purpose, autoroated Machines
(known as "fixed" or "hard' Atitolnation) to
manufacture the product. In such OA qnviron-
ment, programmable automation i votentielly
very useful.

The essential difference Itewttll convet-
tienial factory machines anti pmtfraturuable
automation is the latter's u .of itjiorrnation
technology to provide macliLine on.treol and
communication. The use of coroptltera an
communications systems atioqvg these rn

chines to perform a greater variety of tasks
than fixed automation can perform, and to
automate some tasks which previously neces-
sitated direct human control.

Programmable automation can respond to
some of the central problems of manufactur-
ing. These include enhancing information flow,
improving coordination;, and increasing effi-
ciency and flexibility (defined as both the
range of products and volume of a specific
product which a factory can economically pro-
duce). By using programmable automation to
address these problems, manufacturers hope
to increase their productivity and control over
the manufacturing process.

Though labor savings seem to be the most
obvious benefit of automation, savings_ through
more efficient use of materials may be more
significant in many manufacturing environ-
ments. In particular, flexible manufacturing
systems can reduce waste, reduce levels of
finished product inventory, and reduce the
manufacturer's substantial investment in the
products that are in various stages of comple-
tion, known as "work in process."

Some of the technical factors which hold
back PA's potential uses in manufacturing
include relatively cumbersome programing
languages, a general level of technical imma-
turity in many areas of the technologies, long-
established organizatidnalbarriers in industry
(e.g., between manufacturing and design en-
gineers), and the embryonic nature of efforta
to maximize the effectiveness of man-machine
interactions.

Nevertheless, the technologies appear to be
quite adequate technically. for the vast majori-
ty of near-term applications; there seems to
be a significant backlog of available tools
which manufacturers have only begun to
exploit.

33
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The use of PA tools in integrated systems
e.g., FMS or CIMis much more powerful
than their use for a single task _or process:
Such integration not only magnifiea the pro-
ductivity and efficiency benefita of PA, but
also tends to induce changes in all parts of the
factory. Management strategies, product de-
signs, and materials flow all change to best
make use of such integrated systems.

Many industrialists have a vision of CIM
that includes maximum use of PAtools and
coordination between them, with few if any
human workers. Others downplay CIM as a
revolutionary change and emphasize that fac-
tories will adopt automation technologies as
appropriate. It may not be appropriate (or eco-
nomical) to remove all or most humans from
many factories. In any case, the widespread
use of CIM and virtually unmanned factories

are unlikely to arise before the turn of the
century.

Principal themes in the future development
of PA technologies include increasing their
versatility and power, enhancing their capa-
bility to operate without human intervention,
and developing the ability, lof the tools to be
integrated. Researchers and industry spokes-
men report progress in virtually all the fun-
damental technical areas; although many of
the currently identified problems in program-
mable automation are complex enough to keep
researchers busy for many years to come. Ac-
cording to many experts, the 19%0's may bring
many major technical advances_which could
significantly expand the range of problems to
which programmable automation can be.
ErbOlied.

Introduction
The puilicise of _this chapter is to describe

the technologies that together comprise "pro-
grammable_autOmation," and to evaluate their
usefulness for manufacturing. In addition; the
chapter examines how the technologies are
evolving and what can be expected for the ca-
pabilities and applications of these tools.

Programmable automation refers to a family
Of technologies that he at the intersection of
computer science and manufacturing engineer-
ing. "Programmable" means that they can be
switched from one task to another with rela-
tive ease by changing the (usually) computer-
ized instructions; "automation" implies that
they perform a significant part of their funs=
tions without direct human intervention. The
common element in these tools that makes
them different from traditional manufaCturing
tools is their use of the computer to_rnatiipti=
late and store data; and the use of related
microelectronics technology to allow commu-

nication of data to other machines hi the
factory.*

There are three general categories of func-
tions which these tools performthey are used
to help design products; to help manufacture
(both fabricate and assemble) products on the
factory floor; and to assist in management of
many factory operations. Table 5 outlinea the
principatechnologies included in these cate-
gories; each of which will be described in the
next section.

*Although "prolgammable automation" is less common than
some of the other terms used to describe automation teChnolo-
gieS, it is relaUvaraimple_and unambiguous term for the tobli
discussed here, "CAD/CAM" (computer-aided design/computer
aided manufacturing) is a catch -all term used in Industry jour-
nals and popular-articles to-refer to a-set of technologies simtu-
to the stt defined here as programmableautomation. Hoiretter,
CAD/CAM is ago used to describe some specific computer-aided
design systems, or to denote the integration of computer-aided
design and intmufaCtiiiiiig. Because -of this ambiguity; the term
will not be used here. "Robotics" is another term that is
sometimes used in a broad sense to mean not only robots but
the whole family of automation tools.
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'Table 5. Principal Programmable
Automation Technologies

I. Computer-aided design (CAD)
A. Computei--aided drafting
B. Computer-aided engineering (CAE)

11. Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)
A. Robots
B. NOmerically controlled (NC) machine _tools
C. Flexible manufacturing systems_ (EMS)
D. Automated materials handling (AMH) and

automated storage and retrieval Systems (AS/PS)
III. Tools and strategies for manufacturing management

A. Computer-Integrated manufacturing (CiM)
B. Management information systems (MIS)
C. Computer-aided planning1CAP) and computer-

aidedlprocess planning (CAPP)
NOTE: Bold type Indicates technologies on which this report concentrates.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment.

The three categories of automation technol-
ogiestools for design, manufacturing, and
managementare not mutually exclusive. In

fact, the goal of much current researchin auto-
!nation systems is to break down the barriers
between them so that design and manufactur-
ing systems are inextricably linked. However,
these three categories are useful to frame the
discussion, particularly since they.correspond
to the organization of a typical manufactur-
ing firm.

Further, this report does not attempt to
cover each of the technologies in equal detail.
It concentrates on those five which appear in
bold type in table 5 b&ause they are the core
tachnologies of PA and their potential uses are
most extensive.

Discrete Manufacturing
Some background about manufacturing is

important to provide a context for assessing
the usefulness of these tools. Programmable
automation can affect many kinds of industry.
This reportiocuses on PA applications for dis-
crete manufacturingthe design, manufacture
and assembly of products ranging from bolts
to aircraft. The report does not systematically
cover nonmanufacturing applications such as
architecture, or continuous-process manufac-
turinge.g., chemicals, paper, and steel. Other
recent OTA reports haVe examined technolog-
ical changes affecting process industries.'

Electronics manufacturing industries do not
fit neatly into a discrete v. process classifica-
tion. Some areas, particularly the fabrication
of semiconductors, most resemble -Aontinuous-
process manufacturing. Other portions such
as circuit board assembly are more discrete.

'Cf. U.S. Industrial Competitiveness: A Comparison of Steel,
Electronics, and Autornobile (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Con-
gress, Office of Technology_ Assessment, OT-A-ISOA35July
1982); Technology and Steel Industry_ Competitiveness
(Washington, D.C.: U .S. Congress, Office of Technology Assess-
ment, OTA-M-122, June 1980).

Because electronics industries have been lead-
ers among metalworking firins in both produc-
ing and using computerized factory automa-
tion, they play a key role in this report.

To many industrialists; diicrete manufac-
turing means Metalworking for mechanical ap-
plicationsshaping; forming; and finishing
metals into usable products such as engine
blocks; However; an increasing proportion of
mechanical parts manufacturing involves pl*:,
tics fiber composites; or_new, durable cereiriil
ics; These new materials both enable new pro-
duction processes and are themselves affCttkl
by automation technologies.

One way in which discrete manufacturing
plants can be categorized that is especially rel-
evant to automation applications is the vol-
ume of a given part that,they produce; As fig-
ure 1 indicates; discrete manufacturing repre-
sents a continuum from piece or custom pro-
duction of a single part to mass production of
manythousands, Although many people' are
most familiar with thass-pr6duction factories,
with their assembly and transfer lines, it is
estimated that mass prilduction accounts for
only 20 percent of metalworking parts pro-

46
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Figure 1.Characteristics of Metidworking Production; By Lot Size
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duced in the United States, while 75 percent
are made in a "batch" environment.2 The def-
inition of a "batch" varies according to the
complexity of the part and the characteristics
of the industry. A common characteristic of
batch manufacturing is that there is not
enough volume to justify specialized machines
(known as "hard automation") to automatical-
ly produce the part; The direct labor involved
in fabricating products in batChes is relative-
ly high (as shown in-fig; 1), and constitutes a
large proportion of the cost of the item. These
characteristics of batch manufacturingits
prevalence; and its low level of automation and
correspondingly high level of labor content
are important because they suggest a broad
range of uses for programmable automation.

The ManufacttuAng Process
Figure 2 illustrates the organization of a

hypothetical metalworking manufacturing
plant: Most of the elements in this diagram
are present in some form in each plant, al-
though factories are tremendously varied in
size; nature and variety of products, and pro-
duction technologies. One automobile factory
in New Jersey, for example, assembles 1,000
cars per day in two models (sedan and wagon)
With 4,000 employees; a small Connecticut ma-
chine shop, by contrast, employs 10 people to
make hundreds of different metal parts for
aircraft and medical equipment, typically in
batches of approximately 250.3

As illustrated in figure 3, the manufactur-
ing process usually begins when management
decides to make a new product based on in-
formation from its marketing staff, or (in the
case of the many factories whichproduce parts
of other companies' products) management re-
ceives a contract to produce a certain part.

'M. E. Merchant. "The Inexorable Push for Automated Pro-
duction." Production Engineering, January 1977_,pp. 44.49.
This 75 percent figure has become something of a legend in the
metalworking industry largely through Merchant's writings,
though he notes that he has lost track of the original reference
for the statistic. While it is hard to substantiate given the di:
versity of metalworking industry. Merchant and other industry
experts cite it as a good rough estlinate. Personal cora/mince.
tion. M. E. Merchant, Nov. 7. 1983,

'OTA work environment case studies.

Management sends the specifications for the
size, shape; function, and desired performance
of the product to its design engineering staff,
who are responsible for.developing the_ plans
for the product.* In most companies, design
engineers make a rough drawing of the prod-
uct, and then draftsmen and design detailers
are responsible for working out the detailed
shapes and specifications.

In some discrete manufacturing firms; de-
sign may be undertaken at a distanelocation,
or at a different firm. Automobiles, for exam-
ple, are iksigned at central facilities, and the
component subassembliese.g., bodies, trans-
missions, enginesare produced in plants all
over the world:

The design of a pr6duct, especially a product
of some complexity; involves an intricate set
of tradeoffs between marketing considera-
tions, materials and manufacturing costs, and
the capabilities and strengths of the company.
The number of choices involved in design is
immense. Determining which of many alter-
native designs is "best" involves making
choices among perhaps 100;000 different ma-
terials, each with different characteristics of
strength, cost, and appearance; it also involves
choices between different shapes and arrange-
ments of parts which will differ in ease of
fabrication and assembly (sometimes called
"manufacturability") and in performance.

From the design, the production engineer-
ing staff determines the "process plan"ma-
chines, staff; and materials which will be used
to make the product. Production planning; like
design, involves a set of complex choices. In
amass production plant that manufactures
only a few products, such as the auto plant de-
scribed above; production engineering is a rel-
atively well-structured problem. With high
volumes and fairly reliable expectations about
the products to be made, decisions about ap-
propriate levels of automation, for example,

*In this description, as in the rest of the chaPter, titles such
as "manager," "design engineer," Or "draftsman" indicate the
person who 127ae firms these functions. In an actual company the
roles maybe less distinct; and boundaries between them fre-
quently changing.
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Figure.2.Organizational Diagram of a Manufacturing Firm

at4-,PPPOsPi,P13

SOURCE. Office of Technology Assessment.
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Figure 3.Steps in the Manufacturing Process (Simplified)
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are relatively straightforward. On the other
hand, for a small "batch" manufacturer such
as the Connecticut machine shop referred to
above, production engineering decisions can
be rather chaotic. Such an environment in-
volves almost continuous change in the num-
ber and types of parts being produced (size;
shape, finish, material), the tools and levels of
skill needed to produce them; and =predict-
ables such as machine breakdowns and inven-
tory control problems.

The steps in production are immensely var-
ied, but most products typically require the
following:

1. Materials handling. Materials are
brought from inventory to processing sta-
tions, and from one station to another.
Wheeled carts, forklift trucks, or convey-
ors are typically used for this purpose.
Early in the production process; large
parts are mounted on a pallet or fixture

25-452 - 84 - 4 : QL 3

IiiVeritOry...,
or

shipping

to hold them in place and facilitate ma-
terials handling.

2. Fabrication.There is a tremendous vari-
ety of fabrication processes. Plastic and
ceramic parts are extruded or molded; lay-
ers of composite fiber material are treated
and "laid up.'.' The most common se-
quence for three-dimengional_(3-D) metal
parts is casting or forging, followed by
machining.

Figure 4 illustrates the basic machin-
ing processes which are the core of metal-
working. The shape and size of the metal
part, as well as the desired finish and pre-
cision, determines the machine to be used.
Some machine tools, such as lathes, are
designed for cylindrical parts, e.g., drive
shafts or rotors. Others, such as planers,
are designed for prismatic parts with ba-
sically flat outer surfaces, e.g., engine
blocks. Abrasive cutting of metal pro-
duces "chips," the metal shavings re-
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Figure 4.Fundamental Operations in MetaIWOrking

Al The four basic machining processes Can, between them; theoretically [B] In anyof the batit machining processes; speed, feed,

produce any contour on a workpiece.lthough the processes are old, they and depth of cut determine productivity. The tee variables

are the foundation of metalworking and are being made more produc are shown here for turning on a lathe.

tive and accurate.

Sheet metal bending

Push

fcitce

Fig, C

SOURCE M P Groover, Fundamental Operations:. IEEE Spectrum. vol. 20. Na 5. May 1983
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IC] Forming operations bend,
squeo2e, or stretch metal;
imparting new sizes or shapes,
or both.

[D] Shearing deforms metal
beyond its breaking point.
thereby separating one por-
tion of a metal sheet from an-
other.

Reprinted with permission of IEEE Spectrum. 'c.igEE
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moved from the part, and these chips
must be frequently removed from the ma-
chine and recycled or disposed;

Simple parts may be machined in a few
minutes; large; complex ones such as ship
propellers may take up to a few days. The
complexity of these parts is primarily a
function of their geometrya propeller,
for example; has continuously Varying
and precise curves. Similarly, the coin;
plexity of a prismatic part depends on the
number of edges and required tolerances

the amount part or Surface can
vary from its specified dimensions. Com-
plex parts usually require machining on
more than One machine tool. Including all
machining operations, the total time from
metal "blank" to finished part may vary
from a few minutes to a few weeks: The
partially completed "workpieces" await-
ing further machining, finishing; assem-
bly, or testing are known as work-in-proc-
ess inventories, and often represent a
substantial investment for the manu-
facturer.

Finally; there are several kindsOf Metal
parts which are not machined. TheSe
elude sheet metal parts, Whitt' are
stamped and/or bent in Sheet=nietal
presses; and parts made by "powder met-

. allurgy," a technology for fOrining metal
parts in near-final Shape by applying ex-
treme pressure and heat to metal powder.

3. Finishing. Many- fabriegtion processes
leave "burrs" on the part which must be
removed by subsequent operations; In
some cases, parts are also washed;
painted, polished, or coated.

4. Assembly. The finished parts are put
together to produce a final product Or, al=
ternatively, to produce subasSemblieS"
which are portions of the Rita Product.
In most factories assembly is Still tUiiiiari=
ly a manual activity, although this phase
of manufacturing is receiving increased
attention, ranging from design Strategies
that minimize and simplify assembly
tasks to automation of the tasks them-
selVeS.

5. Quality assurance and control. -- -There are r
many quality strategies. They can be di-
vided roughly into those that take place
before or during fabrication and assembly
(quality assurance or QA) and those that
take place after a product or subassembly
is complete (quality control or QC). Quali-
ty has been receiving increasing attention
in industrial literature and discussions, al-
though the extent to which companies are
actually paying more attention to quali-
ty on the factory floor is uncertain. There
appears to be a movement toward QA as
opposed to QC in order to enhance quali-
ty and prevent the production of faulty
products, as opposed to detecting flaws
after production. Strategies for QA range
from "quality circles," in which a team of
employees helps address production is-
sues which affect quality, to in process
measurement of products as they are
manufactured. In the latter, developing
problems in production equipment can
sometimes be detected and corrected be-
fore the machine makes a bad_part. Most
complex products are produced with some
combination of QA and QC.

Strategies for attaining the more tradi-
tional quality control vary widely accord-
ing to the nature and complexity of the
part. The dimensions of mechanical prod-
ucts can be Tneasured, either with manual
instruments or with a Coordinate Measur-
ing Machine or laser measurement device;
or product can be compared to one of
known quality or to a master gage. Elec-
tronic products can be tested with other
electronic devices or probes.

This brief outline of the manufacturing pros=
ess suggests some of the key problem§ in man-
ufacturing. Underlying each of these problems
are the central concerns for any business,
those of minimizing cost and risk. The prob-
lems include:

Information flow In any company,
small or large, the amount ofinformation
that must flow between and among dW-
sign, manufacturing, and management
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staff is staggering. For example, in a
design process involving several teams of
people; how does one make sure that all
design and manufacturing personnel are
working from the most up4o-date set of
plans? How can staff get up4o-date infor-
!nation on the status of a particular batch
of parts, or the perforinance of a particu-
lar machine tool or manufacturing depart -
'ruent? How can the company keep track
of work=in4:rOce88 and other inventory?
Coordination.Beyond merely obtaining
information in a timely fashion, the com-
pany must use that information to deter-
mine how to effectively coordinate its
operations. One set of such issues in-
volves coordination of design and produc-
tion efforts. How can one design products
which can be manufactured most effi-
ciently with a given set of tools? How can
one minimize the number of parts in order
to facilitate assembly? Another_ set of
coordination issues arises on the factory
floor itself. What is the most efficient way
to allocate machines and personnel? How
does one adapt the schedule when condi-
tions inevitably change (raw materials
don't arrive; production is slower than ex-
pected, etc.)?
E fficiency. Given a large set of choices
regarding tools, personnel, and factory or-,
ganization, a company generally seeks to
make the most products using the fewest
resources. This involves concerns such
How can the company minimize expen-
sive work-in-process inventories? How
can manufacturers maximize the percent-

= age of time spent making parts, as op-
posed to moving them, repairing_ or set-
ting up machines, and planning? How can
the use of expensive capital equipment be
maximized? Finally, quality issues with-
in the production protesS can have a large
impact on efficiency. How can manufac-
turers maximize the number of products
made right the first time, and hence min-
imize scrap, rework to correct manufac-
turing errors, and testing?

Flexibility. =Increasingly, issues of flex-
ibility and responsiveness in the-manufac-
turing enterprise are prominent for man-
ufacturers, especially for traditional
"mass production" plants. Flexibility is
defined here as the range of products and
the range of volumes of a specific product
which a plant can economically produce.
Increased levels of competition, shorter
product cycles; and increased demands for
customized products are some of the rea-
sons for an emphasis on flexibility. ThiS
concern raises such questions as: How can
the turnaround time for design and man-
ufacture of a product be reduced? How
can the "setup" time for prciducing a new
product be reduced? What is the optimum
level of technology for both economy of
production and maximum flexibility?

Programmable automation offers improve=
merits in each of these foie key areas of man=
ufaCturing by applying computerized tech=-tmopes to control tools of production, to gather
and maniPulate information about the manu-
facturing_process, and to design and plan that
process. Further, the use of PA promises for
many-manufacturers an increase in their de-
gree of control over the enterprise. Many in-
dustrialiSts argue that the more closely.man-
ufacturing processes are tied to one another,
and the more information is readily available
about those processes, the less chance there
is for human error or discretion to introduce
unknown elements, into the operation. Such
control is much harder to realize than it ap-
pears in theory. The issue of control will be a
recurrent theme in this and subsequent chap-
ters of this report.

1In summary, programmable automation can
help make factories "leaner" and more respon-
sive, hence reducing both costs and risks in
manufacturing. It is not, however, a panacea
for problems in manufacturing. Each factory
has different appropriate levels of automation;
and there are technical and organizational bar-
riers to implementing programmable automa-
tion most effectively. PA's capabilities and
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characteristics from a technical standpoint
will be elaborated in the rest of this chapter,
beginning with functional descriptions of the

technologies themselves. The organizational
and social concerns will be addressed at length
in following chapters of the report.

Functional Descriptions
This section briefly describes the operation

of each programmable automation technology
and its applications in manufacturing.

Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
In its simpler forms, CAD is an electronic

drawing board for design engineers and drafts-
men. Instead of drawing a detailed design with
pencil and paper, these individuals work at a
computer terminal, instructing the computer
to combine various lines and curves to produce
a drawing of a part and its specifications, In
its more complex forms, CAD can be used to
communicate to manufacturing equipment the
specifications and process for making a prod-
uct. Finally, CAD is also the core of computer-
aided engineering, in which engineers can ana-

a,

Photo credit: Cincinnati Milacron Corp.

A designer works on a two-dimensional part drawing
at a CAD terminal. The "light pen," held in his right
hand, can be used to point to parts of the draWing and

give commands to the computer

lyze a design and maximize a product's per-
formance using the computerized representa-
tion of the product. /

The roots of computer-aided design technol-
ogy are primarily in computer science. CAD
evolved from research carried out in the late
1950's and early 1960's on interactive comput-
er graphicssimply, the use of computer
screens to display and manipulate linen and
shapes instead of numbers and text. As S. H.
Chasen of Lockheed-Georgia describes the ra-
tionale behind this research: "The ability of
the computer to spill out reams of geometric
data had outpackl our ability to cope with it."'
SKETCHPAD, funded by the Department of
Defense (DOD) and demonstrated at Massa-
chusetts InStitute of Technology in 1963, was
a milestone in CAD development. Users could
draw pictures on a screen and manipulate
them with a "light pen"a pen-shaped object
wired to the computer which locates points on
the screen. Such early systems were expensive
prototypes and required most of the comput-
ing power of the then-largest computers. As
a consequence, most of the early users of CAD
were aerospace, automobile, and electronics
manufacturers.

Several key developments in the 1960's and
1970'S facilitated the maturation of CAD tech-
nology. They included the continuing decrease
in cost of computing power, especially with the
development of powerful mini- and microcom-
puters, which were primarily a result of elec-
tronics manufacturers learning to squeeze
more and more circuitry into an integrated cir-
cuit chip. Another important technological ad-
vance was the development of cheaper, more

'S. H. Chae-en;_.I'HietoriciA Highlights of Interactive Computer
Graphics," itfichaniat Eiigineating November 1981; pp: 22.41,
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efficient display "screens. In addition; comput7
er Scientists began to develop very powerful
programing techniques for manipulating com-
puterized images.

Row CAD Works.--There are various
schemes for input of a design to the computer
system, each with its advantages and clisad-
vantageS. Every CAD system is equipped
with .a keyboard, although other devices are
Often more useful for entering and manipulat-_
ink shapes. The operator can point to areas of
the screen with a light pen or use a graphics
tablet, which is an electronically touch-sensi-
tive drawing board; a device called a "mouse"
can be traced on an adjacent surface to move
a pointer around on the screen. If there is al-
ready a rough design or Model for the prod-
uct, the operator can use a "digitizer" to read
the contours of the model into computer mem-
ory, and then manipulate a drawing of the
model on the screen. Finally, if the part- is
similar to one that has already been designed
using the CAD system, the operator can recall
the old design from computer memory and edit
the drawing on the screen.

CAD systems typically have a library of
stored shapes and commandS to facilitate the
input of designs. There are four basic functions
performed by a CAD system which can en-
hance the productivity of a designer ordrafts-
man; Firsti CAD allOWS "replication," the abil-
ity to take part of the image and use it in sev-
eral other areas of the design when a product
has repetitive features. Second,the systems
can "translate" parts of the image from one
location on the screen to another; Third is
"scaling," in which CAD can "zoom in" on a
small part, or change the size or proportions
of one part. of the image in relatiOn to the
others. Finally, "rotation" allows the operator
to see the design from different angles or per-
Spectives. Using such command§, operators
can perform sophisticated manipulations of
the drawing; some of which are difficult or im-
possible to achieve with pencil and paper. Re-
petitive designs; or design§ in which one part
of the image is a small_ modification of a pre-
vious drawing,_ean be done much more quick-
ly through CAD. On the other hand, CAD can

be cumbersome, especially for inexperienced
users. Drawing an unusual shape may be fairly
straightforward with a'pencil, but quite com-
plex to accomplish using the baSid lines and
curves in the system's library. .

The simplest CAD systems are two-dimen-
sional (2=D), like pencil-and-paper drawings.
And like sets of those drawings; they can be
used to model 3-D objects if several 2-D draw-
ings from various perspectives are combined.
For some applications, such as electronic cir-
cuit design, 2-D drawings -aresufficient. More
sophisticated CAD syStems have been devel-
oped in the past few year§ Which allow the
operator to construct a 3-D image on the
screen;* a capability WhiCh is particularly use-
ful for complex mechanical products.

Most CAD systems includea few CAD ter-
., minals connected to a central mainframe or
minicomputer, although some recently devel-
oped- system use stand-111one Microcomput-
ers. As the operator produee§ a drawing, it is
stored in computer memory, typically on a
magnetic disk. The collection of digitized
drawings in computer storage becomes a de-
sign data base, and this data base is then
readily accessible to other designers, manag-
ers; or manufacturing staff.

CAD operators have several options for out-
put of their design. All systems have a plot-
ter, which is capable of Producing precise and
often multicolor paper copies of the drawing.
Some systems can generate copies of the de-
sign on microfilm or microfiche for compact
storage; Others are capable of generating pho-
tographic output. In most cases, however; the
paper output frbin CAD is much less impor-
tant than it is in manual design process.
More important is the fact that the design is
stored on,a COmpUter disk; it is this version
which is most up-to-date and accessible; and

*In _a practical sense, any image on a computer screen is two-
dimensional. The difference btireen a "3-D" image as discussed
here and any other 2-D drawing that appears three-dimensional
(e.g., a paintimg, a photograph or any drawing with perspec-
tive) is that this image, unlike a paper drawing, can be
manipulated as if it were a real 3-D object. For example, the
operator can instruct the CAD system to rotate theobject, and
he/she then sees another face of the object.
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Illustration credit: Computervislop Corp.

The designer has removed a section of this threodimensional CAD image in order to better visualize
part relationships and assembly information

Which will be modified as design changes
occur.

The CAD systems described above are es-
sentially draftsmen's versions of word proc-
essors. allowing operators to create and easi-
ly modify an electronic version of a drawing.
However, more sophisticated CAD systems
can go beyond computer-aided drafting in two
important ways.

First, such systems increasingly allow the
physical dimensions of the product, and the
steps necessary to produce it, to be developed
viathe computer and communicated electron=
ically to computer-aided manufacturing equip-
Ment. Some of these systems present a graphic
simulation of the machining process on the

4

Screen; and guide the operator step-by-step in
planning the machining process. The CAD
system can then produce a tape which is fed
into the machine tool controller and used to
guide the machine tool path. Such connections
from computer-aided design equipment to
computer-aided manufacturing equipment
shortcut several steps in the conventional
manufacturing process. They cut down the
time necessary for a manufacturing engineer
to interpret design drawings and establish
machining plans; they facilitate process plan-
ning by providing a visualization of the ma-
chining process; and they reduce the time nec-
essary for machinists to interpret process
plans and guide the machine tool through the
process.
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Second, these more sophisticated CAD sys-
tems serve as the core technology fer many
forms of computer-aided engineering (CAE).
Beyond using computer graphics merely to
facilitate drafting and &Sign changes, CAE
tools permit interactive deSign and analysis.
Engineers can, for example, use computer
graphic techniques for aimulation and anima-
tion of products, to visualize the operation of
a product or to obtain an estimate of its per-
formanee. Other CAE programs can help en-
gineers perform finite element analysis es-
sentially, breaking down complex mechanieal
objects into a network of hundreds of simpler
elements to determine stresses and deforma-
tiona. Computerization in general made finite
element analysis feasible for the engineer's
use, while CAD systems make it significant;
ly le88 cumbersome by assisting the engineer
in breaking down the object into "elements."

Many of these analytical functions are de-
pendent on 3=D CAD systems which can not
only &Aviv the design but also perform "solid
modeling " i.e., the machine can.calctilate and
display Sikh. solid characteristics as the vol-
ume and density of the object. So lid-mei:161h*
capabilities are among the most complex fea=
turea of CAD technology; and will be dis-
cussed in more detail in later sections of this
chapter.

Applications. At the end of 1983 there
were an estimated 32,000 CAD workstations
in the United States.6

Aerospace and electronics uses of CAD have
always led the state of the art. For example;
the BOeing Commercial Airplane Co., which
began using CAD in the late 1950's, employed
the technology extensively in the design of its
new- generation 757 and 767 aircraft. Boeing
uses CAD to design families of similar parts
such as wing ribs and floor beams. CAD allows
designers to make full use of similaritiea be-
tween parts so that redesign and redrafting
are minimized. Moreover, CAD has greatly
simplified the task of designing airplane in-

"Source: Dataquest.

teriors and cargo compartments, which are
often different for each plane. Moving seats,
galleys, and lavatories is relatively simple with
CAD; and the system is then used to generate
instructions for the machines which later drill
and assemble floor panels according to the
layout. Finally, Boeing uses CAD and related
interactive computer graphics systems as the
basis for computer-aided engineering applica-
tions such as checking mechanisni clearpnces
and simulating flight performance of various
parts and 8ystems.6

Computer-aided engineering has alao be-
come important in the automobile and aero-
space industries, where weight can be a critical
factor in the design of products. These indus-
tries have develoPed CAE prOgrams which can
optifnize a design for minimum material used
while maintaining strength.

Applications for the design of integrated cir-
cuits are similarly advanced. Very large-scale
integrated (VLSI) circuits, for example, have
become so complicated that it is virtually im-

'W. D. Beeby, (former) Director of Engineering Computing
Systems, Boeing _Commercial Airplane Co., "Applications of
Computer-Aided Designon the 767" (Seattle: Boeing, 1983).

Step 10

Illustration cradle General Motors Corp.

A computer-alded_engineering system developed at
General Motors Research- Laboratories can help
designers develop parts Whibh are of minimum mass, _
yet are capable_ of performing under the structural
loads. The CAE system_tries to make the part thinner
and lighter with each step; shading changes which
appear on the computer screen show simulated strew.

levels within the deSign limits for this part
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possible for-a person to manually keep track
of the circuit paths and make sure the patters
are correct. There is less need here for geomet-
rically sophisticated CAD systems (integrated
circuit designs are essentially a few layers_Of
two-dimensional lines); and more needior com-
puter -aided engineering systems to help the
designer cope with the intricate arrangement
of the circuit pattern. Such CAE programs are
used to simulate the performance of a circuit
and checkit for "faults,"_as well as to optimize
the use of space on the chip.'

CAD is also beginning to be used for non-
aerospace mechanical design, and in smaller
firms; these developments are being spurred
on by the marketing of relatively low-priced
"turnkey" systemscomplete packages of
software and hardware which, theciretically,
are ready to use as soon as they are delivered
and installed. While a standard and reasonably
powerful system based on a minicomputer

TS: B. Newell, A. J. de Geus, and R. A. Rohrer, "Design Auto-
mation for Integrated Chbuits," Science, Apr. 29, 1983, pp.
465-471.

Photo credit: Computervision Corp.

CAD systems are used frequently In electronics
industries to design and analyze

complex circuit patterns

typically hi the $500,000 range, many smaller
microcomputer= based systems have been in-
troduced in the past year for under $100,000;
in some cases for as low as $10,000 to $20;000;
Very low-cost systems which run on common
microcomputers have been introduced, and
these have potential uses in a wide variety of
firms which otherwise might not consider
CAD (see ch. 7). The cost of custom-developed,
specialized Systems such as those described
above for aerospace and electronics applica-
tions is harder to gauge but runs well into the
millions of dollars:

The potential advantage of CAD for large
as well as smalLmechanicalLmanufacturing
firms is that it addresses several of the prob- y
lems in manufacturing referred to at the begin-
ning of this ,chapter. It facilitates use of pre-
vious designs, and allows design changes to
be Processed more quickly; BecatiSe CAD re-
duces the time necessary for many design
tasks, it can also improve design-by allowing
designers to "try out" a dozen or a hundred
different variations, where previously they
might have beeniiiiiited to building perhaps
three or four iiiii-Cotype models. It also allows
many draivings_tb be constructed more quick-

especially with an experienced CAD oper-
ator. Comparisons of design time with CAD
range frOin 0.5 to 100 times as fast as manual
systems, .0.4h 2 to 6 times as fast being typi-
Cal.* For tritce, Prototype and Plastic Mold

Mid etown, Conn., is a small firm
that ii es CAD to design short-lived metal
molds for plastic parts. The firm's president
reported that designs could befiroduced with
CAD roughly twice as fast a previously. For
example, they received spepifications for a
plastic part mold by air express one Saturday
morning; and planned to return the design 7

drawings by air express that evening-7a feat
which; they reportedi worild have been impos;
sible without CAD.** ;

*Many Of these estimates represent comparisons of the time
necessary for a very narrowly defined task. and exclude time
necessaty for related tasks on a CADflyertern such as setting,
tip the made, manipulating fries, or recovering from a ma-
chine failure.

*OTA Site visit, Protbtype and Plastic Mold Corp.; Mid-
dletown, Conn., June 3,1983.One scientist has pointed out that
the time savings would be even more striking if Prototype and
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Other applications of CAD, though not
directly connected to manufacturing, include
mapping, architectural drawing and design,
graphics for technical publishing, and anima-
tion and special effects in cinematography.

Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
Technologies

iComputer-aided manufacturing (CAM) is a
-widely used term in industrial literature, and
it has various meanings. Here it is defined sim-
ply as those types of programmable automa-
tion which are used primarily on the factory
floor to help produce products. The following
sections provide functional deacriptions of four
CAM tools: robots, numerically controlled ma-
chine tools, flexible manufacturing systems,
and automated materials handling systems.

Robots
Robots are manipulators which can be pro-

gramed to move workpieces or tools along
various paths. Most dictionary definitionade-_
scribe robots as "human-like," but industrial
robots bear little resemblance to a human.*

There is some controversy over the defini-
tion, of a robot. The Japan InduStrial Robot
Association, for example, construes almost
any machine that manipulates objects to be
a robot (essentially including the "hard auto-
mation" mentioned earlier), while the oft-
quoted Robotic InduStries Association (RIA)
definition** emphasi2 (,..§ that the robot must

Plastic Mold's staff coula have transmitted the design infer-
mation by telephone computer links; such activities have begun
to be feasible within the last few years.

In this sense the technical upage of the term "robot" dif-
fers from its dictionary definition (and from its roots in litera-
ture; in particular Karel Capek's 1923 novel, R.U.R. (Rossum'S
LlhittersW Robnts)A Fantastic Melodrama. (Garden Citv,_ N.Y.:
Doubleday, Page & I923). A robot which resembled a
human would be an "android," in robotics parlatTe: Such a
machine has not been designed, and there doie not appear to
be substantial movement toward human-like robots (except,
perhaps for motion pictures and other entertainment purposes).
Later sections of this chapter will discuss adding certain an-
thropomorphic characteristics and skills to robots.

**RIA (a trade association of robot manufacturers, consult-
ants, and users, formerly the Robot Institute of America)
defines a robot as a "reprogranimahliMWtifunctional manip7
ulator designed to move material, parts, Molt, or apecialtzed
devices; through variable programed motions for the perform-
ance of a variety of tasks."

Photo credit: Cincinnati Atilieriin Corp.

A robot used for welding

_
be flexible, or relatively easily changed from,
one task to another. The. RIA definition thus
excludes preset part-transfer machines used .

for decades as a part of large-batch and mass-
production systems, whose path can-baehanged
only by mechanically reworking or rearrang-
ing the-device. Also excluded are "manual
manipulators" or "teleoperators"devices
directly controlled by a human such as those
for remote handling of radioactive material.

As OTA observed in an earlier repOrt on
this subject,8 industrial robots have a dual
technological ancestry, emerging fititti: "1) in-
dustrial engineering automation technology,
a discipline that stretches historically over a
century; and 2) computer science and artificial
intelligence* technology that is only a few
decades old." Indeed, there is still a dichotomy

'Exploratory_ Workahop on the Social Impacts of Robotics:
Summary and Issues (Wmaltington. D.C... U.S. Congress, Office
of Techriology Assessment, OTA-BP-CIT-II, February. 1982).

*Artificial intelliience research seekS to develop computer
systems that can perform tasks which are ordinarily thought
to require human intelligence.
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ty, or intelligence of humans. A more accurate
term for these machine§ might be "program-
mable manipulator." Nevertheless it is clear
that much of the great popular interest in ro-
botics is rooted in the prevailing vision (or
nightmare) of intelligent robots with human-
like characteristics. Artificial intelligence will
be discussed in more detail in the "Technical
Trends and Barriers" section of this chapter.

How Robots Work.There are three main
parts of a typical industrial robot: the control-
ler, manipulator, and end-effector. The con-
troller consists of the hardware and software
usually involving a microcomputer or micro-
electronic componentswhich guides the
motions of the robot and through which the
operator programs the machine. The manipu-
lator consists of a base, usually bOlted to the
floor, an actuation mechanismthe electric,
hydraulic, or pneumatic apparatus which
moves the armand the arm itself, which can
be configured in various ways to move
through particular patterns. In the arm, "de-
grees of freedom"basically, the number of
different jointsdetermine the robot'S dexter-
ity,s_well as its coMplexity aind/cost. Final-
ly, the end-effector, usually not sold as part
of the robot, is the gripper. weld gun, or other
tool which the robot uses to /perform its task.

The structure, size, and complexity of the
unit varies depending_on theapplication and
the industrial environment. Robots &Signed
to carry lighter loads tend to be smaller, and
operated electrically; many heavier units move

--their-manipulator hydraulically. Some of the
simpler units are pneumatic. Some of the
heaviest material-handling robots and the
newer light-assembly robots are arranged
gantry-style, that i§, with the manipulator
hanging from an overhead support. A few ro-
bots are mobile to a limited degree, e.g., they
can roll along fixed tracks in the floor or in
their gantry supports.

Similarly, there is a great variety of end-
effectors, particularly grippers, most of which
are customized for particular applications.
Grippers are available to lift several objects

at once, or to grasp a fragile object without
damaging it (see fig. 5).

ProgramingThere are essentially two
methods of programing a robot. The most
commonly used method is "teaching by guid-
ing." The worker either physically guides the
robot through its path, or uses Switches on a
control panel to move the arm. The controller
records that path as it is "taught." Just begin-
ning to emerge is "offline programing," where
an operator writes a programin computer lan-
guage at a computer terminal, and directs the
robot to follow the written instructions.

Each method of programing has advantages
thatdepend on the application. Teaching by
guiding is the simplest and is actually superior
for certain operations: spray painting is an ex-
ample where it is useful to have the operator
Vide the robot arm through its Path, becetSe
of the continuous, curved motions usually net=
essary for even paint_ coverage. However,
teaching by guiding Offers minimal ability to
"edit" a pathi.e.; to modify a portion of the
path without -re- recording the entire path.Off-
line programing is usefill for several reasons:
I) produCtiOn need not be stopped while the
robot is being programed; 2) the factory floor
may be'an inhospitable environment for pro-
graming, whereas offline programing can be
done at a compUter terminal in an office; 3) as
computer -aided manufacturing technologies

.,become more advanced and integrated, they
will increasingly be able to automatically gen-
erate robot Programs from design_and irianu=
facturing data bases; and 4) an offline, Writ=
ten program can better accommodate more
complek tasks; especially thoSe in which
"branching" is involved (e.g., "if the part is
not present; then wait for the next cycle ").
These branching decisions require some kind
of mechanism by which the robot can sense
its external environment. However, the vast
majority of robotic devices are unable to sense
their environment, although they may have in-
ternal sensors to provide feedback to their con-
troller on the position of the arm joints;
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Figure 5.Sample Robot Grippers

For small diameters Internal, 3 fingers

Internal For large objects

Vacuum. curved surface Vacuum, several parts

Vacuum corrugated surface Balloon lifter, bottle8

SOURCE Tech Tran Corp. Industrial Robots A Summary and ForeE.Ast. 1983

Fitted to the diameter

For cast parts

Vacuum pad, several parts

Magnet lifter

Fitted to the iohgth

Vacuum, double

Vacuum, record player

Magnet lifter
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Sensors.Devices for sensing the external
env' onment, while often used in conjunction
wi robots, are a growing technology in them-

__ se ves. The simplest sensors answer the ques-
tion; "Is something there or not?" For exam-
ple, a light detector mounted betide a convey-
or belt can signal when a part has arrived be-
cause the part breaks a light beam. Somewhat
more complex are proximity tensors which, by
bouncing sound off objects, can estimate how
far away they are. The technclogy for these
devices is fairly well-established. But the most
powerful sensors are those which can interpret
visual or tactile information; these have just
begun to become practical.

Ideally, vision sensors could allow a robot
system to respond to changes in its environ-
ment; and inspect products, as well as or bet-
ter than a human could. However, using com-
puters to process images from a video camera
has proven to be an extraordinarily difficult
programing task. Routine variations in

the complexity of the everyday environ-
ment, common variations in shape or texture,
and the difference between a 2-D camera im-
age and a 3-D world all complicate the task

of-computer-processing of_a_videaTimage.
Other kinds of sensing devices, from prox-

imity sensors to touch and force sensors, have
received much less attention than machine vi-
sion, but they also could play an important
role in the factory environment, particularly
for assembly applications._Sensors will be dis-
cutted in greater detail later in the chapter.

Applications. Table 6 displays some of the
most recent robot use estimates. Figure 6 es-
timates _the robot sales and total use in the
United States for the next decade. Such sta-
tistics should be interpreted with caution,
however. In particular, the number of robots
in use is a highly imperfect measure of the lev-
el of automation and modernization in an in-
dustry or country. Process changes in manu-
facturing which increase productivity may or
may not include robots. As one report on in
ternational use of robots observes:9

'OECD, "Robots: The USeri and the Makers," The OECD
Observer. July 1983.

It is also important that robots be viewed
as part of the overall changes taking place
in manufacturing concepts with the increas-
ing diffusion of automated manufacturing
equipment; including computer=aided manu,
factoring and computer-aided design sys-
tems. The impact of new production con-
cepts, equipment_ and systems on production
control and machine utilisation, inventory
control and management efficiency will to-
gether have a much greaterproductivity im-
pact than the industrial robot alone.
As noted earlier in this chapter, interna-

tional comparisons of robot "populations" are
also plagued by inconsistencies in the def-
inition of a robot, particularly between the
United States and Japan. Regardless of the
definition Of robot used; Japan leads the world
in number of robots in use. The reasons for Ja-
pan's emphasis on robot technology include

hiktbriCal_shnrrage of labor, and a tendency
to eVote more engineering expertise to man-
Ufacturing processes than does the United
States. In addition, the United States faced

Table 6.Operating Robot Installations, End of 1982

Country Number Pertent of tOtal
Japan 31,900 66
United States 6,301 13
West Germany 4,300 9
Sweden 1,450 3
Italy 1;100 2
France 993 2

United Kingdom 977 2
Belgium 305. t
Poland 285 I
Canada 273 t
Czechoslovakia 154 t
Finland 98 t
Switzerland 73 t
Netherlands 71 I
Denmark 63 t
Austria 50 t
Singapore 25 t
Korea 10 t

Total 48,428
/Less than 1 percent.

Note: This table does not include9,000_./varlable susluenced manipulators':
whichare_inctutiedirltheRWs estimate tor France. Statistics on robots differ
because of differing definitions of a robot, because of different methodologies
for collecting data, and because "operating, robot iriStallettbilS"_teS_OSed In -this
table) may differ from "_robefoorsolation which includes some robots in labor
tories and others not yet in use. A December 1983 study by the MS. International
Trade Commission, for example ("Competitive Position of U.S. Producer Of

Robotics In Domestic and World MarketsighteSSlightly Moran! llgures f9r robot
population In the united States and West Germany (7,232 and 3,500, respectively).

SOURCE: Robot Institute of America Worldwide Robotics SurVok And Directory;
1983:
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Figure 6.Actual and Projected U.S. Annual Robot Sales and Installed Base Through 1992
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NOTE: The projections above are highly speculative. Robot sales have not grown nearly as faslas_rnostirtdustryobtervers expected, and -one tn_dostry analyst

suggests that the above figures may be as =char.! 39_to &Iperce_nt too high. (E. Lustgarten, Vice President, Paine, Webber, Mitchell, Hutchins, Inc.,
personaLcommunIcation, Feb. 7, 1984). On the other hand, robot vendors and the Robotic Industries Association still believe that a tremendous upsurge
In robot sales Is forthcoming, and the projections above may even be too low. (L. Lachowlcz, Robotic Industries Association, personal communication,
Feb. 7, 1984). See ch. 7 for further discussion of the robot Industry and its prospects.

SOURCE' Tech Tran Corp Industnal Robots: A Summary and Forecast. 1983.
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labor surpluses throughout the 1970'S, which
tended to induce manufacturers to use labor

instad-ofequipmerit in- production: Chapter
9 will discuss international comparisons in
more detail.

Sophistication in reprogramtnabilitY, as well
as size and degrees of freedoth, are some of the
key cost factors for an industrial robot. A Sith,
pie "pick-and-place" machine with 2 or 3 de-
grees of freedom costs roughly $5,000 to
$30,000; while more Complex programmable
models; often equipped with microcomputers,
cost approximately $25,000 to $90,000 and
up)°

Table 7 lists some of the potential applica=
tions for industrial robots. Many of the first
applications of robots have been forparticular-
ly unpleasant or dangerous tasks. One of the
earliest uses; for example, was for loading and
unloading die-casting rrifiehirieS, a hazardous
and unpleasant task because of the extreme
heat. The best-knoWn tiSeS, however, have
been in spray painting and spot welding in the
auto and related indUStries. In these applica-
tions, robots have proven to be usefulfor per
forming particularly hazardous and monoto-
nous jobs While offering enough flexibility to
be easily adapted to changes in car models or
body styles.

There are a number of motivations behind
the use of robots on such unpleasant jobs. Im-
provement of job conditions_ (and, consequent-
ly; worker morale) is one of them, though it
may not be the primary one. Such jobs often
have high worker turnover and inconsistent
product quality because of their unpleasant-
ness. AlSo, compliance with the occupational
Safety and health regulations that protect Peo=

ple performing these tasks adds to prOduction
costs. In addition tasks like spray painting
and spot welding are often relatively easy to
automate because the paths the robot is to fol-
low are predictable; and the tasks are repeti-
tive and require little sensing capability.

'°E. Lti§tgatt6h; Vice President, Paine, Webber, Mitchell,
Hutchins, Inc., personal terninurlication.

Table T.Examples of CilittentRobot Applications

Material Handling: ;

Depaltetizing wheel spindles into conveyors
Transporting ex_plOsiv_e devices
Packaging toaster ovens
Stacking engine parts
Transfer of auto parts frotri madhine to overhead
conveyer_
Transfer of turbine parts from one_conveyor to another
Leading transmission cases from roller convveyor to
monorail
Transfer of finished auto engines frein assembly to hot
test
Processing of thermometers
Bottle loading
Transfer of glass from rack Cutting line

Machine loading/OW-ceding:
Loading auto parts kir grinding
Loading auto_components into test machines
Leading gears onto CNC lathes
Orienting/loading transmission parts onto transfer
machines
Loading hot form presses
Loading transmission ring gears onto vertical latheS
Loading of electron beam welder_
Loading cylinder heads onto transfer machines
Loading a punch press
Loading die cast machine

$pn_n!_painting:
Painting of aircraft_parts on automated line
Painting of truck bed
Painting of underside of agricultural_equipment
Application of prime coat to truck cabs
Application of thermal material to rockets
Painting of appliance components

Welding: _

Spot -- welding -of auto bodies
Welding front -end loader buckets
Arc welding hinge assemblies on agricultural
equipment
Braze alloyinckof aircraft seams
Arc welding of tractor front weight supports
Arc Welding of auto axles

Madhlithig:
Drilling aluminum panels or aircraft
Metal flash removal frein casings
Sanding missile wings

Assem_bly:
Assembly of aircraft parts (used with auto -rivet
equipment) --

Fliveting small assemblies
Drilling and fastening metal panels
Assembling appliance switches
Inserting and fastening screws

Other: --

Application of two-part urethane gasket to auto part
Application of adhesive
Induction hardening
Inspecting dimensions on parts

_Inspection of hole diameter and wall thickneSS
SOURCE: Tech Tran Corp.. Industrial Robots: A Semrnaty and Forecast. 1983.
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While spot welding; spray painting, and
loading/unloading applications have been the
primary uses for robots; increasing sophistica-
tion in programmability and in sensing is en-
abling applications such as arc welding and
assembly.

As an example of such an application; a
welder at Emhart Corp.'s United Shoe Man-
ufacturing plant in Beverly, Mass., uses a
robot to arc-weld frames for shoemaking ma-
chinery* (see photo).-,He welds several dozen
identical frame units at a time; each frame unit
requires perhaps a dozen 2-inch welds to at-
tach reinforcing bars to a steel sheet. The weld-
er clamps the first sheet and reinforcing bars

*OTA site visit, Emhart Corp., United Shoe Manufacturing
Plant; Beverly, Mass.; June 28, 1983.

onto a table. Using directional buttoni-on a
"teach pendant"a portable panel attached
to the robot's controllerhe directs the robot
to the spot where it is to begin the first weld.
He pushes a button to record that location.
Still using the teach pendant, he moves the ro-
bot to the end of the weld and records that lo-
cation. Then he presses a button which in-
structs the machine to "weld a straight line
from the first point to-the second." After re-
peating this process for each of the dozen
welds, he gives the commandfor the robot to
begin welding, and the robotiollows the path
it has been "led through"this time with its
welding gun on. For each subsequent identical
frame unit, all that is required is to clamp
down the parts in the same lotation as the
original set on which the machine was

0_1

Photo credit: Emhart Corp.

Welder Pete Bolger at Errihart's United Shoe Manufacturing Plant iises_a "teach pendatir_te:program arebet to _weld
parts of a metal frame, below left. After the robot is taught the correct steps, it can repeat these steps with Its welding

gun on, while the operator can set up another frame on an adjacent table or perform other duties

66
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"taught," signal the machine to begin; and
then inspect the welds after the machine corn-
pletes its program. The robot controller can
store several programs, so that the operator
earl/it-se the robot to weld different types of
frames in any order he chooses, as long as he
sets up the Steel plates and reinforcing bars
in the appropriate positions.

Note that this application of a robot for arc
welding does not use sensors, even though
there has been extensive work done on devel-
oping vision sensors that allow \the robot to
"see" the seam formed by the two pieces of
metal, and to follow its automatically: For
the fairly simple, straight-line applications at
Emhart, - sensors_ are not necessary. However,
if the frame units Were out of position by a
half-inch, the welding robot would put a uSe-
less blob of metal where it expected the joint
to be. If a clamp was in the way of a pro=
grained weld, the robot would attempt to weld
through the clamp; damaging the clamp and
itself in the process.

The advantages of robots depend on wheth-
er one is comparing them to hard automation
devices or to human workers. Clearly; the flex-
ibility and programmability of robots is prom-
inent in the first case, while in comparison
with humans the advantages are likely to be
the robot's greater consistency, endurance,
arid ability to tolerate hostile environments.

The disadvantages of robots also depend on
whether 'they are compared with other auto-
mation or humans. In the former case; robotic
devices are sometimes more expensive than a
hard automation device which is not program-
able, and they are not as typical robot
moves About as fast as a human, while dedi-
cated automatic part-transfer devices can
operate at considerably greater speed. The
clear advantage of human workers over ro-
bots, on the other hand, is in situations-where
extensive sensing, judgment, or intelligence
is required, and/or where situations change so
frequently that the expense of programing a
robot is uneconomical. For these reasons it is
often suggested that humans, robots, and hard
automation devices are best suited for low,

medium, and high production volumes; respec-
tively; although there are many exceptions to
thia=e.g., automotive spot welding; Each sit-
uation must be evaluated individually.

The design of automated production proc-
esses involves determining which tasks are
most suitable for a machine, and which are
most suitable for a human. Several technolo-
gy experts have argued that some manufac-
turers' visions of robots as replacements for
hthrian Workers will prevent the best alloca-
tion of taaks between human and machine.
Orie researcher argues:

A robot is a_ machine. It Should be de-
signed controlled, and operated as a ma-
chine. Any attempt to emulate human behaV:
for with a robot is a misdirectibri. Take, for
example, the task of turning a bolt. A human
turns down a bolt in roughly half-revolution
increments. At today's 4tate-of-the-ait, most
robots are constrained to perform the task
in the same way. But robots need not be con,
strained the way humans are; The most distal
axis of a robot-should be capable of continu-
ous rotation. Theprimary advantage that ro-
bots will have in the manufacturing market
of the future will be based not on their abili-
ty to Mimic human§ , but on their abilities to
perform tasks in ways which humans can-

General-purpose robots are already evolving
toward special-purpose programmable devices
for a particular task (e;g;, assembly machines,
painting machines); and this evolution may
continue so that few robots in the futtire look
like the \general-purpose "arm" Of today.

Though they will not be covered in detail
here, robotics technology has a wide range of
nonmanufacturing uses including handling of
radioactive material; miningiundersed eicpler=
ation, and aids for the handicapped."

"W. P. Seering, "Directiens in Robot Design," Transactions
of the ASME March 1983, pp. 12-13.

"See, for example, T._ N. Sofyanos and T. B. SherithmAn
Assessment of Undersea Teleoperstore, Sea Grant College Pro-
gram, MaSsachnsetts Institute of Technology, June, 1980; A.
Seireg and J. Grundman, "Design of a Multitask Exoskeletal
Walking Device," 13iamechanica of Medical Devices-13- N.
Ghista (ed.) (New York: Marcel Dekker Inc., 1981), PP- 569 -639:
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In cirdinary NC machines, programs are
written at a terminal which, in turn, punches
holes in a paper or Euler plastic tape. The tape
is then fed into the NC controller. Each set of
hdleS represeritS a command, which is tr._ns-
inittd to the motors guiding the machine tool
by relays and other electromechanical
Switches. Although these machines are not
computerized, they are programmable in the
sense that the machine can easily be set to
making a different part by fc eding it a differ-
ent punched tape; and they are automated in
that the machine moves its cutting head; ad-
justs its coolant; and so forth; without direct
human intervention; However; most of these
machines still require a human operator,
though in some cases there is one_operator for
two or more NC machine-tools. The operator
supervises several critical aspects of the ma;
chine's operation:

1. he or she has override cor.trol f-;:: modify
the programed speeds (rate of motion of
the cutting tool) and feeds (rate of cut) (see
fig. 4). These rates will vary depending on
the batch of metal used and the condition
of the cutting tool;

2. he or she watches the quality and dirnen-
sions of the cut; and listens to the tool,
replacing worn tools (ideally) before they
fnil; and

3; he or she rr.c-1.;!.;.:s the process to avoid
accidents or clamage--e.g., a toolcutting
into _a misplaced clamp, or a blocked cool-
:int bile.

t'ypii-olv; NC programs are written in a lan
gvag-e co, APT (AutomatiCallY Prbgramed
Tools); 11 was developed during the initial
Air Force research on NC (see fig. bt a sam.
ple of ail_ APT_prograrn). A number .of modified
versions of APT have been released ',13 the last
decade; and some of these are eas;er to use
than the original. _But the essential co!icept
and structure Of the_numerical codes his re-
mained the same. In large part becauseof the
momentum it gained from its initial DOD sup-
ptitt, APT he become a de facto standard for
NC iilAchitie tools.

Figure 7;--Sample APT Computer Program
2.5"

113"

The path of the center of the cutter is shown as it moves
atiolit the perimeter of the part:

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

PARTNO FLAT PLATE NO 12345678
MACHIN/MODEL PTX
CLPRNT
CUTTER' ,

FEDRA I 0
(6) SP = POINT/ - .5, - .5,1
(7) P1 = POINT/0,0,0
(8) Lt = LINE/PLATANGL,0
(9) C1 = CIRCLE /2;:5;:5
(10) P2 = POINT/0,1,0
(11) L2 = LINE/P2,PARLEL,L1
(12) L3 = LINE/P2,PERPTO,L1
(13) FFIOM/SP
(14) GO/T(1,L1 _ -
(15) GORGT/L1,TANTO,C1
(16) GOFWD/C1,TA NTO, L2
(17) GOFWD/L2,PAST,L3
(18) GOLET/L3,PAST,L1,
(19) GCTO/SP
(20) FINI

The APT_cotncM'er_prograni-L above. di'acts a machine tool to cut
arounulhe perimete of a flat metal ;;art o.th a semicircular end (see
top d;ogiam). It: tne ograrn first identifies the part. andtine
(2)_call:Laot :he :+ostorocesf,or 1.7 the mrch.n.:,icontrol combination
tt7:11 to rtv..;..r6ne the pari Tie ; :,:.storoce:I.or is -that part of ihe

software progrvi, ir.R7 le.! )r- th: tape instructions tor the
particu!er machine /control L,ne (3) notes that the corn -
p _ is to print out the cO.,:roinatr-,, of all the straight-line moves of
the cutter. line (4) notes that it cUtter S to have a diameterof 0.25
inches. Line (5) describes th., nod rate in inches per minute. Lines
(5) airough (12) dasC.riba i ii. geon;:itry of the part. Lines (13) throUgh
(19) are motion statemen:s end doscribe the path of the cutter; Line
(20) ends t`:t.. pa; r,e-Dram.

SOURCE. J J Cti.ictl, &',1ncipt., l Mimerfral Control (New Nork: Industrial Press,
1982, 2P. 135

, Stuce 1976, machine tool manufacturers
have begUn to use microprocessors in the con=
trriller, and some NC machines come,equipped
with a dedicated minicomputer. Those called
computerized numerically controlled (CNC)

6 9
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tend to be equipped with a screen and key-
board for writing or editing NC_programs at
the machine. Closely related to CNC is direct
numerical control (DNC), in which a larger
mini- or mainframe computer is used to pro-
gram and run more than one NC tool simul-
taneously: As the price of small computers has
declined over the past decade, DNC has
evolved both in meaning and concept into
distributed numerical control, in which each

hasmachine tool has microcomputer of its own,
and the system e linked to a central con-
trolling comput ": One of the advantages of
such distributed control is that the machines
can often continue working for some time even
if the central computer "goes down;"

In all types of NC machine tools the machin-
ing processes are esFentially the samethe dif-
ference is in the sophistication and location of
the controller. CNC controllers allow the oper-
ator to edit the program at the machine, rather
than sending a tape back to a programer in
a computer room for changes. In addition, by
avoiding the use of paper or mylar tape, CNC
and DNC machines are substantially more reli-
able than ordinary NC machines; The tape
punchers and readers and the tape itself have
been notorious trouble spots; CNC and DNC
machines; through their computer screens,
may also offer the operator more complete in-
formation about the status of the machining
process.

Some NC tools are equipped with a feature
called "adaptive control;" which tries to au-
tomatically optimize the rates of cut to pro-
duce the part as fast as possible; while avoid-
ing tool failure. As yet, there has been limited
success with these devices.

Applications.The diffusion of NC tech-
nology into metalworking industry proceeded
very slowly in the 1950's and 1960's; though
it has accelerated somewhat over the past 10
years. Figure 8 and table 8 detail the US. pop-
ulation Of machine tools. Numerically_ con-
trolled machine tools represent only 4.7 per-
cent of the total population," although this fig-

' "'The 13th American Machinist Inventory of Metalworking
Equipment 1983," American Machin-ist, November 1983, pp,
113-144.

Figure 8.Total Number of Numerically Controlled
Machine Tools in U.S. Metalworking

a12th Inventory data collected over 3 years. 1976 to 1978

SOURCE 13th American Machinist Inventory. American Machinist. November 1983.

Table 8.Estimated Total Machine Tools
in the United Statet

-t* Total
units

Metal-
cutting

Metal-
forming

Metalworking 2,192,754 1,702,833 489,921
Other industries 380,000 275,000 105,000
Training_ ........ 74,000 70,000 4,000
In storage and surplus 250,000 200,000 50,000

Total 2,896,754 2,247,833 648,921
SOURCE: 13th Annual American Machinist inventory and estimates, American

Mathiniet, November 1983.

ure may be somewhat misleading: the newer;
NC machine tools tend to be used more than
the older equipment; and firms often keep old
equipment even when they buy new machines;
Some industry experts have estimated that as
many as half of the parts made in machine
shops are made using NC equipment. Never-
theless, the applications still tend to be con-
centrated in large firths and in smaller subcon-
tractors in the aerospace and defense indus-
tries.

Two examples from OTA's case studies il-
lustrate a range of uses for NC machine tools;
A Connecticut machine shop with 48 employ7;
ees on the shop floor began using numerical
control technology around 1966, and now uses
23 NC machines to produce contracted parts
for the electronics d aircraft industries. By
contrast, one of the C machine shops at a
large commercial ore- space manufacturer oc-
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cupies 471,000 square feetA-out the size of
18 football lieldsand includes 110 NC and
CNC machine tools, as well as 230 conven-
tional machine tools."

The U.S. machine tool population is signifi-
cantly older than that of most other countries
(see table 9), and this situation,ruggesting rel-
atively low levels1 of capital investment, has
been a source of concern for many in inclulT.try
and government. In 1983, for.the first time in
several decideS, the percentage of metalcutk
ting tools leaS than 10 years old increased by
3 percent, although the percentage of meta',
forming tools less than 10 years old remains
at an all:time low of 27 percent."

DOD has encouraged diffusion of NC tech-
nology, which has moved beyond the aero-
space industryalthough not nearly as fast
as most observer§ expected. There are several
reasons for the relatively slow diffusion of NC
technology. They include high capital cost for
an NC machine (perhaps $80,000 to $150,000
and up, as opposed to $10,000 to $30,000 for
a conventional machine tool).'6In addition, the
successful application of NC machine tools re-
quires technical expertise that is in short Sup-
ply in many machine shops. Training is a prob-
lem, as some users report-requiring as much
as 2 years "to get an NC programer up to
speed."." Small machine shops typically do not
have the resources or expertise to train staff
to use or maintain computerized equipment.
Finally, "APT proved to be too complicated
for most users outside the aerospace indus-
try. . . . Most machlne jobs could be specified
in a considerably 16s complex world."

However, intricate shapes such as those now
found in the aerospace industry are nearly im-
possible for even the most experienced ma-

.

"OTA work environment case studies.
""The 13th Arnerfcan Medd:that Inventory of Metalworking

Equipment 1983' American Machhriet, November 1983.
"E, Lustgarten, Vice President, Paine, Webber, Mitchell,

Hutchins,_Inc:; personal communication.
"A. M. Greene, "Is It Time for a New Approach to NC Pro-

gramming?" /ron Age, Sept: 24, 1982. -p, 83. The need for sub-
stantial training applies not only to NC machine tools but to
virtually all PA devices.

"Industry and Trade Strategies, unpublished paper prepared
for OTA, April 1983, p. 28.

chinist using conventional machine tools. With
NC., the parts can be more consistent because
the same NC program IS used to make the part
etch time it is produced. A manually guided
machine tool is more likely to produce parts
with slight variations,_ because the machinist
is likeky to use a slightly different procedure
each ti Tfa he or she makes a part. This may
not be, a problem for one-of-a-kind or custom
production, but can cause headachGs in batch
production. The advantages ir, consistency
due to NC are seen by many manufacturers
as an increase in their control over the machin-
ing process.

NC machines tend to have a higher "through-
put" than conventional machine tools, and
hence are more productive, They are operating
(i.e., cutting metal) more of the time than a
conventional machine tool because all the
steps are established before the machining
begins and are followed methodically by the
machine's controlh'r. Further, on a complex
part that takes more than one shiftof machin-
ing on a conventional machine tool, it is very
difficult for a new machinist to take over
where the first left off. The part may remain
clamped to the machine_ and the part and ma-
chine tool lie idle until the original machinist
returns. On NC machines, operators can sub-
stitute for each other relatively easily, allow-
ing the machining to continue uninterrupted.

As discussed previously, the capability of
guiding machine tools with numeric codes
opens up possibilities for streamlining the
Steps between design and production. The geo-
metric data developed in drawing the product
on a CAD system can be used to generate the..
NC program for manufacturing the product.

Flexible Manufacturing Systems
A flexible manufacturing system !FMS) is

a production unit capable of producing a range
of discreteproducts with a minimum of man-
ual intervention. It consists of production
equipment workstation§ (machine tools or
other equipment for fabrication, assembly, or
treatment) linked by_a materials-handling sys-
tem to move parts from one workstation to



Table 9,Age of Machine Tools in Seven Industrial Nations

Year

MetalCUtting machines JtetalfQrmi.n maailnes

UnitS 0.2 yr 04 yr 0.9 yr 15 yr_a204r _Units 0.2 yr 0.4 yr _0.9 yr 15 yr 220 yr

United States 83 1;703;000 14% 34% 32% 490;000 9% 18% 37%

Canada 78 149,400 41 37 61,400 23 - 26

Federal Republic of Germany. 80 985,000 15 34 48°/a 265,000 15 34 48%

France 80 584,000 16 35 32 177,000 16 35 32

Italy 75 408,300 41' 29° 133,000 29° "7 258

Japan 81 707;000 15% 35b 37d 211;000 18% , 41b 31d

United Kingdom 82 627,900 41 27 146,800
48a 28

80.5 years old; b0,1 years old; cn years old; d13 any old and up; 818 years old and up.

SOURCE 131h American Machinist Inventery, American Machfnisr; November 1983. (Note: American Machkict used a variety of foreign sources for this table),
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another, and it Operates as an integrated sys-
tern under full programmable controI:19

An FMS is often designed to produce a fami-
ly of related parts, usually in relatively small
batches,--in many _cases leSS than 100, and
even as_ low as one. Most systems appropriate-
ly considered to be FMS include at least
four workstations, and some have up to 32.
Smaller systems of two or three machine tools
served by a robot, which are sometimes called
flexible manufacturing systems, are more ap-
propriately termed "machining cells."

How are FMS WorkS.-7-11Sing NC programs
and (often) computer-aided process plannina9
workers develop the process plan (i.e., the se:.
quence of production steps) for each part that
the FM S produces. Then, based on inventory,
orders, and computer simulations of how the
FMS could run most effectively, the FMS
managers establish a schedule for the parts
that the FMS will produce on a given day:
Next, operators feed the material for each part

'91V1. E. _Merchmt, personal conununicatio-, G:.t. 1983.
Adapted from a definition- developed by the International In-..stitution for Production Engineering Research.

into the system, typically by clamping a block
of metal into a special carrier that serves both
as a fixture to hold the part in place while it
is being machined, and ns a pallet for trans-
porting the workpiece. Unce loaded, the FMS
essentially takes over. Robots, conveyors, or
other automated materials handling devices
transport the workpiece from workstation to
workstation, according to the process plan. If
a tool is not working, many FMSs can reroute
the part to other tools that can substitute.

Machine tools are not the only workstations
in an FMS; other possible stations -include
washing or heat-treating machines, and auto-
matic inspection devices. While most current
FMSs consist of groups of machine tools,
other systems anticipated or in operation in-
volve machines for grinding, sheet metal work-
ing, plastics handling, and assembly.

The amount of flexibility necessary to de-
serve the label "flexible" is arguable. Some
FMSs can produce only three or four parts of
very similar size and shapee.g., three or four
engine blocks for different configurations of
engines. One FMS expert argues, however,

laustration credit: Cincinnati Milacron Co.P.

SbneMatiC diagram of an FMS for producing aircraft parts. The lines indicate paths of automatic devices which bring
workpieces to the machines

7 :4
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that in the current state of the technology, a
system that cannot produce at least 20 to 25
different parts is not flexible. Indeed, some are
being designed to manufacture up to 500
parts."

The essential features that constitute a
workable "part farnily" for an FMS are:

A common s.!:ape. In particular, prisma-
tic (primarily flat surfaces) and rotational
parts cannot be produced by the same set
of machines.
Size. An FMS will be designed to pro-
duce parts of a certain maximum size,
e.g., a 36-inch cube. Parts larger or much
smaller than that size cannot be handled.
Material. Titanium and coMmon steel
parts cannot be effectively mixed, nor can
metal and plastic.
Tolerance. The level of preciSion
necessary for the set of parts must be in
a common range.

Applications. For a manufacturer with an
appropriate part family and volume to use an
FMS, the technology offers substantial advan-
tages over stand-alone machine tools. In an
ideal FMS arrangement, the company's expel);
sive machine tools are working at near full
capacity. Turnaround time for manufacture of
a part is reduced dramatically because parts
move from one workstation to another quick-.
ly and systematically, and computer simula-
tions of the FMS help determine optimal rout-
ing, paths. Most systems have some redundan-
cy in processing capabilities and thus can au-
tomatically reroute parts around a machine
tool that is down. Because of these time sav-
ings, work-in-process inventory can be dras-
tically reduced. The company can also de-
crease its inventory of finished parts, since it
can rely on the FMS to produce needed parts
on demand.

r finally, FMS can reduce the "economic
order quantity" for a given partthe batch
size necessary to justify setup costs. When a
part has been produced once on an FMS, setup

"B. Joheaki, Manager, Manufacturing Systems Division, Cin-
cinnati Milacron Corp., interview, Aug. 16, 1983.

costs for later batches are minimal because
process plans are already established and
stored in memory, and materials handling is
automatic. In the ultimate vision of an FMS,
the machine could produce _a one-part batch
almost as cheaply as it could produce 1,000,
in cost per unit. In practice there are unavoid-
able setup costs for a part and a one-part batch
is uneconomical. NeverthelesS, the FMS's cap-
ability-to lower the economic order quantity
is particularly useful in an economy_ in which
manufacturers perceive an increased demand
for product customization and smaller batch
sizes.*

A Midwestern agricultural equipment man-
ufacturer, for example, uses an FMS to ma-
chine transmission case and clutch housings
for a family of tractors (see photo). They had
considered "hard J.tomation"a transfer
lineto manufacture the parts, but expected

*In defense production,_ several examples of the very high cost
of spare parts have come to light. In part because the set up
cost for producing parts is so MO, the Pentagon's contractors
may charge thousands of dollars for producing one or two small
parts. The traditional solution to this problem is to make spare
parts when the original equipment is bought, and keep the
spares on hand. However, studies indicate that more than 95
percent of these spare parts are never used- An FMS could
substantially reduce the cost for maltingiftitiallnimba of parts
because once apart has been made on the system and the tool-
ing and production routing already established, setup costa are
relatively low.

Photo credit: Deere S Co.

A worker obtains status Information from a computer
terminal at one of the workstations of _an FMS for

producing agricultural equipment



a new generation of transmissions within 5
years, which would render the transfer line Ob=,
solete. They chose an FMS instead because it
could be more easily adapted to other prod-
ucts. In the system, a supervisory computer
controls 12 computerized machining centers
and a system of chain-driven carts which shut-
tle the fixtured parts to the appropriate ma-
chines. The supervisory computer automati-
cally routes parts to those machines with the
shortest queue of workpieces waiting; and can
reroute parts to avoid a disabled machine tool;
About a dozen employees operate and main-
tain the system during the day shift, and there
are even fewer people on the other two shifts.
The system is designed to produce nine part
types in almost any sequence desired. (Thus,
it is rather inflexible according to the current
state of _the _art.)_ It was, in fact, one of the
earliest FMSs of substantial size to be de=
signed. It was ordered in 1978, btit not fully
implemented until 1981.21

Another example of-FMS application is a
system operating at Messerschmitt-Bolkow-
Blohm's plant in Augsburg, West Germany;
to manufacture the center section of Tornado
fighter planes at a rata of 10 per month.
T e system includes 28 NC machine tools, au-
to - atic systems for cutting-tool changing and
workpiece transport, and complete computer
control. One observer reports:

The system has demonstrated remarkable
efficiencies. They find that the machines in
the system are cutting metal,-on the average,
about 75 percent; or more; of the
machine utilization is 75_percent better. Lead
time for production of it Tornado is only 18
months, compared to about 30 months for
planes produced by more conventional
means. The system rechieed the number of
NC machined required (compared to doing
the same job with stand-alone NC machines)
by 52.6 percent, required personnel by 52.6
percent, required floor place-[sic] by 42_per-
cent; part through-put time by 25 percent; to-
tal production time by 52.6 percent, tooling
cost by 30 percent, total annual costs by 24

2,0TA work environment case study.
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percent and capital investment costs by 10
percent.22

Finally, a Fanuc Ltd. factory near Mt. Fuji
in Japan has-received a great deal of attention
and is similarly impressive. The factory pro-
duces industrial robots and various CNC tools.
It has two automated storage and retrieval
systems (these are described in the next sec-
tion) as well as an automated materials han-
dling system to di'iver materials to worksta-
tions; Automatic pallet changers and robots
are used to load and unload machine _took-, from
the automatic materials handling vehieles, and
the plant makes extensive use of unmanned
machining at night. The 29 machining centers
are attended by 19 workers during the day
Shift, while at night no one is on the machining
floor, and one worker monitors the operation
from a control room. Several other areas of
this factory are not automated, howeverno-
tably, assembly and inspection."

The chief problems related to an FMS arise
from its complexity and cost. Several years of
planning are needed for such a system, and in-
Stalling and maintaining an FMS is likely to
require a higher degree of technical expertise
than manufacturerS may have available. Final-
ly, because FMS is a system of interdependent
tools, reliability problems tend to magnify. In
particular, the materials handling portions of
FMS are notoriously troublesome. (See below.)

Despite the advantageS claimed for FMS,
the systems are still relatively rare. Observers
estimate_ that there are 20 to 30 of such Sy8=
temS in Japan, 20 each in Western and East-
ern Europe, and 20 to 30 in the United States."
The reasons for this scarcity of application in-
clude the complexity, newness and cost of the

"rvt. E. Merthwit,"Ccurrent_Status of; and Potential for, Auto-
mation in the Metal*urking Manufacturing Industry," Annals
of the CIRP, vol. 32, no. 2, 1983. '

"Ibid;_ D. Nitzan, "Robotics in JapariA Trip Report," SRI
International, February 1982.

"''CAM, An Internationdeomparison," American Machin-
ist, November, 1981, pp. 207-226, W. Dostal, A. W. Kamp, M.
Lehner. and W. P. Seesle, "Flexible Manufacturing SyStems
and Job Structures" iMitteilungen aus der arbeitsmarkt and
berafsforschung), 1982. Reliable statistics on FMS are difficult
to obtain becau&e -I conflicting definitions of an FMS and the
early stage of the t..schnology's development.
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system.§. 4ne American manttfacturer estimated
that FMS ic(3Str$600,000 to $800,000 per machin=
frig Workstation; with a minimum expenditure
of $3 million to $4 million." In addition, the in;
house costs of planning for installation of ail
FMSa process which Often tat-et several
yearsare likely to_ substantially increase the
investment in tan FMS.

Automated Materials Handling Systems
Automated materials hmidling (AMH) sys-

tems store and move products and materials
under computer control; Some AMH systeitia
are used primarily to shuttle items to the work
areas or between workstations on automated
carts or conveyors. Automated storageand re-
trieval systems (AS/RS)- are another form of
automated materials handling, essentially
comprising an automated warehouse where
parts are stored in racks and retrieved on com-
puterized carts and lift trucks. For the pur-
poses of this report, this category includes
only those materials handling systems which
are not classified as robots.

How AMR Systems Work.There are a
wide variety of formats for automated materi-
als handling; They include conveyors, 1110110-
rails; tow lines, motorized carts riding on
tracks, and automated carriers which follow.
wires embedded in the floor of the factory.
Each t=ili/IH system is unique, and each is de-
signeii _for _the materials handling needs of a
particular factory. The comnaonicharacteristic
of these devices is that they arecontrolled by
a central Computer.

There are three general applications for AMH.
The first is to shuttle workpzetes between sta-
tions on an FMS. In this casethe AMH sys-
tem operates on command§ froth the FMS con-
troller. For example, when the controller
receives a message that a mach4le tool has fin-
ished work on a certain workpiete, the control-
ler orders the AIVIH system to pick up the
workpiece and deliver it to the next worksta-
tion in its routing. The materials handling por-
tion of the FMS is one of its trickiest ele;

"B. Johoaki, Manager; Manufacturing Systems Division, Cin-
cinnati Milacron Corp., interview, Aug. 16, 1983.

Photp crodit: Cincinnati Milacron Corp.

Automated guided (alsbknown as a "robot
ca ") follows wires embedded_ in the floor of the
factory in order to shuttle workpleces from one part

of the plant to another

rents part transport needs tend to be logis-
tically complicated, and the AMH system
must place the part accurately and reliably for
machining. Many AMH systems, such as con-
veyors or tow chains, are serial in nature
Le., there is only. one path from Point A to
Point B. This has caused FMSs to cease op-
erating when a cart becomes stuck or a crit
cal path becomes unusable. FMS designer§
have responded to this problem by designing
AMH systems with bacicup paths, or by using
,3l :items such as the wire-guided vehicle men-
tioned earlier, which can be routed around
disabled carts or other obstacles.

The Second major application of AMH is for
transporting work-in-process from one man-
ufacturing stage to the next within a factory.
This application is similar in concept to AMH
use for a flexible manufacturing system, al-
though serving an entire factory is more com-
plex. There is more area to covert more poten-
tial obstacles and logistical diffiCulties in
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establishing paths for the AMH carriers, and
a wider range of materials to handle. For this
reason, whole-factory AMH systems are not
yet widely used. However, General Motors has
recently agreedto purchase automatic guided
vehicles from Volvo which allo-a ?:.Lomobiles
to proceed independently througr, the plant
while being assembled. The "robot carts" can
be programed to stop at appropriate worksta-
tions, and the cart system essentially replaces
an assembly line. Volvo uses about 2,000 of
the carts in its own plants in Europe.26 Fiat
also uses such carts in Italy.

The final application for AMH is in -auto-
mated storage and retrieval systems. These
systems are often very tall in order_to conserve
space and to limit the number of automatic
carrier devices needed to service the facility.
In many cases the structure housing the AS/

26J. Walter, "Volvo Will Build Robot Carts," The Detroit
News, &pt. 27, 1983.

1 I

Photo credit: Cincinnati Milacron Corp.

An automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS),
with a computer termiral showing its status. An
"automatic stacker crane" (top, enter) operates under

\ computer control

RS is built separately adjacent to the main fac-
tory building; Design of an AS/RS depends on
the size of the products stored; the volume of
material to be stored, and the speed and fre-
quency of items moving in and out of_ the sys-
tern; Advocates of AS /RS _cite advantages for
the system, as compared to nonantomated
systems; which include lowered land needs,
fewer (but more highly trainedl staff, more ac-
curate inventory records, and lower energy
use.

Application&In theory; AMH systems
can move material quickly; efficiently; and re-
liably; and keep better track of the location
and quantities of the parts by use of the com-
puter's memory, thus avoiding much paper -
work. They can minimize loss of parts in a fac-
tory, which is a common problem in materi-
als handling.

Deere & Co., for example, uses an extensive
AS /RS to store materials and inventory at one
of its tractor plants;27 The system's computer-
ized controller keeps track of the products
stored on the shelves, and workers can order
the system to retrieve parts from the shelves
by typing commands at a computer terminal.
After they are retrieved fromAhe AS/RS, the
parts can be automatically carried by over-
head conveyors to the desired/ within
the plant complex. f

IBM's Poughkeepsie plant is planning an
AMH conveyor cart system for transporting
a 65-pound computer subassembly fixture
between assembly- and testing-stations; The
manufacturing manager reports that the deci-
sion to adopt this system Was prompted by
logistical difficulties in keeping track of many
such fixtures among a great variety of work-
stations, as well as by worker health problems
related to transporting the fixtures manually.*

AMH systems often have reliability prob-
lems in practice. A Deere & Co; executive re-

N lated -an anecdote at a recent National Re-
sj

"G. H. Millar, vice president, Engineering, Deere & Co., lid:
dress to National Research Council seminar on "The Future
of Manufacturing in the United States," Washington, D.C., Apr.
13. 1983.

orra site visit; IBM Corp., Poughkeepsie, NY, June 9, 1983.

7 j
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search Council symposium.28 Deere's AS/RS
was systematically_reporting that they had
more engines stored on the racks than other
records indicated. After longweeks of search-
ing for the problem they finally found the
culprit: A leak in the roof was allowing water
to drip past the photocell that counted the en-
gines as they were stored; hi essence each drip
became an engine in the computer's inventory.

Although Deere's experience is doubtless
not widely applicable to AS1RSs, the notion
that AMH systems seem to present unex:
pected logiStical and _mechanical problems
does seem to be generally accurate. Even
though these systems are a key aspect of flex=
ible manufacturing systems and of computer=
integrated manufacturing, materials handling

long been a neglected topic in industrial
research. Materials handling system manu-
facturers have only recently "caught up" to
other industrial systems in level o-

and few companies have so far installed
sophisticated AMH systems. Because of this
relative lack of sophistication, materials handl-
ing for FMS and CIM, especially for a com-
plex application such as delivery of :ultiple
parts to an assembly station, may -be one of
the biggest problems facing integrated auto-
mation."

Other CAM Equipment
While they will not be addressed in detail,

there are several other kinds of programmable
automation equipment used in manufacturing.
They include:

Computer-aided inspection and test
equipment For mechanical parts, the
most prominent such device is the Coor-
dinate Measuring Machine, which is a
programmable device capable of automa-
tic and precise measurements of parts. A

"G. Millar, op. cit.
"B._Roth, _professor of mechanical engineering, Stanford

University, '13rinciples of Automation,"addrais to the Unilever
SyMpositun on Future Directions inManufacturing Te4mOlogy,
Apr. 64, 1983; and4. Apple, senior vice president, SyStecon,
Inc., "Retrieval and Distribution SystemA Pivotal Part of
Future Process Planning," address to Technology Transfer
Society Symposium on Factory of the Future; Oct 26-28, 1983.

I

Photo credit: National Bureau of Standards

A Coordinate Measuring Machihe uses a tiny but
precise probe center to automatically

measure parts

great variety of inspection and test equip-
ment is also used for electronic parts.
IBM's Poughkeepsie plant, mentioned
above; performs the vast majority q/- f its

testing of microproceSeor modules 'With
automatic devices built in-house. In ad-
dition; robots can be used as computer-
aided inspection and test devices; several
two-armed, gantry-style robots are sed
at IBM to teat the wiring for comp er
circuit boarda.* In the test; thousands f
pairs of pins on the circuit board must b
tested to make sure that they are conec -
ly wired together. Each arm of therobot
is equipped with an electronic needle=like
probe, and by touching its probes to each

*OTA site Visit, IBM Corp., Poughkeepsie, N.Y., June 9;
1983.

8 u
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pair of pins and passing an electronic sig-
nal through the probes; the robot's con-
trol computer can determine whether the
circuit board's wiring is "OK,"
Electronics assembly. Increasingly, pro-
grammable equipment is used to insert
componentsresistors, capacitors, di-
odes; etc.into printed circuit boards.
One such system, Dyna-Pert, manufac-
tured by a subsidiary of the Emhart
Corp., is capable of inserting 15,000 parts
per hour. A programmable machine as-
,sembles spools of electronic parts in the
right order for insertion into the circuit
board, and another machine inserts the
components.

6 Process control. Programmable control-;
lers (PCs) are being used extensively in
both continuous-process and discrete-
manufacturing industries. PCs are small;
dedicated computers which are used to
i2ontrol a variety of production processes;
They are useful when a set of electronic
or r-r-4.( harncal de vices must be controlled

cular logical sequence; as in a
." e where the conveyor I,elt must

seriaecced with other tools, o. in heat
zreatment of metals in which the sequence
of steps and temperature must be con-
trolled very precisely. Until the late
1960'S, PCs were comprised of mechortical
relays, and were "hard-wired"one had
to physically rewire the device to change
its function or order of processes. Modern
PCs are computerized, and can typically
be reprogramed by plugging a portable
computer terminal into the PC. A comput-
erized PC is not only more easily repro-
gramed than a hard-wired device; but is
also capable of a wider range of functions;
Modern PCs; for example; are often used
not only to control production processes
but also to collect information about the
process. PCs and numerical control de-
vices for machine tools_ are very similar
in conceptessentially, 1\1.1Cs are a special-
ized form of PC designed for controlling
a machine tool.

Programmable Automation and
Manufacturing Management

Several kinds of computerized-tools are
becoming available to assist in management
and control of e manufacturing operation. The
essential common characteristic of domputei-
ized tools fez management is them ability to
manipulate and coordinate "data- _bases"=
stores of accumulated information about each
component of the manufacturing process. The
ability to quickly and effectively get access to
these data bases is an extraordinarily power-
ful management toolwhat was a chaotic and
murky manufacturing process can become
much more organized, and its strengths and
weaknesses more apparent. The following-sec-
tion describes some of these tools, as well as
the notion of "computer-integrated manufac-
turing," which is not a tool or technology in
itself but rather a strategy for organizing and
controlling the factory.

Management Information Syetems
Manufacturers use and store information on

designs, inventory, outstanding orders, capa-
bilities of different machines, personnel, and
costs of raw materials; among other things;
In even a modestly complex business opera-
tion; these data bases become so large snd in-
tricate that complex computer programs must
be used to sort the data and summarize it ef-
ficiently; Management information systems
(MIS) perform this fdfiction, providingreports
on such topics as current Status of production,
inventory and demand levels, and personnel
and financial information.

Before the advent of powerful computers
and management information systems* some
of the information which MIS now handle was
simply not collected; In_ other cases, the col-
lection arid digestion of the information re-
quired dozens_of clerks. Beyond saving labor,
however, MIS bring more flexible and more
widespread access to corporate information.
For example, with just a few- seconds of com-
puter time a firm's sales records can be listed

Si-

I.
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by region for the sales staff, by dollar amount
for the salea managers, and by product type
for production staff. Perhaps most important7
ly, the goal for MIS is that the system should
be so easy to use that it can be used directly by
top-leVel managers.*

Computer-Aided Planning
Computer-aided planning systems sort the

data bases for inventory, orders, and staff; and
help factory management schedule the flow of
work in the most efficient manner. Manufac-
turing resources planning (MRP) is perhaps
the best-known example of computer-aided

.
planning tOOl8.** MRP can be used not only to
tie together and summarize the various data
bases in the factory, but also to juggle orders,
inventory, and work schedules, and to opti=
Mize decisions in running the factory. In some
cases these systems include simulationa of the
factory floor so as to predict the effect of dif-
ferent scheduling decisions. MRP systems
have applicability for many types of industry
in addition to metalworking.

Another kind of computer-aided planning
tool is computer-aided process planning
(CAPP), used by production planners to eatab=
liah the optimal sequence of production opera-
tions for a product; There are two primary
types of CAPP systemsvariant and gener-
ative.

The variant type, which represents the vast
majority of such systems currently in use, re-
lies heavily on group technology (GT). In GT,
amanufacturer classifies parts produced ac-
cording to vai characteristics: e.g., shape,
size, material, presence of teeth or holes, and
tolerances. In the most elaborate GT systems,
each part may have a 30- to 40-digit code. GT
makes it easier to systematically exploit sim-
ilarities in the nature of parts produced and

*Sometimes the terms "management informationSystem"
and "data base management system" (DBMS) are used inter-
changeably. MIS tends to refer to a more powerful and compre-
hensive DBMS aimed for -use by relatively high-level staff.

* *Two forms of MRP are mentioned in industry literature.
The earlier version was materials requirementsplanning, a more
limited form of computer-aided planning system for ordoring
and managing inventory. Manufacturing resoure,
sometimes known as MRP II to distinguish it fr,

notion.

in machining processes to pr6dUce them. The
theory is that similar parts are manufactured
in similar ways; So; for example, a process
planner might define a part, using GT classi-
fication techniques; as circular with interior
holes, 6 ' ' diameter, 0.01 " tolerance, and so
forth. Then; using a group technology -based
CAPP system; the planner could recall from
computer memory the process plan for a part
with a similar GT olaaaification, and edit that
plan for the new, but similar, part.

Generative process planning systems, on the
other hand, attempt to generate an ideal rout-
ing for a part based on information about the
part and sophisticated rules about how such
parts should be handled, and the capabilities
of machines in the plant. The advantage of
such systems is that_proceaaplans in variant
systems may not be optimal. A variant sys-
tem uses as its foundations the best guesses
of an engineer about how to produce certain
parts. The variants on that process plan may
simply be variations on one engineer's bad
judgment.

Though generative CAPP may also depend
on group technology; principleS, it approaches
proceas- planning systematically. The
principle behind su_', syStems is that the ac-
cumulated expertise of the firm's best process
planners is painstakingly recorded and stored
in the computWa memory. Lockheed-Gegirgia,
for eicample, developed a generative CAPP
system called Genplan to create proCess plans
for aircraft parts (see photo for an example of
a process plan developed by Genplan). Engi-
neers assign each part a code based on its ge-
ometry, physical properties, aircraft model,
and other related information. Planners can
then use Genplan to develop the routing for
the part, the estimated production times, and
the necessary tooling. Leckheed=Georgia offi-
cials report that one planner can now do work
that previously required fOur to eight people,
and that a planner can be trained in 1 year in-
stead of 3 to 4.*

*OTA site visit, Lockheed-Georgia, Mar. 10-11, 1983: Genplan

was derived from a generative CAPP system developed by Com-

puter Aided Manufacturing-Internationala consortium for
programmable automation research (see eh. 8).
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An excerpt from a process plan developed by the -Genplan- system

Compu t er-Integrated Manufacturing.
Computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM,

pronounced "sim-) involves the integration
and coordination of design, manufacturing,
and management using c,07 puter-based sys
terns. Computer-integrated manufacturing is
not yet a specific technology that can be pur-
chased, but rather an approaci to factory or-
ganization :ind management:

Computer- integrated manufacturing was
first popularized by Joseph Harringt,on's book
of the same name, published in 1974. One ,ys-
t ems expert recounts the histe)Iy of t he Jn-
copt in this way:

\I I came about from: 1) The realization
I hat in many cases automation for discrete
tct ies in manufacturing. such as design

[machining; in fact often decreased the ef-

fectiveness of the entire operatione.g`., de-
sit,mers could conceive parts with CAD that
could not be made in the factory; NC machine
tools required such elaborate setup that they
could not be economically programmed or
used. 2) Development of large mainframe
computers supported by data base manage-
ment systems (DBMS) and communications
capabilities with other computers. The
DBMS and communications allowed func-
tional areas to share information with one
another on demand. 3) The dawning of the mi-
crocomputer age which began to allow ma-
chines in the factory to be remotely pro-
grammed, to talk to each other and to report

activity t( their ultimate source, of
instruction.'"

"D. Wisnosky, group vice president, GCA Corp., Industry
Systems Group, personal communication. October 198;
Wisnosky is a former director of the U.S. Air Force- Integrate
Computer-Aided Manufacturing Program (ICAM).

8 ,1
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Though there is no quantitative measure of
integration in a factory, and definitions of
CIM vary widely, the concept has becoine
lightning rod for technologists and industrial=
ists seeking to increase productivity and ex=
pleit the corn! titer in manufacturing. For ex:
ample, Jame s Lardner; vice president of Deere
& Co., sees the current state-of-the-art menu=
facturing process as a series of "islands of
automation," in which machines perform tasks
essentiallyautomatically, connected by "hu-
man bridges." The ultimate st ze argues,
is to connect those islands into all integrated
whole through CIM and artificial intelligence
(described in the next section of this chapter);
replacing the human bridges with machines;
In this essentially "unmanned factory," hu-
mans would then perform only the tasks that
require creativity, primarily those of concep-
tual design. Lardner's vision is echcad by
many other prominent experts:

Experts differ in their assessment of how
long it might take to achieve this Visionvir-
tually no one believes that it .s attainable in
less than 10 to 15 years, while some experts
would say an unmanned factory is at least
three decades away. More importantly; there
areother technologists who argue that the vi-
sion_rnay, in fact, be just a dream. For exam-
ple, Bernard Roth, professor of mechanical en-
gineering at Stanford University; argues that
factorieS will in reality, reach an appropriate
and economical level of automation and then
the trend toward automation will, level off. In

sense, the difference between these two
views may be a different- degree rather
than kind. For many facton,-..s, the "c.ppropri-
ate" level of automation might indeed be very
high. In others; however, a fair number of hu-
mans will remain, though they may be signif-
icantly fewer than is currently the case.

Integrated systenis are often found to re=

quire more human input than was expected."
Indeed, as one engineer explains:32

"This phenomenon has bcen noted in a variety of places, in-
cluiDng OTA work environment case Studies, and the OTA
Automation Technology Workshop, May 29, 1983._

"B. Burns. Manufacturing Technology Group Engineer,
Lockbeed-Georgia CO., cited in "Considering People Before Im-
plementation," CAD/CAM Technology; fall 1983: p. 6.

There is much talk about the totally
automated factory=the factory of the fu-
ture-and night Shifts' where robots opvate
the factory. Whereas these situations will
develop in some cases ... many manufactur-
ing facilities Will not be fully automated.
Even those thatiare will involv..: humans in
system design, control; and maintenance
and the factory will operate-within a torpor-
ate organization of managers and planners;

The two views do have important signiTh-

cance for hoW an industrialist might now pro-
ceed; Many Whb hold, the vision of the un-
manned factOry S4ein to emphasize technolo-
gies; such as robotics, that can remove hu-
mans from manufacturing. Those whO do not
share the vision of "unmanned manufactur-
ing" tend to argue that there are more practi=
cal ways to enhance productivity in mantifac=
turingincluding redesigning products for ease
Of fabrication and assembly;

How UM Works..7-Thez* are two different
schemes for CIM: In -vertically: integrated
manufaCturing, a designer would design a
product using a CAD system, which would
then translate the design into instructions for
production On CAM equipment. Management
informatiOn systems and computer-aided plan;
ning.SyStem?would 'be used to control and
mbnitor the process. A horizontal approach to
integration, on the other hand, would attempt
to coordinate only the manufacturing portion
of the process ;, i.e.; a set of computer=aided
mantfacturingequipment on the factory floor
is tied together and coordinai.od by-computer
instructions: A flexible manufacturing system
Would be a good example of such horizontal
irtegratiorn* Vertically integrated manufac-
turin r, is what is most commonly meant by
CIM, however,_ and many exports would con-
sider horizontal "shop flgor" hitegration to
be only partial CIM. Figure 9 is a conceptual
framework for CIM which illustrates the role
of seine of the PA:technologies at various
levels of factOry

'vertical amd horizontal integration of programmable auto-
mation equipment lhou:d not be confused with vertkal and
horizontal integration in the markets for selling this equipment:
this will be discussed in chapter 7.
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Figure 9.Programmable Automation Factory Hierarchy (Simplified)

Computer
integrated
manufatfUring

Integrated
software

System network

Robotics

Any manufacturing
process

SOUR 'E GCA Corp lo,,ustrial Systems Group

A vertically into ..d faCtory usually
plies maxim.: m us( ; trdinatiori of all PA

..technologies, and-,can invc..re much more cell;
tralized control at processes
than a nonintegrated production process.
Communication and shared data bases are
especially importatt. fo.7 CIM. For example,
CAD systems must Lc; Ale to access data
from inventory on the cost Ge raw materials,
and from CAM systems on how to adapt the
design to facilitate manufacture: Computer-
aided manufacturing systems must be able to
interpret the CAT::design arid establish effi-
cient process plans. And management .com-
puter tools shou7d be able to d'zrive up-to-date
summary and p. rformance information froth
both CAD and CAM data rases, and effeetiVe-
ly help manage the Mali ,,facturifig OPerati.bri.

Some parts of the above requirements are
already possible, while others seem far on the
horizon. Factory data bases now tend to be
completely separate; with very different struc-
tirrs to serve different needs: In particular,
the extensive corm-hunications between CAD
and CAM data bases will require more
sophistication i^ both CAD_ end CAM,
research on how to establish such ConununiCa=
dons; and finally, major changes in traditional

Strategizn'
Meant

Plan/manage

Monitor/control

Move/man,

Make

Implement

factory data structures in order to implement
such a system.

tiplica tiOtts.CIM sounds like utopia to
ma matitifactiltet8 because it promises to
solve naarly ail of the problems in manufac-
turing that were identified in the section on
"the manufacturing process" at the beginning
of this chapter, and in particular it promises
o dramatically increase managerial control

over the factory. Deegn changes are easy with
extensive use of CAD; CAP and MIS systems
help in 'scheduling; FMS and other CAM
equipment cut turnaround time for mar ac-
ture minin-dze production costs; and greatly
,increase equipment utiliiat::,a; connections
from CAD to CAM. help-create il:signs that
are economical to manufacture; control and
communication is excellent, with
paper flow; and CAM equipinnit mitiimiLes
time loss due to setup and materials handling.

Many at the companies which make eaten=
siVe use of computers view the;.- factories as
examples of CIM, but on close examination
their integration is horizontalin the manu-
facturing area onlyor at best includes

mam.facturing and managerrient. Boe-
ihg, however, has made substantial strides

0 ;)
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toward a common deSign and manufacturing
data base system in_ their CAD/CAM Inte-
grated Information Network (CI IN). Similar-
ly, General Electric, as part of its effert to
become a major vendor of factory automation

systems, haS embarked on ambitiousplans for
integration at Several of its factories; including
its Erie Ldcomotive Plant, its _Schenectady
Steam Turbine Plant, and its Charlottesville
Conti-OIS Manufacturing Division.

Trends and Baniers: Future Application

While the possibilities for application of ex-
isting prograrninable automation tools are ex-
tensive,_the technologies continue to develop
rapidly. They depend on and share the extracm-
(Unary rate of growth in technical capabilities

ccniputer technologies as a whole:

There are five themes in the directions for
development in each of the technologieS. They
are:

increasing the power of t he technologies
i.e., their speed, accuracy, reliability; and
efficiency;
increasing the:r versatilitythe range of
problem§ to which the technologies can
be applied;
increasing the ease of use so that they re-
quire less oderat,- rime aid training, can
perform more complex operations, and
cai! he adapted to new applications more
quickly;

okr;g what is comincrny called the
intelligence of the systems, §o that they
can offer advice to the operator and re-
spond to comp:cx situations in the man-
ufacturing environment; and
increasing the ea.:e of integration of PA
devices so that they can be comprehen-
sively coordinated and their data bases
intimately linked.

.

This section first summarizes the principal
research efforts and directions for develop-
ment of the five technologiea on which this
report foLises: CAD, robotics, NC
machine tools, 'FIV1$, and CIM. Next, it sur'
marizes issues in several technii--il areas which
it ivy a large potential impact on all the tech-

arti5cial intelligence. standards :incl.
interf,ic,:, lib man factor:;, rna.,i_xials, and sen-

sons: ChaPterS 8 and 9 describe the institution-
al conti-rit for research and development (e,g,,
sources Of R&D funding), and compare R&D
programs on an international basis:

Trends and Bairiers in Five Technologies

Comput .-:r-Aided Design

Ther 3 are at least three generations oi CAD
equipment, two of whicl- are widely available
comrnercililly_ with the third_still largely in
prototype applications and R &1 abs'. The
first are the 2-D c omputc.-ized drafting sys-
tems mentioned earlier in th-: chapter which
streamline the process of drawing and espe-
cirdly, editing the drawings of parts, plans, or
blueprints. The seconu generation are 3-D
CAD systems, which allow the user to draw
an image of a part using either wirefr6inc
Models or "surfacing" (displaying the faces
of objects).

The third generation, commercially availahl
within the past few years but still in their in
fancy; are the So=calle'd solid modelers. Suci,
systems (actually an expanded 3-D npaiiiii-
ty ) can be used not only to draw the objet in
three dimensionS bat also to obtain a realiz: c

visualizatiOn of the part. Users can rotate,
move and view the part from any angle; and
in some cases, derive performance characteris-
tics. Engineers at IBM's Poughkeepsie plant,
for example, use an advanced CAD syster,; or
this type to design cabinet arrangements for
IBM mainframe computers: Because the Sys---

t arn "constructs a sophisticated solid model
of an object, it can be used tc visualize Such
design issues as componer cleara ice prob-
lems. One ca,i even "pull :Jut a C.,-awer- to
make sore u- do3s not hit a cable, for instance.
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Photo crectl' Computervision Corp.

An exeicded view of a part assembly.from a CAD
ystem with solid modeling capabilities

There seems to be a consensus among manu-
facturing managers and researchers that such
third generation 3-D CAD systems arc a criti-
cal element in the proge,,:i.ES toward effective
and powerful ;Ise of programmable automation
;n factories. 'I he increased sophistication c
3-D systems greatly improves the ability of
such syttens to communicate design specifi-
cation:: to manufacturing equipment. While
third geaeration 3-D P-, stems are technically
feasible now i,licre are nontechnical barriers
to implementation of 3-D systems. Li part
because of the com- of the systems and
the problems encountered in switching from
2-D .0 3-D systems:.'" In fact, there is a need
for a rourth generation, a CAD system which
offers more "intelligent" design assistance and
can be ea. linked to other programmable)
automation systems fcr manufacturing and
management:

Indeed, the.-t.- seen-. to be 11 ..-ee related
thornes in current CAD rer:earch:

I improving the algorithms for represent-
ing objects using the computer so design-
ers can create and manipulate complex

It. Simon, Computervision Corp., personal communication,
Oct. 6: 1983.

objects in an efficient and intuitively clear
fashion; _.

2; adding "intelligenc_e" to CAD systems co
that they prevent design errors and facil-

_ itate_ the design process; and
3. developing effective interfaces between

CAD systems and manufacturing and
management.

Improving Algorithm& Representing
shapes in computer memory and manipulating
those representations has been and remains
a difficult challenge for computer researchers.
As the power and complexity of CAD systems
increase, _their computing needs grow rapid-
ly. One of the problems in manipulating com-
plex shapes with the computer is illustrated
by the experimental CAD :,estem used for
computer cabinet design at IBM: One of its
creators reported that a typical manipulation
of a complex object say, generating an im-
age of the cabinet from a different viewing
angle, with all hidden lines removedmight
take several minutes of computer processing
time.* Although the system is still useful;
clearly- quicker response is needed for the de-
signer to have optimal flexibility from a CAD
system; A shorter response time can come
from a faster computer or from more efficient
ways of representfiig and manipulating shapes
in computer memory.

Although faster computers are unquestion-
ably on the horizon, much of the current re-
search on CAD involves attempts at more ef-
ficient representations. The efficiency of a cer-
tain scheme alsc depends on hew easy it is to
use A wide variety of schemes are being
studied; none -of -which has a clear overall su--
pericrity. One erne; called "constructive
solid geometry," involves assembling images
by combining simple shapes, such as blo[its,
cylinders and sphere:- The other is boundary
representation, n witch an object is ,:on-

*D'I'A site visit, D. iiroF3man, IBM Corp. Yorktown !:eights.
N.Y., June 8, 1983. "Hidden lines" in images are those edges
of a solid object that one cann,t_see from a given ewing angle.
GrGasrnan reports that when_CAD is used for such mechanical
models a- the computer cabinets discussed here, each mod-21
consists a polyli6dron with roughly 40,000 separate feces for
thr corm,atcr t- Store, manipulate, and determine wl: '.er they
would be "hidden" or not.
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--strutted as a set of individual surface& For
example, one system being developed by a
group at the University of Utah is based on
"splines." The designer manipulates on the
scieen the equivalent of the thin metal strips
used in models of boats or planes. He Or She
can expand them; curve them, cut them, and
so forth to create the model."

There is some concern that not enough time
and effort in industry is being devoted to ex-
panding the technologies; particularly the al-
gorithms available for "solids modeling," i.e.,
for true three-dimensional representatibris of
objects. Thus tile !_`_experience base" of indus=
tries experimenting With 3-D systems is very
small, and such experience is necessary to re-
fine the systems and determine the needs of
manufacturing industries

Adding "Intelligence" to CAD; the in,
dustry there is much discussion of "smart"
CAD syst8ms which would not permit certain
operator errors: For example, they would not
permit the design ol an object that could not
be manufactured; a case without a handle, or
a faulty circuit board. Further; they would fa-
cilitate the designer's work by such functions
as compr:ing a design to existing designs for
similar objects; and storing data on standard
dimensions and design sub-units, such as fas-
tcner a:7es and standard shapes. Such sysIxrns
might also increase the ability of CAD ws-
tems to Simulate the performance of products;
There is much comorn over "bad design" in
industry, and intelligent CAD systems are
considered one way to improve- the situation.

Though such systems have become rather
advanced in electronics applications and offer
some hope of be'oming moreSO, there i an yet
littie the way of "smart" CAD sySt_as for
mechanical applications. A few systems can
be programea to question a designer's chdce
of certain features that are nonstandarda
22-inm screw hole in a shop that only uses 20-

N 307rnm holes for !Aar -,. ScIne research-
that it will be possi use an "ex-

pert' wstem (see the next section's discussion

"ft itekenfeld; professcr of computer science, UniN-rerSit,-,r of

Utah, persedal .mmunication.
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Ay and cost of their designs: Such comprehen-
sive connections between design and manufac-
turing are currently far beyond the state-of-
the-art.

There has, nowever, been modest progress
toward interfaces between CAD devices. The
Initial Graphics Exchange Standard, devel-
oped at the National Bureau of Standards
under U.S. Air Force sponsorship, allows dif-
ferent CAD systems to exchange data (see ch.
8): However, while interfaces between comput-
er-aided design systems are becoming easier;
there is as yet little progress in allowing CAD
and CAM systems to communicate. In some
cases these devices can be wired together into
a computer network, but establishing an effee-
tive interfaee requires sophisticated software
to manipulate manufacturing iriforrriatien Se
that it is USeful for designers, and vice versa.

Movement toward design-manufacturing
connections is impeded by a strong tradition
of aratism --sep among design engineers and
manufacturing engineers: A common descrip-
tion of the relcit-- . is, "The design engi-
ricer tfr: owF !"-; set. . drawings over 0'1c:17E111
to man. There is evidence that
such bar riers are beginrunr break
SioWly, as the need for communication has
1.:4;Coine apparent. and as engineering schools
have begun to brow deli the terinectirriS be=
tween design and manufacturing curricula.

There are many research effor is whose ulti-
mate goal inciudes such connections between
CAD and other manufacturing systems. These
research programs include the Air Foree's In-
tegrated Computer Aided Manufacturing proj=
ect, as well as the NatiOnal Bureau of Stand=
ardS (NBS) National Engineering Laberatory
and a joint M'eSt Gerrnan/NarWegian effort
(see ch. 9). The heart of till; latt^r effort is an
attempt to use a very adVanced geometric
modeling system dev Ted by the Techniral
University Of Berlin as the basis for develop-
ing software which would allow design to be
connected to ail .1:,;,Jects of the manufacturing
process. In addition, users of PA, such as GE
and IBM, are also working on interrr issues:ssues.
However, full integration still wrs at least
a decade off.

Robotics
Robotics research is currently an area of in-

tense interest in both industry and univer-
sities. There are a dozen or more universities
with significant ongoing research projects-in
robotics; and perhaps 3 dozen industrial
and independent laboratories. Government
labs at NBS; the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA); and several at
DOD; are alSo involved,

In part because Of the technical immattiri=
ty of robotics technology, and in part because
it is a complex and interdisciplinary teelmol=
ogy, there are many discrete areas of research
problems and possible directions for extension
of capabilities. The problem areas include:35

Improved positioning accu2-.?cy for the ro-
bOt.arrii.=Increased accuracy is essen
tial for many applications of robots, par=
ticularly in assembly operations 5-and ether
cases where a robot is programed offline.
While current robots are precise (they can
return to the same position on each cycle
fairly reliably, within perhaps 0.00;'i inch),
their accuracy (the ability to arr ve at a
predetermined point in space); is not near-
ly so reliable; Several techniques are be-
ing used ta increase accurac' in robots:
Thoug% the traditional ans., has been
to increase the stiffness r rechanical
precision of the manipulator arm, such ap- .

praaches can greatly iricreaoc, brie weight
and cost at the unit. Software calibration;
a technique aeirig developed at the aBSi
involves adjustlitg the robot's electronics
to compensate for inaccuracies in its
moverrients. AnOther technique invOlVes
using machine Vision systems to "watch"
the robot Jill action and correct its r.nove7
Manta They Occurthis technique
potentially improve both accuracy and
precision. Of the two, software calibration

ar simple: technically and is likely tc
ivailable far sooner.

--
"O. S. /Wm., "Indunrir I Pshot 14,-c no ogy and Pr

ty Improvement." Explo, nto.ry Wc.-kshop on the Sncial Iii
fl Robotics: Summary. and Issues (Washington. D C.: U.S.

.ongress, Officc of Technology Asgessment, OTA-BP-CIT-11.
1.ruary 1982). pp. 62-89.

8'1
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Increased 'grace; dexterity, and speed.
The physical structure of the manipu-
latorits material, actuation mechanism;
and jointshas remained substantially
the same for several decades. Several
groups of researchers, sponsored by
NASA and the Defense Advanced Re-
search ':-ejects Age;icy (DARPA); among
others. are working on lighter structures
for the robot arm. These would most like-
ly consist of Composite fiber materials
similar to those now used extensiVely on
aircraft--about one-sixth the weight of
Steel. Though the technology for such
Structures exists, composites areextreme-
ly expensive and the costis holding back
further use in robotics. Other directions
for progre-s in robot structures include
fundamentally different &Signs for the
manipulator arm; A SWediSh group has
developed an arm whic:ii is structured in
some ways like a hurrian Spinal column;
while other research is directed toward
using "tendons" to effect movement of
the ar..,, as in the hinnan musculoskeletal
inftr.action.

Cost is not the only drawback to the use
of lighter structural materials; In addi-
tion; the robot'S controller must become
more sophisticated in order to direct the
motions of a lightweight, and inherently
somewhat flexible, robot arm. For in-
stance, computer scientists and mathema-
ticians must Je'ielop control algorithms
that will prevent backlashi;e., the "play"
or vibration that occurs when the arm is
moved quickly from one position to
another.

Finally, gripper design needs to be
made r,ore flexible_ DiretibriS for prog-
ress in grippers include both developing
'hands" -hat can be uSed to manipulate
a wider variety of oh' ^.t8, and also devel-
oping "quick-change.' grippers so that the
robot can autonomously exchange one
"hand" for another.
Sensors. including vision,_ touch and force.
Because sensors can be applied to a
wide range of programerable automation
devices; they will be addressed in a sepa-

rate section later. One problem relevant
to robots is the development of control
sySterns that can accommodate sensory
information. Systems are only now begin-
ning to become available that can accept
feedback from various -kinds of sensors.
In part, these systems have developed in
conjunction with new generations of iobot
programing languages, to be discussed
below. A continuing tension in devel-
opment of robots is whether one should
structure the robot's environment so that
it does not need e..-Ktensive sensing; or try
to provide sensors to enable it to cope
with an unstructured environment;
Model-ba,Sed control systems,The most
advanced and versatile controller for a
robot would he ono-. that had an internal
model Of its environment. In other word§,
it wc,.1-' a store of information about
th. Isional world; what the Obi=

ie J. with wete sul.Nposed to
nite, fa-id tzar rul s for hiOW

4.,ojects iiiteract with eac,c Other.
Although this problem has int tied
many tochnolegists, who view it t s one
of the ultimate solii_tions for expanding
robot versatility_ and "inteLliget're," it is
extraordinarily diffieillt tU nripalt such i' -
formation to the machine, -,ttid even to
decide how one might structure such
information.
Soft war e. --LMethc is for programing ro-
bots are becoming easier and more effi-
cient, although there is still substantial
work needed in this area. Two languages
have been released recentlyIBM's A
Manufacturing Language (AML) and
RAIL, by Automatix which are consid7
erably More powerful than traditional
robot languages, and which permit more
sophiStitated programing techniqueS,

advL iiced ger...ral-purpose com-
-puter languages such as PASCAL or
ADA. Most/other progratning language§
tlirrently iiivaila.ble are rather eurribeir=
some and inflexible by computer - industry
standards. At the same time; tetzliiiittby=
guiding programing is becoming le§§
practical for complex applicatidtia; it

jJ .
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.-ated Interface standards.Standards need to
m or be developed for communication If infor-

mation between robots and machine tools;
bade sensors, and control computers; While
Le de- such standards are a tractable problem;
sys- programmable automation producers; as

§ffee= well as the computing industry; are only
i6 for beginning to make progress in establish-
i has ing standards; and the stamdards-making
CAD process is long and intricate; In the mean-
ir op- time; efforts to establish interfaces be-
e ro- tween robots and other automated de-
ctive vices are hindered_bY a lack of standards.
rmas Researchers at :NBS report that some
Aped manufacturers refuse to divulge details of

the operation of their equipment that

simulation of a rcbon; operation

9

r?, Yek
tti

r.

Photo credit: Computervision Corp.
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would encluie the equipment to be linked
to other computers. (See the following dis-
cussion of standards and interfaces.)
Mobility. While techniques for limited
movement along rails are already avail-
able for robots, the more general problem
of developing a robot that could navigate
its way through a cluttered fadtory is far
more difficult. There is some argument
about whether such mobility is even nee:
essary for the factorysome would assert
that such technology is too esoteric for
the factory, and the plant should instead
be organized so that mobility is unneces-
sary. There is substantial research in
mobility, however, in large part sponsored
by DOD agencies for specific battlefield
applications.

Numerically Controlled Machine Tools
Although machine tools are a well-e8tab-

lished technology, there continues tb be a need
for substantial impi.ovenientS in the tools and
their controllerS. A "Machine Tool Task
Force... operating under the auspice if DOD's
.Air Force Materials Laboratory. si ed a re
port in 1980 calling for hundreds of improve-
ments and new research efforts. Among the
on most relevant to this sty dy t'z-Lose

listed in table 10."

-------
Machine:Fool Task Force. "Technolou of Mocliine

A Survey of the State of the Art- ll,ivermore Calif Lawrence!
Livermore National Laboratory. October 19801

The bulk of machine tool R &D takes place
in the labbratories of machine tool and con-

irianufatturers.A smaller but signifi-
cant amount of work is undertaken at univer-
sity mechanical engineering departments, with
funding _fromindustry orthe Federal Govern=
Merit. The chief research problems can _be
divided into those involving the machine itself;
and those involving the controller;

The Machine Too/.Many of the develop-
ment needS for machine tools involve devices
which facilitate the use of the tools under com-
puterized control. For example, chip removal

disposal of the metal shavings that accumu-
late in large volume during machiningis a
big problem in industry, a problem that gets
bigger as machines get more efficient and
more automated. Various schemes have been
used for chip control and disposal; none of
which are entirely satisfactorT Many engi-
neers believe the answer is not to create the
chips in the first place§y forging the part
c'ose to its final shape; fob example, or machin-
ing with lasers instead of cutting tools. While
"near net shcpe"_ forging is becoming more
prevalent, laser machining ;is still immature,
and not yet practical for widespread appli-
cations;

Another problem in machine tools; whether
iiated or manual, is tool wear: A drill bit

cr grinding wheel has a fixed useful life, after
'.4:11ich the quality of cut begins to decline and
the tool eventually fails; The traditional sblu=
tinn to tool wear is simply for an experienced

Table 10.=Machine Too' Task Force Recommendations or Mproving Machine Tool Control::

Hardware (H) or
softw;rn (S)

Area of improvement
Toolsetting
Di- :-1.).1lcs and sensors HrS

Fixtuiinyic -: icing
NC progmn .1g and instruction

Pr qrarnmable controls .

:ntert.s.r.s stann,-rr'S

,Gig- ;cal, Task Fp.r: 7nchnnlogy 7,T, ,net"

H
S

Objective
Reduce setup time, 'improve accuracy
AlloW more et the in pc,rtant prirameters to be sens;-;d and

monitored for failure identification
!W.:re versatility of fiktUre and less Se., time
Develop irnprovec ie computer :,uFiroutines simplify

and reduce rime for programing
IntLgrate machine prcc:esses int-. computerized system;

enhanc: conVeriliC.Inal MaChina oparations; p :vide
interfacing 60,:iC:.As and flexibilit

HIS improvr. upgrzrlind and grt. Nth-retrofit polenti..l:

Oc!cber :r80.
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machinist to listen to the machine tool and,
ideally, sense when noise and vibrations be-
come abnormal. In situations where that is not
possible, particularly on CNC machine tools,
machinists replace the tool after a specified
period of tool life. In addition, the Japanese
are said to run their machines at slower speeds
in order to minimize tool fr. during un-
manned machining; However: can fail at
almost any point in their uf.,. (4:11 bit may
fail after it only drills a or it may
last for hours; This variabii 2 makes pre-
schedWed replacement difficult and inefficient.
There has been some progress in developing
deviCes that 'can sense tool wear and report
when tool 7,c-flange is needed. The National
Bureau of/Standards, for example; has a pro-
totype device that "listens" to the vibrations
produced by the tool and can be "taught" to
recognize abnormal vibrations.

The rate at which a machine tool can cut
metal depends on many factors:the type of
metal, the depth of cut; the condition of the
tool; and so forth. Controlling the speed of cut
or the feed rate so as to cut metal at optimum
removal rates has been a continuing research
and development problem in the industry. As
with sensing tool wear, the traditional answer
has been for experienced machinists to adjus;
a cutting speed or feed rate dial on the ma-
chine. In the past decade, various "adapti-ve
control'' devices have been developed which
vary the "speeds and feeds" of the machine
tool based on motor load, for instance. How-
ever, these devices have had uneven reputa-
tions for effectiveness and reliability.

!'inally, a great deal of effeit is now being
de _ed to increasing precision in --lachine
too- T!--Le Navy's precision manufacturing
prop ' rill be descrirl-fed in chapter 8.

Relatea improvements in precision; a
long-term g; al for machine tool technology in-
volves mea.s:rement of parts during machin-
ing. With such a scheme, quality problems
could be identified and CO/Tected during man-
ufact-Iring rather than afterwards, thereby
reducing waste. NBS has done some prelim
inary research on .uch a system of on line

metrology at machine tools, although commer-
cial use of suer, -4,,,;-;tems is limited to very sim-
ple and pre.n, able part geometries.

Machu: :e Controllers.As with all
other _forms of programmable automation,
there is continuing demand for and research
on simplifying programing of NC machine
tools; the seine holds true for the need to
simplify and set standards for interfacesbe-
tween machine tool and controller, between
machine tools, and between machine tools and
other automation devices. A critical issue is
the development of effective interfaces be-
tween CNC machines and other computerized
devices; so that; for example; CNC machines
can derive their cutting instructions from the
stored dimensions of a design produced with
CAD; This is now possible only in specific
limited situatioris, where tremendous effort
has been devoted to developing the interfaces
for a particular application.

Flexible Manufacturing Systems
Flexible manufacturing systems for the ma-,

chiniiig of prismatic parts ere becoming more
prevalent, and are a relatively established
technology. FMS for rotational parts are just
beginning- to be available, while the range of
other_ possible _applications for FMSgrinc17-
ing, sheet metal working, or assemblyare not
beyond the reach o± current tecimology, but
are only at early stages of development.

Many of the chief R&D problems for FMS
involve logistics: design and layout_ for_ the
FMS; and computer control strategies t;,.at
can handle ,sophisticated combinations of
powerful machine tools. In addition, there is
a need for more. in simulation
systems for the FMS s. chat their efficiency
can be opliinized.

. There are a var;aiT of enhancements to FMS
hardware be oil the horizon. In
addition toall os the developments described
under the individual techriole4tes,_ these in-
clude automatic delivery and Changing -of c_ut-
tins,r tools, and systems for automatic fixturing
and defixti.71Ing of material to be prOcessed.

9 3
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Improving the reliability and versatility of
materials handling systems is alSo an

in
_impor-

tant need for FMS. As entiOned_earlier,_the
level of sophistication in materials handling
technology often does not match that of other
P-A_ technologies._ and the AMH system may
be the "weak link" in the FMS.

Computer-Integrated Manufacturing
Computer- integrated mar-ifacturing receives

'substantial attention in industry discussions
and trade journals, though there is relativelY
little active R&D at this level of the comput-
erized factory. This is at least partly because
there is not yet substan.'.-.,Ildemand fat- CIM
systems. GE and IBM havebegun to work on
computer-integrated manufacti :ring, as have
some Japanese firms; particUlarll Hitachi, and
a coalition of laboratories in West Germany
and Norway; The Automated Manufacturing
Research Facility_ at __NBS is perhaps_ the
largest test bed fbr CIM techniques. It is
described in more detail in chapter 8.

Af.; with FMS, one of the key issues in CIM
development involves the logistics of a COM=
plicated factory. Several groups, including
NBS, the U S. Air Force ICAl T_projnct, and
Computer-Aided Manufacturing International
(CAM-I), hive been working en " architec-
tureti" for such an automated factory. Figure
10 is an example of such a conceptual fra..tie-
work for CIM which forms the foundation for
detailed work on factory control architectures..

One of NBS's major contributions in auto-
mation R&D has been in developing strategies
fOr the interfac-, f programmable a:atomatitin
deviceS. Their emphasis has be-mon what they
call a "mailbox" or de;entralized approach to
factory communication and control. in such
a system. the control of the factory is_ditribz
used at different levels among the various PA
devices (see fig. 10). For Px.lirrAple, a factory-
level computer filight, send a message to a pro-
duction-level computer -- "Make 150 of part
numbor 302570." The prbduCtion-level com-
puter would then send a message to the "mail-
box- of a certain Work. celli=="Execu;;e produc-
tion plan for p(Irt 302570, 150 times." In turn;

the work cell contr. ol ler 7/;..;-..t_id send messages
to the mailbox of tlio tools and roots
in the cell. to execute certain programs stored
in their memory.

_

The 'mailbox" approach differs from a cen-
tralized, or "Star," approach to automated sys-
tems control in which a central computer di-
rectly controls each action of every machine
in the factory. The advantages of the mailbox
system are that it simplifies standards and in-
torface problems--the only interface standard
necessary is for the location of the mailbox in
which to deposit messages. This allows one
robot to be substituted for another; for exam=
ple, with relative ease. The mailbox approach
allows different PA devices to operate using
diii rent languages and proprietary operating
systems; as long as they are able to interpret
messages from the computer controller.

Hierarchical arrangements for automated
manufacturing, such -as those illustrated i z fig-
ure 10, tend to involve a large number of sep-
arate computers; each with separate data
bases. Techniques for "distributed data base
management." that is; managing and manip-
ulating data in several computer systeniS
simultaneously. need to be developed in order
for a hierarchical arrangement to be practical.
Sim;larly; techniques and standards for estib-
lishing communication between computeri zed
envices; both in-plant and between plants;
need to become much more soplqsticated.

A group of researchers at Purdue I.Jriiversi-
ty, in collaboration with ;-:,:,veral largeitiarit,;
fac.urers. is attempting mac: e7ploit currenq-T

techholog3 to deslr-. an acc al fat:.
tory with maximum computer integration.
The leader of that r.ffort argues tb ti-ch-
nolog,y for CIM is aveilable, and that tochrical
advances, though weizome, are not ti,,cAss:,ry.
Rather. he ::_rgtr?s i hat factors holdi;., ;Itack
"fnl/y" automated manuf-ct ming aye primarily:

1, the lack of standards for interfaces, cur-
munication networksi and programing
larguagee;

2. a ,teed for more Pi Wei fill data-base man-
agement system-

3. the need for L.tailed mathematical
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Figure 10.NBS Scheme for Distributed Factory Control
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models of pnysical and chenuual proc-
esseS:

4. shortages of technical personnel;
5. shortages of computer power; and
6. manufacturing management who are

unaware of the detailed technical benefits
of automation.37

Technical Trends and Bar, :n.s:
Cross-Cutting issues.

The following issues are not primefily con-
nected to a particular automation tech.nology,

T. Williams. Purdue Laboratory for Applied !,:thIstrial Con-
trol. "Information Systems Technology and i °motion: Its
Pr-sent 1)ay Status and _a Prognosis," paper developed_c-- to
American Society _ of Mechanical Engineers Winter Anne..
Meeting. 13oston. Nov. 15. 1983.

Conveyor

S C

110

but rather have a large potential impact on the
current and future capabilities of automation
technologies as a whole;

Art;ficial Intelligence*

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a loose con-
glomeration of research areas united by the
common goal of designing machines which can
perform tasks we would generally regard as
requiring intelligence It is significant for pro-
gramniabl- -.1itomation because many experts
look to AI techniques as the key to automat-
ing parts of the manufacturing process here-

'A- forthcoming OTA report, "Information Technology Re-
search and Development," will discuss artificial intelligence in
more detail,

0
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tofore thought to he too complex for autorna,
tion.

The core of basie, long-term AI research in-
cludes work on imparting such intelligent
characteristics as learning, reasoning and
planning to es:impute-it. Building on some of
this work are several more applied research
areas: the most sophisticated end of the robot:
ics field; the development of systems fe- in.
age processing=deciphering images from vi,rk.-To

cameras or touch sensors; devehrT.-, t-.:r.
'piques_ to allow the computer . lei-Stand
natural language (e.g., English, as Apposed to
computer languages such as FORTRAN),
both written and spoken; and expert Systems,
programa which can; through a sophisticated
network of rules, advise or make decisions in

specific Situations much as a human expert
would.

While robotica and sensors (image Under-
standing) have been largely covered elsewhere
in the chapter, natiiral_language and expert
systems both have significant potential ap-
plicationa for manufacturing in this decade.

Commercial sYaterna for processing both
written and spoken language have received
substantial attention in the past 5 years. The
hope for both kinds of systems i.4 e hat, by
allowing people to give commands com-
municate With computers in everyday lan-
guage, widespread use of the computer will be

substantially easier. Fewer-people-WOu1d_need
to learn specialized computer languages, and
fewer co,ripiiter experts would be needed as in
termediaries between computers and those
who wish to use the computer as a tool.

The primary application fcr compt,:,,er proc.-
essing of written language has been in the de-
velopment of So-calledjiatural langu4 front

6'7 mends for data-basarag,.-ment systems
(DBMS). In such a system, the data base
e.g t sales ;:ecords for a companyand the
DBMS itself used to Manipulate and sum-
marize that data; remain essentially the same:
However, the natural language "front end"
allows users to type quectiona in relatively
free-form English, and translates those ques-

tions into the specialized language used by the
DBMS:

For example; witheiit a natural language
front end; a plant manager who sought the
answer to the question, "Which products in
the 2000 series were sold in volumes of more
than 1;000 last year?" Would probably refer
the question to a programer, who would write
a short program in a computer language to
process the reqUeat.* With a natural language
feature added to the DBMS; that plant man=
ager could type his request;more or less eX=

actly as he would say it; into a compUter ter-
mirial, and the requested information would
appear on the screen.

In general, thetigh, scientists have found
natural language understanding to be a much
greater challenge than originally expected.
Because there are So many ambiguities and
unclear references; tindeistanding everyday
language requires substantial information
about the context :f a given statement or
question, and tiv_ :World in general. Organiz-
ing such information to allow natural language
Understanding by computer has proven to be
an extreniely difficult task. in part because of
our very incomplete unclei.-:;. mding of how
people store and manipulate s:Ich information:

practice, this means that constructing a
natural language front end fo a DBMS re-
quires weeks or months of work in writing
code that seta forth for the mnputer the vari-
ous meanings of the terms used fcir a particu-
lar application, and the possible ways they can
be crwnhirie,!.. Although many such systems
Ca" ?lativelY free-form questions;
the verely constricted in subject

tli? Same syt:;' em which
can .L estiona about a flares sales
cannot decipher rjtierieS about the design of
its products:

*In one DBMS lariguage. such a (very Misr, . ^' program might

look like:
OPEN SALES83:
FIND ALL
FIND PRODNO GT 1999 AND LT 3000
FIND SALESVOL GT 1000
LIST PRODNO. SALESVOL



Systems for computer processing of spoken
language present a different set of problems.
These involve techniques for analyzing the
electronic sic,nals produced by a human speak-
ing into a microphone, and comparing them
to signal patterns stored in computer memory.
Voice recognition systems have been devel-
oped which are capable of interpreting perhaps
100 words, spoken distinctly and usually by
a speaker to which the system has been
"trained" to listen. Such systems can be used,
for example; to allow workers to give the com-
puter simple commands when they do not
have a hand free to use a keyboard. Various
other uses have been proposed for such sys-
tems, from directing the motions of a robot to
operating a CAD system; although the limited
vocabulary and lack of flexibility of such sys-
tems has hindered widespread use; Rapid ad-
vances in hardware and software for voice
recognition may expand their capabilities in
the next few years.

Both for written and spoken language under-
standing systems; the limited breadth and
flexibility of applications is a consistent
theme. In fact; a general solution to the prob-
lems of natural language understandinge.g.,
one that could impart to a computer the lan-
guage understanding capabilities of a 5-year-
old child is probably at least two decades off;

Finally, expert systems can allow the use of
computers in situations normally thought to
be so complex that they require human judg-
ment or "intuition." AI researchers have
found that in a narrowly defined problem area,
it is sometimes possible to simulate much of
the judgment of human experts by breaking
down that judgment into hundreds of rules for
the information to look for under different cir-
cumstances, and how to weigh that informa-
tion.

Expert systems are typically unposed of
hundreds of rules; gathered by painstaking in-
terviewing of human experts, about exactly
how they make their judgments. The interview
and development process for an expert system

- typically takes several years to complete,
although it is becoming less time-consuming
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as techniques for developing the systems
become more refined; The interview tech-
niques used by expert system developers allow
the systems to capture many of the subtleties
of how an expert arrives at judgments;

Two of the classic expert systems, for ex-
ample, are "Dipmeter Advisor," developed by
Schlumberger to offer advice on oil geology,
and Stanford's MYCIN, which advises doctors
on antibiotic drug treatment. Figure 11 is an
excerpt from the rules upon which the MYCIN
system is based. The system asks the doctor
a series of questions about the patient, and
then_offers a diagnosis and treatment (see fig.
12). It can explain the rules it used to arrive
at its recommendation; and physicians can
also improve the system by adding new rules;

Some of the more recent applications of ex-
pert systems; closer to manufacturing, are a
system which guides mechanics in the repair
of locomotives (Delta/CATS-1; developed by
GE), and a system which helps configure
complex computer systems (XCON; formerly
"R-1," developed by Carnegie-Mellon Univer-
sity and Digital Equipment Corp;);

Though the commercialization of expert sys-
tems is only beginning, many industrialists
have high hopes for their use in manufactur-
ing. A myriad of applications have been pto-
posed; including systems which could mimic
the performance of a human machinist; sys-
tems for advising designers and preventing
design errors; systems which would act as a
linkage between manufacturing and design

Figure 11.Sample Rule from the MYCIN
Expert System

Rule 27
If 1) the gram stain of the organism is gram

negative; and
2) the morphology of the organism is rod,

and
3) the aerobicity of the organism is

anaerobic;
Then: There is suggestive evidence (0.7) that

the identity of the organism is
Bacteriodes .

SOURCE' 13,_Dayls__ang CRich,Expert_Systems: Fundamentals,
tutorial at 1983 conference of the American Association
for Artificial Intelligence.
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Figure 12;Sample "Advice" From the MYCIN
Expert System

Flec 1) My preferred therapy recommendation is as
follows:

In order to cover for items <1 3 4 5 6 >:
Gives GENTAMICIN
Dose: 128 mg (1.7mg/kg) q8h IV (or IM) tor 10

days
Comments: Modify dose in renal failure

In order to cover :or Item
Give: CHLORAMPHENICOL
Dose: 563 mg (7.5 mg/kg) q6h for 14 days
Comments: Monitor patient's white count

Do you wish to see the next btibibe therapy?
NO

SOURCE' R Davis and C. Rich, Ex/' ^W Syslinne; Fundamentals, tutorial
at -I E3 :._nri_forante Of tee American Association for Artificial
Intelligence.

data bases; and even systems for overall fac-
tory control.

Two researchers describe the characteristics
of a problem area which makes a good domain
for expert systems as one where:38

There are recognized experts; the experts
are provably better than amateurs; the task
take§ an expert a few minutes to a few hours;
the task is primarily cognitive; the Skill is
(routinely) taught to neophytes; the task do-
main haS 0 high payoff; the task requires no
common sense.
It is unclear in this early stage of applica;

tion of expert systems justhow widely appli-
cable these tools will be While the successes
to date have been impressiVe, each of the cur-
rent systems has beenThe result of many years
of effort in top AI laboratories. Furthermore,
they have succeeded in Very carefully selected,
and very carefully restricted problem areas;
For example; GE's system for diagnosing loco-
motive problems cannot be used to diagnose
'Automobiles, or even to diagnose different
brands or configurations of locomotives with-
out major alteratibri.

With current high levels of interest in ex-
pert systems, and evolving tools and tech-
niques to streamline their development, it
seems likely that these toblS Will be used in

s.R. Davis and C. Rich, "Expert Systems: Fundamentals,"
tutorial at ArneticiTn_ Association for Artificial Intelligence 1983
annual conference, Washington; D.C.; Aug. 22, 1983.

several areas of manufacturing. However; it
is unlikely that expert systems will in the near
future meet the many expectations which their
recent successes have generated. It is easy
both to underestimate the development effort
and skills needed to construct such tools; as
well as to imagine new applications in areas
whiCh are too broad or ill-defined for current
technology to handle.

Sensing this problem, one recent National
Research Council committee_ report warned of
"unrealistic expectatiOnS:"39

In an extremely narrow context, some
expert systems outperform humans (e.g.,
MACSYMA), but certainly no machine ex-
hibitS the common sense facility of humans at
this time. Machines cannot outperform hu-
mans in a general sense, and that may never
be possible. Further, the belief that such sys-
tem§ will bail out current or impending diSaS;
ters in more conventional system develop-
ments that are presently under way is almost
always erroneous.
One of the dangers of high expectations for

expert systems and other areas of AI is that
if these expectations are unmet; there could
be a backlash and Joss of interest in AI. The
field has already suffered from two or more
Such cycles of high expectations and loss of
interest and credibility; Indeed, AI has long
been an area in which claims and hopes are
more prevalent than concrete successes,
though current workers in this area seem to
be rather more cautious.

Manufacturers are not alone in their high
hopes_ for AI, as evidenced by Japan'S recent
"Fifth Generation" computer project, and
DOD's new Strategic Computing project.
Both of these programs are long-term, ambi-
tiouS R&D in computer hardware and software
in which AI plays a primary-role (also see ch.
8). Another major goal of both programs is the
development of "supercomputers." Though
the definition of supercomputers changes as

"Committee on Army Robotics and Artificial Intelligence,
Manufacturing Studies Board, National Research Council, Ap-
plications Of Roboticsand Artificial Intelligence to Reduce Risk
and Improve Effertivenees: A Study for the Uhited States
Army (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1983), p. 63.

9s



the technology developS, a current working
definition 18 machines that can process more
than 100 million instructions per second. AI
and supercomputers tend to be diSeuSsed to-
gether and often confused with each other.
I lowever. though both AI and supercomput-
ers are at the frontiers of computer Science,
they are essentially separate research areas at
this time. It is likely; though, that future AI
zibolications will require advanced computer
architecturesnot high-speed number crunch-
ers as much as machines designed to process
symbols and logic.

Although the infusion of DOD binds into AI
may expand and advarite the field, defense ap-
plications may also continue to monopolize the
small pool of U.S. Al researtherS. Despite the
fact that DOD is making concerted efforts to
encourage commercial spinoffs frOm the Stra-
tegic Computing project, mast of the atten7
tion of the AI R&D community will be fOciiSed
on military applications rather than corruner,
cial manufacturing applications.

Much of the current wave of commercializa-
tion of AI 18 based on AI research done as
much as a decade or More ago. In many cases;
commercial applications have recently become
feasible because of the continuing declines in
costs of computing power. While one can ex-
pect further improvements in available
based tools over the next few years, these irn=
proyements may be small in comparisori to
this initial harvest. The more fundamental
problerns of Al; involving natural language
systems of general applicability, versatile and
unstructured machin : vision, andultimate-
ly=generally iritelligent; perhaps "learning"
machines, are still very much a long-term re-
search issue.

Standards and Interfaces
The need for standards in both-languages

and interfaces is strong and consistent through-
out programmable automation technologies.
Without standards; it is very difficult to com-
bine equipment of different vendors, and it is
more difficult to proceed incrementally toward
Computer-integrated manufacturing.

The demand for standardization in lan-
guages is particularly strong from users of

25 -452 0 84 - Of, 3
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automation devices, because of the increased
confusion and need for additional training that
result from the many different programing
languages."

More likely than one Standard language for
manufacturing, however, may be a seLof
standard languages for each appliCatiOn. For
example, there might be a standard language
for arc-welding robots, another for materials
handling systems. These could be either for
many adopted or de facto standards (i.e., they
become commonly accepted through usage or
through the influence of major vendors or
users in the field); For example, many of
IBM's products and techniques are treated as
standards because the company has dorni;
rutted the computer field. However, domitia;
tion by a single firm in programmable auto;
nation systems is not as likely (see ch. 7). In
addition, DOD has created many de facto
standards, APT among them; through its pro-
curement practices; It remains to be seen to
what extent DOD's latest attempt at a stand-
ard computer language, ADA; will be appli-
cable to manufacturing systems.

In addition to standards for programing lan-
guageS, standards for interfaces between com-
puterized deviees will greatly facilitate inte-
grated PA Systems. The recent development
of standar& for "loeal area networks;" initial-
ly aimed to connect personal computers in of-
fices, may also be useful in the factory." Such
standards define the hardware connections for
hooking devices together, as well as the "pro-
tocols" that ensure that different systems can
interpret each others' messages. However; the
content of those messages depends on the ar-
chitecture of the factoryi.e., the different
levels of control and the kind of infOrmation
it is necessary to communicate. AS di§etiSsed
earlier, efficient architectures for integrated
factories are only-beginning to be worked out
in manufacturing laboratories such as the
Automated Manufacturing Research Facility
at NBS.

"DTA automation technology Workshop. May 29. -1983.
""Local Area Network Facilitates Factory Automation,"

Tooling and Production. May 1983. p. 94. These networks are
based on a professional assotiation-developed Standard known
as IEEE807i

d :1
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nufacturors and others oftenargue that
tireiiiitt Lite stand:trdization will Stifle innova-
tion. It can tend to "freeze" a technology at

particular point in its develepinent, and dis-
oottritgo further innovations which may be in-
Consistent with the standard. In addition;
there is sometimes a strategic concern that
standard languages cause more competition
by permitt ing easier combination of PA de_-
vices from clifferentmainifacturers. One NBS
officittl has argued that parts of the computer-
ized controllers for machine tools; for exam-
ple; are technically ripe for standardization but
the machine tool Manufacturers do not seem

_It) support such a move.
Apart from any resistance to standards.

there is t he fact that impletriehtation of stand-
ards is voluntary in the United States; which
is not the case in many Other countries. As a
result, development of a successful standard
ttikesyears of negotiaticiii among manufactur-
ers and users: To cOMplicate matters. recent
cow decisions" have held organizers of stand-
ards efforts liable if a standard can be shown
to hurt_ a particular corripany._This has made
progress toward adoption of standards in
many areas even more cautious and slow -
going:

_

N I IS staffers contribute to standards efforts
by serving on and helping _CO coordinate the
many private sector_ standards committees
working on automation- issues. Relevant ef-
forts are being conducted by the Electronic In-
dustries Association, the Robotic Industries
Association; the American National Stand-
attls Institute; the American Society for Testi.
ing and MateriaLs, the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers, and the Interna-
tional Standards Organization.

_

"R. ttocken. NHS. personal communication. Aug. 12. 198:3:

For example, some NC controllers -only understand Si number
to he "two." if it is written as "2" . Others require it_to_be writ-

ten as "2.000" or "2.E00",This cari-caUSe difficulty in trying

to move programs- from one machine to anather, even if the
machines_ ostensibly iise the same language._

"1 'I n fleTiCan Si wiet v of Engine(Ts v 1 tydrolev-

i,1 Corp. 102 S. Ct. 19;5 119821. the Supreme Court held that
zt st :truizird-sett Mg organization was liable hit- the antitrust viola-

tions of pztrticipantS in the standards-making- processprocess when they

acted with the' apparent inithority of the ASNIE.

Human FaCtors Research
Ih the past few years; makers of all corn:

puterized equipment have become aware of a
need to design systems for optimal usefulness
and productivity for their human operators.
'Phere are various terms used to describe the
focus of such efforts: "user itiondlyiqualitieS
and "man-machine interface," for example.*
In part to help market their equipment; com-
puter manufactiiters have found that there _hie
steps they Can take to improve the human fee=
tors aspects. Huinan factors experts argue
that research and testing of the effectiVene§§
of a prodtiet intiSt be undertaken throughout
its deSign cycle. "Human engineering, WhiCh
was seen as the paint put on at the end of a
project, is becoming the steel frame on which
the structure is built.""

Although many experts agree on the impor-
tance of huinan facterS, it has often been a
neglected topic _in research. It is frequently
regarded as too basic for industry to exEunine,
and too applied- for university research efforts.
Although DOD has pursued man-machine in-
teractieri research for decades; only recently
has human factors become a subject Of sys-
tematic study outside of DOD; PsyCliolegiStS
haVe developed testing procedures to help
determine the human effectiveneS§ of different
designs. Recently, human factors of computer
systeniS has become a strong and growing
subfield of cognitive psychology.

Designers_ of prograr. mable automation
equipment have lagged behind the trend
toward concern about human factors in com-
puterized systems, in part because of the
newness and small size of the market for many
automation devices. In addition; some PA de-
vices such as robots or portions of FMSs are
often designed with the intention of minimal
contact with humans.° Several systems de-

A variety of terms are used by researchers-and industry to
descrilie hiiitiati factors and related_subjects. Some Others not
mentioned in this section include software psycheIngY, user
science and human-computer Interaction.

"B: Shnoiderman. "Fighting for the Us-er," ASI'S
December 1982. 29:

"H. M. ParSons and G. Kearsley. "Human FaCtors and
Robotics: Current Status and Future Prospects." Human
Resources Research Organization, October 1981.



signers have noted; in_fact; that the systems
wit h the worst human factors seem to be those
which were_designed to be unmanned; but later
determined _to need_ an operator_ or monitor.
Computer-aided design is somewhat different
from other PA technologies in this respect,
Because of the larger size of the market and
the recent attempts to develop lower cost sys-
tems for noncomputer users, CAD designers
have begun to pay attention to designing sys-
tems that operators can use more easily and
productively.

There are essentially two levels of human
factors research. The first, sometimes_ known
as "ergonomics," aims to make people more
physically comfortable_ and productive while
working at a machine. For example, it includes
research on the ideal levels_ of light, color of
display screen, size and configuration of key-
board, etc. A second level looks at more fun-
damental questions in "human-machine inter-
face," such as how to distribute control be-
tween operator_ and machine,_ how to design
software for optimum productivity, and how
to haximize operator satisfaction. Most such
work has been directed toward general pur-
pose computers or word processors rather
than programmable automation."

These research areas are related to larger
questions in industrial psychology and man-
agement concerning less tangible issues such
as the impact of technology on the work envi-
ronment and/or on the design of jobs. There
has been little systematic work in the United
States in these areas; although there is sub-
stantial research in some European coun-
tries."

"There has been substantial work. however, in the design of
systems for teleoperatorsremote mampulatois controlled by
a hutnan operator. Stich work is often aimed for ultimate ap-
plications in unmanned space missions or underseas, handling
of radioactive material, or battlefield applications: See; for ex-
ample. T. N. Sofyanos and T. B. Sheridtuvad_Assessment of
I Indefsea Teleoperators (Cambndge, Mass.: MIT gea Grant Col-
lege Program. June 1980).

"See. for example. H. H. Rosenbrock, Professor of Control
Engineering, University of Manchester (U.KJ_ Institute of
Science and Technology, "Robots and People," Measurement
and Control, March 1982. pp. 105-112: P. Brbdner and T. Mar-
tin. "Introduction of New Technologies into Industrial Produc-
tion in F. R. Germany and its Social EffectsMethods: Results;
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Sensors
The vast majority of programmable automa-

tion devices are limited in their capabilities
because they are "unaware" of their environ-
ment. To use anthropomorphic terms, they do
not "know" what they are doing, exactly
where their parts are, or whether something
is wrong in the manufacturing process.* This
problem is especially acute when manufactur-
ers hope to use PA devices to perform tasks
normally performed by people. A minor ad-
justment or observation which would be easy
and obvious for a humane.g., righting a part
which arrived upside-downis nearly impossi-
ble with most current robots.

Hence, computerized devices that can ac-
quire information about the environment are
a lively area of inquiry. While many of these
devices are used in conjunction with robots,
they can also be used with other CAM equip-
mente.g., NC machine tools or AMH sys-
temsor independently. There are roughly
three categories of applications for sensor sys-
tems: 1) inspection; in which parts or iiroducts
are examined and evaluated according to pre-
ftablished criteria; 2) identification; in which

parts; products or other objects are classified
for purposes of sorting or further processing;
and 3) guidance and control; in which sensors
provide feedback to robots or other CAM de-
vices on their position and the state of the part
or product.

One can simplify the range of sensor tech-
nologies by dividing the devices into three
classes according to their complexity. While
all of the devices are used for guidance -and

Lessons Learned; and Future PlariL" PrOCeetrings_of tire Eighth
Trienntal World Congress of the International Federation of
Automatic Control, Kyoto. Japan, Aug. 24-28, 1981, pp.
3433-3445;_Swedish Work Environment Fund, Programme of
Activities and Budget; 1981/82-1983/84. For further detail see

*There are some exceptions where PR devices do have signifi-
cant information about their environment. One obvious excep-
tion is the Coordinate Measuring Machine: built specifically to
measure the dimensions of objects. Another is in factories which
code each part, for -example. with optical co-des similaz to those
used on groceries. Optical code readers at each machine can iden-
tify the part in process. Finally, many PA devices do have in-
ternal sensors. For example robots and machine tools have sen-
sors which provide feedback on the positions of their joints.
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control applications, usually only the most
complex (i.e., vision and touch sensors)_ can
handle inspection and ideritifiCation tasks.

The simplest devices provide binary infor-
matione.g., a weight sensor; photocell, or
simple electrical switch can indicate whether
a Part is or is not present. These simple sen-
sors are relatively cheaR technologically ma-
ture and easy to implement; They are already
used widely in manufacturing equipment, and
their use will undoubtedly continue to grow
for applications in which binarY information
is useful.

At a moderate level of complexity; the infor-
mation sensed is analog (continuously vary-
ing). For example, a proximity sensor can de-
termine the distance of an object. A popular
proximity .sensor used as a safety device or.
industrial robots is the same as the one used
on Polaroid SX-70 cameras. It caleulates dis-
tance_ by emitting inaudible sound waves and
calculating how long they take to betince off
the closest object and return. For Safety pur-
poses, these can be used to stop the motion
of the robot if a human enters its "work enve-
lope." Other sensors in this moderate level of
complexity include devieeS which can electro-
mechanically sense force and torque e.g.,- in
a robot arm or a inachirie tool spindle. These
can be used; for example, to allow a robot grip-
per to apply just enough fere& to a delicate ob-
ject; Finally, many devices for measurement
fall into the moderate-complexity category.
Optical sensors, for example, can be used to
monitor the diameter of a driveshaft on a
lathe, or -for noncontact sensing of the dimen-
sions of hot metal as it emerges from forging
processes.

Most of these moderately complex sensing
techniques are fairly WelVdeveloped, and can
be applied relatiVely easily albeit with some
customization. There is a moderate amount of
R&D under way to increase the quality of in-
formation from these devices (e.g.; their sen-
sitivity_ and_ Speed), and to increase their range
of applicability (e.g., development of sensors
for measuring arbitrary prismatic shapeS_on
machine tools). In addition; the coordination

of these sensors with each other and with
CAM tools is a very difficult problem. Com-
puter scientists are attempting to develop
processing techniques that can quickly inter-
pret force and torque data from the Various
joints of a rabot, for eitample, pad provide
feedback to the robot's controller.

At the most sophisticated end 'of the sens-
ing techniques, visual and touch sensors deal
with information that is not only analog but
also needs substantial processing to be useful.
Vision and touch sensing teehnologies are only
in their infancy, and haVe just_begun to have
practical uses in the factory. Of the two, vi-
sion by far receives the most attention.

The chief technical problem in machine
vision systems is in interpreting_the pictures
generated by a video camera. In a typical
vision system, a framei.e.; one complete im-
age frozen in time is typically composed of
256 by 256 picture elements, orpixels. If each
pixel is either black or white, then there are
more than 65,000 bits of infermation that the
computer program must process. In general,
the steps in the process include:48

Segrnentation,The areas of the image
must be clarified and divided into seg-
ments or "blobs," representing the fea-
tures of the object and its background.
There are two general schemes for begin-
ning the interpretation of the data. One
makes use of discontinuitiesprimarily
detecting the edges of the object in the
image. The_ other approach relies on simi-
larities in the image, i.e.; areas of the im-
age that are of Similar intensity.
Recognition.-=-The system must compare
the features (segments) it has identified
with those stored in its memory, attempt
to find an object in its memory that is
suitably close to the one in the image, and
hence label the object and its features.
Interpretation. This step varies depend-
ing on the machine vision application. For

4".J. M. Wright. "Vision of the Future. unpublished manu-
script, Carnegie-Mellon University Robotics Institute, January
1983.
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robot guidance, the interpretation step
might be to identify the object, then cal-
culate its coordinates so that the robot
can grasp it. For an inspection applica-
tion, the interpretation of the image
might be to determine whether the object
has the right dimensions or is free of
defects.

In the vast majority of current vision VS;
tems, each_picture element in the 25643y=256

image
eachpicture

. . . _element image is either black or white. In more
advanced systems just beginning to be used
in industry, each pixel can be one oF several
shades of gray. These systems, often called
"gray-scale," are potentially more powerful in
their ability to identify objects and cope with
uneven lighting, but they also require much
more computer pctwer and algorithms for proc-
essing data which are only beginning to be
worked out. Systems for processing color im-
ages are another order of magNtude more

complex, and there is no active work on such
Systems yet.

The systems described above essentially
provide 2-D information, although certain
tricks can be used to infer the 3-D character-
istics of an object. Some researchers have used
more than one camera in order to obtain 3-D
information much as the human eye does,
though such schemes are in very early stages.
One very promising method to obtain 3-D in-
formation is the use of "light striping" sys-
tems. In such a system, a laser or other light
source flashes a very precise band of light onto
an object, and the camera records the image
at that instant. By examining how such struc-
tured light bends over a 3-D object, the-sys-
tem can infer the dimensions and distance of
the object.

Current machine vision is in a very early
stage. The range of objects that can be iden-

awg

Photo credit: Nationiii Bureau or Standards

_ "Light striping" system can determine the shape of_a 3.1:1 part by flaShing a very precise line of lightffi.om slots on right,
below gripper) and photographing how that light is bent by the object. TV monitor shows view of camera above gripper
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tified, the speed of the interpretation, and the
susceptibility of the systems to lighting prob-
lems and minor variations in texture of objects
are all examples of serious problems with cur-
rent technology. Successful applications of
current machine vision technology tend to be
very specific, ad hoc solutions, often using
clever "tricks" or manipulations of the manu-
facturing environment. As one report notes,
"The vision Systems of today, and those for
the rest of the decade will not promise great
generality. These sorts of tricks will be an im-
portant part of the field for many years to
come. "'s Nevertheless, many useful applica-
tions are possible with existing technology and
machine vision is currently a rapidly growing
field. In certain specific applications, especial-
ly very t&dious tasks such as inspection of elec-
tronic circuit boards, machinevision systems
can outperform humans.

An example of a successful maclune vision
application is ShoWn in figure 13. Here; a sys-
tem developed by Octek Corp. counts stacks
of cups priOr to packaging. The system first
"grabs" an image from its camera under con-
trolled lighting conditions; defines the edges
of the cups, attempts to eliminate shadims
and other confusing data; and counts_ the
number of cup lips. Similar programs have
been developed to inspect cassette tapes and
circuit boards.5°

While there is considerably less research et=
fort under way on touch sensors; there are Sevr..
eral grOupS of researchers; for example, work-
ing on a touch sensor baied on a Carbon-
impregnated rubber pad whiCli changes its
electrical conductivity under pressure. This
pad could be attached to a robtit'S gripper, and
it would send to the computer processor an im-
age or "footprint" of the object being grasped.
Once this image has been obtained, inter-
preting it involves virtually the identical proc-
ess used for vision processing: --

"Ibid.
'°D. L. Hudson and J. D. Trombly, "Developing Industrial

Applications for Machine vision," Computers Mechanical
Enguieering, vel. 1, April 1983, pp. 18-23. _Note that this ap-
plication of machine vision, like many inspection applications,
is not used in connection with a robot.

Figure 13.-=Machine Vision Process

Two steps In a machine vIslokpreideSS_developed to cosint sttccks
of paper cups for a cup manufaCtUrer; The cups are Ilt_by a highly
directional fiber optics light source, which makes_their _edges stand
out. The top photo shows part of the system's segmentation process,
In which it assesses the intensify of light for eachcup lip. The bottom
photo indicates the interpretation function, In which the system has
counted the number of cups In the stack. Note the shadows and
relative unevenness of light which complicate even this simple
machine vision application.

SOURCE: Octek cr.

There seem to be two schools of thought on
sensors for industrial robots. One argues that,
if enough care is taken in organizing the man-
ufacturing environment, complex sensors are
unnecessary. Parts can be carefully fixtured
so they are in the proper orientation and posi-
tion, and sensors in the simple or moderate
levels of complexity will suffice. The other
point of view is that robots should be able to
adapt to the chaos of manufactUring, and
should ideally have senoesvision, in partic-
ularwhich rival thoSe of a human.

Materials Trends
J

Plastics, ceramics, and composite§ are re-
placing metals in a wide variety of products
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at an increasing rate; This trend is both corn-
plein'(,,ntar,, to and problematic for increased
use of ei-tain PA devices.

These new materials technologies, on the
whole, fit well into an environment of comput-
er-integrated manufacturing; Injection mold-
ing of plastics; for instance; is by nature an
automated process and adapts easily to inte-
gration with other computer-controlled de-
vices; _I t is thus possible to create a "flexible
manufacturing system" for plastics at least
as easily as for metals.* Similar systems are
also possible -for producing parts from new-

technology "fine grain ceramics," which have
strength_ comparable to that of metal (at a frac-
tion of the weight); are immune to corrosion;
and do not have the britile qualities that one
expects from ordinary ceramics.

*( Me hitch in creating an FMS for plastics is in developing
die-; it he metal forms into which molten plastic is injected) which
in programmable" or easily changed. Several researchers are

currently working on this problem.
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These trends and others mean that the
amount of metal-removing activity is going to
decrease; Thus; there is some chance that use
of plastics and ceramics will eventually render
obsolete some new metalcutting equipment.
This possibility has not yet been examined
systematically by the metalworking communi-
ty. Robots, because of their flexibility; are less
likely to be affected than machine tools; How-
ever, there are certain factors that tend to
make widespread obsolescence of new metal-
working equipment unlikely, First, metalwork-
ing machines have useful lives of 30 years or
more,_ and the users of this equipment move
notoriously slowly in replacing machine tools;
As new materials technologies do reduce the
amount of metalworking, it is the vast stock
of older, manual machine tools that is likely
to be useless rather than the newer equipment.
Second, it is expected to take at least two d

for ceramics to displace a significant
amount of metalworking.

Future of the Technologies
Capabilities

Building on the "Trends and Barriers" sec-
tion of this chapter, tables 11 through 15 sum-
marize the main problems for PA technologies
and the projected times for solution. Though
these projections must be considered extreme-
ly tentative, they provide a sense of the rela-
tive scale and complexity of the problems.

Because the amount of time between labora-
tory solution of a problem, first prototype ap-
plications, and the widespread and easy avail-
ability of that solution is signifit :int, the- tables
include a separate estimation of each. Projec-
tions for applications and availability are even
rougher than the projection for a technical so-
lution, since they depend on many social, eco-
nomic, and market conditions.

These projections were compiled by analysis
of existing sets of projections5' and by inter-
views with technology experts. Projections of
technological developments are inherently con-
troversial, and experts do not always agree.
Some experts will view these estimates as
either too optimistic or too pessimistic. Dur-
ing the interviews with technology specialists,-
for example, several pointed out that some of
the "key problems" listed in the table may

"See. for example, Manufacturing Studies Board, National
Research Council, Applications of Robotics and Artificial In-
telligencatto Reduce Risk and Improve EffecUveness: A Study
for the United States Army (Washington. D.C.: National
Academy Press. 1983): R. E. Garrett and R. M. Mueller. 'Stra-
tegic Analysis/Technology Trend Report." Control Data Corp.,
May 15. 1981; D. Grossman and J. T. Schwartz. !The Next
Generation of RoLioLs,' in Frontiers in Science and Technology
(Washington. D.C.: National Academy of Sciences. 1983). pp.
185-209.
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Table 11.CAD: Projections for Solution of Key Problems

Hardware:
1. High-resolution, color display of

with rapid generation of images°
Both hardware anc: soft ware:
2 Low-cost, powerful microcomputf

workstations fort)
a) electronics design
b) mechanical design .....

3 Independent CAD workstations Iii
by Petwori<,_with access to super
cornpbler for powerful analysis ai
simulation

Sotto-rare: ..
4. Threediitiensional solid modeling

systems, resultind in:"
a) more-realistic images
b) enhanced ability Jo connect

Manufacturing equipment..
5 Comprehensive, powerful comput

engicieering systems d for mechan
design .. . ..... ........

6: Extensive design/manufacturing
integrations

, Current (1984) 1985416 1987.90_ 91.2000 2001 and beyond

lesigns,
a

rbased

I
. .. , . . .

iked
4 I

Id
ii I

. . ......
with

anaided
4 I

'cal
M

A 4

awhile color displays are currently availabLO.._thetenctloaecrifice either resolution (the fineness and clarity or the picture) or-the speed with which _the_i_rnages can

appear _on the Sereem_New techniques for displays, such as the use of dedicated microprocessor chips (sometimes termed "silicon engines") to generate images,

promise to ...... this situation.
°Microcomputer.based workstal ions tor CAaare no.w_lbeing_marketectbut -in -the Judgment of technical experts consulted by OTA, they are either not powerful enough

andkor not_i_no_i_periSive_ enough to taeuset.il in a wide variety of applications.
cCAD experts report that many systems for 30 solid modeling are evailableriow bultrieV_Are_not_ being used because of their large appetite for computer power. and

because their rapacity to link design data tamanutaeturIng_eguipmentisinadgqvate. Part (b) of this entry refers to this ability to store and manipulate design data
--about the physical CharacteriStiCe_at a_ paq_in_such_awey that It can be transmitted to manufacturing equipment with only_minimal iritermedlate_steps,_

dims erilry enough to allow extensive Interactive testing, simulatiori and d-refinement of designs Ina_Witier_ange_otapprieations. Such systems

are strongly productdependent; while they may be near available for certain prodUcte now le g., Integrated circuits, certain portions of aircraft and motor vehicles).

they are much less advanced in other lndistries_and.apptidationt
°This entry denotesine 'win_dow_frormdesign_to production" which would. for'nodule°, allow-designers -to-exarnine the_production implicahons_ot_desiv_nehoices.
These include.the costs and necessary production processes, as well as the histdry of manutactuiing similar items at the plant. Such comprehensive connections
would allow much more substantial integiation of CAD, CAM. and CompUter.base management.

solution in laboratories
a- first _comme!eiakillaPlications.

solution widely and easily available (riquiring minimal custom engineering or each application).

SOURCE OTA analysis and compilation of data a from technology experts.

never be solved at allthe development of
standard languages for robots (table 12 item
10) for example; depends as much on market
factors and political considerations among ro=
bet vendors and users as it dOes on technical
issues. Similarly; development of artificial
intelligence-based systems which could control
much of a factory withobt human intervention
(table 15; item. 5) depend) on fundamental ad-
vances in the field Of artificial intelligence that
are by no means assured.

On the other hand, it is possible that SOine
of the advances in the accompanying tables
may occur significantly faster than the tables
indicate. This might be particularly likely if

the Federal Government and/or industry were
to choose to make dramatic increases in R&D
funding for PA technologieS. Chapter 8 dis-
cusses R&D funding in more detail.

However, industry observers report with
virtual unanimity that the application of pro-
grammable automation in most industries is
lagging significantly behind the technologies'
development and that there appear to be
abundant, relatively easy opportunities for use
of current automation technologies. Hence the
main stumbling blocks in the near future for
implementation Of PA technologies are not
technical, but rather are barriers of cost; or-
ganization Of the ,factory, availability of ap-



Hardware:
1. Lightweight, -comb

new forms of driv
Both hardware and Si
2.Force sensors .
3 Versatile touch se
4, Coordinated multi
5. Flexible, versatile

Software:.
6.Precise path plan

control with CAD
7.3-D vision in struc

which have been
vision task

8.3-D vision in unstr
environments whi
planned to simplif

9.Robust mobility in
environments ....

10. Standards clarifyin
of robot languages
a common langua
applications

- solution in laboratories_
- first commercial applications.
PI- solution widely and easily available (requiring minimal custom engineering for each application).
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Table 12.Robotics: Projections for Solution of Key Problems

Current (1984) 1985-86 198790 1991.2000 2001 and beyond

)osite structures and
mechanisms a

)ft ware:
A I

nsors . I
pie arms a
grippers

ling, simulation and

1111

............... ......
tured environments
slanned to simplify the

uctured complex

I

:h have not been
y the vision task
unstructured

a

.............
g different versions

and helping ensure
re for similar

11

I I 1

SOURCE: OTA analysis and compilation of data from technology experts.

Table 13.NC Machine Tools: Projections for Solution of Key Preblerlia

Current (1984) 1985-86 1987-90 1991.2000 1_2001_ and bPyortd_
Hardware:
1. Systems which can automatically and

reliably remove a wide variety of metal
chips produced in cuttings i i

Both hardware and software:
2. Reliable, widely applicable adapti've

control to optimize speed of metal
removal -

.

3. Tool wear Sensors applicable to Wide
range of cutting tools .......... E

4. Systems for measurement of parts of a
variety of shapes and sizes while the
parts are being machined 4 1

Software:
5. Controllers to accommodate ties to robots a 1 1
6. Model-based machining in which the

machine tool operates substantially
automatically based on data about
metal processes and the part to be.

- produced I i
7. Wideiy applicable 3-D verification of NC

programs using CAD-based simulations ..
aSystems currently exist for automatic removal of metal chips, but despite much interest and research, they are neither very reliable nor generically applicable (I.e.,
they can only be used for certain kinds of metals or cutting processes).

A= scitufto_n_in Jaboratories-
- first commercial applications.

solution widely and easily available (requiring minimal custom engineering for each application).
SOURCE: OTA anawsis and compilation of data from feChnolUgy experta.
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.

Table 14.FMS: Projections for Solution of Key Problems

Current (1984) 1985-86 1987-90- 1991.2000 2001 and beyond

llardWare:
1. Generic fixtures for holding a variety of

workinprocess parts
Both hardware and software:
2. FMS for:a

a) cylindrical parts production
b) Sheet metal parts production a

c) 3-D mechanical assembly
a

0) electronics assembly . el

3. Materials handling systems which can
handle a variety of parts in any sequence
necessary N

Software: .

4. Automatic diagnosis of breakdowns
in the FMS........... ................ . 6 a

5: Standardization of software
interfaces between computerized
devices in an FMS_. _

aAlmost all FMS currently running are used _to Machine prismatic parts, (e.g., engine blocks) which are thoSe whose outer shape conaLSts_primarity_tflat surfaces.

The projections in this entry_ refer to FMS for quite different applications: a) machining of cylindrical _parts, such_as_ otors_anddriv_eshafts (or "parts of rotation,"

irt_rnaqhining jargon. since they are generally made on latheS); b) stamping
and bandiiig_Ot_Shaatinatai_gart_si_such as car body panels; c) assembly (as opposed to

fabrication of individual parts) of three.diimensionalprodqCMtechiaS_motorst
anddyasSembly of electronic devices, such as circuit boards. While machlbail_cuirrerffly

exist tor-automatic Insertion of elettrOnic parts into circuit boards, an electronics FMS would integrate the insertion devices with soldering and testing equipment.

SqletiOn_in labOratorres.
first commercial applications. ,

solution widely and easily available (requiring minimal custom engineering for each application).

SOURCE. OTA analysis and compilation of data from technology experts.

Table 15.CIM: Projections for Solution of Key Problems

Current (1984) 1985-86 1987-90 1991;2000 2001-and beyond

Software:
1. Well-understood, widely applicable

techniques for s_onedulin_gand logistics
of complex materials handling systems

..

_

that would allow full factory integration i
2. Standard communication systems

(networksi ..................... ..... . .

3. Standardization of interfaces between
wide range of computerized devices
in an integrated factory

4. Data base management systems which
could_sort maintain and update all data
in a factory ....... ............ rr

5. Computerized factories which could
run on a day-to-day basis with only a
few humans in management, design
functions

A solution in laboratories.
0 first _cornrnerciaLapPlications,

solution widely and easily available (requiring minimal custom engineering for each application).

SOURCE: OTA anafysis and compilation of data from technology experts.
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propriate skills, and social effects of these
technologies: These issues are more fully ad-
dressed in later chapters of this report.

Many in industry would argue that CIM is
inevitably the future of manufacturing. Its ad-
vantages in cost, quality, flexibility, and con-
trol will, they assert, mandate its adoption.
Many parts of computer-integrated manufac-
turing can be put together on an ad hoc basis
now, and as the tables show, prototype solu-
tions for many of the key problems already ex-
ist: However; several key aspects of the puz-
zle are as yet unsolved (the development of in-
terface standards for computerized tools, in
particular); and for CIM to be practical each
of its elements must be mature, versatile, and
relatively easily available commercially.

As noted earlier in this chapter, CIM does
not necessarily imply manufacturing without
humans. In fact, one of the biggest challenges
on the road to CIM is learning to use'humans
in effective ways, to develop machines with
which humans can work effectively, and to
identify the points in the production process
where maintaining human involvement may
enhance flexibility; responsiveness; diagnostic
power, and creativity. The extent to which
that effective use of people inmanufacturing
will develop, and-the extent to which CIM will
remove humans from manufacturing environ-
ments, are still open questions.

AutomatiOn technology researchers report
progress on virtually all of the technical prob-
lems, although the degree' of progress often
depends on research funding, commercial de-
mand for related products, and inclinations of
researchers. The technical barriers to increased
sophistication in programmable automation
are largely due to the complexity of the man-
ufacturing environment, and to the fact that
many manufacturing processese.g., machin-
ing, scheduling, designhave not been clear-
ly understood in a way that can easily be
computerized.

These projections of future techmcal capa-
bilities, along with various other projections,
imply that the remainder of the 1980's will be
a time when applications will to some extent

catch up with developed PA tools. Some tech-
nical improvements will doubtless be made -
during this time. But most prognosticators
seem to see the 1990's as a period when the
application of basic PA tools will become wide-
spread, and a number of major technical im-
provements will be available, particularly for
robots and FMSs (see tables 12 and 14). While
this may, in some cases, suggest that the
1990's seem far enough away to solve almost
any techMcal problem, it also seems to in

that the next decade will bring quite
substantial increases in the power and poten-
tial uses of programmable automation.

Future Lefels of Use of
Programmable Automation

The rate of growth in use of programmable
automation in the United States, known as the
"diffusion" of the technologies, depends on
factors both in the larger economy and at the
level of individual firms and products. Some
of the more general factors include availabil-
ity of capital and skilled labor, international
competition, and the amount of attention
American firms devote to improvements in
manufacturing processes. The last factor may
be the most critical. Manufacturing engineer-
ing in the United States has been largely neg-
lected both in engineerini schools and in
industry.52

Prompted in partby international competi-
tion, however, the mood among American in-
dustrialists (to the extent there is a "mood"
in such a diverse group) seems to be chang-
ing. Increasingly, established management
practices are being questioned in confer
and industry journals, and many industrial
managers are closely examining improve-
ments in manufacturing processes, particular-
ly robots.* The extent to which this change

''See, for example, E. N. Berg, "Manufacturing's Academic
Renaissance," The New York Times, Oct. 30, 1983.

*Despite the generally rising interest in robotics, a signifi-
cant group of people remainwerfully skeptical about the use
of robots as one of the primary steps to enhance productivity.
In a 1983 survey by-the Institute of Industrial Engineers; for
example, members of the society who-are- closely involved with
manufacturing processes on a day-to-day basisrated robotics
relatively low in effectiveness of a group of productivity-
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in mood will effect lasting and significant
change in manufacturing, however, is uncer-
tain. Many management specialists believe
that such lasting change must include discard-
ing powerfully entrenched habits in industry,
particularlY finaritially-oriented management
strategies that diStourage risk-taking and
downplay quality relative to cost.53

In addition to these more generalquestions,
a large number of factors come into play when
an individual firm chobses to use or not to use
programmable automation. Some of the tech-
nical factorS include: the applicability of the
technology to the problem at hand; which
tends to vary according to the particular man-

facturing processes used in each factory; the
ge of tasks to which a given tool can be ap-

enhancing methods. Only 29 percent had undertaken increas
ed use of_ robotics in the past 5_ 22percent rated the step
high in effectiveness. 48 percent moderate, and 26 percent low.
MeaSurea WhiCh received higher effectiveness ratings includ-
ed capital investment for new or automated machinery general-
ly. worker training. improvement of inventory control, and
"systems innovations The interpretation of these survey
results could differ; som wool e that increased familiarity
of industrial engineers wit °baits will lead to higher percep7
tions of effectiveness. In addition. robotics was not viewed as
unproductive by very many respondents; it simply appeared
net to be the productivity tool of first choice. (See "Productivity
Today: An Inside Report." The Institute of Industrial
Engineers. Norcross, Ga.)

'See. for example. R. 11. Hayes and W. J. Abernathy, "Man.
aging our way to econonic decline." Harvard Business Revit4,
.1 uly.August, 1980. pp. 67-77.

I

plied; the cost of customization, particularly
for new technologies where few standards ex-
ist and almost every application is a proto-
type; the ease of use of the tool; the reliabili-
ty of the equipment; the compatibility of pro-
grammable automation with machines already
in place; and finally, the capacity of different
PA systems for upgrading and expansion.

Organizational lactOrS can also have a sig-
nificant effect on firmS' automation decisions.
For example, one researcher found that
previous experience With automation was a
key factor in successful applications," and in-
dustry observeit report that many unsuccess-
ful attempts to use programmable automation
have been due to premature jumps into com-
plex systems. There can also be substantial
resistance to change 4n the part of workers or
management. Many manufacturers report.
however, that production workers tend to
accept technological changes such as automa-
tion, while strong resistance tends to come
frOm middle managers who fear program-
mable automation will diminish their degree
of control or eliminate their jobs.65 Chapter 5
diatusses organizational issues of PA imple-
mentation in more detail.

"J. Fleck, "The Adoption of Robots,- Proceedings of the I 3th
International SympoSiumbn Industrial Robots and Robots 7.
Apr. 17-21, 1983.

ROTA Automation Technology Workshop, May 29. 1983.
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Chapter 4

Effects of Programmable
Automation on Employment

Summary
Employment change due to programmable

automation (PA) will not be precipitous. Pro-
grammable automation will depress the num-
ber of jobs available in manufacturing, but it
will not necessarily cause significant national
unemployment during this decade or even the
next. By eliminating specific tasks and by con-
tributing to major changes in manufacturing
processes and organizations, PA will "dis-
place" jobs (where jobs are defined as sets of
tasks performed by individuals working a
standard number of hours). Whether unem-
ployment occurs depends not only on these
displacement effects, but also on the level of
production volume (which depends on foreign
trade and consumer demand), and on the num-
bers and types of people seeking work.

Slower growth in the labor force, increases
in capital goods production, andlimited or im-
perfect use of PA technology are among the
factors likely to buoy manufacturing employ-
ment during this century. However, regional
and local employment may suffer due to the
combined effects of labor-saving technology,
import competition, and other factors, espe-
cially where area economies depend on so-
called declining or mature industries. Yet PA
may help firms in those industries employ
more people than they might otherwiseat
least to the extent that it makes them more
competitive. Cumulative experience and im-
provements in technical capabilities and costs
should increase the use of PA (and its employ-
ment effects) during the 1990's relative to the
1980's.

Programmable automation will reinforce the
ongoing trend toward increased "white collar"
or salaried employment and increased service
industry employment, although skill require-

ments for jobs at all but the highest levels in
manufacturing may fall. Producers of PA are
particularly likely to employ predominantly
salaried personnel, especially if they continue
to import significant amounts of PA hardware
from overseas. Consequently, there will be few
opportunities for people to move directly from
production jobs where PA is used to jobs pro-
ducing PA. Also, the limited amount of actual
production work expected among PA Indus-
tries is one reason OTA expects that job crea-
tion among producers of PA equipment and
systems will be less than job loss among users.

Programmable automation will blur distinc-
tions between occupational categories and pre-
sent vast opportunities for restructuring jobs.
Among occupational groups, technicians will
become more prominent with the spread of
PA, in part because they will perform tasks
otherwise performed by engineers or skilled
tradesmen. Engineers will nevertheless con-
stitute a growing share of manufacturing em-
ployment, as may mechanics, repairers, and
installers. Operatives, laborers, and produc-
tion-clerical personnel are the most vulnerable
to displacement.

PA will provide ndw opportunities for struc-
turing jobs because of itatendency to displace
and to create individual tasks. It therefore
raises questions about the tradeoff between
large numbers of narrowly defined jobscus-
tomary in manufacturing to dateand smaller
numbers of more broadly defined jobs. How
and whether the potential for positive change
in job design and the organization of work is
realized depends on decisions by individual
managers. Many factors--e.&, the operating
speed of automated equipment, the breadth of
functions it can perform, and the reduction in

10"
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average skill requireinents some users may ex,
periencemay cause a Problem of overconfi-
dence in programmable automation. There is
a risk that users may oo readily assume that

the computer knows best, overlooking the val-
ue of experience-based understanding of man-
ufacturing processes.

Introduction
The elimination of jobs will be a principal

long-term effect of programmable automation:
PA technologies are deSigiied to reduce labor
hours in production. They are sold as labor
substitutes; whether or not the total number
of employees *ill actually fall with their use.
Even the advertising language emphasizes the
capacity of machines to emulate or improve
on human performance (e.g., "the graphics
lathe control that thinks like a machinist"); In
addition to its impacts on the number of jobs;
programmable automation will also bring
about major changes in job content and job
mix in the manufacturing workplace; All of
these effects will occur not because of techno-
logical change alone; but because of concomi-
tant changes in how companies are organized
and managed and in what and how much they
produce.

This report does not examine employment
change exhaustively.* Doing so would require
a thoroughgoing examination of changes in
the structure of the economy and individual
industries. The report does; however; show
how One set of technologies (which can be used
across an unusually broad range of iiidtiatries)
may alter demand for labor; It ShOWS that pro-
grammable automation creates enormous poten,
tial for change in the use of labor. Not only will
it reduce the amount °Haber used to produce
a given amount of pro-chid, it will alad moti-
vate shifts in the mix of peratihriel and in the
services sought from -employees. PA will di-
rectly or indirectly affect all types of person-
nel; professional and technical as well as pro-
duction_ and clerical.

*For additional treatment of employment change see upcorn
ing OTA assessments on technology and structural unemploy-
ment; technology, innovation, and regional economic de'Velop-
ment; and economic transition.

Despite this broad potential for Change, no
one set of impacts is inexorable. PA and other
factors (e.g.; changes in consumer demand and
in the business relationshipS between firms)
will present employers with choices about the
number and types of personnel they use. The
outcomes of those choices will determine fu-
ture staffing patterns and employment levels
in firms and industries.

Prior to examining the employment effects
of programmable automation, it is useful to
review some basic labor market characteristics
and analytical concepts. In the aggregate,
changes in industry or national einployment
levels depend principally on economic condi-
tions; including both short=tertri cyclical con7
ditions and more profound structural changes
in the economy. These conditions reflect
changing buying patterns of consumers as
well as the investment decisions of companies
and Federal budget policy (which affects the
financial resources of individuals and buSi,
nesses). The riumbeis and types of jobs depend
heaVily on the numbers and types of goods and
services consumers demand and on the &Ain=
tries from which they buy them; ForthiS red-
son, import (and export) levelswhiCh reflect
preferences for foreign products relatiVe to do=
mestic onesare an important deterniiriant of
employment;

Technology used in production is a second,
ary influence that is dwarfed by the effects of
demand changes; it governs the mix of labor
and other inputs; Technology change generally
affects employment much more SloWly than
do demand shifts; because it dee§ not affect
an industry or an economy all_at once. Auto-
mation, in particular; is tyPiCally adopted dux.;
ing periods of economic expaiiSibh, a timing
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that facilitates the adjustment of work forces
through attrition.*

While it is hard to attribute past employ-
ment growth to a single technology change,
the introduction of new products and produc-
tion processes has historically been associated
with employment growth. This has occurred
despite the fact that productivity improve-
ment (due to technology or other factors) by
itselfi.e., unaccompanied by change in pro-
duction volume or in the 'average number of
working hours per jobWill result in fewer
jobs.**

The fact that interest in automation has
&own during two closely spaced recessions
tends to confuse the perceived relationships
between automation and employment. Many
employers laid off personnel because of the
recessions, as is usual; what is unusual is that

*These points are frequently raised by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Also, West German research shows that on an overall
industry level, the dining of adoption of automation, relative
to when it is first introduced; affects the rate and level of
employment change:A West German study found that the ac-
tual and hypothetical employment reductions associated with
numerically controlled (NC) machine tools fell between 1973 and
1979: actual layoffs were negligible. The authors concluded that
the potential for displacement depended on where the technol-
ogy was used: compared to the early ones, later NC investments
were aimed at replacing old equipment rather than expanding
capacity, and such installations were more common among rel-
atively small users, where the opportUnity for productivity im-
proveriient (and displacement) was lower:

As that study illustrates, estimates of potential displacement
should allow for change in baseline conditions over time. An-
other German study estimated that when used as an alternative
to standalone NC. newer flexible manufacturing system (FMS)
technology could displace 1;000 to 3,000 people-by 1990, or less
than 1 percent of metalworking employment. The authors con-
cluded that organizational inertia iLnd difficulties involved in
using_the relatively new technology would retard actual dis-
placement. The conclusions drawn in these studies are consist-
ent with the expectations of analysts who are familiar with
American use of NC and FMS. See Werner Dostal, et al.,-- "Flex-
ible Manufacturing Systems and Job Structures" (Mitteilungen
aus der Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung)r 1982; and Werner
Dostal and Klaus Kostner, "Changes in Employment With the
Use of Numerically Controlled Machine Tools" (Mitteilungen
aus der Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung), 1982.

**OECD, for example, has estimated that if productivity were
to rise 10 percent between 1980 and 1990 and world trade failed
to grow over the decade, aggregate employment would be 0 to
4 percent lower than in 1980. However, OECD believes that
the higher estimate is unrealistic, because such productivity
growth would be unusually high, permanent increases in pro-
ductivity growth rates are unlikely, and static trade is especially
unlikely. Microelectronics, Robotics and Jobs, OECD, Paris,
1982, p. 90.
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some may not rehire to pre-recession levels be-
cause of recent or planned automation, andior
because of permanent declines in their busi-
ness. Thus, the percentage of unemployment
due to permanent separations (as opposed to
layoffs and other factors) grew during the last
recession. These developments will likely slow
the return of the unemployment rate to pre-re-
cession levels.' On the other hand; because of
the recessions and recent high interest rates
many firms avoided investing in new equip-
ment. The recovery may outpace their ability
to automate, or it may fail to generate suffi-
cient profits for them to automate.

The auto industry exemplifies all of these
possibilities to some degree. Yet it was wide-
ly recognized before the recent explosion of in-
terest in robots that U.S. automobile manufac-
turers were unlikely to hire to prior peak levels
anyway; at least during the 1980's; because
of changes in the auto market; such as growth
in imports.2 In some industries; such as autos;
PA may help to preserve jobs by helping
domestic firms repel import competition, al-
though total industry employment may fall.*

Changes in employment levels will depend
not only on how technology and economic con-
ditions affect industries immediately involved
in producing and using the technology; they
will also depend on how related industries (e.g.,
suppliers and customers) are affected. Evalua-
dim of both direct and indirect employment
effects generally requires a macroeconoinic
model that captures interindustry links and
their sensitivity to changes in prices and tech-

'Robert W. Bednarzik, "Layoffs and Permanent Jobs Losses:
Workers' Traits and Cyclical Patterns," Monthly Labor Review,
September 1983.

'See Increased Automobile Fuel Efficiency and Synthetic
Fuels.._ Alternatives for Reducing Oil Imports (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, OTA:
E-185, September 1982),

*For reference, note that Arthur D. Little concluded from a
study of West European auto manufacturing that despite an
anticipated $40 billion investment in programmable- automa-
tion during the 1980's, the West European share of the world
auto market will continue to fall, and its employment capacity
may fall by as much as 30 percent from current levels. See.
Martyn Chase, "European Car Makers Seen InstMling $40 Bil-
hon in Automation Equipment," American Metal Market/
Metalworking News, Feb. 28, 1983.

°,11 11 -L1
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nologies; At this time, available data are not and recent growth in imports may burden in-

adequate to fully model the likely impacts of dividuals and communities at least temporari-
PA ly; especially if PA use grows more quickly

and extensively than appears likely during
A major advance in this directidri comes

from
this decade- Changes in industry demand for

om a study recently conducted at NeW York specific skills will make it harder for some in-
University. It concluded from an input:Output dividuals to find or change jobs, as will region-
analysis that, given the likely impacts of Sey- al dependence on specific industries. Thus; PA
eral computer-based technologieS on labor may aggravate ongoing local unemployment;
requirements in manufacturing, edUCation, While the Nation as a whole will benefit from
health, and the office workplace, and given the the produttivity gains expected_from PA, it
employment generated by increased prOduC= will not benefit fully if otherwise productive
lion of computerized equipment, significant labor resources are idled for long periods of
unemployment during this century is not like= tithe.
ly to result from progressive computerization
(provided that the work force can satisfy shift- Analysis of the employment impacts of pro-
ing occupational and sectoral requirements). grammable automation is fraught with diffi-

That study illustrates how employment in
culty; Briefly; analysts generally approach the
problem from two perspectives: the engineer-

Manufacturing can be stimulated thrOugh this i
century by the production requirements of po-

ing approach, which focuses on the potential
for equipment to substitute for people on a

tential rates of installation of computers and task-by-task basis; and the economic ap-

environments; The study underscores the iautomation

into the manilla-dining and Office proach, which derives employment estimates
zn-

ej

from models of the interaction among indus-
portant role that domestic production Of cap- tries based on their requirements for labor and
ital goodsdemand by businesses ft the other production inputs. Both approaches
products of other businesses=playS in main- have shorthomings. Moreover; the number of
twining domestic employment levels. It also different PA technologies; the range of equip-
shows that slower growth in the labor force ment designs and implementation strategies,
,can blunt the employment effects of labor-say- and uncertainties about the speed and success
ing technologies. As the authors note, addi-
tional work is needed to assess the effects of __general rules about job loss (or creation) risky.
other factbra on emplOyment, such -as possi-______sooxxy_does'existing variation among employ-
ble changes in production materials; in level era (even in the same industry) in job mix, jOb
and manner of equipment integration, and in definition; and adaptability to change. Final-
trade patterns.3 ly, data describing_ prevailing skill require-

OTA shares the view that use of programma- ments; jobs; and job mixes among firms are
ble automation can grow, as is expected, with- limited. As the technical memorandum pub-
out large increases in national unemployment fished during the course of this assessment ex-
during this ec.ititry. The effects on employment plained, predictions of employment impacts
of labor=Saying teehnologies can be offSet in should be regarded with caution. Available
the aggregate by changes in the labor force; data only permit insights into the likely direc-
as well as by likely increases in output for cap- tions for employment change.
Rai goods and other products; Such output This chapter examines hoW PA is likely to
growth, Of course, assumes a strong economy. affect employment opportunities, drawing on
However, the transition in industry structure inferences from case studies, site visits, inter-
and occupational profiles accompanying PA views; and technical literature. It focuses on

change at the level of the firm and the indus-
Waiiily Leontief and Fay Diichin; The Impacts of Auto-

mation on Employment, 1963.2000, final report, New_ York
Univeisity, Institute for Economic Analysis, April 1984.

t
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try. The first section describeshow, and why,
programmable automation will_shape job cp.
portunitiesAt traces potential effect§ on OAS
and skills. The second section describes where
employment impacts are likely to be experi-
enced, by industry and by geographic region.
The third section exploreS the implications of
programmable automation for specific occupa-
tional groups. Together, the first three sec-

. Mons identify the groupS of people most like-
ly to experience employment change and the
types of change they may confront.

The final sections address the implications
of those changes for the labor market overall.
The fourth section discusses the overall effect
of likely impacts on tasks, skills, and occupa-
tions. It draws on other studies of individual
automation technologies and industries to pro-
vide perspective. The fifth section discusses
contextual factors that will shape observed
employment patterns. It identifies trends in
the supply of labor, and it describesrecent
Japanese experiences in adjusting to auto-
mation.

EffeaS Of Programmable Automation on Jobs
As figure 14 illustrates, change in employ-

ment induced by new technology depends on
how technology alters the tasks to be done in
manufacturing jobs, on what changes o-cctr in
the Skills required for different tasks and jobs,
and on how the roles of different occupations
change; total employment change also de-
pends on changes in how labor is used within
and between industries and changes in labor
supply. The effects of PA on work opportuni-
ties are so varied and (at times) so profound
that they call into question the basic defini-
tion of "skill," the identification of where skill
fits into the production process; and the rela-
tionships between tasks; skills; occupations,
and jobs. Changes in task assignments and
skill requirements vitiate traditional occupa-
tional descriptions; which form the basis of oc-
cupational employment forecasting.*

Employers create jobs by combining sets of
tasks and allocating them to individuals. Jobs
with similar descriptions and avenues of prep-
aration are classified as occupations. Indeed;
the design of training programs depends on
the expectation that people in designated oc-
cupations or jobs will perform specific tasks.
Unfortunately for the analyst; what is actually

The changes may occur only informally, at least at first, and
may not be reflected in job titles.

I t
-11.-

done on the job frequently differs from the for-
mal job description. Differences in actual func-
tion between various jobs and occupations are
often nominal; while companies differ in what
they ask of people in the same occupations,
even within a given industry.

Computer-basSd tchnologies, including nu-
merical control (NC) technology, have already
led to different staffing patterns within and
among countries, varying on the basis of in-
dustrial traditions, labor market conditions;
prevailing types of company structure, and na.
tional educational systems. These variations
further complicate employment forecasting, as
employment change depends on a series of de-
cisions yet to be made by current and poten-
tial employees; employers, and educators.

A German analysis of flexible Manufactur-
ing systems (FMS), for example, concluded
that work within an FMS was cOmprised of
a set of tasks that could be allocated in numer-
ous ways generally not bound by the technol-
ogy (see table 16). The authors illustrated this
point by contrasting two cases; one with three
types of jobs directly associated with the
FMS, the other with five. They concluded that,
while the tecimology permits unusual freedom
in defining jobs, and is particularly conducive
to multifaceted jobs, radical change in job de-
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Figure 14.Conceptual Model: Occupational Demand Change
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scriptions is a distant prospect due to the -slow-
ness of organizational change.6 OTA shares
this perceptioin.

Effects of Programmable Automation
on Tasks

AlthOtigh each application of programmable
automation in the workplace is unique, OTA's
analysis reveals some common trends in how
automation affects the use of labor. At the
simplest level, automation displaces and/or
creates tasks: Where tasks are transferred
from people to machines, fewer jobs are asso-
ciated with the production of a given amount
of product. This transfer process constitutes
displacementthe elimination of tasks (and
ultimately of jobs) that would have been avail-
able but for automation. On the other hand,
the introduction of new equipment and sys;
tems into the workplace also creates tasks,
particularly in the de-sign of products and the
maintenance of the eqUipment. The situation
beCOMes more complex where production
66§e§ change more significantly. In this case,
even tasks and personnel associated remote-
ly, or not at all, with the primary tasks per-
formed by the equipthent will be affected.

'Werner Dostal, eta:, ''Flexible Manufacturing Systems and
JOb Structures" (Mitteilungen aus der Arbeitsmarkt- and
Berufsforschungi, 1982.
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Table 16.-Basic Tasks: Activity Elements With NC
Machines and Flexible Manufacturing Systems

Programing and planning:
1. preparation of a program

'2: "modification of a program
3. preparation of tool blueprint
4. preparation of mounting blueprint
5. processing problems: interviews for additional

information
6. the activities of a programer or operator in case of

breakdowns
Preparation and equipment:

1. making the tools available and transportation of
tools and mounting means

2. presetting of tools and mounting means
3. control of tool installation; bringing of tools into

play
4. preparation and setting up of mounting means and

devices
5. lifting and putting down of a workpiece
6. mounting of workpieces according to the mounting

blueprint and one's experience
7. control of mounted workpieces
8. switching on and adjustment of refrigerant efflux

Preparing and equipping:
1. input output media insertion, spooling removal
2. zero adjustment
3. placing the correction switch aCtacling to tool and

mounting blueprint
4. placing correction switch towards tool lock
5. test run with coordinate and cutting direction

control
Operation and supervision of machines:

1. starting of a program run
2. obserying of the operating cycle
3. re_moval_of shavings
4. changing of tools and mounting
5. supervision of the operating status of the

installation
6. discovery of false control movements
7. activating of the switch in case of breakdowns
8. removal of breakdowns

Controlling and monitoring:
1. measure and- surface- control during processing
2. control of the complete workpieces
3. installation care
4. putting into operation and keeping in operation
5. training of an operator

SOURCE: W. DoStal, et al., "Flexible Manufacturing Systems and Job Structures"
(Mitteilungen aus der Arbelfsmarkf- and Serufsforschung), 1982.

Task Displacement
Automated equipment and systems perform

specific, primary tasks previously or otherwise
done by people, such as welding, materials
handling, and revision of:Product designs. The
fewer the tasks in the original job definition,
the more likely that automation of a given task
will lead to job displacement. For example, if
a person does only spot welding, the introduc-
tion of a spot-welding robot is more, likely to
result in the elimination of part or all of that

kill.

Photo credit: Cincinnati Milacron,Linc.

Machine cell 'with two computerized numerically
controlled turning centers and robot for machine

loading/unloading and inspection

job than if the person did spot welding and
other tasks; such as welding-gun repair:

Programmable equipment and systens can
substitute for labor more readily than can con-
ventional equipment, in part because of their ver-
satility; a single system can perform multiple
tasks. In particular; they perform secondark,
tasks in the factory, such as collecting and
transferring information on equipment use or
movement of parts; and even automating the.:
flow of materials. Consequently; program-
mable automation may assume tasks tradi-
tionally done by nonproduction labor,, from'
managers to stock-chaoers; as well as thOse
done_by production workers: Also,- substitu-
tion for labor may occur when PAis used to,
replace other types of equipment. For exam-
ple, robots have been adopted by automobile
manufacturers as an alternative to .automatic
welding machines (run by people) to dO spcit
welding in automotive assembly.

The possibilities for displacing labor are
generally greater_ for compute-integrated
manufacturing (CIM)_systems than for stand
alone applications of automation although
such systems do not 'eliminate all need' for
human input. For example, a single arc-weld-
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ing robot may require an operator (although
that robot/person combination may make the
hiring of additional welders unnecessary if it
is more productive than a single human -weld-
er). On the other hand, a single materials-
giandling robot serving other pieces of equip-
ment may displace a humanmaterials-handler
without requiring an operator, although at
least one person may oversee the larger assem-
blage of equipment. Similarly, flexible manu-
facturing systems have the potential to dis-
place more people for a given set of machin-
ing tasks than do stand-alone NC machiro
tools. However, because the art of designing
and implementing successful integrated man-
ufacturing systems remains immature, and
because FMS implementation is (and is ex-
pected to remain) Ihnited, significant labor
displacement by either CIM or FMS is unlike-
ly in the near term.*

Programmable automation floes not always
substitute for labor in an obvious or direct
way. For example, early research intobin-pick-
ing robot applications showed that it was more
efficient to do away with humandike sequences
of steps than to imitate them.elriSonie cases,
automation accompanies or motivates major
changes in production processes which them-

*James Bright drew the same conclusion about the displace-
ment potential of systems by evWuating conventional automa-
tion and the use of computers in the late 1950's and early 1960's.
In a paper prepared for the U.S. National Commission on Tech-
nology; Automation, and Economic Progress in 1966, Bright
noted that the degree of mechanization varied among applica
dons along thre;e diinension: I) "span," or use across a sequence
of operations: 2) "level," the degree of automatic process con-
trol; and 3) "penetration," the extent to which such secondary
and tertiary tasks as setup and repair are automated. Bright
concluded that "successive advances in automatic capability
generally reduce operator duties and hence contributions" (p.
II-210). He observed that sophisticated systems can and will

--- automate eonce_ptual as well as _physical work. In contrast,
simpler_ systems tend more to function as tools, complement-
ing the human user: Set James R. Bright, "The Relationship
of IncreaSing Automation and Skill_Requirements," The Em
plrment Impact of Tkhnolegical Change, app. vol. 11 to the
report of the U.S. National Commission on Technology, Auto-
mation; and Economic Progress (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office; February 19661.

"Steven Ashley, "GE to Install Forging Bin Picker Robot,"
American Metal Market/Metalworking News, :lime 6, 1983.

selves alter the use of labor. As a sequence of
production operations, a process determines
the types and arnount_of tasks humans or
machines can perform. For example, comput-
er-aided design (CAD) (in its higher forms)
allows many product designs and production
plans to be tested through simulations rather
than through the building and manipulation
of prototypes, Ac'cordingly, an aircraft man-
ufacturer developed a CAD package for ration-
alizing piping design, replacing its prior prac-
tice of building full-scale mockups of pipe lay-
outs against which production piping was then
matched.' These two practices, prototype and
simulation, have vastly different implications
for staffing: in simple terms, prototype con-
struction involved production labor, especially
skilled workers, while simulation and comput-
er analysis involve engineers and technicians.

Other cases of process change are even more
dramatic. For example, when IBM installed
a robot to test pin placement for component
wiring, the robotic application essentially elim-
inated the practice of delayed testing of com-
pleted assemblies by people using diagnostic
software packages. (This robotic application
may in turn be replaced by a process for chem-
ically bonding wires to boards, eliminating the
need for pins.) As these exampled suggest,
even stand-alone applications of program-
mable automation can give rise_ to radical man-
ufacturing process changes. The more exten-
sive the process change, the more obscure the
direct implications for jobs even though the
potential impact may be substantially greater.

Process change, with or without automa-
tion, often is accomj,anied or occasioned by a
change in product design.* This cothbination

IOTA case study.
*For example, continuing reductions in computer size reduce

the number of parts used in computers, resulting in fewer fab-
rication and assembly tasks. Also, companies seeking to design
products for ease of production are increasingly designing prod-
ucts that can be assembled like "layer takes," built from the
bottom up in layers with nc need for upending during assem-
bly. Such design changes reduce production labor with or
withoGt automation.
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of events generally complicates the analysis
of displacement. Most employment forecasts
assume constant product characteristics,
which imply constant (average) requirements
for labor, capital, and materials. The more
variables that change, the harder it is to model
production and forecast related employment.
Furthermore, conventional employment fore-
casting techniques are ill-suited to evaluate
simultaneous changes in product and process
characteristics because these potentially in-
volve changes in industry characteristics, such
as production scale, number of firms, and num-
ber and nature of suppliers.

Task Creation
Although process change may vary in de-

gree, it is the principal reason that program-
mable automation can also be said to create
jobs. Tasks (and thus jobs) are created through
technology change in several ways first, the
use of programmable automation may entail
more intensive work in some areas. For exam-
ple, automated systems tend to require more
maintenance work than conventional and
stand-alone equipment, in part because the
cost of a breakdown is much higher. Similar
ly, CAD and CAE (computer-aided engineer-
ing applications of CAD) may stimulate design
and engineering activity. As those technolo-
gies have made- esign and product engineer-
ing easier and cheaper; employers have hired
more engineers.

Second, the introduction of software and in-
tegrated databases associated with program-
mable automation creates a need for new types
of support work; such as database manage-
ment; software maintenance; and programing;
Taking the long view, however; some support
tasks may only be needed temporarily: The in-
tegration of different types of equipment
eliminates some of the programing work as-
sociated with separate units. This phenome-
non is discussed further in a later section_ of
this chapter (see "Transient Skill Re-
quirements").

Third, if buyers want a given product, pro-
grammable automation may help producers
sell enough-to maintain or even increase em-

4". ployment For example, several small metal-
working firms studied by OTA increases) their
business (and employment) by using NC ma-
chinery, which, helped them to deliver more
quickly and develop better bids.8 Change in
employment levels depends most heavily on
the level of demand for different products,
which depends in turn on consumer prefer-
ences and budgets.

Fourth, the production, distribution, and
servicing of programmable automation will
also generate tasks and jobi. Since automated
equipment sometimes replaces conventional
equipment, the net increase in work depends
on how much employment falts among pro-
ducers of conventional equipment. For exam-
ple, companies may buy robots as an alter-
native to nonprogrammable materials-han-
dling equipment. The employment potential.
within the PA-producing industries is dis-
cussed in a later section.

Other Task Effects
Programmable automation is also used for

tasks people are not Well-suited for or likely
to do, because the tasks would be too difficult,
risky, and/or time-consuming, and consequent-
ly too expensive.* One example is the design
of integrated circuits, for which computer as-
sistance is considered necessary (although con-
ceivably teams of people at drawing boards
could eventually do what individuals at ter-
minals do much more quickly). Similarly, for
certain types of complex machining (e.g., for
ships' propellers), NC is considered necessary

"OTA case study.
The applicagon of PA to hazardous and unpleasant tasks

is discussed inh. 5, "Work Environment." One example,
though, is Chrysler's decision to use a robot to paint the in-
side of a minivan. According to the vice president for manufac-
turing, "It replaces only one guy, so costwise, it will never pay
off. But painting the inside of a van is the most miserable job
in the plant." See John Holusha "Chrysler: New Van and
Plant," The New York Times, Oct. 28, 1983.
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or preferable. In both cases, the equipment is
not totally automatic; human input is re-
quired. At this time, programmable automa-
tion appears essential for only a relatively few
.tasks. That set may be enlarged as manufac-
turers refine and take advantage of PA's capa-
bilities and as totally new products are in-
vented. The inability to forecast such new
productS again interferes with employment
forecasting.

Effects of Programmable Automation
on Skills

Programmable automation; through_its et=
fects on the tasks performed in manufactur;
ing firms, also affects the types of job skills
required for those tasks. In some cases, the
creation of new tasks and the elimination of
old ones clearly raises or lowers skill re-
qiiirements. Often; hoWeVet, the effect on skill
demand is ambiguous * because the skills asso-
ciated with indiVidual jobs_ and the average
skill level of a company's -jobs depend on how
work is alloCated among individuals. Skill de-
mand also depends on how well employers un-
derstand what aldlls they really need. By alter-
ing the baltinee of work between people and
machines, PA makes it possible for managers
to reallocaee work in ways that either raise or
lower the skill requirements of jobs.

OTA's appraisal of the effects of PA on the
workplace suggests that these technologies
will alter both the "depth" and "breadth" of
skill requireMenta._Skill depth refers to the in-_

put needed to Perfotth an individual task or
group of interconnected_ tasks, While skill
breadthrefetS to the input needed to perform
a set of (nonsittilar) tasks. For example; a
journeyman machinist (who sets up amachinist open
ates machine tools, applying a knowledge of
mechanics, mathematics, metallurgy; layout,

122
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skilland machining9) has skill depth in the area of
machining. Traditionally, subjective notions
about which people do Skilled worke.g., crafts-
men, professionals, specialistsdraw on the
concept of skill depth. Skill breadth has tradi-
tionally been viewed with more ambivalence
e.g., 'lack of all trades and master of none."
This is one reason why labor contracts in
unionized firms, for example, contain job clas-
sificationa that define relatively narrowly the
requirements and tasks of specific jobs. It is
these qualities' that govern people's percep-
tions about whether skill requirements have
risen or fallen.

Skill Depth
Skill depth has two dimensions:_time to pro-

ficiency, and judgment. Jobs comprised of
tasks that require little or no time to master
(e.g., food service or filing) and limited judg-
ment tend to be low-skilled jobs in which_ac-
ceSS is broad and pay is relatively low. The
longor the time to proficiency, the more likcL
ly that formal training is required for hiring
anti promotion._ For example, conventional
chaffing requires at least 2 years of technical
training, while electrical engineering requires
at least 4 years of formal training. Although
salaried (so-called "white collar") and hourly
("blue collar") work traditionally offer dif-
ferent, usually quite separate, career paths,
both types of work include hierarchies of jobs
that differ in terms of time to proficiency and
judgment, as well as other traits.

.

Programmable automation seems to lower
the time to proficiency and judgment required
for many tasks; including those performed by
professionals as well as craftworkers. Thus, it

'U.S. Department of Labar, Employment and_Training Ad-
ministration, Dictionary of Occupotiontil Mies, 4thed. (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office; 1977).
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tends to reduce the need for skill depth in re-
lated jobs. Through computerization (and ac-
companying aspects of mechanical design),
automated equipment offers the ability to per-
form a variety of relatively easy-to-learn tasks
(e.g., drawing basic shapes) and increasing .
numbers of more sophisticated tasks (e.g.,
process planning). With PA relevant informa-
tion is; in effect; shared between operators and
equipment; People workintswith automated
systems therefore have fewer' decisions to
make, while those who control the design of
a system have more;

Thus, reduction in skill depth is largely duev.to a shift in emphasis away from complex
manual work and toward simpler mental work,
but it may involve decreases in both manual
and mental tasks. For example, a study com-
paring early NC machine tools to conventional
equipment noted that physical effort was di-
minished (in an amount depending on the ex-
tent of "automation"); demand for motor skills
"and the associated perceptual load related to
precision and accuracy of movement" were re-
duced. and the number of operator decisions
fell.*

Computerization may affect skill require-
ments by. allowing greater freedom in the al-
location of tasks; For example; NC technology
allows programing to be separated from ma-

. chine operation; CNC (computerized numerical
control); however, facilitates the combination
of programing and operation into a single job;
If NC programing is performed by a separate
programer, less judgment and proficiency is
requir0:1 for machine operation. As another ex-
ample. CAD systems are being developed that
prevent certain actions, including mistakes.**

*'While "conceptual skill associated with the interpretation
, of symbolic information in the form of drawings. planning in-

structions and calculations- rose; in _more modern NC- applica-
tions these tasks are often done by the programer rather than
the operator. R. J. Hazlehurst, et al. "A Comparison of the Skills
of Machinists on Numerically-Controlled and Conventional
Machines," Occupational Psychology, vol. 43. Nos. 38t4. 1969:

**At least one commercially avlable system (Computervi-
sion's CA DDS 4) prevents design detailers from permanently
changing designs.

On the other hand; CAD itself may allow el-17
gingers to complete designs without the aid
of draftsmen.

Since there is less to learn to operate CAD
or NC equipment; people with initially lower
skills can produce better; faster than they
could with conventional technology; Recogniz-
ing this; many companies have separated ma-
chine operation from NE programing in order
to hire less,skilled machine operators instead
of high-skilled machinists. However, this is
less likely to occur where the product is ex-
tremely complex and/or the work less easily
shared. OTA's studies of machine shops at
both small and large firms show that employ7
ers prefer skilled machinists to operate NC
machines for complex tasks. It is not clear that
further refinement of NC technology will elim:
inate this need, although it may reduce it. Con-
sequently, it is dangerous to generalize about
the impact of PA on skill requirements and
staffing.

The removal of skill and the fragmentation-
of work have always occurred with mechaniza-
tion. What makes programmable automation
different from dedicated, or "hard," automa-
tion is the ability to reduce the skill required
for specific tasks at higher levels in the organi-
zation (see discussions of aircraft company
case study in ch. 5).

Skill Breadth
The potential effects of PA on skill breadth,

which applies more to jobs or occupations than
to single tasks, are less evident than the ef-
fects on skill depth. Requirements for the vari-
ety of skills in a job are determined by employ-
ers, who define specific jobs and hierarchies.
PA and other technologies do not force specific
forms of work organization; they provide em-
ployers with sets of choices about job design
and division of labor;

OTA's case studies and other sources sug-
gest that, in some cases, personnel working
with PA may require less intimate knowledge
of a single process or task but also a general
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nowledge of more tasks. Among the cases ex-
mined by OTA, Skill breadth was most re-
uired rOr repair and maintenance personnel.
'hese personnel have been confronted with
lore varied types of equipment on the job,
nd with equipment that combines electrical,
lectronic, and mechanical features. Also pro-
rammable automation calls more attention
3 production processes, to the linkage (with
nd without computer-based integration) of ac-
ivities into systems and of system to system.
:onsequently, some experts argue that pro;
3ssional, technical, and managerial staff,' in
articular, require broader familiarity with
production activities and their interconnec-
ions (as well as an understanding of the
:leans and limitations of computer control).

Skill breadth may be associated with chang:
ag job content. A Japanese survey of elec-

trical machinery workers reported that most
of these workers found that-microelectronics
was associated with frequent change in the
content of their work.'° Elsewhere, Japanese
researchers concluded from a series of automa-
tion case studies that changes in jobs and job
content erode the value of experience; one re-
ported solution was to promote experienced
workers to various tasks involving watching
over equipment."

1°Denki Roren, "Surveys-on the Impacts of Micro-Electronics .

and Our Policies TOitarda Technological Innovation," paper pre-
sented at the 4th IMF World Conference for the Electrital and
Electronics industries; Oct. 3- 5;_1983.

"Japan Labor Association; "A Special Study_ Concerning
Technological InnoVatien and Labor - Management Relations,
interim report. June 1983.

Effects of Programmable Automation EpMoyment
By User

Which people will face changing job oppor-
unities depends on which industries are like -

y- to use programmable automation, when;
vhere, and how, as well as on the capabilities
f the technologies. Given the range of poten-
ial applications described in chapter 3, it is
lossible to identify the industries as well as
he occupational groups-likely to be affected.
[nded, because of its flexibility (and other at
xibutes), PA can be used in a remarkably
)road range of industries. In this regard, it is
)ut one manifestation of the growing use of
;omputer technologies taking place through-
nit the economy. This section will discuss PA
isers; the employment potential of PA pro-
lucers (who also tend to be users) is discussed
,ater in the chapter. .

The first and principal users of the technol=
)gies addressed in this report have been firms

Industry
.-an the so-called metalworking industriespri-
mary metalS, fabricated metal products, elec-
trical machinery (includes electronics), nonelec-
trical machinery, transportation equipment,
and inStruments'sparticularly the electrical
and nonelectrical machinery and transporta-
tion equipment industries.'s Together these in-
duatries employed almost 10 million peoplein
1980; the electrical and nonelectrical machin-
ery and transportation equipment industries
employed almost 8 million._ Their occupational
profiles are shown in table 17. Other indus-
tries, including_architectural and engineering
services, have also ,begun to be significant
users of programmable automation; engineer-

"Industries designated by Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) codes 33-38.

"Ibid. (SIC 35.371.
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Table 17:-Occupational Profiles of Manufacturinii Industries

Employment in Manufacturing industries by Major Occupational Group; 1980

Industry
All

occupations
Managers

and officers
Professional

workers
Technical
workers

Service
workers

Production,
maintenance.
construction, Clerical Sales wOrk-
repair, mat. wOrkors eH

anal handling.
and power.

plant workers

68.1 11.5 22All manufacturing 100.0 6.8 8.9 2.9 1.8

Food and kindred products 100.0 6.4 2.7 .7 3.1 73.2 10.0 3.9
Tobacco_products 10(10 5.9 3.7 1.9 3.5 72.8 109 12
Textile mill products 100.0 3.7 1.7 .9 2.2 81.9 8 8 _ 8

Apparel and other textile products .... 100:0 36 1.2 .2 1.2 83 2 9.1 1 4

Lumber and wood products. except
furniture 100.0 6.2 1.5 .8 2.1 81.4 6.4 1.7

Furniture and fixtures_ 100 0 5.3 2.2 .8 1.9 76.4 11.1 2.3

Paper and allied products 1010 5.3 4.3 1.5 1.7 74.3 10.5 2.4
Printing and publishing 100.0 10.1 .9.9 1.0 1.7 46.6 21.1 7.4
Chemicals and allied products 100.0 9.8 . 12.3 5.3 2.2 52.8 14 6 3.2
Petroleum refining and related
_ industnes 100.0 7.3 9.4 3.1 1.5 62.8 11.4 45
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics

products 100.0 - 6.5 4.1 1.7 1.6 75.1 9.5 1.5

Leather and leather products 100.0 3.9 1.4 .3 1.3 80.6 10.4 2.0

Stone. clay. glass. and concrete
products 100.0 7.3 3.1 1.4 1.4 75.6 9.0 2.0

Primary metal products 100.0 3.9 3.8 1.9 2.0 79.4 8.2 _.9

Fabricated motet products_ 100.0 8.8 4.2 2.1 1.6 73.7 98 t.9
Machinery. except electncal and

transportation equipment 100.0 7.8 9.4 5.4 1 6 60.7 13.3 1.8

Electrical and electronic machtnery 100.0 6.4 12.3 6.2 1.4 60.3 12.3 1.0

Transportation equipment 100.0 5.8 13.1 3.9 2.2 64.7 _9.7 _.5

Instruments and_related products A 100.0 8.7 11.8 7.4 1.7 53.7 14.9 1.9

Miscellaneous manufacturing
industries 100.0 7.7 3.5 1.5 1.7 68.8 14.1 2.8

Percent Distribution of Employment in Manufacturing industries by Major Occupational Group, 1980

Industry Managers -end
officers

Professional
workers

Techrucal Service_work-
workers ere

I

_Production i

1maintenance.
construction.co . Clencal_work(epee. fnatenai I Sales workersers
handling. and I

pow_erplant I

workers i

All manufac,uring 1.328.160 1.404080 594.270 373.150 13.767.0401 2.322.400 438.710

Food and kindred products 107.750 45.360 12,000 52.000 1.241,080 169,730 66.910
Tobacco products- -3.760 _2,380 1.220 _2230 _46.270 _8:960 -760
Textile mill products 31.980 14.710 7.750 19.110 7t3,410 76,760 7.040
Apparel and other textile products 45.820 15.500 2.250 15.290 1.057.890 116.190 18.420
Lumber and wood products. except

furniture 41.070 9.890 - 5,090 13,520 534.720 . 41,920 11.060
Furniture and fixtures 24.300 10,200 _1610 -6510 946,250 F -50.490 10;470
Paper and allied products 37,340 30.190 10,500 11.570 519,530 .. 73,240 16.540
Pnnting and publishing 126.820 124.270 12.620 20.980 612.420 264.290, 92.890
Chemidats and allied Products 110.000 137.650 58.990 24.700 587.520 162.670 35.290
Petroleum refining and related

Andustnes_. 14,790 19,030 8.290 3,080 127.290 23,040 9,170
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics

Products 45.860 28.880 12.190 11,420 534.150 67.470 11.020
Leather and leatherproducts 9.130 3.390 720 1030 190.440 24.640 4.840
Stone. clay, glass. and concrete
___products 48.720 20.930 1580 9.520 503.440 60.130 13.310

Pnmary metal products 47.550 46,350 22,320 23.540 956.430 - 98.230 10.680
Fabricated metal products 103.670 67.110 33.650 25.750 1.164.180 154.800 30.800
Machinery,except electncal and

transportation equipment 195.830 234.740 134.550 39.900 1.515.640 332.490 44.140
Electntatind_elestmnic_machine 133.520 255.860 129.720 29:310 1.254.920 259900 20090
Transportation equipment 106,320 240.400 72.110 40.480 -1,188,110 178.180 9.470
Instruments and related products 61.500 82.460 52.840 12.130 381.320 106970 13.540
Miscellaneous manufacturing - - -

industries 32,400 14.760 8.270 7.080 290.030 59.280 11.970

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Stalls los. Occupational Employment in Manufacturing Industries. Bulletin 2133. September 1982.
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ing and architectural services employed 557,000
people in 1980."

Application of the PA technologies will grow
relatively quickly among these early users.
Their experience will facilitate further appli-
cation of PA; including the integration of sys-
tems. For example; GM's widely publicized
plan to have over 14,000 robots by 1990 re-
flects not only the firm's size, but also its ex-
perience with robots and its understanding of
how and where to use them. Because use of
automated production technologies, in partic-
ular; will probably remain concentrated in
these industries through this decade, principal
near-term employment impacts will also be
concentrated in these industries.

Programmable automation will be applied
in a growing variety of industries because of
improving capabilities; falling costs, and grow-
ing experience with particular applications, as
well as the perceived effect on competitive-
ness; Materials handling, assembly, simula-
tion; and inventory control applications can
be used across the manufacturing sector; this
contrasts with the more narrow market for
robotiC spot welding and spray painting, NC
machining, and CAD for electronic equipment.
Already, industries such as food processing,
textiles, apparel, and paper manufacturing
have begun to explore use of programmable
automation, especially robots. Applications of
theSe technologies will spread both within the
mantfatturing sector and outside of it; but
Sufficiently slowly that significant effects on
emploeyment outside of the metalworking in-
dustries are unlikely before 1990.

Some perspective on the unevenness of tech-
nOrogy diffuSion, and its impact on employ-
ment by industry, can be gained from data on

"Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Employment by Industry and
Occupation. 1982 and Selected 1995 Alternatives," unpublished
data on wage and Salary employment, 1983:

the spread of NC technology; In 1968; only 0.5
percent of machine tools in use among metal-
working industries in general were numerically
controlled. The percentage was only slightly
higher for nonelectrical.machinery industries.
In the 1976 to 1978 period; the overall figure
was 2;0 percent; varying among industriee
from 0;3 percent for metal stampings to 5.3
percent for aircraft and parts The overall fig;
ure was 4.7 percent by 1983; These figures un=
derscore the fact that prOduction teclincilOgiee
tend to spread slowly and unevenly. Within
the machine-tool industry itself, the propor=
tion of NC machine touts was 2.6 percent in
1973; 3.7 percent in 1976-78, and 6 percent in
1983."

Firm size may affect the incidence of employ-
ment impacts within and across industries. TO
date, most users of PA, especially the produc=
tion-technologies; have been large firms. Such
firms may continue to dominate as users be-
cause they can more easily purchase equip=
ment; buy or build on previous know-how,_ and
otherwise afford to _automate." Industries
dominated by large firms may therefore ex-
perience faster employment change than in-
dustries dominated by smaller firms, other
things being equal; the changes will come in
larger doses. On the other hand, larger-firms
generally have more capacity to transfer and
retrain displaced personnel, making layoffs
less likely. Also, supplier-buyer links between
large and smaller firms may hasten the adop-
tion of _programmable automation by smaller
firmi.* The domination of the aerospace and
auto industries by a few large firms linked to

""The 13th American Machinist Inventory of Metalworking
Equipment 1983,"American Machinist, November 1983; and
National Machine Tool Builders' Association; 1983-84 Hand-
book of the Machine Tool Industry.

"Steven M. Miller, Potential Impacts of Robotics on Menu-
factuting Costs Within the Metalworking Industries, doctoral
dissertation, Carnegie- Mellon University, 1983.

*So, too, will, improvement of low cost systems aimed at
smaller users.
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a number of smaller suppliers can heighten the
employment impacts within those industries.*

Geographic Incidence
Programmable automation will exacerbate

employment problems in certain geographic
areas in the short term (i.e., the 1980's). In the
longer term, however, its impacts will be more
general.

Given the differing tendencies of different
industries to use programmable automation,
employment in the East North Central and
Middle Atlantic regions, plus individual States
such as California and Texas, are most likely
to be aff&ted during this decade, as well as
the next. Employment in such metalworking
industries as automobiles and nonelectrical
machinery is concentrated in the East North
Central region, especially in Ohio, Michigan,
and Illinois; the Middle Atlantic region is a
major source of industrial machinery; Califor-
.:dier and Texas are major sources of ele6trical
machinery and aerospace products. See figure
15 for a comparison of regional differences in
manufacturing employment. These areas in-
clude the six States that had 5 percent or more
of their employment in manufacturing and to-
gether held over 42 percent of all manufactur-
ing employees, according to the 1977 Census
of Manufacturers (latest version available)-

- California (9 percent); New York (8 percent),
Pennsylvania (7 percent); Ohio (7 percent); Il-
linois (7 percent); and Michigan (6 percent).

In the short term, areas most dependent on
single firms or industries will be the most vul-
nerable to the effects of employment change;

*On the other hand, the movement among major metalwork-
ing firms toward using fewer suppliers (to im_prove quality con-
trol) may shift supply business toward larger firms, which may
have a greater propensity to automate. The extent of this move-
ment varies among industries. It is especially pronounced in
the auto industry, for example. See Nancy Kingman, "OEMs
Plan to Utilize Fewer Supplier Firms," American Metal Mar-

.' ket/Metalworking News; Oct: I0; 1983,

As the authors of an OECD study of job losses
in major inthistries across countries noted,
"the proportion of the community's workers
involved in the primary cutbacks" is the prin-
cipal determinant of the effect of displacement
and unemployment on a community." This
proportion, and a related factor, the diversi-
ty of the local economy, both affect the abili-
ty of the local labor market to absorb displaced
workers. Such vulnerability, however, exists
independently of PA or any other t&hnology;
lack of economic diversity has long been
known to make local economies vulnerable to
any changes in hiring by dominant employers.
As table 18 shows, States with a lot of manu-
facturing were likely to have experienced
above-average unemployment over the past 7
years, although other States also experienced
high unemployment.

The East North Central region is particular-
ly likely to experience unemployment because
of its association with the auto industry. That
industry is not only a major user of program-
mable automation, but is also particularly sen-
sitive to import competition and to changing
consumer car-buyinglhavior. Consequently,
even before the auto industry's use of robots
was attracting much publicity, there was spec-
ulation that industry employment might not
re-attain the peak levels achieved in 1978 and
1979. The same area is also experiencing job
losses associated with other industries, such
as the industrial, farm, and construction ma-
chinery industries. These industries are not
only automating but have also been contract-
ing due to import competition and the cyclical
declines in business.

Indeasingly, the employment impacts of
programmable automation will become dis-
persed because of the broadening geographic
distribution of manufacturing activity. Over

"Robert B. McKersie and Werner &ngenberger, Job Losses
in Major Industries (Paris: OECD, 1983).
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Vic:kat!

Figure 15.Regional Manufatturing Employment
Employment as a percent of U.S. total, by State: 1977

Percent of total

Uriited States total ernployeeet-
19.6 million

0.04 to 0.39
0.40 to 1.19
1.20 to 2.29
2.30 to 4.99
5.00 to 8.94

Change in employment, by State: 1967-77

Hawaii 0

SOURCE: U.S Department of Commerce. Bureau toHlrCethsus.
.1

Percent change

21.7 to --5.1
5.0 to 4.9

5.0 to 19.9
20.0 to 44.9
45.0 to 114.3
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Table 18.Unemployment Rates by State,a 1976.82

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981, 1982

Annual average
. rate (%) 7.2 6.7 5.7 5.6 6.9 7.3 9.3

Distribution of State unemployment relative to average
Number of years
above average

Number of
States Identity of States

0 14 Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Wyoming

1 2 Maryland; Montana
2 4 Connecticut, Georgia, Missouri, Vermont
3 5 Kentucky, Massachusetts, Nevada, SOUth Carolina, Wisconsin
4 6 Arizona, Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana
5 7 Arkansas, Louisiana, Maine_, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Tennessee
6 4 California; Delaware; Mississippi, New York
7 9 Alabama, Alaska, Distriet of Columbia, Michigan, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,

Washington, West Virginia
51

aincluding the District of Columbia.

SOURCE U.S Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey.

the last two or three decades, manufacturing
has grown in the South and in the Western re-
gions of the country; aided in part by govern-
ment spending. Between 1960 and 1970; the
number of manufacturing employees in the
Northeast was almost constant; while in all
other regions it grew sUbstantially. Between
1970 and 1980; manufacturing employinent
fell in the Northeast, remained constant in the
North Central region, and grew relatively
rapidly in the South' and West. By 1980, over
43 percent of manufacturing employment was
in the South and West regions.18

The growth in manufacturing employment
in the South and West reflects lower produc-
tion costs in those regions compared with the
Northeast and North Central, as well as a
growth of the aerospace and electronics indus-
tries in California and several SOuthern States.
These areas have benefited from space pro-
gram funding in the 1960's and defense pro-
gram funding since the 1950's. Between 1951
and 1976, for example; the South's share of
military prime contract awards rose from 11
to 25 percent, while the West's share grew
from 16 to 31 percent." Defense and space
- "James A. Orr; FliTruo SU:nada, and Atsusni Qeilce, "U.S.-
Japan Comparative Study of Employment Adjustment," draft,
U.S. Department of Gabor and Japan Ministry of Labor, Nov.
9, 1982.

'''Eileen Appelbaum, '"High Tech' and the Structural Un-
employment of the Eighties,' paper presented at-the Atnerican
Economic Association Meeting, Washington, D.C., Deck 28,
1981.

R&D has, in turn, led to commercial manufac-
ture of such associated products as calculators
and semiconductors being concentrated in the
same regions;

The dispersion of manufacturing does not,
however, preclude regional variation in the
rate and type of technology change. A recent
study of geographic patterns in the use of met-
alworking equipment found:

The more advanced production technologies
are being introduced in the higher skill, higher
wage areas of the industrial Midwest while
less of these technologies or less advanced ver-
sions are being introduced to a lesser degree
in the low wage, lower skill labOr markets of
the South and West.2° 1

The authors suggest that there is a "match-
ing of capital with labor by region," a phenom-
enon that will influence the geographic inci-
dence of technological displacement and asso-
ciated unemployment.

The dispersal of manufacturing activity and
the growth of service industries among regions-
have allowed regional ed-oriomies to diversify;
This has made most regions less sensitive to
changes in manufacturing employment.* One

"John RCes, et al., "The Adoption of New Technology in the
American Machinery Industry, ' Occasional Paper No. 71, Max-
well School of Citizenship and Public Affairs; Syracuse Univer-
sity, August 1983.

*Note, however, that encouragement of justin-time supply
systems by the auto and other industries may encourage re-
centralization (for the auto industry, at least. in L'ae Midwest).
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indicator of how widely PA use is dispersed
is the distribution of service centers and dem-
onstration facilities established by vendors.
Vendor literature and the trade 'Pres§ Suggest
that such facilities are distributed quite broad,
ly across the country.

Another influence on geographic incidence
is the combination of PA with advanced tele-
communications systems linking facilities
across a region or even across countries. For
example, Lockheed has found that its use of
CAD and CAM has affected its interfaeility
activity.

Inter-company use of CADAM-generated
data through an interactive system using
satellites allows for the transmission of
CADAM models between four Lockheed corn-
iianieS that are now on-line. Once the remain-
ing companies have been added to the net-
work, said fa LoCkheed official], "we can
design at one plant, program at another and
manufacture at still another plant,""

Automation producers face similar prospects.
For example, ASEA Robot Co. has facilities
in Detroit, White Plains, New York City;
Houston, and Los Angeles, and it installs
robots around the country. It adopted a com-
munications system "that will allow ASEA
engineers in New Berlin (Wis;) to work directly
with technicians installing equipment any-
where in the nation" through computer con-
nections; 22 Computer and telecommunications
links; together with PA systems, enable man-
ufacturers to spread a given complement of
personnel across a large geographic area and
avoid fully staffing separate local facilities.

There is also an international dimension to
geographical impacts; In particular, the avail=
ability of programmable automation may in
fluence manufacturers' decisions about lecat=
ing production in the_United States or abread,
Some proponents of PA argue that a principal
benefit may be to stem or reverse the exodus
of manufacturing jobs to Other countries.

""Lockheed Exec: 30B Automation Market by 1990,"Anwri-
can Metal Market/Metalworking News, Sept. 26, 1983.

"Robert Fixiner, "Swedish Robots Pick Wisconsin" (Madi-
son). Capita/ Times, Mar. 5, 1983:

There is some evidence that the cost-reducing
effect of PA has motivated companies to lo-
cate more electronics facilities in the United
.States than they might have previously. For
example, GM-Delco recently expanded U.S.
production instead of going overseas. 23 Also,
AT&T attributes its plans to consolidate most
of its consumer telephone manufacturing with-
in the United States to automation; as well as
to the benefits of domestic location for respon-
siveness to changing technologies and _con-
sumer preferences.-Accorcling to an AT&T of-
ficial:

Far Eaat, Central and South American la-
bor rates are low ... but we are designing and
building our products for automated assem-
bly, displacing labor with capital ...
Changes in our manufacturing operations gen-
erally represent changes in technology
moving from electromechanical phones to
electronic_phones. Because that technology
has spread throughout the product line, and
a high percentage of the value added a prod-
uct line is electronics, we are able to use
automated assembly instead of the human as-
sembly line."
However; cost is not the only reason why

producers choose to locate offshore. Where
producers are motivated-by-a-desire-to-be-near _
a foreign market, especially if local-content
laws there require local production, no reduc-
tion in costs at home will keep such produc-
tion in the United StateS. Thus, auto and elec-
tronics producers continue to operate, expand,
and buy from overseas production facilities.
Digital Electronic Corp., for example, expects
that half of its materials requirements will be
filled by overseas sources over the next 3 to
5 years, whereas 15 percent is now." If, on the
other hand, programmable automation encour-
ages more small-batch production of goods
aimed exclusively at the domestic market, es-

"John Holusha; Electronics Back in U.S," The New
York Miles, June 20, 1983-

"Laurel Nelson-Rowe, "AT&T Shifting More of Its Consumer
Phone Manufacturing to U.S.," Communications Week, Jan.
30,_ 1984:

"Nancy Kitignium; "OEMs Plan to Utilize Fewer Supplier
Firms," American Metal Itlarket/Metrilworurig News, Oct. 10;
1983.
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pecially goods tailored to specific regional or
ethnic preferences, then domestic manufactur-
ing may benefit even if overseas locations re-
main most economical for mass production.*
Insofar as multinational corporations stand-

*The time-savings benefits of computerized apparel equip-
ment may help domestic firms compete with importers because
they can deliver more quickly. "When a customer can order
something and have it in his store in 2 weeks, there's no way
the imports can compete,". according to one clothing maker.
gee Fran 'lesser, "Clothing Makers Try to Sew Up Labor Costs,
Foreign Competition," The Atlanta Constitution, Sept. 21,
1983.

ardize products across companies or draw on
standard components, it may be harder to iso-
late production for the U.S._market from pro-
duction for world markets. This prospect has
been raised by the discussions of the "world
car."** It is also becoming an issue for pro-
duction of automation hardware (see ch. 7).

**Ford, for example, has a computer and communications
system linking engineers in Europe and the United States for
automotive design and analysis work. "Computer-Aided Engi-
neers: Worldwide Dedicated Computers Analyze Into Struc-
tures," Tooling and Production, October 1983.

Effects of Programmable Automation on
Occupational Employment

Occupational impacts of individual automa-
tion technologies and of accompanying major
process changes will vary enormously among
industries. In the absence of detailed company
and industry studies of the deployment of,
labor across the economy, data on employ-
ment by occupation are the only means of
counting people potentially exposed to the risk
of displacement.* They can also be used to
develop inferences about new jobs and occupa-
dons. Such estimates, it must be understood,
are rough at best.

Selected Detailed Occupational Groups
Engineers

In many ways, engineers are a central fac-
tor in the employment chafiges expected to
occur with programmable automation. Engi-
neers develop automation technologies; they
work with them; yet they are not immune to
being displaced by them.

Engineers contribute to both_ the production
and use of PA. The mix of engineers by disci-
pline found in an enterprise varies with the
nature of the product or research topic; but

Such data are principay avtUable through the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS), although some are also available from
the Bureau of the Census, the National Science Foundation, and
from private sources. Most data presented in this chapter are
for 1980. which represents essentially prerecession conditions
and conditions prior to much of the recent growth in PA use.

2r+-452 i i - A4 - 9 : 21. 3

in general, electrical/electronic and mechanical
engineers design equipment ands ystems, and
industrial/manufacturing engineers as well as
electrical and mechanical engineers des4k-ap-
plications. Different industries have difiliRnt
needs for special engineering disciplines, such
as aeronautical/astronautical, chemical, and
metallurgical engineers. Typically, employers
prefer that engineers have at least a bachelor's
degree, although individuals without such
training can be certified by the Society of Man-
ufacturing Engineers to perform certain types
of production engineering, and sometimes in-
dividuals attain the title of engineer thrptigh
promotion from other positions. Engineers
who perform research usually hold advanced
degrees. The employment share_of manufac-
turing engineers with degrees reflects the fact
that employers and schools alike have histor-
ically held this engineering discipline in lower
regard than others (although this view is
changing, as discussed later).**

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

Total employment of engineers in 1980 was
over 1.1 million, including about 580,000 em-
ployed in manufacturing. In 1982, nearly

**N.b., statistics collected by BLS treat manufacturing en-
gineering as a subset of industrial engineering, although in the
vernacular the term industrial engineer has a more limited
meaning.
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590,000 engineere were employed in manufac-
turing induetries.

Engineers have become more prevalent in
manufacturing industriee over the past several
years. Sectoral employment of engineers grew
despite the recessions,_ although individual in-
dustries suffered declines in engineering em-
ployment between 1980 and 1982. Engineers
comprise nearly a third of professional and
technical pereonnel across the manufacturing
sector. The electrical and nonelectrical machin-
ery, transportation equipment, and a few other
relatively technology-intensive industries (e.g.,
instruments and chemicals) together employ
over 80 percent of the engineers working in
manufacturing industries.26 The number and
distribution of engineers reflects many factors,
particularly changes in process technology and

..patterns in defense spending (the principal fac-
tor behind employment trends for aeronautical
engineers). See table 19. The relatively large
growth in electrical engineeringemployment,
for example, reflects the spread of microelec-
tronics across various products and processes.

Technology change and other factors are
causing growth in design and production engi-
neering activity, which in turn supports
growth in demand for engineers. In some
cases, programmable automation is merely a
vehicle for engineering. activity motivated by
other factors; in others, the nature of PA itself
is a cause of growth in engineering. The use
of CAD, for example, may be deeotialed with
increased design engineering activity because
it makes design cheaper and therefore easier
to do more often.* This is especially likely in

" "Changing EmploYment Patterns of Scientists, Engineers,
and Technicians in Manufacturing Industries: 1977-1980." Na-
tional Science Foundation, 1982.

This would be similar to the experience with computer-baSed
technologies for financial Services, the adoption of which was
associated with growth in certain banking transactions.

industriee (e.g., special semiconductors) where
product differentiation and customization are
increasingly important. In some indnetries
(e.g., computers and aerospace); CAD/CAE fa:
cilitates faster advances in product tech-
nology, allowing, more (and more complex)
products to be introduced in a given period of
time.**

Design requirements of FMS and auto-
'mated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS)
are increasing producer needs for engineers.
Cincinnati Milacron, for example; repOrts us-
ing thouearide of engineering hours to analyze
FMS needs of potential customers;27 Across
manufacturing generally; prodnction engineer:
ing activities are growing becauee prograin-
mable automation and market factors are fo-
cusing attention on product quality, produc-
tion processes, and the links betWeen design
and 'production. The growth of PA products
and markets is itself a source (albeit limited)
of increased engineering design and produc-
tion activity and employment. The more corn-
plex,the application of PA, and/or the greater
the change in the production process, the
greater the investment in engineeringwill be.

As was suggested earlier; the spread of pro-
grammable automation influences themix of
engineers. In jparticular, it is contribUting
(because of changes in materials_ technology,
as well as the growing Concern, with manufac-
turing processes) to a revival of interest in
the discipline of manufeetriring engineering;
schools report greater interest among students

**According to Clarence Borgineyer of Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft,''It takes us approximately as long to design an engine
as it did in 1956, but engine technology has grown infinitely
more complex. We couldn't begin to solve today's_ problems with
yesterday's computers.!! See "Maker of Aircraft Engines Ties
Data Base to CAE Applications on Divisional Scale." Comput-

erworld, Sept. 12, 1983,
"Lewd Giesen, "Industry Interest Sparks FMS Sales Hopes

for '84," American Metal Market/Metalworking News, Dec. 5,
1983.

Table 19.-Number and Distribution of Engineers, 1980

MetalWorking_
Machinery and

All manuiacturing equipment

Office, computing,
and accounting Electrical industrial

machines apparatus

Elifiettenit
tomponentt and Motor vehicles and

acre_snrieS equipment Aircraft and parti

Engineers 579:677 2.3% 11,930 3.2% 48.303 11.2% 10.602 4:5% 34,077 6.1% 17,804 2.3% 75,587 11.5%

Electrical 173:647 0.9% 1,671 0.5% 31,008 7.2% 5,818 2.4% 23,591 4.2% 466 0.1% 5,367 0.8%

Industrial , 71,442 0.4% 1,963 0.5% 6.125 1.4% 1,414 0.6% 3,031 0,5% 3,921 0.5% 5,809 0.9%

-MechariinaL____J: 122:328 0.6% .6,718 1.2% 3.970 0.9% 2,12E1 0.9% 2;769 0.5% 3,959 0.5% 11,36d 12%

SOURCE. Bureau of Labor Statistics. "Employment by industry and
Occupation; 1980 and Projected 1990.- unpublished data on wage and salary employment.
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in pursuing a manufacturing engineering ma-
jor. Also, because of their dependence on sys-
tems analysis and the need for development
of computer hardware and software; PA pro-
ducers and users alike appear willing and able
to substitute computer scientists_ and systems
analysts for engineers. PA is thiiS likely to
have similar employment impact8 on engi:
neers and systems analysts because of their
overlapping responsibilities, although systems
analyst employment is lower overall* (see
table 20).

A review of want-ads published by PA pro-
ducers and users over the last 2 to 3 years
shows that companies generally list engineer;
ing and computer science degrees as alterna=
tive criteria for eligibility when recruiting fOr
both product and applications development
Positions. Among engineering degrees desired,
electricatengineering is listed most frequent-
ly, OleSe ly followed by mechanical engineering.

Flexible hiring criteria reflect in part a
growth in interdisciplinary work arribng engi
neers. Production and use of PA equipment
help to spur interdisciplinary engineering be-
cause PA combines electrical, electronic, and

*In 1980, 42,409 computer systems analysts were employed
in manufacturing. While manufacturing's share of computer
systems analyst, operations analyst; and systems analyst em-
ployment fell overall dunng the 1970'S, the proportions em-
ph:VW by metalworking industries generally rose. Between 1970
and 1978. the percent employment of computer specialists rose
for all manufacturing (and for all industries combined); and in
metalworking industries while the proportions of engineerS and
engineering and stientific teChnicians fell slightly.

Table 20.Employment of Computer Systems
Analysts; 1980

Number Percent
All industries 201;999 0:20%
All manufacturing_ ...... 42,404 020
Metalworking machinery and

equipment 336 0.09
Office, computino, and accounting

machines 6,913 1:60
Electrical industrial apparatus 581 0.24
Elebtronic components and

accessories .............. 1,146 0.20
Motor vehicles and equipment 945 0.12
Aircraft and parts 3,838_1a.54_
SOURCE: Bureau of labor Statistics. "Employment by Industry and Occupation,

1980-and Projected 1990," Unpublished data on wage and salary em-
ployment.

mechanical systems technologies. In addition,
design and production activities often'merge
with the use of PA systems, especially CAD/
CAE systems that allow for analysis of pro-
dUCtion requirements and processes.

The rise in interdisciplinary engineering and
systems analysis suggests that college train-
ing for production engineers may becoine in=
creasingly necessary over time--i.e., it may
become more difficult for individuals litekittg
college degrees to rise through the ranks and
obtain engineering jobs. Confirming this as-
sumption, 6;600 manufacturing engineers pre-
dieted in a 1979 survey that 50 percent of
plant work forces in the automated environ
ment will be engineers and technicians. Inter-
estingly, while 49 percent of all respondents
had at least a B.A;; 61 percent of those be-
tween 20 and 29 years of age did.28 However;
recent want:EidS_Stiggest that at least among
today's users of programmable, automation;
employers- may be_willing to accept_severai
years of relevant experience in lieu of a tech-
nical college degree for some engineering
positions.

The growth in engineering activity caused
by Or accompanying programmable automa-
_den will not neeeSsinily raise engineering
employment among user firms, although it
may raise it elsewhere: Many users appear to
favor turnkey purchases and -rely on vendors
to meet occasional ne4ds for applications
engineering, rather than expand their own
staffs. The Upjohn Institute, for example,
found this to be the case among robot users
generally.29 Also, applications engineering
services are available from growing numbers
of third-party engineers employed in consult;
ing and service firms. These engineers may
substitute for in -house staff for either pro-
ducers or users; performing applications en-
gineering and planning (and sometimes con-
tributing to product development); For exam-
ple, increasing numbers of programmable con-

,

""The Manufacturi73g-Engineet-4-ParesenrantM.Mare7--
special report to the mernbersiTip_of SME; May28, 1979.

"H. Alhuri Hunt and Timothy L. Hunt, Human Resources Im-
plications ofRbtiotics, The W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employ-
ment Research, 1983.
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troller installations are handlOd by third-party
firms."

Engineering employment in engineering
services firms has been growing generally, and
if PA consulting and service firMS continue to
thrive, the share of engineera erriployed in
Manufacturing firms (per se) may continue to
fall. Although the "proportion of manufactur-
ing professional and teChnical employees rep-
resented by engineers has been rising, the pro-
portion of engineers employed in the manufac-
turing sector is deelining. Between 1970 and
1978,the manufacturing sector share of engi-
neer employment fell from 54 to 50 percent,
while the (miscellaneous service share rose
from under 13 to 17 percent (see table 21);
Within the service sector, engineering employ,
ment is concentrated in the engineering and
architectUral service industry (a group in,
cluding a large proportion of self-employed
professional engineers). That industry was the
largest employer of engineers in 19823)

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS

OTA's cane studies and other.evidence sug-
gest that, while demand for engineers will in-
crease during this decade, automation will
eventually dampen the rate of growth of their
employ-ment in manufacturing industries. This
is likely becauSe: 1) computer-aided design and
engineering increases the output per engi;
neer;* 2) anticipated improvements hi Such
areas aa equipment- interfaces will solve Some
of today's problems in applications engineer-
ing; and 3) in the long term, if not sooner, there
may be some substitution of technician jobs
for engineering jobs (see the next Section).

Although the complexity of PA installations
will grow, so will the capability of automated

"OTA case study.
"RonWd E. Kutscher,"Future Labor Market Conditions for

Engineers," paper prepared for theNational Research_ Council
Symposium on Labor - Market Conditions for Engineers. Feb.

2, 1.984.
'"For example, Clu-isler expects that its expanded use of CAD

will not lead to expansion in employment of engineers and de-
signers using the technology. Rather, the company expects to
devote time saved in design and analysis to such other tasks
as tooling and product testing. See "Chrysler Expanding CAD
Network;" Automotive News, July 12, 1982:

V.1

Table 21.=-Percent Distribution of Engineering
Employment by IndUStry Group, 1970 and 1978

Economic sector 1970 1978

A_griculture, forestry, and fishing 01:7138

Mining
20:4207

Construction 8.29 ,7 :08

Manufacturing 54.26 50.08

Durables 45 82 42.16

Primary metals 2:2_ 2.01

Fabricated metals ... 2.46 2:44
Machinery; except electrical and

transportation equipment 8.31 8.80

Electrical and electronic
machinery......... ....... 1123 12.37

Transportation equipment 11'.97 10:53

Automobiles 2.17 2.40

Aircraft 8.53 7.02

Professional and scientific
instruments 2:36 2:48

Transportation; 7.99 8.55

Wholesale and retail trade 4 32 4.44

Finance, insurance, and real estate:::. 0.71 0.75

Services
Commercial R&D .........

12.73
1:06

1017.
1:42

Engineering and architecture 7.04 9.63

aOther public btilitiet.
NOTE: Percentages do not sum to 100 due to exclusion of government employ-

ment figures. -
SOUR6E: U.S: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor-Statlatios, The National

IndustD.Occupatlon Employment Matrix, 1970: 1978, and Projected

1990, April 1981,

engineering aids; such as simulation systems,
to deal with this complexity. A major aero-
space firm, for example, has predicted that its
engineering andrelated technical staff require-
ments may fall by as much as one-third once
the company achieves is automation goals;
for some production engineering tasks, the
drop may be as high as 80 percent."The aero-
space industry repreSents an extreme, case,
because the complexity and the stringent qual-
ity standards of aerospace products willfpro'o-
ably drive major aerospace firms to greater
levels Of computerization and systems integra-
tion, and on a faster timetable, than firms in
other industries.

Various trends in industrial organization
will also work to slow the rate of growth in
engineering employment. For example; the
growth in engineering consulting and service
firms means that fewerenginers will be em
ployed than would be if producers and Users
satisfied their needs for engineers internally.

"OTA case study.
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Indeed. recent and_anticipated growth in en-
gineering and architectural service firms has
been attributed in part to shortages of certain
types of engineersin effect, fewer engineers
can be spread more thinly by this means.33 An-
other factor is growth in the number of auto-
mation users who also produce automated
equipment and systems; Such user-producers
will draw on engineers involved with their own
use of automation to produce automated
equipment and systems; One reason that
Westinghouse, for example; decided to enter
the robot market was management's realiza-
tion that it already had vitalin-house engineer-
ing expertise." Moreover, when Westinghouse
acquired Unimation, it consolidated its robot-
ics work force, since the combined forces of the
two firms were believed to be too large."

SHORTAGES OF ENGINEERS

In the near term; engineering employment
depends primarily on market conditions and
defense spending. Thus; even though they
"need" engineers to develop new products;
machine-tool builders have laid off engineers
because of depressed sales; alsoi recent engi-
neering graduates have had difficulty getting
jobs because of the recessions.36 Historically,
engineers have undergone cycles of* shortage
and surplus; despite ambiguous evidence,
many in industry now believe that a shortage
of engineers does or will exist. For example,
the Electrtinic Industries Association recent-
ly forecast a shortage of 113,000 electrical and
computer engineers by 1987, based on fore-
casts of engineering graduates and employ-
ment targets reported in a survey of 815 man-
ufacturing faalities employing over 736,000
people:37 However; employer survey data are
generally considered unreliable by employ-

Inclastrial Outlook; WasMngton, D.C., 1983.
"Laura Conigliaro and Christine Chien, "Computer Inte-

grated ManufactUring." Prudential-Bache Securities, Aug. 2,
1983.

"Westinghouse, Revamps Robotics; 40 Jobs Lost," Chicago
Sun-Times, May 22, 1983.

36Lauri Gieson, "Engineering Layoffs Raise Questions About
the Domestic Indlistry's Future Strength," American Metal
Market/Metalworking News, June 18, 1983.

"Bill Leberis. "Study_ Predicts Major Engineer Shortage."
Computerworld, JOly 11, 1983.

meat analysts. The shortcomings of this par-
ticular survey, for example, were addressed at
the February 1984 National Research Coun-
cil Symposium on Labor-Market Conditions
for Engineers.
_Drawing on more comprehensive data, the

National Scienc Foundation (NSF)_ has con-
cluded from a f rthcoming study of science,
engineering, an technician_ (SET) personnel
needed by defens and civilian industries be-
twn 1982 and 19 7 that (under conservative
assumptions regar 'rig the supply to SET
occupations):

1. the only engineering, discipline that will
experience a shortage, regardless of mac-
roeconomic conditions and defense ems
penditUres, is aeronauticalhistronautical
(although the sharp drop in the market for
aero/astro engineers in 1982-83 may have
made this less likely);

2. under stagnant economic conditions and
with low defense expenditures, no other
engineering discipline will experience a
shortage; and

3. with economic growth and high defense
expenditures electrical engineers might be
in short supply."

NSF and others note that even for a.special-
ized occupational category such as engineers,
the supply of labor includes new graduates and
immigrants. It also includes movement in
from other occupations and movements be-
tween disciplines. Such in-mobility is easier for
some disciplines (e.g., electrical and electronic)
than for others (e.g., aeronautical and astro-
nautical) among engineert3.36

'"Projected Employment Scenarios Show_Possible.Shortage'
in Some Engineering_ arid Computer Specialties;"
source Studies Highlights, National Science Foundation, Feb.
23, 1983. Also, note that "existing Federal programs do not
collect data on shortages of workers in specific occupations; such
data would be very expensive to collect and 'because _of their
complexity their reliability would be questionable." _See Neal
H. Rosenthal, "Shortages of Machinists: An Evaluation of the
Information," Monthly Labor Review, July 1982.

"Jean E. Vanski. "Projected Labor Market Balance in En-
gineering and_ Computer Specialty Occupations: 1982-1987."..
paper prepared for the Symposium on LaborMarket Conditions
for Engineers, National Research Council, Feb. 2, 1984.
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Several factors may explain the differences
n perception about engineer availability; For
:he purposes of this study, a principal factor
appears to be that employers desire person-
nel with very specific skills and experience;
qualities that data available to modelers (and
surveys tallying employment goals) may not
reveal. For example, a recruiter from Xerox
recently observed:

We're looking for hardware design engi-
neers and some Software people . Many of
the resumes we see are from people right out
of school. Unfortunately, there'S nothing fizz
them.4°

Because it takes time to train engineers and
for them to acquire relevant experience, this
problem is hard to overcome, especially where
technologies are changing rapidly. Further.
more, there is no way to objectively measure
the ability of employers to make do with sec-
ond-Choice job candidates, or to restructure
their work. On the one hand, such steps bring
labor supply into balance with demand; On the
other hand, they raise questions abont the ade-
quacy of the quality of labor used to meet oc-
cupational demands. Also, employees may pre-
fer graduates with the highest grades and/or
those from the top schools; a group obvious=
ly much smaller than the total graduate OW.

In timeemployers may well find that a com-
bination Oflewer engineers and automated en-
gineering aids will help them to stabilize their
engineering work forces and overcome labor
quality problems. Such an approach appears
to be taken now with production workers; it
may come later for professional and technic
workers.

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

Technicians employed in industry are clas-
sified as engineering, science, health, or other
(not elsewhere classified);Engineering techni-
cians, the principal group within durable man-
ufacturing, include the categories of drafts
men, electrical/electronic engineering, indus-
trial engineering, mecha4cal engineering;
other engineering; NC tool programers may
also be considered engineering technicians.
Computer programers (business, scientific;
and technical) are another important class of
technicians in the manufacturing industry. In
1980, combined employment of_engineering
technicians, NC tool programers, and comput-
er programers was about 1.3 million; it was
about 508,000 in manufacturing. In\1982, the
total-industry and manufacturing levels were
1.5 million and 518,000, respectively (see tnble
22).

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS

-Technicians are becoming_prominent in PtA

applications engineering. For example, one
company visited by OTA has developed \a
number of robot applications by teaming en-
gineers with technicians. However, it is not
likely that automation will result in a prolifera-
tion of narrow technician groups (e.g., "robot
technicians") for several reasons; Programing;,
and other preparatory activities can occur rel-
atively infrequently, while production proc-
eSSeS and plants generally involve a variety
Of equipment, making dedicated applications
planning or other support-persOnnel unlikely
in most cases.

OVerall growth among the ranks of techni-
cians dOes not preclude declines in individual
categories. CAD, for example; will reduce de-
inland for draftsmen, unless trends in product
markets lead design activity to grow substan-
tially.4' Increases in productivity through
CAD are generally measured as reductions in
time relative to conventional drafting to per-
form a given task; partictilarly fir detailing,
revisions, or tests of desiOs las distinct from

"Tupperware, for example, increased drafting employment
after adopting CAD because the "department is able to pro-
duce more." See Joan Faulkner, "Computer-Assisted Drafting,"
The Providence journal, Oct. 16, 1983./
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Technicians
A variety of technological and economic fac-

tors are contributing to the growth of techni-
cian employment in industry; the growing
numbers and responsibilities of teclmicians
suggest they are the new "skilled workers" of
the economy.

°Katherine Hefner, "Job Fair ShoWs Firms Not Seeking En-
try-Level DPers," ComputerWorld, May 23, 1983.



Table 21Combined Employment of Engineering Tichnitlans; 1.1,C Tool Programers; and Computer Programers, 1980

All industries

All

manufacturing

0111c8 computing Electrical Electronic

architecturt add machinm ad and LtoUnting industrial components and Motor vehicles

surveying services elelpmen1 machines apparatus accessories and epuipmen1

IM1.111mMISPi101.

_bat_

and pads

'Eogirteing

Keit tflitAPt 1;251;955 115% 139,852 2.16% 157,550 2810% 10,303 2.77% 39858 9,25% 10107
. . 315967 0,34 116,423 0,57 95,988 17.24 6,693 1,80 1.961 1,15 306

Electricallelettronic

358,077 0,39 131,014 0.64 5,814 1.04 1,435 0.39 32,182 7.17 4501
Industrial

_engineering', 32;418 0.03 19134 .0,09 3,670 0.66 755 0.21 NA NA 782
kleCnaniQl

engineering 18452 005 40;775 0.20 2,269 0,41 583 0,16 1,577 0,14 148
loolorogrmrs; NC 11907 001 _9,371 0,05 869 0.16, 1,187 012 415 01 100
Compote ptogtrqrS 226;182 0-,24 *522 029 3,303 0.59 755 0.20 19,601 1,55 726

SOURCE Bureau al Labia( Slats, "Employment by Industry and Occupalion, IRO and Projected 1990" unpublished dala on wage and salary employment
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424% 33;783 6,05% 9,182 1.19% 29225

1:3 3356 0,68 2,118 0.27 4,751

1:89 21351 3.82 434 0.06 5,494.

013 197 0.09 537 0.07 1,461

0.31 1,796 012 2,413 011 8,920

0.04 .. 352 006 _NA_ _Nk 1,076

0,3 2;056 0.37 0,15 4168_4166

446%

0.72

0.84

0.22

1.36

0,16

0.42
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design, per se). Fewer drafting hours, and pre-
sumably fewer drafters, are necessary to per-
form a given amount of work. AlSo, broader
distribution of terminals and workstations, in-
creased CAD/CAE system capabilities, and
improved interactivity reduce the rationale for
delegating drafting, programing, or data in-
put to specialists. However, the tendency to
train and use existing draftsmen in CAD op-
erations is one reason why demand for them
is likely to continue for quite some time."

Also, anticipated improvement§ in equip-
ment integration and interface§ will reduce the
occasion for programing. For example, CAD/
CAE stations are being developed that will
automatically generate (and test) programs for
robots or machine tools, and production equip-

"OTA case studies: want-ads.

ment is being supplied with increasingly easy-
to-use software; reducing theneed for separate
NC tool programers or robot programers.
However, development of such systems is on-
going; and stand-alone NC equipment is like=
ly to remain the norm throughout this decade.

As in the case of engineers; trends in in-
thiStrial organization may also shape employ-
ment opportunities for technicians; First; the
spread of programmable automation is ex-
pected to alter design interactions between
prime manufacturers and their suppliers.
Automobile and aerospace manufacturers, for
example, are increasing computer-links with
suppliers for transmission of design specifics=
Lions: This trend could _diminish drafter de;
mand among supplier& Second, CAD may in=
fiuence companies' decisions on whether to do
their own drafting or have it done on the out-

Photo credit: Beloit Corp.

Computer-aided de§igh system "menu" for drafting; with light pen
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side. A shift to outside drafting, under the
assumption that special service firms will be
more efficient and productive in drafting ac-
tivities, would further compress overall de-
mand for draftsmen. Growth in the engineer-
ing services market for CAD systems sug-
gests that demand for outside drafting, and
perhaps some accompanying demand for out-
side technicianS, may be strong. The manufac-
turing share of technicians fell between 1970
and 1978 largely because of a growth in the
services share ;43 Trends in the 1970's reflect
a rapid growth in product complexity and de-
sign requirements and the use of both manual
and simple CAD systems; the continuation of
these trends is thus uncertain;

In particular, manufacturers who have the
potential to link CAD to production or other
equipment may become less interested in
buying outside drafting services as design
becomes more important in their operations.
One research center; for example, created a
new job category; "CAD/CAM operator," and
hired technicians to work with CAD systems
as an alternative to contracting with outside
parties for drafting work,44_ Some manufactur-
ers may_ use their own and outside personnel
at the offices of new CAD service firms, which
provide computer equipment time and tech!.
nical support to companies unable to afford
their own CAD facilities (see ch. 7).

SUPPLY AND UTILIZATION FACTORS
It is difficult to gauge whether the-supply

of technicians will be adequate, because per-
sons can become technicians through_many
avenues that may or may not. entail formal
"technician training." As Will be described in
chapter 6, there is evidence that employers are
beginning to prefer formal training for tech-

"U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, The
National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix, 1970, 1978,
and Projected 1990. Bulletin 2086 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office; April 1981). Almost 5a percent
of engineering_ and science technicians were employed in man-
ufacturing in 1970; almost 48 percent were in 1978. During that
period, the proportion employed in services rose from over 20
percent to almost 24 percent.

"OTA case study.

nicians, and to offer such training to prepare
employees for programmable automation; in
addition, independent; outside training
available to individuals to prepare for tech-
nician careers. Because their educational re-
quirements are less (in terms of time, money;
and rigor) than those of engineers and scien-
tists, the supply of technicians can be in-
creased much faster through appropriate
training. This will tend to support proportion-
ate growth in technicians as a class, although
it is premature to forecast growth in specific
categories.

Because programmable automation lowers
the skill requirements for several engineering
and production tasks; technicians can and do,
perform work that previously was considered
either professional or skilled trade work. While
this may always have taken place, PA i6 like=
ly to make the substitution possibilities more
obvious and numerous. The fact that growth
of technician employmeiit in manufacturing
between 1977 and 1980 exceeded the growth
rate for both scientists and engineers also sug-
gests that technicians are being substituted
for other types of personnel. Growing flexibili-
ty in staff-mg again suggests that conventional
occupatilnal descriptions and staffing conven-
tions are of limited use for gauging future
employment patterns.

Production and Related Workers
This broad category includes "all skilled,

semiskilled, and unskilled workers performing
machine and manual tasks involving produc-
tion, Maintenance, construction, repair, ma-
terials handling, and powerplant operations,"
as defined by the Bureau of Labor. Statistics
(BLS). It contains the bulk of the occupations
most directly vulnerable to displacement from
prograntmable automation, as well as from
past technological changes. Production work-
ers have varied educational backgrounds and
skill ley*, but are less likely to have college
training than are ;other occupational groups
in manufacturing. They tend to acquire their
skills on the job rather than through 4utside
training.
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OVERALL EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

Production and related workers are, overall,
the largest occupational group in manufactur-
ing industry employment; with abtitt 14 mil-
lion employees in 1980. ThiS group's share of
manufacturing _employment has been declin-
ing; _In 1980, 68.1 percent of manufacturing
employees were prOdUction and related work-
ers; compared with 70.8 percent in 1977: This
group constitutes the largest proportion of
workers in all industries surveyed by BLS m
its Occupational Employment Survey (OES)
of manufacturing industries. According to
1980 OES data, the highest absolute numbers
of these workers are found in the machinerY
(1.52 million), electrical and electronic equip-
ment (1.25 million), and transportation equip-
ment (1.19 million) industriesthe three broad
industry groups in which PA is produced and
most heavily used;

The group as a whole contains three princi-
pal classes of workers, by descending order of
Skill: Craft and related workers, operatives, and
laborers. In 1980, there were 3,768;395 craft
and related workers, accounting for 18;51
percent of manufacturing employment. This
group included 695;157 (3;4 percent of Mann=
facturing employment) mechanics, repairers,
and installers; 668;002 (13 _percent)- Metal:
working craftworkers (exClUding inechanicS);
and 1;751;529 (8;6 percent) others (e.g., Weld=
ers, painters; etc.); Table 23 detail§ some of the
occupations within these_ categorieS. In addi-
tion; there were 8,845,318 (43.4 per-cent) oper-
atives; This group included 1;661,150 (8.2 per-
cent) assemblers; 1,470,169 (7.2 percent) metal-
working operatives, and 5,713,999 (28.1_per-
cena other operatives. Finally,_ there were
1,576,576 (7.7 percent) laborers. Some of the
occupations within these categories are listed
in table 24. Note that, between 1972 and 1980,
production worker employment grew slowlY
across the economy, with employment among
craftworkers growing the most; followed by
laborer employment, and /With no growth
among operatives.

"CaroliBoyd L on, "OcCui4tional Wieners and_Logers: Who
They Were During 1972-1980,' Monthly Labor ReVieW, June
1982.

A critical question for future employment
levels among production occupations is wheth-
er and how much the total amount of domestic
production changes; technologies that lower
labor input for a given amount of output do
not alone lower employment levels. For exam -
ple, companies using more (or more expensive)
equipment because of PA may find operating!
for more hours in the day more profitable.
Adding one or more production shifts is possi-
ble if the companies can sell the extra output;
it also can increase or sustain_compan3r em-
ployment. On the other hand, if demand does
not support growth in industry output, em-
ployment may merely be shifted among firms.

It is important to remember that factors
other than automation are motivating declines
in production employment among metalwork-
ing industries: reductions in the amount and
proportion of metal used in a variety of prOd-
,ucts, and increases m the use of such other ma-
terials as plastics and ceramics will reduce
employment of metal-craftworkers.* However, -_
where the materials shift occurs within a given
firm, metalworking employees may move to
work with other materials, keeping their jobs
but changing their labels. Recent increases in
offshore production also depressed domestic
employment in metalworking industries; par-
ticularly for production and related workers.
For example, U.S. auto companies have estab-
lished component plants offshore; and U.S.
aerospace firms have entered into coproduc-
tion or other supply agreements with firms lo=
cfled abroad. Increases in imports have a sim-
ilar effect. Table 25 presents employment in
industries particularly affected by foreign
trade. AS noted above, the growth in foreign
sourcing of parts and other products is attrib-
utable in part to lower labor costs overseas,
although differences in accounting make pre--
cise comparisons difficult.

*Materials changes also may affect skin requirements. For
example, leas skilled workers are needed to install plastic pip-
ing than metal piping: Within the miscellaneous_plastics prod- ,

acts industry, craft and related workers comprised 16 percent
of 1980 employment, while operatives comprised 56 percent.
See James D. York, "-Productivity Growth in Plastics LOWer
Than All Manufacturing." Monthly LaborReview, &pternbr
1983.
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Table 23.-Craftworker Employment and Selected Occupations, 1980
(All manufactdrIng Industries, wage and salary workers)

Occupation Number Percent
Craft and related workers 3,768,195 18.51

Construction craftWorkers 296,458 1:46
Electricians . 126,001 0.62
Plumbers .and plpefitters ., 61,747 0.30

Mechanics, repairers, and installers 695,157 3.41
Air-conditioning, heating, and refrigeration mechanics 11,759 0.06
Aircraft mechanics 19,603 0.10
Automotive mechanics 51,867 0.25
Data-processing machine mechanics 18,050 0.09
Diesel mechanics ...............: ...................... 3,316 0.02
Electrical instrument and tool repairers 2,979 0:01
Electric motor repairers. , 1;578 0.01
Engineering equipment mechanics 11,056 0.05
Instrument repairers 22,537 0.11
Knitting machine fikers 10,578 0:05
Loom fixers 17,877 0:09
Maintenance mechanics 209,673 1.03
Maintenance repairers, general utility 181,851 0.89
Millwrights 68,926 0.34
Office machine and cash register servicers 1,864 0 :01
Radio and telexision repairers 5 136,...___ 0.03
Section repairers and setters

. _

13,553 0.07
Sewing machine mechanics 12,141 0.06

Metalworking craftWorkers, except mechanics 668,002 3.28
Boilermakers ................. ........ : ................ 11,966 0:06
Coremakers hand,bench, and floor 9,107 0.04
Forging press operators 8;727 0.04
Header operators 5,385 0.03
Heat treaters, annealers, and temperers 24,866 0.12
Layout markers, metal 20,664 0:10
Machine tool setters, metalworking 55,312 0.27
Machinist's 197,849 0.97
Molders; metal 38,807 0.19
Patternmakers, metal 7,336 0.04
Punch press setters, metal 19,141 0:09
Rolling mill operators and helpers 10,708 0.05
Shear and slitter setters 5,462 0.03
Sheet-metal workers and tinsmiths 80,729 0.40
Tool-and-die makers 158,586 0 :78

Printing trades craftworkers 357-,249 1:75
Bookbinders, hand and machine 22;674 0.11
Bindery machine setters

'1 6,453 0.03
Compositors and typesetters 105,465 0.52
Etchers and engravers 11,964 0 :06
Photoengravers and lithographers 5Z601c 0:26
Press and plate printers 156,242 0.77

Other craft and related workers 1,751,529 8.61
Blue-collar worker superVisora 705,307 3.46
Cabinetmaker:: .... 28,020 0:14
Crane, derrick, and hoist operators 68,589 0:34
Food shapers, hand 4,411 0.02
Furniture finishers . 5,756 0.03
Heavy equipment operators _17,052 0.08
Inspectors 433530 2:13
Jewelers and silversmiths 4,373 0:02
Lens grinders 8,057 0.04
Log inspectors; graders; and scalers 4,701 0.02-
Logging tractor operators 13,380 0.07
Lumber graders 5514 0:03
Machine setterS, paper goods 9;5 0 :05
Machine setters, plastic materials 7,415 0.04
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Table 23.Craftworker Employment and Selected OCcupationS,1980
(All manufacturing kid/Asides, wage and salary WerkerejContinued

Ott. iipatton Number Percent

Machine setters; woodworking
MillerS

Patternmakers, wood
Patternmakers; n.e.c

5;121
6;204
6;716
1;374

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.01

Shiptitters 14;389 0.07

Stationary engineers 17,684 0:09

Tailors
8,107 0.04

Testers 104;745 0.51

Upholsterers
20;562 0.10

Upholstery Cutters 6,802 0:03

Upholstery workers, n.e c 15,495 0.08

Veneer graders 5;055 0.02

n e c 7_Not elsewhere classified.
SOURCE BOreau of Labor Statistics: -Employment hy Indusiry and Occupation: 1980 and projected 1990 Alternatives," un

Published data on wage and salary employment:

MECHANICS; REPAIRERS, AND INSTALLERS

The spread of programmable automation
will increase the proportion and the role of
mechanics; repairers and installers_(MRI) in
manufacturing betauge it will-increase rates
of installation and levels of use of equipment,
and because both the risk and cost of produe=
tion stoppage due to equipment Malfunction
will grow AS production becomes morecapital=
intensive. Though the reliability of individual
pieces of equipment appears to be increasing,
isolated problems often affect whole systems
where equipment is integrated. As manufac-
turers come to depend more on equipment,
their need to be able to respond quickly to.
'problems will grr Many Cases, that need
will be Met by "throwing people at the prob-
lem," although the need to do so may decline
as people learn ho* to develop still better sys-
tems. Between 1972 and 1980, data-processing
Machine repairers experienced one of the larg-
est percentage employment increases among
all occupatiOna; einployment in this occupa-
tion grew 89.4 percent compared to an average
rate of 19.1 percent. Note, however; that in-
cliiridual MRI 6ccupations account for very
small proportions of industry employment
(under 2 percent each). Table 26 shows MRI
employment levels for 1980 across manufac=
turing industries.

4

Programmable automation will also have a
major impaCt On the types of skills required
of mechanieS, repairers, and installers; Im-
provements in diagnostic technologies and the
growing tendency to replace rather than repair
electronic -components have lowered the skill
requirements 'for many specific diagnostic or
repair tasks (less skill depth).* On the other
hand (a§ was mentioned earlier), the combiria;
tion of mechanical, electrical, and electronit
featirrea that characterizes programmable
automation makes skill breadth necessary for
repair and maintenance operations. The_ ae op=

erations are likely to ifiVolVe more,_and more
varied, tasks than are encountered in repair
and maintenance of conventional equipment.
In some cases; indiVidrials need broader skills
than before because maintenance of auto-
mated equipment has been added to other
maintenance work while the number ofperson-
nel has been kept constant. while individuals
may need broader skills, in larger firms repair
and maintenance personnel may bedeployed
in teams of perbona with different or overlap-

* F o r example, DEC has been developing the "Intelligent
Diagnostic Tool" to enable field service personnel_to diagnose
equipment_problems described by customers aver the phone.
The IDT is based on an expert system. See-Martyn Chase,
"DEC Says Artificial Intelligence Enabled It To SaVe $10 Mil-
lion," American Metal Market/Metalworking News, Apr. 4,

1983.
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Table 24 :- Operative and Laborer Employment and Selected Occupations, 1980
(All manufacturing industries, wage and salary workers)

Occupation Number Percent

Operatives
Assemblers

Aircraft structure and surfaces assemblers
Clock and _watch_asemblers__ __..

8,845,318
1561,150

25,353
4,362

43.44
8:16
0.12
0.02

Electrical and electronic assemblers . 232,694 1.14
ElectroMechanical equipment assemblers 58;174 029
Instrument makers and assemblers 24;681 029
Machine assemblers 101,043 0.50

_ All other assemblers
.

1,214543 5,97
.

Bindery operatives 77i918 0.38
Laundry, drycleaning, and pressing machine operatives 57;132 028
Meatcutters.and butchers 64,015 0:31
Metalworking operatives ... 1,470,169 7.22

Dip_platers; nonelectrolytic _12,768 0.06
Drill press and boring machine operators 124;232 0.61
Eiectroplaters . 36513 0:18
Furnace chargers ............. ......................... 5,520 0.03
Furnace operatorsi cupola tenders 16,814 0.08
Grinding and abrading machine operators, metal 128,053 0.63
Heaters, metal ... ; .. 6;473 053
Lathe machine oper ors, metal 155,935 0.77
Machine-tool operators, combination 167,942 0.82
Machine-tool operators, numerical control 52,627 0.26
Machine-tool _operators; tool-room 38552 0.19
Milling and planing machine operators 72561 0.35
Pourers, metal .............................. ........... 15,311 0:08
Power brake and bending machine operators; metal 39,877, 0.20
Punch press operators, metal 182,364 0.90
Welders and flamecutters 400,629 1.97
All other metalworking operatives 15;198 0:07

Mine operatives, n.e.c. 9,951 0.05
Packing and inspecting operatives 587,631 2.89
Painters; manufactured articles 117;289 0.58

Decorators, hand 4,748 0.02
Rubbers 6;363 0:03
Painters, production 106,178 0.52

Sawyers . ,_ 76,728 0.38
Sewers and stitchers 845,294 4.15
Textile operatives 378;540 1.86
Transportation equipment operatives 711;195 3:49

Industrial truck operators 269,105 1.32
All _other operatives 2,788,306 13.69

Batch pignt,operators 7,369 0.04
Boring machine operators, wood -4;184 0.02
Coll finishers 7;422 0:04
Cutters; machine .

28,048 0.14
Cutters, portable machine 16,472 0.08-
Cutter-flnisher operators; rubber goods _7,184 0.04
Cutting machine operators, food 11;692 0:06
Die cutters and clicking machine operators 19580 0:10-
Filers,grinders;buffers, and chippers 115,680 0:57
Furnace operators and tenders except metal 29,378 0.14.
Mixing operatives 48,337 0.24
Nailing machine operators 9;352 0:05
Oilers .........: ......... .............................. 22,657. 0.11
Photographic process workers 12,439 0.06
Power screwdriver operators 8515 0.04
Punch and stamping press operators; except metal 5,284 0.03
Riveters ................' . . ........................... 14;161 0:07
Sandblasters and shotblasters 10,440 0.05
Sanders; wood 20,684 0.10
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Table 24.=-0_perative and Laborer Employment and Selected _Occupations, 1980
(All manufacturing industries, wage and salary workersjContinued

Occupation ismmber Percent

Shaper and router operators 4,655 0.02
Shear and slitter Operators, metal 30,380 0.15
Shoemaking machine operators 64;568 0.32
Wincling_operatiyes, n.e.c 49,157 0.24
WirerA, electronic 30,611 0.15

Laborers, except farm 1,576,576 7.74

Cannery WorkerS 75,068 0.37
Conveyor operators and tenders 31,469 0.15
Furnace operators and heater helpers 8,316 0.04

Helpers; trades 100,752 0,49
Loaders, cars and trucks 5,941 0.03
Loaders, tank cars and truckS 5;579 0.03
Off-bearers 22,499 0.11

Riggers 18,211 0.08
Setters and drawers 7,157 0.04
Shakeout WOrkerS, foundry 10,580 0.05
Stock handlers 104;208 0.51

Order fillers 104,208 0.51
--Timbercutting-and logging workers , 36,104 0.18

Work distributors 16,895 0.08
Laborers, except farm, n.e.c 1,104,071 5.42

n A.C. Not elsewhere classified.
SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Employment by Indtistry and Odc6pation. 1980 and projected 1990 Alternatives." tint

published data on wage and salary employment. t

ping skills, although this may result from
work rules established by labor contracts as
well as the changing demands of technology.

The potential for long-term growth in abso-
lute numbers of mechanics, repairers, and in-
3tallers is uncertain. Several factors will limit
that growth. Firtt, where small, stand-alone
system are used, vendors or existing mainte-
nance personnel are likely to repair the new
equipment. For example, a producer of shoe=
manufacturing machinery whoinStalled a
3ingle welding robot in an old facility simply
brained its existing electrician to repair the
robot.* Where installations involve a lot of
equipment, especially if integrated, new Main-
tenance perSonnel may be added. One automo-
bile manufacturer, for example, took on sev-
eral new repair personnel to service an auto-
mated welding system."

The fact that more hardware may be used
for a given amount of manufacturing implies
;hat more maintenance personnel will be
needed, but experience suggests that for each

*OTA site visit.
"OTA case study:

user there is a threshold level of new equip-
ment that-must be attained before new per-
sonnel are hired. That level varies substantial-
ly among companies and industries. Also,
automation of diagnostic and repair proce-
dures reduces the amount of diagnosis and re-
pair work. These developments, and related
trends such as growth in service hot-lines and
equipment communications links, will dampen
the potential growth in maintenance perSon-
nel. Finally, computerization generally carries
with it new needs for maintenance of software,
although this work has typically been done by
people classified as "data-procedding prcfes-
sionals," rather than pro:Auction workers.

One developinent in particular that may
curb employment growth for mechanics, re=
pairers, and installers is equipment and Va.
tem insurance. Companies may chooSe to in-
sure against the loss (of equipment and/or
profit) associated with a breakdoWn as an
alternative to protecting against that loss by
employing a lot of machinists or repairmen.
There is evidence that some cowponies have
been mdking such a choice while using conven-
tional equipment; the number of losses re-

1 4
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Table 25.-TradeSensitive Employment

Input-Output classa Industry description
Net trade-related job

_opportunities
Change in net trade-related job

opportunities between 1964 and 1975
1964 1976,, Rita! Dirett tridirett

The 20 industries In which job opportunities were most adverselyaffected by trade between 1964 and 1975
1804 Apparel, purchased -41,569 -144,932 - 103,363 - 87,048 - 16,315.
5903 Motor vehictes and parts 12,256 - 63;939 - 76,195 1 -54,299 - 21,896
3701 Furnaces; steel products 10,055 -36,447 - 46,502 - 32,825 - 13;677
3402 Nonrubber footwear -8,570 -46,315 - 37;745 - 36;790 - 957
6105 Motorcycles, bicycles, and parts 7,150 =29,817 - 22,667 - 19,980 - 2,687
5601 Radio and television sets -5,581 -25,986 - 20,405 - 19,098 -1,307
1601 BroadWoven fabric mills - 22;688 -40,815 - 18,127 7,810 - 25,937
3202 Rubber footwear -4,601 -15,292 - 10,691 - 10,377 -314
3101 Petroleum refining -2,190 -12;395 - 10,205 - 9,843 - 362
2307 Furniture and fixtures, n.e.c -3,101 -13,094 = 9,993 = 9,933 =66
5104 Office machines, n.e.c, -700 -9,235 - 8,535 - 8,329 - 206
3403 Other leather products -7,337 -15,647 - 8,310 - 7,898 - 412
5701 Electron tubes _ 359 -7,443 - 7,802 1;022 - 8,824
1802 Knit apparel mills -3,186 -9,946 -6,760 0 - 6,760
2801 Plastic materials and resins 9,923 3,531 6,392 -5,493 899
4802 Textile_machinery 4,325 -1,805 - 6,130 - 5,51 -9 - 611
1903 Fabricated textiles; n.ec 4,149 -1,714 - 5,863 -1;709 -4;154
4701 Machine tools; metai,,oUtting types 9,388 3,558 - 5,830 - 6,161 - 331
.2201 Wood household furniture -96 -5,242 -5,146 1,324 - 6,470
3201 Tires and inner tubes 1,722 -3,357 - 5,079 - 3,882 1,197

The 20 industries in which job opportunities were most favorably afficted by trade between 1964 and 1975
6001 Aircraft 22,633 76,683 54,050 48,104 6,036
6004 Aircraft equipment, n.e.c. 33;246 78,542 45;296 19;507 25;789
5101 Computing machines '. , 16;183 54;666 38;483 32;544 5;939
2001 Logging " "- `- 17,967 8,278 26,245 13,785 12,460
4503 Oil field machine_ry , 6,410 26,915 20,505 19,313 1,192
4501 Construction machinery 30,094 47,720 17,626 16,267 1,359
5301 Electric measuring instruments 4;897 17;671 12;774 11 ;671 1,103
2002 Sawmills and planing mills -31;566 -19,372 12,194 10;021 2;173
6002 Aircraft engines and parts 15,769 26,201 10,432 3,812 6,618
2402 Paper mills ............ -23,444 -13,154 10,290 9,518 772
4806 Special industrial machines 11,738 21,392 9,654 9,134 520
4901 Pumps and compressors 7;711 17;006 9;295 7;598 1A97
5304 Motors and generators ;,_ 9;244 16;473 7,229 5,267 -;962
5503 Wiring devices 4,351 11,458 7,107 4,440 2,667
5703 Electronic components 15,371 21,990 6,619 5,138 1,481

5702 Semiconductors _4,984 11,182 6,198 4,961 1,237
2006 Veneer" and plywood -13,734 -7,669 6;065 4;806 1;259
4006 Fabricated plate work 6;664 11;926 5,262 4;401 861
5203 Refrigerator machines 5,932 11,120 5,188 6,154 - 966
5000 Machine shop products 12,128 17,204 5,076 1,612 3,464

aThe concordance betWeen_1,0 linpUf-oUtPUt table) Clattifiedflorit and StAndard Industrial CladtlfledtIOnd is ptiblIShed In Survey of Current Business; February 1974.
n.e c = Not elsewhere classified
SOURCE. Gregory K. Schoepfle. -Imports and Domestic Employment: Identifying Affected Industries," Monthly Labor Review, August 1982.

corded by insurers that are attributed to in-
adequate maintenance isgrowing. Historical-
ly, U.S. casualty and property insurers have
refused to insure computers and computerized
equipment. However, Kemper has recently de-
cided to cover such equipment under its boiler
and machinery program, and other insurance
companies are expected to follow suit:47 Mean-

'7Bob Nielsen, Kemper Insurance, personal communication;
November 1983.

while, the American press has treated the of-
fering of "robot insurance" in Japan as an
oddity.

OTHER CATEGORIES

The remaining categories of production and .-
related workers-metalworking and other craft-
workers, operatives, and laborers-are to vary-
ing degrees likely, to experience displacement
due to programmable automation; other
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Table 26.Employment of Mechanics and Related Personnel, 1980

Metalworking Office computing Electrical Electronic
All machinery and and accounting industrial components _and Motor_velficle_s _Aircraft

manufacturing equipment machines apparatus accessories and equipment and parts
MPla and construction craftWorkers 991,615 4.9% 7,292 2.0% 19,097 4.4% 8,666 3.6% 14,976 2.7% .44497 5.8% 40,190 6.1%

Electricians .................. 126,001 0.6% 1,955 0.5% 813 0.2% I 1,451 0.6% 1,762 0.3% 9,268 1.2% 3,597 0.6%
DataprocessIng machine mechanics 18,050 0.09% NA 14,296 3.32% IF-0.08% 312 0.06% ''' ' NA NA 382 0.06%
Instrument repairers ............ 22,537 0.1% NA NA NA NA 172 0.07% 285 0.05% 319 0.04% 2,149 0.3%
Maintenance repairers, general utility 181,851 0.9% 1,642 0.4% 1,528 0.4% 1,552 0.7% 4378 0.8% 2,122 02% 1,598 02%
Electric motor repairer ....... 1,578 0.01% 1,073 a 151 a03%5%
Electrical-instrument toot-repairer 2,979 0.91% 134 0.06% 1,326 0.24%

NRI metitrac tepideitt; acid lettBlers.
NA Not available.
NOTE: Percentages have been rounded.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics; "Employment by Industry and Occupation; 1980 and Projected 1990;" unpublished data on wage and :salary employment:
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Ch. 4Effects of Programmable Automation on Employment 135

things being equal. This group, which domi-
nates manufacturing employment, numbered
over 12 Million in 1980.

There are no simple nlles about how automa-
tion displaces production workers; however,
it is clear that as long as production volume
is constant and automation improves produc-
tivity (or as long as volume grows significantly
less thari productivity), it will displace produc-
tion jobs. By design, such innovations as
mated controls, the use of robots and other
manipulators to load and unload machines,
flexible fixtures (which are replaced or ad;
justed less often than conventional ones), the
linking of automated production and materi-
als handling equipment into systems, and the
use of computers to regulate the flow of ma-
terials and work-in-process will: 1) reduce the
amount and type of human activity required
in any given operation; and 2) decrease the
number of workers required to perform a given
amount of work: Robots; for example; are cur-
rently not faster than people for most applica-
tiOns, but they may be more consistent; per-
forming with fewer en-ors over time and tak-
ing less .te to achieve a given level of quality.

In practice, the potential for displacement
will vary enormously by application and facili-
ty. For some applications; one "operator" may
be needed at one machine; for others; one per-
son may tend several machines. In many
cases; the linking of activities by automated
.materials handling (robotic or other) will
reditee the labor component -for setup; both
trends will increase the machine-to-person
ratio.

Throughout this decade, technological lim-
itations (particularly in the areas of Sensors
and interfaces) are likely to restrict the tasks
in which PA may be used, and economic con-
siderations will continue to moderate the rate
of diffusion and the extent to which products
and processes are redesigned. Looking toward
the future, no case-by-case evaluation of oc-
cupations can convey the potential for dis
placement implied by the integration of man-
ufacturing equipment and systems because it
cannot capture all of the indirect impacts on
staffing. Experience with highly integrated
systems is quite limited; and it shows that ini-
tial applications using current technology re-
quire more lEtbor than had been anticipated:
The employment effects of highly integrated
systems are not likely to be significant until
at least the 1990's, and ctven then are likely
to remain concentrated in zhe raachineFy and
transportation equipment industries.

The problems in gauging displacement from
PA overall can be illustrated by examining the
cases of welders and flamecutters, painters,
and machinists. Welders and flamecutters
numbered 400,629 (1.97 percent of manufac-
turing employment) in 1980, and prWuction
painters numbered 106,178 (0.52 percent).
Table 27 shows their distribution across se-
lected metalworking industries. While automa-
tic welding machines have been available for
some time, interest in using robots for Welding
and spray painting was a major factor in the
conmierciEdization of robot technology. A prin-
cipal motivation for these robot applications,
in additiOn to the prospect of lower labor costs,

Table 27.Distribution of Flamecutters, Welders, and Production Painters
In the Metalworking Industries, 1980

Welders and
flamecutters Production painters

Number Percent Number Percent
All manufacturing. ... .... ... .. 400,629 2.0% 106,178 0.5%

inery and equipmentMetalworking machinery 6,562 1.8 1 0.4
Office, computing, and accounting machines 2;094 0.5 1,172 0.3
Electrical Industrial apparatus 1.6 1,195 0.5
Electronic components and accessories 2,405 0.4 1,229 0:2
Motor vehicles and equipment 41,159 5.3 13,556 1.8
Aircraft and parts 6,193 0.9 4,295 0.7
NOTE: Percentages have been rounded. , /
SOURCE: Bureau of labor Statistics, "Employment by Industry and Occupation; 1980 and Projected 1990," unpublished data

on wage and salary employment.
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136 Computerized Manufacturing Automation: Employment, Education, and the Workplace

was the elimination of particularly unpleasant
and hazardous work.

It is easier to gauge displacement potential
for these occupations than for others because
the source of displacement appears limited to

-a-single automation technology, robots. How-
ever, all welders and production painters are
not alike. Those whose work iS most monoto-
nous and unpleasant are most likely to be dis-
placed, other things being equal; that category
includes spot welders and Spray painters in the
auto industry. By contrast; it is less applicable
to welders in the aircraft industry, who are
more likely to do arc welding. Although sen-
sor and machine vision advances will make arc
welding increasingly susceptible to automa-
tion during thiS decade,_it is not clear whether
automated welding will ever be of sufficient-
ly high quality to displace large proportions
of these workers. Also, because much arc weld-
ing is not done in a mass-production context
(like automotive spot welding); human per-
formance may be more economical in many
cases.

Even with automation of welding and paint-
ing, human input is still required for setup,

-,supervision, insp-ection, adjustment, andior re-
/ touching, because of the shortcomings of auto-

mated equipment. Painting is easier to auto-
mate than welding because it is easier to con-
trol the quality of the work. Improvement in
automated inspection systems is likely to re-
duce, but not eliminate, the labor component
needed for supervision, inspection, adjustment
and therefore retouchingby the 1990's.
The Upjohn Iristitute robotics study con-
cluded that 15 to 20 percent of welding jobs
and 27 to 37 percent of painting jobs in the

auto industry (3 to 6 percent and 7 to 12 per-
cent, respectively, for jobs in all other man-
ufacturing induStries) could be displaced by
robots by 1990; Ayres and Miller estimated
that between about 93,000 and 169,000 weld-
ers and between about 35,000 and 52,000
painters could eventually be displaced by ro-
bots, depending on the level of sophistication."

"Hunt and Hunt, op. cit.; and Robert U. Ayres and Steven
Miller, " Robotics, CAM; and Industrial Productivity," Nation-
al Productiility Review; winter 1981-1982.

The displacement potential for machinists
is much less clear=cut. There were 197,849
machinists (0.97 percent of manufacturing)
employedin manufacturing in 1980, according
to OES. BLS recently addressed the question
of machinist employment, drawing on Current
Population Survey (CPS) as the richest data
Source for this purpose." According to the
CPS, which also provides detailed data on
other skilled and operative mialiiiiiedecupa-
tionS, there were 567,000 machinists in 1980;
there were 834,000 total skilled machine work-
OM including Machinists, job and die setters,
and tool and die makers.

While NC mechining can do some tasks that
are beyond the capabilities of_people working
with conventional machine tools, a principal
motivation in the development and spread of
NC equipment has been alleged shortages of
machinists, who are highly skilled, well-paid
craftsmen. Between 1972 and 1980, CPS data
Show that machinist employment rose by
190,000, while employment in other skilled
machining occupations fell. For purposes of
comparison with other occupational statistics
presented in this chapter, table 28 presents
machinist employment levels in several met-
alworking indtzstries according to OES data.

The proportion (and number) of skilled ma-
chinists is likely to fall in_ the long term be-
cause of growing use of NC technology, espe-
cially amoiig smaller-firms, and because of con-
straints on supply. This will happen because
in some cases NC allows leSS skilled people to
substitute for skilled journeyman machinists
in operating andior programing machine tools.

One major response from management to
the skills shortage has been to de-skill_the
work_ the journeyman once handled himself.
In effect, one job is broken down into itsvari-
ous elements and then distributed among
workers who are able to learn these smaller
tasks."

_ _
Meanwhile, entry into skilled machinist jobs
is limited by the need for a lengthy skill-
acquisition process (apprenticeships, for exam;

"Neal I-1. Rofienthal, "Shortages of Machinists: An Evalua-
tion of the Information," MontblY Labor Review, July 1982.

"Darnel D. Cook and John S. McClanahan, "Skilled Worker
Nears Extinction;" Industry Week, Aug. 29, 1977.
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Ch. 4Effects of Programmable Automation on Employment 137

Table 28.Machinist Employment; 1980

Machinists
Machine toolsetters,

metalworking Toot _aed-die_mnkprs
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent_

All manufacturing 197;849 1.0 55,312 0.3 158,586 0.8
Metalworking machinery and equipment..... 19,181 5.2 3,112 0.8 .42,356 11.4
Office, computing, and accounting machines 1,987 0.5 1,063 0.3 1,849 0.4
Electrical industrial apparatus...... ........ 2,701 1.1 1,630 0.7 - 2,638 1.1
Electronic components and accessories 4,108 0.7 708 0.1 _3,599 0.6
Motor vehicles and accessories 2,468 0.3 9,993 1.3 11;811 1.5
Aircraft and parts _7,251 1.1 4,738 0.7 6,2-14 1.0
NOTE- Percentages have been rounded.
SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Employment by industry and Occupation, 1980 and Projected 1990," unpublished data on wage and salary employment.

ple, usually -last 4 years).* Consequently, al-
though the need for highly trained machinists
_varies among firms andindustries, it is likely
,that the overall level of metalworking skills
will drop because machinists are among the
most skilled of metalworking craftsmen.

At least in the short term; however; in-
creases in defense expenditures will certainly
lead toshortages of machinistswhich will in
turn spur the introduction of NC; A recent
study performed by Data Resources, Inc., for
the U.S. Department of.. Defense, forecasts
shortages of machinists and other metalwork-
ing personnel by 1987: It concludes that de-

. fense expenditures will account for almost GO
percent of the growth in machinist demand be-
tween 1981 and 1987 (compared to a defense
share of 120 percent for assembler-demand
growth and 87'percent of metalworking oper-
ative demand growth).5' While that study does
not appear to account for metalworking. tech-
nology changes, and may therefore overstate
the potential for shortages, it underscores the
importance of production volume as a major
influence in employment opportunities; One

*Surveys show that industry efforts to increase machinist
supply have been limited. According_to one: "In some areas,
it apparently is not a scarcity of journeymen but the price tag
they bear and industry's willingness to meet it which - effec-
tively results in a skills ShOrtage." See Daniel D. Cook and John
S. NI cClenahen. "Skilled Worker Nears Extinction." Industly
Week. Aug. 29, 1977, and "Attitudes Toward the Skilled
Trades: Employment Issues in the Precision Metalworking In-
dus try;"_report of a survey conducted for Sentry Insurance on
behalf of the Task Force on the Skilled Trades Shortage by
Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., November 1982.

"Ralph M. Doggett, "Regional Forecasts of Industrial Base
NI anpower Demand, 1981 to 1987;" prepared for the Office of
theThider Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
by Data Resources, Inc., March 1983.

reason behind the belief in a machinist short-
age is the cyclical nature of machinist demand;
the unevenness in metalworking product de-
mand, especially that which is associated with
defense spending, tends to place employers in
a hiring position when demand surges.

Two groups of relatively low-skilled produc-
tion workers; materials handlers and assem-
blers; may be quite irtilfierable to displacement
in the long run. Various forms of automated
materials handling, robots, and automated stor-
age and retrieval systems (AS/RS) can substi-
tute for such materials handlers as conveyor
operators; crane, derrick, and hbist operators;
and industrial truck operators. Manufacturing
employment in these categdries totaled 370,000.
in 1980. For example, central control comput-
ers for automatic'guided vehicle system's can
monitor location, load; and obstacles, and
issue commands to vehicles in response to
problems. PA can also replace people who
manually load; unload, and transfer materials.
For example, in plastics processing, robots
perform such tasks as lifting; tilting, twisting,
positioning; aligning; and transferring items;
loading and unloading machines; and handl-
ing and orienting finished parts; Materials
handling employment will also be affected by
procedtual changes; such as adoption of "just-
in-time" delivery of supplies; the use of man,

..ufacturing resources planning (MRP) and
other systems to rationaliie the flow and use
of materials; and other measures to reduce
inventories.

The biggest changes M materials handler
employment, at least in the near term; will
come in large establishments. Large films and
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,Pnotc credit: Cincinnati Mi 1Eoren. ino.

Automated materials handling; storage, and retrieval;
with automated guided vehicles

plants are more able and likely to install
AS/RS, can most easily implement MRP, and
are more likely to link automated materials
handling to production activities.* Material§
handling robot applications are more Ora-Ai-cal
for a wide range of firth sizes and industries,
but are relatively liiin'ted at preSelit (See ch.
3). Also; even where SiodUCtiOn is highly au-
tomated; labor is used for the initial input
andfor final removal-of materials from the sys-
tem or the transfer from one stage to another.
In contemplating flexible manufacturing sys-
tems, for example, it tan)* misleading to look
only at the automated operations instead of
the entire production piocess.

Assemblers perform tasks that range from
the insertion of electronie components into dr-

-.
*One gauge of potential changes in materials handling fes-

pecially for larger: facilities) is the experience of food
warehousers, many of which have implemented AS/RS. For ex-
ample: B. Green &Co., a Baltimore full-line food Wholesaler,
hoped to triple its business by opening a new $22 million semi-
automated_warehouse and consolidating activities presently
conducted at several locationi. The company expected to lay
off about 60 workers, most of them part-time See Joyce Price
"60 Workers Lose Out to Automation," The News American,
March 1983.

cult boards to building aircraft. In 1980, there
were 061,150 (8.16 percent of manufactur-
ing) assemblers in manufacturing. Table 29
shows their distribution across selected metal-
working industries. The degree of complexi-
ty and margin for error of specific assembly
tasks govern their ease of automation. Sensor
and machine vision technologies can improve
the precision and consistency of automated as-
Sembly- equipment, and assembly applications
of robots are expected to grow by the end of
this decade. For example, the Upjohn Insti-
tute estimated that robots could displace 1 to
3 percent of assemblers by 1990 (including 5
to 10 percent of auto-industry assembler§);
Ayres and Miller estimated that robots could
ultimately displace between al- ut 132,000 and
396,000 assemblers, depending onitAxhnolog-
ical sophistication.; hi metalworking indus-
tries."

The vulnerability of assemblers to displace-
ment varies substantially by product type. For
example, with miniaturization many -elec-
tronics products cannot be assembled (or in-
spected) adequately by people. Also, many
electronics products must be assembled in
sterile environments where managers aim to
minimize a sources of contaminants, includ-
ing those naturally conveyed by people. In
these cases, special equipment, notpecessarily
programmable, may be designed to do assem-
bly and inspection work. Improvements in

"Hunt and Hunt, op. cit.; and Ayres and Miller, op. cit.

Table 29.Employment of Assemblert In Selected
Manufacturing Industries, 1980

Number Percent

All Industries . 1,661,201 1.8%
All manufacturing 1 661,150 8.2
Metalworking machinery and

equipment ..............: 24,779 6:7
Office, computing, and accounting

machines 85,714 19.9
Electrical Industrial apparatus 50,987 21.4
Electronic components and

accesorles ........... 169,759 30.4
Motor vehicles and equipment 175,922 22.7
Aircraft-and- parts 64,126 9.8

NOTE: Percentages have been rounded.

SOURCE:Etureai Of Labor Statistics, "Employment by Industry and Occupation,
1980 and Projected 1990:' unpublished data on wage and salary
employment.
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product deSign, often associated With the
adoption of PA, Will also reduce the amount
of (Or at least Simplify) assembly work needed
in manufacturing. For example, GE invested
$38 million_ in a highly automated dishwasher
factory and redesigned the products, reducing
the number of different parts handled from
4,000 to 800."

Note Shat inspectors may be affected by 9irrl=
Hai' developments as assemblers, including im-
provements in sensor technology. In 1980
there were 433,530 manufacturing inspectorS
(2.13 pertent of manufacturing). Table 30
Shows the distribution of inspectors in selected
Metalworking industries. Many observers be-
lieve that the role and number of inspectors
and other quality-control personnel will dimin-
ish as companies move from end-of-the-line
quality-control inspection to in-line quality
assurance. This will often happen as a conse-
quence or corollary of automating; At least one
company, for example, offers statistical proc-
ess-control software in conjunction with its
line of robots. General Motors; for example,
expects that a combination of statistical proc-
ess control; just-in-time supply scheduling,
and other measures will substantially reduce
the amount of receiving work in its new
"Buick City" complex."

"Brute Vrerilyi---Autornated Dishwasher Plant Opens,"
Amencan Metal Market/Metalworking News, May 2, 1983.

"Al Wrigley, 'GM Awards Buick City Contract to_Progres-
sive,' -American Aletal/Metalworkink NeWS, Aug. 15; 1983:

Table 30. Employment of Inspector's; 1980

Number Percent

All industries : 471,984 0.5%
All manufacturing 433;530 2.1

Metalworking machihei-y and
equipment .................... 5,781 1.6

/office; computing, and accounting
- machinery 12,991 3.0
Electridal industrial apparatus 6;744 2.8
Electronic components and

accessories ........... 22,072 4.0
Motor vehicles and equipment 38,769 5.0
A i rd raft _anti parts 28;914 4.4

NOTE' Percentages have been rounded.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, ,Employment bglnduslry artc10_coveallOn.
980 and Projected 1990:' unpublished data on wage and salary
employmer.:. r

Finally; some new production jObs may
emerge as an indirect result of change-sin pro-
duction proCesses and/or organizational proce-
dures associated with PA; For example, when
an auto manufacturer introduced a multi-robot
spot-welding systerii, it began to produce
major auto-body Parts with corresponding
notches and tabs which are connected prior to
automated welding by an individual on the
line; thiS new job is called "toy-tabbing." At
an aircraft niantfacttirer, the introduction of
an automated Monitoring system for an auto-
mated Machine ShOp was accompanied by the
introduction of relief operators, a group of in-
dividuals who substitute temporarily for full-
tithe staff." In some cases, these new jobs may
be transient, reflecting the requirements of a
given level of automation, while in other cases
they may be long-term, reflecting enduring
changes in production processes_ ._ (Transient
skill requirements are discussed more fully in
a later section of the chapter.) In any event,
these are jobs that are most likely to be filled
through the transfer and retraining of existing
personnel. The creation of new jobs is_perhapa
the hardest employment impact to forecast.

Clerical Workers

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

Clerical workers in manufacturing industries
perform a variety of hinctions in both office
and plant settings. Across manufacturing in-
dustries, 2,322,400 (11.5 percent) were em-
ployed in clerical positions in 1980; 2,215,334
(11.8 percent) were so employed in 1982, when
economy-wide clerical,employment was over
18.7 million120 percent of total employment).
Now, manufacturing technologies will affect
both office and plant clerical workers, and the
growing use of office automation will reinforce
the displacing effects of PA in manufacturing.
Table 31 shows the distribution of potential-
ly vdnerable office and plant clerical occupa-
tions in selected metalworking industries.

Past growth in clerical employment in man
ufactunng, as in the rest of the economy, has
reflected a substantial growth in company de-

"OTA case studies.
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Table 31.-Clerical Employment, 1980

All industries

Minhotking_ ONO, computing,
machinery and and accounting

All manufacturing equipment machines
Electrical industrial

apparatus

Electronic

components and Motor vehicles and
accessories equipment Aircraft and parts

Office machine operators 912,708 1.0% 147.499 0.7% 2,311 - 0:6% 6,762 1.6% 1,704 0.7% 3,302 0.6% 3,431 0.4% 6,424 1.0%
Computer operators 184,245 0:2 35,945 0.2 576 0.2 3,170 0.7 NA NA 1.140 0.2 1,029 0.1 1,142 0.2
Order clerks

. 242,547 0.3 65,604 0.3 927 0.3 919 0.2 1.021 0.4 1.491 0.3 734 0:1 1,281 0.2
Payroll and timekeeping clerks 177,785 0.2 60,412 0.3 1,104 0,3 870 -0.2 658 0.3 1;284 0.2 1,160 0.2 -,...,1,558 0.2
Personnel clerks 94,829 0.1_ 25,376 0.1 366 0.1 873 0.2 305 0.1 904 0.2 334

ow
0.04 2,239 0.3

Procurement clerks 4.
40,274 0.04 24,551 0.1 560 0,2 1,035 0.2 462 0.2 1,046 0.2 488 0.06 _1,882 0.3

Production clerks.. ... . . . ..... . 200,029 0.2 139,947 0.7 2,910 0.8 7,121 1.7 2.889 1.2 6,099 1.1 4,778 0.6 13;219 2,0
Shipping and receiving clerkt 389318 0.4 146,036 U.7 1,908 0.5 2,118 0.5 1,409 0.6 3,550 0.5 5,246 0.; 2.579 0.4
StOckroom and warehouse clerks 818,435 0.9 151,043 0.7 4,469 1.2 6.806 1.6 _2,988 1.3 4,299 0.5 5,187 0.7 10.333 1.6
Allclerical 18,521,980 20.0 2 :297 :379 11:3-40:429-1079-6-9-,320 VII 28,2 -3 11.9 57-235 10.3 47,973 6.2 90,760 13.9
NOTE: Percentages have been rounded.

SOURCE Bureau of Labor StatiMlcs. "Employment by Industry and:Occupation, 1980 and Projected 1990 Alternatives." unpublished data On Wage and salary employment.
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mEmd for information collection and process-
ing, growth that has been facilitated by early
uses of computers and office automation. Note
that the continued presence of large numbers
of keypunch operators attests to the slowness
with which companies make major changes in
data-handling and data-processing systems,
especially those that represent major invest-
ments in hardware.

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS
Programmable automation will affect cleri-

cal employment by computerizing the "paper
trail" that follows materials and work-in-
process through production. This is a direct
outcome of the data-aggregating function of
PA systems, which relate all types of tasks,
from design through shipment, to a manufac-
turing database. Indeed, the Air Force ICAM
program targets such functions as planning,
scheduling, and other indirect or nonproduction
functions, which underlie much production
clerk employment, as principal candidates for
automation. The development and storage of
product plans through computer-aided design,
the direct linkage of CAD to production equip-
ment, and the computerization of plannizig,
ordering, purchasing, billing, and inventory
control will all act to reduce the demand for
clerical services and personnel.

Clericalemployment is .most likely to
change, at leastin the near term, among larger
firms because they are quicker to adopt com-
puterized inventory and planning systems,
and because they have greater information-
flow needs and problems. For example, the Lit-
ton Office Product Center installed an auto-
mated system for order entry, inventory
checking, receivable monitoring, and billing
which cut time for these activities by 75 per-
cent. 56 Larger firms are also more likely to
adopt sophisticated automated materials han-
dling systems and AS/RS, which is most eco-
nomical in larger installations. Finally, reduc-
tions in company work forces as well as auto=
mated recordkeeping may affect personnel and

" Pair) Giffin. "Last Piece of Automation Puzzle Fits for
Firm. Cornputerworld. Dec. 5. 1983.
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payroll Clerk emploprieht. Of all occupational
groups, .production eleik§, together with such
other intermediaries Stockcjiasprs and ex-
pediters, rank among the most likely to dimin-
iSh in size with extensive automation and com-
puter-integration.

Managers
Managers plan, organize, direct, and control

various inn-di-Oh§ within firma They may -also
do work similar to that of their subordinates:

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

In 1980, there were 1,328,160 managers and
officers across the manufacturing sector, ac-
counting for 6.58_ percent of manufacturing
employment-In 1982, there were 1,260,062
(6;7 percent). NatiOnally, employment of man-
agerial personnel has been growing in all eco-
nomic sectors, even during the recent reces-
sions.*_ There were about 7.7 million managers;
offiCialS, and proprietors in 1982 nationwide;
Lower level managers include "nonworking"
Or "blue collar" supervisors and clerical super,
visors,_ who are counted with production and
Clerical workers, respectively; There were
705,307 (3;46 percent) blue collar supervisors
and 66;841 (0.33 percent) clerical supervisors
in manufacturing in 1980; Table 32 shows the
distribution of managerial-and-supervisory
personnel in the machinery and transportation.
equipment industries;

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS
Programmable automation will alter the mix

and number of managerial personnel. It will
probably support growth in upper manage-
ment ranks, for three reasons, First, the M-
tegration of databases and anticipated shifts
in decisionmaking toward higher staff levels
will increase the role of upper management in
the production process. The push-for so-called
"top down control," facilitated by computeri-
zation, inherently increases the role of upper

*There were nearly 7 percent more managers and adrninis,
trators in December 1982 than in January 1980, while overall
employment fell 1 percent; however, unemployment for man-
agers also grew in that period. See Karen W. Arenson. "Menke-
ment's Ranks GrOW." The New York Times; Apr: 14, 1983.
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Table 32.Employment of Managerial and Supervisory Personnel, 1980

Managers,
officials; &
proprretors

Nonworking
blue-collar
superviso s

Clerical
Supervisors

-Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent.

All iiidUStrieS 7,557,359 8:1 1;273;191 1:4 428;087 0.5
All manufacturing ............. ...., 1,195,743 5.9 705,307 3.5 66,841 0.3
Metalworking machinery and equipment 28,190 7.6 10,119 2.7 862 0.2
Office; computing; and accounting machines 40;583 9.4 8,112 1.9 2,473 0.6
Electrical industrial apparatus 12;632 5.3 8;343 3.5 1,009 0.4
Electronic components and accessories 29,954 5.4 15,928 2:9 1;936 0:4
Motor vehicles and equipment 25,424 3.3 30,575 4.0 1,110 0.1
Aircraft and parts 48,746 7.4 24,391 3.7 1,914 0.3
NOTE- Percentages have been rounded.
SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics. "Employment by industry and Occupation. 1980 and Projected 1990." unpublished data on wage and salary employment.

management. Second, insofar as batch produc-
tion, product variation, and competition wow,
more managerial input will be required for
product planning and market analysis. Growth
in PA products and markets is itself a source
of growth in managerial employment; many
want-ads for managers refer to planned or ex-
isting new ventures, and they often refer to
marketing responsibilities. Third, change in
production technologies may create new opera-
tional units within firms, and associated needs
for planning and management; Automation
generally entails new work in database man-
agement, software quality assurance; and
trainingactivities which may be undertaken
by special staffs and managers;

Nevertheless, it is not clear how much new
managerial employment the support needs of
manufacturing automation will generate, espe-
cially where companies already have data-
processing staffs. Also, more advanced sys-
tems that do not require mastery of special
languages or formats, that include applica-
tions generators, or that entail distributed
data processing lower the requirement for spe-
cial; in-house:personnel;

By contrast, the automation of data collec-
tion and transfer activities (e.g., through mon-
itoring operation and performance character-
jades of machines, and developing and trans-
mitting machine operating instructions from
CAD systems) is expected to lower the de-
mand for lower and middle rnanagers.57 Some

"David Myers, "ACM Told OA May Squeeze Middle Mana-
gers Out of Jobs." Computerworld, Oct, 31, 1983.

observers predict that this will lead to an hour-
glass personnel structure among firms. In
some cases, automation may bring about an
upgrading of a management position. For ex-
ample, added attention to materials require-
ments, production planning, and scheduling
may make certain materials and inventory
manageinent activities into "white collar"
functions. Where a few employees oversee a
larger amount of equipment; fewer first-line
supervisors may be needed. Indeed; with in-
tegrated systems; it is likely that a hybrid
position containing attributes of formerly sep-
arate supervisory and subordinate operator
jobs may emerge.

Other changes in the nature of managerial
work are possible. A study evaluating pros-
pects for computer operations managers gen-
erally suggested growing needs for capacity
planning, performance monitoring,' technical
support, security management, and facilities
management.55 Also, a study of manufactur-
ing firms concluded that:

The new technology substantially changed
the jobs of supervisors and middle-manage
ment, shifting the focus from watchdog and
disciplinarian to planning, training, and
communicating.59

Industry representatives frequently point to
resistance among lower and middle manage

""Higher Skills Needed: Study," Computerworld, Apr. 18.
1983.

"Wickam Sidnner, "Wanted: Managers for the Factory of the
Future," The Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science,.vol. 470, November 1983.
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merit as a principal obstacle to the spread of
automation. Greater recognition of the poten-
tial of these technologies to displace such per-
sonnel may add to such problems.

Sales/Service
Sales and technical service personnel consult

with potential and actual customers, conduct
presentations and demonstrations, provide
training, and install products. In 1980 there
were 437,497 (2.15 percent) sales workers em-
ployed in manufacturing. In 1982, there were
413,85712.2 percent). These included sales rep-
resentative§ or agents and sales clerks. Also
in 1980, there were 5,165 (0.03 percent) adult
education teachers employed in manufactur-
ing industrieS. Finally, technical writers (in un-
known number) comprise a related category.

Producers of PA, as well as independent con-
sulting or service firms, ate likely to demon-
strate a growing need for c echnical sales and
service or support "personnel to serve their
growing markets. On the other hand, auto-
mated management and office systems are
likely to dampen demand for sales clerks.

Although industry representatives have
complained of shortages of field-service per-
sonnel and trainers, it is difficult to judge the

numbers of such people, because in many cases
they wear several hata. Also, for products that
are new and continually developing, it is to be
expected that people with relevant expertise
may be hard to find. For smaller, innovative
firms, in particular, technology sales and sup-
port perSonnel tend to be engineers and other
profeaSionals. However, want-ads suggest that
even large vendors of programmable automa-
tion use engineers "applications engineers"
=for marketing and pre- and post-sale support
Services. This situation reflects not only the
technology-intensive nature of PA products
but also the fact that experienced engineers
commonly move into sales; management, and
other nonproduction positions. Such individ-
uals are likely to be counted as engineers in
occupational statistics.

Want;adS suggest that PA vendors, like
other manufacturers of technical products,
prefer sales representatives with technical col-
lege degrees, but will consider others with rele-
vant experience. Similar preferences may ex-
ist for trainers. Predictably, selection criteria
for sales managers also emphasize relevant ex-
perience. Relevant experience may include a
background in sales or use of computer and
business systems, or in manufacturing or PA
sales.

Shift in Skills and Occupational Mix

As revealed by the preceding discussion of
skill requirements and occupational trends,
the proportions of skills and occupations found
in manufacturing will shift substantially
cause of programmable automation. In fact,
to date, this impact has been more striking
than any change in the level of employment.
While it is too soon to forecast precise numeri-
cal changes, the directions of change are clear.
In some cases, the effect will be to reinforce
the long-term shift toward white-collar em-
ployment; in other casesnotably, the nega-
tive effect on clerical opportunitiesthe long-
term effect will differ from past shifts. This ,

section describes the overall pattern of change
in occupational mix and discusses the income
implications of such change.

Shift Toward White Collar/
Salaried Employment

The broadand long-term--tendencies are
for employment opportunities of:

engineers and computer scientists; tech-
nicians; and mechanics, repairers, and in-
stallers, on the whole, to risealthough
specific occupations (e.g., drafters) will
face diminishing opportunities;

19
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craftworkers (excluding mechanics), oper-
atives, and laborers-especially theleast
Skilled doing the most routine work-to
fall;
plant and perhaps other clerical person-
nel to fall; and
managers and technical sales and service
personnel to rise, although lower and mid-
dle management opportunities among
users may fall.

Thus, a shift toward nonproduction or- "white-
collar" employment appears evident. Table 33
lists key occupatior:, 1980 employment lev-
els. and the direct ions of potential change.*

*However. changes in_the mix of occupations do not guar-
antee a rise in white-collar employment in all cases.

Demonstrated Impact of
Individual Technologies

Studies of the impacts of single automation
technologies provide detailed evidence in sup-
port of a relative shift toward white-collar
employment. For example, the Upjohn Insti-
tute forecast displacement, by 1990, of
100;000 to 200;000 production worker jobs due
to robots alone, compared with creation of
10,000 to 20;000 jobs for maintaining robots
and under 11,000 for robot applications engi-
neering. Ayres and Miller of Carnegie-Mellon
University forecast the potential displacement
of 1 million to 4 million production worker jobs
by robots, over a period of at least 20 years6°

"Hunt and Hunt; op. cit.; and Robert U. Ayres and Steven
M. /Adler, "Robotics and Conservation of Human Resources,"
Technology in Society, vol. 9, 1982.

Table 33.-1980 Employment for All Manufacturing Industries,
Selected PA-Sensitive Occupations

Number
Long:term direction

Percent of change
Eligirieett

Electrical
Industrial
Mechanical

Engineering and science technicians
Draftera
NC tool _programers
Computer programers

Computer systems analysts

579,677
173,647
_71,442
122;328
439;852
116,423

9 371
4528:460242

2.85
0.85
0.35
0.60
2.16
0.57
0.05
0.29
0.21 +

Adult education teachers 5,165 0.03
anagers, officials, and proprietors 1,195,743 5.87

Clerical workers_ 2;297 ;379 11.28
Production clerks 139,947 0.69

Craft and related workers 3,768,395 18.51
Electricians .................... 126,001 0.62
Maintenance mechanics and repairers 391,524 1.92
Machinists, tool and die makers 356;435 1.75

__ inspectors and testers 538,275 2.64
Operatives 8;845;318 43.44

ASSehiblerS 1,661,150 8.16
Metalworking operatives 1,470,169 7.22

Welders and flamecutters 400,629 1.97
Production painters 106;178 0.52

Industrial truck operators 269,105 1.32
Nonfarm laborers 1,576,576 7.74

Helpers, trades 100,752 0.49
-Stockhandlers; order fillers 104;208 0.51
Work distributors 16;895: 0.08
Conveyor operators 31,469 0.15

Note: Data refer only to wage and salary workers.
SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment by industry and Occupation, 1980 and Projected 1990 Alternatives.- un

Published data.
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(see table 34). And a German study found that
when NC machine tools Were introduced; the
least skilled personnel (machine operatOrS)
were most likely to be laid off, while higher
skilled programers; toolsetters, and mechanics
were likely to be retained, and even more
brought into the firrn.6'

A study of the effects of advanced telephone
Switching technologies showed that at Bell
Canada, despite growth in output, technology
limited growth in total man-hodes of laber per
year between 1952 and 1972 While producing
large shifts in the ocCupatiorial mix. The per-
son-hour share of the leriat skilled categnry,
operators; fell by over 20 percent while the
shares of plant eraftSreen and clerical person-
nel each rose by around 5 percent? and the
"white-Collar worker" share, least affected by
tecIthology change, rose by over 9 percent. The
authors of that study concluded that new
telecommunitations technology outweighed
change in labor costs as the cause of employ-
ment shifts, having the greatest effect on em-
ployment of the least skilled (and least expen-
sive)_ workers.62 The pattern of large decline
for the least skilled "production" workers and
small increases among other categories is
ly to occur with the introduction of prograiii:
mable automation in manufacturing.

Finally, Similar trends emerge from a survey
of workers in the Japanese electrical machine
industry. It was reported that; when micro-
electronics was introduced into products or
production processes; employment of "permaz
nent workers" in machining, assembly, inspec:
tion, and quality control was likely to fall,

"Werner Dostal and Klaus Koitner, "Changes in Employ-
ment With the Use of Numerically Controlled Machine Toblg"
(Mitteilungen aus der Arbeitsmarkt- and Berufsforschungl,
1982.

"See Michael Denny and Melvyn Fuss, The Effects ofFac-
tor Prices and Technolocal Changes on the Occuriatienal De-
mand for Labor: Evidence From Canadian Telecommunica-
tiona," The of Human Resources. vol. 17, No. 2, 1983.
The authors note that "The force of automation can be seen
from the fact-that_haci_technical change net ocetirred;_the de-
mand for operators would have increased over the 1952.72 pe-
riod by 4 percent per annum rather than declining by 3 per-
cent per annum. Similarly; zero output growth would have
meant that the deCline in Operator demand would have increased
to 7 percent per annum" (p. 175).

while employment of production engineers was
likely to rise or remain constant."

Overall Effects
Occupational demand shifts stimulated by

PA reinforce a long-term growth in the pro-
portion of nonproduction workers employed in
Manufacturing industries._ For exarnplei be-
tween 1945 and 1979, the nonproduction work-
er prOportion in the nonelectrical machinery
industry rose_ from 24.2 to 34;4 percent. By
comparison, the proportion for the highly
automated chemicals and allied products in-
dustry rose from 22.5 to 42.8 Percent in the
same period. The trends within manufactur-
ing are paralleled by trends vrithin the econo-
my as a whole; employment in craft,; operative,
and laborer positions overall is now about one-
third of total emplbyment.64 The'broad occu-
pational shift reflects both technology change
and the growth in nonmanufacturing employ-
ment: In 1940, there were 300 manufacturing
jobs per 100_ Service industry jobs; in 1980
there were 113.65

Studies of the effects of microelectronics
(and telecommunications) technolOgies on
other economies_show similar tendencies. For
example, an OECD study drawing on research
in several countries identified the following
broad trendS:

within manufacturing induStrieS, a de-,
dine in the proportion of productioh work='
ers engaged in low-skill, rote activities
such as assembly;
within services, a decline in the propor-
tion of more routine information-handling
occupations (a.g., low-skilled clericals);
Within all sectors, a decline in the propor-
tion of lower managerial and supervisory
occupations, with remaining personnel

"Detild Boren, "Survrys on the Impacts of Micro-Electronics
and Our Policies Towirrc Technological Innovation," _paper pre-
sented at the dth IMF World Conference for the Electrical and
Electronics Industries Oct 3 -5, 1983

"U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Em-
ployment and Earnings; May 1983; 179._

""Jobs in Nation's Service Industries Continue Rise in Reces-
sion: Set NeW It&cord, Top Manufacturing Total for First Time;"
News, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Middle Atlantic Region.Dec. 8, 1982.
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Table 34.-Carnegle-Mellon University Study Ettirnatet

Potential tor robotiiationa

Level I robot -Level II- nperntivesb Potential displacement

Range AVerage
percent_pertent

Range
percent

Average
percent

Sector Sector
34-37 33.38

Sector 34-37
I II

Sector 33-34

.... _

DTI!! preSSiboringmachitie 25.50 30 60.75 65 104,050 113,210 31,215 68,933 33,963 73,587

Filer, grinder, buffer 5-35 20 5-75 35 77,360 103,430 15,472 27,076 2,086 36,201

Gearcutting, grinding; shaping: . . 10 50 11,070 11,670 1,107 5,535 1,167 5,835

Grinding/abrading machine
operator 10-20 18 20-100 50 97,090 109,680 17,476 48,545 19,742 54,840

Lathe/turning machine operator... 10-20 18 40-60 50 130,260 141,560 23,447 65,130 25;481 70;780

Machine tool operator,
combination . 10.30 15 5-60 30 142,750 154,220 21,413 42;825 23,133 46;266

Machine toot operator; NC__ ___ 10-90 20 30-90 49 41,900 45,020 8;380 20,531 9;004 22,060

Machine tool operator, toolroom 1-5 3 460 50 33,410 36,160 1,002 16,705 1;085 18;080

Machine tool operator, setter..... 10 50 47,260 51,490 4,726 23;830 _9,149 25;745

MiIling/planing machine operator . 10-20 18 40.60 50 58,900 63;230 10;602 29;4513 11;381 31,615

Sawyerl metal ............. 20 50 10;660 _15,180 Z132 5330 3;036 7,590

Subtotal; metalcuttIng machines 75,1710_ 844;850 136;972 353;690 135;227 392;599

Coil winding 15.40 24 15.50 4Q 26,57_0 33,550 6;377 10,628 8,052 13,420

Drop hammer operator 15 70 2;990 2,990 449 2,093 449 2,093

Forging press operator 15 70 6;500 7,190 975 4,550 1,079 5,033

Forging/straightening roll
operator 15 70 1,000 2,840 150 700 426 1,988

Header operator 20 70 5,080 5,080 1,016 3,556 1,016 Z556

Power brake/bending madhirie 20 170 33,240 35,240 6,648 23,268 7,004 24,514

Press operator /plate Print 20 70 4,230 4,230 846 2,961 846 -7961

Punch press operator 10-100 15 60-80 70 159,890 171,710 23,984 111,923 25,757 120,197

Punch press setter 15 70 16,080 16,840 2,412 11,256 Z526 11;788

Riveter (light) 5.100 15 10-100 30 9,090 9,090 1,364 2,727 1,364 2;727

Roll fOrming Machine 20 70 4,320 11,030 864 3,024 2206 _7,721

Shearer/slitter Operator 20 70 22,450 28,660 4,490 115,715 5,732 20,062

Subtotal; metal I arming
machines 291,440 a44,31-0-49,575_492,401 56,467 216,080

Conveyor operator/tender 10 30 18,070 20,24Li 1;807 5;421 2,024 6,072

Die casting machine operator ..
Dip plater

5.15
20-100

5
40

lo-20_
50-100

10
77

6,530 14;670
7,780 9,500

327
3,112

653
5,991

734
3,800

1,467
7,315

Electroplater 5-40 20 5-60 _55 27;350 29;770 5,470 15,043 7,954 16,374

Plater helper 30 100 26,100 26,560 7,830 26,100 7,968 26,560

Fabricator, metal 10 30 5,910 5,910 591 1,773 591 1,773

'Fabricator, plastic 10 30 1,370 1,970 197 591 197 591

Furnace operator/cuppola tender . 20 _50 4,420 14,490 884 2,210 2,898 7,245

Heater. metal 20 100 2,070 5,010 414 2,070 1,002 3,010

Heat treater, annealer 5.50 10 5-90 46 14;770 23,440 1,477 6,794 2,344 10,782

Injection/compression mold
operator (plastic) 20 50 24,910 29,820 4,982 12455 5,966 14,915

Inspector 5-25 13 5.60 35 228,530 269,650 29,709 79,946 35,055 94,378

Laminator, preforms 20 50 10,160 10,160 2,032 5,080 Z032 5,0130

Machine operator, n.e.C.c 10.50 18 20.65 25 13,020 38,590 2,083 3,255 6,174 9,648

Molder, machine._ 20 50 5,650 18,540 1,130 -2,825 1,708 _9;270

Packager, production 1-40 16 2-70 41 55,480 75,640 8 077 22,747 12,102 30,939

Painter, production 30-100 44 50:100 66 74,380 78,540 32,727 49,091 34,558 51,836

POUrer metal 5-20 10 10-30 24 1,280 13,280 - 128 307 1,328 3,187

Sandblaster, shotbiast_er 10-100 35 10-100 35 6,290 10,030 2,202 2,202 3,511 3,511

Screwdriver operator (power) 10 50 3,420 -3,420 342 1;710 342 1;710

Tester . 1-10 8 5-30 12 51,470 62,890 4;118 6;176 5;031 7,558

Wirer._elctric 0-10 9 10-50 28 22,940 26,520 2;065 6;423 2;387 7,426

SulItotal,_miscellaneous
machines 61_-500 788,650 112;504 258;903 141;700 322;647

Joining (welding) 10-60 27 10-90 49 319;040 344;280 86;141 156,330 92,956 168,697

Assembly 3-20 10 20-50 30 1,182,650 1;318;750 118,265 354,795 131,875 395,625

Total of subtotals + joining +
assembly 3,160,340 3,840,840 503,457 1,316,119 558,220 1,495,628

aTime frame Is uncertain; authors refer- to "eventUOr' ditOladtimant ontentiat,
PEmpioyment flguroS_ate trann_BOotau of Labor Statistics. Occupational Employment In Manufacturing Industries (Washington, D.C.: U.S.Government Printing Of fide, 1977).

cn.e.c. Not elsewhere classified.
NOTE: The italicized numbers are estimates by RODOrt U. Ayers, based on similarity.

SOURCE; The Impacts of Robotics on the Workforce and Workplace. CarnegleiMellon University, June 1981:
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more restricted to preparing and trans-
mitting information to upper manage-
ment;
growth in the proportion of occupations
installing, operating; and repairing new
equipment and providing related support;
and
some deskilling of tasks in -some craft oc-
cupatiOns due to transfer of prior operator
functions to machines.66

However, it is imprudent to simply take
past trends as accurate forecasts of the future.
For example, there are indications that the oc-
cupational shift is not inexorable; at least in
the short term. Researchers at New York Uni:
versity, in the study cited at the beginning of
this chapter; forecast the effects on labor de-
mand in 1990 and 2000 of a growing use of
computer technology in manufacturing, office,
health-service, and education settings. They
concluded that the overall trend toward white-
collar employment woUld_continue, but that
the shift would be greater for the slower of two
alternatiVe trends fejt the diffusion of com-
puter tec hnologies.

Their analysis suggests that the large size
of the investment in capital goods required for
the diffusion of computer-based technologies
could buoy manufacturing industry and pro-
duction occupation employment throughout
this century, While cemputeritation reduces
demand for labor overall, because of antici-
pated slow growth in labor supply it can serve
to avert potential shortages of certain types
Of personnel rather than create unemploy-
Merit. Although, like any other modeling ex-
ercise, that analysis is shaped by its underly-
ing assumptions, it shows how output levels
can determine employment mix as well as
level. Thus, output levels, economic perform-

'OECD, Information ActiVities, Electronics and Telecomrnu
nications Technologies, Paris, 1981. An econometric study of
the Canadian economy described in that OECD volume sug-
gested that, as capital intensity grows, complexity of opera-
tioni alSo grows.- making planning and coordinationand as-
sociated personnelmore necessary. It also found that as the
cost of capital or equipment falls relative to other costs, demand
for "information labor" rises, while demand for "noninforma-
tion labor" falls.

ance and growth can be seen to be vital to em-
ployment.

PA Producer Employment Mix
The emerging occupational mix found in

automation producers may indicate future
trends for the metalworking industries gener-
allyand perhaps for the rest of the manufac-
turing sector as well. The Upjohn Institute,
for example, suggested that two-thirds of the
jobs among robot producers would be white-
collar, including professionals, technicians, ad-
ministrators, sales, and clerical workers.*
Researchers at New York University, draw-
ing on discussions with the leading robot pro-
ducer (Unimation), also estimated that about
two-thirds of employment in the robot indus-
try would be white-collar, although it had dif-
ferent detailed estimates (see table 35). Final-
ly, a similar appraisal was provided in recent
congressional testimony by Walt Weisel, chief
executive of a robot manufacturer (Prab Ro-
bots) and president of the Robotic Industries
Association (formerly the Robot Institute of
America). Weisel forecast new jobs in sales,
applications engineering, research and devel-
opment, and field service among producers, as
well as new maintenance and manufacturing
process jobs among users.** These examples
reflect the fact that prOduction work is rela-
tively limitkl among producers of program-
mable automation (see ch. 7); its role is also
declining among other manufacturers.***

The implications of the employment mix
found among producers of automatd equip-
ment can be seen by contrasting the staffing
profiles of the electronic and computing machin-
ery and engineering and architectural services

*That study estimated that employment by domestic robot
manufacturers was approximately 2.000 persons in 1982 and
would grow to between 9,000 and 17,000 by 1990. Hunt and
Hunt, op. cit.

**Testimony during hearings before the House Committee
on Small Business, Subcolornittee on General Oversight and
the Economy, May 17, 1983.

***The Upjohn Institute also estimated thatthere would be
about 8,000 to 16,000 jobs associated with supplying hardware
components to robot producers by 1990. This latter estimate
assumes domestic sourcing of hardware; it will overstate actu-
al supplier employment potential if companies continue to ex-
pand their import; of robotic hardware.
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Table 35.-Estimates of Robot Manufacturer Staffing Profiles, 1982

Occupation

Robot
manufacturing

_WO

Robot
manufacturing

Occupation (%)
Now York University' Upjohn tnstituteb
Electrical engineers 12.1% Engineers 23.7%
Industrial engineers 2.2 Engineering technicians ................... 15.7
Mechanical engineers 4.4 All other professional and technical workers . 4.2
Other engineers 8.3 Manageis, officials, proprietors 6.8
Computer programers 2.1 Sales workers 3.4
Computer systems analysts 0.9 Clerical workers ........... ............... 13.9
Other computer specialists ....... .......... 0.3 Skilled craft and related workers 8.4
Personnel and labor relations workers 0.3 Semiskilled metalworking operatives 4.2
Other professional, technical 8.2 Assemblers and all other operatives 19.0
Managers, officials, proprietors 9.0 Service workers -
Sales workers ............... ............. 4.0 Laborers ............ 0.7
Stenographers, typists, secretaries 5.6 Farmers and farmworkers -
Office machine operators
Other clerical
Eiectricians

0.9
9.2
0.9 10,

Total 100.0

Foreman, n.e.c 0.8
Machinists ............... ................ 2.3
Other metalworking craftworkers 1:5
Mechanics, repairers 0.8
Assemblers 14.7
Checkers, examiners, inspectors 2.8
Packers and wrappers 0.4
Painters 0.7
Welders, flame cutters 0.9
Other operatives 5.6
Janitors and sextons 0.4
Laborers 0.7

Total 100 0
Columns may not add to total due to rounding.
n.e.c. not elsewhere classified.

SOURCES: aVVassily Leant lef and Faye Duchin, The Impacts of Automation on Employment, 1963.2000, final report. New York University, Institute for Economic Analysis,
April 1984. Data based on staffing of Unlmation. Inc. (now part of Westinghouse).
bH, Allan Hunt and Timothy L. Hunt, Human Resource Implications of Robotics, The W. C. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 1983.

industries with those of the motor vehicles and
parts, metalworking machinery, and primary
metals industries (see table 36). The electronic
and computing machinery industries have pri-
marily employed professional and technical
workers (39 percent) and other white-collar per-
some!, as has the engineering and architectural
services industry (69 percent professional and
technical). By contrast; employment in the
other inchistries has a more even distribution
over a larger range of occupations, with rnany
more opporttmities in production jobs. For ex-
ample, craft and kindred workers and opera-
tives each comprise about a third of the em-
ployment in metalworking machinery; they
have comprised 20 percent and over 50 per-
cent, respectively, of motor vehicle- employ-
ment.

The staffing contrast is instructive, because
employment opportunities for producing PA
will be more like those in the computer indus-
try than in conventional metalworking manu-
facturing. As noted by the Upjohn Institute:

The most remarkable thing about the job
displacement and job creation impacts of in-
dustrial robots is not that more jobs are elim-
inated than created; this follows from the fact
that robots are labor-saving technology de-
signed to raise- productivity and lower costs
of production. Rather, it is the skill-twist that
emerges so clearly when the jobs eliminated
are compared to the jobs,created . . We sub-
mit that this is the true meaning of the so-
called robotics revolution."

"Hunt and Hunt, op. cit., p. 172.
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Table 36.- Industry Staffing Pattern Contrasts

Metalworking
machinery and

equipment
Motor vehicles

and parts

Office,
computing and

accounting
tr ehirtery

Computer and
dataprocessing

services

Engineering and
architectural

services

Professional, technical,and related workers .... 32,617 8.6% 45,417 5.9% 139;922 32:5% 86,351 29.5% 349,063 62.7%

Managers; officials, and proprietors 28,190' 7.6 25,424 3.3 40,583 9.4 37,244 12.7 58-,947 10.6

Sales workers 7;207 1.9 3,837 0.5 4,107 1 9,965 3.4 2,345 0A

Clerical workerS 40429 10.9 47,973 6.2 . 69,320 16.1 147,665 504 85,066 15.3

Craft and related workers 99,306 26.7 161;297 20.8' 52;055 12:1 3,982 1.4 12,591 2.3

Operatives 146,706 39,5 520,413 54.3 112,377 26.1 5,242 1:8 41,557 7.5

Service workers 7,496 2 22,003 2.8 4,771 1.1 1,681 0.6 4,786 0:9

Nonfarm laborers .... . 9,544 2:6 47,433 61 7,677 1.8 672 0.2 .2,346 0.4

NOTE: Percentages nave been rounded.

SOUPCE: Bureau of Labo,'StatistJos. - rnpibj,inent by IndOntry and Occupation: 1980 and Projected 1990 Alternatives," unpublished data on wage and salary employment,
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The contrast in staffing patterns implies that
there will be relatively few opportunities for
people to move easily from other metalwork-
ing manufacturing jobs into automation-pro-
ducer jobs. It also implies that there may be
fewer opportunities for promotion frc,rn pro-
duction to nonproduction work.

Intercompany Patterns
Where automation is part of brosder procc.ss

changes that also include changes in bi:Aness
relations between manufacturers a:-Iri their
suppliers or clistriputors, occupational 1ifts

lawithin companies may mask offsetting am-
plifying trends in related firms (upstream or
downstream). Computer links between facili-
ties; in particular; may affect facility staffing;
Eaton; for example; is implementing á-com-
puter-aided design and manufacturing system
that will share information about product de-
sign, process planning; materials require-
ments, and costs among computers at 290
Eaton manufacturing facilities (and many sub-
contractorS). Such a network Will reduce en-
gineering and other perSonnel requirements
per facility."

a" As was discussed earlier, the spread of CAD
and its integration with CAM may alter com-
panies' decisions on whether to contract out
for drafting and_ other design services. In addi,
tion, the growth of automation service and
consulting firms will affect producerand_user
hiring of applications engineering staffs. While
manufacturers have increasingly contracted
out for "producer services" such as account-
ing, food services, and security, programmable
automation may reinforce or counter this
trend for individual services, thereby influeno:
ing staffing patterns among both manufactur-
ing and service firms.

Transient Skill Requirements
One factor that cushions employment ad-

justment in the short term but presents chal-
lenges far long-term planning and adjustment

"Amencan Metal Market/Metalworking News. May 16, 1983.

25-452 0 - 84 - 11 QL 3

is the tendency of early or simpler.types of pro-
grammable automation rand other computer
applications) to require work that is found to
be no longer needed with more advanced tech-
nology. A classic example; in the case of com-
puters; is keypunching. Keypunchers are still
in demand in the United States (fiver 57;000
were employed in 1980) because many comput-
e,: users cannot afford to jettison outmoded
data-entry systems whenimproved technolo-
gies come along. The availability of new tech-
nology thus does not guarantee an immediate
demand for new skills and staffing. However,'
keypunching was the only computer field to
experience declining employment in the
1970'S.

The most zibvious areas in which skill re-
quirements associated with PA may be short-
lived; at least in some firms; are data entry-,
.data transfer; and programing: One major
aerospace user of PA; for example; anticipates
a major reduction in its use of engineering and
computer :itipport personnel with the integra-
tion of various computer-based systems.69 As
early as 1977, NC_users responding to a sun
ve-y conducted by MIT researchers "reported
a desire to reduce both programing and main-
tenance costs by increasing their dependence
on computer sophistication and reducing the
need for highly skilled technicians."

At present; different automation equipment
and systems have different programing and
data-processing keeds. Integration of those
systems where applicable, development
standard language, and/or other developments
(see ch. 3) may bring about a sharp reduction
in the amount of programing that is necessary.
CAD, CAE, and computer-based management
systems typically use commercial software
packages and involve little programing by
users. Although data entry is necessary to
establish databases, after the initial input

"OTA case study.
"Robert T. Lund and Christopher J._Bunett, "Numerically

Controlled Machine Tools and Group Technology: A Study of
U.S. Experience," MIT Center for Policy Alternatives. Jan. 13,
197d.
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Photo credit: McDonnell Douglas Automation Co.

Graphics -based offline robot programing
using a CAD system

stage updating may be handled by profession-
als using distributed, interactive systems.*

Robots are usually programed with eaay;to7-
use software that generally does not require
progffuning skills, and they have tended to be
reprogramed infrequently. Moreover, direct
links between _robots and CAD or CAE sys-
tems will further reduce robot programing.
Similarly, NC programing is becoming sim:
pier, and direct links to CAD or CAE systems
will reduce progTaming requirements. While
users may develop greater needs for persons
capable of adapting programs, they will have
less need for program creators, although such
persons may remain important' to suppliers of
PA equipment systems.

Transient jobs tend to persist among small
firms longer than among larger ones, inas-
much as small firma are less able to adopt

*Computer-industry repreSentatiVes see improved software
and easier-tose systems as a response to a perceived shortage
of progrruner a and other data-precessing_Rersonnel. At an April
1983 colference, one software company spokesman contended,
"What we need is to make microcomputors easy enough to use
so that and users can control their destiny." Ste Robert Batt,
"Micros Seen Holding Key to DPer Lack," Compurerwortd,
Apr. 25; 1983:

newer technology. However, the development
of cheaper, smaller, easier-to-use PA systems
such. as those currently fueling market
growth for CAD and CNC, inparticularwill
hasten their adoption by smaller firms during
this decade and the next (see ch. 7).*

Qualification Trends
Evidence om the United States and other

countries suggests that, though automation
is simplifying production tasks, employers are
Filling better qualified, more skilled personnel.
Insofar as this occurs, simple contrasts in oc-
cupational employment levels will not be ac-
curate indicators of changes in skill, require-
ments.

Research from Japan and West Germany
brings out the contrast between employee
qualifications and skill requirements:

_A Japanese survey reported that the
spread of microelectronics was associated
on the one hand with subst,lntial growth
in employment of high school and college
graduates with science and engineering
majors and on the other hand witlgrowth
in the number of machine operators do-
ing siniple or unskilled task."
A Japanese case study of automation in
software development found that compa-
nies hired better educated staff ov time
but adopted automated technique 'aimed

*To put tie timing issue into perspective,note that most job
openings represent the replacement of personnel; rather than
employment growth. Replacement hiring occurs not only be-
cause of deaths, retirements, and resignations, but also because
people move between occupations as well as jobs. Replacement
needs are one reason why BLS and others forecast that most
1980's fob openings will occur In existing occupations; and that
PA will have a negligible effect on many of the occupations ex.
pected to grow the most. Indeed, although 5 cempUter-related
occupations experienced dramatic employment growth (rang-
ing from 28 percent for data-entry personnel to 477 percent for
other computer specialists) between, 1972 and 1982, as a group
they amounted for slightly more than 5 percent of overall job
growth in that period. See Ronald E Kutic.her, testimony before
the House Committee on Small Business, Subcommittee on
Oversight and the Economy, hearings on "The Impiact of Ro-
bots and Computers on the Workforce of the 1980's:" May 18,
1983.

" "Ministry of Labor Re_port on Microelectronics and Its -Im-
pact On Labor," cable from American Embassy (Tokyo) toU.S.
Secretary of State, August 1983.
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at simplifying work, allowing employees
to "supervise" automated processes.
Work tasks were changed in response to
shortages of experienced personnel."
A ,JS Lanese survey of electrical machinery
industry workers reported that operators

Microelectronics - equipped machines in
rra; chine shops (and to a lesser extent in

sembly shops) perceived a need_to un-
derstand computers; programing; electric-
ity, and electronics; while machine "super-
vision" and monotonous routine work in-
creased."
A West German study of the employment
effects of NC rnw..:r:, -,t, - eported that
workers incrwLingt.,- perceived a need for
"professional training," while their re-
sponsibilities shifted from machine opera-
tion to machine "supervision.""

The preference of employers to hire (or re-
tain) well-educated personnel; both in the
United States and abroad,- suggests that high-
er education or skill may be regarded as an-in-
dicator of other attributes such as responsibili=
ty (desired because of growing investments in
equipment) or an ability to solve problems and
troubleshoot (desired because of growing de-
pendence on equipment and the costs of a
breakdown). Thus, the Japanese survey of elec-
trical machinery workers noted a need for "at-.
titudes such as meticulousness and accuracy,
the readiness to learn new things. and so
forth" that allow prompt decisionmaking and
quick responses;

In the short term, employers may continue
to employ personnel who are on average more
or less skilled than necessary. This is because
most companies are inexperienced with pro-

"Japan Labor Association, "A Special Study Concerning
Technological Innovation and Labor-Management Relations,
interim report, June 1983. Also, note that this experience is
similar to conditions observed following the introduction of NC
machine tools.

"Denlu Roren, "Surveys on the Impacts of Micro-Electronics
and Our Policies Toward Technological Innovation," paper pre
sented at the 4th -I -M' World Conference for the Electrical and
Electronics Industries, October 1983.

"Werner Dostai and Klaus Kostrier, "Changes -in Etnplo;,:,
ment With the Use of Numerically Controlled Machine Tools,"
(Mitteilungen aus der Arbeitsmarkt and Berufsforschung),
1982.

grammable automation, especially the produc-
-tion-technologies,-and-are-not-y0-familiar with-
their exact skill requirements and capabilities.
In the long term, as experience is gained, com-
panies may employ more lower skilled people
plus a few highly skilled people working at
higher levels. This may come about because
PA can lower skill requirements as well as job
numbers at low and middle levels of organiza-
tions, and because companies generally try to
reduce the amount of skill they have to pay
for. On the other hand, companies try to avoid
wholesale replacement of skilled categories, .

since skilled workers-are generally more pro-
ductive than others. The transition in skill mix
is likely to be gradual, and it will vary among
firms and industries.

Compensation Patterns
Occupational shifts affect wage levels and

in turn influence the income distribution and
the buying power of consumers. The shifts dis-
cussed in this chapter will alter wage patterns
both Within the _manufacturing sector and be-
tween it and other sectors. While short-term
trends can be identified, long-term implica-
tions are less clear; they depend on many fac-
tors besides technology change.

A major implication of the shift to "white:
collar" or salaried jobs, given contemporary
wage patterns, is a reduction in access to well-
paying jobs for individuals with a high schonl
education or less, individuals who have tradi-
tionally found ready employment in the manu-
facturing sector (and in production jobs in par-
ticular). In many cases, manufacturing person-
nel earn higher pay than their skill levels or
educational attainment would suggest, in part
because of collective bargaining. By contrast,
many low-skill service jobs pay less and offer
less job security, in part because of the ab
sence of collective bargaining. Lack of proper
education and training or employer prejudices,
as well as a reduction in_available job opporr
tunities, may restrict the movement of such
individuals into higher skilled job in the
manufacturing sector, while technology change.
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aid import competition may rediite the total
lumber of manufacturing jobs.*

Figure 16 contrasts the earniriga diatribu-
ion for agriculture and industrymid for serv-
ces, in 1971 and 1981. Lower leVeIS Of COmpen-
iation for the service sector as a whole reflect
;he relative lack of unionization; the preva-
ence of small firms; the greater role of part-
Ante work, and the- predominance of women. **
rable 37 shows the distiibiition of average
.arnings by industrY; table 38 shows that ar
arage earnings in metalworking industries are
higher than those in durable manufacturing
overall; and table 39 shows earnings levels by
Dccupation in machine -tool industries;

As the above contrasts suggest, employees
displaced from manufacturing employment
may suffer reductions in earnings, income, and
job security, if they move into newjobs in serv-
ice industries or into Other jobs in manufac-
turing that are not subject to collective bar-
gaining. The lossee are especially likely for
Older workers; whose wages would have grown
with seniority.

Changes in job mix may affect the distribu-
tion of income more than the level of income
overall. In very general terms, PA and other
factors will contribute to long-terni growth in
output and; therefore, aggregate income. While
shifts in 'job mix may depress wage growth,
returns on invested capital may grow, shifting
spending power froth workers to investors
(many of whoM are workers themselves). This
shift may be compounded inasmuch as wage
earners are more likely than investors to spend

*A survey performed by Westat for OTA in August 1982
showed a propensity of firmsespecially those that are
relatively large or relatively heaVy users of automation to train
professionals and high-skilled production tivorkers to work with
automated equipment.

**"A large Sharecif the rapidly increasing service sector em-
ployment has involVed work traditionally done by women at
1plw pay. and throughout the pericid (1950-81) there has been
a marked tendency for much of the new White-Collar work to
be defined as women's work, paid for at relelvelylow rates and
performed by women and WAR recentlyby young workers from
the baby-_boom generation." Thomas M. St/whack. Jr., "Work
Force Trends," The Long-Term Impiict ofTeehnology_onEm!
ployment acrd Unemployment (Washington, D.C.: National
Academy Press; I983).

on relatively labor-intensive goods and serv-
.
i as some evidence suggests.*

Peat trends suggest that technological
change and the declinin, share of manufactur-
ing jobs in the economy have eroded midlevel
job and income opportunities, polarizing the
work force and income distribution (see table
40). Noyelle, for exarnple, argues from an anal-
3ra-is of private sector earnings distributions
that:

Medium jobs are shrinking in importance
across the economy; in good part because
employers are increasingly emphasizing the
concentration of skills in a relatively narrow
Stratum ofrippWlevel jobs; while dealing with
the rest of their work force as a buffer that
can be adjusted over the course of the econom-
ic cycle.76

However, it is not clear that this pattern will
continue in the long run. While long-term
changes in wage patterns and income distribu-
tion are beyond the scope of this report,
Several observations can be made here:.. .

Stanback and Noyelle attribute the -loss of
midlevel jobs in xriaritifiteturing to "increased
separation between production and adminis-
trative functions . . . and the increased divi-
sion of the work process within both produc-
tion and corporate administration;"78 Pro-
grammable automation should counteract
these trends, because it aims to integrate pro-
duction and administration; AlsO, PA may
help to reduce employment fluettiations
among firms in the future becanSe it simulta-
neously lowers labor reciniferrierita and encour-
ages_ broader job deseiiPtions, which may
make workers less "dispenSable." Moreover,
as suggested by the disctiaSiOn Of Oeculiational,
trends above; PA may so blur ucc...pational

*Note that between 1068 and 1982, personal consumption
expenditures consist uk,A is grew faster _than GNP; consuMer
spending is the largt:St con'r,-...,heiit of GNP. Se:, Arthur J. An-
dreassen, "Economic Outlook for the 1990's: Three Scenarios
for Economic Growth," Monthly Labor Ilanow, November
1983. _

_"Thierry J. N6Yelle, "People. Cities; and Servkes," The En-
trepreneurial Economy, June 1984-.

"Thomas N. Stanback. Jr., and 'Iliierry J. Noyelle, atte' it
Transition (Totowa; N.J.: Allanheld, Osmun & Co., 1982).



Figure 16.Sectoral Earnings Patterns
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.
Table 37,z;EatbingS by Industry (gross hours and earnings ofproduction or nonsupervisoryworkere on Pate

payrolls by Industly dlilsion and major manufacturing group)

Industry
Average weekly hours Average hourly earnings . I I

1979 1980 1981 1982 1979 1980 1981 1982 1979-_1980____1981

Total private 35.7 3-51 35.2 34.8 $6.16 $6.66 $ 7,25 $ 7.67 $219.91 $23510 $255:20

Mining 43,0 433 43.7 42.0 .8,49 9.17 10,04 0.83 365.0, 397.06 438.75

Construction 37,0 37,0 36.9 367 927 9.94 10,82 1.55 342.99 367.78 399.26

Manufacturing 40.2 39.7 39.8 38.9 6.70 7:27 7:99 8:50 269.34 288.62 318.00

Overtime _hours 3,3 2,8 2.8 2.3

Durable goods 40.8 40.1 40.2 39.3 7.13 7,75 8.54 9.05 290,90 31078 343:31

Ofreitime hours 3:5 2:8 2:8 2,2 -.

Lumber and wood products 39,4 38,5 383 38,0; 607 6.55 6,9-9 7.50 239.16 252.18 270.51

Furniture and fixtures 38,7 38.1 384 37.2 5,06 5.49 591. 633, 195.82 209,17 226.94

Stone;. clay; and glass

products , 415 408 40,6 40,0 6,85 7.50 8,27 8,87 284.28 306.00 335:76

Primary metal industries 41.4 401 40.5 386 898 9.71 10.81 11.34 371.77 391.78 437.81

Fabricated metal products 40,7 40,4 40.3 39.2 6;85 7;45 8:19 8:78 278,80 300,98 330.06

Machinery except electrical , 41.8 41,0 40.9 39,7 7,32 8.00 8.81 128 305:98 328.00 360.33

Electric and.electronic

'equipment 40:3 39:8 40:0 39,3 6.32 6.94 7.62 8.17 254.70 276,21 304.80

Transportation eqUnierit 41.1 40,6 40.9 40,5 8.53 9,35 10,39 1.12 350.58 379.61 424E

Instruments and related

products ..... 40.8 40.5 40.4 39.8 6,17 6,80 7,42 8.26 251:74 275.40 299.77

Miscellaneous manufacturing

industries 388 387 38.8 38.5 503 5,46 5,97 6,41 195,16 211,30 231.64

Nondurablëgoods 39.3 39,0 39.1 384 801 6.55 7,18 7.73 236.19 255.45 280.74

Overtime.hours ,, . 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.5 _

Food and kindred_products , 39.9 39,7 .393 39.4 6,27 6,85 7.44 7,89 250:17 271.95 295.37

Tobacco manufactures , 38.0 38,1 38,8 371 6,67 7.74 8,83 9;82 253,46 294.89 344:54

Textile mill productS 40.4 401 316 375 466: 5.07 5.52 5.83 18826 203.31 218.59.

Apparel and other texti'le

35.3 35.4 35.7 34,7 4.23 .4.56 497 5:18 149:32 161.42 177.43

Paper and allied products... 42.6 42.2 42.6 41,8 713 7,8' 4 8.60 9.32 303:74 330:85 365:50

Printing and publishing 37.5 371 373 37,1 6,94 7.53 8,19 8.73 260.25 279.36 305,49

Cheicals and allied products 41.9 41.5 416 409 760 8.30 9,12 9.98 318.44 344.45 379.39

Petroleum and coal products 43,8 41.8 43.2 43,9 9.36 010 11:38 2.41 .409.97 422,18 491.62

Rubber and miscellaneous

plastics products . . 40.5 40.0 40.3 39.6 5,97 6.52 7.17 7.63 241:79 260:80 288:95

Leather and leather products 36:5 36:7 36:7 35:6 422 4,56 4.99. 5.33 154.03 168.09 18113

Transportation and public utilities 39,9 396 314 390 816 8.87 9.70 0,30 325.58 351.25 382.18

.1/_il.bolesale and retail trade 32.6 32,2 32.2 31.9 5.06 548 5:92 6.22 164.96 1.76,46 190.62

Wholesale trade 3.8 8 38,5 38,5 38,4 6,39 6.96 7.56 8:06 247:93 267,90 291,06

Retail !rape ...... , 30.6 30,2 30.1 2.9.9 4.53 4,88 5.25 5.49 138.62 147:38 158:03

Finance, insuran,:e, and real estate 3E2 3E2 3E3 3E2 5,27 5.19 6,31 '6,79 190,77 209,60 22105

Services 32.7 32:6 32:6 32:6 5:36 5,85 6.41 6.90 175,27 190,71 208.97

1982

$268.92

459,23

426.45

330.65

355:06

283.48

23413

354:40

437.34

344,18

368.81

322:65

450.36

322.38

247.56

296.33

310,87

369:68

218.63

180.44

389.58

324:63

407.36

546.99

302.94

189:39

401.70

198.10

309.97

163.55

245:44

224,94

tara.,elate.fd_PlodUttionzid.relited.workersIn minIns.and manActuring; to construction workers in construction: and to nonsupervisory workers in transportation and public utilities', wholesale and

retail trade; finance, insurance, and real estate; and services. 17
souRc: U.S: Department of Caber, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Empl4ment & Earnings, 1984, establishment data, annual average,
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Table 38.-Earnings of Production Workers,
Selected Industry Groups, 1936 to Date, Annual Averages

Year

Durable
needs

i. .( ..

Nonelectrical
machinery
industry

Motor
vehicles &
equipment

industry

Aircraft
and parts
industry

Metal-
working

machinery
industry

Metal-
cutting

machinery
industry

Average weekly
1936 $ 23.12 NA $ 30.13 NA NA $ 28.73
1937 26.61 NA 32.66 NA NA 32.48
1938 23.70 NA 30.59 NA NA 26.75
1939 26.19 NA 33.58 NA NA 32.34
1940 28.07 NA 36:69 NA NA 37.44
1941 33 56 NA 42.68 NA NA 44.22
1942 42.17 NA 54.15 NA NA 52:70

.1943 48.73 NA 59.13 NA NA 55:11
1944 51.38 NA 60.12 NA , NA 58:19
1 .t5 48.36 NA 55.28 NA . NA 57.14
1946 46.22 NA 52.28 NA NA 54.40
1947 51.76 S 57.58 58.63 $ 54.74 $ 58.69 57.87
1948 56.36 60.38 63.15 60.97 63.13 61.68
1949 57.25 60.31 67.33 63.34 ' 61.33 59.23
1950 62.43 62.08 74.85 68.10 71.73 69.87
1951 68.48 76:13 77.16 77.96 86.01 85.14
1952 72.63 79.55 84:87 81:27 92.20 90.24
1953 76.63 82.68 89:88 83:38 96.81 95.17-- --
1954 76.19 81.40 91.30 84.66 93.09 89:25
1955 82.19 87.36 99.84 89.21 98.34 95.48
1956 85.28 93.06 96.82 95.57 108.96 106.25
1957 88.26 94.12 100.61 96.35 1 106.89 101.04
1958 89.27 94.33 101.24 101.25 102.00 91.20
1959 96.05 102.92 111.38 106.63 113.74 106.93
1960 .97:44 104.55 115.21 110.43 117.27 110.99
1961 100:35 107.42 114.65 114.68 117.04 111.92
1962 104:70 113:01 127.67 119.97 125.57 119.41
1963 108.09 116:20 132.68 122.43 128.90 124.42
1964 112.19 121:69 138:03 125.03

1 137.06 112.o1
1965 117.18 127.58 147.63 131.88 144.37 138.76
1966 122.09 135.34 147.23 . 143.32 i 153.72 . 150.20-
1967 e 123.60 135.89 144.84 146.97 154.56 154.25
1968 132 07 141.88 167.66 152.04 158.70 152.65
1969 139.59 152.15 170.56 161.35 172.38 166.61
970 143.47 154.95 170.47 168.92 174.28 166.00

1971 153.52 161.99 195.29 175.82 174.62 163.90
1972 167.27 179.34 219.22 193.44 198.29 194.71
1973 179:28 193.63 237.08 207.50 214.90 219.11
1974 190.48 207.6" 239:54 218.70 225.33 232.74
1975 205.09 219.22 262.68 246.19 ' 226.46 232.68
1976 225.33 236.74 305.30 263.16'- 248.69 249.96
19'7 248.46 259.79 345.40 289.95, 279.72 290.18
1978 270.44 285.44 368.05 318.19, 308.88 322.56
1979 290.90 305:98 372.37 351.05 329.30 344.21
198C 310.78 328.....) 394.00 389.76 346.83 366.21
1981 342.91 360.33 450.31 425.80 371.49 383.95
1982 355.67 367.49 469.80 462.38 377.94 3131183
NA -Not Ayiriable

SOURCE U S Bureau tit Labor Stabslics, "Em(2l_oyment and Earnings Sfatistics, 1909.70'. (also monthly) National Machine Tool Builders' Association, 1983.198.1 Economic
Handbook of (Po Ma,:hine Tool Indttstry
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Table_38.-EarnIngs of Production Workers,
Selected Industry Groups, 1936 to Date, Annual Averages-Continued

Yeat

DUrable
goods

industries

Nonelectrical
machinery
industry

Motor
vehicles &
equipment

induqtry_

.

Aircraft
and parts
industry

Metal-
working

machinery
industry

M:-.1tal-

cutting
machinery
industry

Average hourly
1936 $ 0.58 NA $ 0.76 NA NA $ 0.65

1937 0.67 NA Q.88 NA NA 0.73

1938 0.68 NA 0.91 NA NA 0.74

1939 0:69 NA 0.92 NA NA 0.76

1940 0.72 NA 0.94 NA NA 0.78

1941 0.80 NA 1.04 NA NA 0.86

1942 0.94 NA 1.17 NA NA 0.99

1943 1.05 NA 1.24 NA NA 1.09

1944 1.11 NA 1.27 NA NA 1.15

1945 1.10 NA 1.27 NA NA 1.19

1946 1.14 _ NA_ _ 1.35 NA NA 1.27

1947 1.28 5 1.34 1.47 $ 1.37 $ 1.38 1.37

1948 1.40 1.46 1.61 1.49 1.49 1.47

1949 1.45 1.52 1.70 1.56 1.54 1.51

1950 1.52 1.60 1.78 1.64 1.65 1.62

1951 1.65 1.75 1.91 1.78 1.83 1.80

1952 1.75 1.95 2.05 1.89 1.97 1:92

1953 1.86 1.95 2.14 1.99 2:10 2.06

1954 1.90 2.00 2.20 2.07 2:17 2.10

1955 1.99 2.08 2:29 2.16 2.24 2.19

-1956 2.08 2.20 2:35 2.27 2.40 2.33

1957 2.19 2:29 2.46 2.35 2.48 2.40

1958 2.26 2.37 2.55 2.50 2.55 2.40

1959 2.36 2:48 2.71 2.62 2.67 2.54

1960 2.43 2.55 2.81 2.70 2.74 2.63

1961 2.49 2.62 2:86 2.77 2.80 2.71

1962 456 2.71 2.99 2.87 2.90 2:79

1963 2.63 2.78 3.10 2.95 2.97 2.88

1964 2 71 2.87 3.21 3.02 3:08 2.98

1965 2. /9 2.96 3.34 3.14 3.18 3.07

1966 2.90 3.09 3:44 3.31 3.32 3.23

1967 3.00 3.19 3:55 3.45 3.46 3.39

1969 3.19 3.37 -,A 3.89 3.62 3.64 3.55

1969 3.38 3:58 4.10 3.86 3.90 3.83

1970 3.56 3 77 4.23 4.12 4.12 4.00

1971 3 80 3.93 4.74 4.32 4.28 4:16

1972 4.05 4.27 5.11 4.65 4.59 4:56

1973 4.32 4.55 5.45 5.00 4.84 4:88

1974 4.68 4.92 5.90 5.40 5.16 5.23

1975 5.14 5.36 6.47 5:99 5.51 5.54

1976 5.55 5.76 -7.10-- 6:45 5.94 5.98

1977 6.06 6.26 7.85 6.92 6.49 6.61

1978 6.58 6.78 8:50 7.54 7.02 7.20

1979 7.13 7.32 9:06 8.26 7.57 7.77

1980 7.75 8.00 9.85 9.28 8.18 8.38

1981 8 53 8.81 11.01 10.31 8.93 9.12

'982 9,05 9.28 11.60 11.25 9.52-- 79_

NA -Noi F.vailablo
SOURCE U S Bureau of Labor Statistics. "Employment and Earn lgs Statistics. 1909-70- (also monthly).National Machine Tool Builders' Association. 1983.1984 Economic

Handbook of th. Machine Tool Industry
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Table ;,9.--;Averagi Hourly Earnings In the Machinery Manufacturing Industry,'

in Selected Areas by Occupation, 19475, 1978; 1981

.... .

Region and survey year

Occupation

Machine tool operators, production

Numerically

Class Ab Class BC Class Cd controlled

Baltimore, Md.

Winter 1974.75 ......... , $ 5,17 $4.50 $397 $ 5,06
; January 1978 634 5.79 524 5.67

_January 1981 9.01 7,84 7.01 7.68

2, Boston, tOss

Winter 19'74.75 5.04 415 358 466
January 1978 654 601 431 6.24

- January1981 0.59 8.35 5.87 8.44

3. Buffalo, N.Y.

Winter 197475 5.15 4.78 4.19 556
January 1978 E77 628 544 740
January 1981 8:97 8.25 7.01 9,47

4: Cnicago; 111:

Winter 1974.75 5.71 542 ; 449 5.59

January 1978 7,38 5.51 590 755
_January 1981 950 800 E63 9,51

5: ClevelancObto

Wititei 1974.75 5,68 4.75 3.04 5.38

Januar 197d 7.02 641 4.12 7.17

January 1981 943 El 3 E78 937
6. Denver; Colo_

Winter 1974.75 ......... 553 4.43 3.78 5.34

January 1978 650 5.36 544 5.44

January 1981 9.30 7.23 NA 828
7. Detroit, Mi'

Winter N./ 647 546 402 6.29

January 'f? 8,19 7,1 I 548 7.14

Janairy . 11.61 9L3 6.21 9.44

8. Houston, Tex.

Winter 197475 ...., ...... 540 5.01 3.91 5,50

January 1978 7.15 656 4.89 7.29

January 1981 9.92 NA 5.93 10.08

9. LA Long Beach, Calif.

Winter 1974.75 5.28 4;58 360 5.43

January 1978 687 5.45 3.96 6.86

January 1981 9.38 7.39 4.83 9.2
0, Milwaukee, Wis.

Winter 1974.75 5.75 5.48 5..49 E48
January 1978 .. ......... _778 E89 _NA 7.43
January 1981 10:47 9.91 8.45 10.36

Occupation

Assemblers Inspectors

Tool room Laborers;
one type

. Material Tool

matitie_ciass__ALCV-atSig Class Ab Class B handling clerks

$ 5.21e $4.86 $4.39 $ E46 NA $3,67 $4.07

6.54e 6.03 5.71 E72 NA 5.13 E38
NA 840 88 8.88 $732 ; 7:21 NA

-
576 4.86 , 3.97 4.97 4.32 3.66 4.52
6.72 6.18 4.89 NA 0 5.26 4,55 5.73
NA 8.31 6.62 8.47 7.44 618 7:22

543 5,29 473 5,54 5.04 4,36 4.43

6,80 6.92 6.43 7.20 6,36 NA 5,86

734 9.24 8.07 9.35 7.62 8.11 7.80

6.20 5.35 458 551 5.15 4.30 458
836 6.84 5.49 743 6.80 5,85 E47

11.31 8.95 7.43 925 8.56 '6.81 9.10

5.80 5.57 4,95 550 5,264"- 4,49 4.96

7.09 7,21 6.13 720 6.65 / 5.07 6.50

956 9.64 7.80 9.93----. 8.86

5.134° 4,90 3,01 5.14 4-.03 , 358 4.38

_653 5.94 430 6.67 5.93 4.75 5.89

1069 7.'1'9 5.:1,0 8,55 7.04. 559 7.54

6.68 6.15 5.60 E74 555 4.79 544
8,94 _7.80 [\ 7.23 _7.79 E50 614 7.13

1208, 11.17 ,9.59 11.01 NA 9.45 9,80

5.31 5.27 4.47 5.43 4,66 4.21 4.65
.7.26 6,89 5.86 _7.37 6.43 5.38 536
19,08 9.75 9.05. 10:07 8.45 7.41 7.80

5.17 4,71 3.88 5.38 4.30 3.82 4.58
7.44 6,29 4.41 6.47 5.50 4.67 5.24

9.87 8.02 6.09 9.77 7.20 5:74 6:93;

589 5.68 5.24 5,64 5.40 NA 4.77

7513 7,72 6,96 7.24 6,97 6.19 5,28

11.35 10,31 9.09 9.99 NA 8:88 9:13



Table 39.-Average Hourly Earnings in th_e_Machineq_ Manufacturing Industry,a
in Selected Areas by Occupation, 1974.75, 1978, 1981-Continued

rygion and survey year

_0_c_c_u_pation Occupation
_ASSdrnblers Inspectors

Laborers,
material
handling

Tool
clerksClass Ah Class BC Class CI

Numerically
controlled

Tool room
one type
machine Class At Class B9 Class Ah Class BI

Newark,_Newark, N.J. -
Winter 1974-75 5.31 5.31_ 3.86 5.61 5.71 5.28 4.21 487 4.92 4.02 4.85
January 1978 6:50 6:59 4.85 6:29 7,47 6.54 5.71. 5.95 6.61 4.96 5.74
January 1981 9.44 9.04 6.35 7.68 NA 7:93 5:90 7:83 7:77 7:21 &60
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Winter 1974-75 5.55 5.36 4.97 E19 5.43 5.80 4.4 6.19 4.99 4.47 4.65
January 1978 7.15 6.71 6.15 E69 7,21e 7.14 6.02 7.37 6.66 5.33 6.18 '
January 1981 9.44 8:80 8:14 9:33 NA 8:52 7:78 ' 9.44 8.79 8.74 7.48
St. Louis, Mo.ftl.
Winter 1974-75 6.54 5.07 4.69 6.33 5.76 5.78 4.70 6.23 5.03 4.17 4.62
January 1978 8.25 6.14 6.12 7.26 8.03 6.91 5.81 7.24 6.23 5.11 5.81

Jan_uary 1981 .
. 45 836 8-30 _27 8.69 9.10 7.57 9.04 8.35 6.79 7.86

Vot Available
ielectrical Machinery (SIC 351. .

.tatorS who set up their Own machines and perform a variety of machine operations to close tolerances using decisions based on blueprints and layouts.
?NOM wet set up their own machines and maintain operation setuips made by others.
?relOrS who petform routine and repetitive operations but do not set up machines,
re than nee- type 01. machine

and adiusts parts and makes decisions regarding proper performance of component or unit,
tembles parts in accordance with standar,' and prescribed procedures. Requires some fitting and adjusting.
ponsible for decision, regarding quatity of product and operations.- Troubleshooting and _interpreting of drav,..,, and Specifications is involved.
fs produelS and recterses having rigid specilicutionS with established inspection procedures.

'ROE Data from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, compiled In National Machine Tool Builders Association, 79634984 Economic Handbook of the Machine Tool Industry.

v
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Table 40.Distribution of Total ILS Labor Force Among Earnings_Classes; 1960 and 1975; and
Distribution of 1960.75 Job Iiicreases in the Services

Distribution of total LIS:labor force
(geed-Olt-age:S)a

Earnings cid ,se'
1.60 and abc:iu
1.59 to 1.20
1.19 to 0.80
0.79 to 0.40
0 39 and below

1960

10.9 (
20.7 f
35.9
24.1
_8.I$.:4 f

31.6

32:5

Total 100:0

1975

12:0 1
34.2

1;947 _9:5 )
22.222.2 5,224 25.5
27.8 2,311 11.3
28.4 1

38.0
9,205 44.9

53:89:6 1;829 8:9

100:0 20;516 10570

1960-1975 job increases
in ServiceSb

Numbers of
_jobs (1,0011) Percentage

dEnclurics_agrculture, mining, and public administration.
bTransbortation and other utilities. wholesale, retail, finance, insurance, real estate, corporate services, consumer services, and nonprofit.
',Relative to 1 0, for average earnings

SOURCE Tinirras M Stanback, Jr 'Work Force TrendS," The LongTerm Impact of Technology on Employment and Unemployment (Washington: D.0
Pro:, 19831

distinctions (e.g., between engineer and tech-
nician in some cases) as to raise questions
about equal pay for equal work, potentially
motivating a compression of the pay scale.

Finally, the factors that shaped past pat-
terns of service sector employment and com-
pensation, such as an accelerating influx of
women into the labor force, Will not be the ones
to shape future traits, especially if capital in-
tensity and productivity grow a the service
sector as expected (due to computerization and
other factors) and as slower growth in the la-
bor force makes labor scarcer (see below).

Nevertheless, the tecluiologies may also
allow a continuing polarization of the work
force in at least some instances. For example,
a recent study of software production found
that individual workers arr: assigned small
pieces_ of a large: task, which in turn is part
of still larger tasks.

National Academy

The elaborate division of labor energy in
software work is sometimes and mistaken-
lycalled specialization; It is more accurate-
ly called fragmentation. Increasingly, soft-
ware work is characterized by a stratification
of responsibility and pay, not just a division
of labor. What is unclear is whether there is
a direct path between low-paying and high
paying positions."
A common response, especially from the

labor movement, to the prospect of a worsen-
ing income distribution (or erosion of earning
power) due to changing job opportunities is to
propose that work hours be reduced.78 As
Wassily Leontief has noted;

"Philip Kraft and Steven Dubnoff, "Software Workers Sur-
vey.!' Computer World depth), Nov 14, 1983:

"See, forexample: AFL-CIO. "The Future of Work." mimeo
1983.
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The reduction of the average work week in
manufacturing from 67 hours in 1870 to some-
what less than 42 hours must also be recog=
nized as the withdrawal of many millions of
working hours from the labor market; Since '

the end of World War II; however; the work
week has remained almost constant."

Moreover, jobs in manufacturing, especially
among metalworking indUstrie§, typitally in-
clude overtime hours of work (and correspond-
ing extra pay). The United Autombbile Work-
ers Union has begun to preSS for reductions
in overtime work as a meanS increasing
auto-industry employthent. Its wadership has
linked the issues of work hours, job security;
and acceptance of technological change.8°
While reducing work hours can increase the
number of jobholders, it may not be possible
to employ more people without reducing real
(i.e., adjusted for inflation) per-person wages.
For this reason, job-sharing programs under-
taken in Europe and in this country; including
reductions in hours of work; have tended to
be temporary.

Automation may allow real wages to in-
crease only under certain circumstances, and
where they do increase they may not increase
enough (see fig. 17).* Increases in nominal as

ThWassily W. Leontief; "The Distribution of Work.and In.

`come," Scientifit American; September 1982. The average of
weekly hours in manufaCtiiring during 1982 was 38.9 (down
from 40.2 in 1979), compared to 35.1 (down from 35.1 in 1979)
for the total private nonfarm economy. See Valerie A. Personick,
"The Job Outlook Through 1995; Industry Output and Em-
ployment Projettions," Monthly Labor Review,_ Novembc-,7
1983; and U.S. Department of Labor; Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, Employment and Earningi, May 1983.

_'"'"_Overtirne, Technology, '84, Issues" utomobve News, Dec.

19, 1983.
*Note that Leontief has argued tr. wages are not like-

ly to rise sufficiently Co allow voluntary reductions in the work
week, given antkipated technological displacement; Leontief
advocates government intervention via income maintenance and
income distribution programs. See Wassily N. Leontif, "The
Distribution of Work and Income," op. cit.

well as real wages will be constrained by in-
creasing international competition. (Note that
manufacturing workers in Hong Kong, as in
other developing regions, work 6 days a week,
10hours a day, have few holidaya a year and
earn relatively low wages. Their lower stand-
ard of living constrains us from raising ours
where our products compete in the same mar-
ket.) General Motor% for example, has
attempted to increase its ability to compete
with producer8 operating in low-wage_coun-
tries by introducing a dual pay system which
provideS lower wages for new workers, con-
fronting existing personnel with "an agoniz-
ing choice between going againSt deeply held
union principles and giving some of their
neighbors a chance for a job."8' Several other
companies have also moved to adopt dual pay
Systems, but such systems are considered
controversia1.820ther mechanisms for sharing
work, such as early-rethement (which shares
jobs between generations rather th an among
contemporaries); may more easily preserve
wage levels, although they may draw on a
smaller pool of workers.

Profit-sharing inik;,7 provide a means by
which employees gain job security in exchange
for variable comper,Sation. Interest in profit-
sharing has been growing recently. Both
heightened international competition and
greater capital intensity due to PA use may
Stimulate manufacturers' interest in p;.ofit-
sharing.

"John Holusha, "G.M. Division Votes on Two-Level Pay,"
TheNew York Times, Aug. 24, 1983.

"Steven Flait_;Pev Cuts Before the Job Even Starts," For-
tune, Jan. 9, 1984.

Contextual Factors
There are many ways for companies to ad-

just to changing labor needs. Employers can
lower their use of labor without layoffs or

other involuntary separations of employeesif:
1) the tiering of displacement is priced accord-
ing to the normal i,:arntiver or attrition rate of

180
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change

Capital saving
_or. neutral
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Figure 17.Technology Change and

Change In amount of
labor used v. Change

only in type of
labor used

Output

Labor
hoiii rises

Real Wages

Nomlnal Output price Realwage
wage change change change

:%tput price
falls Real wage

Nominal rise
wage rises

Nominal wage
constant

Output price
constant Real wage

rise

Output price
falls Real wage

rise

Output price
constant Real wage

constant

Deskill

_

Labor --
hour rises_

Capital using

Deskill

Capital
rises

OutOut

Real wage
not rise

. Technology not adopted
(at old wages, prices and costs)

L JCIf
falls

Output Output_ price falls
and/or constant Real wageNominal

rise,wage riseS-

Capital
rises <

Output

Labor

Output

Output price
rises

Real wage fall
or constant

Output price
fails

Nominai Outpu) pr;cr
wage constant constant

KFY = Reduce

OTE There is no straightl-rward economic analysis of effect of ch-ange in skill mix as there is for change in 'abor productivity. per se

SOURCE: OTA, based nn at alysis by Eileen Appelbaum, Temple iiyersity.
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the firm (which reflects resignations; perma-
nent disability departures; deaths; retire-
ments; entry into extended military service,
disciplinary discharges, and transfers) ; ') cur=
rent employees who wish to remain with the
firm can do new work or jobs (on their ow ;n or
with training); and/or 3) the level of output ex-
pands to at least accommodate the existing
labor force, despite growth in output per
employee.

AT&T; for example, increased automation
without major laytiffs during the 1950's and
1960's because of expanding output it now _a.p=
pears to have leaa capacity for maintaining
en.Tloyment leVels. General Electric, for ex-
ample; is spending $100 million to modernize
refrigerator production arid expects t,o elm=
inate 1,000 jobs from that operation by the
mid-1980'a. However; it does not plan to lay
Off personnel because about 300 employees

leave voluntarily each year; arid the company
plans to reassign perssonnel to other appliance-
manufacturing jobs," 84 Similarly, Westing-

house has a policy of not_ laying off personnel
because of technology change.

This section examines relevant changes in
the labor supply that may complement the ef-
fects of technology irrd demand changes on

patterns, and it examines Japanese ap-
proaches to work forCe ad;trat, nent. Chapter
6 discus;:cs retraining Ind ,iriSeling pro-
grams to ease transitions of current em-
ployees.

Labor Supply

The makeup of the populatidfi and the labor
forde are important factors for evaluating the
overall challenge of adjusting_te changing job
Opportunities. The size; growth, and age struc-
ture of the labor force are relevant, as is corn-

"Bruce Vernyi. "GE Investing $100N1 in Refrigerator Line,"
Amen( Metal_ A,:ar:,ei,Metalworking News, July 25,_ -198?:

4 :;et? "GE to Improve Businesses for $590 Million,
The WWI reet Jorurn-al Nei: 2 1983. A $369 million re 4.-

nient by GE in pl nt and equipment for an-ers.t. engines and
controls 1.011 affectj1.215 employees in two cities. GE plans to
reassign many workers. provide specid educatio:. ;ma -'train
ing assist:- v.v." and sponsor placemetir programs for pt_r2on-
nel c:ioosim: to leave.

position by 1-L;:e and sex. OTA expects that
some of the labor supply trends discussed be-
low will help to offset the potential negative
effects of PA on employment levels:

The total U.S. population is growing rela-
tively slowly; the Census Bureau predicta that
the pcipirlation will reach its maximum size
(308.9 million) in the year 2050. Growth in the
labor fOroe, which includes principally pe.:sple
between the ages of 16 and 65, peaked chiring
the late 1970's following the inflUX of the baby-
boom generation and rapid grOwth in labor
force activity among women. The me,dian age
of the population has risen to over 30; and the
proportion of the population Under 25 is declin-
ing (it is now about 41 percent, down from 46
percent in 1970).85 The number of per sons aged
26 to 2 j will also decline through this century.
The median age of the labor force is almost 35,
and the number and on:portion of workera
aged 16 to 24 -==the new entrant groupWill
fall. Conae-quemly, the labor forcr is expected
to groW relative?;- slowl7 in this and future
decades (see tables 41 and 42).

Slower growth in the labor force mxkes the
czonomy better able to absorb increases in out-
put per worker without growth in unemploy=
ment. Indeed, for output to grow relative to
the labor fOrce; increases in output per woi-k6r
would be. ne4:essary; without them co,npanies

ould eicOi-Tience labor shortages. On the
other hand, if output does not groW fact
enough relative to the labor force, lat.

surplues may arise: Labor surpluses may .-)e
realized as unemployment, withdriwal
the labor force; or involuntary pan time
employment and other forms of underem; ,-)y-
rnent. Official unemployment statistics meas-
ure only part of the problenn.

The aging of populations and labor forces
influenees who can and will bear the burden

adjusting to changing labor requirements.
Other things being equal, the greater the pm-
portion of older workers; the faster will attri-

""U.S. Population Seen I-Ptting real( in 20 of 308.9 Mil.

lien," Th Wall Street Journai, N....1 9; 1982; P Id H. N. Fuller-

ton. Jr ; and Tschetter, The 1995 Lebo[ Force: A Second

Look, Aloriti4v Lhhar Review. November 1983.
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Table 41.--U.S. Population by Age Groups; 1929.83 (thousands of persons)

July 1

1929

1933

1939

1940 .
1941
1942
1943
1944

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

1955
1956
1957
1959
1959

1963
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1567
1968
1969

:970
19/1
1972

19i4

1975
1976
1977
1978

1980
1981
1902.
1983.

Total

121,767

{ 125,579

130.880

132.122
132 402
134:860
136.739
138:397

139:928
141.389
144;126
146,631
149,188

152.271
154.878
157.553
160.184
163.026

165.931
168,903
171.984
174.082
177.830

180,671
183,691
186.538
189.242
191,889

194.303
196,560
198.712
200.706
202,67%

205.052
207.661
209.896
211.909
213.854

215 973
218.035
220.239
222.585
225.055

227.704
229:849
232.057
234.249

Under 5 5-15

11{734

10{612

loA18

1,3,579
10.850
11.301
12.016
12.524

12:979
13.244
14.406
14.919
15.607

16.410
17.333
17.312
17,638
18.057

18.566
19.003
19.494
19,887
23.175

20.341
20,522
20.469
20.342
20.165

1.124
19,208
18.S63
17,913
17.376

17;166
17,244
17.101
16.851
16,487

16.121
15.637
15,564
15.735
16,063

16,457
16,943
17.372

26,800

26,897

25.179

24,811
24.516
24.231
24.093
23,949

23.907
24,103
24.468
25.209
25,852

26.721
27.279
28.894
30.227
31:480

32,682
33.994
35 :272
36,445
37,368

38,494
39,765
41.205
41.626
42.297

44.2e

44,84::

".6
41.91
4{1,203
43,582
42,989

42.508
42,099
41.298
40,428
39,552

38.820
38.046
37.620

16-19 20-24

9.127

9.302

9.822

9.895
9.840
9,230
9.60?
9.561

9.361
9.119
9.097
8,952
8,788

8,542
8.446
8,414
8.460
8.637

8.744
8.916
9.195
9.543

10,215

10.633
11,025
11,180
12.007
12,736

13.516
14.311
14.200
14.452
14.800

15.289
15.688
16,039
16.446
16.709

17,017
17.194
17.276
17,288
17,242

17.136
16.682
16.205

Age iyears 1

10,694 35,062

11.152 37.319

11.519

11.690
11,807
11,955
12.964
12,062

12.036
12.004
11.814
11.794
11,700

11.680
11.552
11.350
11.062
10.832

10.714
10.616
10.603
10.756
10.969

11,134
11,483
11,959
12.714
13:269

13346
14.050
15.248
15,786
16,480

17.202
18.159
18.153
18,521
18.975

19.527
19,986
20.499
2n 946
21.257

21.612
21,946
21.935

25-4i

39,354 25.821

39,868
40,383
40,861
41.420
42.016

42.521
43.027
43.657
44,288
44.916

45.672
46.103
46,495
46,786
47,001

47,194
47,379
47,440
47,337
47.192

47:140
47,084
47,013
16.994
46.958

46.912
47,001
47,194
47.7,n
48.064

48.473
48,936
50.482
31.749
53.051

54.302
55.852
57,561
59,010
61.379

63.474
65.499
67.625

.'.076

2,933

26.249
26.718
27.196
27.671
28.138

28,630
29.064
29.498
29.931
30,405

30.849
31.362
31.804
32.394
32,942

33.506
34,057
34.591
35.109
35,563

36:203
36.722
37.255
37.782
38.238

38,916
39.534
40,193
40,846
41,437

41.999
42,482
42.898
43,235
43,522

43.801
44,008
44.150
44.286
44.393

44,493
99,476
44,474

55_and
ove

6,474

7,363

8,764

9.031
9.288
9.584
9,867

10,147

10.494
10,828
11.185
11.538
11.921

12.397
12,803
13,203
13,617
14,076

'1.525
.4.938
15.388
15.806
16.248

16,675
17.089
17.457
17.778
18.127

18:451
18,755
19.071
19.365
19.680

20{107
20.561
21:020
21,525
22.061

22.696
23,278
23.392
24.502
25.134

25,714
26.260
26,824

Note -,'..{{.{3es Armed Forces overseas beginning 1940 Includes Alaska and Hawaii beginning 1950

SOURCE. Deoartment of Commerce, Bureau of Census.

tion thi _.,gh retirement (normal or early)
reduce the population at risk of (1:::-2olacement;
However; involuntary redid:a( rlj, is tanta-
mount to layoff; and it may l r- source of
effective unemployment:

For those elgiblb for pensions or social
security, labor force withdrawal is a more vi-
al)? alternative to a prolonged job search than
it is fdr 3 n.ing:_r persons, who are leSS likely
to have alternative sources Jf income."

"Philip L. Rones, "LabOr Market ProblPrns of Older Work-
ers.' Monthly Lebo, Review, Mey 1983.

BLS has fore( It that the proportion of em-
ployees aged 55 and older will ha: th91980's
and 1990's; in part because of anticipated de-
clines in labor roc participation:" nt the
same time; thero wir, be growth in the share
of 25- to 54-year einployees; the prime age
group: Change in the age mix- (and other dem-
ographic phenomena; SiiCii_as labor force par-
ticipation rates); will alS6 lead to chaiiges in

"H 7. Fullerton, Jr., and J. 'Tschetter, "The 1095 Labor
7orce: A & :mil Look," Monthly Labor Reviet November
1983.

1
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Table 42.-U.S. Population and Labor Force; 1929.83 (monthly data seasonally
adjusted; except as noted)

Period

_Covildri
norunsti
11-1igigplc'.).

"
arred

forces

1.apor
force

inclurl
ing

-de-
Armed
Forces

Chnhan laser force - Unem Cook.
meet rate

Labor force
participation

EroMOY.
men;

'including I
csdent

Forces

I

Total

Employment

0nerriPtcy.
meat

All
work.
ers '

i.,.,
''''''

Agri.
'cultural

I

Nonage. ,

cultural 1

Cnol
tan I

ers I

1 e,
i a,n

1929
7

Thousands of Peftont 14 years of age and over Percent

4 9,180 47--ts30; 10:450 i 31-).Gi 1.550
. ___ __

1933 ....I ......... . 51590
I

38,760
1

10090 28:6101

I

1939 , 55.230 1 45.750 1 9,610 36:140
1

1940 99.840 ; 55 640 1 47 530 [ 1,5401 37.960

1941 99.900 ! ...... 55.910 50.3501 9.100 I 41.2501

1947 98:640 r .- 56.410 53,7501 9,2501 44.5001

1°13 94,6401 44 55.540 54,9701 9-080 1 45.3301

93.2201 ... ....... .. ..... .... 54.630 53.9601 8,9541 45,0101

I
.1 :. -1

1945 94.030! 53.860 ,28291 8.5601 1.2401

111m5 103.0 n) 1 57.520 55 250 1 0.320 I . 930 1

194/ 106 J.,18 i 10'0.168 57 :812! 8,2561 ':,5571

Thousands of persons 16 yeaTS of age and over

3.21

12.830 I 24 31

9,9801. ' 21

8,120 .

5.560 . .....
7.660 ; 7
1,070 ..3

6701 1 2 j

1,040
2:270
2.356

1947 101.627 1
1 59 350 57,0381 7,890 I

1998.. 103.064 1 I 60.621 58,343 I 1:679

1949. 103.9941 ... ...... ... 61.286 57,6511 7,658
! . _

1950 ..... 104.995 ; 1,159 1 63.377 60,087 62 208 55.9181 7,1601

1951 104:6211 2.143 I 64,160 62,104 1 62.017 59.9611 6,720

1952 .. 105131 i 7.285 1 64.54 62,636E 62.138 60.250 I 5,500

1953' 107:056 i 2:2311 65246 63.410 63.015 61.1791 6,260

1954 ,. .. 103.3211 2.142165,7115 62,251 63,643 60,109 6:205

1955 . 109683 ; 2.064' 67.087 64,234 1 65.023 82.170 6450 55:722 ;

1955 110.954 1 1.9E51 68.517 65:764 1 66:552 63,799 I 6,2831 57,514 1

1957 117.2651 1,9481 68.877 I 66.019 1 66,929 64.071 I 5,947 58:1231

1958 . 113.7271 1.8411 69,986 64.883 I 67:639 63:035 1 5,586 57,450 1

1959.. 115;3291 1 :7881 70.157 66,4181 63.369 64.6301 5,565 59,0651

!

1960. 1 117.245 i 1;8611 72 489 67,6391 39.628 65.778 3,458 60,3181

1961 .. 118.771 ' 1.900 ; 111,159 67,646 i 70,959 651461 5:200 60646 i

1952' 120,152 I 2,061 1 72,675 68:763 j 70.614 66.7021 4,944 61,759 !

1953... 122.4161 2.0061 72.639 69.768 1 77.833 67,7621 4:687 63.016

1964 124.4051 2.0181 75,109 71:323 1 73:091 69,3051 4,523 1 59.7621
.

I

1

1965 . 126.513 1946 i is.41.11 73034 1 74 .i: :, 4.0881 4,361 66,7261

1966 . . 128.05E 1 2:122' 77,892 75,0171 73./70 72,8951 3,979. 68.9151

1967.. I 179.87' 1 2.7181 79.565 76.590 77,347 74:3721 2849 70.5271

1958 132.028 / 2.2531 80:990 78.172 78.737 75,9201 3,817 72,103 1

1959 ...... ;34,3351 2.228 82.9721 80.140 1 80./24 77,902 1 3:606 74 :2^_61I-- I
1970 137.0851 2.1181 84.889 80,196 82.771 78-678 1 3,463 15:215 :

197-i -. ...... . 140.2161 1.973 86.355 81:340 84.382 77,3671 3,394 75,9721

1972. 144.126! 1.8131 88.847 83,966, 87.034 82.153! 3,484 78:669'

1973' i 147,096 : 1,774 91.203 86.838 89:429 85:064' 3,470 81.594

1974 ::11 150:1201 1:721 1 93,670 i 88,515 91.949 86,794 3,515 83,2791

1975 :537531 1;6781 95453 87,524 93.775 85,846 3,405 82,438

1976.. I 156.1501 1.6681-97.826 90.420 96.158 88.752 3.331 85,421 I

1977 159.033: 1:6561100 :665 90 573 99,409 52.017 3,283 88.734 i

1978' 161.9101 1.631103.862' -97.679 102.251 96.048 3.3871 °2;6611

1979 I 164.8631 1.597 106,559 1 1C 421 174:962 98.824 3,347 I 95.477 I

1980 ..... 167.7451 1,6041108.544 11 IC, 106:940 .99.303 3,364 95,938 I

1931 170 :1301 1.8.45 110,315 102, 42 108.6/0 100.397 ! 3,368 97 030 1

1902 ,.... 172,271 ! 1.6381111.872 101.194 710209 -.99:526 ; 3 431 91.125 ,

1983 174215; 1:676 ;113;226 102.510 .111.5501100.034 1 1,383 97.450 1

46,1481 2.311 ... .
50./14 I 2.276 ..

49,993 ! 3.637 ;

5175° I .1.7-t: I 5.2
521,5 I ,055;! 32
ia /Al 09311 2.9

:,91?' 1.1331 2.8
63.3`11 2.512

11

9.

2.85211
7,781 ,.
2,8591;

1.9
3.91
3.91

55.7
56 0
57 2
58.7
58:6

57:2
55.8
56.8

3.91 58.3
3.8 58.8
5.9 I 58 9

3 1 59 7 53.2
3.31 60 1 59.3
3.01 60 0 59 0
2 9 ' 597 589

59 6 58.8

4.3 4d( 59.3
4 0 9:11 60171 60.0
4.2! 4 31 603 ' 59.6

4,602'. 6.61 6.01 MI I 59.5

3.7401: 5.3 I 5.51 59.91 59.3

11 1

3,8521' 5.9 5.5 1 60.0 I 59.4

4,7141 6.5 6 7 1 60.0 I 59.3

3,911 , 5:4 5:5 , 5 2 58.8

4.0701, 55 5.7! 59.31 58,7

3.786 ,I 5 0 5.2 1 59:41 58.7

3.360 4.4 4.d 59.51 58.9

28751! 3.7 3.8 ! 59.81 59.2

2.975 t' 3.71 3.8 I 60.21 59.5
2,14;.211 3.5 3.61 60.31 59 6

3,4321' 34 3.5 60 8 i 60.1

-I
4,0931. 4 8 41 . 61.0 ! 4n 4

5.01611 5.8 5:9 I 6011 60.2

4;88211 5.5 5.61 60.9 ; 60 4
a ,51i 4.8 4.9 I 61.31 60:8

5,21331, 5.5 561 61.71 61.3
I

7,929 ; 8.3 8.51 61 61 61.2
7,4061. 7.6 7,71 62.01 61.1

6.9011; 5.9 7.11 62.6; 52,1

5.2021' 6.0 6.1 . 63.5 i 63.2

6.137 .- 5.8 5.81 64 01 53.7

7.3711 7.0' 7.1 1 64.11 63.8

_5 273 11 7.5 7.61 64.2' 63.9

13.67' ii 9.7 ! 64 31 64 0

10.717 9.51 9.61 64 4 ; 64.0

haLseaso/ aausted.
2 unemmoyed as percent of labor larte- mcludmg_res.dent A! mien 1,.)tc-
1 labor _1:arce. ,ncluOng Jesmant Armed Forces as cerc en! of n;:0 nstitutionai population inch/611g resident Armed Forces.

Cnnnan i-JOur force as Getter? pr c.vtltan nsni.1,1111t1 , onat.p.:Dulation_
Stt,C1-:y Cerr.P1 tile «0'7 earlier data !me to population aomstments as

-follows: Beginn-mg 1953_ introduction of 1950 Census

data !.drle7 . poowal u ann nout 251.090 _to- abor_lar,:c...fnfarernatnymenr. inn _agpcultural employment. Beginning

1960. -Inc,..sion_ot_AiaSkT., !4,2!, arle^e acou: 50C.000 to uopulatton, about '1'000- !t.- labor_fo!da, _and _about 240.000 to

nonagncultur at employment . .; ,noe 1962, -inIr ccuction_ot_ 3960 censiit tale_ redu...., by about 30,000 and labor-force-and

empiu about _2(10.C.,7 Lec,-,mng, 1212 ,ntroounon of 1570 census -data added- i- ut_ 600.000_tri_cenhan nomnstautfonal

p,opulatm- about 333,000 :0 :aJOr 4orte arid employ:mem. A .ShOsedOent_adiustment has; r on 1970 census -,n -M-anch--1973.added

latia! force and- t." employment 9eg!nning 1978, changes In sampling- ano-e oration _procedures_ intraoucea rota the

.4.1s-el.:Oh survey added about 250.000 to labor force anti f 0 emPloyme. .1nernt,ICynle levels ana rates were not s.grpfle4nt.i

affected.

SOOFICE: Depart vent of Labor, Bureau of Labor StOtistics.
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aggregate buying patterns; which will in turn
affect production and employment. For exam-
ple, spending by and for older Citizens will
grow in absolute terms and relative to spend-
ing on child-reEtring expenses.

Given_ the tendency of employers in the
United States (and other industrialized na-
tions) to reward seniority by lowering the risk
of layoff as tenure rises; the loss of job oppor-
tunities associated with programmable auto-
mation or business slowdowns first affects
younger workers and new job seekers;38 Many
analysts believe that slow growth in the num-
bers of young adults will lessen competition
for manufacturing jobs, _lowering the risk of
unemployment in manufacturing industries.
This may particularly affect durable manufac-
turing, since werkers tend to move out of jobs
in those industries as they age. Also, while
Middle-aged workers are generally not re-
cruited for entry:leyel jobs, they may begin to
fill such jobs in the wake of the decline of
younger worker groups. Declining numbers of
young Worker41 lso have a favorable ef-
i)et t .ri -nt rates generally, since

teem. . ..nYe accounted for about one-tenth
Of the p6pulation but ah" one-fourth of
cyclical employment vanation;89

An otder labor force means a more experi-
enced work 'ince. Shortages of experienced
workers have been cited by emplo7ers in the
past as a justification for aut imating. For ex-
ample, manufacturers have cited the aging and
retirement of experienced metalworking crafts-
men as a motivation for automating machin-
ing operations. On the other hand; new tech-
nology, especially rapidly changing technol-
ogy, may make fresh training more important
than experience foi, some categories of tech-
nicd personnel. This is I elietred to be_increas-
ingly so for e :Timers, for example.9° Skills c)b-

"See, for el.ample, Robert E. iigl; "The Importance of Life-
time Jobs in tlie U S. ELJnomy," American Economic Review,
vol. 72(4). Sepi-mber 1982.

"U.S. Department c. Lab.- ( )(lice of the Assistant Secretary
for Policy Evatuttion; am) iti.qeargth; "The Demographic Com-
position of CYclicr..; Viiri.tiOns in Employment," Tech-nieg An.:1!-
vsis Paper No. 61, January. 1979.

"Douglas 1.3raddock. "EngineersHi,, ?.r Than Average Risk
of Obsolescence?" Occupational Qufh,ok Quarterly. Summer
1983.

257452 0 -. 04 - 12 : QL 3

solescence may inhibit the substitution of
more available middle -aged and older workers
for declining numbers of younger workers, or
it may stimulate industrial retraining. An in-
crease in the incidence of unemployment
among older workers may raise new core erns.
Once displaced, the oldest workers (5ii; and
over) apparently have the longest spells of un-
employment, are most likely to suffer pay cuts
upon obtaining a new job after being unem-
ployed, and_are least likely to change occupa!
tions.91 A major uncertainty is whether and
how employers will adapt their_ personnelPia64:
tices in response to new technological and
demographic conditions.

The contrast between the United States and
Japan in rates and extent of adoption of pro-
grammable automation reflects in part their
differences in population and age structure.
The Japanese population aged more quickly
than that of the United States (reflecting the
lack of a "baby boom" in the postwar years
comparable to that in the United States) (see
table 43). Since the late 1960's, the J7-tpanese
have experienced laboishortages th it helped
to motivate their adoption of PA. In part,
these Shortages arose from slow grcArth in new
labor force entrants; in part, they grew out of
national norms, including low.- Female labor
force parcicipat.ion, preference single-shift
employment, early mandator? rctirenient(be-
tWeen 50 and 60), and growiag unwillingness
of high school graduates to Czo unpleasant
physical vorlt.92

Finally, U.S. labor force will also,develop
a "new look" due to growing proportions of
minority and female workek-s. Programmable
automation may have an important effect on
minority employment, in particular, since
blacks anti Hispanics are now rela4-: well
represented in manufacturing jobs, especially
in the lower skilled operative and laborer

Philip Runes. "% he Labor Market Problems of Older
=i," and Malcolm H. Morrison, "TI. Aging o: the U.S.

:ion: human Resource Implications :nth in Monthly
r-iitiur Review; May 1982

"See Robert E. Cole, 'P,,rticip.-ition and C.7ntro. in J, ese
Industry," paper prepared for Coli.ference on Productivity, Own-
en hip, and _Partleiptitini., Agency for International Devel
rnvnt, U.S. Departfrient of Labcr, May 1383; and Koike,
"Japanese Workers in Large Firms."

185
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Table 43.==.1apanese Population and Forecast (both sexes) (thousand persons)

ars ot age.) 195(1 1960 1970 '980 1990 2000 2010 2020 -- 2030 2040 2050

Id (years 1i .,0) 29428 28;087 24;823 21,546 23,327 21,180 22,210 19,402 17;588 17;865 15;960

4 11.20'; 7 844 8,806 . 8;564 7,002 7;427 7,162 5,897 6,022 5,816 4;924

9 9.523 9.295 8.159 10,035 7;862 6;823 7 091 6,410 5,724 6,084 5,275

14 8,700 11.018 7,858 8,947 8,463 6,930' 7;357 7;095 5.842 5,965 5,761

64 (years of age) 49 653 60,002 71,566 78,790 86,325 86,880 82,942 78,343 75,747 66,578 64.465

19 . 8,568 9,309 9;064 8;232 10,007 7.847 ' 6,813 7,680 6,402 5.717 6;075

24 . 7,726 8,316 10;660 7;811 8;913 ' 8,44'.2 6,915 7,342 7,079 5,830 5,952

29 6,185 8.209 9,089 9,073 8,183 9;964 7,819 6,788 7,653 6,378 5,696

34 5.202 7,518 8372 10,786 7,758 8,868 8,406 6,886 7.312 7,051 5,806

6) 5;048 6,038 8,207 9,215 9,00:.` 8.135 9.918 7,782 6,757 1;617 6;349

44 4.483 5,019 7;340 8,322 10,679 7,697 8,808 8,349 6,839 7,262 7;002

!:9 4.005 4,817 5,878 8,092 9;982 8.897 3,048 9,811 7.r99 6,684 7,535

54 3,389 4,201 4,805 7,153 8,132 10;481 7;572 8;663 8,211 6,727 7,142

59 2,749 3,641 4,425 5,622 7,803 8,819 8,651 7,824 9,539 7;458 6,498

64 2,304 2,932 3,726 4,469 6,766 7,732 9,992 7,218 5,256 7;827 6,410

and over 4,109 5,350 7,331 10.50 14.699 21.174. 26,964 31,029 29,479 29,590 28,872

- 69 1,771 2,160 .2,984 3,939 ' .77 8;151 7,990 7,226 8,811 6,913

74 1,282 1.564 2.134 2.995 1 6,780 8.758 6,32; 7,231 6,8.5C

- 79.. 686 955 1,268 2,024 i9 5,769 6 5f.,4 5,425 5;801 7;074

- 84 276 483 650 1;088 2,5615 5.382 4,694 r 057 4,376 4.994

and over 95 188 296 533 1 _99 2,181 3,029 3,444 3,371 3,035

3and total (33,"."2 93.419 103,720 116,916 124 129,234 132.116 128,774 122.814 116033 109,297

IRCE Javan Econorrne Research Center.
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categories (see table 44). Minorities may not
be well-positioned in the event that manufac-
turers seek to upgrade educatioral qualifica-
tions, since they are much more likely than
whites to have fewei. than 12 years of educa-
tion (see table 45): Also, minorities are diA)ro:
portionately likely to experience labor market
discouragement." Finelly, while Working
women are principally employed in trade and
service industries, about 15 percent work in
manufacturing. A.1thoSt half of female manu-
facturing persbnnel are Operatives, an occupa-
tional category eSpecia17. susceptible to dis-
placement.94

Japanese Mechanisms of Adjustment
Given thy; 1' eat attention now paid to Jap-

anese manuracturing practices and labor
management relations, it is useful to examine
how Japanese firms have adjusted their work
forces with the adoption of automation dur-
ing periods generally characterized by output
growth. Japanese experience reveals that the
unique industrial and social stratification prac-,
ticed there shapesand to some extent ob-
scuresthe incidence of clisplacrment:

Japanese manufacturers who automate
often protect their work forces by altering
their use of subcontractors and suppliers,
tr...cisferring personnel, and changing work
hetirS, as well as by increasing output. These
aro fairly convendonal approaches worldwide:
However, other Japanese practices are more
peculiar to the Japanese context; and are now
a source of controversy in Japan; as they
would certainly be in the Un'ted States: These
include the "preferential" iaymg off of workers
suck as worrier, r'::,7t-time, temporary, and
middle-aged and older people.

A r-,ken.t Japanese survey reported de-
-Creased reliance on outside firms and the in-
ternalization of more aspects of production,
with an accompanying 20 percent or more de-
creas wom.-,n and part-time (mostly female)

"Philip L. Bones, "The Labor Market _Problems of Older
Vorkers.- Monthly Labor May ;

Departrient of Labor, I3ureau of 1.,iitinr StatiSticS, Ern-
nioytnent and E:,;nrs. Me

- - -- -__

workers. At the same tithe, the trae ..)f micro-
electronics technologies had Wrougl, consid-
erable changes for 70 percent of users. Work-
ing Mint fell (or a second shift was adopted);
and on average, production employment fell
by 40 percent, with affected personnel being
absorbed by transfer to other work:" The
survey of Japanese electrical machinery
workers reported a 60 percent overall decline
in staffing caused by microelectronics; affect-
ing peripheral as well as immediate taeks;
more often than not; temporary and part-time
employment fell first with the introduction Of
microelectronics:96 Interestingly, that survey
reported that workers perceived a problem of
understaffing:

More detailed evidence comes from recent
Japaiw!se case studies. In one transistor and
integrated circuit plant, before automation;
there was one person per machine; after auto-
mation the ratio was one to two; production
scheduling went from multiple to two shifts,
and people were laid off: In a relay-n:::

:ng plant; the introduction_of
a reducti m in overtime -and the alloeati:in
workers to other tasks elsewhere in the plant.
The adoption of an automatic component 1..Toc-
assing systeni i i an electronic cash register
plant re-stilted in a work force decrease from
' 00 CO 65 (chiefly by laying Off women) and the
movement Of work_ (20 percent) in-house th,ac,
was previously performed by subcontractorn.
Finally, an MIL:mobile manufacturer fouild
that robots allowed the direct labor time re-
quired in small-car manufacture to decline by.
about one-half during the 1970's; but output
growth alkiwed employment to rise. However;
seasonal and temporary employment fell:97

TheSe practices reflect the th-,;t that the
vaunted Japanese syst:f_ of "permanent em-
ployment" is largely limited to male workers

Ministry of Labor Report on Microelectronics -and Its-Im-
pact on Labor." cable from Ameiicrin Embassy (Tokyo) to U.S.
Secretary of State, August 1983.

"Denki Roren; !Survays on the Impacts of Micro-Electrorucs
and Our Pelitiea Towards Tet-nnotogied fmsovation;" paper pre-
sented at the ati IMF World Conference for the Electrical and
Electronics Incius.ries, Oct. 3-5. 1983.

'",)spar .1...,abor Association, "A Special Study Concerning
Teeinological Innovation and Labor-Management relations.
Interim Report, Jiih0 1983:
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Table 44.-Minority Employment Patterns
Employed black and Hispanicorigin workers by occupation /numbers in thousands)

Occupatron

1982

Total
employed

Total416 years and over . 99,526
In

Whde.collar workers
Professional and technical

Health workers
Teachns. except college
Other professional and technical

Manager s and relnpnatrators, except farm
Sr, alien workers
5.11 emoloved s in retail trader

Self eon/toyed *pikers. except retail trade

Sales worker's
Retail trade
Other industriei

Genial workers .

Stenographers typists. and secretaries
Other clerical workers

Blue-collar workers
Craft and kindred workers

Carpenters
Construction vim workers, except carpenters
Mechanics and rend, err
Metal craft workers
Blue-collar worker supervisors, not elsewhere
castled

53,470
16,951
3,263
3,266

10,422

11;493
9;630

838
1,026

6,580
3;310
3;270

18;446
4:855

13,591

29;597
12;272
1;962
2;509

. 1,668

Percent of total

Black
Hispania
otigin

Occupation

1982

Total
employed

Peicent of total

Black
Hispanic
origin

9.2

6.6
6.4
7.3
9.0
5:3

3.9
4.0
3.3
3.5

3.8
4:9
2.8

9.4
7.5

10.1

10.9
6.7
4.2
8.4
6.2
7.1

5.2

3.5
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.7

2.9
2.8
4.8
3.1

3.3
4:3
2:3

4.8
4.1
5.1

7.5
5.5
4.9
5.4
5.6
5.6

6 :7 5.2

Craft atlict kindred workers-Continued
All other craft workers

Operatives. except treroPOft
Durable goods manufacturing .

Nondurable goods manufacturing
Other industries ..

Transport eguiornent operatives
Drivers. motor vehicles
All other

Nonfarm laborers
Construction
Manufactunng
Other industries .

Service workers
Private househi rid workers . .

Service worker ., except arrrate household
Food service workers ,

Protective service weal kers
All other .

arm murmurs . .

Farmers and I..rn mulagers
nar m laborers a d si.wervisors

Paid workers
Ur.;,Pd .smIy workers

2,467 6.6

9.429 13.5
3,966 12.5
3;054 16:3
2;409 11.5

3,377 13.1
2,921 12.5

456 17.5

4 ;5I9 15.1
722 16.6
880 15.7

2,916 14.6

13,736 16.7
1.042 28,2

12;694 15.7
4;760 10.2
1,546 13.8
6,388 20.4

2,723 5.5
1.452 1.2
1,271 10.4
1.028 12.7

244 .4

6.0

10.0
_9,8
11:2
8.8

6.5
6.1
9.2

8.2
19.7
8.6
7.5

6.3
8:2
D.2
6.4
4.0
6.5
7.1

.6
14.5
17.8

.4

Employed War ane work...irs by tricluVry (numbers in thousands)

Incluxtr

1982

Total
Pef.ent o1 total

Hispenrc-7
raron I

1982

Industry
Total

employed

Total, 16 years and over 99;526 9.2

Agriculture 3,401 5.5
Mrnrng 1,028 3.0
const,u0,0,-, -5,756 6.6
Mainutacluring 20,286 9.4

Durable gcreds 11;968 8.4
Lumber and wood products 627 :1.7 3 4 who.,,,... ,,, retail trade
FUI, .ture And fix pries 601 h 9 11.9 lortinima trade

Eloise. clay. and Lila, products 539 0.5 6.0 Rend trade

Pi imary metal rndush les 925 : -.I 7.7 inane, ins.,ance. am; ,...si estate
1,..honaied metal procucts I -,264 /.2 8.0
Mach, et y. except electrical eip. - lent Z;558 5.6 4.7 Se.vice industrial

,'Icc' ,al rut...tin-lent 2;295 7.4 .5.0 Pr.vate howchold

Transco" i., eguiPment 1
1,931 11.4 3.4 Other se, vice rodustrie

Autumn .yes 353 13.7 2.7 Butmess repair serv.t.c.

Other trArdporret, -. egurprnern 1.078 9.6 4.:. Persona ..vices
Ins:ruments an I related 131,1f,u0: 600 7.2 6;0 Eider tainmerd and acrIt.on ter ,
Other durable -io-nit and ..,.rim 750 _6.0 : 9.1i Proltshonal servo-,

ate, ',able goods .. .,15 10,8 7.0 Med.. ", .:ce. I hospit,

a', .ii,r1 ,re.Ared orodurts 1;733 11 -c_ 9.6 How.uis
...role mod o.,1 is 6e8 12.3 4,1 Wer 'Joe are elittion

:Apgar,- le d rther lex tde produe'r 1,1:9 13.6 14.9 Eauc,.. .,
10.2 3.9 Other

Fiintrnd erM othishmg 1,62: .5.6 :1.5 Forr...-ry and f..! "
...6,als t .3 e .0...1 V r odu c I 1 1,211 .1.: 1 3.6

Fr.abber an, Lae r product, 6-,J 1 9.0 1 7.0 Pu.Aic administratic .

1OURC'=.8 ,_. Z. Depart-Per I .1 Lab .4. L.-..7,i )yment and Ee.rnengs (Z;Ouse!,:!,!. data, annual yrages). May '

5.2 Nondurable goods -Continued
Other nondurable goods industries

7.4 , Transportation and pubbc utrhtres
5.4 Railroads Ind railway express
5.3 Oche, T.. importation
6. Curr. 'cations and other public utilities .
6.1

188

Percent of total

ic
Black

Hrsuen

581 12.6 7.1

6;552 11.0 4.8
469 10.0 3.0

3,121 11.0 5.7
2,961 11.7 4.1

20,758 6 5
4;120_ 5.4

I6 ;6 i 6.8
6,270 7.7

30,259 11.4
1,271 26.4

PI' 088 I0,7
4;452. 8,4
2;222 11.2
1.138 6.9

21 c'.7 11,4
3,518 11.1

Z.

5.0
4 :84:8

4.6
4.6
7.8
4.4
5.6
6.9
4.6
3.8
3.9



Table 45.-Relatfra Educational Attainment (years of school completed of the

civilian labor force by age, sex, and total race: 1980)

United States

Total White 81%,

vernale

American Indio,

Eskimo, and Aleut

and

Pacific Islander Race; n.e.c.

Male- FeMale Male Female Male Male Female Male Female Male Female

Total, 16.years and oyer 53;926;488 44;523;329 51884626 37;307269 5;33L ! 333;571 250,908 947,2E 825,596 1,430,219 887,912
Less than 12 years of school 16;222;652 10;159;951 12911874 _7771;259 2,190,0 1,.';%;293 127;689 81413 168,430 170,231 823,856 458,755
12 years of school . ... 21;(160614 18;733366 18;596168 16;143;347 1;1305:4'1. ,,,..1!;1,651 116474 99,176 215,261 234,536 346,701 274,656
13 to 15 years of school 1858576 8853;090 9:553401 7;476;901 8711.04 10113;719 61;129 51557 193337 178,275 179,005 127,62d
16 years of school 5;961;883 3920345 5;514833 3450;474 246877 315;042 13863 10249 148145 127914 38165 25,066
17 or more years of school 5;803,363 2,848,077 5308350 2,465,288 215;998 237,09 14;416 8113 222;107 114,640 42;492 21,737

Total; 16 16 19 years ....... . 4,327,040 688 3,723280 3,299,319 393,790 356,351 29,623 24,531 49,033 45,693 131,314 95,694

Less than 12 years ol 8Chddl , 2,744,64; '47 2326,551 1,755,939 269,180 192,809 20,725 15,077 28259 23,190 99,935 62,132
12 years of school 1,355,987 qH 19 1,197,645 1,271,856 108,070 132,581 8,034 8,274 15,20:' 15,736 27,1336 28,292
13 'o 1. of school 225,867 12,645 271,073 16,494 30,924 855 1,180 5,554 6,743 4,319 5,270
16 years of school 40t, 321 405 46 37 3 = 18 N 20
17 or more years of school 12' 16 118 46 4 -
rola), 20 to 24 years 8,263,921 : '..60 6,972,907 5,957,291 835;619 860;510 57692 44;761 107,1V 107088 290;506 190;310
Less than 12 years of school 1,592,999 802,539 1,180,568 570,260 237,959 147,281 19;134 9;868 13;679 11483 141;459 63647
12 years 61 school 3,792;265 3,219,990 3,259,965 2,708,832 377,032 383,484 26,276 21;5C3 33;892 31;747 95;100 74;424
13 years to 15 years of school 2,142,726 2,292,112 1,856,557 1,925,094 185,589 266,266 10,742 11,685 43,492 44;454 46:346 44,613
16 years of school 584,405 712,315 538,01 637,534 28,506 53,656 1,059 1,358 10,741 14;047 0 ,46 5720
17 or more years of school 151,526 133,004 136,986 '15,571 6,533 9,823 481 347 , 5 191 3;357 2 335 1;906

Total, 25 to 29 years . . 8;619,669 6;464;535 7;291;610 5256;841 847;620 864;181 54;739 41656 145761 139,224 279,939 162,627
Less than 12 years of school . 1,250,521 698,572 893,364 467;608 199,207 147,419 14,092 8,167 15,273 16,889 128,585 58,489
12 years of school 3,195,756 2,531,940 2,711,880 2,056,606 350,632 369,717 22;355 17;858 30;769 31,170 80,120 56,589
13 to 15 years of school 2,094,412 1,591,880 1,793,909 1,298;401 198,268 215,174 13;231 11,242 39;053 35;217 49.951 31,846
16 years of school 1,224,142 1,033,079 1,118,074 903,150 65;500 88;389 2,811 2;734 26;893 29;868 10;864 9;938
17 or more years of school 854,838 609,064 774,383 531,076 34;013 43,188 2,250 1;655 33,773 26,080 10;419 6,765

T6W, 30 to 34 years . ...... 8035553 5547299 6,880,960 4,589,364 728,309 751,094 49304 37,410 162,205 143,625 214,775 125,806
less than 12 years of:sohoo! 1;160;683 _ 756784 843,409 516,412 184,164 155,476 12,053 8,691 14,731 20,551 106,326 55,648
12 years of schoot . 2579525 2;331754 2;206;051 1,925,320 276,010 . 317,065 17,969 15,367 21,214 32,065 52,281 41,937
13 to 15 years_o school ; 1870;915 1;252;612 1;620;551 1;021;973 157;960 172,246 13,020 9,207 33,782 30,169 35,602 19,017
16 years of school, __ 1;189;947 676855 1090;094 583,029 54;15 i 56,713 3,116 2,256 33,083 30,647 9,503 4,210
17 or more years of school 1234;483 629294 1;120;855 542;630 46;024 49;594 3;146 1,889 53,395 30,187 11,063 4,994

Total, 35 to 39 years 6,331,497 4,574,260 5,466,520 3,778,441 556,144 570,894 38,114 29,15 18,939 105,897 144;780 89;895
Less than 12 years of school 1,229,649 813,962 '32,100 579,941 188,021 159,539 12,456 8,590 12,798 ;7,404 64;274 48,408
12 years of ScThooI 2,237,539 2,038,954 1,964,043 1,741,774 206,858 232,939 13,320 11,838 21,303 26,091 ;2,015 26,312
13 to 15 years of school 1,169,738 874,367 1,019,616 731,276 94,509 108,282 7,808 6,073 20,985 18,511 6 920 0,225
16 years of school ....... 726,e53 425,028 663,482 365,752 31,379 34,142 2,036 1,276 25,137 21,624 (9 2,234
17 or more years of school 930,918 421,969 887,279 359,698 35377 35,992 2,494 1,376 48,746 22,267 ,J22 2,635

Total, 40 to 69 years .. 23,501,469 16,344,045 20,735,939 13,977,101 1,907,687 1,795,396 101,611 71,993 343,572 279,329 362,730 220;229

Less than 12 years of school 7,795,580 4,776,175 6;349;701 3,665;359 1;063;416 855;221 47;536 30;103 76;996 77;862 2,531 147;630
12 years of school 7,758,238 7,023508 7,104,k7 6,317,026 480,805 539;023 28;134 24;102 85239 96;70: ti,r-ni 46;654
13 to 15 years of school , 3,271,231 2,461,227 2,974,826 2,167,274 205,631 222;661 15;329 1:993 49;646 42;728 25;799 16;571

16 years of school 2,173,016 1,052291 2,043,231 933,699 65,767 80,509 4752 2;717 51;523 31456 _7;743 3,921
17 or more years of school 2,503,304 1,030,747 2,313,674 893,743 92,058 97,893 6,920 3;378 80,168 30;580 11;474 5;453

Total;_70yearsAnd over 844;339 511;619 763;410 448;912 61;623 53;212 2426 1,404 10,573 4,740 6,305 3351

esslban12_y_eals of school 448,470 262;772 38611 215740 48856 40518 1,693 917 6,494 2,846 5,246 2,721

12 years of sc)ool ......... 160;704 130;481 152;077 121;933 6;003 ,6,842 366 234 1;642 1,024 590 448
13 OA gars of school 93;687 65;702 89;297 61;810 3;253 3;166 141 177 825 453 168 96
16 years of school 63,312 26,711 60,800 26,905 1;528 1;507 _86 _8 778 248 13 43

17 or more years of school 78;166 23;953 75,055 22,524 1,983 1;149 119 68 __ _83_4_ 169 43_115

t.e c Not elsewhere c1,13s1fied,

3OURCE Burrui or the Census.
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Table 46.-Employed Persons and Employees by Occupation, Japan (ten thousand persons)

Employed persons:

Year Total

Both sexes: Annual

Professional Managert
and technical AM: _

_wo_rketS - Officials

Clerical
and

..a.a'ed
workers

Safe__
workers

Farmers.
lumber.

men, and
fisher-
men

Mining
workers

Woke;s ,
ti.mspur

and commu
nication

occupations

Crarl int ,-1
:-../ ('

..(.;:.:act,-'
proces:.
workers_ Calinurere

- -

Protective
service Workers

and_
service workers

average:
19/5 5:223 364 206 820 738 654 .7 237 1580 148 457

1976 5.271 380 215 828 754 634 10 242 1;589 151 457

1977 5.342 339 212 850 778 625 19 238 1;603 159 465

1978 5.408 399 204 871 791 626 7 243 1,511 160 486

1979 5,479 426 217 898 784 605 5 244 1,628 164 497

1980 5.536 438 220 924 797 570 5 248 1,653 168 501

1981 5.581 452 228 945 811 552 5 238 1,659 207 473

1982 5138 471 22C 973 838 543 4 237 1,648 210 480

Change over the year:
1976 48 16 3 8 16 -20 1 5 9 3 0

1977 71 9 -3 22 24 -9 0 -4 14 a .8

1978 66 10 -8 21 13 1 -3 5 8 1 21

1979 71 27 13 27 - 7 - 21 2 1 17 4 11

1980 57 12 3 26 13 -35 0 4 25 4 4

1981 45 14 8 21 14 - 18 0 - 10 6 395 -28°
1982 57 19 3 28 27 -9 -1 -1 -11 3 7

Change over the year:
1916 (1 9 4 4 4.4 1.0 2.2 - 3.1 2.1 0.6 2.0 0.0

19/7 1 3 2 4 -1.4 >7 3.2 - 1.4 0 0 - 1.7 0 9 5.3 1.8

1978 1.2 2.6 - 3.8 2.5 1.7 0:2 - 30.(, 2.1 0.5 0.3 4.5

1979 1 3 6.8 6.4 3.1 -0.9 - ::,.4 0.4 1.1 2.5 2.3

1980 1.0 28 1.4 2.9 1.7 - 5.8 1.6 *,.5 2.4- 0.8-

'1981 08 3.2 3.6 23 1:8 - 3.2 - 4.0 0.4 23.2° -5 6°

1982 1.0 4.2 - 3.5- 3.3 - 1.6 - 0.4 - 0.7 1.4 1.5-

Percen-tage-distabuiro-
Both sexes; _Annual average:
1975 100.0 '.0 3.9 15.7 14.1 12.5 0.2 4:5 3Q.3 2.8 8.7

1976 100.0 7.2 4.i 15.7 14.3 12.0 0:2 4.6 -. 30.1 2.9 8.7

1977 100.0 7.3 4.0 '....',-, 14.6 11:7 0;2 4.5 30..0 3.0 8.7

1978 100 0 7 4 3.8 10.1 14.6 11:6 0:1 4.5 29.8 3.0 9.0

1979 100 0 7.8 4.0 16.4 14.3 1.1:0 0:1 4.5 29.7 3.0 9.1

1980 100.0 7.9 4.0 16.7 14.4 103 C 1 4.5 29.9 3 1 9.0

1981 100 0 8.1 4.1 16.9 14:5 9:9 0.; 4.3 29.7 3.7 8.5

1982 100.0 8.4 3.9 17.3 14.9 9.6 0.1 4.2 29.2 3.7 8.5

Male: Change aver ow_year.
1975 100.0 6:3 6:0 12.4 14.0 10.0 0.3 6.7 34.9 2:9 6:3

1976 100.0 6 6 6:2 12.2 14.3 9.7 0.3 6.8 34.5 2:0 5.3

1977 100.0 6 6 6.1 12.2 14.6 9.6 0.3 6.7 34:4 3:0 6.2

1578 100.0 6.6 5.8 12.1' 14.6 9.6 0.2 6.9 34 3 2:9 6.5

1979 100:0 6.7 6.1 12.6 14.? 0.1 0.1 6.8 34:3 2.9 3.7

1980 100:0 6.9 6.2 12.6 14.4 8 5 0.1 6:9 34:4 .. 9 6.7

1981 100:0 7.1 6.3 12." 14.6 8.4 0.1 6:6 34:2 3.5 6.3

1982 100 0 7.4 6.1 ;2.9 15.0 8.1 0.1 6:5 33:9 7.4 6.3

Female: Change over the year:
1975 100.0 8.0 0.6 21.^ 14:4 16:8 CO 0.9 22.1 .27 12. 1

1976 100.0 8.2 0.6 -..6 14:3 15:9 0.0 0.9 22.9 2.9 12.

1977 100 0 S. =1 0.5 .-,2.0 14:5 15.1 0.0 0.8 22.8 2.9 12.7

1978 100.0 3 7 0 ' 21:9 14:7 14...: u.0 0.7 22.7. 3.0 12.9

1979 100.0 (.2 4 C.6 22:2 14.3 14.:. 0.0 0.P 22.3 3 1 .2.8

1980 1C0.0 95 0.5 23:1 14.3 13.1 p.0 0.7 22.6 _. : 12.7

193' 100.0 9.7 0:6 23:6 14.4 12 S 0.0 0.6 22.7 4 1 11.8

1982 100.0 9 8 _ 0,5 24:0 14.6 1:...1 0.0 0.6 22.0 -4.3- -2-0

TrN Ocr;upational ,,,r the Labour I orce Survey revised in January 1981 le corresp_ondio_IA4 p_ationat (.Fed > the lir:,

Population Cens is Workers in rr,ling and Quarrying occuerti as" beiie_rmel reclassified as "_Ntinieg workers nnd "SWP,:pers and garbag,' (T. sr, previousl,.

lister! as Protect,ie service and_service_workeiS' are classili,..J as ''Labourers" tile current
As of _January_1961_There Nere 320,000 "Sweepers and garbage men.' elate and 230,0M female.
Take the above e,planation into consideration when the difference or 7erce Tape yearotooyear change ci monthly el mates are used.

SOURCE "Annual Report of the I.abovr For:1 Survey," Statistics Bureau, Office of Ins Prime Minister, Japan, 1982.
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Table 46.,-Employed Persons and Employees by Occupation,
Japan (ten thousand persons)-Continued

Employee St

Professional Managers
. and technical and

Year Total workers officials

Clerica1l5
and

related
workers

Sales
workers

Farmers;
_Lumber -_
filen:, and

fisher-
men

Mining
workers

Workers in
transport

and corrnu-
_ tileation
occupations

Craftsmen
and

oeoduction
process
workers

_

Labourers

Protective__
service workers

and
_service workers

Both sexes: Annual average:
' 1975 3,64 304 205 775 427 41 9 220 1,216 132 315.976 3:712 316 214 783 448 41 9 225 1,224 135 315

1977 3,769 322 211 803 463 43 10 222 1235 140 31719/8 3,799 329 '201 818 470 40 7 226 1,233 141 331
1979 3:876 352 215 844 476 38 5 226 1,237 144 336',
1980 3,971 364 217 867 497 40 4 229 1,260 148 342
1981 4,037 377 226 886 t 506 43 4 220 . 1,272 -- '184 317
1982 4.C98 394 217 909 537 41 4 220 1,269 187 315
Change over the year.
1076 66 12 9 8 21 0 0 5 8 3 0
1977 5" 6 -3 20 15 2 1 -3 11 5 21978 30 7 -10 15 7 -3 -3 4 -2 1 14
1979 77 23 14 26 t -2 -2 0 A 3 5
1980 95 12 2 23 2' 2 -, 1 3 23 _4 6
1981 66 11 9 19 a 3 0 - 9 12 36° 25°
1982 61 17 -9 23 31 -2 0 0 -3 3 -2

Change OVC.,7 Ms'. year (°o): .-,

1976 1.8 3.9 4.4 1.0 4. 0.0 2.3 0.7 2.3 0.0
1977 1.5 19 - 1.4 2.6 3.3 4.9 - 1.3 0.9 3.7 0.61978 : 0.8 2.2 4:7 1:9 1.5 -7.0 -30.0 1.8 -0.2 0.7 4.4
1979 2 0 7.0 7:0 3:2 3 - F (1 0.0 0.3 2.1 1.5
1:180 2.5 3.4 0:9 2:7 4.4 ::,...; 1.3 1.9 1.8
181 81 1 7 3 6 4.1 2.2 1 g 7.5 -3.9 L14.3°_2.8

2 7.3°
1982 1.5 4.5 -4.0 2.6 6 1_ - 4 7 0.0 -0.2 1.6 -0.6

Pc nNige distribution
FIG.:: sexes:- Change over the year i.',):

: 17'; 100.0 8.3 5.'.. 21.3 11 7 1.1 0.2 6.0 33.4 3.6 8:6
4- ,.. 100.0 6.5 5.8 21.1 12.1 1.1 0.2 6.1 33.0 3.6 8.5

100.0 8.5 5.6 21.3 12.3 1.1 0.3 5.9 32.8 3.7 8.4
1978 100 0 8.7 5.3 21.5 12.4 1.1 0.2 5.9 32.5 3.7 8.7
19%9 100:0 9.1 5.5 21.8 12.3 1.0 0.1 5.8 31.9 3.7 8.7
1980 100.0 9.2 5:5 21.8 12.5 1.0 0.1 5.8 31.7 3.7 8.6
1981 00.0 9.3 5.6 21.9 12.5 1.1 0.1 5.4 31.5 4.6 7.9
1982 100.0 9.6 5.3 22 2 13:1 1.0 0.1 5.4 31.0 4.6 7.7

Male:
1075 100.0 8 7.8 16.1 12.1 1.3 0.4 8:2 37.5 3.5 6.3
976 100.0 1.1 8.1 15.8 12.5 1.3 0.e. 8.3 369 3,5 6.2

1977 100.0 7.0 7.9 15.8 12.9 1.3 0.4 8.2 36:7 3.7 6.0
1978 100.0 6.9 7.6 16.3 12.8 1.2 0.3 8.4 36:5 3.6 C,.4
1979 100.0 7.1 8.0 16.3 12 8 1.1 0.2 8.2 36.4 3:5 6.4
1.250 100.0 7.2 7.9 16.2 13.0 1.1 02 8.2 36.1 3:6 64
1981 10(.0 7.4 8.1 16.2 13.0 1.3 0.2 7.8 35.8 4:2 6:0
1982 100 C 7.7 7.6 16.4 13.7 1,2 0.1 7.7 35.6 4:0 5:8

Fernale:_
1975 100.0 11:6 0.9 32:2 11.1 0.8 0.0 1.5 24.6 3.7 13.7
1976 100.0 11.5 1.0 32:2 11.1 0.7 0.0 1.4 24.9 4.0 13.31977 100.0 11.7 U.9 32:4 11:1 0.7 0.0 1.2 24.8 3.8 13.3
1978 100.0 12.2 0.7 32.0 11:6 , 0:7 0.0 1.1 24.5 3.9 13.4
1979 100.0 13.1 0 8 32.A 11:4 0:7 0:0 1.2 23.3 4.0 13,1
1980 100.0 13.0 0.8 32 11:6 0.7 0.0 1.0 23.2 4.0 12.9
1981 100.0 13.1 0.9 32.. 11.6 0:6 0:0 0.9 23.3 5.3 11,4
1182 100.0 13.2 0.8 33.2 11.9 0.7 0 0 0 9 -2-2-4_ 5.6 11.2

`1.ha Occupational Classifications tOr tne Labour Forci,. Survey were revised in Jaluary 1981 to correspond to the Occupational Classfications used in the_1980
P-Jouiation Census. "Wotkers 'n rnini!in And quarri,i_ngtccupalions'_' flay° bnen reclassified as "Mining workers,' and "Sweepers and garbage men" previously listed--as -Protective service and service worke,, are class,fied as "Lebow ars" in thcurrent SUrvily.
.,ts of _,:anuary 1981, there were 320.000 "Sweepers a!,(1 parbage men.- 130,000 male and 230.000 female.
Take the at;oye explanatium into cnnsideration whsn differen!...e or percentage for year toyear change of monthly estimates are used.

NOTE-Employees are subset of emplDyea tears that is not selfenployed.
SOURCE -Annual Repori at the Labour Forte Statis,ics C,e,,u, Office of the Prime Ministei, Japan, 1982.
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in large firms.98 BecauSe of that !..ystem, none-
theless; Japanese employers are less free than
U.S. employers to lay off personnel. They have
an incentive to minimize hiring of "regular"
employees; and to increase use of others whose
ranks can more easily be tilt (see tables 46 and
47).

Note that U.S. einplOyers 1-9ve incry3s.?:4).ff,-

ly resorted to the use of tOzt -y
The temporary help servic. :stry in the
United States has been growing, and the pro-
portion of temporaries comprised of such pro-
fessionals as engineers, scientists; and tech-

"See Robert E. Cole. "Participation and Control in Japanese
Industry." paper prepared for Conference on Preductivity. Own-
erShip, and Participation, Agency for International Develop-
ment, U.S Department of Labor. May 1983.

nicians has_ also been growing. (Statistics are
not available CO show_ trends for manafactur-
ing industries alone.) As noted by the National
Association Of Temporary Services:

By hiring temporaries, companieS ran cut
staff without layoffS. They can hire temporar-
ies for ShOrt:term projects too large or too spe7
cialized for their permanent staff to handle. BB

Because adopting PA raises companies' fixed
costs, many of them might seek to increase
relianCe on temporaries or part-time person-
nel, where feasible, to lessen their vulnerability
to downturns.

"Sam Sacco, "The WOrfri of High-Tech Temporaries," Wash-

ington Post (Advertising Supplement). Apr. 24, 1983.
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Table 47.-Employed PoesonS by Industry and Status in Employment; Japan
(for employees; number of persons engaged in enterprise) (1982)

Employees

Industr/ Tow

1.20.per3ons 3Ct persOns,and-over 500 pRtson and over
Government
employeesTotal

1.4
persons

5-29
persons Total

3099 _
persons

100499
persons Total

9
p5e°r0S s

1,000 gipersos
and over

Both sexes -..,

1) p098 1.408 339 . 1,069 2,184 632 591 962 184 778 498

2) 30 18 7 f11 6 3 2 1 6

3) 16 ..12 5 7, 3 2 1 r

4) 14 6 2 -5. 3 2 -5
5) 4,068 1,390 332 1,058 2,178 628 589 961 183 777 49Z
6) 14 8 1 7 6 3 2 1 1

7) 10 3 - 3 6 1 3 _3

8) 423 257 56 201 164 78 38 -48 10 _38

9) 1,151 324 46 278 625 220 226 378 77 301 1

10) 125 48 7 40 77 33 20 17 5 12

11) 147 29 4 26 117 25 29 _64 13 _51

12) 557 120 16 103 437 91 106 239 42 197

13) 66 8 1 7 58 -7 11 40 4 36

14) 103 49 8 40 54 24 17 13 5 8

15) 131 31 4 27 100 25 29 4G 12 35

16) 1513 21 2 19 137 25 34 78 12 66

17) 99 11 1 10 *88 10 16 61 _8 53

18) 322 127 19 108 194 _71 _64 59 17 42

19) 1,059 470 146 324 583 150 149 284 55 229

20) 870 443 135 309 423 139 126 159 42 117

21) 337 138 25 114 198 73 62 63 19 45

22) 534 305 110 195 _225 66 63 96 23 72 3

23) 128 95 37 58 _32 16 9 7 2 5

24) 189 27 12 15 160 11 23 125 12 113 2

25) 364 51 4 47 263 47 53 163 16 148 50

26) 331 51 4 46 240 46 51 142 15 127 39

27) 34 - - 23 1_ 1 21 20 11

28) 847 276 77 199 329 127 119 83 25 57 241 .7

29) 427 112 31 82 120 48 46 - 9 17 194

30) 420 163 45 118 209 79 73 57 17 40 47

'11) 195 - - - - 195

Percent male
1) 65.40 60.30 55.75 61.74 68.09 63:13 65:82 72.66 71.20 73.01 67.87

9) 65,94 58.02 63.04' 57:19 69.09 56:76 63.87 79.37 72.73 81.06 100.00

12) 73.25 68.33 75.00 66.99 74:60 63.74 67.92 81.59 73.81 83.25

14) 75.73 75.51 87.50 75.00 75:93 70.83 76.47 84.62 80.00 87.50

15) 77.10 74.19 75:00 74:07 78.00 76.00 72.41 82.61 75.00 82.86

16) 59.96 42.86 50.00 36:84 59.85 41.67 52.94 71.79 58.33 72.73

17) ..... 80 81 63 64 100:00 70.00 82.95 70.00 75.00 88.52 87.50 88.68

Percent female
1) 34.60 39.70 44.25 38.26 31.91 36.87 34.18 27:23 28:80 26.99 32.13

9) 34.06 41.98 39.13 42.45 31.03 42.34 36:73 20:63 27:27 19.27 100.00

12) 26.75 31.67 25.00 33.01 25.40 36.26 32:08 78:41 26:19 16.75

14) 23.30 24.49 25.00 25.00 22.22 25.00 25:53 15.38 20:00 12.50

15) 23.66 25.81 25.00 25.93 22.00 24:00 27:59 17.39 16.67 17.14

16).- 43.04 57.14 50.00 57.89 40:88 62:50 47:06 29.49 41.67 27.27

17) 18.19 36,36 an nn 15 -91_ 30 00 25.00 11.48 25.00 11.32

I) All industries
2) Agriculture an8 forestry
3) Agriculture
4) For_e_attY_and_hu n1Lng_
5) Nonagrioultural industires
61 Fisheries and aquaculture
7) Mining _

8) Construction
9) Manufacturing

10) Textile nib) products

SOURCE "Annual Report of the Labour

11) Chemical and related products
12) Metal and machinery
13) Iron, steel and_aon-ferro.us

metal industries
14) Fabricated metal products
15) Machinery, weapons, and

precision machine
16) Electrical machinery,

equipment and supplies
17) Transportation equipment

Force Survey," Statistics Bureau,

18) Other manufacturing-
19) Wholeaad,_tatall_trade;_ilnance;

Insurance and real estate
20) Wholesale and retail trade
21) Wholesale trade
22) Retell trade
23) of which Eating and drinking

olace
24) Finance, Insurance and real

estate

Office of the Prime Minister, Japan, 1983.
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25) TrarLSOOrt, bodmmUnioatlon,_
electricity, gas, water, steam
and hot water supply

26) Transport and communication
27) Elactricity..gas, water, steam

and hot water supply
28) Services
29) Professional services
30) Omer services
31) Government
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Table 47.-Employed persons by Industry and Status in Employment; Japan-Continued
(for employees; number of persons engaged in enterprise) (1982)

Self-employed workers Employees (regrouped)

Industry Total Total
With Without Family

employees employees _workers Total

Regular employees

Temporary
employees

Day
labourers

_
Total

Ordinary
regular

_employees Directors

Both sexes
1) 5.638 943 193 750 587 4;098 3.692 3,399 294 278 127

2) 502 240 7 234 232 30 20 18 . 2 3 6

3) . 484 237 6 232 231 16 10 9 1 2 3

4) 18 3 1 2 1 14 10 10 1 3

5) 5,136 702 186 516 355 4,068 3,672 3,380 292 275 121

6) 46 t8 2 16 t3 t4 13 12 1

7) 10 10 9 9 1

8) 541 88 37 51 31 423 346 299 47 25 51

9) 1.380 161 29 132 68 1,151 1,053 978 75 75 24

10) 208 65 5 60 18 125 110 101 9 11 5

11) 166 13 2 10 6 147 138 131 7 7 .2
12) 614 40 10 30 17 557 520 490 31 29 7

13) 67 1 1 66 64 62 3 1

14) 127 16 5 10 9 103 95 85 11 5 2

15) 143 8 2 5 4 131 125 115 10 6 1

16) 175 15 2 13 2 158 142 137 5 13 3

17) 102 1 1 1 1 99 94 -91' -3 _4 1

18) 392 44 12 32 26 322 284 257 28 29 9

19) 1,501 258 77 181 183 1,059 948 830 118 90 22

20) 1.298 246 -75'- 171 179 870 765 659 106 84 21

22) 376 24 8 16 16 337 323 278 45 10 4

22) 919 222 67 155 163 534 442 381 61 74 18

23) 237 67 33 34 41 128 95 _85 10 26 7

24) 206 .1,3 2 11 4 189 183 171 12 5

25) 382 -15 2 12 3 364 350 339 11 11 3

26) 349 2 12 3 331 317 306 11 10 3

27) 34 34 33 32 1

28) "- 1,065 162 39 123 56 847 767 727 39 64 16

29) = 510 66 19 46 17 427 396 381 14 27 4

30) 554 96 19 77 39 420 371 346 25 37 12

31) . 195 195 184 184 8 3

Percent male
1) 60.98 68.61 82.9 64.93 17.55 69.40 68.82 67:81 79:93 26.98 50.39

9) 61.23 45.96 96.55 34.85 17.65 65:94 70:18 69:33 82.67 18.67 25.00

12) 70.68 57.50 100.00 43.33 23.53 73.25 76:92 76:12 83.87 20.69 28.57

14) 73.23 75.00 100.00 70.00 22.22 75.73 78:95 77:65 81.82 40.00 50.00

15) 74.83 62.50 100.00 60.00 25.00 77:10 79:20 79.13 80.00 16.07

16) 53.14 20.00 100.00 92.31 56:96 62:68 6131 _80.00 7.69

17) 80.39 100-00 100 00 100 00 80:81 84.04 83.52 100.00 25.00

Percent female
1) 39.03 31.39 16.58 35.07 82.28 34.60 31.20 32.16 20.07 73.02. 49:61

9) 38.77 54.04 3.45 65.15 82.35 34.06 29.72 30.67 17,33 81.33 75,00

12) 29.15 42.50 - 56.66 82.35 26.75 23.27 23.67 16,13 79:31 71:43

14) 26.77 18.70 - 30.00 77.78 2130 21.05 21.18 18.18 60,00 _ 50.00

15) 25.17 25.00 - 40.00 , 100.00 23.66 20.00 20.87 10,00 66.67 100.00

16) 46.29 80.00 -- 7.69 100.00 43.04 37.32 38.69 20:00 92.31 _66.67

17) 18.63 - - 100.00 18 18 1.5 % 16 48 75.00 100.00

1) Ail_industrieS 11) Chemical and related products 18) Other manufacturing 25) Transport, Communication,
2) Kgriculture and forestry 12) Metal and machinery 19) Wholesale. retail trade, _finance, efactrtdity-gaS.,..w_ater, steam

3) Agriculture 13) Iron, steel and non-ferrous inaurance_and_ real _estate__ and hot water supply
4) Forestry and hunting metal industries 20) Wholesale and retail trade 26) Transport and communication
5) Non agriculture industries 14) Fabricated metal products 21) Wholesale trade 27) Electricity, gas, water, steam
6) Fisheries and aquaculture 15) Machinery, weapons, and 22) Retail trade and_hOl_water supply
7) Mining precision machine 23) of which Eating and drinking i28) Services
Al COnStritctio.n _ 16) Electrical machinery, equipment place 29) Professional services
9) Manufacturing and supplies 24) Finance, Insurance and real 30) Otherttendces

10) Textile mill products 17) Transportation equipment estate 31) Government

SOURCE- "Annual Report of the Labour Force Survey," Statistics Bureau. Office of the Pdme Minister, Japan. 1983:
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Chapter 5

The Effects of Programmable
Automation on the Work Environment

Summary
A number of factors determine the impacts

of programmable automation (PA) on the work
environment, such as how the technologies
are designed and applied; the strategies em-
ployed to introduce them; and management's
goals for automating. In general; the introduc-
tion of PA tends to improve the work environ-
ment. However; it has the potential to create
new situations that are stressful or monoto-
nous; resulting in negative psychological ef-
fects on the work force. PA offers a wide_ range
of choices concerning its usechoices that, if
made well, will help to ensure that PA is ap-
plied in ways that will maximize its potential
for affecting the workplace positively.

Nothing inherent in automated technology
makes a particular form of work organization
"imperative"; PA affords many ways of orga-
nizing work and designing jobs. For this
reason, it is possible to design and apply tech-
nology so that it will enhance, rather than de-
tract from, the work environment, and to
search for ways to design jobs that are com-
patible with both technology and the human-
ization of work. The search for such compati-
bility will be complicated by the potential
tradeoff between conventional concepts ofpro-1,,
duction efficiency and more complex concepts':;_
of worker satisfaction. There is some, but lim-
ited, evidence that using PA to organize work
in ways that would enhance the work environ-

ment would lead to increased overall efficien-
cy and a more motivated work force.

In the firms visited for the OTA work envi-
ronment case studies, the implementation of
PA made some jobs; such as maintenance,
more challenging, and some such as spot weld-
ing, less physically taxing. Other jobs, such
as operating a numerically controlled (NC)
machine, were less challenging when compared
with operating conventional machine tools.
Some jobs had high evelp of stress due to the
nature of the equipment (i.e., complex, highly
integrated, and expensive), and to the relative
lack of worker autonomy in controlling the
content and pace of work.

Labor-management relations play an impor-
tant role in the introduction of new technolo-
gy. Using collective bargaining; organizing;
End political strategies, unions in the United
States have attempted to minimize what are
perceived to be the socially harmful effects of
new technologies on the labor force. Their
efforts have generally been directed toward
easing the adjustment process rather than re-
tarding the process of change. Japan and
many Western European countries rely on .a
number of government and organized labor
mechanisms for dealing with the introduction
of new technology and its effects on the work-
place.

Introduction
Programmable automation has the potential

to enhance the work environment in manufac-
turing. It will do so if it reduces the need for
workers to imdertake hazardous or unpleasant

tasks and is applied in ways that provide vari-
ety and opportunities for decisionmaking in
the workplace. As work becomes increasing-
ly automated, it is important to consider the

179
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role people will play relative to equipment, and
how we as a society will define and oversee
that role.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe
some of the effects on the manufacturing work
environment arising from the introduction and
use of PA, and to discuss some of the ways
in which workers are likely to be affectedr-
physically and psychologically. The approach
is different from that usually taken in discuss-
ing PA technologieS, their benefits, and their
costs. While acknowledging the economic and
technical issues surrounding PA development
and use, the chapter focuses on the experiences
and concerns of the people working with the
technologieS daily. These concerns seldom
emerge in studies of R&D and industry char-
acteristics, but they suggest additional social
costs and benefits beyond the more obvious

ones associated with changes in the number
and types of jobs.

Attention to how PA affects the work envi-
ronment may gain new urgency in the ' future
due to reduced job mobility in manufacturing.
As chapter 4 suggests, workers who are un-
happy about their working conditions in the
wake of new technology may have less free-
dom to change jobs because of reductions in
production employment, changes in the occu-
pational mix, and other developments con-
straining job opportunities. If the potential for
job mobility decreases, the characteristics of
remaining and new manufacturing jobs will
become increasingly important, creating new \
imperatives for developing the potential capa-
bilities of the technology to improve the work
environment.

Background
The effects of PA on the manufacturing

work environment in the United States must
be considered within the context of traditional
views of technological change. The apprehen-
sion surrounding technological progress and
its potential to change the fabric of society is
not new. What is different abOut current atti-
tudes concerning new techndldgy is directly
related to its flexibility, its diverse applica-
tions, the large number§ ofpeople that will be
affected; and the social and pOlitical climate
in which it is being introduced.

As early as the mic171850's, America was
viewed by Europeans as a country that eager-
ly and easily embraced teeknology as a re-
placement for manual labOr. This was in stark
contrast to the open resistance_to industrial
progress experienced in Europe. The American
capacity for rapid innovation, was variously at-
tributed-to such diverse factors as its public
education system, a scarcity of labor, its dem-
ocratic institutions, its utilitarian attitudes;

an abundance of natural resources, and the
enterprising spirit of its citizens.'

However, contrary to this idyllic view of
American industrial progress as perceived by
foreign visitors, historians record that even in
the 1850's, technological change in the United
States did not occur without very substantial
costs to its citizens. For example, the work
lives of skilled craftsmen were changed greatly
through adjustment to the new requirements
of industrialization, such as increased regimen-
tation and less individuality. Unskilled work-
ers were also affected adversely, since their
skills were interchangeable and there were
thus fewer opportunities for wage increases
and other benefitS.2

Ili the late 19th century, the principles of
scientific management proposed by Frederick

i 93

'Merritt Roe Smith. Harpers Ferry Armory and the New
Technology: The Challenge of Change (Ithaca and London: Cor
nell University Press, 1977).

'Ibid.
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W. Taylor attempted to rationalize the produc-
tion process by deterMining the "one best
way" to do a job.* In addition, these principles
helped to form the view that efficiency de-
pends on the degree to which management
controls both the production process and the
workers. In_ many manufacturing settings;
vestiges.. of Taylorism still exist in a top-doWn
style of management -control characterized by
rigidly defined taSkS, attempts to minimize
errors through increased automation, and
minimal worker invOlvement in workplace
decisions.

Today; it is generally recognized that tech-
nological developments tend to continually
outpacs the capacity of individuals and social
systems to adapt.3 This period of adjustment
may be characterized by considerable tension
between management and labor.

One of the principal benefits of computer-
ized manufacturing technology is that it of-
fers a wide range of choices for system design
and implementation; With respect to the prob-
leins encountered in earlier technological
Change; one author commented:

The changes and diSruptionS that an evolv:
ing technology repeatedly caused in modern
life were accepted as givens or inevitable sim-
ply because no one bothered to as whether
there were other possibilities.'

The very flexibility of PA provides a range of
choice, not only in the equipment configura-
tion, but also in the organization and manage-
ment of production. As stated by a contem-
porary British researcher:

We are not compelled to follow the path we
have followed so long, of subordinating work
to the machine; and fragmenting it, until the
best thing we can do with the jobs that re-
main is to automate them out of existence.
We can if we wish provide a path through

*Frederick W. Taylor 11856-1915) revolutionized American
factory production with his time -mind- motion studies: This stand-
ardization of tasks, known as Taylorism, left workers with lit-
tle or no opportunity to exercise either control or judgment over
their work or workplace.

'See. for example, Langden Winner, Autonomous Technology
(emnbridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1977).

'Winner, op. cit.

which human skill is preserved, . . . by evolv-
ing into new skills in relation to new ma=
chines.6

While the design of a machine or system es-
tablishes a basis for its effects on the work
environment; the specific circumstances in
which the technology is introduced also play
a crucial role in shaping the environment of
the automated workplace. In practice; the im-
pact of a programmable system is influenced
by an array Of "environmental" - factors; such
as managerial goals, the age and physical lay-
out of facilitieS, the types of technology
already in use, the ways in which work has
been (and will be) organized, management pol-
icies and practices, the attitudes of workers,
interpersonal relationships, and the character
of labor-management relations. This context,
together with the technical capabilities and ac-
tual performance of the new system, deter-
mines the effect of computerized automation
on the work environment. .

The choices made for system design andim-
plemeritation reflect value judgments. The
minimal attention devoted to work environ-
ment issues in this country reflects the view
that production efficiency is a finictibri of
equipment design and selection, and a judg-,
ment that worker attitudes are secondary at
best. On a more basic level, value judgments
pertaining to workplace issues reflect a dispar-
ity in available evidence. It is relatively easy
to measure the performance characteristics of
a machine; it is difficult to measure reliably
the effects of equipment designsand confirm
urations on worker attitudes and related
changes in productivity. The difficulty in-
creases as the organization of production
changes to accommodate new processes and
products. Such organizational changes are cen-
tral to the success of PA; they also distinguish
the work environment effects of PA from
those of more incremental changes in manufac-
turing technology.

How workers are affected by automation
depends very much on their individual person-

'H. H. ROsenbrfkk, "Robots and People,' Measurement and
Control, vol. 15, March 1982, p. 112.
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alities, expectations, and needs; it is therefore
difficult to generalize about what a "good"
work environment for the introduction of PA.
As one author recently pointed out:

Workers are not all alike; they have differ-
ent needS, interests and motivations. More-
over, these characteristics constantly change
over the career of each worker, .. .6

However; there are some characteristics that
ere generally recognized as having a positive
effect on the work environment. Among them
are fair wages and benefits, job security, a
clean and safe workplace, interesting -work;
some control over the pace of work, the abili-
ty to make decisionS concerning howwOrk is
performed, recognition for work done well, op-
portunities for personal growth and advance-
ment,' and good relationships with peers and
supervisors.

Recognizing some of the important charac-
teristics of a posith?e work environment, and
recognizing that these can help to alleviate the
tensions of a rapidly changing workplace, new
technology can be utilized in ways that facili-
tate a harmoniouS interaction between people
and machines, Achieving such harmony is the
goal of interdisciplinary research in so-called
socioteehnical systems. The literature on so-
ciotechnical systems discusses ways of design-
ing jobs and changing work methods to con-
sider 'both the social system_ of the work en-
vironment and the teelmical system of pr6duc-
ticin simultaneously _in order to optimize the
relationship between the two.'

It is possible to design and apply teclmology
so that it will enhance the work environment,
and to explore ways of designing jobs that ac-
commodate both the technology and the needs
of workers. The challenge is to introduce new
technologies in ways that consider the aco--
nornic and social impacts more equally. How-
ever, there are conflicting interests involved
in considering simultaneously the economic,

'James O'Toole, Making America Work, Productivity and
Responsibility (New York: Continutun, 1981).

'William A. Pasmore and John J. Sherwood (eds.), Sociotech-
rrierd Systems: A Sourcebook (La Jolla, Calif.: University
Associates, Inc., 1978).

social, and technical aspects of new tech-
nology. One recent study of the impact of
microelectronics on the Workplace concluded:

It is not yet clear just what are the econom-
ic costs of careful,, or socially acceptable, ap:-
plications of the chip. Nor is it obvious, that
the normal Market forces, or union pressures,
*ill bring out the best in microeleCtrOnics for
society.8

_
Okun has suggested that pursuit of an effi-

cient economy creates inequalitieg, and socie-
ty faces a tradeoff between equality and effi-
ciency. If both are valued, and neither takes
absolute priority over the other, then compro-

.nuses ought to be made in places where they
conflict.9 In the case of the effects of PA on
the work environment, the failure to balance
both social and economic questions as part of
the overall dacision to automate will mean that
the potential for PA to improve working life
will not be realized. In the short term, only the
economic costa- of considering the social as-
pects may be recognized; over the long term,
however, the cost of an unhappy worker may
be realizad as lower productivityThe concern
extends beyond the individual PA user into
a potential social services problem that could
eventually affect whole communities.

The remainder of the chapter is divided into
three sections. The first describes four OTA
case studies of PA in selected manufacturing
environments and discusses the principal
themes that emerged from these studies. The
next section discusses some of the impacts of
PA on different aspects of the work environs
merit, incorporating material from the case
studies where it exemplifies these impacts.
The final section provides an overview of ap-
proaches to work environment issues in Japan,
Norway, Sweden, and West Germany and the
experiences of these countries with the imple-
mentation of new technologies.

!The Impact of Chip Technology on Conditions and Quality
of Work, Worldwide Search and Examinationof Eidence and
Influential Opinion, Report No; II44;_Ministry of Social Af-
fairs and Employment, The Hague,_1982;

°Arthur M. Okun, E4nality and Efficiency: The Big-Tradeoff
(Washington; D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1975).
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OTA Work Environment Case Studies
In order to investigate the impact of PA on

actual work environments in manufacturing
settings; four case studies were conducted in
companies that are leading users of PAone
each in the automobile; aircraft; and agricul-
tural implements industries; and one encom-
passing a group of seven small metalworking
shops. The threelarge companies studied were
selected out of a list of approximately 30 firms
that was compiled in consultation with a num-
ber of leading trade associations; The small
metalworking shops were chosen after discus-

Total
etn pi OyeeS

Employees on
shop floor
Annual sales

Table 48.Characteristics of Small

sions with knowledgeable individuals and or-
ganizations in New England, the geographic
region selected. While the companies are all
advanced PA users, they differ in several im-
portant respectS, including company size,
product batch size, union representation, fi=
nancial health, current level of market de-
mand, and geography (see tables 48 and 49).*

*None of the participating companies is identified by_nwrie.
One of thecompanies requested this courtesy, and OTA decided
to follow it throughout.

Metalworking Shops Studied by OTA
Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Zeta Eta

75 19 74 16 10 200 48

60 16 60 15 6 130_ 40
58.2M $900,000 $4.5M $600,000 $300;000 $25M $2:75M -

NC and CNC 21 NC and
machine tools CNC

2 CNC lathes
1 CNC miller
16 NC millers

Year company
founded 1969

3 CNC punch
presses
1 CNC laser

, cutter
/ 5 CNC press

brakes

6 CNC 4 CNC millers
1 CNC lathe

12 CNC lathes
2 CNC vertical
millers
30 NC machines

21 NC and
CNC machines;
more than half
of these are CNC;
2 CNC in
prototype

1940 1973 1972 197A 1945 1942
Year first
NC or CNC
machine tool
purchased 1974 1966 1976 1976 1979 1957
Principal
Ctient-
industries

Military
aircraft:
medical

Varied:
electronics.

hydraulics.
etc

Mostly
electronics

Eleclronics,
aircraft

Aircraft,
medical

Aircraft,
both military
& commercial

ca. 1966
Electronics,
aircraft

Programing Digital
system "APT"

Genesis
-Encode"

We b
"Prompt"

Age of
programing
system 3.4 years 6 years 3 years

Webb_ei_
"Prompt"

6 months

Bridgeport
"Easy Cam"

Digital
APT"

General
NUMerit
"Nurnexide

2 months 11 years 1 year,,
Let size
range"

Average or
typical lot
size'

10-150 254,000 - 102,500_ __100,5130.0_50-1,000 1.1,000 1400

50 250.500 100 250.500 250 100 50
Employment Steady
level growth
over time

Stable for
10 years,
before that
steady growth

Steady
growth

Fluctuates, Growth.
down from a recent
peak of 19 layoffs
in 1960

Cyclical,
twice as many
employees in
late 1960's.
Constant for last
7 years

Stable

Size of
shop in
square feet 23.003 10,000 30,000 , 8;000 2,500 66,000 29,000
"Lot size figures are rough estimates only.
SOURCE Office of Technology ASsessment (data current as of Aril 1983).

25-452 0 - 84 - 13 : QL 3
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Table 49.General Cheratteristics of Manufacturing Firms Studied by OTA

Small shops Agricultural implements- Commercial aircraft -Auto-

Batch size Small, one of a
kind

Medium Medium Large

Company size 10.200 Components plant-10;000 40,000 in commercial Plant employs

at capacity aircraft division 4,000

Tractor assembiya500 630 in NC machine shop

300.000 to
25 million

Company agricultural equipment
sates over $4 billion inSales

market share

Company claimed 56%
of the Market in 1981:

CoMpany sales over
$10 million in

1981; dropped in 1982, but
share of farm equipment
market climbed

in 1982, 48% 1982

Unionized Yes Yes Yes

Financial
health

Good Dominant in industry Dominant in industry Improving over
recent times

Market Tends to fluctuate Slack Slack; operating at Recently picked

demand with demand
for clients'
products-

500/a of capacity up

Geography Within_an hour of Small, Midwestern city " Medium-sized west Within hour of

Major industrial
center in the

coast- city major industrial
center in East

East
SOUCCE Office of Technology Assessment data current as 01 April 1983)

Six technologies were studiednumerical
control (NC), flexible manufacturing systems
(FMS), management information systems,
automated materials handling, robots, and
computer-aided design (CAD).* NC machine
tools receive particular attention in the case
studies because they are among the oldest
modern examples of the application of digital
technology to manufacturing, dating from the
early 1950's. As such, NC represents the back-
bone of computerized production equipment,
and is the most important application to date
of computers in small and medium batch ma=
chining. In addition, although other program=
triable technologies may monitor the activitieS,
of workera or replace the worker entirely,. NC
machine tools continue to require the preSence

*As was discussed in ch. 3, FMSs integrate_NC and other
PA technologies into a larger computer-controlled system that
is the prototype of the automatin faci,ory. Management infor-
maim' sys'ems and process data in a way
that provides note comprehensive and immediate information
to managemem about operations in both batch and mass pro-
duction industries. Robota represent a versatile technology that

can be used in a wide range of production settings either as
eland-alone machines or as part of a larger sygilem. CAD ex-
emplifies the use of computers to transform the design proc-
ess and the organization of the production process.

of an operator and significantly change the
character of the person- machine interaction.
The changes seen in the NC operator's job
have implications for other situations in which
the introduction of PA may change the nature
of the interaction between person and ma-
chine, Thus, the work environment experience
with NC may provide paradigms for other PA,
including flexible manufacturing systems as
well as nonproduction PA technologiea.

The case studies are based on 3- to 8-day
visits by two researchers to the three large
companies, and 1-day visits to each of the
sevencarnall machine shops. The aim of the
case studies was to identify qualitatively some
of the important ways in which Pit is current-
ly affecting the work environment in selected
sites; quantitative analysis was not fettaible
given the small number and the diversity of
observations.* (See app. 5A for method of
Study.) A brief summary of each of the four

*Thesample ofpeople interviewed was relatively small and
nmandom, and the interviews explored a variety-of issues-with-

in, a defined range, rather than following a rigid format;
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case studies follows; a section is included
describing the principal themes that emerged:*

Case 1Small Metalworking Shops
This case study investigates the introdtur-

Lion and use of numerical control in seven
small metalworking -shops-7-six machining
shops and a sheet metal fabrication shop (see
table 48). All of the shops work under contract
to other companies (mainly aerospace, elec=
tronics, and defense industries), and have no
commercial product of their own. The central
production technology in the plants is NC,
currently one of the most mature and sophisti-
cated of the PA technologies, in which a pre-
programed code directs the operation of a
machine tool by means of a controller. General-
ly, these machine instructions, or "part pro-
grams," are prepared remotely by a part pro-
gram er. Computerized numerical control, a
refinement of NC that was developed in the
mid-1970's. links a computer to the machine
controller. This technical change brings about
new organizational possibilities because the
machine instructions can now be altered (ed-
ited), or even prepared, at the machine itself;

NC has a number of technical advantages
over conventional equipmente.g., easier ma-
chining of complex parts, repeatability, fewer
fixtures and setups, and increased flow of pro-
duction. In addition to these advantages, man-
agers also cited two other motivations for in-
stalling NC equipment; One motivation was
to respond to theperceived shortage of quali-
fied machinists by providing the ability to
transfer skills from the shop floor to a part
program, hence depressing the level of skill ac-
tually needed to operate the machine. The sec-
ond motivation for acquiring NC waste gain
better control over shop operations. The pre-
dictability of the technology led to more ac-
curate production cost estimates when bidding
for new jobs and more reliable estimates of de-
livery times.

*The contractor report, "Automation and the Workplace:
Case Studies on the Intr6duction of Programmable Automa-
tion in Manufacturing," will be available subsequent to publica-
tion of this report.

Case Study Conclusions
By reorganizing production in such a' way

as to centralize control and reduce the overall
skill requirements of the shop, these owners
have brought about changes in the work en-
vironment that substantially reduce the at-
tractiveness of machining jobs; especially for
skilled machinists. In general; less experienced
workers and those whose previous work expe-
rience was largely on NC preferred NC; while
workers with high levels of skill'and extensive
backgrounds on conventional equipment did
not like NE machines unless they had become
involved in programing. When the planning
function is removed from the shop floor and
transferred to a programer, machining work
is transformed in such a way as to be unat-
tractive to the most skilled members of the
work force although the usefulness of high
skill levels was still emphasized by most of the
shopowners interviewed. While reducing ma-
chinist intervention in the production process
helps to guarantee that a minimum standard
of quality will be met, it also limits the ingenui-
ty and skill that might help to achieve a higher
standard of quality. If the input of the person
closest to the production process is substan-
tially reduced or even eliminated; the loss in
terms of the quality of production could be siz-
able; particularly when a skilled worker is oper-
ating the machine.

Based on the sample of small shops visited,
four strate:ees that would enhance the work
environmei appeared technically feasible and
desirable from the point of view of workers on
the shop floor:

1. Programing of machines by their oper-
ators, except in cases where there are
compelling technical reasons for doing
otherwise (e.g., some programs are very
complex. and writing them may require
several hours of careful expert attention,
away from the distractions of the shop
floor).

2. Increased control over the editing of pro-
grams by machinists who are at the
machine; watching the execution of the
program;
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3. Training in programing for-machinists, in-
cluding rotation of machinists through
the shop'S programing -department.

4; Trairiirig in machining that includes sub-
stantial work on conventional machine
tools, and periodic rotation onto conven-
tional machines to provide more challenge
and variety.

Each of these Changes that would enhance
the quality of the Work environment was pres-
ent in an embryonic form in one or more of the
seven shops studied. They are thus clearly
technically feaSible, since they have already
taken place in a very limited way. They may
also, in some cases, result in greater produc-
tivity; But it is also_ true that after a certain
point, increases in shop floor autonomy with
a view to improving the work environment
tend to conflict with the shopowner's prefer-
ences for managing the business; At that
point, fUrther improvements in the work en-
vironment come at the expense of centralized
control, which may also have implications for
production quality. The issue of control, Of
course, is not peculiar to computerized auto=
matiOn in manufacturing settings; it repre-
sents one of the traditional workplace strug-
gles between manageinent and labor. .

Case 2Agricultural Equipment
Beginning in the early.1970's, the company,

a midwestern manufacturer of agricultural im=
plements and construction equipment, began
to install a wide variety of Computer-based
systems in one of its principal businesses, the
manufacture of tractors. Today, the company
is regarded as one of the leading users of PA
in medium-batch manufacturing. This case
study focuses on two of the company's plants
that have been widely recogthzed as pioneer-
ing automation effortS=the components plant
and the nearby tractor_ assembly plant; Three
major syitems Were selected for examination:
1) a management information system; partic-
ularly a labOr reporting subsystem; 2) the
automated materials handling system in the
tractor assembly plant; and 3) the flexible

manufacturing system in the manufacturing
plant.

From management's point of view, PA has
been vital to the company's success in an in-
creasingly competitive industry. The technol-
ogy has resulted in increased flexibility to re-
spond to rapidly shifting market conditions,
better product quality, and higher productiv-
ity. An important factor contributing to pro-
ductivity improvement has been the transfor-
mation of what management saw as a series
of difficult;to-control, stop-and-go operation§
into a more tightly controlled, centrally di=;
rected "even flow" of parts, suggestive of
operations in continuous-process industries.

Case Study Conclusions
The effects of increased automation on the

work environment seen in this case study fall
into four broad categories. The first covers ef-
fects that are the intended result of manage,:
rnent'§ desire for flexibility; rapid respon§e,
and closer managerial control of operationa
For example, the ability of the company to
track parts through the production process
makes shop floor operations increasingly visi-
ble to middle- and upper-level managers, fa-
cilitating scheduling and making it increasing-
ly possible to dictate_ the detail§ of production
from a_high level in the organization. This de-
creases autonomy for superviSors by limiting
their range of choices in certain scheduling and
personnel matters.

The Second category of effects on the work
environment stems from theimplementation
process, broadly construed. For example, the
disruption caused by downtime and Schedul-
ing irregularities resulting from the imple-
mentation and debugging proceSS for highly
complex and integrated computerized systems
can degrade the work environment. The per-
sistence of such problems over a period of
years, not just months, raises the _possibility
that the debugging of one or another system
could become a fact of lifeand of the work
environmentat technologically advanced
companies. Workers at this site wereparticu-
larly affected by frequent downtime because
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of their incentive pay system:* This system
helps to create a highly motivated work force;
and employees covered by the incentive pay

- system may use considerable ingenuity to
keep machines running. Machine downtime is
not welcomed by incentive workers, and most
of the workers interviewed expressed intense
:frustration with automated systems that fre-
quently broke down.

A third category of effects on the work en-
vironment is brought about by the complexi-

s.ty and highly integrated character of the cap-
ital7intensive installations; Maintenance
workers found their work on a computerized
system exciting and challenging (according to
one electrician: "This new technology is scary
as hell, but I love it"). However, the combined
effect of the high cost of the system and the
"domino effect" of a machine or system failure
created considerable pressure as well. The in-
tegrated nature of the operation made the
failure of any machine linkki to the larger sys-
tem a more serious problem thari the failure
of a stand-alone machine would have been. Ad-
ditionally, most electricians interviewed felt
that the diagnostics now required more skill
thaepreviously; however, the yepairs were
often easier; particularly when they only in-
volved changing a circuit board. Under these
conditions; collaboration increased among re-
pairers and among different skilled trades.

The final category includeS effects that
result from system designs that attempt (with
varying degrees of success) to minimize the ne-
cessity for operator intervention. One of the
problems mentioned most frequently by oper-
ators of flexible manufacturing systemsas
well as by maintenance workers on other high-

*This system combines a standard base rate with a bonus
for production above the standard rate. An operator working
at "incentive pace" earns about 130 percent of the "standard"
base pay. The company aims to have production workers eligi-
ble for incentive pay about 85 percent of the time, the remain-
ing 15 percent being set aside for "inherent delay," which
includes those parts of a job whose pace is out of the control
of the worker. During periods of inherent delay and downtime
the worker is paid the standard rate. The introduction of
automation can influence incentive pay in two ways: 1) by re-
quiring determination of new incentive standards, and 2) by
changing the proportion of inherent delay and downtime on the
job.

ly integrated and expensive systemsis the
alternating boredom and pressure that char-
acterize their jobs. The FMS clearly required
some operator input; yet it had not been de-
signed to adequately acknowledge and accom-
modate that input; in addition; operator train-
ing may not have been sufficient.

Case 3Commercial Aircraft
The manufacturer of commercial aircraft

that is the sul;lect of this case study is a_divi- _

sion of a larger aerospace corporation. Bo
the division and its parent_ are widely re
as being at the cutting edge of both product
and process innovation in the aerospace indus-
try. The case study has a dual focus: first; it
explores the use of computer technology to
revolutionize the organization of work, prin-
cipally in the design and engineering of the air-
plane; then it lgoks at NC machining in a large
production machine shop. Since the NC ma-
chine shop is a production terminus of a
stream of data that flows from design to the
manufacture of a part; it is directly affected
by the organizational changes that are taking
place.

The company's use of CAD has resulted in
a number of important benefits: 1) elimination
of routine work, 2) assured access to the most -
up -to -date design, 3) reduction in errors, and
4) the ability to revise designs more frequent-
ly and to experiment more fully with design
alternatives. A central thrust is to link the
separate design; business; and manufacturing-
computer systems into a centrally directed; in-
tegrated whole; and to thus move design deci-
sions to a higher level in the organization. The
goal is to create a controllable "stream" of in-
formation governing the development and pro-
duction of the airplane from the point at which
the airplane is initially design&I to the point
at which it first lifts off the runway.

As in the case study of the small metalwork-
ing shops, the use of NC has made it possible
to remove from the shop floor much of the de-
cisiomnaking involved in part production, tak-
ing away a substantial amount of discretion
from those involved at the point of pr6duction,
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and relocating it earlier in the design to build
procesS. Many of these decisions are now made
by programers; however, the operator retains
the critical control over the speeds and feeds
at the machine.

Case Study ConclusionS
The company goal to use CAD to establish

a stream of shared data has significant impli-
cations for the work environment. For exam-
ple, the jobs of engineers at earlier points in
the design process will become broader and
more challenging; but there will be proportion-
ately less opportunity for creative work by en-
gineers at later points in the design process.
While this may be beneficial for the aircraft
design process overall {iii particular, because
of the special concern for quality and reliabili-
ty of aircraft, relative to other goods), it is like-
lyto have a negative effect on middle-level
workers who have been accustomed to more
challenging work. Considerable amounts of
routine data-handling will be eliminated by the
establishment of shared data requirements
and the automation of data transmission be-
tween groups. In addition, there will be
creased interdependence among various
groups and functions within the company as
each group spends more of its time working
with shared data.

Use of NC haS a number of effects on the
work environment of insehinists at this site
NC has not eliminated the need for a skilled
operator, since- skill is still required in the form
of alert supervision of the machine (rather than
continuous active intervention); yet the remov-
al of a sxibetantial part of the traditional ma,
cliining work makes it more diffiCtilt-for the
operator to remain engaged in the cutting
process. The amount of latitude that NC ma-
chinists have in the performanee of their du-
ties is significantly reduced if &but the most
routine programing is removed -from the shop
floor; this is a major faCtor in the bor dom
reported by operators.

The study found that interdependence has
increased in the machine shop; since there are
more support groups; e.g., programers, in-

valved in the production of any given part.
This means that a delay in any one area af-
fects the operator's ability to produce parts
quickly and efficiently. The_case study also
found that the ability to dictate exactly how
the machiniSt'S job will be done makes it possi-
ble for management to track an individual's
performance more closely. In addition, an elec-
tronic system makes certain aspects of shop
floor operations more visible to management.
The system enables a machinist to page a sup-
port group member and also monitors produc-
tion at the 66 NC machines.

Cage 4The Auto Company

_ This case study examines the application of
robots to spot;welding operations in an auto
company's Elaaemblx plant; In 1980; in' re-
sponse to the increase in consumer demand for
small cars, the company designed anew model
that required a $60 million retooling at the
plant visited. The bulk of the retooling took
place in the framing side of the body shop,
where sheet metal parts of the car are welded
together. In selecting machinery for its new
welding facilities, the company chose a system
that provides what is perhaps the most ad-
vanced frame welding technology available. It
involves a single fixture or "gate" that holds
the sides, underbody, and other parts in place
while eight robots apply spot-welds that set
the dimensions of the body. Most of the other
robots in the plant apply "re-spot" welds
which increase the mechanical strength of the
car.

The automated area consists of two major
components: 1) the subassembly areas where
parts of the sides and underbody are welded
together; and 2) the "main frame" line where
the sides, roof, and underbody are welded by
the robotic system and re-spot robots to form
the complete car b6dy. The case study focused
on the side aperture area where parts are
welded together to make the right and left
sides of the car, and on the main frame line.
Sixty-four robota are located in these areas.

The robotic system has a number of major
technical and economic advantages over pre-
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vious methods of welding: 1) the dimensional
consistency of the body is assured because
only a single gate is used for each car type;
2) the strength and quality of welded frames
are improved because.there are fewer missed
welds, and the welds are placed identically in
each body; and 3) subsequent retooling costs
are substantially reduced by decreasing the
number of gates and clamps that have to be
purchased for each model.

Case Study Conclusions
Two important specific benefits resulting

primarily from automation were observed. The
first was that robots have eliminated a number
of physically demanding hand-welding jobs
that required operators to work in the midst
of sparks thrown off each time a weld was
made. The second benefit is that automation
has substantially increased the breadth, chal-
lenge, and interest of maintenance positions.
To some extent, welder repairmen have taken
on responsibilities traditionally handled by
basic tradesmen in that they maintain a wide
range of electrical; hydraulic; and robotic
equipment; an also program the robots;
The corporate director of manufacturing
engineering regards welder repairmen as an
important part of the company's move tome-
crease_ productivity through combining job
classifications.

However, the work environment has de-
teriorated significantly for many production
workers and supervisors. An intensification of
work and an erosion of the quality of life on
the job for production workers in the body
shop stem from the fact_that subassembly
jobs are now tied to a line. By tying subassem-
bly work to a rhythm over which the worker
has no control, the automated system has
eliminated the principal feature of off-line jobs
that made them more attractive than line jobs.
Downtime on the automated system create
stop-and-go pacing that is beyond the worker's
control; it also creates a situation where the
subassembly and main frame lines are run
faster in order to keep up with the rest of the
plant. For repair supervisors, the responsibil-
ity for maintaining operation of the complex,

highly integrated production system creates
great stress.

It is important to note that these problems
arise not from automation or the introduction
of robots per se; but rather from the system
design and operating practices. Two aspects
of the design are especially important: the ar-
rangement of successive subassembly opera-
tions in series, and the restriction of space_for
storing parts ,between these operations. The
design decisions are complemented by the
operating practice of storing even fewer parts
between subassembly operations than space
allows. By minimizing such "banks," manage-
ment believes it can assure a steadier, higher
quality, and more efficient production flow.

Case Study Themes
At every company studied; a common theme

emerged: establishing more effective manage-
rial control over the activities of the enterprise.
In the firms that produced parts in small and
medium batch sizes, PA was the centerpiece
of a strategy to establish a more managerial-
ly directed flow of parts through production,
in some cases approximating the even flow of
continuous-process industries. At the auto-
maker, where the mass production of parts has
been carried out for years on a moving assem-
bly line, the company sought to extend this
flow to the remaining off-line areas of the weld-
ing operation.

The aircraft company also sought to stream-
line the flow of information through design
and engineering. In addition, it wanted to
move decisionmaking to as early a point in the
design and manufacture of the airplane asvos-
sible. An important corollary of these changes
was minimizing human input. This extension
of control in design and production, in manage-
ment's view; makes possible a better coordina-
tion and a more efficient use of the firm's re-
sources; These organizational choices; how-
ever, have important consequences for the
work environment;

Because of the great variety of computer-
based technologies, as well as 'qiie wide varia-

ti
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tion among companies in terms of the environ-
mental context into which these technologies
are placed, the findings of the four case studies
do not suggest any one generalized impact of
PA on the work environment. Instead, some
overall th-emes-emerged to varying degrees
from the different companies studied:

Changes in skill requirements and occupa-
tional structure. There was a tendency
to embody skill in machines or to move
skill to an earlier point in the design and
manufacturing process. In occupations
such as highly skilled machir*g this
meant that fewer skills would be fequired
on,the job. Maintenance work, however,
tended to require more skills.
Training. Some operators and mainte-
nance workers expressed a strong desire
for more training that would allow them
more effectively to run or to repair the
machines to which they were assigned.
Increased interdependence.The intro-
duction of PA brought about agreater in-
terdependence among production work-
ers, greater collaboration among mainte-
nance workers, and the necessity for in-
creased cooperation between production
and maintenance workers.
Decreased autonomy. Computer-based
automation is used in ways that result in
decreased autonomy for workers, stem-
ming from the removal of production deci-
sions from the shop floor, the electronic
monitoring of some work areas, and the t"
attempt on the part of management to eS-
tablish an even flow of parts through the
plant and of inf&mation through the
company.
Boredom. One of the consequences of
systems intended to minimize operator in-
tervention is that machines may run for
longer, although not indefinite, periods of
time without active intervention by the
operator. For some machine operators,
boredom on the job has become a wide-
spread complaint. Some maintenance
tasks, however, have become more chal-
lenging.

System downtime. Because of the com-
plexity of programmable systems and
their high level of integration, the effects
of problems with any_unreliable element
of the system tend to Spread, affecting the
work pace of production workers and put-
ting great pressure on those involved in
the maintenance of the system. Downtime
may decrease with better system design
and more_reliable components.
Stress. Two major sources of automa-
tion-related stress_were identified: I) work-
ing on very complicated, very expensive,
and highly integrated systems; and 2) the
lack of autonomy at work, extending in
some cases to computerized monitoring
by management.
Safety. =Soiree applications of PA make
the workplace safer, either by eliminating
hazardous ,lobs altogether or byallowing
the operator to stand farther from the
machine during operation. Other applica -.
tions introduce hazards of their own, such
as automated carriers, clamps, and fix
tures that move and close without direct
human initiation and sometimes without
warning. The net effect of PA, however,
is a reduction in traditional physical
hazards.
Cleaner and lighter physical .work for
operators.--=-Some forms of PA have re-
duced or eliminated heavy or dirty work.
In some cases, new jobs requiring physi-
cal labor are created in the place of the old,
heavier jobs.
Job security. -The combination of sub-
stantial layoffs at all the large companies
and the widespread perception among
workers that the introduction of compu-
terized automation caused significant
displacement raised strong apprehensions
among workers.

Further information on these case study
themes will be included in the following sec-
tion concerning impacts on work environment,
as well as in otherchapters of the report where
appropriate.
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Work Environment Impacts
The OTA work environment case studies

demonstrated some of tile effects of various
PA systems in selected environments. _Some
recurrent themes emerged regarding the na-
ture of those effects. This section examines
some of the broader work environment issues
within the categories of organization and na-
ture of work, changing skill_ levels, training,
occupational safety and health, and labor-man-
agement relations.

Organization and Nature of Work
The ways in which work is organized, to-

gether with the specific design features of PA
technology, will help to govern the effects on
the work environment. In thg short term, the
new and emerging technologies will be adapted
to traditional structures of work organization;
over the long term, the structures will change
to reflect the characteristics of the new tech-
nologies. While it is too early to predict how
these changes will develop; the experience to
date may offer some insights:

One of the most vivid examples of how the
organization of work in automated manuffic-
turing can affect the quality of the work n-
vironment comes from the allocation of p o-
graming in an NC shop, as demonstratedlin
the OTA case studies. The introduction of NC
machinery is usually accompanied by the de-
velopment of a new programing department
and a new division of labor: The planning of
work becomes more centralized and is moved
off the shop floor; so that planning and execu-
tion become increasingly separated. From the
point of view of management, this results in
increased efficiency and control over the pro-
duction process. However, whether or not pro-
duction workers are permitted to edit pro-
grams on the shop floor, or in general engage
in planning, can determine whether their jobs
are routine and relatively boring or involve,
instead, an element of challenge and decision-
making. The assignment of work is a function
of managerial choice, but it also reflects the
nature of the product. For example, in aircraft

manufacture, concerns for precision, reliabili-
ty, and safety make control especially impor-
tant. Other settings provide more latitude for
worker discretion.

The organization of work in ways that re=
move creative decisimunaking from jobs does
not only apply to production workers. It is also
reflected in the changes projected for engineer-
ing jobs at the aircraft manufacturer as CAD
is used more widely. The jobs done earlier in
the design-build process will be broader and
more technically detailed, while the need for
engineering skills later in the process will be
reduced. The result will be less autonomy and
decreased opportunities to contribute to the
production process in meaningful ways for en-
gineers who are not performing the broad and
creative jobs at the beginning of the design-
build process. According to the director of the
CAD/CAM Integration Team:

Once the SyStem is in place, most of the
decisions are made; so you're taking away a
lot of individual decisions . . ; whoever's in-
volved downstream is working in a lot more
Controlled environment than he has in the
past.
It is generally agreed that there is nothing

inherent in automated technology that makes
a particular form of work organization "imper-
ative.'"° For example; West German research-
ers describe an alternative job structure for
a flexible manufacturing system; although its
viability is yet to be provpn long-term.11 Under
the proposed alternative, the staff is compeSid
exclusively of skilled workers, such as special=
ists in machine tools. Some would have addi=
tional training in electronics. All or most of
the nonmachining tasks required -by the EMS
could be performed by the operators, working

' °Joel A. Fadem; "Automation and Work Design in the U.S.:
Case Studies of Quality of Working Life Impacts." published
in ILO InternationalComparative Study, Federico Bawl. and
Joseph Thurman (eds.) (AmsterdtiM: Ninth Holland, 1984).

"Christoph Kohler and Rainer SchultzWild, "Flexible Man-
ufacturing Systems Manpower Problems and Policies;"
presenCed at the 1983 World Congress on the Human Aspects
of Automation, Ann Arbor, Mich., August 1983.
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The dramatic change In the nature of engineering work is demonstratedln the three
photographs above (Top) penclkandpaper operation at the turn of the century.
(Middle) more recent paperbased engineering-design,Oottom) the manipulation

of data through the use of computeraided design
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in job rotation; Only some of the programing
jobs and major repair and maintenance tasks
would have to be carried out by personnel
workiiig outside the system. ThiS _system
would proVide considerable job Variety for
operators; in contrast to-the more traditierial
hierarchical approach of combining workers
Who have a relatively low level Of skills, and
WhoSe jobs are highly specialized, with one or
two group leaders or foremen with special
skills.

Research currently under way at the Univer-
sity of Manchester (England) is attempting to
develop software that will enable the equip-
ment operator to program an FMS by mak=
ing the first bateh Of _parts.'? In thiS ekperi=
ment, the human qualities of skill.and itidg=
ment are not eliiiiinated, but are assisted and
made more prOdUctive. However, some ex=
perts have expressed some skepticism about
thiS proposal. They suggest-that it representa
a cosmetic solution that would not work well
in practice, since the situation would be the
same for the operator after the first batch of
part8 was made unless the parts were changed
frequently.

PA alsb has an effect on the nature Of work.
A,,striking feature of the many systems ob-
served during the company visits that haS Con=
sequences for the work environment is their
high level of integration. This results in an in-
creased interdependence among workers who
apa with these systems. For production work=

?ers, this interdependente Chiefly meant that
at certain stages of production the input or
participation of others was necessary, requir-
ing teams rather than individuals to complete.
a job. For subassembly production workers in
the auto body shop, interdependence increased
because each individual was more closely tied
into the pace of the system as a whole; One
subassembly worker explained:

Before, you had more individual operations
. yOu might have, maybe, two people work=

"H. H. Rosenbrock, The University; of Manchester Institute
of Science and Technology, "A Flexible Manufacturing System
in Which Operators Are Not Subordinate to Machines," a pro-
posal approved by the Science'and Engineering Research Coun-
cil in 1983:

ing together, Well, now you have maybe five,
Six, Seven, eight ... and everybody depend-
ent on everybody.

The higher degree of integration results in
more synchronous work for all production
workers, making it impossible for individual
operators to work faster or slower than others'
in the system for more than several minutes
at a time.

On the FMS at the agricultural equipment
company there was evidence of a greater need
for equipment operators to coordinate with the'
system Superintendent in the computer con=
trol room and with other operators.. Even
Standalone NC operators, both at the aircraft
manufacturer and at the small job shops, com-
mented on their increased need to rely on pro-
gramers and other support operations. No
longer could a machinist execute an entire part
alone, as was generally done on conventional
machine tools. An NC operator at the aircraft
company said:

On a conventional machine it's pretty
much just between you and the machine ..
On the NC machine you've got the program-
er, . NC _tooling, ... planning, and if any
one part of it breaks down, then the whole
thing goes.

A 'supervisor in the same shop also felt the
effects of this increased interdependence:

Supervising NC, you have to deal with
more support groups. You're more vulnerable
to their preferences. There's more negotiation
beforehand with people like programing and
fixturing.
Maintenance workers experienced the

creased interdependence in their work chiefly
as an increase in the need for collaboration
among the different skilled trades. The coin-
pi6kity of- the new systems meant that, in
many cases, diagnosis and repair required the,
input of workers with varying backgrounds.
A skilled tradesman at the agricultural imple-
ment maker described the situation:

You can save a let Of time by pootile work-
ing,together and getting along. Otherwise a
two-minute problem becomes a- two-hour
problem. A few years ago you could do it by
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yourself; but now you need two heads; one
mechanical and one electrical; and a good
operator.
There are opportunities for_enlarging the

scope of jobs with PA. The OTA case study
on the seven small shops outlines a number
of ways to improve job design for NC opera-
tora=including involving them in programing
and editing, and providing opportunities for
job rotation. With appropriate training, work-
ers could be involved in a greater variety of
tasks by rotating jobs, however, this would re-
quire cooperation between labor and manage--
ment in agreeing to increased flexibility in
work rules. Another opportunity for workers
to perform a wide range of tasks rather than
narrow, fragmented ones is in the application
of group technology, through the use of man-
ufacturing cells producing families of parts
grouped on the basis of, similar shapes and/or
processing requirements.

The flexibility of PA provides the potential
to achieve a better balance between the eco-
nomic considerations that determine techno-
logical choices and the social consequences of
those choices in the workplace. There are
cases where organizational and technological
changes have been combined successfully to
?ield dramatic improvements in productivity
and effectiveneas." While these changes gen-
erally were motivated by_fictors other than
improving the work environment, organizing
work in ways that improve the work environ;

= &lent Should result in economic payoffs as well
through better worker morale and productiv-
ity.

Many of the concerns about the introduction
of PA revolve around the changes it will bring
about in the organizationind nature of work.
The choices made by those who design and
manage automated systems will have a pro-
found effect on how these systems influence
the work environment.

"Robert Zager and Michae) P. Rosow (eds.), The Innovative
Organization: Productivity Programs in Action (New York:
Pergamon Press, 1982).

Changing Skill Levels

Chapter 4 discussed the changes in skill
levels and mixes that can be anticipated
through the introduction of PA on a large
scale. This section deals with work environ-
ment aspects of changing skills levels, _in-
cluding perspectives gained from the OTA
case studies.

The ways in which work is organized and
jobs are designed will determine both the skills
needed to do a particular job and the overall
level of skills required in a workplace using
PA. In general, PA_ gives rise to a greater need
for conceptual skills (e.g., programing) and a
lesser need for motor skills (e.g., machining)
than are required for conventional equip-
ment.14 Zuboff describes the new relationships
between individuals and tasks that are created
by information technology as "computer-me=
diated.'"s Computer-mediated work involves
the electronic manipuladon of symboLsan Lb=
stract activity rather than a sensual one There
will be a greater need for workers to monitor
and maintain systems rather than to actual-
ly operate them, and more of the cleciaionmak-
ing capability will be programed into the tech-
nology. For instance, NC rnachinea have the
potential to significantly lower Skill require-
ments for operators, compared to conventional
automation.

In the small machine shops visited for the
OTA case studies, the owners all reported that
the use of NC allowed them to run their ma-
chines productively using workers with less
Skill than would have been required on conven-
tional equipment. The use of NC did not make
machinists' skills superfluoua, nor did it
eliminate the need for Some highly skilled
workers in the shop, but it did allow the shop
to function with a lower overall skill level in
its work force than was previously possible.
One shopowner commented:

"Barry Wilkinson, The Shopffoor Politics of New Tedmology
(London: Heinemann Educational Books, 1983).

"Shoshana Zuboff; "New Worlds of Computer-Midiated
Work," Harvard Business Review-, September-October 1982,

pp. 144-45.
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Five, six_ years ago we were very dependent
on skilled labor, to the point where _I spent
half my life on my hands and knee§ begging
somebody to stay and do something. And
they tended to be prima donnas: "I won't
work Saturdays- don!t work-nights."
And this is one of the motivating factors in
bringing in NC equipment. That reduced our
dependency on skilled labor.

In situationsi.where Less overall skill is re-
qUired the application of a higher level of skills
will usually result in a more efficient operation;
Even on a highly automated system; such as
a flexible manufacturing system; human input
remains important. The initiative and judg-
merit that are occasionally required for opti-
mum operation of such complex systems may
not be present if skilled craftsmen and/or high-
ly trained operators are not available.

The relative inix of skills required within the
Organization as a_whole may change with the
introduction of PA Systems. This will vary
among firms, depending on their products and
pilkesses. At the aircraft manufacturing firm;
establishing a "data stream" would affect the
company's skill requirements throughout its
engineering operations. This would make the
jobs done earlier in the design-build process
broader and more technically detailed, while
reducing the autonomy of engineers and the
need for skills later in the process. This has
advantages for the aircraft industry because
of its particularly stringent needs for quality
control; As described by a company official:

A number of the people that are left will
be an element of a very controlled process.
The ingenuity of the craft will have been re-
moved. The adVantage is to have more con-
sistent outcomes with the hiccups removed.
People's actions will be more controlled by
strict procedures. The human part of the job
will be less evident.

At the same time, many relatively routine jobs
would be eliminated. If accomplished, this
would bring about a substantial reconfigura-
tion of skill within the company, a reconfigura-
tion that will not necessarily be obvious from
a list of occupational titles.

At the body shop of the automaker, there
has been a distinct rise in the ratio of skilled
nonproduction workers to production workers.
This is due to reductions in the number of pro-
duction workers as well as increases in skilled
maintenance labor.

Training
Chapter 6 discusses in detail the changes in

education and training needs that will result
from the widespread use of PA. This section
provides perspectives that may go unrecog-
nized in explicit education and training
oriented analyses and points to the fact that
attitudes about training complement other
attitudes and responses concerning new tech-
nology.

The OTA work environment case study in=
terviews detected widespread concern among
workers _using automated-equipment about
what they perceived to be inadequate train-
ing, particularly for their present jobs.' The
chief complaints came from equipment oper-
ators and skilled trades people at the large
companies visited. Some of the interest in
training was motivated simply by curiosity
about the new computerized technology. How-
ever, most often operators felt that their lack
of training in the capabilities of their Machines
made them less productive workers.

Machinists in the NC shop at the aircraft
company were the most vocal about their
training needs. Although the company spon-
sored after-hours courses, the operators re-
ported that these classes did not address the
specific capabilities of their Machines. NC
operators were distressed about not knowing
more about their machines; they felt that they
could produce better parts if they were bet-
ter versed in the use of their equipment. One
machinist commented:

It's like having a DC-3 pilot and walking
him over to a 747 and saying, "Now look guy,
it's an airplane, toouse it to the fullest
extent it was made for ... and if you don't
know how to fly it, then check with the guy
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in the right seat because he has probably
been in it before and he will show you how
the ropes work."
Some maintenance workers also complained

about-inadequate training. Maintenance per -
sonnel are expected to repair increasingly
sophisticated and complex electromechanical
equipment, and most of the maintenance
workers interviewed felt inadequately pr..;
pared for this responsibility. Compounding,
their sense of inadequacy was the rate of tech:
nological change, which could quickly make
even recently learned systems outdated, and
the pressure they felt to repair the costly and
complex technology in the minimum possible
time.

Another forCe motivating workers' interest
in further training is the fear of displaceinent
as more and more jobs are affected by zintorna:
tion. The statement of an operator on the
FMS, who had bid onto the system partly be
cause of hiS concern about being left behind
by changing technology, was typical="If you
don't get into it, you won't be able to get by
If you're looking at 15 years or so before retire-
ment, you'll be sweeping floors."

The majority of the managers and maehin=
ists interviewed in the small shops belieVed
that training on conventional equipment was
an important prerequisite for effective per-
formance on NC equipment. It was not clear
whether they viewed the technical qualities of
NC to be-the principal drawback of learning
machining on NC equipment only , or whether
their concerns had to do withhow NC machine
operators are often trained (i.e., only on a
single machine;not taught to plan work, set
up, etc.). In the small Shops, there were no
complaints from worker§ about the adequacy
of training. This may have been because the
employees did not expect the employer to pro-
vide training; or perhaps because there was
more informal training in small shops; , _

Occupational Safety and Health

The various forms of PA have both positive
and negative effects on the safety and health
of workers. In general, the introduction of PA

tends to have a favorable impact on the work
environment, although some new physical haz :

ards associated with the lack of immediate
worker control over system operations may
emerge. However, PA will create new situa-
tions, or perpetuate old ones, that may have
negative psychological effects on the work
force.

Overall, the potential physical hazards ap=
pear to be more amenable tosolution than
some of the psychological ones because they
are more easily recognized and are less sub-
ject to the subtleties of individual personali-
ties. The relief of such symptoms as boredom
and stress IS more challenging because they
are_ not as well measured or understood, affect
different people in different ways, and are
often complicated by other factors not directly
related to the workplace. In addition, a com-
mitment to alleviating monotony and stress
in the workplace usually involves major
changes in the way work is structured that can
pose problems for both managers and other
workers. Theseymfety and health considera-
tions are discussed below.

Effects of PA on the Workplace
Programmable automation has a variety of

implications for health and safety in the work-
place. For instance, robots are amenable to
hazardous tasks in environments that are
unpleasant and unhealthy for human workers.
Thus, there, can be a net_positive effect on
workers when a robot is installed for this pun
pose; 7prOiding the worker displaced is trans-
ferred to another job that is more pleasant or
is trained to monitor or maintain-the robot.
A worker'S lot is considerably improved when
hard or dirty physical labor is assumed by a
robot.

However, certain precautions are necessary
to avoid unanticipated encounters between ro=
botS and hurnana. Statistics on such encoun-
ters in the_United States are presently unavail-
able, although the Robotic Industries Associa-
tion (formerly the Robot Institute of America)
is planning to develop them. A recent Japa-
nese Ministry of Labor survey indicated that
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in that country, since 1978, there had been 2
workers killed, 9 injured, and 37 "narrow
escapes"; since near-accidents are not usual-
ly reported, the number of such incidents was
presumed to be much higher.'6 As a result, the
Ministry of Labor is currently drafting regu-
lations dealing with robot safety. These reg-
ulations will make it mandatory to: 1) enclose
robots with a protective screen or fence, 2)
establish operating regulations with fail-safe
on-off buttons and possibly auditory signals
indicating the commencement of operation of
mobile robots, and 3) install safety switches
enabling immediate shut-down in case of emer-
gency. Also being considered is specialized
training on the safe operation of robots, as well
as the provision of clearer operating instruc-
tions, including visual aids.

In response to concerns about ro fit safety,
the Robotic Industries Associatio as orga-
nized a committee of robot producers to pro-
vide guidelines for the safe use of robots. In
addition, major robot users in the United
States, such as General Motors, Chrysler, and
Ford Motor Co., apply their own sets of safe-
ty standards (see table 501. The National In-
stitute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) has a ganning project under way
that will examine the potential health and safe-
ty problems associated with the introduction
of robotics and, define the need for further re-
search. NIOSH is also developing guidelines

'" "Microelectronics and Its Impact on Labor," report of the
Japanese Ministry of Labor, August 1983.

on sensor-based methods to prevent fatalities
and traumatic injuries during the maintenance
of automated machines.

A recent report prepared by the British Ma-
chine Tool Trades Association described the
potential hazards of robots and developeel a
method of assessing the risks.'7 According to
this report;, the major new hazard is the work
envelope of the robot because it increases the
complexity of guarding arrangements. Unpr,_
dictable action patterns,its ability to move in
free space, and the possibility of reconf}gura-
tion all distinguish a robot from other/ auto-
mated equipment. The report refers to the fol-
lowing incidents of unpredicted robot move-
ment which have occurred:

aberrant behavior of a robot caused by a
control system fault,
jamming of a servo-valve,
robot movement cutting its umbilical '

cord,
splitting of a union on an exposed hydrau-
lic pipe, and J.fault in data transmission causing a larger
than anticipated movement of the robot
arm.

IIn addition, the report discusses recommen-
dations on design requirements' and methods
of safeguarding, including safe systems of
work and rules for access to the robot. Advice

""Sdeguarding Industrial Robotsi Part I, Basic Principles,"
a report of the Machine Tool Trades Association, London,
England, 1982.

Table 50.GM Robot Safety Standards: Suggested Safeguards

Safeguards
Unauthorized

intrusion
Mechanical stops
Harriers
Lockout
Limit detecting hardware
Software limits
Proximity detectors
Presence detectors
Vision optical systems
Robot deactivation
Slow speed, low power
Excess-flow check valve (hydraulic fuses)
Emergency stop (readily accessible)
Warning methods .......

Authorized
Teach Maintenance

X

Side by side

x.

SOURCE: General Motors Corp., Operations Safety and Health Manual, sec. 28, January 1983.
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on control systems, programing; maintenance,
and operation is included; together with a brief
summary of the legal requirements as they
currently apply in the United Kingdom.

In one manufacturing site visited by OTA
staff, a number of safety precautions for work-
intwith an arc-welding robot were observed:*
For instance, the robot is programed to work
in sequence at two stations, allowing the oper-
ator to set up or clear one station while the
robot works at the other; Pressure-sensitive
floor pads prevent the robot from working at
a station if a person is standing in a risky IOCA-
tion. Also, a flashing yellow light indicate§
that thp robot is on, and an alarm sounds when
the robot has finished a task. In order fOr the
robot to move from station to station, a relay
switch must be pressed; The opening of a pro-
tective chain around the area Will cause a cir-
cuit to be broken and the robot will stop.

In the auto company case study; the intro-
duction of riabot spot-welding removed auto
production workers from the point of contact
between weld gun and sheet :metal; where
showers of sparks were generated. However,
it was generally agreed that the danger of in:
jury has escalated for repairmen Who work
With equipment that cannot be pulled to One
side and replaced by a backup, but must be
repaired in place before operation can resume.
Dangers stem from the complexity; unfamili-
arity, and automatic nature of the new equip-
ment that may move without direct human
initiation and sometimes without warning.
The Auto company safety administrator coni-
merited:

. . . .In the old days, you had one [weld] gun,
and you could shut it down and work on it.
Now you've got thiS Complicated mess. If you
don't know what you're doing; you could get
hurt. . . . We've had press injuries you didn't
have before, and automatic clamps.

Production workers who were interviewed in
the auto plant belii:'ve that safety is poor in
the automated systeiri. Two problems in par-
ticular disturbed thempools of hydraulic oil

*OTA site visit: Emhart Corp.; United Shoe Manufacturing
Plant, Beverly, Mass., June /983.

surrounding much of the automated machin:
ery and the increased risk of cuts with the to=
botic welding system; The union committee=
man claimed that the pressure to quickly refill
the conveyors when part of snbassembly suf.
fers a breakdown leads to safety hazards:

This [the need to catch up] is areal incen-
tive for people to cut corners to" take
chances. It's on.a of the reasons we do have
a large number of lacerations. : . .

It is important to note in this case that,
while breakdowns are techhOlOgital in nature,
the pressure to meet quotas in spite of equip-
ment failure is organizational. This situation
is not unique to PA, hilt the problem is exacer-
bated by a systeth designed irri such a way that
equipment cannot be pulled' to one side for re-
pair, and by the ccitriplexity/and automatic na-
ture of the eqUipment. In addition; the high
capital cost of the equipment increases the
desire to use it to the fullest extent; This may
entail operating the line faster to make up for
time when the machine/is down; in order to
meet production goals4

The potential _safety ,6.C1 health hazards for
workerausing video display terminals (VDTs)
for CAD are very different from those for
workers using robots1or other forms of PA,on
the shop floor. Both/the work performed and
the techoOlogy itself are substantially differ-
ent. Although there is documentation of in-
creased leVels of among clerical workers
using VDTs for lo g periods of time; the prob-
lems are lessened /when the terminals are used
es a tool to aunt other activities; as in
CAD, and when retain their abtono-
my and decisioninaking finktions. Worker§
and worker representatives contirine to be con=
corned about levels of radiation emitted by
VDTs, although evidence to date Suggests
that the level§ of radiation emitted by VDTs
are too low to be hazardous to health." Never-
theless; NIOpli is continuing research in,this
area. eyestrain and postural problems are con-
trollable to some extent thrOugl,..properly de-

""Video Displays, Work and Vision," report of the National
Research Council (Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press,
1983).
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signed workstations, lighting, and frequent
breaks.
_ Based on the technologies observed for the
OTA work_enviroru-nent case studies, the field
record of PA with respect to safety appears
to be mixed, which is to be expected with rel-
atively new technologies. On the one hand,
some types of automation remove production
workers from close contact with tools during
actual operation. Three different field ex-
amples suggest that automation can improve
safety by increasing the distance between
workers and the part being machined; assem-
bled, or processed: 1) thgintrocluction of robot
welding removes workers from the point of
contact between the weld gun and sheet metal;
2) machinists on NC equipment work at a
greater distance from cutting tools and often
are separated by doors and enclosures; and 3)
at the agricultural implements firm, robots
rather than workers now spray-paint tractors
in an atmosphere filled with fumes.

On the other hand, it was noted that auto-
mated carriers, clamps, and fixtares move and
close without direct human initiation and
sometimes without warning; This can be par-
ticularly dangerous where adequate precau-
tions are absent and in highly pressured set7.
tings, e.g., for maintenance workers who deal
with complex equipment on an assembly or
processing line that cannot start again until
they finish repair work. One worker at the agri-

i cultural implements firm noted:
I've seen the thing move and nobody

touched a button. Yoteredealing with some-
thing you can't control. It's created a whole
different type o problemnot necessarily
more problemsbut different problems.

Working around complex machinery that can
move in several different directions according
to a plan that is not under the control of an
operator or repair person and may not even
be well understood by those in the immediate
areawas mentioned by workers as a signifi-
cant safety hazard. The level of complexity on
programmable systems may make it difficult
for a worker to anticipate the system's behav-
ior and avoid the risk presented by sudden and

25-4520 - 84 - 14 QL 3

unpredictable motion. This was demonstratkl
in 1979 in Michligan when a worker was killed
when hit in the head by a "robot arm." The
worker was attempting to climb a storage rack
to get parts because a materials handling sys-
4em designkl to fetch parts automatically had
been malfunctioning. Since the arm operated
silently, the worker was unaware it had re-
sumed activity."

Nevertheless; with precautions
the use of PA will reduce hazards in the work-
place; It also will allow new work in hazardous
environments such as toxic waste handling,
nuclear powerplants, and undersea activities.

Psychological Effects of PA on Workers
Computerized automation in manufacturing

has the potential for creating a number of psy-
chological impacts on workers; Some of these*
effects may represent a temporary phenome-
non resulting from a mismatch of worker skills
and job requirements; i.e., experienced work-
ers may be either over- or under-qualified for
work they are doing on new automated sys-
tems.

Two of the principal effects; boredom and
stress; are often closely related in that long
periods of boredom at work can lead to stress
in some individuals. In other ways, they rep-
resent opposite ends of a spectrum of individ-
ual reactions to work responsibilities. Bore-
dom and stress in the automated workplace ,
can result from the characteristics of the de-
sign of the technical system and work orga-
nization, as well as from such factors as lot
size and the nature of the product manu-
factured.

Boredom,--PA technologies, such as NC
machine tools and flexible manufacturing sys7
tems, are usually designed to run with minimal
operator intervention. The human intervention
that is planntd into the system is of a relative-
ly routine so7b; such as making tool changes
or performing other preventive maintenance
duties. However, in OTA case study inter-

/

19"Millions Paid in Robot Death," Chicago Tribune, Aug. 11,
1983.
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Some types of automation remove production workers frc
the physical effort required to operate them. To pho

--'Bottomnew method, tr:
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views, both the owners of small shops using
NC machines and the project manager of the
FMS acknowledged that operator input of
more than a routine nature; such as being alert
to problems and acting to eliminate or mini-
mize difficulties that may develop; was impor-
tant to the smooth functioning of the produc-
tion process; This need for alert and intelligent
operator intervention is at odds with an im-
portant aspect of the system's designthe ar.
tempt to remove the necessity for. intervention
as far is-possibTeirlbWever, some believe that
workers will always find ways to intervene in
automated pkoCeeSeS.20)

Some NC operators, especially those mak-
ing long cuts on NC machines, reported being
bored for significant portions of their_ working
day. NC operators reported that the lethargy
that developed from long periods of inaction
interfered with their ability to do their work
most effectively. An NC machine operator at
the aircraft manufacturing company said:

The hardest thing to do is to keep yourself
on your toes checking the measurements.
Just because the tape says it's good, it's not
necessarily so . . . you get to relying on that
tape, and what the machine can do; and some-
times tha boredoinyou know, you'd just as
soon put another part on and just sit down
again. 4

The boredom. inherent in running a machine
tool that can function automatically foeri-
ods of time is exacerbated in some cases by,.
long running times for individual parts; so that
there may be hours and sometimes even days
between changeovers when a new setup is re-
quired. Parts with long rimming times are par-
ticularly common in the aircraft industry, so

' that machinists at the aircraft manufacturer
and at the small shops that were subcontrac
tors to the aircraft industry encountered m
parts requiring lengthy cuts.4,arge lot sizes,
which demand that an operator make the same
part repeatedly, were also a factor in boredom.

-On the FMS, boredom appeared to be less
of a problem for operators; this may have been
a function of the broader range of problems

' O'Toole, op. cit.

to which the system was subject. The larg
the number and variety of unanticipat
events, the less opportunity there was to be
bored \As with NC machine operation, the
slower periods when FMS operators appeared
to be idle were actually times when they were
overseeing the system and watching for prob-
lems. But it was difficult to sustain alertness
during these monitoring periods. Boredom
could set in because there was no immediate
need for active intervention and the applica-
tion o problem-solving skills. Because opera-
tors participated in the diagnosis -and minor
repairs of the costly and complex systems;
periods of relative inactivity alternated with
periods of considerable stress and pteseure
wl problems arose with the system. This
situation is similar to a number of other work
environments that are highly computerized,
such as nuclear powerplants.

.

Boredom that resulted from theNway work
was organized was 'a common complaint
among NC operators whomere interviewed for
the case studies; Skilled NC operators who did'
not write part progr (i.e., the majority of
those interviewed) re ed that operating an
NC thine was si fi, arttly less interesting
an' en g than I -rating a conventional
mac technically possible for
NC , a= nists to their own programing,

for _parts, shop floor program-
rarely found in the sites visited for the

case studies, either in the small shops or in the
large NC machke.shop,at the aircraft manu-
facturing company. An experienced machinist
in one of the small machine shops commented:
'You get to be, in my opinion; on an NC; a lit-

tle weak-minded;" Another said; "They're
junk as far as I'm concerned. . . . You can take
a chimpanzee; the-light goes on, push a butr
'tom" In the sites visited; only the skilled
machir.dsts who were.able to do some pr am-
ing felt positive about NC machining. In t
small shopsisome relatiVelY inexperienced N
operatbis who had been machinists for o y
2 or 3 years reported fewer problenia with
boredom, indicating that a worker's previous
experience is an important factor.
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By removing programing from the shop
floor, the most interesting and creative part
of NC machining work has been taken out of
the hands of the machinist. If the equipment
operator were given-the respASibility fOr de=
ciding how to make the part ]to the extent this
is technically feasible and assuming the oper=
ator wanted the additiOnal responsibility),
boredom would be SubStentially reduced. A
machinist in a small machine shop said:

Flow could you make the job more.intereat-
ing? With a machine like this jan NC lathe],
get a good operator who knows what he's do7
ing, ....give him a chance to do a setup and
leain howl() program the machine, so that
he can look at the readout, and he can under-
stand what the machine is doing, not just
stand here and just wait and then push the
button and take the part outthat would
help for a while.

In some settings, however, programing or
editing on the shop floor may be unavoidably
constrained. In defense applications, for exam-
ple, NC programs may be certified by the De-
partment of Defense, a situation that 'militates
against ad hoc changes by machinists.

Stress.As in many workplaces, work-re-
lated stress is a significant feature of compuT
ter-automated workplaces. Evidence from the
OTAmork environment case studies suggests
that for many workers stress is an important
factor in the work environment, particularly
for employees who have. responsibility_ for very
complex and expensive systems; Two major
sources of automation-related stress were iden-
tified: 1) stress associated with working on
very complicated, capital-intensive, and highly
integrated systems; and 2) the lack of auton=
omy at work, extending in some cases to tom=
puterized monitoring by management. In
many cases, stress may be considered a tem:,
porary byproduct of the change .process itself;
in others; it may become a permanent feature
of the work environment. ,

In the plants studied; maintenance workers
and equipment operators who had some main-
tenance duties reported subStantial stress
associated with having the responsibility for

maintaining sophisticated,-costly, and inter-
dependent automated systems such as the ro=
botic welding system at the auto plant or the
materials handling system at the agricultural
implements manufacturer. The combination of
the complexity of the system and the pressure
to minimize downtime_ because of the high cost
of lost production added up to substantial
stress for some maintenance workers assigned
to systems of this sorta problem intertwined
with but also distinct from the physical haz-
ards that such stress produces.

The most vivid example of this type of
stress was in the body shop of the automaker,
where welder repair supervisors reported be-
ing under extreme pressure. In the area of the
body shop where the side aperture robotic
welding/automotic re-spot line is located, there
had been a 150 percent annual rate
among first-line supervisors. A generaf fore-
man said:

This has been the hardest 3 years of my life.
There isn't any relaxation ... I've walked out
of here and sat in my car, unable to move, get-
ting myself together.

The highly integrated nature of the automated
framing system; which links in series complex
electronic and mechanical components, means
that a failure in one part of the system spreads
quickly to other areas.

The high cost of the equipment in the auto-,mated body shop is a further source of stress.
Thousands of dollars worth of damage may be
done if a supervisor, in haste; misdiagnoses a
problem. The same problem was mentioned in
regard to the FMS of the tractor prodUCer. As
one operator put it:

When you're first down there; you're just
nervous. Because everything's so expensive
you don't want to break anything.

Another source of stress for workers on
automated systems comes from system unpre-
dictability. Computerized automation, as an
eledtriCian at the tractor assembly plant said;
"is made to go and stop on its own program."
A machinist at a small machine shop made a
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similar comment about working on NC ma-
chine tools:

These NC machinesthey're unpredicta-
ble; You don't know what it's going to do, the
first time you run that program. You're al-
ways on edge until it's proved out.
The reduction in autonomy at work can take

its toll in stress on the worker. In all of the
work sites visited for -the case studies, man-
agers spoke about using PA to establish bet-
ter plaimittg and allocation of all the firm's
resources. A frequently mentioned benefit in
batch production was faster throughput, the
ability to complete the production of apart in
less time, as a result of more effective &rec-

., tion of the part's movement through the shop.
The particular organizational choices manag-
ers made to establish greater control resulted
in less autonomy for the workers involved. In
general, reduction in amount of autonomy on
the job is likely to be more stressful where
workers previously had a greater degree of au-
tonomy and now have either less or none at
all. It also would be different in degree depend-
ing on the experience and expectations of the
individual worker;

Analyzing studies of Swedish and American
men, Dr. Robert A. Karasek found that work-
related strain was a function not of heavy job
demands alone, but of the combination of
heavy job demands with restricted job control
and decisionmaking latitude.2' He concludes:

. . . the opportunity for a worker to use his
skills and to make decisions about his work
activity is associated with reduced symp-
toms (of stress) at every level of job demands.
We do not find, therefore, support for the be-
lief that most individuals "overburdened"
with decisions face the most strain in an in-
dustnabzed economy. Literature lamenting
the stressful burden of executive decision-
making misses the mark. Constraints on deci-
sionmaking, not decisionmaking per se, are
the major problem, and this problem affects,
not only executives but workers in low status
jobs with little freedom for decisionmaking

"Robert A. Karasek; Jr., "Job Demand_ s, Job Decision Lati-
tude, and Mental StrWu Implications for Job Redesign," Ad-
ministrabve Science Quarterly (24), June 1979, p. 303.

. . . e.g., assembly workers, garment stitch-
ers, freight-and-materials handlers, nurse's
aides. and orderlies, and telephone operators.

Machine-paced work, such as was found at
the agricultural implements company and_at
the auto manufacturer, affects autonomy. As-
sembly workers at both companies were paced
by the speed of the line, so that both the rate
of their work and the timing of their breaks
were out of their control (and also unpredict-
able, in the case of downtime). Lack of auton-
omy iazot, of course, a new issue on the shop
floor; it is not easily alleviated, and may in-
deed be aggravated, by the introduction of-

' PA.
The increased visibility of shop operations

made possible by computerized monitoring
and scheduling systems allows management
to spot bottlenecks more readily and take cor-
rective action when necessary. However, what
information is gathered and how it is used can
result in new forms of control, both subtle and
direct, over worker activities. Electronic
monitoring of worker performance; and the ap-
prehension it engenders in workers, can also
add to stress in the workplace?

One system observed in the site visit to the
aircraft manufacturer monitored production
at 66 NC machines that are directly wired into
the system. The goal is to establish direct feed-
back from the shop floor to management about
how an important element of the NC program
the control of machine feeds-I-is carried out.
The system and a panel that shows the status
of each machinerunning, running at less
than 80 percent, down ..or temporarily halted
for part handlingis housed above the shop
floor in a control room with a view of the sur-
rounding machines. By looking at a panel, a
supervisor can tell the status of all the ma-
chines in a given jurisdiction. Moreover, super-
visors obtain daily reports from the system;
and weekly and monthly tabulations are made
in chart form for upper management.

The system seems to be widely accepted,
even though some operators are apprehensive
about its monitoring capabilities. (One machin-
ist said: "It's like having a big television cam-
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era loo ng over my shoulder,") One of the
reason it has been accepted is that certain
limits on its use by management are fairly well
established after several year of operation.
The company has an agreement with the union
that information from the system will not be
used to discipline employeeS, although oper-
ators said that individual supervisors could ex-
ercise various _sorts of informal discipline if
they so chose, Monitoring, which is not a new
issue on the shop floor, was also emerging as
an issue among engineers at the company be-
cause of the potential use of CAD terminals
for-Monitoring the amount of time spent at the
terminals by individual engineers. The capa-
bilities of the technology are thus expanding
the _concerns about computer monitoring into
higher levels of the organization, affecting per-
sonnel who lack prior experience with or cop=
ing mechanisms for it.

Labor-Management Relations
The effects of PA on the work environment

will be determined in part by management's
motivations for automating and by the nature
of labor-management relations.* Management
might decide to introduce PA for a variety of
reasons, such as 1) to improve productivity,
2) to reduce costs, 3) to standardize produc-
tion methods, 4) to enable the use of workers
with fewer skills, 5) to increase control over
the pace and quality of production, and 6) to
get on the technological bandwagon. Who
makes the decision in the organization will also
have an important effect on the results. Re-
search suggests that managers_ often lack the
background to assess the technological op-
tions, while taff familiar with the new tech-
nologies are le le to appreciate associated
strategic dimension-S."

This discussion focuses on work environment issues; it ex-
cludes wages; benefits, and other industrial relatidins issues. For
additional discussion; see OTA Technical Memorandliin "Au-
tomation and the Workplace: Selected Labor, Education, and
Training Issues," March 1983.

"Stephen R. Rosenthal and Homayciiin Vossoughi; "Factory
Automation in the U.S.: Summary of SurveY Responses and
initial Commentaries; School of Management, Boston Univer-
sity, March 1983.

Once the decision is made, the strategies
employed by management for introducing PA
are key in determining its impacts. Prior ex-
perience seems to be an important factor in
how an organization copes with additional
automation." AlSo, the introduction of new
technology may be facilitated by good intra-
company communications and a "par-
ticipative" management style." Where the
knowledge and exp-ertise of workers is factored
into the deciSionmaking surrounding new tech-
nology, and information is shared, implemen-
tation problems may be minimized somewhat.
In the agricultural implements case study,
when asked what he would do differently,
given another opportunity, the plant's
manager of manufacturing replied:

We would bring in the electrical and me-
chanical Skilled trades people earlier so they
could see the equipment installed: ... We
would have our own skilled tradespeople look
over the shoulder of the installers:::: We
would also have brought in more systems
people earlier, especially systems people with
shop savvy.

Cooperative arrangements between universi-
ties and manufacturing firms may be useful
devices forintroducing new technologies. For
example, WorceSter Polythnic Institute and
the Emhart Corp. joined together to form an
on- campus research center to work on prac-
tical applications problems involved in in-
troducing robotic systems to Emhart's oper-
ating divisions. 25 Relevant personnel at all
levels (production, support, and professional)
participated in applications development and
preparation.

Thenature of labor-management relations
will affect the implementation of new technol-
ogy and its consequences for the work environ-
ment. Cooperation between employers, work-
ers, and society in determining the design, im-
plementation, and pace of change would tend
to minimize potential negative effects of tech=

"Donald Gerwin, "Do'S and Don'Us of Computerized Manufac-
turing,"Harvard Business Rein-6W, March-April 1982; p. 110.

"The Impact of Chip Technology, op. cit., p. 8.
"OTA Education and Training case study.
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nological innovation." Such cooperation, how-
ever, willrequire mutual trust among the par-
ties involved. While such trust traditionally
has not been a hallmark of labor-management
relations in the United States, some observers
predict that American industrial relations will
become more hospitable to collaboration in the
near future due to such pervasive circum-
stances as intense foreign competition and
technological change.

In response to changing worker expecta-
tions, management increasingly has been
forced to pay greater attention to the needs
of its work force, beyond the traditional ones
of fair wages and benefits. This trend has been
growing since the 1960's and 1970's, andis not
limited to either new technology or PA. In ad-
dition to such provisions as profit-sharing and
job security, workers have been demanding a
greater say in matters that directly affect their
workplace; where management has begun to
tap into this knowledge and experience they
have often discovered a new source of support
and insights. -

The attention being given in the United
States to the Japanese style of labor-manage-
ment relations seems to be affecting the nature
of labor-management relations in this country.
In particular, cooperative labor-management
efforts in solving workplace problems have
been gaining popularity in the United States.
These innovative work experiments are known
by a variety of names, including Quality of
Working Life Programs, Quality Circles, La-
bor/Management Committees, and Employee
Involvement Programs. A recent Department
of Labor document identifies and describes
over 200 cooperative labor-management pro-
grams;" the International Association of Qual-
ity Circles promotes quality circles through
conferences, training activities, and educa-
tional materials; and consulting firms are be-

' "Donald Kennedy, Charles Craypo, and Mary Lehman (eds.),
Labor and Technology: Union Response to Changing Environ-
ments (Department of Labor Studies, The Pennsylvania State
University, 1982).

""Resource Guide to Labor-Management Cooperation," U.S.
Department of Labor, Labor-Management &rvices Adminis-
tration, October 1983.

ginning to provide guidance for setting up
such efforts. Membership in participative pro-
grams is usually voluntary, and training in
problem-solving techniques is provided. Gen-
erally, their purpose is to identify and help to
solve everyday problems on the job. Such pro-
grams have had mined results, reflecting the
diversity of approaches taken, management
styles, and work force heterogeneity. This
makes it difficult to generalize about the goals
of these programs or to evaluate their effec-
tiveness.

Cooperative efforts can occur in either union
or nonunion settings. Indeed, their presence
in nonunion settings is attributed by some as
a factor constraining further unionization. In
plants that are unionized, cooperative groups
usually deal with workplace issues that fall
outside the collective bargaining framework.
Quality circles, modeled after_ the quality con-
trol circles in Japan, are usually management-
initiated to improve product quality and pro-
ductivity. For this reason, some unions view
them as management devices to increase pro-
ductivity at the expense of workers, and some-
times as a way to fight unions, rather than as
efforts to increase worker participation. The
fragility of some quality of work life (QWL)
programs has been demonstrated recently
when UAW union locals in GM plants in both
Michigan and California called for either dis-
bandment or reevaluation of QWL programs,
criticizing management for abusing the coop-
erative spirit of the programs.

In the case of the introduction of new tech:
nology, successful labor-management cooper=
ative efforts should have a positive effect on
the way in which it is perceived in the work-
place. For instance, the UAW-Ford Employe
Involvement Program is viewed by employees
as having a beneficial effect on their jobs and
the work environrnent.28 Where such programs
are functioning well, they could help to ease
the changes brought about by the introduC-

""11A-W=F6rzrEififiloye Involvement: A Special Survey Re-
' port," Center Report 1, UAW-Ford National Development and

Training Center, 1982.
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tion of PA. The pri. ,a1 uncertainty aur-
rounding such programs appears to be, how-
ever, their relationship to the perhaps more
fundamental issue of job security. Labor -man-
agement cooperation appears to be sounder
where the fact of jobs is not in question.

If PA is perceived to be a growing threat to
job security, that perception may interfere
with other labor-management cooperative pro-
grams. Other factors that may hinder new
joint programs are the reluctance of parties
to fundamentally revise their attitudes; eider=
nil events such as a recession; and lack Of Com-
mitment by one or the other party." Some ex-
pert§ believe that shifts in labor-management
relations in recent times have been the result
of recession and do not represent any funda-
mental change in the attitudes of either man-
agernent Or labor.3° The tenor otnegotiatiOns
in major collective bargaining to take place in
1984 and beyond will bear watching to See if
there are perceptible treads in A Changing ell=
Mate of labor-management relations.

The latest Bureau of Labor StatistiCa data
(September 1981) give the number Of employed
wage and salary workers in labor organza=
tiona as 23 percent and the percentage repre-
sented by labor organiZations as 25.7 percent,
although the_proportion varies among indus-
tries (see table 51).3' Experts suggest that
these percentages are currently a few points
lower. The approaches to new technology and
accomj,anying levels Of concern have varied
among unions; although overall concern is
growing. While the yieW§ of unionized workers
concerning new technolOgy are known; less is
known about the attitudes of workers in non,
unionized companiea. However, they would
likely cover a broad range depending on the
size of the company and the type of labor p61-_
icies employed. One study found that some of-

"Irving H. Siegel arid Edgar Weinberg, Labor-Management
CooperaUnn: The American ExperiencelKalamazon: W. E. Up-
john Institute for Employment Research, 1982).

' "Sar A. Levitan and Clifford M. Johnson, "Labor and Man-
agement: The Illusion of Cooperation," Harvard Business Re-
viewSeptember-Oa66er 1989,p. 8.

"Earnings and Other_ Characteristics of Organized Work=
ers," U.S. Department of Labor; Bureau of Labor Statistics,
September 1981.

the large nonunion companies resembled the
large unionized companies in their labor prac-
tices, and some even had policies that were
more restrictive than those of union contrac-
tual arrangements." In the small nonunion
shops visited for OTA work environment case
studies, workers interviewed seemed to accept
the fact that the future lies in increasing
automation, whether or not they like it
personally.

Unions have attempted to minimize what
are perceived as the socially harmful effects
of new technologies on-the-labor force, such
as job displacement and deskilling. Such et=
forts include collective bargaining, organizing,
and political strategies." For instance, tech-
nology clauses are becoming more, common in
collective bargaining agreements, and some
unions provide model contract language to
their local bodies that covers the introduction
of new technology. Adjustment procedures
and prograMs, such as advance notice and pro-
visions for training related to new technology,
increasingly are included in union contracts.
Recently AT&T and the local operating com-
panies that were aptiri-off in January 1984
agreed to offer retraining for other company
jobs at company expense, and thus job securi
ty, to any worker whose job will be eliMinated
by the introduction of new technology.

The International Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers' Technology Bill of
Rights, which outlines a specific list of worker
rights with respect to the introduction of new
technologies, has been provided to local unions
as a guide to be used during contract negotia-
tions (see table 52). However, in a recent con-
tract negotiation in California the company ig-
nored the union request for one of the items
listed on the Bill of Rightsthe retraining of
workers whose jobs are eliminated because of
new technology:34

'Jack Stieber, Robert B. Mckersie, and D. Quinn Mills (Ws.),
Industry Relations 1950-1960: A Critical Aseeaainent

(Madison, Wis.: Industi& Relations Research Association,
1981), from chapter entitled "Large Noriumionkzed Employers"
by Fred K. Foulkes.

"Kermedy, Craypo, and Lehman, op. cit.
""Machinists Clem. Pact With McDonnell Bolstering Firm'S

Tough Stand on Costs," Wall Street Journal, Nov. 8, 1983.



Table 51.-Employed Wage and Salary Workers Represented by Labor Organizationsa by Occupation and Industry, May 1980
(numbers In thousands)

ilOatieri_a_Critrerit4Ob_ Total

Transportation
arid puriiic Wholesale Finance and Forestry and Public

onctriolinn Manutarfurmg otiiihes trade Retail trade services fisheries administration

Percent of employed wage and salary workers

fccupationsb
tecollar occupations... .......
clessional, technical. and kindred workers .
anagers and administrators, except farm .

erica! and kindred workers .

Iles workers

-collar workers
'aft and kindred workers
Carpenters ,,,,
Construction craftworkers.
-except carpenters . .

Mechanics and repairers. .

leratives and kindred workers
Operatives.. except transport
Drivers and delivery workers .

Other transport equipment operatives.
antarm laborers .

Construction
.Manulacturing_
All other dontar-mlabcrerS .

ice workers, including private household...

25.7 3.8 35.2 33.1 34.8 59.5 12.6 10.5 19.7 16.1 40.5 .
18.5 2.7 10.2 12.2 12.3 38.4 4.6 8.5 20.5 (c) 36.3 cri.
27.7 (c) 6.5 19.4 11.3 33.8 4.1 6.4 32.4 . (c) 31.3 L
9.7 (c) (c) 12.7 5.9 16.9 3.9 6.1 10.1 (c) 26.2 .-1

19.2 (c) 16.7 8.2 18.2 49.2 7.8 13.9 11.2 (c) 42.6 0-
--co

5.0 i (c) (C) (c) 5.4 (c) 2.2 5.4 4.4 - (c)
.41.4 8.1 47.1 39.6 46.9 62.6 28.9 21.3 20.6 (C) 91.0 1:13

41.2 (C) 51.0 41.1 45.8 67.7 21.8 12.9 23.2 (0 450 0-
; ,

33.9 (C) (6) 31.3 42.7 (C) (2) (6) (C) (C) (C)

a-
50:4 (C) (C) 46:4 67:6 70:3 _to__ Jo_ 40:7 (c) (c) ...13

92:9 (c) Icy 39.3 57:1 66:0 16:8 10:8 21:1 (c) 46.2 0
..93:5 (c) 92:7 39.6 1 96:9 57:0 36:1 22:6 22:3 - 41,4 co

42.4 (C) 4.1,1 39.9 96:1 60:9 33:7 22.4 20.0 (C) i
43.0 (C.) (2) 39.9 45.6 53.2 17.4 213 2.6.6 (C) a
68:2 --. (c) .(c)_ 69.8 88.3 _lc 1_ Acl. _(c)_ Icy g
35.1 7.5 (c) 34.4 52.2 64.8 24.1 28.9 13.2 (c) 32.5 ir
34.4 - - 34.4 - - - - . - br.
52.2 - 52.2 - - - e
29.7 7.5 (c) - - 64.8 24.1 28.9 13.2 (c) 32.5 cb.

18.4 (c) (c) (c1 36.5 -60.1. (c) 5.8 17.0 (6( 55 0 a
ides members and nonmembers in bargaining units.
ades lam workers not shown seproaktly
a less than 75,55g.

Due to rounding. sums of individual items may not equal totals. Dashes (-) indicate no workers in cell.

;ROE: Bureau of Labor Statistics. "Earnings and Other Characteristics of Organized Workers, May 1980," Bulletin 2105, September 1981, p. 27.
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Table U.Workers' Technology Bill of Rights

I. New Technology shall be used in a way that creates jobs
and nromotes community-wide and national full employ-
ment.

II. Unit Labor Cost savings and lab& productivity gains
resulting from the use of New TechnOlogy shall be
Shared with workers at the local enterprise level and shall
not be permitted to accrue excessively or exclusively for
the gain of capital, management, and shareholders.

III. Local communities, the states and the nation haVe a right
to require employers to pay _a replacement tax, on all
machinery, equipment, robots; and production_systems
that workers, cause unemployment and; thereby
decrease local,_ state, and federal revenues.

IV. New Technology shall improve the conditions of work
and enhance and "expand the opportunities for
knowledge, skillS, and compensation of workers. Dis-
placed workers shall be entitled to training; retraining
and subsequent job placement or re-employment.

V. New Technology shall be used to develop and strength-
en the U.S. industrial base; consistent with the Full
Employment goal and national security requirements;
before it is licensed or otherwise exported abroad:_

VI. New Technology shall be evaluated in terms of worker
safety and health and shall not be destructive of the
workplace environment, nor shall it be used at the ex-
pense of the community's natural environment:

VII. Workers; through their trade Unions and bargaining units,
shall have an absolute right to participate in all phases
of management deliberations and decisions that lead or

,could lead to the intrOdUttiOn of new technology or the
-hanging_ of the workplace system deSigh, work proc-
esses and procedures for doing work, including the shut-
down or transfer of work; capital; plant and equipment.

VIII. Workers shall have the right to monitor control_ room
centers and control stations and the new technology
shall not be used to monitor, measuro or Otherwige con-
trol the work practices and work standards of individual
workers, at the point of work.

IX. Storage of an individual worker's personal data and in-
formation file by the employer shall be tightly controlled
and the collection andfor release and dissemination of
information with respect to race; religious or, political
activities and beliefs, records of physical and mental
health disorders and treaterierita; records of arrests and
felony charges or convictions, ihfOrrhation concerning
sexual preferences and conduct, information concern-
ing internal and private family matters; and information
regarding an individual's financial condition or credit
worthiness shall not be permitted, except In _rare cir-
cumstances_related to health, and. then only after con-
sultation with a family or union-appointed physician,
psychiatrist or member of the clergy, the right of an in-
dividual worker to inspect hiS or her personal data file
shall at all times be absolute and open.

X. When New Technology is employed in the prOductibn
of military goods and service% workers;_through their
trade union and bargaining agent; shall have a right to
bargain with management over the establishment of
Alternative_Production Committee% WhiCh shall design
ways to adopt that technology to socially-useful produc-
tion and products in the civilian sector of the economy.

SOURCE: International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers.
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One of the most controversial subjects of
labor-management relations involving the in-
troduction of new technology will be work
rules. Work rules are central to the collec-
tive bargaining system in the United States,
and are viewed by some as one of its great
strengths.36 This system of job control is also
closely related to the tenets of Taylorisrn that
break down work into sets of discrete tasks."
In work sites that are becoming more and
more automated, management is likely to de-
mand increasing flexibility in deploying work-
ers. As noted in chapter 4, successful imple-
mentation of PA may involve subStantial
changes in production processeS and in the
nature of work to be done by people as Op-
posed to machines. These changeS will raise,
questions concerning job definitionabout
which tasks are combined to make which jobs.
Work rulei assure that certain jobs contain
certain tasks, but PA may make such jobs ob-
solete. Job definition changes may be reflected
in collective bargaining requests from manage-
ment for relating and changing work rules, in
return for union demands for worker benefits
such as job security or profit-sharing. In this

ablerespect, nonunion, Shops may be able to re-
spond more quickly to the changing workplace
demands of new technology.

Any discussion of restructuringwork in au-
tomated environments in ways .that would en-
hance the workplace needs to be framed in the
context of how the work rule-issue evolves.
Management'S ability to take innovative ap-
proaches to implementing PA may be con-
strained by work rules that are outmodedand
difficult to change. In return for increased flex-
ibility in deploying workers, management may
need to be more responsive in such matters as
increased labor involvement in decisions con-
cerning the implementation of new technology
or job security.

"Robert M. Kaus; "The Trouble With Unions, Harper's.
June 1983, p. 29.

"Michael J. Piore, "AmeriCan Labor and the Industrial Cri-
sis," Challenge. March-April 1982, P. 9.
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European and Japanese Experiences
In Western Europe and Japan, mechanisms

for _dealing with workplace concerns have gen-
erally been apPlied to the introduction of new
technology, and in many cases the laws specify
how such introduction is to be handled. For
example, the laws of West Germany, Norway,
and Sweden provide for worker involvement
in technology issues, and labor is routinely rep-
resented on corporate boards. It is important,
however, to point out that the culture and tra-
ditions of Europe and Japan regarding atti-
tudes and practices in the workplace differ
from the those of the United States, especial-
ly in the area of labor-management relations.
In general, the labor-management relations of
these countries are characterized by a more
cooperative atmosphere and greater worker
participation than has been the case in the
United States.

Japan
There seems to be a broad consensus among

labor, management, scholars, and the govern-
ment in Japan that new technologies should
be applied in ways that will humanize life and
the quality of work.37 For example, in 1983,
a joint effort of government, industry, and
academia began to develop robots to perform
jobs too hazardous or unhealthy for human be-
ings (known as "extreme-job" robots)."

Much has been written about Japanese
management style and its effect on the work
environment. In particular, the nature of labor-
management relations provides many oppor-
tunities for information exchange and sharing,
both between management and lab
among workers themselves.39 Such in
tion-sharing is key in Japanese companies, and

"Kazutoshi Koshiro, "The Employment Effect of Microelec-
tronic Technology," Highlights in Japanese Industrial Rela-
tions, The Japanese Institute of Labor 1983, p. 87.

""GoV'tIndustry Project WU:1St-at On- 'Extreme-Job' Ro-
bota," The JapaneSe Economic Journal, Mar. 8, 1983, p. 10.

"flaruo Shimada, "Japanese Postwar Industrial Growth and
Labor-Management Ftelations," paper presented at the 35th An-
nual Meeting of American Industrial Relations Association;
December 1982, p. 7.

provides the basis for quality circles at firm;
plant, and workshop levels. It is also effective
in the introduction and use of new technologies
such as PA.

There are two principal types of worker par-
ticipation in Japan that exist primarily in the
private sector: 1) direct shop floor participa-
tion, such as small group participative activi-
ties like quality control circles; and 2) indirect
representational forms, such as labor-manage-
ment consultation systems. 40 Small production
study groups have played a vital role in de-
veloping employee participation in problem -
solving: Unions and quality control circles
have often been involved in designing robot
applications within the plants. Those compa=
nies with the most active quality control cir=
des have also been the leaders in the use of
robots:1

Participatory work structures represent one
of a number of actions designed to deal
the effects of labor shortages in Japan.47 Th
were usually introduced as part of a corporate
strategy to make firms more attractive to
highly educated potential recruits and to
reduce the likelihood of turnover and labor
unrest. Thus, worker participation originally
was more an obligation of each employee than
an opportunity to actively participate in solv-
ing workplace problems.

Quality control circles often provide a good
opportunity to promote "humanization of
work" in the workplace." Workers are taught
fairly simple statistical quality control tech-
niques anclmodes of Problem-solving. They are
guided by leaders, often foremen, in the selec-

"Robert E. Cole; "Participation and Control in Japanese In-
dustry," prepared for Conference on Productivity; Ownership
and Participation, Agency for International DeVelopment, U.S.
Department of Labor, May 1983.

"Paul H. Aron, "Robotics in Japan: Past, Present, Future,"
a presentation to Robots VI Conference; March 1982, p. 4.

"Cole, op. cit.
"TakeShi Inagami, "QC Circle Activitiei and the Suggestion

System," Highlights in Japanese Industrial Relations, The Jap---
anese Institute of Labour; 1983; p. 67.
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tion and solving of job-related quality prob
lems.

The second type of worker participation is
the labor-management consultation system, a
representational form of participation by
union officials on behalf of employees in which
employers and employees discuss manage-
ment policies and plans." The focus is on im-
proving communications between manage-
ment and labor, improving working condi-
tions, and stabilizing labor relation& Joint con-
sultation provides a framework in which ne-
gotiations on working conditions_ can be con-
ducted on a continuous basis rather than as
a focus of collective bargaining. Participants
do not view them as providing the primary ba-
sis for increased worker participation in man-
agement;

While popular accounts of Japztnese labor-
management relations highlight labor's input;
on closer inspection it can be seen that man-
agerial control is strong. Matters relating to
the operation of thefirm; production; and per-
sonnel are most often settled by company no-
tification or explanation." Management re-
tains its prerogative to act unilaterally but
where possible; uses the joint consultation sys-
tem to solicit worker and union opinion. Man-
agement carefully controls and guides the ac-
tivities of small group participatory activities,
and would resist more direct threats to its pre-
rogatives that might be tried through legis-
lative Means. This system is facilitated by
a relatively high level of homogeneity in the
Japanese population and labor forceC1-

The Japanese system offers several adVanl
tages relative to the introduction of new tech-
nology. Generally, where new technology is in-
troduced workers are reassigned rather than
laid off. However; there are signs that this
Japanese practice, which in the past has been
an understanding and not contractual in na-
ture, may be changing (see ch. 4). Recently
there has been evidence that Japanese work -
ers are becoming more concerned about the
impact Of new technology on employment.

"Cole. op. cit.

"Ibid.

Unions have begun to win agreements aimed
at protecting workers against the potential
negative effects of automation.

For example, Nissan Motor Co._ and auto
workers have negotiated what is likely to be-
come a model technology agreement for other
unions. It requires "consultation" between
labor and management before the introduction
of labor-saving automation and prohibits the
company from dismissing or laying off work-
ers bgcause of new technology. Nissan prom-
ises not to downgrade positions or reduce
wages and working conditions, and agrees to
provide union members with necessary educa-
tion and training to facilitate adjustment, in
accordance with their aptitude and ability. The
fact that this is a written agreement rather
than a tacit understanding makes this con-
tract important and unique in Japan.

While quality control circleS are widely used
in Japan; it is interesting to note that the Jap-
anese companies operating in the United
States have been much more cautious about
instituting Such mechanisms because of dif-
ferencea in the work environment and a much
more heterogeneous work force. Where such
practice8 are instituted, they are usually in-
troduced very gradually to allow time for
workers to adjust to the information-sharing
and to learn the problem-solving techniques
of quality circles. The Nissan truck plant in
Smyrna, Tenn., which opened in 1983, will be
watched carefully as an experiment in Japa-
nese management applied to an American
workforce: Early reports give it high marks,
but some observers suggest that it is too early
to evaluate how well it will work over time.

Norway and Sweden

There are several Scandinavian attempts to
ensure worker involvement in anticipating and
controlling the effects of new technologies on
the workplace.

In both Norway and Sweden, workplace leg-
islation is in effect and Workers are repre-
sented on corporate boards.

In Norway; the unions, employers,_ and the
state have tried to shape the actual direction
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of technological change.47 The 1977 Working
Environment Act gave workers the right of
advance notice of all proposed technological
changes, access to company data banks, and
participation in all decisions that affect the
form and content of their jobs."

Legislation has specified conditions to the
extent of mandating efforts to avoid undiver-
sified, repetitive work and work that is gov-
erned by machine or conveyor belt in such a
manner that the employees themselves are
prevented from varying the speed of the work.
Otherwise "efforts shall be made to arrange
the work so as to provide possibilities for var-
iation and for contact with others, for connec-
tion hetween individual job assignments, and
for employees to keep themselves informed
about production requirements and results."

Technology agreements negotiated by labor
and management also affect the ability of
workers to influence the direction of workplace
technologicatchange.5° They establish a vari-
ety of rights for workers in the areas of infor-
mation, training, participation, and bargain-

__ing_concerning-technology-related matters in .

the workplace. Workers are guaranteed both
job-related training and general education
about technical systems and their design.

In Sweden, two laws protectemployees in
relation _to workplace changes. The first is the
Act on Employee Participation in Decision-
making (1977), which obliges the employer to
inform and negotiate with the union before
making decisions on any major operational
changes, including implementation of new
technology.5' The second law, the Swedish

"Leslie Schneider, "Technology Bargahung in Norway," pre-
pared for the Ministry of Local Government and Labor, Oslo,
Norway; March 1983,

"Robert Howard, "Brave New orkplace," Working Papers
for a New Society. vol. 7, November-December 1980, p. 28.

"Act of 4 February 1977 relating to Worker Protection and
Working Environment; as subsequently amended last by Act
of 13 June 1980; Directorate of Labour Inspection; Oslo; Nor-
way, Novemlier 1980.

5°Schneider, op. cit.
"Kerstin Norrby and*Burbara Klockare,The Swedish Agen-

cy for Aditrinistrative Development , "Decision-making, Assess-
ment of Effects and Participation Regarding Computerizatiorr -
hi the Swedish Governmental Administration," a paper to the
Conference on System Design, IFIP Working Group, &ptember
1982.

Work Environment Act of 1978, sets out gen-
eral demands that can be made with regard
to working conditions. It includes basic rules
on both the physical and the psychological
work environment. An essential point is that
employees are to have an opportunity to in-
fluence the design of the work environment.
The focus is on the working premises, equip-
ment, techniques, and working methods. Both
laws are supplemented by collective agree-
ments between employers and employees.

In addition to work environment laws, in-
dications are that the Swedish Government is
committed to research in how changing tech-
nologies affect workers." The pivotal research
institution in the work environment field in
Sweden is the research department of the
National Board of Occupational Safety and
Health. A large proportion of total funds al-
located for work environment research in Swe-
den is awarded by The Swedish Work Envi-
ronment Fund. Founded in 1972 and financed
by means of a payroll tax levied on all employ-
ers; the Fund supports research al* develop-
ment; training; and information to improve the
work environment in a broad sense; including
co-determination (requirement that employers
negotiate with unions on any plans for major
changes in company activities), psychosocial
work environment problems, and work orga-
nization."

The Swedish Centre for Working Life is an
independent research institute supported by
the Ir nd and the government. It focuses on
rese ch problems concerned with individuals
and oups in working life, industrial relations,
co-d termination, the organization of work,
and 'ts mode of operation.

A recent summary of considerations and
pro osals_put forth by the Swedish Commis-
sion on the Effects of Computerization on Em-
ployment and Working Environment, pub-
liged in April 1981, states:

52 ennis Charnot and Michael D. Dymmel,"Cooperation or
Con t: European Experiencea With Technological_ Change at,

'the Workplace a publication -of the DepartrileiitAr_ Profes-
Employees, AFL-CIO, WaShirigt;dri,

55 'Programme of Activities and Budget 1981.82-1983-84,"
Swdish Work Environment Fund; 1982.
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It goes without saying that the Commis-
sion holds the view that allpossibilities to in-
fluence how computer technology is used
should be fully exploited."

This includes the use of industrial robots to
eliminate heavy, monotonous, restrained jobs
and jobs that are hazardous to health. The
Commission also concluded that an increase
in the use of computer technology in manufac-
turing processes increases isolation at work.
It endorsed new technology if its use includes
both an effort to create a better working en-
vironment and co=determination exercised by
employees.

West Gerthany
In West Germany; research in the areas of

humanization of _work and co-determination
are Considered to be_ CloSely related.55 The gov-
ernment has funded_Work humanization proj-
ects since 1974; inChidirig safety and health
and work reorganization. Germany's co-deter-
xnination law requires that workers be rere-
sented by an elected works council that works
with management on productivity and other
issues. tiotkreVer, the extent to which ordMary
employees have input to the works councils
is questionable." German managers are legally
obligated to negotiate all major decisions at
the plant level with the work councils and sub-
Mit the outcome to the supervisory boards
(equivalent to American boards of directors).
According to a recent analysis; "Their [Ger=
man] commitment to technological expertise,
enduring customer relationships, long-term
results; and the achievement of consensus
leads most successful German companies to
work closely with their in integrat-
ing new technology with the capabilities of the
work force."67

"From a summary of considerations and tir6poSals,Put for-
1;.Mrd by the Swedish Commission on the Effects of Computei-
ization on Employment and Working Environment in its report
"Computerization in IndUStry--Effects on Employment and
Working Environment," April 1981.

"Chamot and Dymxnel, op. cit.
'4"Mb.cring Beyond the Assembly Lines,"Business Week, July

27, 1981, p. 87.
"Joseph A. Limprecht and Robert H. Hayes; "Germany's

World-Clais Manufacturers," Harvard Business Review;
November-December 1982, p. 142.

During the 1960's, the social implications
of increasing automation and rationalization
Measures fueled the delitite-OVirth-Creform of
working conditioria. In addition to the preven-.
Lion of accidents and occupational diseases,
the improvernerit of workingconditions began
to include, for example, ergonomic workplace

; and machine design, as well as new forms of
1 organization of *rot* permitting greater indi,
vidual responsibility and more opportunities

/ for acquiring qualifications.
These activities gave rise to the Humanize.-

tion of Working Life Program in 1974 in the-
Federal Ministry of Research and Technology
and the Federal MiniStry for Labor and Social
Affairs; The general objective of this research
program is to investigate the possibilities for
better adapting working conditions_ to human
needs. It combines the goal of establishing im-
proved health protection on the job with that
of achieVing better opportunities for employ -'
ees to gain qualifications anddevelop their
abilities. The program includes projects to
redesign workplaces where monotony is often
combined with time pressure; social isolation,
and a lOW skill requirement;

The program, WhiCh is supported at least in.
principle by all the parties represented in the
German BinideStag and by both employer or-
gaiiiiatioria and trade unions, has as its aims:

to formulate safety data, standards, and
minimum requirementa for machinery, in-
stallations, and workplaces;
to develop work technologies adapted to
the worker;
to elaberate models_for work organization
and workplace design; and
to diSSeitinate and apply scientific find-
ings, and industrial experience;

The humanization program has led to in-
creased sensitivity to Problems- regarding
working conditiona and work rationalization
in industry and administration, and to an in-
terdisciplinary science in the field of labor; It
has given rise to projects to improve health
protection on the job, in particular projects
looking at stress problems and the develop,
ment of technologies for the reduction of
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heavy; dangerous; or monotonous work; The
program also fosters experiments with new
forms of work organization, aimed at new tech-
nical and organizational production systems.

The results of humanization research have
already been incorporated into national legisla-
tion in several casese.g., into the 1975 Work-
places Regulation Act and the guidelines gov-
erning it. Since mid -1980; the Federal Center
for the Humanization of Work has been affil-
iated with the Federal Center for Occupational
Safety and Accident Research as an independ-
ent organizational unit; It is responsible for
incorporating the results of government-pro-
moted research concerning the humanization
of work into everyday working conditions.

One of the workplace areas to be studied h
the introduction of robots, with a view tc
avoiding the creation of jobs that are uninter
esting and monotonous for humans and that
may entail considerable strain and stress. Con
tinued support is to be given to improved
forms of work organization as well as to solu:
tion of technical and organizational problemE.
in general."

"Alfred Hassencamp and Hans-Jurgen Bieneck, "Technical
and Organizational Changes and Design of Working Condi
tions," a summary of the experiences and results of the West
German research program "Humanization of Work;" 1982.

Appendix 5A.Methodology Employed in OTC.
Case Studies of the Effects of Programmable Automation

on the Work Environment

Case 1
Small Metalworking Shops

This case study is based on visits to seven metal-
workinshops in Connecticut. They were chosen
from a group of sites suggested by the Numerical
Control Society, a trade magazine, and two inter-
viewees at the job shops themselves. They span
a range of shop sizes, Shops were not chosen for
study because _of their "representativeness"; in-
deed, the chief selection criterion was that the
establishment be particularly advanced; for its
size; in the number of NC machines in use. EverV
shop contacted agreed to participate in the study.
The final group of 7 was drawn from a pool of 11
shops that agreed to participate,

Visits lasted from a half day to a full day. At
each site, the researchers began by speaking to the
president or vice president; generally for an hOur
or more Subsequent interviews were held with
programers, foremen, working foremen, and shop-
floor workers. For the most part, the people inter-
viewed were selected by a manager or foreman
based on the research team's preferences for:talk-

,

1'

ing to a cross section of the shop's work force, In
cases where the researchers asked to speak to a
specific person, these requests were honored. At
some shops, the interviewers were invited to select
any of the employees -for interviews,

Interviews were open-ended, based on a _pre-
pared interview guide. Generally, they lasted from
one-half to 1 hour, with the longest running over
2 hours, Nearly all of the interviews were tape,
recorded, with the consent of the interviewees, and
most of the quotations used in the report are based
on transcripts of the taped interviews. Interviews
were held in an office or room in the plant. In some
cases, they were conducted in the president's or
vice president's office, With very few exceptions;
the interviewers were alone with the interviewee.
All interviews except one focused on one person
only; atone plant, the president and vice president
were interviewed together;

Altogether; four presidents, four vice presidents,
five programers. five foremen and working leaders,
one quality control supervisor, one full-time ma-
chine repairer; and fifteen machinists and oper-
ators were interviewed.
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Agricultural Equipthent Company
This case study is based on data gathered dur-

ing a 6 -day trip. to the city in which the -compo-
nents plant and the nearby tractor assembly facili-
ty are located. Three days were spent touring the
company's manufacturing facilities and conduct-
ing interviews with members of management. The
balarite of the visit was spent interviewing mem-
bers of the local union;

The company was extremely cooperative, pro-
vicling_the research team with an excellent over-
view of plant operations and affording them free-
dom to explore_areas of particular interest in
greater depth. The first 2 days- were spent gain-
ing abroad introduction to the components plant
and the tractor assembly facility; and the third day
was spent in followup investigation _and inter-
views; particularly at the site of the flexible
manufacturing system (FMS); Interviews were
conducted with company personnel ranging from
the vice president for manufacturing to first-line
supervisors in the tractor assembly plant; Also in-
terviewed were the plant manager; the managers
of manufacturing engineering, mechanical eetV-
ices; and process and tooling; several supervisory
personnel; and the project manager and systems
manager for the FMSall at the Comporierits
plant. InterVid*S were also conducted /with the

plantmanageri-manager of manufacturing engi-
neering, and the controller at the tractor assembly
plant; ._

Interviews were open-ended, based; on a pre,
pared interview guide but tailored to the individual
being interviewed; and lasted frorii 15 iniriutes to
several hours. Tonia and interviews were supple-
mented by several brief presentations by company
personnel focusing on different aspects of autorria=
tion_at the company; by written_ materials supplied
by the company, and by relevant articles and infor-
mation obtained by the researchers from other
sources; - -

_
The worker interviews on which this study is

based were arranged by the union; the _United
Automobile Workers; and carried out in the ltital:
union hall. The local union was very cooperative
abbut arranging interviews and providing the
space in which to conduct them. A semistructiired
open format; similar to that need at the company
but designed. specifically for interviewing workers;
was used to interview people both individually and
in groups; The union was asked to arrange inter=
views with _workera froth the FMS area and from
those utilizing the company's labor reportingLsys-
tem. Also requested were interviews with workers

from the components plant and the tractor WorkS,
in skilled trades as well as production, of varying
ages and Seniority. A total of 18 workers were in-
terviewed through the union; In this situation
selection bias was unavoidable, but the workers
interviewed appeared to represent a range of view-
pciinta with respect to computerized technology;

Even the workers who were most critical of the
way in which the company was implementing new
programmable technologies expressed a basic re-
spect for the company and its management;

Commercial Aircraft Company
The fieldwork for this case was conducted dur-

ing an 8-day visit to the west coast in April 1983.
Before the arrival of the research team, contact
was made with the company and with the two mar
jor unions at tile research sites, the International
Association of MachiniSta and a professional en-
gineers' association. Both the company and the
unions were very cooperative, allowing access and
arranging interviews Which form the basis of the
analysis.

At the company; a series of interviews had al-
ready been scheduled when the reebarchera ar-
rived. InterVieWeeS Were selected by the company
management based on the researchers' request for
interviews with a wide range of managerial person-
nel; from higher level managethent inVolved in the
implementation and management of cdmputerized
technology to first-line supervisors in production'
departments_ where programmable' automation
was in nee. TheSe interviews were supplemented
with additional interviews arranged at the request
of the research team during the 5-day viSit to the
company. All interviews with members of manage-
ment were conducted at or near the worksite of the
particular manager or supervisor, with a member
of management, who acted as host to the-research
team, present at the interview.

Interviews were open-ended; andtheir structure
was based on an interview guide Prepared before
the start of the ViSit. The actual content of each
was tailored to the particular individual beingin-
terviewed; based on his role in the company. The
length varied from one half hour to several hours
in length. In Some cases, a tape recorder was used;
and all lengthy quotations are transcribed from
the tapes. A few of the interviews were preceded
or followed by prepared presentations which out-
lined the features of a particular computerized sys-
tem or technology-related issue at the company.
Followup interviews; where necessary, were con-
ducted by telephone, and additional written ma-
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terial was obtained from the company. Company
sources were also supplemented with written ma-
terial available, elsewhere.

Interviews with-union members were conducted
through the auspices of the two unions: Inter-
viewees were chosen by the unions, based on gen-
eral guidelines set by the research team. The
researchers asked to interview members of the
bargaining unit who were affected by new tecluml,
ogy; particularly en&eera affected by the use of
computer-aided design; and machinists and other
3.-vorkerg (e.g., inspectors, programers; and layout
workers) affected by computerized technology,
especially NC: Because of the way in which inter-
viewees were selected, the workers interviewed

;cannot be viewed as being a randonily selected
sample of all workers at the company. While some
attempt was made to ensure that a range of views
was represented, the intention of the researchers
was to opture a sense of the variety of reactions
to programmable automation in a few selected
Work areas, rather than to attempt in a very brief
visit to assemble a "representative" group.

IntervieWS with union members were conducted
at or near the union hall, and were, like the inter-
views with managers; open-ended. Again, an inter-
view guide was used, and the specific questions
adapted to the particular employees interviewed.
Most interviews were group interviews, and all
were tape - recorded: Gsnerally; interviews with

-union members lasted from 1 to 2 hours, depend-
ing on the size of the group.

In total, interviews were conducted with 14
members Of management, 4 first-line supervisors,
6 engineers and technicians, and 38 shop floor
employees, as -well as with officers of both local
unions, including the presidents.

The Auto Company
The 3-day visit to the auto plant took place in

May 1983, and ineluded an introductory discus-
sion and tour of the plant conducted by the Per-
sonnel Department and a brief interview with the
plant's manufacturing engineering manager on the
third day. The research team spent the remainder
of the 3 ,days interviewing workers; shop floor
managers, union stewards, and union committee-
men who work in the automated welding facility
the "body shop:"

Throughout the visit, both management and the
union cooperated completely with the research
team: The plant management permitted unre-

25-452 0 - 84 - 15 : QL 3

stricted access to the body Shop. The superintend-
ents in the body'shop; in turn, allowed unrestricted
access to supervisors and workers: This access in-
cluded the freedom to move independently around
the shop floor and to speak with workers on break
at their workstations; Only through this Unique
cooperation was the research team able to gain;
in a brief time period, a detailed knoWledge of how
automation affected individual jobs and how the
workers on these jobs perceived the affects of the
system.

During the 3 days, the research team inter-
viewed:

the welder repair and production super-
intendent;
two welder repair general foremen and one
welder repair foreman; -
one production general foreman and one pro-.
duction foreman;
three welder repairmen;
19 production workers (6 first-shift workers
were interviewed for more than an hour at the
union hall and an additional 15 to 45 minutes
On the job; the remainder were interviewed
either -in the union hall or in the plant);
the production and skilled trades' union stew-
ards on first shift, and the production and
skilled trades committeemen; and
a number of other managers, union officialS,
and workers with knowledge of some aspects
of automation and the body shop.

The group above represented about 30 percent
of the production workers; 15 percent of the skilled
tradesmen, 70 percent of the supervisors, and all
of the union officials with first-shift responsibil=
ities in the part of the body shop containing
robots.

Interviews with supervisors, union officials, and
workers were open-ended and loosely structured,
based on a prepared interview guide; The inter-
views at the union hall were taped, with the con-
sent of the interviewees. The Quotations used in
the report are from the taped interviews or from
notes taken during the meetings by someone other
than the principal interviewer. The research team
conducted followup interviews of 15 to 45'triinutea
with certain individuals on the second and third
day: Additional followup interviews were con-
ducted with union officials and body shop super;
visors over the telephone. An interview of the cor-
poration's director of manufacturing was alia-o-qon-
ducted over the telephone.
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Chapter

Education, Training, and-Retraining Issues

Summary of Major Findings
Programmable automation (PA) is one of a

number of forces currently reshaping the roles
for and values assigned to education, training,
retraining, and related services such as career
guidance and job counseling.

Strong basic skills in math, science, and
reading serve as the foundation for instruction
for programmable automation. Instruction for
semiskilled and skilled production line workers
in automated facilities must emphasize con-
ceptual and problem-solving skills as much as
motor skills. Instruction for technician-level
occupations common to automated facilities
must focus on the deve pment of multiple
skills (broader training) an on an understand-
ing of how progrEurunabl equipment inter-
faces with other components of the manufac-
turing process. Instruction for engineers who
work in automated plants must emphasize a
broader based knowledge of engineering opera-
tions and stronger management skills._

A key ingredient in successful PA instruc-
tional programs is close cooperation between
industry, educators, labor, and government in
such areas as skills assessment, curriculum de-
sign, equipment acquisition, location of qual-
ified instructors, and job placement. However,
in most cases, this degree of intersector coop-
eration is left to chance and often does not
occur.

The present capacities of the U.S. instruc-
tional system, characterizkl by inadequate fa-
cilities, shortages of equipment, and an inade-
quate supply of instructors, may constrain the
establishment of adequate skills-development
strategies for programmable automation. This
is as true for most industry-based instruction-
al programs as it is for programs offered by
more traditional public and private education-
al institutions. There are no indications that
these barrierS to instruction will disappear
over time, without specific, corrective actions.

Population groups served by different types
of instructional programs, as well as the num-
bers of individuals taking advantage of in-
structional services, are changing. However,
individuals who are most likely to be affected
by technological and economic changethose s.

with lower incomes and lower levels of educa-
tiontd attainmentseem to be the least in-
clined to enroll in instructional programs in
order to develop new, more marketable skills.

Special approaches will be required to ensure
that retraining programs and job counseling!
outplacement assistance geared_to the unique
needs of displaced workers are developed and
implemented. In the past,_ retraining for dis-
placed worker8 has often been a "force fit,"
and participation rates have been low.

Introduction
The use of programmable automation in

manufacturing is one of a number of forces re-
shaping education, training, retraining, and
educational guidance/job-counseling services
in the United States. Among the other forces
creating increased demand for instruction are:
1) technologiad change occurring in office and

service sector environments, 2) broad-based
economic change induced by U.S. participation
in international markets and shifts in demand
for goods and services, 3) demographic change,
and 4) increased interest in education and /
training for personal and professional devel-
opment. These forces may, in the long run, fa-
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cilitate or impede the establishment of well-
founded instruction for programmable auto-
mation, depending on the aggregate demand
they generate for skills development and the
instructional resources required to address
this demand.

Accordingly, the goals of this chapter are
threefold: to describe how the roles for and val-
ues assigned to instruction are changing as a
result of economic, technological, and demo-
graphic change and the heightened sense of
the "unknown- created by this change; to ex-
amine specific instructional responses to skills
requirements for programmable automation
at this early stage of adoption of the technol-
ogies; and to discuss how present capacities

of the U.S. instructional System may affect
skills development strategies for programma-
ble automation in the long term.

A wide variety of sources, including educa-
tion and training literatuie, personal inter-
views, and site visits to manufacturing facili=
ties and instructional centers, were used in de-
veloping this_account of a cbsnging national
instructional system and in depicting how pro-
grammable automation is being addressed by
that system. Fourteen in-depth case studies
created for OTA describe_ selected, currently
available education, training, and retraining
geared to PA. They served as a particularly
rich source of information in the development
of this section of the report.

The Changing Context for Education,
Training, and Retraining

In 1983, a number of stUdiea were released
which reflected growing national aWareneSS of
the importance of education, training, and r&
training to international economic competi-
tiveness, as well aS concern over the current
state of elementary, secondary, and postsec-
ondary instruction in the United States,
Among the studies that have received the
most attention are those of the National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education (A Nation
at Risk: the Imperative for Educational Re-
form);' the Education Commis Sibii of the
States (Action for Excellence: A Comprehen-
sive Plan to Improve_Oar Schools) ;2

r, the Business-HigherEdueatibii Foruin (Amer.
ica's Competitive Challenge: The .Need for
National Response);3 the Twentieth Century
Fund Task Fbrce on Federal Elementary and
Secondary. Edtitatitin Policy (Making the
Grade);" and the Carnegie Foundation for the

National Commission on Excellence in Education; A Nation
at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government PrintingOffice, April 1983).

'Education Commission of the States, Action for Excellence:
A Comprehensive Plan to Improve Our Nations Schools
(Denver, Colo.: Edubation Commission of the States, June 1983).

'Business-Higher Education Forum, America's COmpetitive
Challenge: The Need for a National Response (WaShington,
D.C: Business-Higher Education Forum, April 1983h

'Making the Grade: Report of the Twentieth Century Fund
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Advancement of Teaching (High School).6 In
addition to emphasizing the obstacles repre-
sented by shortages of equipment and quEdi-
fled instructorsparticularly in science and
maththeie reports point to the low student
participation rates in science and math byond
the 10th grade, the high levels of functional
illiteracy within the general population, and
the implications these conditions have for con-
tinued U.S. economic growth and participation
in a world economy that is increasingly tech-
nology-driven. The reports of the National
Commission on Excellence in Education, the
Education Commission of the States, and the
Business-Higher Education Forum all recom
mend a reassessment of the U.S. educational__
system and curricula in light of changing
world conditions, including the growing use
of advanced technologies in the workplace.

Given current levels of concern over the U.S.
competitive position and the links between
continued development of the human resource
and sustained economic growth, it is difficult

Task Force au Federal Elementary and Secondary Education
Policy (New York: Twentieth Century Fwd; Inc..; 1983).

'Ernest L. Boyer, High School (Princeton, N.J.: The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1983).
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to understand why the relationship between
education and training and economic expan-
sion has recently become a focus of national
attentionespecially since the effects of edu-
cation on the labor force have been the sub-
ject of economic analysis for many years. Part
of the answer may lie in traditional economic
measures used to quantify returns on educa-
tional investment. These measures examine
the relationship between different levels of
educational attainment and lifetime wages,
without taking into account all other influ-
ences on lifetime wages:

In the interest of predision, economic anal-
ysis has narrowed human contribution to its
most measurable aspects such as wages and
hours worked. So long as wages and other
measurable evidence of human participation
in the economy were on the rise, everything
was fine: Interested parties; especially edu-
cators, were satisfied to know that rates of
return to human investment were high and
increasing as the economy boomed and
wages and leisure increased. With economic
decline and unprecedented demographic
change, however, wage returns on human in-
vestment have headed downward; Those who
swallowed the simplistic "human capital"
assumption that wage returns capture the
overall economic return to human resource
development in good times are; unfortunate,
ly, hooked when the economy turns sour and
wages decline. What we need is a more so-
phisticated _ means for measuring human
quality and its impact on the economy.
Unless we. can find such a method, we will
continue to miss the woods for the trees in
assessing the relative importance of human
factors in production.°
Regardless of how the human resource has

been viewed as a factor in production, or how
well its effects on the economy have been
measured, industry, labor, and government
leaders all recognize tha': a highly developed
human resource pool is critical to maintaining
U.S. competitiveness. Individuals will there-
fore place pressure on the U.S. instructional
system for programs that develop human

°A. CarnevEtle, Human Capital: A High Yield Corporate In-
vestment (Washington, D.C.: American Society for Training
and Development, 1983, pp 13-14;

skills essential to continued work force partic=
ipation.

The automated manufacturing environment
represents but one of a number of work set-
tings out of which new skill requirements will
emerge in the years ahead. Therefore, it is im-
portant not to overemphasize PA-related Skill8
to the neglect of other types of general and oc-
cupation-specific skills. The development of
strong basic skills in math, science, and corn-
munication remains an important educational
priority for the work force as a whole.* Given
the increased use of computers in many as-
pects of American life; the demand for com-
puter literacy programs is on the rise. In ad-
clition, there is a need to better prepare indi-
viduals for greater exposure to new technolo-
gies in their day-to-day lives; whether ornot
they choose to be work force participants. This
involves the development of a basic under-
standing of scientific principles and processes,
as well as of the relationships that exist within
the physical world." A recent report of the
National Science Foundation's Public Under-
standing of Science Program made reference
to:

. . . the increasing gap between the relatively
small technological elite and the far larger
public that is both poorly equipped to under-
stand new_developnients, and is effectively
precluded from significant careers related to
science, engineering and high technology.
Thus, tomaintain a vigorous and widely rep-
resentative pool of potential talent for the
technological professions; to assure a base of
awareness and understanding among deci-
sion makers of industry, government, and the
press; to encourage the interest and familiari-
ty that are needed to recognize and address
the personal and public decisions related to
technology; and to meet the Jeffersonian
ideal of an informed electorate, . . . an interest
and background experience with the prin-
ciples and activities of science is critical.°

*Other priorities include increased emAhasts on foreign Ian-
guNges from elementary school onward and a renewed emphasis
on humanities, particularly in interdisciplinary programs, such
as "technology! and society."

7E. Leonard Brown, "Educational Change: Educating for a
Transitional Era," Puturics, vol. 7, No 3, 1983, pp. 11-14.

"Summary of Grants and Activities: Public Understanding
of Science Program 1Washington, D.C.: National Science Foun-
dation, March 1982. p. 4.
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Effects of Program:nab10

and Other Techn(
OTA'S analysis of employment effects Of

programmable automation indicates that coin!
tinter:based manufacturing technologies will
,bring about substantial changes inmanufac-
turing skill requirements over time. However,
several variables complicate the process of
quantifying limg-ierm employment impacts.
The most important of these variables are: 1)

the rate at which programmable automation
is adopted; 2) the ileicihility afforded by PA
to combine people and equipment in produc-.
tion in different ways; and 3) changing eco-
nomic conditions affecting product demand;
frequency of innovation; intensity ofcompeti-
tion and; labor deinand within auto-
mated manufacturing environments;*

Even at present low levels of utilitation, pro-
grammable automation is creating new de-

, mands for education; training; and retraining
`services; In the future, with more widespread
usedf advanced manufacturing technologies;
there will be considerable-demands made On
the U;S; instructional system formanufactur-
ing-related Skills development and for rapid
responses to what may be frequient changes
in skill requirements. For example; in a recent
survey of members of the American Society
for Triiiiiing and Development's Teclmical and
Skills Training Division; 93 percent of the re-
spondents indicated that; baSed on teChnolog-
i-cal Chang*, -vithin their companies: 1) workers
in their ii;..ms would require ?significant
Changes. in skills"on an ongoing basis, and 2)
Skill changes would typically be required with-
in a relatively short time fraine-7-possibly less
than 1 yean9 Programmable automation will
also stimulate renewed &Mail& for the devel-
opment of strong; basic Skills in reading, math;
and science that serve as the foundation for
PA-related instruction. While some things are
known abinit the effects of PA On skills re-

*For II more detailed discussion of impacts on employment
and effette on working environment see clam. 4 and 5.

*Survey of rechnicitratd_Skilia Traning_Division, American
Society for Training and Development. 1933:
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changes in skill requirements brought on by
possible increased use of PA andther factors.
Instruction designed to accomplish these ends
involves the development of: 1) strong basic
skills in reading; math; and science; 2) analytic
and problem-solving skills; which enhance an
individual's ability to operate effectively in
new or modified work environments; 3) a broad
occupational skills base which in turn broad-
ens individual career choices and serves as a
foundation for _the development of additional
skills; 4) specific PA-related skills; and 5) a
recognition of the need for lifelong instruction
to facilitate continued participation in and ad-
vancement within the work force. This new
future-oriented approach. to education and
training allows skill levels to advance at a rate
more in keeping With the rate of technological
change and stresses the need for flexibility to
handle frequent job changes within the same
sector or from one sector to another. However;
its central focus is on more extensive develop-
ment of individual potential. It can help pre-
serve or enhance mobility, reducing the chance
that workers are locked into, or out of, certain
types of work as technologies and the economy
undergo change.

This approach to instruction represents a
blending of guiding principles from two tradi-
tional but disparate schools of thought on the
ultimate goal of instruction: "education for
work" (focIls: occupational preparation) and
"education for life" (focus: education for in-
dividual development). It also softens the
sharp distinctions educators and others have
drawn over the years between vocational/tech-
nical education and professional education, for
it stresses the importance of analytic and
problem- solving skills and of broad-based
occupational preparation in both kinds of
instructional experiences.*

Roles for Instruction in
a Changing Society

The combined effects of technological and
economic change are now observable in many
areas of U.S. society. But technological and
economic change are also having pronounced
effects on the expectations individuals and
employers have for instruction as a tool for
personal and professional growth. These ex-
pectations take the form of increased demands
for specific kinds of instructional programs
and services. Accelerated growth in new
course offerings, heightened interest among
educators and trainers in curriculum develop-
ment; and new skill requirements or skill
shortages expressed by industry are all evi
dence of these increased demands. Some of
the new iilatructionEd demands emerge from
changing skills requirements in particular
working environments. Other instructional de.
mands reflect the impact that technological
and economic change is having on society as
a whole, and as such cannot be attributed Sim=
ply to factors present within the workplace.
Regardless of the circumstances that result in
new education, training, and retraining re-
quirement6, the institutions, organizations,
and agencies that make up the instructional
delivery system in the United States are called
on to develop programs and services that are
responsive to both individual and employer de-
mands and to supply these programs and serv-
ices on an as-needed basis. Given current and
anticipated rates, of economic and technologi-
cal Change, plus the resources presently avail-
able to instructional providers for use in ad-
dressing demand, hidividual and employer ei-
pectations of theinstructional system are not--
realistic and the full set of demands cannot be
met. An abstract discussion of representative
individual and employer expectations for in-
struction, as well as of conditions currentlyThe shaz-p, post-World War II increase in the amounts of

corporate, in-house technical and skills training activities has
had an influence on the nature and scope of some types of voca-
tional instruction. Instructor and equipment costs associated
with technical and skills training for employees, as well as nar-
rowly defined production line jobs; have led to the development
of in-house training that is often very narrowly focused and
designed to 'develop, only those skills required for discrete
clusters of skills. While this approach to skills instruction has
Worked well for industry in many instances. it has influenced

vocational education as a whole by leading to a deemphasis on
analytic and problem-solving skills development and a move-
ment toward highly_ specialized instruction. For a cliscusaion
of how high technology is affecting both the process, content
of, and planning strategy for vocational and technical educa-
tion, see Warren H. Groff, "Impacts of the High Teelniologies
on_Vocational and Technical Education," ANNALS, AAI"SS,
No. 470, November 1983, pp. 81-94.
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faced by instructional providers, will establish
themes that will be examined in greater detail
later in this chapter.

Individual Expectations
OTA found that individuals are concerned

about how economic and;technological change
will affect theth directlyabout the potential
for more frequent job or career changes over
a lifetime, and about the changes in skills re-
quirenientS that seem likely to occur within
and across established occupations.* Given
the recent,_ extensive media coverage of fac-
tory and office automation; individuals now
in the work force and those preparing to enter
it are particularly sensitive tothepotential for
technologically induced skills changes. An
operator of a flexible manufaCtiiiing system,
interviewed in the course of an onsite investi-
gation of working conditions in an automated
plant of an agricultural implements manufac-
turer, put it this way: "If you're looking at 15
years or so before retirethent, you'll be sweep-
ing floors."

Regardless of their age or economic status,
individuals who make the Connection between
continued skills enhancement and continued
employment want access to instruction that
makes the most of their previous training,
their core skills; and that corrects basic skills
deficiencies that may be interfering with the
development of additional skills and proficien-
cies; Theseindividuala-=young people prepar-
ing for careers, or adulta now employed or re-
cently displadedalab need access to reliable
information on skills and occupations in de-
mand, plus assistance in determining what
types of instruction will adequately prepare
them to compete for available jobs and main-
tain employment. They also seem less Willing
than in the past to assume that eduCators,
trainera, and career counselors know what is
best for them.

This discussion of indiVidual expectations b3 based on analy-
sis of education and training literature, numerous discussions
with employees in the course of site visits to industrial facil-
ities, and conversations with students enrolled in a variety of
education and training programs.

Employer Expectations
OTA found that many employers, aware

that economic and technological change will
affect their operations and their competitive
position, are placing increased emphasis on ef-
ficiency and productivity. While employers
can influence how advanced automation af-
fects workplaces,* they are concerned about
how the use of advanced automation may
change skill requirements and how these new
skills will be developed in current and future
personnel. This concern derives, in part,_from
documented problems of basic skills deficien-
cies in the current work force and in the U.S.
population as a whole.** Employers often hold
different views from those of educator§ on the
goals of instruction that occurs prior to em-
ployment. The Center for Public Resources
polled representatives of industry; labor, and
the educational community on how well lmal
school systems prepare individuals for work;
as well as on specific competencies based on
basic math; science, and communications
skills. Survey results revealed a _great dis-
parity between industry, labor, and educator
views of-what constitutes "work-readiness"
and what types of baseline competencies em-
ployers have a right to expect of employees.
The induatryilabor respondents had much
higher expectations in the area ofpractical,
basic competencies than did the educators."

Regardless of economic sector or geographic
location, it is clear from statements employers
have made in -various public forums, including
congressional hearings, that many want an in-
structional system that produces individuals

*For a detailed discusskiti of PA-related workingenvironment
issues, see ch. 4: "The Effects of Programmable Automation
on the Work Environment."

* *The concern for basic skills deficien-ciesin the:general pop-
ulation was First brought to light in 1975, with the release of
Adult Performance Level stildy, the final report for a 4 -year
study conducted by the University of Texas for the U.S. Of-
fice of Education; The report indicnted that nearly 20 percent
of the adult population of the United States was functionally
illiterate and, b7icanie of basic skills deficiencies, unable to per-
form common dailyfunctions such as writing cheeks, shopping
for food; or ordering a meal in a restaurant.

"Bildt Skills M the U.S. Work Force: The Contrasting.Parcej0-
done of Buainees;_Labor, and Public Education (New York:
Center for Public ReSources, November 1982).
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who have a. strong foundation of reading;
math, science, and communications skills; who
possess core occupational Or professional
skills; and who have acquired analytic and
problem-solving abilities that will enable them
to better adapt to workplace change. Inzen-
eral, employer and individual demands are
quite similar, with _the exception of -the em-
phasis employers place on 'analysis and prob-
lem-solving abilities.

Instructional Providers
At the same time individuals and employers

are demanding more from education, tr :; ' g,
and retraining programs and related rvices,
the U.S. instructional system is facing prec-
edented obstaclesincluding shortages of in-
structors in science, math, and technical fields
such as engineering; facilitiewwith limited ca-
pacities relative to demand; and outdated
equipment. This is true for nearly all of the en-
tities that are engaged in the design and de-
livery of technical instruction, including in-
dustry and labor. Educators in publicly sup-
ported elementary, secondary, and postsec-
ondary institutions feel constrained by re-
duced Federal assistance and lower State and
local revenues being channeled into instruc-
tional programs. Industry-based human re-
source development personnel, especially
those who operate within older industries such
as auto, steel, and rubber, are bein forced to
reevaluate their approaches and*programs.
They are facing decisions of whether to expwid
in-house course and program offerings in the
face of low profit margins, reduced capital in-
vestments, and increased foreign competi-
tionconditions that usually precede a reduc-
tion in corporate-sponsored instructional
programsor to attempt to identify other
sources of instruction for their personnel.

Labor unions, while successful in negotiat-
ing some agreements that call for the estab-
lishment of joint union-management training
funds for workers on the job and for those who
have been laid off, now only represent about

20 percent of the U.S. work force.* Even in
industries within which the majority of work-
ers are unionized, unions are operating under
conditions more conducive to concessions than
to new demands. In addition, for unions and
for industry, there is a basic uncertainty about-
how current instructional programs should be
revised or expanded to reflect the increased
use of advanced technologies and changing
skill requirements, given the ongoing nature
of technological change.

Categories of Instruction
In discussing how technological and eco-

nomic change are affecting instruction; it is
important to examine the types of instruction-
al experiences available to individuals:

OTA found that most instructional services
fall -into- one-of four categories:

1"./Educationinitial preparation for work
and for life;

2. Traininginstruction received upon en-
try to the work site-that bridges the gap,
if any, between skills developed through
formal education and skills required to
function effectively in the workplace;

3. Retrainingall other forms of work-re-.
lated instruction; including professional
development and skills upgrading; and

4; Continuing Educationinstruction that
is not necessarily directly work- or career-
related, but often geared to personal de-
velopment,

*Such funds require contributions from employers and indi-
viduals. For example, the Los Angeles Electrical Training Trust
was established in 1964 to support education and training pro---
grams for apprentices and journeymen covered under the-col-
lective bargaining agreement between the International Bro-
therhood of Electrical Workers' Local 11 (IBEW) and the Los
Angeles Chapter of the National Electrical Contractors'
Association. Under the terms of the agreement, Local 11
members contribute to the Trust 5e for every hour worked,
while their employers contribute 15e for every employee hour
worked.jFor more information, see the IBEW case study in-
cluded in app. A to this report.)
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Clearly this range of services, or experiences,
constitutes in its fullest form a lifelong pro-
gram of education. While lifelong education
has been talked about in educational circles
for a number of years, the combined influences
of tecimological and economic change are mak-
ing the need for lifelong learning a reality for
the current and future work force, regardless
of the skill level considered. Individual6 are
corning to realize that, regardless of their level
of educational attainment prior to jointhg the
work force, there are no guarantees of lifetime
employment." Workplace change can/trigger
frequent modifications in job functions, orne-
cessitate job changes or career changes that

"Samuel Brodbelt, 'Tducation as Growth: Life-long Learn-
ing," The Clearing House; vol. 57, October 1983, pp. 72.75.

will require the_ evelopment of new or en-
hanced skills. Many individuals may find it
necessary to undergo education, training, and
retraining several times during their lifetimes.
Some of these individuals may get tuition as-
sistance and permission to pursue coursework
during working hours from their employers;
others may have to draw on their own time
and resources. Others may qualify for partic-
ipation in federally funded training programs
or for Federal student loans. Accelerated
change in workplace conditions will also in-
crease the emphasis on quality of instruction
(e.g., curriculum content, qualified instructors,
adequate equipment and facilities) and related
services, such as educational and job counsel-
ing. It will also generate greater pressure for
rapid response to frequent changes in instruc-
tional requirements.

Current Trends in Instruction
As stated earlier in this chapter, program-

mable automation is but one of many forces
leading to thedevelopment of new instruction-
al priorities. It is important to examinewhat
is known about current enrollment palterns
and then to focuS on new areas of em hasis
for the U.S. instructional system as a hole.
These conditions establish the context for a
discuSSion of PA-related instruction d an
evaluation of the capacities of the edu tion
and training system.

Changes in Enrollment
Patterns of participation in education, train-

ing, and retraining programs have changed
over the past few years. Population groups
served by different types of instructional pro-
grams are changing. Adults aged 17 years and
older with specific personal or occupational
goals are participating in education, training,
and retraining programs in record numbers.
This is in sharp contrast- to earlier periods,
when the heaviest levels of participation in in-
struction were found among children and ad-

olescents. These earlier participation rates and
patterns reflected the predominant view of the
function served by instructional programs
formal education preceded employment and
usually ended when an individual entered the
work force.

According to the Nfttional Center for Educa-
tion Statistics (NOES), elementary and sec-
ondary school enrollments declined by 13 per-
cent between 1971 and 1981. In roughly the
same period, enrollmentS in higher education
(2- and 4-year institutions) continued to grow
(see fig. 18). Full-time poStsecondary,students
and all those enrolled in 4-year colleges and
universities represented only 58.3 percent of
total enrollment bSr. 1982. This is attributed
to the expansion of public 2:year colleges dur-
ing this period whose programs were often
characterized by open admissions policies,
flexible class schedules, and perhaps a greater
interest in the part-time, working student.
During the period 1970-81, there was evidence
of a shift in enrollment from 4-year schools to
2-year institutions, with enrollments in 4-year
schools dropping from 74 percent to 62 per-
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Figure 18.Percent Change In PiiblIc Elementary/Secondary School Enrollment Between 1971 and 1981, by State

SOURCE: National Center forI Education 1982.

1
N

cent (see table 53 and fig. 1 ). During the same
period, female pakicipati n in higher educa-
tion grew steadil.3, while ale enrollment re-
mained fairly stible. Minority: enrollment
reached16.5 percient by tLhe fall, of 1980: 9:4
.percent of postserpndary students were black
and 4.0 percent Haspanic."Ileae data suggest

"The Condition ofEducation, f983- Edition (Washington,
D.C.: National CmitiTrioijEducation Statistics); During 1981-82;
there were 3,253 institutions of higher education operating in
the United States. Of this numblr, about one third, or approx.

_ Inuit* 1,200, were 2-yeaE co . Institutions that specialized
in 4- year;: baccalaureate -level p grams and that did not dem-
onstrate significant involveme t In post-baccalaureate educe-.

Deceased, more than national
average ( -12.8 percent)

Decreased, Jess than or equal to
national average (-12.8 percent)

Increased

that postsecondary institutions are now serv-
ing a much broader audience and, perhaps, a
wider variety of inst ctional needs. Shift in

Lion numbered 730. While t e vast majority of 21rear colleges
were public institutions ( 33), only 607 4-year colleos. were
privately controlled (see bW 53_ and fig. 19). There were 167
institutions that offered dottoral programs, and another 408
institutions that off post-baccalaureate programs other
than doctoral program . Some 645 institutions were classified
as "specialized" by N ES, in that they placed emphasis wilt
particular program area, sbeli 0 engtheering. The majority of
specialiied institutions were privately controlled and offered
baccalaureate programs, post-baccalaureate programs, or both.
In the "new institution' category, 2-year schools have
dominated since the 1960's.
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Table 53.Number of institutions of Higher Education and Branches by Level, Control, and State:
Academic Year 1981-82

State Total

All Institutions 3-Year Institutions 2-Year Institutions

Public Private Public PriVate Public Private

50 States and D C . 3.253 1,498 1,755 558 1;420 940 335

Alabaria .. ....... .. 59 37 22 16 . 15 21 7

Alaska_ 15 12 3 3 3 _9 0

Arizo_na_ 28 19 9 _3 _8 16 1

Arkansas
California . ..

35
272

19
136

16
136

10
30

_10
123

_9
106

_6

13

Colorado ... 45 27 18 18 15 14 3

Connecticut 47 24 23 7 19 17 4

Delaware ..... 8 5 _3 2 3
.- 3 0

District of Columbia. 19 _1 18 1 18 0 0

Florida 81 37 44 9 35 28 9

Georgia 1 78 34 44 18 29 16 15

Hawaii .. 12 9 3 3 3 6 0

Idaho .... _9 _6 _1 4 2 2 -1

Illinois 158 63 95 13 83 50 12

Indiana. 74 28 46 13 37 15 9

Iowa.... ... ...... 60 21 39 3 34 18 5

Kansas .
52 29 23 8 20 21 _3

Kentucky 57 21 36 8 22 13 14

Louisiana 32 20 12 14 11 6 1

Maine 29 12 17 7 13 5 4

Maryland _56 32 24 13 21 19 __3

MassachUSetts 118 32 86 15 65 17 21

Michigan 91 44 47 15 41 29 6

Minnesota 70 30 40 10 32 20 8

Mississippi 41 25 16 9 10 16 6

Missouri 89 28 61 13 54 15 7

Montana 16 9 7 6 _4 3 3

Nebraska 31 16 15 7 13 9 2

Nevada 7 6 1 2_ _1 4 0
_

New Hampshire 26 11 15 3 11 8 4

New Jersey_ 61 31 30 14 26 17 4
0

New Mexico 19 16 _3 _6 _3 10

New York- 294 86 208 40 168 46 40

North Carolina 127 74 53 16 34 58 19

North Dakota 17 11 6 6 4 5 2

Ohio 136 59 77 18 62 41 15

Oklahoma 44 29 15 14 11 15 4

Oregon _45 21 24 8 21 13 -3

Pennsylvania 202 61 141 24 108 37 33

Rhode Island 13 3 10 2 9 1
1

South Carolina 60 33 27 12 19 21 8

South Dakota 20 8 12 7 9 -1 _3
15

Tennessee
Texas

_79
156

24
98

55
58

10
39

40
52,

14
59 6

,..r- \-)
UMh_____ 14 9 5 4 3 5 2

_

Vermont 21 6 15 4 14i _2 1

Virginia 69 39 30 15 28 24 2

Washington 50 33 17 6 16 27 1

West Virginia 28 16 12 12 _8 _4 4

Wis_cansin 64 30 34 13 30 17 4

Wyoming 9 8 1 1 0 7 1

U.S. Service Schools ... = 10 10 0 9 0 1 0

NOTE: Branch campuses are counted separately.

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics, 1 13S2 ,
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Figure 19.Level and Control of Institutions of Higher Education, by State

Hawaii

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics, 1982.

South Dakota

enrollment from 4-i to 2-year programs may/ re-
floct the overall growth in demand for tach-
nicians (see ch. 4 of this report), since formal
educational preparation for technician careers
is typically a 2-year associate degree program.

Enrollment in vocational education reached
16.9 million during 1980-81. Among salondary
institutions offering vocational education pro-
grams, there were 10.5 million enrollments,
while postsecondary institutions that/Were re-
gionally accredited, State approved or classi-
fied as "other postsecondary" by the Voca-

Minnesota_

Wisconsin

Iowa

Illinois

/Missouri

VS

sss-_ cak

Michigan

Pa
4a

Ohio -21110--A O
Indiana

Kentucky

Tennessee

Owen,

More public than
private institutions

More 2- year -than
4-year institutions

All other

flo %Oa

iJ

ors%

DC.C.

tional Education Data System, accounted for
a total of 6.4 million enrollments. The most re-
cent information on the types of institutions
offering vocational education programs is for
1978-79. Among secondary institutions offer-
ing vocational programs, public secondary
schools, area vocational centers, and second-
ary-level adult programs accounted for the
largest share of the 19 million enrollments for
that period. By contrast, there was much less
diversity in postsecondary institutions with
significant enrollment levels; with 2-year in-
stitutions accounting for 68 percent of all en-
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roliments (see fig. 20). Male and female par-
ticipation rates in secondary-lev''el 'vocational
education programs varied according to enroll-
ment areas, with females outnumbering males

Figure 20.Estimated Enrollments In

Secondary

1 2 Public secondary schools
«ncludinq secondary level_
adult programs): 12.513.000

3 Private secondary
schools: 22.000

Postsecondary

4 4 year institutions_o_t
higher education. 309.000

5 2 year institutions pt_
17;;Mer education 4.423.000

6 Punk,- noncolieglate
cind-iity Schools:

7.11.000

7 PriVale_noncoJlegiate post-
secondary schools: 989.000

1 +- 2

Enrollments included it

SOURCE N5tonte Center for Eclucat.on Statistics.
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minorities enrolled in vocational education
programs than in precollege and other types
of programs."

The number of adults participating in part-
time education programs (usually defined as
a course load of 9 credit hours or less), both
degree - credit and nonacademic, has risen over
the last decade and is expected to continue to
rise into the 1990's. According to the results
of the 1981 Adult Education Participation
SurVey, at the close of the year ending May
1981. over 21 million persons age 17 or older
were enrolled in adult education programs,
representing an increase of over 3 million since
1978, Or 17 percent. As was the case in earlier
surveys of adult education, the participation
rates of whites were markedly higher t an
those of various other racial/ethnic groups.
Whites represented 88 percent of all, those en-
gaged in adult education activities." Individ-
ual level of prior education attainment con-
tinued to be one of the strongest "factors in-
fluencing participation in adult education.* In-
come level was another key factor.**

"National Center for Education Statistics, op. cit., 1983. Ac-
cording to NCES. some 27,000 different institutions offered vo-
cational education programs in 1978-79. Over half of these in-
stitutions. or 15,700, were publicly funded comprehensive and
vocational secondary schools. The second largest group of in-
stitutions offering vocational education programs, "private non-
collegiate postsecondary schools," numbered 6,800 and included
vocational/technical institutes and trade, health; aud business
schools. Also included among the providers of vocational educa-
tion in 1978-79 were approximately 1,100 2-year and 600 4-year
institutions.

"Survey of Participation in Adult Education, conducted by
the Bureau of the Census for the National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics, 1981.

*"For both 1978 and 1981, there was c direct positive rela-
tionship between the numbers of years of schooling an_ d the rate
of participation in adult education. Persons with en eighth grade
education or less participated in adult education at a rate of
only 2 percent in 1981. On the other hand, 31 percent of per
sons with more than 4 years of college had taken part in an
adult education activity during the year. A little over 11 per-
cent of high school graduates with no college experience par-
ticipated in adult education, while over 26 percent of those with
4 years of college participated. The correspondence between
higher educational attainment and greater participation in adult
education was evident across all racial/ethnic groups, and was
most notable among females. Within each racieethnic group,
the more well-educated an individual was, the more likely he
or she would participate in adult education activities. The rela-
tionship between greater attainment and participation was even
more pronounced among females than among males, Male par-
ticipation rates ranged from 2 percent for those with less than

25-452 0 - 84 - 16 : QL 3
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Work-Related Instruction
By 1981; approximately 83 percent of those

indicating participation in adult education
were-in the work forcesome 17 million peo-
ple. Of these, 70 percent held white-collar posi-
tions,_including professional and technical
jobs. The 21 million individuals participating
ini adult education activities in 1981 had over
37,000 courses from which to choose. Close to
half of the courses they took were within the
fields of business (23 percent), health (14 per-
cent) and engineering (10 percent), and approx-
imately 60 percent participated for job-related
reasons. For 42 percent of the men and 26 per-
cent of the women, employers provided some
or all of the tuition. Expenditures for adult ed-
ucation in 1981 totaled $2.2 billion;, the aver-
age expenditure pier pp~.-ticipant per course was
$120. Approximately 54 percent of the adult
education courses were provided by schools;
the remainder were offered by industry, com-
munity organizations; government agencies,
and others.' 5

Industry mid Labor-Provided Instruction
Two important components of the U.S. in-

structional system whose activities are not
fully captured in the description Of enrollments
provided above are industry and the labor
movement. While there are no data on total
enrollment in industry-based instructional pro-
grams, the American Society for Training and
Development estimates that the private sec-;
tor spends between $30 billion and $50 billion

9 years of formEil schooling to over 28 percent for those wi$h
5 or more years of college. While women with an eighth grade
education or lessparticipated at a rate of only 2 percent, those
with -5 or more years of college participated at a rate of almost
36 percent, 8 percentage points higher than men with the same
level of schooling." (National Center for Education Statistics;
op. cit., 1983).

**In_general, the higher the income, the greater the rate of
participation. In 1981, the participation rate for those with in-
comes less than $7,500 was 6 percent; while approximately 19
percent of individuals with incomes of $50,000 or more partici-
pated. Adults residing in metropolitan areas comprised 72 per-
cent of adult education participants. Participation rates relative
to population were higher for the Western States (27 percent)
than for the North Central States (approximately 14 percent),
the Northeast (10 percent), or South (1-' percent.

"National Center foi Education Statistics, op. cit., 1983.
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annually on such programs.* Unpublished Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics (BLS) estimates sug-
gest that in 1982 there were 287,000 persons
enrolled in apprenticeship programs in the
United States. This repFesents a decline of
33,000 since 1980.** While apprenticeship rep=
resents only one of a number of types of train-
ing offered by industry in cooperation with la-
bor uni6s and labor organizations, there are
no data available to measure the degree of
labor involvement in nonapprenticeship in-
struction.

In summary, data available on enrollments
in elementary, secondary, postsecondary, vo-
cational, and adult education seem to show
that while the numbers of participants under
the age of 17 have been declining, there have
been increases over the past few years M adult
participation. However, given the high levels
of educational attainment, high incomes, rel-
ative youth, and ethnic/racial makeup of those
participating in instruction, individuals within
the work force who are at greatest risk due to
technological and economic change are those
least predisposed to enrolling in courses that
may lead to new skills development.

Changes in Emphasis
National recognition of the role that human

resource development plays in continued eco-
nomic growth is leading to changes in instruc,
tional priorities, especially for education and
training that occurs prior to employment. New
areas Of emphasis that are already having an
impact On curriculum are strong basic skills
in math, science, and communication; and
computer literacy.

Basic Skills
While there are skill requirements associ-

ated with particular workplaces that change

This is a rough estitpate of the total, annual industry ex-
penditure. ASTD is cooperating with the Department of Labor
(D01,1 to estahlish nrchanisms for systematically gathering
data on industry-based education and training aCtiVities.

*The program for tracking the numbers of registered appren-
tices on an ongoing basis was eliminated as a result of DOL
budget reductions and program reorganization in fiscal year
1982.

.
over time, there are some types of slalls so im-
portant that they are widely accepted as_essen-
tial to individual and economic growth. Devel
oprnent of these skills within the individual
serves as a foundation for higher order person=
al and career skills. Development of these
skills is also necessary for exercising most
rights of individual citizenship. The skillS that
comprise this group, commonly referred to as
"basic skills," have changed over timelo re-
flect economic.., scientific, technological, and
social change. Basic skills as currently defined
are under national scrutiny to determine how
viable they are and whether there are addition-
al skills that are now so critical to individual
and national growth that they should be added
t o t he core group.

Since the Colonial era, the need for basic- pro=
ficiencies in mathematics,reading, and writing
has been recognized by educators as a central
goal of instructional programs for children and ,

adults. With the creation of a public education
system in the United States during the 19th
century, the goal was to provide to all school-
age residents of the United States, including
recent immigrants who represented a signifi-
cant portion of the manufacturing work force
during the Industrial Revolution, the oppor-
tunity to develop these skills or proficiencies.
These basic skills were to be developed in the
primary grades and were to serve as the foun-
dation for hat! the vocational and academic
tracks established as a part of the 19th-cen-_
tury public school system.16 17

Following the reemphasis on basic skills at
the founding of the public education system,
the next major reexamination of basic skills
and their relation to occupational preparation
occurred in the 1950's, when increased concern
over national defense and a national commit-
ment to manned space exploration led to the
enactment of the National Defense Education
Act.* This legislation encouraged secondary

"I. once A Cremin, Public Education (New York: Bask
Book, nc., 1976).

"Sol Cohen, The Industrial Education Movement, 1906-17,"
American Quarterly, vol. 20, No. 1, spring 1968, pp. 95-96.

*Some Would argue that basic skills - deficiencies that surfaced
during World War II among American military recruits led_to
another national examination of how baSic skills were being ad-
dressed in elementary and secondary education.
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and postsecondary institutions to place addi-
tional emphasis on the development of strong
science and math skillsThe act also sought
to increase the supply of scientists and tech-
nical personnel thrOua individual scholar-
ships and low-interest loan programs. During
this period, recognition of the increasing im-
portance of the sciences for vocational and oc-
cupational preparation and for understanding
key national issues led to a redefining of "basic
Skills" to include a foundation in the sciences.
And for a time, the development of strong ba-
sic skills in this broader sense was a national
priority.

It is difficult to determine exactly when em-
phasis on the development of strong basic
skills diminished. However, employers began
to voice concerns about basic skills deficien-
cies in entry-level personnel in the early 1970's.

The change in emphasis on basic skills may
have been related to the broad range of social
issues that affected the educational system
beginning in the mid-1960's. The list of man-
dates for the public education system grew
rapidly in the late 1960's and 1970's. Educa-
tional equity emerged as a top priority as a
result of the urban crisis, recognition of high
levels of unemployed minority youth, and the
passage of Fedefal legislation requiring school
desegregation. With the passage of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act, the
public schools were charged with ensuring
that equal, educational opportunity was ex-
tended to various target populations, includ-
ing minorities, the economically-disadvan-
taged, and the lamdicapped. Perhaps with the
resources and attention directed at this and
other important new educational priorities;
federally funded educational institutions may
have inadvertently deemphasized basic skills
development. Changing societal goals and val-
ues, as well as changing demographics, have
presented challenges to educators since the
turn of the century. And, at present, schools
are caught between the requirements of an old
society, with its inherent goals and values, and

the requirements of an emerging, more tech-
nological society."

Computer Literacy and the Basic Skills
In the 1980's, continued advances in infor-

mation and communications technologies and
the growing use of computers in the work-
place; in education; and in the .home have
created an awareness of the value of a "com-
puter literate" population. Computer literacy
as a term came into use in the mid-1970'sl
Since that time; there have been a variety of
interpretations of what it means to be "com-
puter literate. '"920 While computer literacy-
can encompass varying levels of knowledge of
computer technology, it usually refers to basic
keyboard skills, plus a working knowledge of
how computer systems operate and of the gen-
eral ways in whichcomputers_can be used._ For
example, Boeing Computer Services, a firm
that offers nationally a range of courses relat-
ing to computer technology, covers the follow-
ing topics in its "Personal Computer Literacy"
course:

computer terminology;
computer manuals (documentation);
computer keyboards;
diskette organization;
computer files; and
general operating practices.

Based on the variety of environments within
which individuals are affected by computer
technology, as well as the importance of pro-
moting understanding of science and technol-___=
ogy within the general population, iducators
and others are once again revisiting the defini-
tion of "basic skills" and determining whether

1C_Elser; "The-American School Dilem-ma: Onthe
Upside -if the Third Wave," The Clearing House, October 1983.

"Ronald E. Anderson, "NittiiiiiM-Cdfnriiii-LitZfic-k 1981f,"
Computer Literacy: Issues and Directions for 1985 (New York:
Academic Press; 1982).

"Dorothy K. Beringer and Andrew R. Molnar; "Key Compo-
nents for a National Computer Literacy Program," Computer
Literacy: Issues and Directions for 1985 (New York: Academic
Press, 1982).
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it should be expanded to include computer
literacy:

Critics of computer literacy as an instruc-
tional priority question its value to the popula-
tion as a whole; they cite continuing advances
in software technology that will increase ease
of computer use and eliminate the need for for-
mal instruction. For example, alternative in-
put deviCeS such as the light pen, the "mouse;!'
and voice command are now becoming avail-
able and are particularly popular with work-
place personnel who are uncomfortable with
keybOarditig, such as managers.2' In addition,
a majorobstacle to achieving widespread.com,
puter literacy_ continues to be the high level
of finiCtititial illiteracy in the U.S:- population.
Moat recent estimates indicate that one out
of five Americans lacks sufficient reading,
writing, and math skills to perform such coin-
__

2'Craig Zarley, "The Wide World of Alternative Input
Devices." Personal Computing, Febniary 1984; pp. 129; 131,

.133-34, and 137.

mon, day-to-day functions as filling out a job
application or handling personal finances.*
The business community has bttome increas-
ingly concerned about basic skills deficiencies
among employees, including college graduates.
These deficiencies represent major obstacles
to professional performance as well as to con-
tinued professional advancement. In a recent
survey of representative§ of industry, trade
unions, and local school systems, two-thirds
of the industry representatives and the majori-
ty of the union_ representatives indicated that
basic skills deficiencies in employees limit ad-
vancement opportunities. And, while the sur-
vey indicated that a variety of cooperative ac-
tivities existed between industries and
schools, there were few cooperative programs
aimed specifically at basic skills develop-
ment."

*See reference to University of Texas study of adult illiteracy
cited earlier in this chapter on p. 224.

"Center for Public Resources, op. cit., 1982.

Challenges Facing the U.S. Instructional System

InstrUctiOnal providers are being asked to
take on an increasing number of responsibili-
tieS relating:0 human resource development.
First, they are faced with continuing efforts
to upgrade the skill levels of the U.S, popular
tiOn as a wholespecifically through the d-
velopment of basic language, reading, math,
and science proficiencies. At the same time,
they are charged with addressing the need for
developing new skills and capacitieS, such as
computer literacy and a basic understanding
of science and technology Within, the general
population; In addition, they must continual-
ly review program& and services relating to
vocational and professional development in
the light of economic and technological
change. It is within this context that the in-
structional requirements for programmable
automation must be examined.

Instructional Requirements for
Programmable Automation

Some of the education, training, and retrain-
ing requirements linked to the use of program-
mable automation in manufacturing cannot be
distinguished from instructional rtquirements
linked to the increased use,of advanced infor-
mation and' communications technologies in
nonmanufacturing work Settingse.g, the
need for a strong foundation of basic skills and
for computer literacy is alSo linked to the use
of computer-based technologies in public and
private sector office work sites. Other current
impacts on the U.S. instructional system are
directly attributable to programmable
automation and its effects on skills within ex-
isting manufacturing occupationsthose
within the production-line, technician, engi-
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neering, and operations management groups.
It is this distinct set of PA implications for
vocational and technical education, training,
and retraining that will be the focus of this sec-
tion of the chapter.

It should be noted that certain conditions
limit this discussion of instructional require-
ments for PA. First, advanced manufacturing
technologi6S are now in limited. use While PA
adoption will increase, patterns of use to date
have not led to investigations of skill require-
ments and accompanying instructional needs
that go beyond what may be unique require-
rnents of individual firms. Secondly, the liter-
ature on PA-related skills and on instruction
for automated manufacturing environments is
thin, consisting almost entirely of very general
descriptions of individual courses or programs:-
Because of these limitations, observations
made in this section of the chapter on instruc-
tional needs for PA are based in part on 14 in-
depth case studies of 20 existing instructional
programs that were prepared for OTA in con-
junction with this assessment.

Instructional Requirements for
Production Line Skills

For jobs common to production work in au-
tomated facilities, there appears to be a great-
er need to develop the ability to apply conven-
tional manufacturing skills in new, more con-
ceptual ways. For example, in a Cincinnati
Milacron, Inc. (CM I) training program for ern-

_ ployeeS of firms that purchase CMI's comput-
erized numerical control (CNC) equipment,
operators learn to interact with the control
panel and to monitor rather than constantly
interact with the equipment. CMI instructors
stress that while students, especially older ma-
chinists, need to learn to use their knowlege
of machine operations (conceptual) more than
they may have in the past, their knowledge of
traditional machining operations (motor) will
enable them to anticipate CNC machine mo-
tions and functions." Overall, electronic con-
trol of production machinery of all types is ex-

"Cincinnati-Milacron case study, 1983.

pected to reduce demand for motor skills and
increase the demand for conceptual skills."

Instruction for some technician-level occu-
pations is quite similar in some instances to
instruction for skilled trades occupations (e.g.,
electricians and electronic technicians), given
the similarities between certain skilled trades
jobs and selected technician-level jobs. But
where distinctions can be drawn--e.g., for ro-
botics, programmable equipment field service,
and NC part programing techniciansthe
focus of technician-levelinstruction is now on
the development of multiple skills (greater skill
breadth) and of an understanding of how pro=
grammato a equipment interfaces with other
components of the manufacturing process.

Traclitionallii, limIted employer-provided in-
struction has been made available to semi
skilled and skilled proction persomill be=
yond apprenticeship and/or entry-level
training. PA has resulted in more emphasis on
training for semiskilled and skilled worker
groups. For example, like many other General
Motors' facilities; the "S" Truck Plant exam
ined in an OTA case study had had no formal
mechanisms for delivering in-plant, classroom
and laboratory training to shop floor workers
prior to the installation of programmable
equipment in 1980. Since the plant education
and training department staff lacked the tech-
nical expertise to provide such instruction,
tr.kning for shop floor workers took the form
of on-the-job training or was provided by
equipment vendors. The plant's "New Tech-
nology Training Program" established a per-
manent technical training group and created
an awareness among plant management of the
need' for an in-plant training/applications lab
that included equipment designated for train;
ing purposes."

PrOduction personnel responsible for equip-
ment/systems operation, and/or maintenance
and repair most often receive their training
fromvendors-of_programmable equipment and
systems. Through these programs; production

"Barry Wilkinson, The ShopfiSor Politics of New Technol-
ogy- (London: Heinemann Educational Books, 1983).

"General Motors casektudy, 1983.
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N

staff, along with all Other types of manufac-
turing personnel, are oriented to general equip-
ment/system features and operation. Rarely
is the training designed to address the unique
applications within a particular plant or facil-
ity.* There are exceptions among vendors;
however. Cincinnati Milacron, for example, of-
fers formalized customer training courses for
its NC and CNC machines and robots, but will
also develop instruction geared to partiCular
customer applications and will provide train=
ing design consulting services on request." All
five companies studied who were prodticerS of
programmable equipment or systems -=-includz
ing Compptervision, CADAM Inc. Cincinnati
Milacron; inc,, GSA, and Automatixprovide
informal on-the-job training to customers on
an as-needed basis to supplement instruction
provided at installation. Formal training pro-
grams range from 2'/2 dayt to 3 weeks.

Both producer- and user-provided training
for production personnel stresses hii* to Operz
ate, monitor; maintain, andrepair programma-
ble equipment or systems. In -plant courses
amined which were provided by user firms
were very narrowly focuSed and intensive,
with training period§ Of 1 to 2 weeks.27

In some instances, PA-related training kr
skilled production personnel with PreVi;
ous exposure to electromechanical technology
is broader in scope; Presumably, theSe workers
are graduates of apprentideship programs and
have broader skills on Which to base instruc-
tion: For example,the International Brother-
hood of Electrieal Workers' Local 11 Electrical
Training Trust in LOS Angeles County, Calif.,
provides voluntary training to journeymen

*ThiS was one important finding of the OTA-sponsored
survey of views of education, training; and retraining for pro-
grammable automation. For more informatien on the survey;
see Automation and the Workplace: Selected Labor, Education
ant Training Issues (Washington, aC.: U.S. Congress, Office
of Technology Assessment, OTA-TM,CIT-25, March 1983).

: "Cincinnati Milacron case Study. 1983.
"In-plant, user firm training was examined at the fallowing

companies/plants: 1) a large aircraft manufacturer (asked not
to be identified); 2) Texas Instruments; 3) CADAM Inc.,a sub-
sidiary of Lockheed Corp. and producer of computerzaided
design software; 4) Cincinnati Milacron, a vendor of robots.
computer-aided machine tools, and machine controls: 5) a Gen-
eral Motors' "S" Truck Plant; and 6) Westinghouse Corp.'S
Defense and Electronics Systems Center.

electricians on the inst allation and mainte-
nance of programmable controllers. The train-
ing is designed to deVeldp in enrollees who pos- .
sess a backgrotind in electricity an under-
standing Of electronics technologya related
but Separate discipline.28

Corrununity colleges take a variety of ap-
proaches to technician-level _instruction fOr
PAfrom single courses_ to 2-year associate
,degree programs. Henry Ford Community Col-
lege (HFCC) in the Detroit area offers an "Ail-

, tomatiOii/Robotics Option" within its 2-year
Electrical- Electronics---Program. Among the
subjects covered are programmable controllers
and other computer-aided manufacturing
(CAM) equipment. HFCC has also developed
several courses on programmable controllers
geared to the needs of union apprentices and
journeymen. Glendale Community College in
LOS Angeles County operates a short- term -in-
dustrial training program on computer-aided
design (CAD) in conjunction withlocatindus-
try and government; Both HFCC and Glen-
dale encourage students to Continue their ed-
ucation beyond the associate-degree level by
indicating courses that could be applied to a
4-year bachelor of science: degree." "

There are some attempts -under Way to de-
velop a standardized curriculum for techni-
cian-level occupations within the field of pro-
grammable automation; The advantage of the
core curriculum is that it deVelops a broad
foundation of knowledge on whiClitO baSe sub-
sequent PA instruction during the same in-
structional period or at a later date. For ex-
ample; the Center for_Occupatienal Research
and Development (CORD), a nonprofit orga-
nization that develops instructional materials
for emerging technical fields, has developed
a core currictiluin to Which tomponents for
rbbOtiCS, computer-aided drafting, or laser
technology can b0 added. The core curriculum
seeks to develop interdisciplinary skills,
including:

"International Broi.herh6cid of Eleetrital Workers case study.
1983,

"Henry Ford Community College case study. 1983.
'"Glendale CAD/CAM Operator Training Program case study,

1983.
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skilled electricians; members of Los AngelE
are attending a 6-week training program deSignec
programmable controllers. Since the training prc
have completed the program offered by the Los An
programmable controller course: Graduates are err
in manufacturing facilities. For more information t

of this chapter entitled "Case Studies: S

electrical;
mechanical',
fluidal;
thermal;
optical, and
microcomputer technology.3'

Community colleges and vocational schoc
several StatesOhio, Oklahoma, New Me

"Interview with Dan Hull; PitsideK. CORD; May I
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dlt: Los Angetes Electrical; Training Trust

Irhood_Of Electrical Workers;
troubleshoot, and maintain.
170 members of the Local

lave completed an advanced
intaln_ automated equipment
A_to this report; the section
236 of this chapter

pted the CORD_ electro-
m as the standard for
xi their, regions.

PA instruction for tech-
along traditional lines.

Durses are often simply
-ricula, such as electro-
y. While such programs
ens qualified to operate
manufacturing facilities,
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they may or may not equip individuals for fu-
ture workplace change. Programs that devel-
op a broad interdisciplinary knowlege base,
that emphasize computer technology, and that
impart a broad understanding of the syStern
as well as its components areessential if indi-
viduals are to have the flexibility to face future
PA-related change in the workplace." One pro-
gram that seeks to develop this broad-based
understanding of the_system and components
is a Brigham Young University (BYU) 4-year
engineering technology program, which is de-
scribed in detail in appendix A to this report.

In two of the manufacturing lacilitieS
Studied, Westinghouse Defense and Electron;
ics Center and Texas Instruments, the train-
ing of shop floor personnel on automated
equipment was linked to research and devel-
opment activities. This link benefits re-
searchers and production staff. Both firms
have established manufacturing technology
centers where the training of shop floor man-
agers and workers who will utilize the tech-
nology once it is installed is conducted in con-
junction with applications research._At both
facilities, trainee involvement helps the re-
searchers by providing information about
shop floor=user needs and opportunities to test
and utilize manufacturing technology in a
practical environment. It also helps slibp flocii-
worker8 by allowing them to become familiar
with the technology before it becomes a per
manent part of the manufacturing process,

--and by enabling them to express their needs,
concerns, and dissatisfactions prior to final
system implementation.33 34

Instructional Requirements for Engineers

Design and production engineers who work
in computer- automated facilities are required
to have a broader based knowledge of engi;
neering operations and stronger management
Skills than those who work in more convention;

"Dan Hull, "What is High Technology?" Developin_i High
Technology Vocational Progriuts; American Vocational
Association and the Center for ;occupational Research and
Development; May 1983.

"Westinghouse Defense Electronics Center case study, 1983.
"Texas Instruments Corp: case study, 1983.

al manufacturing plants. There is also much
greater emphasis placed on understanding
how PA may be most effectively applied. In
keeping with these new skill requirementS,
some engineering schools are placing greater
emphasis on hands-on experimentation and
project-oriented instruction and less emphasis
on the _more traditional, theory-based
instruction.

For example, Worcester Polytechnic Insti-
tute (WPI),_ a primarily undergraduateengi-
neering and science institution, joined forces
with Emhart Corp. in 1981 to form an on-cam-
pus research center. In addition to providing
Emhart and other firms with a manufactur-
ing engineering applications research capaci-
ty, the center offers engineering students the
opportunity for regular contact with practic-
ing engineers and with practical problems and
situations in the form of industrial "projects."
Two projectsone focusing on an application
within the student's major field and the other
focusing on broad societal impacts of technol-
ogy's applicationare graduation require-
ments for all WPI students."

BYU offers an engineering technologypro--
gram with specialties in manufacturing, de-
sign, and electronics. All three of the BYU
technology programs subStitute application-
oriented, laboratory-based courses for the
highly theoretical coureework of traditional en-
gineering programs. The goal is to combine a
foundation in theory with practical applica-
tions experience. (See photo on p. 246.) Com-
puter-aided design; and manufacturing have
been a part of BYO's engineering technology
program since the rnid:.,1970's.*

Attempts are being made on the undergrad-
uate' and graduate levels to familiarize design
engineers with manufacturing requirements
and, conversely, to familiarize production en-
gineers with design procedures. In addition,
there is more emphasis being placed on devel-
oping the ability to take the entire design-man-

"WPI's Manufacturing Engineering Applications Center case
study; 1983

*A summary of the case study on aytre Engineering Tech=
nology Program is included in app: A to this report.
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ufacturing process into accounte,g.; through
the systems approach; which focuses on the
integration of computerized systems with
more traditional forms of automation. Stu-
dents enrolled in BYU's master's program in
computer integrated manufacturing are re-
quired to have at least 1 year of industrial ex-
perience. They are free to pursue either CAD
or CAM as an option within the program, but
are required to take courses from each special=
ty area and learn to integrate coniputerized
systems to solve practical, recurring)industrial
problem_ s.36 The University of Michigan's Col-
lege of Engineering, although more/traditional
in its approach to undergraduate engineering
education thar some of the other Ichools-stud--
led, offers students_ a graduate-level program
in inter rated manufacturing, In 1981, the En-
gineering College established a Center for Ro-
botics and Integrated_Manufacturing (CRIM)
in order to coordinate and exiiand research and
teaching activities relating to computer-based_
automation. In 1982-83; a total of 45 graduate
students participated in CRIM-sponsored re-
search projects;"

The effects of programmable automation on
engineering education will depend on the ap-
proaches taken to engineering instruction
within individual educational institutions and
programs. If the more traditional approach is
taken on the undergraduate leveli.e.; a focus
on developing an extensive; theoretical frame-
work on which to base practical experience
then PA will represent more of a force for
change 'n graduate and continuing education
programs; If individual institutions place
greater emphasis on combining theory with
practice in undergraduate engineering educa7
tion, and in so doing emphasize CAD and
CAM, then advances in PA research and ap-
plications will continue to trigger curriculum
change on the Undergraduate ieyeL The irtiii=
ety of approaches currently being taken to pro-
grammable automation in engineering educa-
tion does suggest that individuals preparing
for careers in engineering should be aware of

"Brigham Young University case study, 1983.
"University of Michigan case study, 1983.

the lack of standard approaches to curriculum
content. The mix of theory and application; as
well as the exposure to programmable tech-
nologies; differs from school th school.
Regardless of approach; a critical need for ed-
ucation is to ensure that engineering labora-
tories and curricula reflect the state of the art
of the technology."

Instructional Requirements for Managers
There has been concern within industry for

some time about the lack of management ex-
pertise in technical personnel. Indeed, some
observers suggest that industrial managers
who are cautious and detail-driven, coupled
with a corporate decisimunaking process that
stresses short-term financial considerations
over the potential for long-term gain, have Sub=
stantially delayed redesign and retooling of
the U.S. manufacturing S6ctor.39 Traditional
engineering programs have not StreSSed the
need for the development of management com-
petencies, nor have traditional management
education programs offered special courses
geared to the needs of technical and engineer-
ing operations managers. A recent report of
The American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business, the accrediting body and profes-
sional organization for the deans of approxi-
mately 600 undergraduate and, postgraduate
business schools in the United States, recom-
mended that business schools address criti-
cisms of overemphasis on finance and market-
ing in their curricula by giving equal weight
to production processes and productivity."
Professor Tom Lupton, director of the Man-
chester Business School, University..of Man-
chester (United Kingdom), who has conducted

astudyof management development pro-

"Donald D. Glower and Lindon Saline, A Response to Ad-
vancurg Technologies; Repositionim? Engineerirm Education to
Service America's Future (Washington; D.C.: American Society
for Engineering Education, 1982)

"Wickham Skinner, "Wanted: Managers for the Factory of
the Future," ANNALS, AAPSS, No. 470, November 1983, pp.
102-114.

"Report on US. Productivity and International Coin-
petitiveness, sponsored by The American Assembly of Col-
legiate Schools of Business at George Washington Universi-
ty, Washington, D.C., June 13-16, 1983.
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grams in Western Europe, made these obser-
vations:

. Management education everywherein
Europe and North America certainlyhas
suffered from the attempt to bring the world
into the classroom rather than to take the
teacher (or rather the organiser of lemming)
into the fields of action. However, it is en=
couraging to notice the beginning of a shift
from the passive to more active modes of
learning. . Yet although the shift is hap-
pening in many schools, movement is sloW."

The need for managers of automated man=
ufacturing facilities and other _complex Opera=
tions to possess an understanding of the total
manufacturing system and all of its compo-
nents has led some universities to create new
master's degree programs in technical man-
agement. The University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School has instituted a program en-
titled "Management and Technology"a joint
venture between Wharton and the Universi-
ty's Engineering School. The Sloan School of
Management at MIT also offers a graduate
program in the management of technological
innovation. Yale University, too, has estab-
lished an engineering management program
on the gradtate levela joint venture between
the engineering and management schools; And
in the fall of 1983, BYU's Technology Depart-
ment began to offer a graduate degree in tech-
nical management as a cooperative effort be7
tween the College of Engineering Sciences and
the School of Management.*

Some universities are going beyond the
disciplines of engineering and management to
include an even broader base in their manu-
facturing engineering curricula. With the aid
Of a 4-year, $2 million grant from the IBM
Corp., Lehigh University of Bethlehem; Pa.,
is launching a graduate-level manufacturing
systems engineering program that will inte-
grate "systems perspectives with interdisci-
plinary education and training" and combine
academic coursework with "industry-oriented

"Torn Lupton, Management Develtwment in Western Eurork
(Manchester, U.K.: MiTnchester Business School, 1982).

*For additional information on this prow-arm; see the Brigham
Young University case study, included in app. A to this report.

internships, laboratories, simulations, plant in-
spections and projects."i2 Lehigh is one of five
universities benefiting from multimillion-dol-
lar IBM grants to encourage the establish-
ment of manufacturing systems engineering
programs. UCLA's School of Engineering and
Applied Science draws its graduate-level man-
ufacturing engineering curriculum from the
disciplines of materials science, mechanics and
structures, computer science and engineering,
electrical engineering, and engineering sys-
tems."

Segments of the training industry and pro-
fessional societits are also becoming aware of
the interest in and need for technology man-
agement courses for engineers and nontech-
nical personnel employed in automated man;
ufacturing facilities. Boeing Computer _Serv;
ices (BCS); a subsidiary of the Boeing Co._ -6
producer of commercial and Military aircraft
is an established provider of technology-based
training to commercial firms and Federal,
State; and local governments. BCS'is test-mar-
keting aseminar for managers to Provide them
with information on the basics of CAD and
CAM systems and related terminology; as well
as aprirrier on computer graphics and the use
of CAD and CAM software. Also covered in
the seminar is a step-by-step approach to man-
aging a CAD and CAM project; including:

considerations for purchasing hardware,
methods to ensure efficient system use to
achieve maximum_ productivity,
procedures for defining training require-
ments and implementing a training
program,
procedures for choosing proper systems
applications for a particular environment,
and
procedures for establishing a data man-
agement system."

"B. Litt and M. Groover, Developing Manufacturing SysCems
Engineers for the Future : -A Unique Industry- University Joint
Ventures; paper pi esented at the American Institute of Deci-
sion_Sciences, Southwest Conference,_ Feb. 29, 1984. /

"Vic Cox, "Materials acience and Manufacturing Engineer-
ing: The New Alchemy," The Minority Engineer, winter 1984,
pp.17, 20, and 22.

"Information provided by Boeing Computer Services, 1983.
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To date, six courses have been delivered, with
a total of 180 managers enrolled. Trade and
professional organizations, such as the Socie-
ty of Manufacturing Engineers, offer short
courses in technical management to their
members and other interested individuals,
often in conjunction with national and regional
conferences.

It is too soon to judge whether these tech-
nology management programs and courss
constitute the beginnings of a trend. However,
continued industry pressure for more effective
technical managers may well lead to greater
emphasis on the development of management
skills in :.ndustrial engineering and computer
science programs.

Case Studies: Selected Instructional Programs
The instructional system in the United

States is a loose confederation of institutions,
agencies, and organizations from the public
and private sectors. The intent of the pro-
grams designed and delivered by these instruc-
tional providers varies widely. This is no less
true for instructional programs that are de-
signed to develop skills required in automated
manufacturing facilities. Within this section
of the report are included highlights of find-
ings of an in-depth examination of 20 instruc-
tional programs for automated factory envi-
ronments. These programs are representative
of relatively successful efforts initiated by
secondary and postsecondary educational in-
stitutions, vendors of programmable equip-
ment and systems, users of programmable
automation, labor unions, and Federal and/or
State-funded retraining facilities. Cooperative
instructional programs of various types are
also featured. These findings also shed some
light on the strengths and shortcomings of
currently available instruction, problems en-
countered in program design and operation,
and the roles assumed by educators, industry,
labor, and government in these innovative
effortsroles that may be representative of
emerging roles for these sectors within the in-
structional system as a whole.

To supplement this discussion of trends and
patterns in PA-related instruction, appendix
A to this report contains summaries of five of
the case studies developed:

a robotics and computer-aided drafting
program for high school students, oper-

ated by the Oakland County school sys-
tem in southeastern Michigan;
the undergraduate and graduate degree
programs in engineering technology of
fered by BYU, Provo, Utah;
CADAM Inc.'s* customer training in
computer-aided design;
the Los Angeles Electrical Training
Trust's programmable controller training
program; and
the "CAD/CAM" operator training pro-
gram, at Glendale Community College,
Glendale, Calif.

Appendix A also contains a brief description
of the case study methodology.

Findings: Roles, Functions, and
Capacities of Programs

The findings listed below are based on the
universe of 20 programs encompassed in the
14 case studies. It should be emphasized that,
even though careful consideration was given
to ensuring variety and comprehensiveness of
program types, the findings are limited by the
size of the sample. Therefore, while certain
general conclusions can be drawn, these are
based solely on the scope of the programs
investigated.

Primary Education. One primary program
was examined: the Dallas Independent School
District's Project SEED. It emphasizes build-
ing basic mathematics skills and interest in

*CADAM Inc. is a subsidiary of Lockheed Corp.
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mathematicS as the foundation for further
technical studies. Because the program can
reach all school-age children in the district, it
hat the capacity to achieve an extremely broad
impact by increasing the number of students
capable of and interested in more advanced
educational programs focusing on PA and
other technological fields."

High School Education.Two high school
programs were investigated: the Dallas Inde-
pendent School District's Science and Engi-
neering Magnet School; and the Oakland
County, Mich., robotics and computer-aided
drafting programs. Programs examined either
focus on or include computer literacy, pre-
engineering, basic computer science, comput-
er-aided drafting, and robotics. Career aware
nets is also stressed. The programs examined
indicate that PA studies can be introduced ef-
fectively at the high school level, especially if
orientation to computer-aided techniques is
stressed as part of a comprehensive vocational
education _program focused on core trade
skills." 47

Community Colleges.Henry Ford Commu-
nity College (Michigan), Eastfield_Communi-
ty College (Dallas), and Glendale Community
College (Los Angeles County) were the sites
studied. The major functions of their pro-
grams are: 1) granting 2-year associate degrees
(or degree options) focusing on or including
robotics or computer-aided design, and 2) of-
fering short-term work-study training pro-
grams jointly operated with industries and
government agencies for students with pre-
vious college-level technical coursework. Also.
included among community college functions
are career counseling and agreements with
local universities to enable students toproceed
directly to B.S. programs. The 2-year colleges
studied are all characterized by responsiveness
to induStrial skill needs and coordination with
local industries on such matters as curricu-
lum content and_equipment needs. Major
strengths are the practical orientation of the
technical programs, the industrial experience

"Texas Instruments case study. 1983.

"Oakland County case study, 1983.

of the instructors (usually a hiring require-
ment), and their balancing of the needs of the
students and the community at large with-in-
dustrial demands for specific skill preparation.
The colleges' focus on practical, technician-
level coursework makes them excellent vehi-
cles for responding to the growing need to
retrain displaced workers. Major weaknesses

--stem-primarily from lack of adequate funding
to purchase industrial-quality equipment and
build needed laboratory

Universities.The examination of the uni-
versity's -role in PA instruction focused onfour
engineering and technology programs: 1) Uni-
versity of Michigan; 2) Brigham Young_Uni-
versity; 3) Texas A&M University; and 4) Wor-
cester Polytechnic Institute. University ap-
proaches range from: 1) introducing PA stud-
ies as a major focus (CAD) or minor option
(CAM) in 4-year technology program8 that
substitute practically oriented coursework for
the most theoretical of the courses required
in engineering curricula; 2) introducing CAM
into undergr4duate curricula through projects
with industry or projects that simulate indus-
trial conditions, plus the use of innovative in-
structional techniques that enable engineering
undergraduate students to begin to focus on
CAM at that level; to 3) reserving the focus
on computer-aided manufacturing (or, comput-
er:intevated manufacturing) for graduate-level
programs so that undergraduates may first
master the fundamentals of traditional engi-
neering disciplines. In the three universities
studied in depth,* computer-aided design is
more comprehensively covered in undergrad:
uate engineering or technology curricula than
is computer-aided manufacturing.

The research functions observed at univer-
sitieS, and the capacity to engage in PA re-
Search, are equally varied, ranging from indus-
trially oriented applications research to long-
term research aimed at areas of potentially
high technical or economic impact where sue:
cess is uncertain. While the latter type of

"Henry_Ford Conununity College. Texas InStr.iMents. and
Glendale CAD/CAM Program case_studies. 1983.

`University- of Michigan, Brigham Young University. and
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, case studies, 1983.
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research may fill a need that many industries
do not have the luxury to. address, the former
more effectively fills industry's short-term
needs.* As in the cases of the high school and
college programs, most university programs
are limited in capacity by less-than-adequate
funding, equipment, and laboratory facilities."

Apprentice and Journeyman 3'raiiiing.7-The
major function of the union training programs
observedboth of which serve industrial elec-
triciansis to build PA training onto a solid
core of fundamental trade skills either during
the final year of apprenticeship training or in
voluntary or company-sponsored journeyman
training." Union-sponsored or oriented pro-
grams observed differ from university and
some college programs in that they are not de-
signed to place technology studies in the con-ok
text of broad-based humanistic education.
However, the union programs concentrate
more on the development of a given individu-
al's skills than in-plant training programs gen-
erally do (see below). Whereas most in-plant
training focuseS on task- oriented skills re-
quired to perform a specific job, the union pro-
grams focus on adding PA-related skills to the
complete range of skills required to perform
as a journeyman in a specific trade.5'

In-Plant Industrial Training. All_of the in-
plant training programs observed52 provide
job-specific classroom-laboratory training fo-
cused on the precise applications needs of the
plant. A broad range of mach.:ne- or system-
specific programs were examined along with

erall systems orientation training for man-
agers. In-plant programs are both efficient and
effective because they are: 1) specifically fo-
cused on well-defined applications needs; 2) de-
livered to students grounded in both plant pro-

*See the later section on ooperative In ustrrEducation
Programs" for discussion of mutual benefits deriVed from joint
education research projects.

"UniVersity of Michigan. Brigham Young University;
Worcester Polytechnie Institute, and Texas Instruments case
studies. 1983. -

"International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Program-
mable Coritr011er_Trixining Program.

"International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers case study;
1983.

"Texas Instruments; an aircraft manufacturer (asked not to
be identified); CADAM Inc.; Cincinnati Milacron; and West-
inghouse Defense and Electronics center.

cedures and core trade skills who can put their
new skills into practice immediately and con-
tinuously; and 3) more user-oriented than
other types of PA training, since the trainers
are normally in close contact ,/with system_
users, programers, and maintenance person-
nel and usually have current orprevious plant
experience in those fields. /However, the
Streamlined efficiency of in-plant training lim-
its its range: students normally learn only
what they need to know to perform their jobs,
and no more. Some in-plant training is also
limited by a lack of resources devoted to or
available for training.

Vendor Training.The major function of
the instructional programs delivered by pro-
ducers or vendors of PA equipment and sys-
tems is machine= or system-specific training
which is usually not application -oriented.*
Such programs generally are not designed to
do more than give customer trainees a thor-
ough orientation to the equipment itself and
the basic skills required to use it; advanced
vendor training courses impart greater depth
of maintenance and some advanced
training focuses on generic applications, such
as welding or line -backing (in robotics) and
mechanical design o printed circuit board de-
sign (in CAD). Some PA vendors, such as GCA
Corp. (semiconductor equipment, remothan-
dling and large-scale robotic systems), offer
several levels of/ structured .courses in key
areas such as maintenance. Other vendors,
such as Computervision (CAD hardware and
CAD and CAM software) and Automatix (ro-
botics and visiOn Systems) will develop, on re-
quest and fo,i a fee, customized, advanced
courses." /

*The five co intnies profiled are: 1) ComputerViaion. a ven-
dor of compute Idded design systems (both hardware and soft-
ware): 2) CAD M Inc.. a software-only vendor, most of whose
CAD software is sold to purchasers of IBM hardware: 3) Cin:
cinnati Mile ion, Inc.. a producer of computer - controlled
machine t is. robots,and other products; 4) GCA, a producer
of specia ed automated semiconductor equipment; and 5)
Automat' , a vendor of custom-designed robotic and vision sys-
tems. WI the exception of Cincinnati Milacron (CMI)which
was fou ded in the 1880's and began producing computer-con-
trolled/Machinery in the 1960's and 1970'sthe vendor firms
are relatively young companies. GCA and Computervision were
estab 'shed in the late 1960's; Automatix was created in 1980;
and ADAM was incorporated in 1982.

" ew England Programmable Automation Custbmer Train-
ing( case study. 1983.
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The expense of vendor training is another
limitation.* Specific strengths include: 1) a
high level of responsiveness to customers'
needs, 2) increasing amounts of attention to
developing_ and utilizing instructional meth-
odologies that attempt to combine flexibility
with a systematic approach, and 3) an increas-
ing emphasis on the need for in-p1;:-it instruc-
tor training, manager training, and executive
seminars, all of which stress the systems ap-
proach to manufacturing and design: The
"systems approach," which takes the entire
design and manufacturing process in a given
environment into accoant, is especially impor-
tant in companies that now have or are in the
process of building_1,an integrated CAD and
CAM database;

Cooperative Indogtry-EdocatiOn-Prograins.
While all of the educational programs covered
in the case study series have involved a degree
of participation from other sectors; only five
of the programs could be characterized as joint
ventures in which governmeni. agencies and/or
industrial firms have assume i a high degree
of involvement in program. operation. Those
are: 1) the Glendale high School CAD pro-
gram; 2) the Glende coordinated ftinding pro-
gram; 3) the Eastfield College _printed wire
board program; 4) WPI's Manufacturing En:
gineering Applications Center, and 5) the
Te:cas A&M integrated circuit design pro-
gram.

numLer c he cooperative programs ex-
amined have the potential to increase the
education and/or research capacity of the
academic pzatners, especially those programs
that provide equipment and/or laboratory fa:

ies which the school could not otherwise
al! In addition, such programs can provide
thc adustrial partner with education and re=
search services that iiichiat:;, is not organized
to provide (e.g.,_PA=related training delivered
in the context of a brOad=baSCO nclucation, and
- _

*Vendors any! producers in son e cascs_cf:.ar_ volume dia:
counts. group discounts. arhWnr free training sir :s with purchase
of their equpinent. But vendi.ir-provided training, while atieri-
tial with init:ai purchasc of eauipment, la..omes to exponalVe
as a continued s,nirce of instruction. Int.-.e case study sites eit
armed. neither vendors no-r-produr.--,mfeel that it is e substitute
for users training capacities.

a production-free envirorunentin which to con-
duct *.pplications research). The majority of
the joint programs also give the industrial
partner access to faculty and to potential
employees, (i.e., the participating students)
who are either specifically trained in occupa-
tions in demand by the company or who have .

some familiarity with company procedures
and requirements through participation in
joint research projects.

Needs, Problems; and Trends Commoh-to
Industry and Education Programs

Summary
Neither the industrial nor the educational

sector alone has fully met aWPA training
needs identified to date; nor has either solved
all of the major problems associated with the
delivery of such training. Some of those needs
and proble:ns are, in fact, common to both in-
dustrial training and the instruction delivered
in educational institutions.

Common Needs
Long- and Short-Term Strategies'. While in-

dustrial organizations need_trnining strategies
that meet both short- and long-term needs to
support PA implementation and expansion
strategies, educational institutions must plan
to meet short-term educational needs as best
they can despite the difficulty of obtaining
equipment and laboratory facilities. Texas In-
Struments has recognized both needs and sup-
pleyriSr; .s its it -plant training-activities with
e .1i.ensive inyo;vement, in local elementary, sec-
ondary, arid postF.kicondary education pro-
grams, phis c.:::.4iperative arrangements with
colleges and universities in Texas and else-
where." At the same time, educational institu-
tionP must engage in long-term forecasting
and itlanning consistent with their own educe:
clonal Eand research goals and future industrial
needs: The University of Michigan, for exam-
ple has s long-range goal of strengthening its-
independent'research and deVelaPihent and en-
gineering programs, while continuing to re-

"Tr :as Instruments case study. 1983.
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spond in the short term to changing indu§trial
skills requirements."

Increased Internal Coordination. The need
for increased coordination between design and
production departments in industries that
either have developed or plan to develop a
common CAD and CAM (or computertite-
grated manufacturing) database is paralleled
by the need, or educational institutions to in-
crease the coordination among departments
engaged in interdisciplinary research and/Or
teaching activities. For example, Brigham
Young University is working to establish
closer ties between its engineetingjechnolo=
gy, and science programs in light of the Com-
mon effect§ of programmable automation On
these courses of study, as well as the need for
an interdisciplinary approach in many courses.

Increased communicatiomEnhanced com-
munications networks -are needed not only
within individual schools and plants, but also
between industry and education; among com-
panies engaged in producing, implementing,
or expanding programmable automation; and
among schools offering PA stile:lies. In the case
of the Glendale, Calif., CAD/CAM Training
Program, State-level coordination and §pon,
sorship provided both the impetus_ and the
funding resources necessary to giVe
College and other colleges (Or, in some cases,
consortia of colleges) participating in the ef-
fOrt, the Opportunity to establish high-tech-
nology programs.

_

The object of the State-level sponsors was
to demonstrate the feasibility of coordinating
both funding sources and public and private
organization efforts to support employment
and training projects_ which would also build
the educational capacities of the participating
schobls. The State-level coordination was also
a pilot test of the abilities_ of State agencies
to improve local responses to high-technology
edutatiOn and training needs by pooling and
coordinating their resources. On the local level.
the success of the Glendale program in meet-
ing its goals was aided by the 'previously es-

"Uniersity of Michigan case study, 1983.

tablished linkages between the college, the Pri-
ate InchAtry Council (PIC), and local busi-
ness and industry.

In addition, prospective 4udents and work-
ers -need to be informed about the specific pro=
grams of in particular schools and the
present and future skill requirements of the'
workplace. There are organization§lhat gather
and compile information on programmable au=
tomation and other high-technology curricula
which. can be used by _students or workers
planning further education.* What=appears to
be needed, however, is a national Mechanism
for tapping the resources of the already ex-
isting organizations and gathering informa-
tion from schools and industries that may not
yet be included in the numerous studies and
unofficial networking done by existing orga-
nizations. As important as gathering informa-
tion on curricula, training_ methodologies,
research, equipment needs, local problems, and
local solutions is a mechanism for publicizing
that information to teachers, prospective stu-
dents, and workers who may not even know
of the existence of established information or-
ganizations. A well-publiciz national com-
munications network wou ; enable students
to make informed choices 6, schools that meet
their individual needs. It,C uld = so make cur=
ricular materials from a :. iety of sources
available to schools and induStrial training
departments.

Exchange of Expertise Between Education
and Industry._The. curriculum-development
and teaching expertise of instructors in col-
leges _and_universities can be of help to in-
dustrial trainers facing the onset of increased
in-plant classroom and laboratory training for

4uogrammable automation. Similarly, colleges

ti

*Numerous professional societies such as the Society for
Mtuurfacturing Engineers and Computer..Aided Manufacturing
International=enable professional engineers to exchange infor-
mation on state-pf-the-art techniques and problems. In addi-

engineering education associations and vocational train-
ing societies spread information among educators and trainers:
Conferences such as that held by Brigham Young University
for universities engaged in PA teaching and research also help.
As wide- reaching as these organizations may be, however, they
are still liiiiited in that not all trainers and educators can af-
ford the time or receive the funding to attend meetings:_
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This is a scale model (Inset) of the group technology cell that will be a part of BYU's "CAM Mini-Lab:" The model

was built- in the University't Research Laboratory (see caption below)

Brigham Young University's Engineering TechnologyDepartment is creating a "CAM MiniLab"a scaled-down version

of a highlautomated manufacturing facilityfor use with students enrolled in "Computer-Integrated Manufacturing"

and. other courses offered through BYU's DesignTechnology and Manufacturing Technology degree programs. The "Mini=

Lab" is expected to be completely operational in the next 8 months and will be located in the CAMSoftware Department.

Students are building most of the equipment forthe lab themselves,-including contiollersi_an automated storage and "
retrieval device, and a group technology cell that includes a lathe, a mill, and a robot: Once completed, BYU hopes

to market the "Mini-Lab" concept to other schools of engineering and technology. For more information on BYU's
Engineering Technology Program, see app.. A

and universities can benefit from having their
students participate in simulated or actual in-
dustrial projects.

As one model for such interaction, the spe-
cific roles played by company and school rep-
reSentatives in WPI's Manufactudng Engi-
neering Applications Center (MEAC) projects
are as follows: Emhart Corp. supplied all the

equipment (including the robots themselves
and the peripheral equipment needed to devel-
op the applications) and transported it to WPI;
covered all major project cosl-s (which, aside
from equipment, included administrative
costs, equipment maintenance, and a portion
of WPI staff salaries); assigned a project man-
ager to be responsible for the overall operation
of the various applications projects; and as-
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signed other engineers and factory workers to
aid in the research and development. WPI pro-
vided laboratory and office space for tharesi-
dent Emhart, staff; a project administrator;
students, faculty, and "resident engineers"

.,,,,s_pecially hired to work on the MEAC projects;
-.1workshops, demonstrations, and tours for

company personnel; and tuition-free course-
work for participating engineers who wished
to take advantage of the college's educational
programincluding work toward M.S. and
Ph. D. degrees).

Top-Level Organizational or Institutional Sup-
port and Self =Motivated Action by Instruc-
tors.Well-planned and executed training and
education requires-active support by corporate
management or school administrators. The
corporate vice president who conceived of and
initiated the WPI manufacturing engineering
program enlisted top corporate support and
acted as an arbitrator between the school and
the company and between Emhart corporate
and divisional employees when the need arose.
Apart from top-level support, the need for in-
dividual instructors in educational institutions
who take action by developing curricula; mak-
ing industrial contacts; and 'keeping them-
selves abreast of the state of the art is
matched by the need in industry for training
directors or managers who can convince top
management of the need for training to keep
pace with PA expansion.

Flexibility. Both industry and education
need the flexibility to incorporate the new
training and education needs into traditional
practices and procedures; This may; in some
instances,- require restructuring curricula in
educational institutions and restructuring
training practices (or instituting new training
procedures) in industry. When the need for in-
struction of production line personnel in the
use of programmable equipment arose at the
General Motors' "S" Truck Plant, for exam-
ple, staff in the maintenance department were
identified to serve as instructors and a perma-
nent technical training group was formed."

"General Motors case study, 1983.

0,1 - 17 : 21. 3

Jointly Sponsored IndustryEducation Pro-
grams. Joint programs with industry can
significantly increase the capacities of educe-
tional institutions to conduct programmable
automation education and research programs.
While many industries have difficulties free-
ing equipment or laboratory facilities for stu-
dent use, others that have been able to do so
(e.g., JPL, Singer. Librascope; and Emhart,)
have seen a return on their investment that

s a v iety of formsranging from free
coursewor for company engineers, to assist-
ance in industrial projects, to company-specif-
ic training`of potential or current employees.
Some far-seeing company representatives also
recognize that by building the capacities of the
schools; they are bettering their future chances
of hiring well-educated employees; Some also
believe that colleges can potentially save com-
paniestrairiing dollars by delivering in-plant
training, In most cases, the companies would
first have to train the college instructors in
their procedures and practices, but industry
supporters of contracts .7ith colleges for train-
ing maintain that this s culd be less expensive
than company-operated training, and that it
has the added advantage of aiding industry
and academia at the same time.

Common Problems
_Lack of Adequate Resources.While the lack

of adequate funding, equipment, and labora-
tory facilities for training is most notable_ in
the education sector, this problem has also
been observed in some vendor and user firms.
A significant implication is that those.indus-
tries having difficulties filling their own needs
for equipment, instructors, and facilities are
hardly in a position to aid schools looking to
industry for equipment. The national crisis in
education that-has been receiving increasing
attention in the media and in numerous re-
ports appears to be paralleled by-the less pub-
licized problem of the lowsriertty,status of
training in many industrial. organizatjons-,..JL-:,
Nevertheless; as the successfully operated
industry-education programs illustrate; re-
sources (including equipment and laboratories
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in industry and the instructional expertise of
educators) can be shared; Federal; State, and
local government agencies can help to facili-
tate that sharing of resources_ by providing ad-
ditional funds and by Creating linkages7-as
was done on both the State and latal levels in
the ilis;z:iice of California's coordinated fund-

ect;57

-ance to Change.A number of in-
u. education representatives have
pointed out that many individuals in their own
organizations and institutions exhibit a strong
resistance to the changes that may be brought
about by programmable automation and other
emerging technologies; Not only individuals,
but, entire organization w t' 's resistance.
While over-respindinc- in an fil-considered
fashion is certainly a danger, the traditional-
ly gradual change in education and training
makes a failure to resPond in time a more
prevalentand likelyproblem.

f,:.,ping Up With the Constantly Changing
State of the Art.While many educators have
difficulty keeping up with industrial advances
in technology, and while postsecondary educe-
tional institutions as a whole face extreme
ficulty in keeping their laboratory equipment
up-to-date, industrial trainers (especially in
vendor firms) face Shriller difficulties in keep-
ing up with software updates and new releases
of both software and hardware. The solution
Co this problem, as to so roans, others, is in-
creased resources allotted to educational in-
stitutions and indu§trial training organize-

. tions so that they can hire more trainers, cur-
riculum specialiStS and, in the case of educa-
tional institutions, more faculty to reduce the
strain on the departments esLa whole; The
"solutibn," however, is a_problem in itself,
since training resources appear to be scanty
in many industrial firms; and funding_ is a_
perennial problem in most schools.-

_

Finding and Keeping Instructors.7High
school, college, and university instructors who
have develaped PA expertise are attractive to
industry, and must be dedicated teachers to

"Sec case study 5: CAD/CAM Operator Training Program,
included in app. A to this report.

pass up the allure of higher industrial salarie
Many potential instructors never consider pro-
fessional academic careers for the same reason,
leaving the university immediately after com-
pleting their studies. Indii-strial training de-
partments; especially in vendor firms, have
similar problems. One potential solution lies
in industry contracts with schools for ex-
changes of experti-se, such as those described
earlier. This approach can lead to enhancement
of the professional cOmpetente of instructors.

Common TrendS
Cross Training and/or Interdisciplinary

Studies Plus the Systerns Approach for Engi-
neers and Managers.-_--Teehnical colleges and
high schools stress the need for interdiscipli-
nary coursework, especially in robotics and
other programmable automation studies. This
parallels the cross training of mechanics, elec-
tronics technicians, and other technician-level
workers and maintenance personnel in plants
where union provi§ibn§_danat_preclude work-
ers from crossing occupational trade bound-
aries in the work performed. Insome union
plants that have such restrictions (e;g;; *here
electrical maintenance personnel do not per-
form mechanical maintenance functions), in-
plant training courses often provide familiari-
ty with those portions of the system not di-
reedy the responsibility of the individual.
mechanical or electrical maintenance worker.
The systems approach to computer-integrated
manufacturing studies offered:by Same engi-
neering schools is, perhatis_Paralleled by in-
plant training in CAD and CAM networking
systems and by systems overview courses fore
managers;

Technical Management Education and Train-
ing.=-Overview courses_for- -managers are
becomingmore common, as are new master's
degree programs in technical management for
engineering personnel. Some of the univer-
sities studied, such as the BYU, combine
coursework for a master's degree in business
administyation with graduate-level engineer-
ing or technology. courses (often focusing
directly on programmable automation) to pro-
duce trained technical managers.
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Increased Attention to .the Relation-Ship Be-
tween_E_ducation-and-Training And Productivi-
tj7. This trend is related to the growing em-
phasis on lifelong learning. A large number of
in-plant trainers and managers interviewed
equated ongoing in-plant training with in-
creased plant productivity. One of the major
selling points of vendor training is that ade-
quate instruction is required to enable workers
to '.make the most productive use of CAD
equipment and to keep CAM equipment oper-
ating at peak_ efficiency. Trainers in the
union-operated training program studied were,
perhaps, the most explicit: of all. Said one:
"The only thing we have to sell are our skills
and knowledgethese must be pertinent if we
are to continue to function as productive work-
ers in a changing field."* Educators concerned
with the personal productivity of their stu-
dents after they leave school emphasize the ne-
cessity of continuing the learning process after
fornial education is completed. Programs of-
fered by Worcester Polytechnic Institute, for
e:,:ataple, are specifically structured to produce
studenr.: who are capable of "learning to learn
for themselves in a priA:ssionally competitive
atmosphere.". According to one WPI repre-
sentative, "the_ net result is that if the pro-

. gram succeeds in meeting its goals with indi-
vidual students, those students who become
practitioners have an infinite_ _half-life as
engineers, instead of the currently predicted
1 -year half-life."

Career Guidance and
Programma-ble Automation

Earlier in this chapter it was pointed out
that the increasing use of programmable auto-
mation in manufacturing environments, along
with other forces at work in the economy, is
causing individuals and employers to develop
new expectations axe. requirements for serv-
ices from the U.S. instructional system. One
of the expectations_sharedbyindividualS and
employers alike is that there will be more com-
prehensive educational and career guidance
' *A large number of the members of the ptTrticWar MEW local
Studied worked on a temporary or permanent basis for small
electrical contractors, many of whom could not afford to pro-
vide formal in-house training.
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programs accessible not only to children and
young people, but also to adults. As increased
use is made of advanced automation in the
plant and the office, skills requirements will
change and the emphasis on developing a base-
line familiar; with advanced technologies
especially the computerwill increase. In
turn, the variety of career options and modes
of career preparation will change.

Given an era in which lifelong education.Will
be a necessity for most if not all participants
in the U.S. work force, there will be an increas-
ing need for educational and career counsel-
ing for adults. And in some cases, career coun-
seling for adults may be an 'alternative tc
education. and training, as has already been
demonstrated with some displaced workers
who possess marketable skills. To date,-there
has been no research yielding specific recom-
mendations for altering guidance and counsel-
ing programs in accordance with the increased
presence of advanced technologies in the
American workplace; Yet the potential for in-
creased opportunities in technology-related ec,
cupations and the importance of education and
career guidance require that &discussion of
possible changes to established programs be
included in this examination of changing in-
struction:_il issues.

Educational and Career Counseling in
Elementary and Secondary Education

Career guidance for elementary school stu-
dents more often than not takes the form of
structured, periodic classroom sessions de-
voted to developing an awareness of career
choices and options. On the secondary school
level, educational experiences designed to in-
crease a student's awareness of possible career
choices are usually known as "career explora-
tion programs." School textbook publishers,
and individual teachers, have developed ma-
terials that may be integrated into establiShed
curricula, or that guidance personnel may titi-
lize in special programs designed to stimulate
career interests.

As career chc7ces in automated workplace
environments increase, preparation for these
careers may require that decisions relating to
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courses of study be made much earlier in a stu-
dent's initial educational preparation. For ek-
ample, a preliminary interest in technical or
engineering careers may dictate an increased
emphasis on a science and mathperhaps
even in the elementary gradeS. In JapaileSe
school systems; science and math education
are stressed from the lower elementary grades
and onward. In addition, science and math Cur=
ricula are developed so that one level builds
closely on the previous leve1.58 It will be im-
portant that classroom materials used to
stimulate career exploratibn reflect the

d
likeli-

hoo of more frequent change8 in careers, as
_

well as the fUll spectrum of choices available.
Given the relatively low participation rates of
minorities and women in technical and engi-
neering professions, expoSUre of minority and
female -children to career exploration materi-
als will be especially important for future
achievement of workplace equality. It will also
helP ensure that these children can make ca-
reer deciSiOnS based on an examination of all
possible choices.

On the secondary level, the goal of career
guidance and counseling takes a different
form; First, there is more often than not a cen-
tralized guidance function in the form of a
guidance counselor or, in larger schools; a
guidance department. For students who will
enter the world of work directly after high
schnol and for students who will go on to col-
lege or some other education or training ex-
perience, there are five career guidance needs:

An awareness that career planning is
vital
A broad awareness of alternatives .
Knowledge of a process of decision mak-
ing . .

ReCerit, easily accessible banks of infor-
mation and
S "stematic treatment with iodividuali-
zation.59

"National Science Board Commission on Pret`o'llege Educa-
tion in Mathematics. Science and Technology, Educating
AineriCani; for the 21st Century (Washington, D.C.: National
Science Board, September 1983):

'"JoAnn HarrisBowlsbey. "A .Flitorical Perspective,"
Microcomputers and the School CouriSelor (Alexicrideia;
Americaii Sch.101 Counselor Association, 1983).

Leaders in the field of career guidance suggest
that the work of school counselors will become
more important as a result of increased use of
aclanced technologies in American Society
and the resulting need to encourage the per-
sonal growth eequired to deal with an increas-
'ingly complex and technical world.6° In addi-
tion, information technology will play a great-
er role in the guidance process itself, as micro-
computers, video disks, teletext and videotext
serve as vehicles for delivery of career guid-
ance systems to supplement the role of the
counselor.6' A variety of computer-based guid-
ance systems are already used by high school
guidance counselors. Many counselors who
have used direct search and structured search
systems=the two types of career databases
currently availablehave found them to be
valuable resources.62

Career Guidance on the Postsecondary Level

Whether an individual enrolls in a degree
program or simply takes selected courses; the
focus of guidance programs in postsecondary
institutions is usually more on placement than
on examining career options. This focus has
been in keeping with increasing enrollmentS
in specialized, professional+ educatibn pro-
grams. However, as technological and econom-
ic change forces individuals and institutions
to think more in terms of broad-based occupa=
tional preparation rather thatn,specialization,
there will be a greater need for career guidance
services on the postsecondary level. Barton
points out that increases in adult enrollments
and the growing need of adults for career
counseling; based in part on technological and
economic change, will present new challenges
to the educational community:

While there is increasing interest in adults
among members of the counseling and guid-
a:nee profession, that profession has mostly
dealt with the young. There is quite a differ-

°?Cynthia Johnson, "The Future," MIcroccimptitets and the
'School Counsdor_(Alexandna, Va.:- American School Cotinelcirs
AsS6ciation), 1983

"JoAnn Harris-Bowlsbey,-op. 1983.
"Laurence Shatkin, "The Electronic Counselor," Electronic

Learnjn-g, September 1983, pp. 75-77.
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ent set of issues involved in the problem of
pr9viding educational advisement and infor-
mation to adults than there is in facilitating
the movement of youth from high school to
college. The colleges and universities have
had almost a single source frorn which to get
their studentsthe secondary school. Infor-
mation about admissions and courses was -*

funneled to students through high school
counselors who were the linchpins betWeen
the high school and the college. And a stand'-
ardized test; the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT)at least from the college's stand-
pointhelped to grade and sort prospective
students.
. . . Potential adult students are not gathered
in any central place.. . . They often have very
specific objectives, and need to know what
kind of education will enable them to reach
these objectives, and .where that education
can be found in the community and at laa§t
cost in money and Lune. People who give
good educational advice to adults have to
know about the constraints working adults
encounter. They must be briefed about em-
ployment and avenues of advancement,
about what employers require, in order to re-
late an educational plan to an employment
outcome."

Other Sources of Career Counseling for Adiilts
A variety of organizations and institutions

within the community now provide career
counseling services to adults who are partici-
pants in the work force or who wish to enter
or reenter the work force. In 1980; there were
an estimated 7,991 commercial employment
establishments operating in the United States.
Some of :them specialize in particular fields
such as data processing or engineering, while
others work with individuals interested in a
broad range of career pursuits.64

Nonprofit organizations; such as communi-
ty-based groups and churches; are becoming
increasingly act ve; particularly in periods of
high unemployment. National nonprofit orga-
nizations also have been formed to assist
individuals in identifying job opportunities.

--
"'Paul Barton, Worklife Transitions (Washington, D.C.: Na-

tional Institute for Work and Learning; 1982).
"Data provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

For example, the National Center for Urban
and Ethnic Affairs recently formed a national
information clearinghouse for use bYcommu-
nity groups across tb,2 country for self-help job
counseling programs to aid the unemployed.
The Center's clearinghouse staff now offer
workshops to community leaders interested in
establishing self-help job counseling ceriterS.66

Other national nonprofit organizations are
examining career opportunities for particular
groups within the population. For example;
Wider Opportunities for Women, Inc. (WOW);
a Washington, D.C.-based organliatiiiii that
focuses on developing nontraditional career
opportunities fir_ women, is now sponsoring
a Women's Work Force Project; to identify pb-
tential opportunities for women in high=teCh=
nology industries.66

The Corporation for Technological Training;
a nonprofit organization serving high-technol-
Ogy employers and individual job seekers in
Montgomery County, Md., has created a Tech-
nical Occupations Employment Group that as-
sesses industry skill requirements and Pro-
vides testing, counseling, retraining, and
placement assistance on an as-neede_d basis.
Given the potential variances in skill mixes
among high-technology and technology-inten-
sive industries in different regions, such pro-
grams that focus on the needs of particular
geographic areas or target populations may
increase in numbers in the near-term future,
provided there are available resources for their
establishment and strong industry support.

As the need for educational counseling and
career guidance increases because of expanded
use of PA in manufacturing, advanced tech-
nologies in other types of work environments;
and other factors, the need increases for cur-
rent, reliable information on occupational
trends and occupational preparation. This
need for more efficient means of organizing
and updating occupational information sug-
gests the need for greater use of microcomput-

NCUEA Building Blocks, winter 1983.
"Bridging the Skills Gap: Women and Jobs in a High Tech

World (Washington. D.C.: Wider Opportunities for Women.
1983).
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ers and other technologies in the counseling
procet 8.67

Job Counseling, Outplacement, and
Retraining for Displaced Workers

Many semiskilled and skilled workers who
have lost their jobs in automobile, steel, and
other heavy manufacturingIndustries, or who
are on indefinite lay-off with slim prospects for

ever returning to their former jobs, are look-
ing for new jobs within the manufacturing or
the service sector. In addition, due to both the
increasing use of programmable automation
and economic changes, the jobs of many cur-
rently employed semiskilled and skilled work-
ers are at risk.

Unless these individuals are willing to take
lower paying; lower skilled jobs, many will
need to be retrained or to enhance their pres-
ent skill levels so that they can compete for
available skilled joba. A few companies,
unions, State universities, and community col-
leges now offer instructional programs de-
signed with displaced workers in mind. A few
universities and community colleges have be=
gun to offer free courses to the unemployed
in order to assist_ them in upgrading their
kills.68 However, other instructional programs

are a "force fit." Existing curricula and in-
structional methods may be inappropriate for
the skill levels of displaced workers or for use
with older adults. Often, too, skill levels of
enrollees are not assessed initially, nor is place-
ment of enrollees after completion of training
guara.nteed.69 As a result; participation rates
are often low.

In the past, few retraining efforts for dis-
workers_havebeen. sponsoredby indus

try, for a variety of reRsons, including: the lack
of local alternative career opportunities, for
which instruction could be provided; workers

"Harris-Bowlsbey, op. tit:, I983:
' ""Free Courses Offer Jobless a 2d Chance;" Mew York 'nines,

June 28, 1_483.
"For a detailed account of one such program see "Retrain.

ing'83?" Washington Post Nov. 6 7, 8, and 9 1981 The series
describes a technician training program for former production
line workers at General Motora- Southgate Plant in southern
California.

who resisted retraining in hopes that they
would be called back to their old jobs; and_the
inability of companies closing plants to afford
the cost of retraining displaced workers.7° To
date, most of the retraining programs eatab-
lished have been paid for with Fedez-al funds.
For example, the Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance Program was the key funding source for
the relocation programs of the 1970's. Special
retraining projects for indiViduals affected by
massive layoffs were funded through Depart-
ment of Labor d;:cretionary granta.7' In recent
years, State and local governments, through
their economic development agencies, have
begun to establish State training systems and
skills centers. These centers aim to attract new
industries to their geographic areas by pro-
viding them with a pretrained work force.
They are often sources of training for displaced
workers who meet entry eligibility require-
ments:12

The following factors complicate the process
of providing retraining for displaced workers:
1) many have been out of school for a number
of years and are uncomfortable with class-
rooms and instructional approaches designed
for use with younger and less experienced
students; 2) many have families and feel they
cannot participate in education and training
programs unless they also receive some form
of stipend for living expenses or payment for
work performed while engaged in on-the-job
training; and 3) many need specialized job
counseling and placement assistance in order
to determine how best to utilize their present
skills in preparing for new careers and in seek-
ing out new employment opportunities.

Retraining programa established with the
_special needs of displaced workers in mind
programs IiiwTucli their currezit skills and
knowledge base are taken into accountare
critical if the United States is to minimize the

"Jeanne P. Gordus, Paul Jai-ley, and Louia Ferman, Plant
Closings and Econemic Dislocation (Kalamazoo,' Mich.: W.E.
Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 1981L

"Worker Adjustment to Plant Shurdotvhs mid Mass Layoffs:
An Analysis _of Program Experience and Pelle), Options
(Washington. D.C.: National Alliance of Business, March 1983):

"Ibid.
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problems of worker dislocation and increased
use of PA on the manufacturing work force.
Often, pretraining programs are required to
address basic skills deficiencies or to reinforce
basic skills, such as math, or to reinforce skills
that have not been utilized in the jobs previ-
ously held by these workers.

Whether or not retraining is required for
continued participation in the work force, the
two types of services that most displaced
workers need are job counseling or outplace-
ment and retraining. These are discussed in
more detail below.

Job Counseling/Outplacement
There are many similarities between the

needs of displaced salaried workers for job
counseling aTid placement assistance and the
needs of displaced hourly production line
workers. Both groups require assistance in
assessing their marketable skills and in identi-
fying job opportunities in which their skillS
may be utilized. If new skills need to be devel-
oped, both salaried and hourly workers need
assistance in identifying appropriate sources
of training and retraining. However, there is
a marked difference in the ability of hourly/
workers to " . .. articulate value rather than
need in representing themselves to prospec-
tive employers: "79 For example; in responding
to the question; "Why should I hire you?" the
answer given by the former hourly employee
will often be; "Because I need it to support
my family," rather than "Because I have the
following skills. Organizations that have pro-
vided job counseling services to production
line workers have noted that former hourly
employees are frequently unable to project a
positive image of themselves and tend to think
of themselves only in terms of the:, Frnvious
jobs. Tom Jackson, whose consulting firm has
worked with hourly employees displaced from
the transportation, metalworking, electronics,
petrochemical, and retail sales industries, de-
scribes the prithary goal of job counseling and
outplacement for these workers in this way:

"Interview with Torn Jaekson, chairman, The Career Develop-
ment Team, Inc.. March 1983.

The fundamental issue here is to go beyond
job title to the individual and the skills he or
she possesses; as well as the qualities; Our job
is to help the individual to reestablish his/her
fundarriental versatility and, through it, to
adapt to change, The qualities that are unique
to an individual are the forces that embody
that person's ability to develop new skills.
This is what we so often miss when we just
look at the job a person has performed; rather
than looking at the totcl person. Unfortunate-
ly, our educational institutions and many em-
ployers reinforce this limited view of the

Job Clubs and Seminars. One of the most
successful forms of job counseling and out-
placement for former production line workers
has been the job club, an organized group of
unemployed workers who meet frequently to
clisc\uss and reinforce each other's job seeking

"Interview with Tom Jackson, op. cit., March 1983.

Raymopd 0. was mployed for 17 years as a Research
Assistant_withee 'Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. in
Pittsburgh, PayWhen he lost his job, he enrolled in the
Robotics In allation and Repair Program developed
especially or displaced, steel workers by the
Communit College of Allegheny County, in close co-
operation ith the Westinghouse Corp., a producer of
robotics equipment. Now Mr. O. attends classes 5

night a week and works for a contractor during
the day installing robots
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efforts, Job clubs are usually limited to 25 peo-
ple or less, Sessions are devoted to job counsel-
ing and obtaining job leads, often with the help
of professioital counselors, and to practicing
interviews. The other common type of job
counseling fOr former hourly production per-
sonnel iS job Search seinin ,:lelivered by
trained consultants." Goodye.i.,. 'Tire & Rub-
ber Co., in conjunction with plant_ closings in

Pa., and Los Angeles in 1980,
was the first U.S. firm to provide job counsel=
ing and outplacement to hourly production
line workers, in addition to salaried adminisz
trative and supervisory personnel," Six case
Studies of plant closings prepared for use in
conjunction with a 2-day tenfrence on plant
closings sponsored by the Department of
Labor in 1981 all stressed the importance of
getting displaced workers actively involved in
readjustment procesSes, including counseling
and motivation sessions.77

Other Sources of Counseling and Placement
Assistance.- -The U.S. Employment Servite,
established under the Wagner-Peyser Act of
1933, has over 2,800 offices across the Natidri.
While the Employment Service offerS all tin=
employed persons access to job listings and
assistance in matching their skills to available
job opportunities, the counseling and place-
ment services it provides are extremely limited
in' This is due_partly to redefinitions
over the years by the U.S. Department of La-
bor of the primary clientele for the Employ-

, ment Servite._ For example, in 1965, the em-
phasis of the Employment Service was to be
on working with the "employable"individ-
uals who already possessed fairly marketable
job skillS, but Who needed access to listings
of ai,ailable jobs._ By 1971, however; the focus
of Ethplbyinent Service efforts was changed
to working with those who were viewed by em-
ployers as "least employable " individuals;
lacking basic math, reading, and language
Skills, and possessing physical or personal

"National Alliance of Business, _op. cit., 1983.
"Torn Jackson, Industrial Outplacement at GoodyearPart

2: the Consultant's Viewpoint," The Personnel Administrator,
March 1980, pp. 46-48.

"Plant Ciosings: What Can Be Learned From Best Practice
(Washington, D.C.: U.S Department of Labor, 1982).

characteristics perceived as barriers to ern-
ployability. With this shift in focus; most of
the counseling provided by Employment Serv-
ice personnel was received by those who were
least "job-ready," or who had mental or emo=
tional problems.78

Given the changes in the designated audi-
ence for the Employment Service over the
years since its creation,_ it is difficult to
estimate how useful a tool it has been to dis-
placed workers. Under the Trade Act of 1974;
legislation designed to provideradjustment
and relocation assistance to workers displaced
as a direct result of foreign competition, the
Employment Service is designated to adniiii-
irster emplOyment services for the Trade Re=
adjustment Assistance Program (TRA). For
fiStal year 1981, the Department of Labbi.
ported that of the 79;000 workers registered
With the Employment Service under TRA,
Only 7,000 were placed in jobs as a result of
Employment Service assistance."

The Employment_ Service `(called the JOb
SerVite in some States) has been designated
to provide counseling and placement assist=
ante to displaced workers under Title III of
the newly enacted Job Training PartnerShip
Att (JTPA). However; emPloyers haVe been
reticent over the years to /list available, job
openings with the Employment Service/Job
Service, partly because of the perception that,
since its establishment, the agency has han-
dled predominantly/jobs With the lowest pay
and, the highest turnover," These conditions,
unless corrected, may influence how effective
a,role the Job Service can play in counseling
and assisting_ displaced ,workers eligible for
assistance under JTPA.'81

CETA and -JOE, Counseling/Outplacement.
Displaced workers were among the target
groups eligible for assistance under Title II-
C of the Comprehensive Employment and

"Barton, op: cit., 1982._
"Employment and Training Report of the President, 1983.
"Barton op. cit., 1982 testimony: U.& Chamber of Com-

merce; National Alliance of Business, Committee for Economic
in hearings before the Joint Economic Commit-

tee, Sept. 16, 23, 26, 1983.
"National Alliance of Business, Mardi 1983.
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Training Act (CETA); Under this section of
the act, workers displaced through ;mass lay-
offs or plant closings were eligible for retrain-
ing, but only if they had received officialnotice
of layoff within 6 month of their day of appli-
cation and if the local CETA-prime sponsor
could certify that, there was little or no oppor-
tunity for these Workers to find employment
in the same or an equivalent occupation within
that geographic area. Given the complexity of
the eligibility requirements, and also the 6.5;
percent limit on retraining for those who did
not meet standard income eligibility require-
ments, the infrequency of advance notice of
plant closings, and the overall mission of
CETA to serve the economically disadvan-
taged, few CETA grime sponsors used Title
I I-C moneys to retrain displaced workers." In
addition; while the intent of the CETA legisla-
tion was for counseling and placement assist-

Ch: 6Ejuc-ation; ana Retraining

ance to be provided by local. CETA offices or
designated contractors; pressures on local
CETA-personnel to "train and place" resulted
in little time for bona fide counseling and
placement assistance."

In summary; from available evidence; it ap-
pears that job search counseling and place-
ment assistance have been effective tools in
assisting displaced workers in improving their
morale and self-image; and in developing ade-
quate job search skills; The most effective
sources of job counseling and outplacement
services utilized- to date with displaced work -.
ers have been job clubs and job search semi-
nars delivered by trained consultants. How-
ever, in most instances, these services were
delivered at the discretion of individual
employers and have not been made widely
available.

"Barton, op. 1982.

Education and Training in Europe and Japan
An education system in any country is _a re-

flection of the values and traditions of the
society it serves. As such, it is difficult to com-
pare and contrast one national instructional
system with another without making allow-
ances for cultural and economic differences.
Other distinctions in education systems, such
as the ratio of public to private institutions,
further complicate the process. Over the past
year, a number of national studies have been
critical of the U.S. education system and have
identified.attributes of instructionalprograms
in Japan and Europe to be considered for adop-
tion in this country; This section of the chapter
will examine some of the similarities and dif-
ferences between the United States; Europe;
and J span in approaches taken to
that serves as a f3undation for PA,relateel
skills development or that develops skillo re-
quired in automated manufacturing.

1

Summary of Comparative Data

In the mid-1970's, the National Center for
Education Statistics_ (NCES) reviewed and
summarized findings from several studies that
compared education in the United States with
that of nine other countries: Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Nor-
way, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. NCES
found that for the age group 25 to 64, the
United States ranked first in adult educational
attainment, with an average of 11.1 years of
formal instruction. The United Kingdom was
next highest, at 10.2 years of formal school-
ing; but closely followed by Japan; at 10 ;0
years (see fig: 21); By 1976, in all countries ex-
cept Canada and the Netherlands; adult males
aged 15 and over had slightly higher rates of
educational attainment than females in the
same age group. However, by 1980 -81; the
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Figure 21.Comparison of Years of Formai Instruction Completed by Adults

Total
Count ly education received by age 15

Compulsory eduL at ion

Canada 9 7

hr ante 9 1

Germany (F. R.) 9.2

!Lily 6.4

Japan 10.0

Notherl,incis 8.5

Norway 8.8

sv otori 8.7

Kirlodotti 10.2

United 5t.itw.: 11 1

Age

Education
Education _received received

at age 15-18 atter age 18

I.

,), 1-1

-C

5 .6 7 8 9

Grade completed

SOURCE Nanonat Center tor Edu&itiOn SW)ttcs: 1976.

numbers of 18-year old men and Women in the
Cernrr-wiity of Teri* countries who were full-
tirr. had increased by 36 percent for

.,-4 %.' NCES found education was a ma-
jor gaw:i atn6ntxpenditur6 in all he nations
examined, but Canadian expenditures repre-
sented the highest percentage of GNP (6.5/.
closely _followed by the Netherlands (6.3 per-
cent). U.S. expenditures in the year examined
(1973) represented only 5.1 percent of GNP,
while in Japan (for 1971), education-related
penditures amounted to only 3;0 pereent Of

GNP (see fig. 22); During the the period 1960;
70, the United States had less growth in high=
er education enrollments not attributable to
population growth than any of the other COun;
tries studied; Immediately prior to the period
examined, the United States had greater rates
of higher education enrolitherit growth than
any of the other nations (see table 54).

Vocational TrainingA 1982 comparative
study of vocational training systems in the

*Fecleral .Republic of Germany. France, Itajy, The Nether-
lands. Belgium, Luxembourg; United Kingdom, Ireland, Den-
mark, and Sweden.

""Education and Training," EirroStat Statistical Bulletin;
Oct. 28; 1982.

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 ,20

112th 4th8th

Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Korea,
Taiwan; Spain; Holland,_Japari, Liechtenstein,
Great Britain, Ireland,'Portugal, Switzerland;
and the United States, found that vocational
education is not highly regarded in these coun-
tries relative_to its importance in producing
skilled labor for continued industrial develop-
ment. The vocational programs of the coun-
tries examined varied considerab13- in scope;
enrollment levels, and available resources; For
the most part, countries with long-established
vocational training tended to consider appren=
ticeship as a broad-based foundation. for life-
long, skills improvement; In contrast, nations
that required rapid skills development in order
to meet the needs of accelerated rates of Indus=
trial growth seemed to favor shorter term, ape=
cialized instruction delivered by vocational
training schools or by industry personnel at
manufacturing sites.86

An important measure of the quality of Mi.=

tial vocational preparation (secondary level) is

"Comparison Among the Different Vocational Training
$ystems in the Countries Participating in the i.B. W.; Interna-
tional Organization for the PromotiOri of Votational Training
and the International Competitions of Vocational Training for
Young People; July 1982.
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Figure 22.-Comparison of Public Expenditures for Education
Current public
expenditures

$6.150.000.000 Canada. 1971

$4,200,000,000 France, 1970

$5.030.000.000 Germany (F.R.). 1970

$6.890.000.000 Japan. 1971

$2.340.000.000 14etherlands. 1971

$740.000.000 Norway. 1972

$2.170.000.000 Sweden, 1972

$4.250,000.000 United Kingdom, 1970

$69,400,000:000 United States; 1973

SCUPCE National Center lor Education Statistrds, 1976

Percent of GNP

3.0

127

3.0

.4

5.2

6.5

6.3

0 -2.5 5.0 7 5

Table 54.-Growth of Full-time Enrollment in Education, by Level in Selected Countries, 1960.70

Country

Annual average compound growth rate

In school -age population In enrollment

In enrollment not
attributable to.

- population_cbange
Secondary - Higher Secondary Higher eiOndarly- Higher

Canada 3.3 / _4.4" - 6.r 11.3 2.6 6.6
France 1.3' / 4.1 3 t" 11.2 2.5 7.1
Germany (F.R) 1.4 -2.1 3.3 7.3 1.9 9.6
Italy -OZ 01 5.7 9.5 6.0 9.4
Japan -1.3 2.0 -0,2 9.0 1.1 6.9
Netherlands 0.4 ; 3.4 2.8 7.8 2.4 4.3
Norway 0.9 4.2 NA 9.4a NA 4.7
Sweden -1.3 3.4 3.5 NA_ 4.9 NA
United Kingdom -0.1 -' 2.4 1.2a 10 Oa 1.3a 7.40
United Statesb 2 8 - 4.1 3 1 8.3 0.3 4.0
aEstimated.
b1959.70

5OURCE: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Paris, France, Educational Statistics Yearbook, 1975, volt 1, sec.

the' ability of those who have participated to
demonstrate the mastery of skills -y The Inter-
national Skill Olympics, sponsored by the In-
ternational Organization for the Promotion of
Vocational Training, are designed to provide
young people representing 14 member nations
with opportUnities to gain recognition for ex-
cellence in the skilled trades.

)

The United States has participated in six in
ternational competitions since 1973. As illus-
trated in figure 23, the United States has hael
the lowest average level of perfornrancd
the first five competitions,._with a score. as
much as 24 points behind Korea. and Japan
and as much as 15 points_behind Switzerland,

'Austria,Germany, and France. A though the
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Figure 23.Results of the International Skills
OlyMpics

roc, trrmuilicii of riatio..al cc)rni)etilcir::
cortrpr,(Wort since 1975

Country
Austria
France
Germany
Japan
Korea
Liechtenstein
Switzerland
Taiwan
United Statet
8eigium
Ireland_
WitieigridS

Spain_
__united Kingdom

rj 60 70 80 90 Sr bee

67.82
63.50
66.30
73.80
78.20
69.00
68.50
68.30
53.60
55.58
57.20
61.70
53.80
6080
58.30

r PortIc o;rhor, n the I Itertrahonal
,,r Ar110/1Cii I983

United States ranked first in the auto mechan-
ics competitions and third in the demonstra-
tion of electronics skills (see fig. 24), it held
last place in the precision machining, welding,
and construction trades. In assessing U. S.
performance, an OffiCial of the Vocational In-
dustrial Clubs of America, In (VICA) has
noted that the countries who placed highest
in the International Skills Olynir cs include
our toughest industrial competitors. VICA at-
tributeS the state of preapprenticeship trades
skills in the United States, at least in part, to
" . . . an adversarial relationship that has de-
veloped between government; industry, labor
and education regarding the production of a
highly skilled, basic trades work force. "d6

"I larold Lewis. leeport on Participation in the Inte=r-natiomil
Skill 01 y Triples. presented at theArnerican Vocational Asseicia-

thin Annual cotifotenc-e-, December 1983.

Figure 24.Results of the International Skills
Olympics

Electronics

Country 50 60

Central EurJpean
United K:rigdOrri
and ri

Othe1 European
---.A.siari -

UnliedSlates

--,, _ 69.65-

59:08--
,.,, o3

, o
1

SOL-rGE _13 room or; Frartrcroat.on r 7 the Interoat.r, .
Orvr,orcs VICA 9831

Featilie§ of the Japanese Education and
Training System With Relevance for
P&.3grammable Automation

This Section highlights aspects of education
and training systems in Japan that lay the
groundwork for or develop skills directly
related to programmable automation.

The Japanese education system is known
throughout the world for its rigorous cUrricu:
himparticularly on the elementary and 'Sec;
ondary levels, In a recent book on Japanese
high schools; Thomas P. Rholen of the Center
for Japanese Studies, University of California,
estimated that as a result of an accelerated
elementary and secondary curricula, " . . . the
average Japanese high school student has the
equivalent basic knowledge of the average
American College graduate." One in ten Jap-
anese stUdentS do not finish high school, com-
pared with one in four Ainericans.87

The Japanese education _system was re:
formed after World War II. During this peri-
od; many new high schools, colleges, and,
universities were established and education
through the junior high school level became
mandatory for all citizens. This change in the
mandatory education requirement and the
broadening of access to instruction was a ma-
jor contributor to Japanese industrinlization.88
EmPhaSis on science and math education be-
gins in the early elementary grades: Three
hours each week of math instruction in first
grade is gradually increased to 6 hours each
week in grades 4 through 6. Science education
is provided by elementary school teachers who
did not specialize in science but who have at-
tended in-service training programs in govern=
ment-established science education centers.
While the .goal of science education in elemen=
tart' schools is to create a positive attitude
toward science; curriculum is more structured
on the junior and senior high levels. The Jap-
anese Ministry of Education, under authori-
:,y of the Science Education Promotion Law

'Thomas_P:- Rholen, Japan's High Schools (UniVersity of
Pre88,_19831.

"Y. Oshima, "Recent Trends of Manufacturing Technology
in Japan," Automatica. vol. 17, No. 3, May 1981; pp. 421.440.
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of 1953; has established a program to improve
elementary and secondary school science edu-
-cationa program that includes grants to in-
dividual schools for the purchase of science
equipment."

Japanese students who go on to high school
enter one of a number of programs: general,
en ;ineering; agriculture, or commerce.°° Ex-
aminations are required for high school en-
trance and the scores received on these exams
determine each inctividttal's occupational and
social status: Vocational schools are available
to students who do not achieve high ranking
on high school entra: -xams, The entire high
school curriculum is geared to preparing stu-
dents for highly competitive, college and uni-
versity entrance examinations."

Shortages of technical and engineering in-
structors on the junior college, college and uni-
versity levels have resulted in few robotics
course offerings in Japan. IT: addition, some
universities do not consider robotics an appro-
priate topic for inclusion in engineering cur-
ricula. As a result, engineering graduates often
require additional instruction before they are
prepared to work in automated manufactur-
ing facilities. However, some educational in-
stitutions that are not under the jurisdiction
of the Japanese Ministry of Education are be-
ginning to offer robotics progrtuns in response
to the needs of Japanese industry."

Japanese manufacturers now operate a few
eng-ineering schools of their own. These insti-
tutions offer programs in robotics operation
and maintenance, as well as industrial engi-
neering programs that include robotics in-
struction." in Jal-,an, industry assumes re-
sponsibility for L :zing and retraining its em-
ployees. Within firms where "lifetime emp:oy-

"US. Science and Engineering Education and Manpower:
Background; Supply and Demand; and Comparison With Japan,
the Soviet Union and West Germany. report prepared by the
Congressional Research Service for the Suocommittee on Sci
once. Research and Technology, House Committee on Science
and Technology. April 1983.

"Souji Inagidti, Education and Thdiring:Comment From
Japan, paper presented at the 13th ISIR/Robot 7.

"Rholen. op. cit., 1983.
"Inagaki, op. cit.. 1983.
9'Inagaki. op. cit.. 1983.

ment" is the official policy ;industry- provided
instruction is a necessity; since the majority
of new employees recruited have just com-
pleted their formal education: The amount
and type of training and retraining received
by an individual is highly dependent on the
stage of the worker's career and; to a lesser
extent; on expected tenure: Training for entry-
level and young workers is more extensive and
formal than instruction for older employees;
although experienced workers automatically
receive formal training upon promotion."

A study conducted by the Japanese Minis-
try of Labor on the impact on employment of
robotics and NC equipment in 10;000 Japa-
nese manufacturing facilities found that over
60 percent of the companies had initiated spe-
cialized training programs in conjunction with
adoption of these technologies:96 However;
shortages of technical_ instructors are an im-
pediment to the establishment of PA-related
training in many Japanese firms, just as they
are for U.S. companies. Producers of PA equip-
ment and systems provide some training, but
there is no information available on its nature
or content. As is the case in the Unit6d States,
small man:ifacturing firms do not have the
time or the resources to provide PA-related
instruction to employees."

Training Offered by a Japanese Firm in the
.Unit&d States.Training programs offered by
Nissan Motor Manufacturing Corp. U,S.A.'are
representativCof employee education and
training provided by the Nissan Corp. in
Japan. Nissan U.S.A.'s truck manufacturing
facility in Smyrna, T3nn., is one of the most;
automated of.Nissan's plants, with 219 robots
and other forms of automated equipireni and
systems in use in body assembly, stamping,

painting operations; and a "just-in-time"
parts delivery system.

The training system adopted at Nissan
U.S.A. is one manifestation of the distinctive

"r,:aul H. :^ron, The ffrbot Sect ell) Japan: An Update (New
York: Daiwa Securities America, Inc., Sept. 7, 1983).

gsjames A. Orr, et al., U.S. Japan Comparative
Employmnt adjustment (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department--
of Labor-Japan Ministry of Labor, November

rAron; op. cit., 1985. -_
"1nagalti.. op. cit., 1983.
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approach being taken to plant management.
In keeping with a streamlined; five-level Mari:
agement structure, an interest in- encouraging
employee participation in_plant decisionthak-
ing and the need to move employees to differ-
ent_ stations in the facility to improve prOduc-
tiVity, Nissan U.S.A. has developed special
Maintenance technician; manufacturing tech-
hiCian, and supervisor training programs for
its personnel. Technician training is designed
to develop multiple skills and produce an erl-
ployee who can perforrri a number of different
jobs and work effectively as a member of a
team, I m5tructors are Nissan personnel,_pro-
fessors from nearby universities, or training
consultants, Some of the supervisory person-
nel were sent to ,Japan for instruction lasting
from 1 to 4 months that Wiz:di..Place in selected
Nissan plants prior- to the opening of the
Smyrna facility in 1983. Production line per-
sonnel who are s.i-OL .:htilelans or supervisors
receive a minima f 21 hours_ of general
instruction; then Iluch as 20 hours of job:
specific training body assembly.*

*Note ..hat the Japanese use the term "' relatively
broadly. applying it to individuals de..,.:ated prodtittion
workers by Amcricans.

,ration. and the Workplace

Nissan U.S.A._ has opened a 30;000 square
foot; onsite training facility that contains
classrooms and a shop_ area that has demon-
stration Models of all robots in use in the plant,
a paint buoth and a maintenance area." Fig=

ures 25, 2:3. and 27 illustrate the training proc-
esses for these training;7,rograms; frOin em-
ployee selection for przertTioyinent training
tlirciwi'h Certification. T.n.:itructiori offered at
the Smyrna plant may be a reflection of the
more extensive use of programmable automa-
tion by Japanese firms to date, or it Mayim-
ply be a reflection c a different approach to
training for_ prooui..ion line petSehtiel than
that taken by American companies.

"" Nissan Trains-U.S. Workers in Japan." Automotive News.
May_31,_ 1982; address by Marvin-T: Runyon; President and
Chief Executive Officer, Nissan Motor _Manu-facturing_Corp.
U.S.A. before the Foreign Correspondents Chib of Japan,

Japan, Mar. 29;1983: tnateri; provided by Larry P.
.;it7 Director, Personnel Development, Nissan (i.S.A.; "Strin-

;.- it Screening, Training by Nissan, American Metal Market
.alworking News. June 6, 1983.

2-AiSe:Sment: fliarqeity of the U;S; Ins#40ional System to
Meet the Challenge Posed by Programmable AutOmation

Cuirent Instructional Capacity

There is L'Ale information on the nuinber of
educational institutions with course offeringS
or full-blownct.,.:1-icula for programmable auto=

mation, with the ey_-2ption of ro7.)Otics and
computer graphics. 116 iotics Internatioial, an
affiliate groT: of the Society for Manufactiit-
ing Engineers, conducted a survey of over
2,000_trade and technical schoelS, communi-
ty colleges, and universities to identify robot -
:Ls training and education activities in:North
America, Findings indicated_that, in the sum-
mer of 1982, there were 27 institutiorig'that
listed robotic'- degrees or among their
programs and 74 more that -Offered robotics

cOUrg8-.99 Table 55 is a listing of the resond-
ing institutions categorized by type of pro-
gram and w:ithin tyi.es; by kind Of instkution.
Inc amount of educitionalactivity related to
robotics probably reflects the large amount of
attention this form of PA has received _over
the past few years more than it does thr degree
Of sophistication cum:fitly found in robotics
curricula,

Cali...Liter Graphics World, a monthly, corn
mercial journal that tracks advanceS in corn-
`piiter graphics software and applications, con-

""Directary of North American Robotics Education and 7'rain-
,
ing Roboties International. 1983.
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Figure 25.Maintenance Technician Training at issen
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ducted a survey in 1983 designed to identify
universities that offer the following types of
computer graphics instruction:

computer graphics research,
aM -nztion,
CAD- and CAM,
computer-aided instruction,
design/architecture,
design/graphic arts,
i'md resource,
medicine, and
other.

Results of the survey indicate thut 84 univer-
sities in the United States: rs,d TIVS uniVereltieg
in Canada provide one #.4 mor types of com-
puter graphics instruction in z ..Pir engineer-
ing; drafting; computer scienne; or art pro-
grEms. However; the survey did not ev.i.luate
the relative quality of these programa'

m"Survey of University Computer Graphics InstrucLion,"
Comp, uter Graphics World, vol. 7, No. 1, January 1984, pp. 54,
56, 58.
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Figure 26.Manutacturing Technician Training at Nissan U.S.A.
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Figure 27.Manufacturing Supervisor Training at Nissan U.S.A.
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Table 55.=-RoboticS Degree Programs and Course
Offerings in North America, 1982

State Number
I. Robotics degrees and/Or

options in nabetieSini part
of an engineering degree

2.year schools
Colorado . 1

Florida 2
Illinois 1

Michigan 6
Ohio . 1

South Carolina 1

4 -year schools
Florida
Michigan
New York
North Carolina
Oregon ....
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Graduate.level schools
aeorgia
1.1 linOiS

New York
North Carolina ...
Pennsylvania
Texas

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

II. Robotics courses
2.year schbals
Alabama 1

Arizona .

Florida_ 1

Georgia
Illinois 3

Indiana
Iowa
Mar,
Mi-cHnan
Net'
Ohi 3
rennes_ae_e
Wisconsin 2

4-year
Arizo
Arkansas....
California ....
Colorado ..
Delaware .
District of Columbia

Georgia
Illinois .,
Indiana
Michigan
Missi: yn

Nebraska
1:qw Jersey
New York
North Carolira .
Ohio
Pennsylvania _
South Carolina
Tt:nnessee .....
Texas
West Virgi ..a
Wisconsin

4
1

1

2

2
5
1

1

2
1

2
1

1

1

Slate Number

Delaware....
Florida
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Missouri
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio.
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Wisconsin
Canada

ill. "Support courses"
generally part of a
robotics degree
program

2year schools
Alabama
Arizona
California ....
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Illrnoiw
Indiana
Iowa
Massachusetts..
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri ....
NebraSka
New Jersey

. .

North Carolina
Ohio -
0'.' ,a

,yon
Pennsylvania ....
South Carolina:::
Tennessee - .

Texas
yirginia
Washington ..
Wisconsin
4_-year schools
California
IUinois
Indiana
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi
New York
North Daki la

1

2

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

2

3
2
1

1

1

6
1

4
1

2
1

1

2

3
6
7
2
3
3
3
1

6
1

3
7

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3
1

3
I exa_S 1

Canal. 1

Graderile.leYel schoolS
California 1

Hawaii
Nevada

1

GradiraleAw-e schools Texas 1

California ; Utah 1

..... .

SOURCE Robot ics 1r 1.,trial torty r,,15 or North American RObohcs kduca
lion and Tr3, vino ;ostour,,,5

As noted earlier in this chapter, the instruc-
tional requirements for programmable auto-
mation are still emerging. But even based on
current skill requirements for automated man-
ufacturing facilitiga, widespread use of pro-
gramable automation would pose challenges
(in the form _of increased demand for the de-
velopment of certain skills) to elemeratar, sec-
ondary., pogtgecondary, and continuing et:..uca-
tion. Indugtry-based and labor union-based
instructional programs will also be affected
by the increased need for technical instruction.

The present capacities of the U.S. instruc-
tional system to prepare students for employ-
ment in computer-automated manufacturing
facilities and other types_ of work environ-
ments are limited by shortages of equipment;
inadequate facilities relative to present and
potential future demand; and inadequate sup-
ply of quality instructors for technical and
engineering education; In addition, shortages
of science and math instructors on the elemen-
tary, secondary, and postsecondary level coin-
plicate the process of developing adequate
basic skills in individuals who may wish to
prepare themselveS for careers in automated
manufacturing. Shortages of state-rkthe-art
equipment and of teOliiiital instructors are also
problems faced in industry- sponsored, in-plant
instructional programs.

Based on OTA research, it is :luestionable
whether the capacity represcnt,2a by the U.S.
education, training, and retraiiiii; system will
1-L sufficieTii, to meet the challenge of wide-
spread use of pregrarrunable aut.. nation,
should ex. ens;ve adoption of programmable
automation occur; Instructioral institutions
are willing and interested in meeting the chal-
lenge; but it is unlikely that they will be able
to do so unless equipment and instructor
shortages are resolVed. additir:._
stronger links are developed between industry,
1:kbor, educators, and government, it is ques-
tin...ible whether programs now in develop-

and those that will be eesigned in the
f e vitilLtie in keeping with pi :.sent and an-
ticipated PA-relatod skills requireinent.s. In-



tersector cooperation is also needed to ensure
that labor market information is widely dis-
seminated among all those affected by pro-
grammable automation: i.e., individuals pre-
paring to enter the work force; institutions

Ch.6Education; Training. and Retraining Issues 265

that provide education and career counseling
services; einployers who need the information
for long-range planning., and labor unions, who

.
require it to advise their Members of the need
to retrain or otherwise enhance skills:
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Programmable Automation

Summary
The principal pr able automation

(PA) industries grel in their early
years. Development ; industry was
dominated by entrei:- 3. The U.S. Gov-
ernment, through prog_ ...ras aimed at improv-
ing military procurement, contributed to the
launch of other major PA industries, including
cornriter-aided design (CAD) and numerical
control (NC). Since the mid- to late- 1970's, PA
industries have grown rapidly even during the
past recessions; they are expected to continue
to do so throughout this decade. These indus-
tries are largely separate at this time, but a
unified computer-integrated manufacturing
(CITE) industry may emerge ;in the future.

Markets for programmable automation are
strongly international, and various forms of
interfirm cooperation blur distinctions among
firms by nationality. Further, PA suppliers are

Chapter 7
.

ntiustries

providers of services as well as goods; the role
of hardware and of manufacturing among
these industrieS is considered much less stra-
tegically important than the role of software,
controls, and various forms of customer
support.

OTA 's evaluation of PA industries reveals
several broad themes. These are: 1) there has
been a discrepancy between vendor and buyer
views of needs and capabilities; 2) systems
planning and other services are key features
of PA supply, while manufacturing itself plays
a smaller role; 3) vendors are likely to package
and/or distribute hardware and software ele-
meLts made by several firms; 4) both large and
small firms have played distinctive roles in the
development of FA markets; and 5) govern-
ments haVe had a major inflUence on PA m , -

ket development.

Introduction
CAD, robots, NC machine tools, flexible

manufacturing systems (FMS), and other pro-
grammable automation equipment and sys-
tems are supplied by industries that are cur=
rently more or less separate. Of the principal
PA industries, the NC industry is the ()iciest
and largest, dating from the (950's. While
CAD and robots were available by the 1960's,
sigrificant markets for these technologies did

Mme g.i until the 1970's. These industries
are hr.,: growing quickly.

Thi previously slow and uneven growth seen
in markets for automation goods and services
reflects a persistent mismatch betweer
rnercially available technologie8 and tlie , ill=
ingness and ability of users to purchase them.
This may not be changing. Recent technolog-
ical and economic trends=including improve-
mentsments in computer control, imRrovements in

equipment interfacing; cost reductions; and a
growing interest in manufacturing productiv-
ityhave fueled rapid growth in PA sales dur-
ing the last few-years. These trends also have
blurred some of the_disti.nctions am ::ng auto -
mation industries. They iuwest that a single
marke encompassing CIM may eventually
emerge. Whether er 'LA this happens, industry
analysts forecast ',nat the corhbined PA mar-
ket may grow Vora under $t3 billion in sales
today to $20 billion to $30 billion by 199G.*

.*Note that iniblished merket estimates vary enormously, in
part beeause oi different acproac's+ f.1. to market definition. The

6 Arthur D. Litt .e consulting firm, for exam; c :%, contends that
the 1982 market was over $24 billion. inclvi:ing $11,5 hillier'
in -competing tchnelegy." $6.26 'CAM," $6.1 billion in
"autonv d Miterials handling.- and $0.26 billion in robots.
This estimate appears to use veriLbroad categories that may
apply to nonpiogrammable automation products, American
Metal Market/Metalworking News; Sept: 26 I983:

28
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This chapter focuses on the producers and
oilers of PA equipment and systems, who
omprise the various PA indiiStries. The dis-
ussion provides perspectiVe on their roles as:
) so-called "high-techriology" enterprises, and
!) sources of employment. Insights into tht:
:urrent and potential role Of these businesses:
n the U.S. economy is prOVided by describ-
lig their industrial structure (trends in the
iiniber and types Of firiti§), competitive con-
Met (e.g., product .ti-ategies), and their finan-
:ial performance. This task is made difficult
)y the uneven qiiday and availability of in-
iustry data some iridtistry data (e.g.; for
-obots) are aVaiizible only through_ trade asso-
iations and (-;testioned even by trade
association staff.' Since automation industries
are growing and Changn :g, descriptions of .eur-
rent characteristics offer only a snapshot._ con-
sequently, the chapter addresses changes in
automation industries over time.*

Although automation industries are grow-
ing relatively rapidtV, Muth of their impact on
the economy will be rePlited indirectly. This
is because their PririCipal customers are other
businesses; which adopt ilit,tiniation to use
in producing ebriSurner and other producer
good.s;1-rom appliances to construction equip-
ment. The direct cOritriutions of these cus-
ton-ers to the gross national product (GNP),
the balance of trade, and other indicators of
national economic well-being will thus
in part from the use of automated equipment
and systeMS; the size of those Contributions
may reflect the extent and success of 'A
appl:cationS. This is o:e of the ireasorts why
many analysts believe t; l program-at-Cole
autorhatioti will be increasingly in.portantto
the Nation's industrial base and; uititnately,
to national se7urity.

'See Iske Kirchner. "Government Miiat F.;4iptia Robotics,
Says 10 t President." American Metal MaA.et/Metalworkl:u2,
News. Sept. 19. 1983: By contrest. note that data on ect
production and use in lap.. ,,Apear to be much mo....e thoiouv,L

:nd _accurate. .
Because I'A indtistries are evolving relatively quic;:ly, it is

h:rd to dei-::ribe current conditions in endiaing terms. Data pre-
sented in thiS report reflect information available up to late
March 1984

The lr older th. uNtciner base for program-
mable auto ..11 ;,h:2 greater the direct eco-
nomic contribution i,i automation businesses.
For reference; it shL aid be pointed out that the
machine-tool industry, a principal supplier of
capital goods to metalworking manufacturing
industries; is very small in terms of output and
its own employment (under 70,000 employees
in 1983 and under 80,000 employees in 1982;
down from about 100,000 in 1980; about two-
thirds are production workers). 2 By contrast;
the comptAing equipment industry; which is
less labo-intensive than the machine tool in-
dustry and which serves both industrial and
consumer Markets, is much larger (employing
about 3,420,000 in 1982).3 PA producers come
from both of these industries and from others.

The ultimate groxirth and size of domestic
programmable automation industries will be
constrained because aii4oinatiou markets are
and always have been international. Although
the Urritki States initiated the production and
use of many type§ of PA, these technologies
Were adopted _relatively_ quickly abroad. Japan;
the United Kingdom, France, Italy, West Ger-
many, SWet-.3:-11, and Norway a2-9 each signifi-
cant sourceS of at least oiie type of program-
mable automation. This parallel development
of industries may be due; in part; to Foreign
government support '.'or automation develop-
ment and use, although it is difficult to eval-
uate the effectiveness of such government sup-
port actions (see ch. At present, U.S.
producers dominate U.S. marketa for program-
mable antomai.ior They zilst, export automa-
tion products; and some 11 S. firrii: haVe in-
vested in the production of P1 and
sys.cirns'abroad. For example, iinii:aatititi (now
part of Westinghouse) rt.)t!Ot ple:V in
Telford, England; and CifiC;nri,-kri rtilla&t has
several Eu:-opcan T2,1

gcArcrnments restrict access : atiohal mar-
kets; international_ competition is automation
markets will continue to be strong.

2/lationai Machine T.,o1 Builders Ass-iciat!on. 1983-84 Eco-
nomic Pandbook of the Machine 71..o! Ind'istry.

'Electronic Indus rice Associatioti. 1983 Market Data Book,

2 8r3
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Near-term growth of domestic program-
mable automation industries will depend on
whether dcmestic economic, conditions are
favorable to investment. The recent recessions
eroded the dramatic voWthrates Obs_erved for
automation sales_ toward the end of the last
decade._Nevertheless, industry analysts com-
monly forecast rapid PA market growth for
the decade. For example, PrC.dicasts, Inc., has
forecast that the combined market for "man-
ufacturing computers,:' CAD systems, ma-
chine -tools and controls, and robots will grow
offer 15 percent annually between 1982- :187.4
Sales will double, according to that
attaining almost $15 billion by 1987. The anal-
ysis assumes a GNP growth rate in rep!, terms
of 3.8 percent per year. A more sluggi3O k econ-
omy would therefore mean lower P.: rates

Industry growth will also depen. on the
ability of American managers to -;; itify in-
vestments in programmable autornaLi:;.)n and
to become adept at using it Inability to do
both has limited the diffusion PA t-f.h-
nologies.* In the future, attitudinal obstacles

-Robots; CAD/CAM to Lead 1980's Automation Surge. Says
Predicasts," The Battery Man. November 1983.

While inciinct production osts tend not to vary with choices
,; conventiorel equipment. they can vary enotmonsly for PA.
Conventional methods of investment analysis have bee. unable
t, capture change,t in costs. Also, the conventional emphasis
on investments with quick paybacks overlooks the long-tbrrn
benefits of flexibility conveyed by PA.

are likely to be lower because widespread con-
cern (sometimes bordering on hysteria) about
international competitiveneSs, as well as trade
association activities,-techhical and trade pub-
lications, and wrious informal networking
activities are all familiarizing growing num-
bers of businessmen with PA's nature and
potential benefits and costs. Conferences spon-
sored by the Society of- Manufacturing Engi-
neers (SME) and other professbnal and trade as-
sociations during the -early 1980's have included
numerous sessions on financial analysis and
other activities designed to help engineers per-
suade upper management to support automa-
tion. Meanwhile, anecdotal evidence suggests
that in a number of companies upper manage-
ment is demanding programmable automa-
tion, even before specific applications are iden-
tified.

The remainder of this chapter addresses the
development-of the CAD, NC (with FMS), and
robotics industries; characterizes related in-
dustrial activity; examines the potential for
a CIM market; and derives conclusions about
key traits of PA industries. Contrasts between
countries are examined to the extent that data
permit.

rip eipal Programmable Automation Industries:
Evolution and Otitlook

CAD

History
The first CAD systcnis ere developed by

users. In the late 1950's ald early 1960's, air-
craft and automobile compz.,. -ties, whose prod-
ucts are very complex, developed their own
software to aid in product design and-engi-
neering. Pioneer users; such as GM and Boe-
ing, were necessarily larg arms because early
CAD and engineering required tie vie cf ex-

pensive mainframe computers-. The diffusion
of CAD during the 1960's was slow, limited
by the cost of hardware and the reqUirements
for extensive engineering and software sup-
port. Most early users were defense contrac-
tors in the aerospace and electronics indus-
tries, where the U.S. Der artment of Defense
(DOD) supported CAD development and use.

A formal market for the purchase and sale
of CAD emerged during the 1970's, due in part
to improvements in computer hardware and
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n operating systeniS Whi4li enabled More
firms to afford__ conipik_erS for increasingly
)owerful work. Using'iniei-OproCeSSOrSi
Ind microcomptiterS made n any taSkS,
ng _ basic two=dithenSiOnal computer-aided
irafting% possible without a mainftathe -Ott-
niter. The electronics industry, from compo-
lent manufactureit to computer makers, pro-
Lided a growing_ market for CAD systems....
:,7ompared to mechanical inanufactun.7.7 firms;
!lectronics firms were more c,)int6:,t-c5_l1e

.techno4;:.-.:' Their ..:.11-F-grated-
Arcuit_(and circuit-boa- -ig-n Lipplicaticns
Nere fundamentally ;,,,o-::.-nensional; and
lierefore well-suited to early CAD. Also; the
;rowing complexity of integrated circuits
trade computer assistance in design increas-
ngly necessary; manual design would require
:xorbitant amounts. of time and manpower.
Another early commercial application was in
mo-dimensional drafting for mechanical
iosign.

During the 1970's, improvements in soft-
Nare for two- and especially three-dimensional
:AD fueled a market expansion into mechan-
.cal_ and mapping as well as architecture;
?ngineering, and construction (AEC)_applica-
:ions. Some of these advances stemmed from
Government-funded efforts,37.-ch emphasized
:1;:Je-cispato and electronics applications for
::;AD and the integration of CAD and CAM.*

Between .197.3. and 1981,-the CAD system
market grew from tinder $25 milt-in-in annual
iales to over $1 billion.5 Hardware and soft7,
Atare _makers entered the CAD market with
3pecific applications and packaged systems:
Firms that en teredtne CAD market to fill. an
applications niche typically grew by inct eas-
ng the variety of CAD applications they could
§60:*. Turnkey vendors. who a sembled and
.nstalled systems from componclits-made by
various sources, also provided training; sup-
port, and both standard and custom software.

*(1_overnntentsponsored programs, such as the DOD ICAM
Ind NASA IPAD programs; are described in ch. 8.

`!'iet, Roger Rowand. "Manufacturing Makes a Move Into the
'uture.- Automotive Newt !rletroit: AUtomotiVe News Extra.
,t ay 23. 19831. Note that most published saes estimates refer

-ni-nkey qytorns sales and associt d revenues.
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These vendors, led by CompUtervision; domi-
nated the markek. They were sucCessful be7
cause their customer=s lacked the technical
sophigtacation to assemble then own systems -
(but knew when a turrturkey system would work
\for them); and because!their typical reliance
on external sources for hardware and other in-
puts allowed them to incorporate new tech-
nology relatiely quickly. AdpOrdingly, in ad-

. ditio_n to system vendors, the CAD indUstry
grew\_o include groups of hardWare aMUOft-
ware productrs serving bah tuil-nkey fiqns
and users directly:.

A_ 7

Duringthe mid -to -late 1970's; thelapanese
and European _markets (especially those-in
England, Fran53;Sweden; and Norway) grew
rapidly, and markets in less deSeioped coun-
tries begantto emerge (primarily for mapping
applies tionS)., U.S:-firmsjdominaeed the CAD
market, both within 'the United States and'
abroad; largely because of their perceived soft:,
ware and svr terns engineering strengthS.J
Recent Eiet Cont porary,

The size of the Worldwide CAD marketis
currently about $1.6 billion in -annual sales.6
Five U.S. vendors-at,-.... at for about 80 percent
of the market,' alftiough many firms ,have
entered the CAD m, rket recently and others
may soon enter. In total; there are perhaps 100
vendorsc_stoday; Table56 shows recent market
development as a, function of application.
Table 57 shows"rccent market share estimates.

The ctirrent CAD market contains segments
diStir!Tuished by type of computerization:

,e, minicomputer, and microcomput-
:-.tion. From this perspective; main-

. 'Ad systems are tl,r, most sophisti-
-"ncomputer-based systems the least.

The market can also he segmented by_ disci!
pline of application; although there issubstan7
tial overlap rimong disciplines: mechanical
(e.g; design of component or future fabrica-
tion); electronics (e.g. wirin j, printed circuit -
board design; integrated citrui-t design); and

^Thomas Kurlak, "CAD/CAM: Review and Outlook."
rill-Lynch Capital Markets, October 1983.

'Ibid.
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Table E6.Estimated Worldwide CAD Market (Turnkey) by Applicatibil
(dollars in millions)

1980
Percent

--growth
_ Percent

_4981_rowtb_ 1982 _

Percent
growth

Est.
1983

Percent
growth

Est.
1984

Percent
growth

Mechanical $235 +84 $380 +62 $ 460 +21 $ 552 +20 $ 825 +49
Electronic .... .. .... .. 177 +81 235 +33 310 +32 430 +39 645 +50
Architecture and engineering 87 +50 138 +59 210 +52 335 +60 485 +45
Mapping 13 +128 111 +52 154 +39 190 +23 240 +26
Other 20 +11 30 +50 73 +43 93 +27 140 +51

Tbtal .... .._._ 592 +77 894 +51 $1;207 +35 $1,600 +33 $2,335 +46

SOURCE Thomas P kurlah. Merrill Lynch Capital Markets.

AEC (e.g., piping, architectural drafting); Me-
chanical applications, especially those using
3-D modeling, tend to be more complex than
the others. The so-called high end of the mar-
ket involves larger computers and more so-
phisticated software; sold as systems costing
several hundreds of thousundS of dollars.- Soft=
ware alone may amount" to anywhere between
25 fif 50 percent of system cost. The low end
is compr:sed of workstations and simpler soft-
ware packages. These sySteitia are available
for under $_100;000,_ and some (based on Ap-
ples and other small computers) Coat as little
as $10;000 (or less).80ne commercial study_ has
estimated that-sales of CAD systems costing
under $100,000 will grow from the 5 percent
share of total CAD §aleS reached in 1981 (580
systems_ valued at $36 million) to 20 percent
by 1986 (10,600 systems valued at $544
million).9

Two changes in computing hardWare have
had a big impact on the CAD industry. First,
in the late 1970's, the introduction of 32=bit
minicomputers Jwith virtual-memory operat-
ing systems); offerincr improvement over the
16-bit standard, changed the corAptitive rank-
ing within the industry and broadened the
market. The first firm to offer 32-bit CAD sys-
tems, Intergraph, increased its market share
significantly. More importantly, the increase
in computing power made minicomputers com-
petitive with mainframes across a variety of
CAD applications, such as simulation and

'For example, the CAat package for use with Apple Com
putera, &Signed for architeCts and engineers: is available for
about $1,000. (Bob Schwabach, "Computer paints a pretty pic-
ture." St. Paul Dispatch, Nov. 16, 1083.1

'Erie Teichotz and Peggy Kilburn. "Low-Cost CADD at
Work," Datamation, Jan. 1983:

solid modeling. This development opened the
market to customers who could not have pur-
Chased mainframe-based systems.

Second; the introduction of low-cost; micro-
computer-based CAD systems in 1981 =also
broadened the CAD market. While these CAD
systemsgenerally stand-alone workstation
unitswe less powerful than systems with
larger computers, they make bask CAD avail=
able to a larger group of customers, including
small manufacturers and, particularly, AEC
firms. Microcomputer-based systems have
thus enlarged the portion of the CAD market
serving rionmanufacturing firms, potentially
increasing the overlap between CAD and other
cdrnputer and computer- graphics applications.
One study has predicted that the installed
base of microcomputers and workstations for
scientific and engineering applications will
grow from under 9,000 units in 1983 to more
than 275,000 in the next 10 years." Others an-
ticipate even higher growth rates;

Although hardware is the largest cost
ment for CAD systems, current competition
in the CAD market centers on software. This
is because software determines what a system
Can do, while hardware largely determines how
fast a task can be done. Moreover, because
CAD system vendors deliver up to 500 td 600
systems a year, it tends to be uneconomical
for them to produce their own hardware ;* In-

"See"CAE Terminals in_Demnnd,"Computerworld, May 23;
1983. Another important hardware development is the grow.
ing use of raster display terminals.

*Computervision has been an exception; it has produced its
own CPUalthough it has recently decided to buy and resell
large IBM computersand it also markets Sun Microsystem
workstations. See: Ed Scarnell, "IBM CAD/CAM Thrust
Linked to Remarketers," Computerworld, Aug. 22, 1983.
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Table 57.Estimated-Turnkey CAD Market Shares

1980-Percent- 1981- Percent 1982 Percent
1983
(est.) Percent

Computervision $191 32 $271 30 $ 325 27 $ 395 25
IBM 71 12 145 16 225 19 340 21
Intergraph 56---9 --91 10_ -156 13 246 15
Calma-G.E 62 10 100 11 140 12 195 12
Applicon -SLB ..... ,... . 68 11 84 9 96 8 100 6
McDonnell Douglas Auto 14 2 35 4 46 4 60 4
Auto-trol Technology 51 9 48 5 44 4 49 3
Othera 79 13 120 13 175 14 215 13

Totals $592 100% $894 100% $1,207 100% $1,600 100%
Growth +51% 35% 33%
aContrel Data, Prime, Digital Equipment, Data General, Sanders, Gerber Scientific, etc.
Note: Control rAt.,ravienues estimated at $81 millIonior1982, $76 million tor 1983, $106 million forl984. Service estimated

at 60% ior 1983, 40% for 1984. Turnkey sales ($30 million for 1983) from workstations and BOO series.

SOURCE: Thomas Kurlak, Merrill Lynch Capital Markets.
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stead, they rely on a few mass-producing hard-
ware vendors for their equipment.* CADyen-
dors' contributions to the product come from
software development, systems integration,
applications engineering, and other support
activitiesthey produce services that accom-
pany the goods they sell. The costs of repli-
cating software; compared to hardware, are
negligible. The principal fixed costs born by
turnkey vendors are for R&D and for software
development, which may range from tens to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. R&D tends
to run at 10 to 12 percent of sales for major
CAD vendors; this compares with an average
of about 8 to 10 percent for major firms in the
data-processing industry."

A variety of firms have entered the CAD
market or expanded their involvement through
merger and acquisition, product licensing, and
product innovation. Many computer vendors
(e.g., DEC, Sperry Univac, Honeywell, Harris,
Prime, Data General, Perkin-Elmer, and Hew-
lett-Packard) have entered the CAD market,
often by selling systems with software li-
censed from other firms. IBM, for example,
offers its hardware with Lockheed's CADAM
software; it has recently moved to provide its
hardware through other software developers
acting as so-called value-added remarketers.
Large diversified companies (e.g., GE and
Schlumberger) have also entered the CAD
market, principally through the acquisition of
smaller CAD or software firms. GE, for exam-
ple, bought Calma; Schlumberger bought Ap-
plicon.

In addition; independent software suppliers
have proliferated t . meet special applications
needs and to meet the growth ih demand as-
sociated with the spread of ihicro-based sys-
tems.** One group of specific applications
served by software firms is computer-aided en-

*The Digital Equipment Corp. VAX line has been particu-
lady popular for CAD systems.

"Personal communication Terence Carleton, analyst, Kidder,
Peabody & Co.

**The market research firm IDC estimates that tinnus.Wes
of microcomputer software overall will grow from $965 million
in 1982 to nearly $7.5 billion in 1987. Independent firms now
supply about 50 percent of that software, and their share may
grow to 57 percent by 1987. Computerwor1d, March 14,1983:
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gineermg; In this area, MacNeal-Schwendler
Corp. and Swanson Analysis offer widely used
finite-element analysis packages (MSC/1\1as-
tran and ANSYS, respectively); Such specif-
ic applications software is typically supplied
as part of_system packages; or sold directly
to users. Software for microcomputers; how-
ever, tends to be =sold in higher volumes and
at lower costs, using networks of distributors
and dealers. Otherparticip_ants-in-the-ber
CAD_market-incltide'prOdueers of such related'
items as documentation and mierofilth gener-
ators. These items have come into_ deinand as
CAD users developed or perceived neWheeds
associated with CAD. At leaSt fOin- techniCal
publishing companies, for example, started up
during the first half of 1983 alone.

Ag-rowing but hard-to-measure factor in the
CAD market is the participation of CAD users
who have developed their own systemsal-
though their role remains-small. External sale
of internally develoPed CAD systems allows
users to gain an additiOnal return on their in-
vestments in SoftWare development. Histori-
cally, users who del/61606d their own systems
did not enter the CAD market for several rea-
sons: Their applications tend `o -lie highly cus-
tomized; it is difficult and coStly to prepare
for external marketing; and users may prefer
to retain their systems to enhance their own
profitability. Lockheed, for example, found
meeting divergent market needs to be a ma=
jor challenge durfit its first 1.,,5 years selling
CADAM; IBM is known to have developed its
own CAD software, but markets CADAM
software instead (it also markets less
sophisticated software of its own design).

Ford recently decided to market, through
Prime Computer, a 3=D Wire frame design and
drafting system it developed and has used for
the past 10 years; it generalized_the system from
automotive applications to design Of Struc-
tures; mechanical components, and systerriS.12
And Chrysler plans to develop with Control
Data advanced mechanical CAD and CAM
software; which Chrysler would use for vehi;
cle desigh and development and Control Data

"Computerworld, June 6, 1983.
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would market as part of a line of computer
goods and aervicea.13 Other user-producers in-
clude McDonnell Douglas (Unigraphics), the
French firm Dassault (CATIA); and Northrop
(NCAD).

U.S; firms continue to dominate both U.S.
and_foreign markets for CAD systems. Ninety
percent of the U.S. CAD market is served by
U.S. firms.'4 Major CAD vendors operate over-
seas faeilities to serve foreign markets. Inter-
graph, for example, has a customer support
center in the Netherlands that serves custom-
ers in Europe and the Middle East. The cen-
ter carries out repair, training; and other cus-
tomer support activities. U.S. CAD systems
are generally sold in Japan through Japanese
diatributbra.'

The international market appears to be ex-
periencing a subStantial degree Of internation-
al merger, acquisition, and especially licens-
ing activity, European firms have developed
important CAD software, but Europe lacks
significant suppliers of CAD hardware. Con-
sequently, EuroPean software has been li-
Censed_to U.S. firms (e.g., Evans and Suther-
land, Prime, Computervision) that package
CAD systems; and U.S. firms have purchased

-foreign companies. For example, Evans_and
Sutherland bought Shape Data (United King=
dorn), and Computervision bought Cambridge
Interactive Systems (United Kingdom) and
Grado (West Germany). Such "cross=fertilita,
tion" is a typical means Of entry into foreign
markets.

The Japanese role in the CAD market re-
limited and focused on hardware. Jap-

anese xiendera tend to be computer firms,
rather than turnkey companies; they sell sys-
tems providing American software under li-
cense, although they are developing their own
software internally and through a govern=
merit-sponsored consortium;

3

1

""Control Data and Chrysier to Make SeftWare Automotive
Neiksj_ Dee. 12; 1983.

" OTA Automation Industries Workshop.
'_'-Jack_ Thornton and Tsukasa Furukawa,. "GE, Japanese Plan

Automation Venture," Americati Metal WrketiMetalworking
News; Nov. 1; 1982.

Likely Chiange
The CAD market will remain relatively dy-

namic for the next several years. Industry
analysts predict that it will grow at rates
between 30 and 50_percent per year some
forecasts for the CAE sub-market antici-
pate even higher rates of growth. While indus-
try spokesmen believe that most of the For-
tune 500 companies already use CAD, growth
will come froth both existing and new custom-
ers; Factors such as expected improvements
in systein capabilities, especially for 3-D
modeling; greater/ease of use and reductions
in costs- for given capabilities will widen the
range of customers by size, industry; and ap-
plication area These trends will create new
niches and ancillary-product markets; and
they will thange patterns of competition. Most
analyate expect that mechanical applications
and CAE systems will become more prom=
inent in the CAD market; reflecting both
technological development and the expected
Spending growth of manufacturers as they re-
cover from the recent recessions. _One source
expects that mechanical design will comprise
about half of CAD applicatiaiia, and that CAE
will account for about 20 percent of the work-
station market; by 1987.'6 Mapping and faeil-
itiesmanagement applications are also ex-
pected to grow, serving government, utility,-
and natural resource develOpment customers.

CAE has been a major factor in the growth
Of the custom microchip market." Expected
growth in the rnierocl market overall and
the custom share will spur CAE sales. In the
mechanical area future use in forging,die de-
sign, for example; will_be encouraged by an Air
Force project to develop a generie forging-die
CAD/CAE system for aerospace applicationa:
The project involves a consortium of firms."

While the market is expected to grow rap=
idly, the number of vendors may stabilize or

''"1987 CAD Market Estimated at $6.9 Billion," American
Metal Market/Metalworking News,,Dec. 5, 1983.

"Bohdan 0. Szuprowicz, "Microelectronics Here Showing
Massive Grow,h1" Computerworld,_Pec. 5, 1983.

'"Bruce vei nyi, "Shultz Steel Selected by Air- to De-
velop Forking Die CAD System, American Metal Market/
Metalworking News, Jan. 30, 1984. ,
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fall. Consolidation is occurring already; as
both turnkey firms and computer companies
acquire software houses and expand their Of-
ferings. Computervision. for example, recent-
ly arranged to buy the Organization for In-
dustrial Research, a privately held CAD
software firm with strength in group tea:
nology. IBM's growing involvement in the
CAD market, particularly at the high end but
potentially in low-cost systems, is also likely
to promote consolidation.

One trend that may affect sales, is the
growth in firms offering CAD services and/or
related facilities to manufacturers; usually
small companies whidi cannot afford CAD on
their own or companies of any size that can-
not meet extraordinary needs. These busi-
nesses resemble computer time-sharing serv-
ice bureaus that provide _generaLPurpOse
computing services. Danly Machine Corp., fOr
example, will sell CAD services thrOugh its
CAD/Share Service Center to automotive Sup-
pliers. In particular, it will provide atitherized
tool and part vendors with computerized de-
sign data to enable them to use CAD in bid=
ding for contracts and performing design_ and
production work for the Buick division of GM.
It will also provide CAD training and con-
sulting services."

Some CAD service bureaus provide comple-
mentary manufacturing "services," For exam-
ple, Camel( Systems, Inc., sells time on com-
puters to customers designing prototype tools,
which it will also manufacture for therm" NCR
and Control Data Corp. have developed an
electronic CAD design center that allows in=
tegrated circuit makers and systems houses
to design at engineering workstations, have
access to a supercomputer, use semicustom
circuit "cells," check circuit performance, and
arrange for chip fabrication.2'

AS the inStalled base of CAD systems
grows, the role of vendor services (e.g., soft-

'9" Danly Sets Up CAD/CAM Office for Auto liiduStrY,"
American Metal Market/Metalworking News, Nov. 7. 1983.

"" Firm Sells CAD/CAM Computer Time to Clients." Amer-
ican Metal Market /Metalworking News. Sept: 26; 1983;

"See CAE, November December 1983:
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ware updates; related training) will grow: This
growth will reflect in part the growth in sales
to smaller firms; which traditionally buy a va-
riety of services they cannot afford to perform
themselves. Already (although in part because
the recession damped new system sales) Corn-
putervision has seen its share of revenues from
services to existing customers rise signifi-
cantly in the last few_years.22 Also CAD ven-
dors contacted by OTA appear to be increas-
ing their effos in the area of training;
corresponding in part to growth or change in
software offerings. The growing role of serv-
ices parallels the experience in the computer
industry, where service activities and their
proportional contribution to revenues in-
creased with the spread of computer systems.

The extent to which CAD vendors will ad-
dress the broader problems of computer-based
integration of manufacturing is a key uncer-
tainty for the future of the industry. Compared
to other types' of firms especially industrial
machinery vendors, CAD Vendors_may be es-
pecially well-positioned to link CAD to CAM.
The design-to-production chain begins with
CAD, and CAD firms are already developing
systems for modeling production activities
and communicating pr6duction instructions to
other equipment. Computervision, for exam-
pleioffers-sy s terns-that-program-NC-machine--
tools, robots, and coordinate-measuring ma-
chines design and model manufacturing cells;
design tooling, molds, and dies; and perform
computer-aided process planning. It offers
multifunction systems, such as a system for
plant design, engineering, construction, and
management. Prime Computer will market a
British computer-aided process planning sys-
tem which can be integrated with CAD; while
MCAutO purchased Insight Technology; which
developed _a CAD system terminal that can be
linked to NC machine tools.

As the above examples suggest, many ven-
dors are broadening their lines through acqui-
sitions. Also, some vendors are developing

- --
"Jack Thornton, "Turn-key CAD/CAM Producers Confront

a Difficult Year,"American Metal MarketilVletalWorking News,
Jan. 3, 1983.
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their own software to facilitate CAD and CAM
links. Mc Auto, for example, is developing ex-
pert systems_ for evaluating robot system con-
figurations."

Some vendors_(e.g., Apollo) are moving away
from dedicated CAD terminals in favor of gen-
eral-purpose engineering/professional worksta-
tions. These workstation§ WOu ld accommodate
not only drafting and design, but also re-
search, software development, and "office
automation" functidh8; they would thus facil-
itate shifts in customer activities and softwaxe
preferences and lower the risk of hardware ob-
solescence. Multifunction workstations could
facilitate manufacturing integration; especial-
ly when combined with sophisticated data
communication systems linking engineering,
production, and general corporate databaseS.
An alternative approach is to market low-cbst,
dedicated CAD workstations which can be
linked to mainframe computers for Other func-
tions that use a common database. Some an
alysts expect sales of such low-cost microcom
puter workstations to grow at the expense of
Minicomputer-based systeths, a develOpMeht
that could pose problems for turnkey Vendort.24

For other CAD vendors, the term "CAD/
CAM vendor' will continue to be misleading;

_since_their_products serve only design or draft-
Mg purposes. Because a market for basic CAD
will remain to serve small manufacturers and
norimanufacturing customers; the divisiOn Of
the market between small; "Mae" firths and
low-cost CAD firms on the one_ hand, and
large, integrated system-orieuted firth§ on the
other is likely to deepen. Alsb, _firm§ not Seek;
ing to integrate CAD and CAM may be sub-
sumed by the larger business graphics market,
depending on the complexity of their systems.

International competition and trade trends
fin. CAD will depend on how CAD products
and markets develop abroad and whether Pro=
tectionistmeasures are invoked.* A major

"Lauri Griesen, "McAuto Working to Add Dynamic Param-
eters, Expert Systems to Robot Programming Software,"
American Metal Market/Metalworng News, Dec._ 26, 1983.

"Thomas Kurlak, "CAD/CAM: F011oWup to _Opinion on
Changes," Merrill Lynch Capital Marketa. Dec. 7, 1983.

*For example: a Norwegian firm, Kongsberg, is doing very
well in the European CAD mtu-ket.

certainty is the future role of the Japanese in
the CAD market. The delayed entry of Japan
into this market makes it hardto forecast Jap-
anese competition in CAD, although there are
now major efforts under way in Japan to de-
velop CAD software and Japanese companies
are actively involved in producing graphic§
peripherals (e.g., displays; printers, and,plot-
ters). However, the Japaneses could concen-
trate on gaining benefits from the use of so-
phisticated CAD systems in designing.inte\
grated circuits and other products; rather than
from the the sale of CAD systems.

Numerical Control and Flexible
ManufaCtiiiing Systems

History
Numerical control (NC) is the oldm:, of the

programmable automation technologies and
Markets. DOD underwrote the development
Of the technology in the 1940's and 1950's, and
required its use by principal aerospace contrac-
tors, thereby assuring the launch of NC pro-
duction. It also fostered the adoption of APT
as the standard NC programing language,
and it continues to purchase mathihe tools
through prime contractors as part Of the pro=
curement process;

The NC market is a subset of the broader
machine-tool market, which contains two prin-
tipal divisions: metal-cuttinE machine tools
(e.g., lathes, and boring; miring, and grind-
ing machines SIC 3541) and metal-forming
machine tools (e.g., presses; and boring, punch=
ing, shearing; and bending machinesSIC
3542).* However; the market for NC machine
tools can be treated separately from the over-
all machine-tool market. inasmuch as custom-
ers do not cOnsider NC and conventional ma-
chine tools to be _alternatives. ** This has
been increasingly the case: As NC technology
has_ improved, as the cost of controls has
fallen, computerization has improved, and

*Other components of the machine tool industry include
makers of special dies, tools, jigs and fixtures (SIC 3544,
machine-tool accessories (SIC 3545, and other, not-elsewhere-
classified metalworking machinery- (SIC 3549).

**Note that available data do not always make clear what
pertains to NC production and what to machine tools overall.



as applications have grown more complex and
costly, many machine tool buyers have come
to prefer NC equipment to conventional equip-
ment. Also, customers have grown to under-
stand how and why NC and conventional costs
differ; becoming more willing to bear the
higher initial cost of adopting NC.*

The "machine-tool industry" has historical-
ly referred to builders of machine-tool bodies.**
The high cost of developing controllers (esti-
mated to be between $1 million and $5 million)
and the tendency for controller cost to fall with
high-volume production generally deterred
machine-tool builders from building their own
controllers. Instead, they bought controllers
from firms serving both machine-tool builders
and other groups of customers. In 1981, 22
companies made positioning -type (direct data
entry) NC controls; 16 companies made contin-
uous path-type (computerized data entry) con-
trols, and 23 made dial or plugboard-type con-
trols., Shipments in 1982 exceeded $192
million; 1981 shipments exceeded $273 mil-
lion."

The machine-tool industry has had a large
number of firms, given the small sales volume
of the industry. Many of these firms are small.
The 1963 Census of Manufactures counted
1,146 companies with 1;167 establishments,
only 415 of which had 20 or more employees.
The 1977 Census of Manufactures counted
1;343 establishments; 469 with at least 20
employees.' More recent data indicate that
there are 1,285 companies with 1;345 estab-
lishments, two-thirds of which have fewer than
20 employees.--- T-he -20- largest companies ac-
count for 55 percent of industry shipments;
the 50 largest account for 75 percent."

*In some cases_ customers retrofit or rebuild older machines
to add NC capability; this is usually cheaper than buying new
NC equipment. However, machine performance tends to be low-
er than that provided by new NC equipment.

**However, machine tools are often sold by nonmanufactturer
distributors.

"U.S. Department of Commerce, Report No. MA-36A.
"National Machine Tool Builders Association, 1983-84 Hand-

book of the Machine Tool Industry.
"Eli Lustgmten, Vice President, Paine, Webber, Mitchell,

Hutchins, personal,commumcation.
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Because NC hardware was relatively expen-
sive, and because its use required acceis to
computers and special support personnel;
training, and maintenance, early production
and use of NC was concentrated among rela-
tively large firms. Although some smaller aer-
ospace subcontractors did adopt NC in the
1960's, small firms were very slow to adopt
NC. The diffusion of NC accelerated in the late
1960's; Between 1964 and 1968, unit ship-
ments of (U.S.) NC machine tools virtually
doubled; although unit shipments fell briefly
in the early 1970's, they about doubled again
in the period 1968-78, and rose over 150 per-
cent between 1978 and 1981." During this pe-
riod, the variety of NC equipment also grew.
Sales of NC machining centers (multifunction
machine tools made possible by NC technolo-
gy and the advent of automatic tool changers)
grew by over 300 percent between 1970 and
1980.29 Nevertheless; by 1978 only 2 percent
of machine tools in use were numerically con-
trolled; by 1983, that proportion was 4;7 per-
cent.30 31

Meanwhile, growth in demand for industrial
equipment fell overall in the 1970's compared
to the 1960's; and the relative importance of
machine tools in particular also-declined. Key
metalworking markets grew slowly or shrank
in the 1970's due to changes in customer sales
patterns; closing of less efficient factories;
and increased offshore production; Although
booming investment by commercial aerospace
and automobile industries caused sales to
surge in the late-1970's; the principal machine
tool buyers were the dominant firms in differ,
ent metalworking industries, who could afford
major modernization efforts.32 The decline in

"Nationa/ Machine Tool Builders Association, 1983-8411mA-
book of the Machine Tool Industry, and U.S. Department of
Commerce;_ latest data are incomplete, to avoid disclosure.

"National Machine Tool Builders Association, 1983-84 Hand-
book of the Machine Tool Industry.

""The 13th American Machinist Inventory of Metalworking
Equipment 1983," American Machinist. November 1983.

"National Machine Tool Builders Association, 1983-84 Hand-
book of the Machine Tool Indust'''.

"Garry J. Schinasi, "Business Fixed Investment: Recent De-
velopments and Outlook;" Federal Reserve Bulletin, vol. 69,
January 1983; John Duke and Horst Brand, "Cyclical Behavior
of Productivity In the Machine Tool Industry," Monthly La-
bor Review, November 1981.
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the machine=tbel proportion of total expendi-
tUres fot equipment appears to be due in part
to the increase in productivity of individual
machine tools (reflecting improvements in cut-
ting tools and other changes as well as the im-
plementation of NC and CNC); prodUctivity
improvements allow customers to billy fewer
(albeit sometimes more expensive) machines
to do a given amount of work. The decline in
the machine-tool proportion also reflects changes
in product design and composition that lower
the amount of machining performed. The long-
term market decline exacerbates the impact
of import competition; it also makes sales to
smaller firms and other new categories of cus:
tourers more important.

The development of CNC, which essentially
built -computer capability into the machine
tool; made NC technology more accessible to
smaller firms. However, while the CNC market
grew during the 1970's, major U.S; producers

Figure 28.Machine
U.S. Machine Tool Imports
MS a percentage of U.S. machine tool consumption)

1962 '64 '66 '68 '70 '72 '74

Year

SOURCE NatOnal Machine Tom Builders' AssoCiallori

tended to neglect the small-firm market. This
happened because the large=firm Market was
strong_ during the mid td- late 1970's. Also,
small firms were considered relatively unre-
liable customers; particularly sensitive to
mathine:tool market cycles and lacking in
technological sophistication.

During the 1970's; the Japanese increased
their share of the U;S; NC machine-tool mar-
ket. They quickly dominated the U.S. market
for small NC lathes and machining centers (see
fig. 28); The import success of the Japa;
nese has been attributed to several factora,
including the inadequacy of domestic capac=
ity (which has led delivery times to rise to be
tTheen 1.5 and 2 years), the Japanese strategy
of concentrating on Selling a few products
to assure Competitive advantage,* and favor-.

*By focusing on a few products, Japanese producers gained
scale economies, allowing more flexibility in pricing.

Tool !nil:kid Trends
Japanese share of the U.S.
machine tool market
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able exchange rates, which gave the Japanese
a price advantage relative to U.S. firms. Other
factors, discussed below, include the slowness
of U.S. machine-tool firms to adopt new tech-
nology and differences in U.S. and Japanese
market characteristics (and related govern-

, ment policies);

The U.S. machine-tool industry has histori-
cally been slow to adopt new technology.
Because of relatively low levels of capital in-
vestment, the average age of equipment used
in the machine tool-producing industry has
been relatively high and the level of equipment
sophistication relatively low. Old equipment
appears to be a factor in the poor productivity
performance of the industry in the past (pro-
ductivity growth in machine tools peaked in
1966; subsequently declined; and rose again
in the late 1970's).33 The machine-tool indus-
try has tended to rely more on skilled labor
than on advanced equipment in production;
This pattern developed because of the com-
plexity and low production volumes of ma-
chine tools; the prominence of small; small-
batch producers withliinited ability to_ invest
in new equipment; and the high levels Of finam
cial risk in the industry,* The machine -tool
business is considered financially _risky
because of its sensitivity to changes in the
business cycle and in the. buying patterns of
major customer groups including DOD, other
equipment producers, and makers of consumer
durables. Prior to the recent pair of recessions,
business declined severely for the industry in
1956-58, 1969-71, and 1974-75.

Characteristics of the U.S. NC industry may
have undermined its competitiveness. Three
dimensions for comparison are interfiim com-
munication, relative specialiiation, and atten-

0
"John Duke and Horst Brand. "Cyclical Behavior of Produc-

tivity in the Machine Tool Indusery, Montirly Labor Review,
November 1981_

*On the other hand. some critics of the industryin particu-
lar. the industry leaderscharge that management became
overly interested in new technology. David Noble, for exam-
ple, argues that the machine-tool industry has suffered from
"unreasonable technical enthusiasm and a shift away from the
shop floor as a repository of innovative and practical ideas
toward the laboratories . ..." David Noble, "An Outsider's
View of Machine Tool Industry;" American Metal Market/
Metalworking News, Aug. 8, 1983.

tion to small firms. According to some ana-
lysts, compared to Japanese firms, U.S.
producers of machine tools, controllers, and
semiconductors have not communicated well
with each other. To improve the match be-
tween machine tools and controls, major ma=
cline -tool builders attempted to produce their
own controllers during the 1970's; most failed
to do so successfully. In contrast, Japanese
producers of semiconductors, controllers, and
machine tools appear to have communicated
well; and they have participated in cooperative
R&D and product development efforts. Coop-
erative efforts and communication appear to
have been encouraged by the Japanese Gov-
ernment (see ch. 9).* These collaborations may
have contributed to their rapid domination of
the small machine tool market.

The different patterns of interaction among
firms in the two countries are due, in part, to
different industrial structures. In Japan, the
major producers of machine tools and controls
are highly specialized, although they are linked
as "independent" subsidiaries to producers of
related products. For example; the leading
Japanese control builder; a monopolist, is also
linked to related businesses: Fuji; a leading
electronics firm; spawned Fujitsu, a leader in
industrial controls, which in turn spun off
Fanuc; a specialist in NC controllers. Most
Japanese machine-tool companies have stand-
ardized their products to use_Faxmc controls.
By contrast, in the United States, GE once
dominated the NC control market but lost its
shares to competitors such as Allen-Bradley
because it failed to keep pace with market and
technological developments. (This may have
happened because GE does not focus exclu-

, sively on the machine-tool market, or because
of bad managerial judgment, or both.) While
the Japanese pattern of specialization may
have facilitated early production and use of
NC, its value in more complex areassuch as

*They have also been dted in recent industry appeals for U.S.
Government intervention, including the 1982 petition by
Houdaille to deny investment tax credits to purchasers of Jap-
anese NC machining centers and punching machines, and the
1983 petition by the National Machine Tool Builders' Associ-
ation for restriction of machine tool imports on national secur-
ity grounds.
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machining cells or FMSthat draw on elec-
tronics and mechanics is lesS

Finally, Japanese import penetration built
successfully_ on the unmet demands of smaller
firths for NC equipment. Japanese production
and use of smaller NC equipment was relative-
ly well-established before exports were signif-
icant. About two thirds of NC equipment in
Japan is bought by small-and mediiia-Siied
firms (see fig. 29); Smaller firms haVe histor-
ically been a focus of Japanese Government
support and interest (a legacy of the relatively
recent transition of the Japanese- economy
away from an agricultural base) Unlike the
U.S. Government; the Japanese Government
focused its support for NC diffilsion on com-
mercial/civilian use; especially by small and
medium-sized firths. AlSo, ties between final
customers and producers appear to be strong-
er in Japan, another factor that may have
hastened NC diffiisidn in Japan. The expertise
gained by_Japanese inathirietool builders in
smaller NC installations helped them to serve
the small -user niche in the U.S. market, while
the increase in production volume afforded by
sales to markets in two countries lowered
costs.

Figure 29.-Breakdown of Japanese Numerically
Controlled Machine Tool Shipments by

Size Of End Users (percent)
Large corporatiOns

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977...

1978

1979

1980

47

64

61

64

Small- and medium-sized
corporations

SOURCE Jelaan Machine idol Builders' Association, Reproduced in "Machine
Tool Industry' The Long Road to Recovery" by Eli LuStgarten, Panle,
Webber, Mitchell, HutchinS, Aug, 8, 1983

Recent and Contemporary
The NC industry in the United States has

become more competitive as declining costs
have allowed more companies___ to produce
equipment for small customers. The fact that
NC machine-tool builders- continue to be larg-
er, on average, than non-NC firms is a legacy
of the past, when only large firms could bear
the expense and risk of NC production. Finan-
cially, the machine-tool industry as a whole
has been suffering. New orders peaked hi 1979
at $5.62 billion, declining 75 percent to $1.5
billion in 1982 and continuing at 1982 levels
through the first half of 1983. The decline of
orders has been sharper than the previous de-
cline in 1973-75, and the reduction in capacity
utilization has been aggravated by the fact
that capacity had expanded in response to the
late-1970's surge in demand."

U.S. NC producers have been selling higher
proportions of NC equipment relative to total
machine-tool volume. By 1982, NC accounted
for nearly 35 percent of total machine-tool
shipments (see fig. 30). Producers also are
broadening their product offerings to include
not only NC-equipment aimed at smaller users,
but also machines for processing other maters=
als such as plastics, as well as fleicible manu-
facturing systems (FMS) which link individual
machine tools and materials handling equip-
ment and are computer-controlled.

FMS, as_a cornerstone of so-called horizon-
tal integration of prOduction, provides a vehi-
cle for machine-tool builders to expand their
activity in selling integrated programmable
automation. These systems also help machine=
tool builders serve new groups of batch-pro=
duction customers whose output (10 to 50
parts per hour) is leSs than that required to
justify transfer lines but more than that which
single pieces of equipment can handle. Aero-
space firms appear to be particularly inter-
ested in FMS.

- -

Lustgarten "Machine Tool Industry: The Long Road
to ReCoirery," status report, Paine Webber Mitchell Hutchins;
Aug. 8, 1983.
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_Figure 30: Value of U.S. ShipMents of Numerically
Controlled Machine Tools as a Percentage of Value of

Total U.S. Machine Tool ShipmentS (for machines
valued over $1.000 1972.77 and over $2,500 1978.82)
35
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NOTE 1982 data are for tir,?:t three quarters

SOURCE US Department of Commerce. ''Current Industrial Reports.
Sene.s MO-35W, Metalworking Machinery (quarterly and
annual summaries)

Although the market for FMSs is relatively
small and existing FMSs have been largely ex-
perimental, machine-tool firms appear eager
to supply FMSs and even to underprice bids.35
The leading FMS_vendor is Kearney & Trecker
(part of Crosslz Ti.ecker), which has sold about
half of the FMSs installed in the United
States. Other vendors irclucle Cincinnati Mila-
cron, White-Sundatrand,Ingersoll Milling Co.;
Mazak Machinery Co. (lEarniiiaki); and Gid-
dings & Lewis Machine Tool Co.

The association with advanced technology
afforded by FMS offerings can be helpful to
producers for marketing purposes: For simi-
lar reasons, some machine-tool builders (e.g.,
Cincinnati Milacron and Textron/Bridgeport)
are beginning to sell robots; Also; U.S. firms
may emphasize "high-technology" capital
goods as a competitive strategy; telling cus-
tomers that higher prices relative to the Jap-
anese reflect a technology premium. Finally.
support for FMS develciprnerit (and PUrehase

_

As of late 1983, Kearney and Trecker reported about $250
million worth of proposals with high likelitniod of becoming
orders. 'Machinery/Capital Go-o-di Industry: Frexible Manufac-
turing Systems," Kidder, Peabody, & Co., Inc., Sept. 30. 1983.
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by aerospace firms) is provided by DOD proj-
eets promoting the design and use of inte-
grated manufacturing systems. While FMS of-
fers users the potential for savings in
production time, direct labor, floorspace, and
work-in-process inventory, the number of cus-
tomers is low because existing systems are ex-
pensive; require extensive planning and sup-
port; and prove relatively difficult to operate
successfully (at least at first).

Trade trends, especially imports, remain a
salient feature of the contemporary_NC and
overall machine-tool industries. The U.S. bal-
ance of trade in machine tools becathe negative
in 1977 and has steadily worsened. Japan is the
principal source of U.S. machine tool imports.
Other major import sources are West Germany,
the United Kingdom, Taiwan, Switzerland,
and Italy: The decline in domestic production
in 1983 contributed to growth in the percent-
age of imports relative to 1982 levels, from 28
to about 37 percent for metalcutting machine
tools and from 22 to almost 36 percent for
metal forming machine tools." The Japanese
share of the U.S. market for some machine-tool
products exceeds 50 percent. It is greatest for
NC lathes and machining centers, which are
the fastest growing markets in the United
States and abroad." Because of the recession,
Japanese machine-tool exports declined sig-
nifictintly from their 1981 peal in 1982 and
1983.38 Various government and trade groups
are currently examining whether the Japanese
have,engag6d in unfair competition and debat-
ing whether the machine-tool industry in the
United_ States has a special claim to the public
interest for national security reasons.*

Department of Commerce 1984U S. Industrial Outlook
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office) January
1984:

'wee Eli Lustgarten. "Machine Tool Industry: The Long Road
to Recovery," status report, Paine Webber Mitchell Hutchins,
Aug. 8, 1983.

"Imports from Japan Fall; " American Metal
MarketiltfetWworking News. Japanese Machine Tools Supple-
ment, July 11, 1983.

*The National Academ_y of Sciences, the International Trade
Commission, the Department of Commerce, and Congress have
activc:y considered machine-tool industry issues during the past
2 years:
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U.S. exports have also been declining, due
to worldwide recession and to longer term,
noneconomic reasons,_ During the late 1970's,
changes in foreign policy curbed shipments to
Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R., while dur-
in the early 1980's, the nationalization and/
or government-imposed consolidation of ma-
chine-tool industries in such countries as
France, Spain, and the United Kingdom have
effectively closed these exports markets to the
United States.*

Some compames based abroad have begun
to produce machine tools in the-United States.
MazEtk (a subsidiary of the _Japanese firm,
Yarnazaki) has estab' *shed a highly automated
facility in Kentucky for producing NC lathes
and machining centers. Other firms, such as
LeBlond-Makino, Hitachi. Seiki, and Schar-
mann Gmbh., are only assembling foreign-
designed equipment in the United States. And
some foreign firms, such as Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries and Toyoda Machine Works, have
licensed machine designs for production by
U.S. firms.

Likely Change
During the next two decades there may be

a resurgence in machine -tool demand as part
of-a-broader trend-teWard industrial modern-

ization; Several analysts anticipate such a
trend, since about_ a third of machine-teels in
use iii the United States are at least 20 years
old." Indeed, recent research shows that older,
rhidWeStern plants are among the principal
buyers of new machining technology.° The
Department of Commerce has forecast rela-
tively rapid business growth for the machine-
tool industry during 1984; but it expects
shipments to remain below the 1982 level."

*The French program began in December 1981 and aims to
double Frenchmachine-tool production, raising it to about $995
million by 1986: One of the program's goals is to halve the 60
percent import penetration of 1980 by the_middle of the decade.
American Metal Market/Metalworking News;_Judy 25, 1983.

""The 13th American Machinist Inventory of Metalworking
Equipment 1983," American Machinist,November 1983.

4°John Rees, et al., 'The Adoption of New Technology in the
American Machinery Industry," Occasional Paper No 71, Max-
well School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse Univer-
sity, August 1983.

"Commerce Department Foresees Metalworking Gains,"
American Metal Market/Metalworng News, Jan. 2, 1984.

Structurally. the overall U.S. machine-tool
industry is likely to continue to contract. This
should happen because of the persistence of
heavy finaneial losses during the early 1980's,
because of the movement of the U.S. firms
away frorri clotheStic production of hardware;
and because_im_port competition appears to
have eroded U.S. market share permanently;
Also. lack of experience_ in manufacturing sys-
tems and limited capability to develop soft-
ware are likely to restrict entry into FMS and
related businesses. It is possible that only the
largest companies may be able to develop the
extensive Software and electronics expertise
needed to Succeed in the systems market.

While thernathine-tool industry as a whole
contracts; the Ne_share of the industry will
continue to grow. This will be hastened by the
anticipated rapid decline in the cost premium
of NC relatiVe to conventional machine tools;
It will also reflect market withdrawal of small
and iiiedium=Size firms unable to afford to
moderiiiie their products and facilities; In-
Creasing Sophistication of IBC products and in-
creased emphasis on. integrating NC equip-_
merit into manufacturing systems; both of
which entail an ongoing infusion of computer/
electronics technology, may make the fizture
machine-tool industry more of a "high-technol=
ogy" industry than it has been How the in
dustry will evolve depends on severatfacter8
which bear on the competitiveness of the in=

dustry, such as new product and market (Seg-
ment) development and increased efficiency.

Major Machine-tool builders have begtin
modernizing_ their own facilities; resorting in
Many cases to greater use of programmable
automation. For example; the Wickes Machine
Tool Group, Inc., has arranged to purchase
CAD system to help it compete with larger
firths; Kearney and Trecker (Cross &Trecker)
is installing one of its own FMSs; Brown &
Sharpe Manufacturing CO. uses CAD to de-
sign new prodticts and to translate plans for
3-D products ineo.2-D patterns for sheet metal
processing; and IngerS011 Milling Machine Co.
has used CAD to develop a new FIVIS." But

"Amen-can Metal Market/Metalworkirrg News, various issues.
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the costs Of moderiiiiiiig in the context of
strong import competition and a sluggish mar-
ket may lead other firms to withdraw from the
market. Machine -tool blinders have also con-
templated cooperative research ventures; and
several companies have recently built new re-
search facilities. For example, Cincinnati Mil-
acron, Inc., has completed a new research cen-
ter; Ex-Cell-0 has a new tethnbldgy Center;
Monarch Machine Tool is- forming a new en-
gineering development lab; and South Bend
Lathe is adding a new engineering group for
its research division.43

Rather than improve domestic plant and
equipment, there is already evidence of a grow-
ing reliance by. U.S. firma on foreign compa-
nies, or On their Town production facilities
abroad, for the hardware they sell. As me
machine -tool- industry executive explained to
the International Trade Commission:

It is essential to distinguish between the
future prosperity of American- companies
that trade in machine tools and the future' prosperity of the domestic machine tool
building industry. Cross & Trecker is corn-
nutted to the businesS of Machine tools, but
it is not committed' to build in the United
States all or any specific portion of the ma-
chine tools it sells here."

Bendik, before deciding early M 1984 to divest
,its industrial automation operations; planned
to introduce new moducts while shifting the
production of Other products (small CNC
lathes and chuckeral to Japan, where it par-
ticipated in a joint venture with Murata Ma-
chinery Co. Also, it had invested in the Ital-
ian firm Comau, which could have provided it
with hardware; and it had arranged to be the
exclusive distributor of Toyoda Machine Works
NCAiiiichine tools in the United States and
Canada. Acme- Cleveland and Cross & Ttetk;
er have forged agreements with foreign firms
to supply equipment to replace or add to pr6c1;
ucts already made and sold in the United
Statesi Another firm; Sulzer; has recently cho-

"-American Metal Market/Metalworking News, June 12, 1983;
NMTBA Pet. Supp:

"Frosanne BrookS, "Tool Builders Consider Offshore Sites,"
American Metal Market/Metalworking News, July 4, 1983.

sen to enter the U.S. market by selling Rai=
ion equipment under license. On the other
hand; Cincinnati Milacron officials have stated
that they plan to continue to produce com-
modity machinery; in part because advances
in machine-tool technology make control over
the design -of both hardware and controls im-
portant.'" Yet some of their equipment may
be produced in their European facilities. In-
terestingly, the willingness of leading U.S.
machine-tool builders to move offshore sug-
gests that they do not believe that PA tech-
nOltigy albne Would sufficiently lower their
own production costs.

Three principal areas of new product devel,
opment that may benefit the domestic ihdua=
try are products for processing nonmetal ma=
terials, products aimed at smaller users, and
manufacturing integration. Products for proc-
essing nonmetal materials include machinery
for processing plastics; especially composite
materials (Used increasingly by the aerospace
industry). Thegrowing substitution of plastics
for metals in the aircraft; motor vehicle; and
appliance industries, among others; is feeding,
long-term groWth in plastics machinery sales.
Cincinnati Milacron, for example; not only
makes computer- controlled plastics molding
machinery but offers robotic Cells for plastics
production and equipment for producing and
inspecting items made with composites. Other
equipment may be aimed at processing ceram-
ics, used increasingly by the auto and aero-
space industries, in particular.

There are several reasons why machine-tool
firms May aim to serve smaller customers; One
is that the huge automotive and commercial
aerospace purchases of the late 1970's are not
likely to be repeated; thus, defense spending
and small firms may become key forces in the
market.* An argument for growth in small-
user demand is increased competition among

"Bruce Vernyi, "Machine Builders Look Co New Technology
Products: Some ConcedeStandard Lines to Foreign Firms,
American Metal Market/Metalworking News, June 13, 1983.

*Note that_offsetoproduction, and other agreements tee
increasing the foreign production component of 11.S. civil and
military aircraft, a trend that adversely affects U.S. parts sup-
pliers and presumably constrains U.S. machinery demand.
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smaller metalWorking firms for business; a
trend indicated both by OTA case studies and
by Other evidence. The benefits of NC in terms
Of improved production reliabi&y; better cost

.
estimation, and faster production time may be-
come increasingly attractive to smaller users
facing high competition for machining work.
On the other hand; since small manufacturers
were the principal victims of the past recess
sions, their spending capacity is uncertain.

Other motivations include the possibility of
tighter litIks between prime manufacturers
and subcontractors in the automobile and aer,
ospace industries. These links are associated
With such inVentiory:control strategies as the
juat=inztime system, which tends to be accom-
panied by single-sourcing of supplies, and with
the spread of programmable automation itself,
Which encourages direct computer links be-
tween manufacturers and suppliers. The Na-
tional Tooling and Machining Association
(NTMA), for example; has arranged seminars be-

tween major auto produeers and metalworking
__ suppliers to facilitate the transition to PA. The

possibility of closer linka with their custom-
ers may spur metalworking and other suppli-
ers to modernize their facilities; in effect, such
a requirement may be imposed on them.

Though smaller users offer a_potential kir
market expansion, the primary U.S. competi=
tive strength continues to be in larger, more
complex systems; This is one reason why ma-
chine -tool builders may seek to procure smaller
products from foreign sources. Lodge and
Shipley; for example, has begun to market
small CNC lathes from Italy. Strength -in large
systems is also a reason why major NC pro-
ducers are likely to ftirther emphasize inte-
grated manufacturing, through supply of man-
ufacturing cells, FMS, and other integrated
systeina, and through the production of
robota.Croaa & Trecker, for example; recently
fornied a divisiOn to produce automated ma-
terialS;handling devices. It also acquired Ben-
dix' Operations for industrial controls; machine
tools, and robots.

Machine-tool bUilders may continue to ex-
pand into robot production because, among
other reasons, tObbts can complement machine

tools or accessories (e.g., loaders; changers)
*Rhin FMS or other settings; Also; transfer
-line§ and other special machine-tool products
are expected to be more flexible and capable
Of producing small lots and component fami=
lies economically: -They will include advanced
computer control and monitoring; sensors, and
auto-n --aced functions for stock delivery, gang;
ing, roading, and removal of broken tools."

While NC producers may supply integrated
systerns by making key components and soft-
ware themselves, it is also possible that they
may adopt a turnkey approach, assembling
components made by a variety of companies.
As NC machine-tool builders become better
able to match machine tools with controls, and
as users seek to standardize the controls they
use, machine -tool builders may become in=
creasingly willing and able to offer their equip=
ment with a variety of options for controls."
Turnkey operation _is also more likely if NC
firms continue to diminish their domestic pro,
duction and focus more on machine-tool dis-
tribution. On the other hand, machine-tool
builders may establish links with such firms
as IBM, GE, or Westinghouse, supplying
hardware which those firms would package for
sale with engineering services, controls, and
software.

Control makers themselves are already in-
volVed in the integration field. Allen-Bradley,
for example, offers an "area control" system
to integrate management and operation ftinc-
dons. It is working with 3M and Western Dig-
ital to develop a broadband local area network
that would allow a wide range of manufactur-
ing devices to communicate. Both systems
would accommodate equipment from different
vendors, making integration more accessible
to users.

Regardless of how much hardware NC sup-
pliers build themselves, their nonproduction
activities will continue to increase. This trend

"Al Wrigley, "Versatile Tranifer Lines," Americtut Metal
Market/MetaiworIcing News, Aug. 15, 1983. Liitiri Gieseti;
"Transfer Lilt° Design is Changing Rapidly," American Metal
Market Metalworking. News; Aug. 1_5; 1983,

"See, for example, "Bridgeport Shows _Tools," American
Metal Market/Metalworking News, Sept. 20; 1982;

10.
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is due in part to the large need for support ac-
tivities associated with the design and imple-
mentation of complex systems like FMS. Such
systems require extended (2 to 5 years) plan-
ning by users, whether for retrofit or new-
facility installations. NC producers have
begun to establish service units that advise
customers in the planning for and design of
automated systems. For example, several
firms, including Cincinnati Milacron and
Allen-Bradley, now have automation consult-
ing units.

Future trade trends in the NC industry are
difficult to predict, although the status of the
U.S. market as the largest machine-tool mar-
ket in the world (followed by the U.S.S.R.,
West Germany, and Japan) suggests that for-
eign competition will persist. Key factors bear-
ing on U.S.-Japan competition are the pros-
pects for protectionist action by the United
States and of voluntary export curbs initiated
by the Japanese, although the Japanese al-
ready have large inventoriespositioned in the
United States. More generally, other factors
affecting trade patterns include the develop-
ment of foreign markets, and changes in U.S.
customer demand. For example, Ford's shift
from turning to milling of crankshafts offers
new opportunities to foreign machine-tool
firms, which already produce for this applica-
tion (unlike U.S. firms)." Other changes in cus-
tomer products and processes may also affect
the competitive balance. Finally; competition
in NC will depend on the relative similarity of
national preferences. For example, Japanese
vendor and users appear to prefer relatively
simple FMSs, while U.S. companies appear to
prefer more sophisticated systems." If NC
sales, including FMS, become increasingly
oriented toward integrated systems, the tradi-
tional U.S. strength in software and systems
technologies may prove to be an enduring
advantage.

' "Jack Thornton, "Ford Engine Plant to Mill Rather Than
Turn Cranks," American Metal Market/Metalworking News,
Sept, 20, 1982.

"" In FMS, Simplicity Governs," American Meted Market-
working News, Japanese Machine Tool Supplement, July 11,
1983.

Robots
History

The role of entrepreneurs, and the absence
of a major government role, distinguish the
early development of the robotics industry
from that of other PA technologies. After Uni-
mation installed the first commercial robot in
1961 in the auto industry, sales were negligi-
ble for about a decade. With a virtual monop-
oly, Unimation had sold only 200 robots by
1970.5° One other firm, Versatran (now part
of Prab Robots), also sold a few robots dur-
ing that first decade. Several other firms in-
vestigated robotics technology during the
1960's without entering the market.

By the mid-1970's, robot sales in the United
States had risen to about $15 million. Cincin-
nati Milacron and DeVilbiss (machine-tool
builders), Autoplace_(Copperweld Robotics,
until sold in early 1984), Prab Conveyors (a
materials handling equipment maker, which
bought out Versatran and became Prab Ro-
bots), and Swedish-owned ASEA had become
significant vendors, although Unimation re-
mained the leader. Cincinnati Milacron and
ASEA developed their own robots, but they
also licensed technology from Unimation,"
while DeVilbiss sold robots licensed from
Trallffa (of Norway). The automobile industry
was the principal customer; buying robots for
applications such as spot welding and spray
painting. Figure 31 shows market growth
trends.

Major investment programs by automobile
manufacturers led the growth in demand for
robots in the late 1970's. Although the auto
industry was already heavily automated; vol-
atile consumer demand and variable proiluc-
tion runs created a growing problem of pre-
mature obsolescence of plant and equipment.
These factors, plus foreign competition, gen-
erated4rressure to reduce costs as well as in-
crease flexibility and quality in production.

'Tackling the Prejudice Against Robots,"Business Week.
Apr. 26, 1976.

""Robot Makers Still Waiting for Promised Big Markets,"
Electronic Business; October 1980:
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The phases of the robot industry

Figure 31.Robot Market Trends
Market share: startup companies only; 1980-83

1961 Mid-1970's 1979 1982

Changes in market share composition, 1986 -83

1980

1982

'Unimation. Cincinnats Milacron, DeVilbiss, Moo Inc., Prab Robots Inc,
Copperwerd Robotics

SOURCE PrudontialBacho Securities, Inc
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Advanced Robotics Corp.
American Robot Corp.
AUtomatiX Inc:
Control Automation
Intelledex
Machine Intelligence Corp.
Nova Robotics
U.S. Robots
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Substitution for less flexible equipment, and
the reduction of labor costs, were both major
motivations for automotive use of robots. By
late 1980; 1,400, or nearly half of the 3,200
robots Unimation had installed, were for spot-
welding applications.52

The potential market for robots in the
aerospace and electronics industries was also
explored during the 1970's. The aerospace in-
dustry, unlike the automobile industry, con-
tained relatively few obvious applicaticinS, be-
cause aircraft are very high-precision prodnetS
produced in small batches; early robots tended
to be insufficiently precise and relatively ex=
pensive to adapt for each use. During the mid
to late 1970's, DOD programs (e.g., ICAM)
aimed at improving defense procurement rnoti=
vated the evaluation, perfection, and adoption
of robots by large aerospace firms working in
conjunction with government and university
researchers (see ch. 8). Although DOD tech-
nology-diffusion programs also evaluated the
use of robots for electronics applications, the
electronics industry was largely responsible
for developing its own early applications.
Firms such as Texas Instruments and IBM
developed robots and applications in such
broad areas as materials handling and simple
assembly.

Foreign firms have participated in robot
markets since the 1960's. The Japanese indus-
trytry grew bigger and at a faster rate than the
U.S. industry.* This happened in part because
the Japanese Government encouraged robot
use by small and medium-sized firms; through
such measures as a robot leasing program (see
ch. 9). The typically close links between ma-
jor Japanese manufacturers and their suppli-
ers also served to promote growth in smEdler
firm use of robots. In 1968, Kaiv_asfiki licensed
robot technology from Unimation, becoming
the first and leading Japanese producer.

"I bid.
--

*Japanese robot production (not necessarily restricted Lb U.S.
robot definition) grew from 200 units ($1.6 million) in 1968
to 8.600 units ($8.7 million) in 1977 -and 19,387 units ($314 mil-
lion) in 1980. "Japanese Production Runs Limit Robotic In-
vestroents,"A viation Week and Space Technology; Aug 2;
1982.

aneSe vendors proliferated, as companies that
had earlier built robots for their own use (e.g.,
Pentel, Seiko) entered the external domestic
market. Across a relatively broad range of
industries and firm Sizes, Japanese firms
adopted robots and other forms of automation
relatively quickly because of a shortage of
skilled, entry-level labpr in Japanese manufac-
turing industries, particularly those indus-
tries in which production work was considered
onerous.

.Dunng and since the 1970's, other major
producers of robots have appeared in various
European countries. Trallfa of Norway is a ma-
jor producer of spraying robots; its technolo-
gy is licensed to DeVilbiss. ASEA of Sweden
is a major producer of are-welding robots; it
11E18 a U.S. subsidiary and operates in several
other countries. Vendors based in_ France,
Italy, West Germany, the United Kingdom,
and other European countrieS, where indige-
nous industries tended to develop around the
local auto industries, also began to sell robots
in the United States.

Recent/Contemporary
The robot market has reportedly grown to

exceed $200 million in sales in the United
Stat.08, and perhaps $1 billion worldwide.* The
robot business, however, remains unprofit-
able=the growth of sales has been described
by Laura Conigliaro, a financial analyst of the
robot industry, as "profitless prosperity." One
industry participant recently compared the
estimated $200 million in 1982 sales with
about $500 million in costs.53 The ITC con-

Industry analysts estimate that 1982 sales were $2Q0 Mil-
lion, while 1983 sales are believed to approach $240 Million.
The International Trade Commission estimated that 1982 U.S.
sales by domestic firms alone were under $140 million. Note
that it is hard to measure sales and, profits because most ven-
dors are privately held or are smell parts of large companies
that do not break out sales data Therefore, industry analysts
generally seek to count units sold and estimate sales based on
average price. AVerage price, however, will vary depending on
customer preferences for accessories and other items accom-
panying the sale of the basic manipulator.

"Laura Conigliaro and Christine Chien, "Computer Inte-
grated Manufacturiog," : report of the April 1983 Prudential-
Bache Securities Symposium on ComputerIntegrated Manu-
facturing, Prudential-Bache Securities, Aug. 2, 1983.
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eluded from its industry survey that robot
vendors lost money through the 1979-83 pe-
riod." There are several reasons for this situa-
tion; which stems from the immaturity of the
market. Vendors are trying to position them-
selves in a nascent market; they often deliver
products they have yet to perfect; and users
often require extremely high levels of service
and supportto make an application SuCcessful.
Consequently; high costs for marketing, ap-
plications development; support, and produc-
tion of special tooling erode profits from. ro-
bot sales. Table 58 lists shipment estimates
from ITC (note that since 1980, shipments
have included a significant fraction of robots
for instructional purposes)."

Among users; the auto industry continues
to dominate; other major users in-chide aero-
space, electronics; machinery, foundries, and
miscellaneous light mantifaCtiiting (see table
59). Among applications; spot welding, ma-
chine loading; spray painting, and materials
handling are most prevalent, although arc
welding; inspection, and assembly applications
are. becoming more common, in part because
of a growth in sensor tedinOlogy, especially

"''Competitive Position of U.S. Producers of Robotics in Do-
meatic aid World, Markets;" U.S. International Trade Commis-
sion, Publication 1475. December 1983:

vision systems, for robots. From 70 to 80 per-
cent of robots in the auto industry are used
for welding.

Because the robot market holds the prospect
of eventual profits, U.S. robot vendors have
proliferated since 1980. While Unlined= and
Cincinnati Milacron still lead the market, they
face competition from a diverse set of market
entrants, including small, innovative startup
firms and large, diversified multinationals.
There are about 100 U.S. vendors, compared
with about 250 in Japan and several dozen in
Europe.56 * The market includes both full -line
firms and niche firms. The strongest compet-
itors offer a range of products. In addition to
robot assemblers, there are other firms concen-

"See, for example: Laura Conigliaro, "Trends in the Robot
Industry (Revisited): Where are We Now?" 13th International
SympogiTm on Industrial Robots and Robots 7 conference pro-
ceedings, Robotics International of SME, Apr. 17-21, 1983.

*Also, there are at least 30 Japanese firms that produce ro-
bots only for themselves and their shareholders. Paul_Aron,
"The _Robot Scene in Japan: An Update," Paul Aron Report
No 26, Daiwa Securities America, Inc., Sept. 7, 1983. It is not
clear how many U.S. firms produce for their own use although
IBM and Texas Instruments are etamples of firms believed to
do so, Square D, for example, is an electrical equipment maker
that bought a young robotics firm, U.S. Robots, Inc., (which
produces "Maker robots) to obtain robots for its own small-
part production, The ITC concluded from its industry survey
that only 6% of shipments were intracompany (captive). The
prevalence of user-producers in Japan accounts for the greater
number of special-purpose robots in Japan.

Table 58.=Robota: U.S. Producer's Domestic Shipments; by Types, 1979.83

Type 1979 -1980 1981 1982 1983.

Quantity (units)

Spot welders 155 344 644 434 372

Arc welders 28 52 57 91 196

Coaters 0 0 26 156 153

Assemblers and material
handlers'' ........ 114 153 259 550 1,025

Metalworking apparatus 4 7 10 16 15

Loaders/unloaders 79 111 167 163 ; 188

Others' 63 141 344 697 _____ 717

Total 443 808 1,507 2,107 9,668

Value (1,000 dollarS)

Total° 19,168 43,293 90,076 122 X23 134,916

Unit Value

Average $ 43,267 $ 53,580 $ 59,772 $ 58,150 $ 50,606

''Data for 1983 are based on projections provided by U S producers
Data are combined to prevent disclosure - -

Includes small mstruciion_aLand educational
-Data by types are not available

SOURCE Compiled from datasubmitted ti-.response to questionnaires Of the U S
"

International Trade Commission.
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Table 59.U.S. Robot Population by Application and Industry, End of 1982

Auto

Nonmetals
light

Fottattlfc-4-atii.ifettUrer

Electrical;
elec-

tronics

Heavy!
equp
ment:

Aero-
space Total

Weldin_g
1 : 2200 (35%)Material handling 1 1 1 1550 (259/a)Machine loading t2 2 2 1250 (20%)Spray painting, finishing 3 3 3 1 600 (10%)Assembly 2 2 200 (3%)Machining 100 (29/0)Other _300 (5%)Total 2500 1250 1050 71/0 6110 100 6200 (100%)

(40%) (20%) (17%) (11 %) (109/0)- (2%)
'About 70 to 80 percent of robots in auto industry are used for welding.
SOURCE Tech Iran Corp.

trating on ancillary producti such as end-of-
arm tooEng, motors, and other components for
robots. Finally, not all vendora produce their
wares: probably only about 50 U.S. firms ac-
tually produce robots." Competition is in-
tense, and some firms have already exited the
market (e.g., Black & Decker, Kulicke & Sof-
fa).58 Copperweld Corp. left the robot market
after recent losses on robotics systems and vi-
sion products, although it was considered the
largest U.S. maker of small robots when it -en-
tered the market in 1979 (via acquisition). Sim-
ilarly, Nordson Corp. is planningto divest the
robotics division it formed in 1980.

Entry into the market has occurred through
licensing of foreign technology, mergers, and
acquisitions, as well as through new-product
development. GE, for example, entered in 1981
by licensing Italian and Japanese-designed
robots. GCA and Automatix are among the
many ' companies that distribute Japanese
robots under their own names, and at least one
American firm has licensed a Scottish-de-
signed robot." * Cross-fertilization, through
licensing, outsourcing, joint ventures, or other
Means, is a key feature of this market (see this=

"-See "Competitive Position of U.S. Producers of Robotics
in Domestic and World Markets," U.S. International Trade
Commission, Publication 1475, December 1983:

"Kulicke & Soffa had formed a new division and invested over
Si ninon in robotics research over a 2-year period. gee "Reces-
sion Even Hits Robots," The New York Times, Jan. 12, 1983.

""Cameron Gets Robot License," American Metal MrT.r
ket/Metalworking News, June 6; 1983:

Bendix, for example; distributed three Yaskawa robot sys-
tems in the Western Hemisphere under the Bendix name and
provided support and services. Wall Street Journal; Dec. 7;
1982.

cussion below). Several vendors even offer
robots using the same basic manipulators."
The prevalence of cooperative efforts is not
surprising given the fact that developing a
prototype robot alone costs upwards of $1 mil-
lion, while the full costs of market entry are
closer to $15 million to $20 million. The costs
of entering and operating the buSiness are'
even higher.

Several firms have been financed by ven-
ture capital, although external financing is be-
lieved to be less aYailable now than it was just
a few years ago. Intelledex, for example, was
founded in 1981 by .former Hewlett-Packard
employees using venture capital; it is devel-
oping sophisticated robots with vision for
electronics assembly. ControLAutornaticro,
founded at about the same time by former
Western Electric personnel and funded by,ven-
ture capital, also aims to serve the electronics
assembly market. As these exampleseuggeSt,
several new firms draw on computer back;
gmunds 'or emphasize electronics applications;
this contrasts with the more mechanical orien-
tation of most of the early vendors.

Robot producers supply robots as stand-
alone devices with basic systems engineering,
as custom-turnkey systems, or as modular-
turnkey systems. As in; other PA markets,
turnkey firms combine robotics components
made by others with controls, software, and
tooling tailored to meet the requirements of
specific applications. Robot systems are avail-

""Robotics: Too Many Firms for the Market?" The Journal .

of Commerce, Apr. 25, 1983.
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able based either narrowly on a robot or more
broadly on a manufacturing cell served_by a
robot (e.g., as a machine tender/loader). Auto-
matix, for example, was founded as a vision
company that imported Japanese manipula-
tors and sold them with vision systems of its
own design. It recently introduced a line of
robotic assembly cells with vision systems
that can be combined into a larger assembly
system. Robot systems with vision capabili-
ties have grown more common; 25 to 30 per-
cent of machine vision systems sold are sold
with robots.6'

Both large, diversified vendors such as IBM,
GE, and Westinghouse, and smaller ones such
as GCA and Cybotech, offer to integrate ro-
bots or robotic systems with a variety of other
types of production automation. Several ven-
dors, such as GCA and IBM, offer to link CAD
units to robots, allowing robots to be pro-
gramed and applications to be simulated
through CAD systems. The strategy of some
of these vendors is to treat robots as additional
terminals in larger, computer -based systems.
Such systems can eliminate the need for sep-
arate robot programing and related support
activities.

While the manipulator the basic robot hard-
ware) accounts for over half the total cost of
installing a robot (see fig. 32) the increased at-
tention to controls, software, and service ac-
companying the trend toward treating robots
as part of systems is reducing_the role of hard-
ware in the robot business. As one industry
participant observed:

To me, the robot system is probably fifty
percent controls and software and another
twenty-five percent peripheral application
and tooling and staging. And only twenty-

"'See Robert N. Stauffer. "Sensors: 50,000 Machine Vision
Systems Seen by 1992,"_Robotics TodaY, April 1983: Tech 'Fran
estimates that as of early 1983,-only 400 to 500 machine tri-
sion systems were in use but up to 50.000 systems may be used
by 1993; Machine vision systems currently cost $25,000 to
$39.000 but may cost less than $10,000_ by 1993.

The vision system market is belieVed to contain over 100
suppliers. Vision system sales have been estimated at $18 mil-
lion to $25 million in 1982; and forecast to grow rapidly dur-
ing the mid to late 1980'S.

five percent of it is the basic robotic mecha-
nism that you 000.62

Thus, at the Robot 7 exposition, for exam-
ple, Cincinnati Milacron demonstrated only
three robot models and one control unit, avail-
able with different options. The hardware was
standardized, but different customer needs
could be met by varying the software.

For both simple and complei applications,
pre- and post-sale support and Service are in-
creasingly considered essential by both yen-
dors and users. One indicstor that service and
support have been inadequate is the fact that
buyers have occasionally abandoned robots,
something that has not been a problem for
CAD systems and other types of progrEumna-
ble automation. A lot of pre-sale support
planning, training, facilities preparation,
etc.is often _needed, for a couple of reasons
in particular: Robots have yet to be viewed as
the only, alternative for certain tasks (unlike,
say, lathes); and there are no single; correct
approaches to applying robots in given situa-
tions. Because robot technology is still devel-
oping, and because users often adopt their first
robots as a preliminary to broader process
Change, poSt-sale supporte.g., software up=
dateS, service contractsis also _important.
While early robot vendors (e.g., Unimation,
Prab, and Cincinnati Milacron) initially fo-
cused on manipulator' production, growing
competition has made service increasingly im-
portant to the business.

Some vendors have altered their pricing pat-
terns in recognition of this situation, although
pricing etrategies appear to vary toomuch to
permit meaningful inferences. For example,
rather than offer a $100,000 robot, a vendor
may now offer the "robot" for $30,000 and
8upportiservice for $70,000. Indeed, some in-
dustry analysts have somewhat cynically ob-
served that selling robots is analogous to giv-
ing away (virtually) razors and profiting from

"'Laura_ Con4liaro and Christine Chien, "Computer In-
tegrated Manufacturing," report of the April 1983 Prudential-
Bache Securities Symposium on_Computer;Integrated Manufac-
turing, Prudential -Bache Securities, Aug. 2, 1983.
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Figure 32.Typical Robot System Cost Breakdown
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the sale of razor blades: the money is in the
follow-on sales of complementary products.
Another interpretation is that vendors have
yet to offer products that users really want.
In particular; there is some evidenCe that users
want simpler systems.63

Large and small system-oriented vendors
have responded to perceived needs for serv-
ice by enlarging their service capacity, and by
adding systems-planning consulting units. For
example, IBM has a Robotics Assembly In-
stitute; GCA has two demonstration centers;
Prab has a systems engineering unit; and GE
has a few robot applications centers. In addi-
tion, third-party robotics consulting/service
firms have emerged; These include Productiv-
ity Systems; Inc; (Mich.); Ceeris International,
Inc. (Conn.); Franklin Institute Research Lab-
oratories; Inc. (Pa.); Seientific Applications,
Inc; (Va.); and Automation Systems/American
Technologies (N.J.). Third-party or non-
manufactuimg firms_have a place in the robotics
business, as in the CAD business, because the
hardware is lessimportant than the applications
engineering, software development, and other
aspects that combine in an application (see CIM
section below). These firms may also become
more prominent because the amount of capi-
tal available for new-start manufacturers is
Shrinking, and consulting is less expensive to
launch than manufacturing.

The robot market continues to be strongly
international, although it is believed that ro-
bot imports comprise less than 10 percent of
the market." This compares with a 25 to 30
percent import penetration for automobiles.
According to ITC, U.S. imports of complete
robots grew in value from $3.8 million m 1979
to $15.1 million in 1982 and may have grown
to $28.9 million in 1983. Imports of robot parts
and subassemblies grew from $126,000 in 1979
to $6.7 million in 1982 and may have grown
to $15.2 million in 1983. According to Paul

"See, for example: Frank Cogan, "Some Robots Being Sim-
plified to Attract Users;!_American Metal Market/Metalwork
ing News, Sept. 13, 1982:

"Laura Conigliaro and Christine Chien, "Computer Inte-
grated Manufacturin&" report of the April 1983 Prudential-
Bache Securities- symposium on Computer-Integrated Manufac-
turing, PrudentilkBache Securities, Aug. 2, 1983.

Aron of Daiwa Securities America, Inc., 425
units valued at about $11.4 million were im-
pOrt6d in 1982, of which 59 percent came from
Japan, compared with a total of $195 million
in domestic production."

Japan has been the principaLsource of robot
imports; Sweden and Norway follow, together
accounting for less than half of the value of
Japanese imports.- Sweden follows Japan and
the United States as the third largest robot
producer. Its principal robot manufacturer,
ASEA, is a leading, maker of industrial ma-
chinery. ASEA produces about half of Swe-
den's robot output. The remaining portion of
imports (about 20 percent by value, 9 percent
by volume) comes from West Germany, Italy,
and the United Kingdom. These countries pri-
marily supply robots to the United States
through resale agreements. Five firms produce
most of West Germany's robot output. The
two leading German firms are Volkswagen
Werk and Kuka." Several foreign firms serve
the U.S. market by specializing in niches (e.g.,
ASEA, Yaskawa, and Hitachi in arc welding),
and most others serve the low end of the
market.

U.S. robot makers also export, principally
to European countries. ITC estimates that
U.S. robot exports grew from $8.9 million in
1979'to $20.3 ninon in 1982 and may have
grown to $33.7 million in 1983, accounting- for-__
20 percent of the shipments."

A principal difference between foreign and
domestic firms, until recently, has been the
prevalence of user-producers among foreign
firms. The greater experience of foreign firms
(particularly Japanese firms) with robotic ap-
plications has been an important selling point.
Also, the larger market in Japan helps to lower
the cost of Japanese robots exported to the
United States. And "the Japanese also are

"Paul Aron, "The Robot Scene in Japan: An Update,_" Paul
Aron Report No. 26, Daiwa Securities America, Inc., Sept. 7,
1983.

" "Competitive Position of U.S. Producers of Robotics in
Domeetic and World Marketa," U.S. International Trade Com-
nvission, Publication 1475, December 1983:

67"Competitive Position of U.S. Producers of Robotics in Do-
mestic and World Markets," U.S. International Trade Commis-
sion, Publication 1475, December 1983.
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willing to make use of less sophisticated robots
rather than wait for the most perfect design.
. . . In Japan, the stress is constantly on the
application. "68

The international dimensions of robot
industry are complicated by the prevalence of
captive imports, licensing (often involving
the manufacture abroad of key hardware), and
joint ventures. Licensing is a particularly at-
tractive vehicle for foreign firms wishing to
enter a remote market because it eliminates
the need for setting up a new distribution sys-
tem; it appeals to the licensee, on the other
hand, as a quick and easy means of entering
a new market. R&D needs are lower, as are
production costs. Many U.S. vendors, from
large, diversified firms (e.g., IBM, GE) to
smaller, innovative firms (e.g., GCA, Auto-
atix), license manipulators; especially from
Japan* (see table 60). As Phillipe Villers, Presi-
dent of Automatix, recently noted:

"Paul Aron, "How to Play Catchup in Robotics," Electron-
ics, June 16, 1983.

*Other countries also supply robot hardware. For example,
Steelweld Robotic Systems (United Technologies) sells robot
systems using N-iko robots made in West Germany and- acces-
sories and peripheral equipment made in the United States.
Automotive News, Sept. 26, 1983.

If you are going to produce something in
much lower volumes than a competitor; then
you had better be able to command a premi-
um for some innovative aspect's . . . Now, in
robotic arms as distinguished from the robot
as a whole; that isirrelEtWelyinature art; and
the opportunity for commanding a tremen-
dous premium for a bettter arm is somewhat
limited. At the present time; the leading Jap-
anese manufacturers are producing arms in
the thousands per year in a number of cases.
For manufacturers here to compete in arms
while producing ten times less of that device;
the laws of economics says that you can't
produce it as cheaply . . . In the controls area
it's not the same."

Finally, there are a growing number of inter-
national joint ventures, although these remain
less common than licensing agreements. For
example, Renault of FranCe and Ransburg of
the United States formed Cy- botech in the late
1970's. A new joint venture, GMF Robotics,
paired a major Japanese producer, Fanuc Ltd.,
with a major U.S. user, GM. Although its

"Laura Conigliaro and Cluistthe 'Computer Inte-
grated Manufacturing," report of the April_1983 Prudential,-
Bache ,3curities Symposium on Computer - Integrated Manufac-
turing, Prudential-Bache Securities, Aug. 2, 1983.

Table 60.Soine Agreements Existing Between U.S. and Foreign Robotics Producers

From Type of agreement TO

DEA (Italy) License and marketing
Volkswagen (West Germany) License and marketing
Hitachi Ltd. (Japan' License and marketing
Fujitsu Fanuc (Japan)* Joint venture
Unimation License
Unimation License
Prab Robots, Inc. Manufacturing
Prab Robots, Inc. Manufacturing
Prab Robots, Inc. Manufacturing
Trallfa (Norway) License
Renault (France)* ...........Joint venture
Yaskawa Electric (Japan) Marketing
Yaskawa Electrfc (Japan)* Technology exchange
Sankyo Seiki (Japan) Purchase
Komatsu (Japan) License and marketing
Mitsubishi Electric (Japan) License and marketing
Olivetti Mali; License and marketing
Basfer (Italy) License and marketing
Dalnichi Kik° (Japan) Marketing
Hitachi Ltd. (Japan) Marketing
Nachi Fujikoshi (Japan) License
Nimak (West Germany) License
ASEA (Sweden) Subsidiary
rirninnati Milacron Manufacturing

General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.-
Kawasaki Heavy Industries (Japan)
Nokia (Finaind)
Fabrique Nationale (Belgium)
Murata Machine (Japan)
Canadian English Co. (Canada)
DeVilbiss Co.
Ransburg
Hobart Brothers
Machine Intelligence Corp.
IBM
Westinghouse Electric
Westinghouse Electric
Westinghouse Electric
Nordson
GCA
Automatix
Advanced Robotics Corp.
United Technologies
ASEA, Inc

Kiko (Japan)
alnformatlon and technology flow in both directions.
SOURCE: Compiled from various sources by the staff of the US. International Trade Commission.
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i

management claims to aim for no more than
50 percentof sales for automotive application,
GMF appears to be gaining a major share of
GM's robot business. GM's new Buick com
plex in Flint, 'Mich., for example, will include
103 robotsall from GMF.7°

International joint ventures are alsoa fac-
tor in foreign markets. For_example, Cincin-
nati Milacron and Utsumi Machinery Co. (Ja-
pan) will produce robots in 'Japan this year for
sale in Asia and AuStralia. Cincinnati Mila-
cron's Japanese subsidiary Will_ assemble the
robots &Om/manipulators made by Utsumi
and Cincinnati Milacron controllers made in
the United States. Cincinnati Milacron claims
that building the manipulators in Japan will
cost about 20 percent less than building them
in _the_United States.71 Lower production costs
reflect, impart_, the exchange rate, as well as
higher production volumes in Japan.

i

Likely Change
-iEstimates of the 1990 U.S. robot poptilation
1-generally range from 50,000 to 150,000, or a

6- to 18-fold increase relative to today. Sales
forecasts for 1990 typically range-from $1 bit=
lion to. $2 billion. Clearly,_ changes of these1-magnitudes are uncertain; they depend, in par-
ticular, on a strong economy. A "shakeout"
in the robot industry, with the number of ven-
dor4 falling at the srtnie time sales are 'grow-
ine is widely anticipated within the industry
an among analysts; Because the nature of
pr uction costs; the rate of technology
ch

1-
ge; and the growth of the market are all

..uncertam, there is 'controversy as to the pros-
p4ts of new v. old firms; or large_ v. small
firms (see table 61). During a recent forum for
industry participants; the problem was under-

4 .scored when representatives of .several small
rObotmanufacturers.expresSed their desire to
be the "IBM of robotics." Because both large

t 1and small firms have strengths, and because
the market is expectet&to broaden, it is.likely

"Stuart Brown, "Accurate Fixturing Not Required for Vision-
equipped Robot System," American Metal Market'lVfetalwork-
i g News, Nov. 7, 1983:

'''Cincinnati Milacron lans to Have Robots Made in Japan
1984," The Wall Streei Journal. Sept. 12, 1983.

that the industry will support both large,
"supermarket" suppliers of automation and
smaller firms oriented toward robot niches.
Moreover, large diversified firmsespecially
those supplying a variety of types of program-
mable automationmay persist in the robot
market even without earning profits there
because (as with FMS) identification with the
robot industry has strategic value.

Growth in applications will be a key to
broadening the market:- The rate at which ro-
bot use spreads to nonrnetalworking indus-
tries will depend on many factors, including
broad-based changes in manufacturing proc-
esses and standardization of equipment, lan-
guages, and, interfaces (which may occur in-
formally through the emergence of dominant
products and vendors). :Both growth in appli7
cations and reductions in cost should expand
the market among small firms, in particular;
at present, single-robot purchases are usually
hard to justify:on financial grounds.72 Materi-
als handling; assembly; and inspection applica-
tions; which can be found in virtually all man-
ufacturing industries; will grow during this
decade, in part because of advances ,fin sens-
ing and adaptive control (see ch. 3).

Robots are already considered feasible for
materials handling in iLpplications ranging
from textile processing and apparel manufac-
ture to personal-care product packaging, phar-
maceuticals, and cigarette packaging. GCA,
for example, is providing robots for materials
handling in the printing and paper packaging
industry. Assembly applications are becom-
ing more common and diverse; especially in
the electronics industry, with applications
ranging from wire-harness assembly to inser-
tion of components into circuit boards. Sub-
stantial markets for robots may also grow
during the 1990's in nonmanufacturing appli
cations, from battlefield missions to disposal
of hazardous wastes to health-care services
and food processing. Forestry, fishery, mining,
agricultural, and oceanographic applications
are also under development.

"Steven M. Miller, "Potential Impacts of Robotics on Man-
ufacturing Cost within Metalworking Industries," Doctoral
Dissertation, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1983.
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Table 61.--Prospects of Different Claases of Robot Vendors

Startups
Strengths: 2sk,

Few if any perceived or real dissatisfactions among
end-users.
Ability to attract and hire some of the most aggressive and
smart individuals in robotics and related industries.
Small size allows rapid shifts in strategies if necessary.
(This wet:, particularly iroportant during the recession when
certain kinds of orders became scarce.)
Technological advances will probably come from smaller
companies.
Small starting base gleans that each order of
size, is important. Tht_lt, the best of these companies would
tent to offer more support for a given size order.
The best of these companies have attracted important ven-
ture capitalists. gaining impressive support and financial
backing.

Weaknesses:
Little name recognition for some of them.
Far more competitive environment In robotics than Is
generally ideal for startups7---Le., little room for error or for
learning from mistakes.
Cannot afford to be consistently agressive in pricing.
Need some_ early successes in order to retain venture
capitalists. Otherwise cash flow insufficiency can become
a fatal disease.

Large company entrants:
Strengths:

Name recognition.
Major financial strength:
In many instances, applications of robots and other flex-
ibile automation technologies in their own factories is a
marketin_g plus.
Already offer a large variety of products other than robots
for different aspects of factory automation.

Weaknesses:
Power-ful financial strength for the corporation as a whole
should not be interpreted as being equivalent to unlimited
financial resources for the robot unit. The commitment of
the company to robotics and how robotics fits into the corn-
pany's overall strategy for factory automation will vary.
'(These commitments can diminish if the robot entity con-
tinues to underperform expectations.)
The robot entity is one tiny group within _the corporate
organization. Robotics alone will make no difference to the
profitability or growth of most of,these companies.
Large cornpanies are often hampered by their own inertia.
Inability to attract or keep aggressive entrepreneurial types
for robot u9s: These 'duals often prefer the looser
organizational structt of smaller companies, where they
can also get an equity position.

SOURCE: Laura Conigliaro. -Trends in the Robot Industry (Revisited): Where Are We Now? Proceedings oi the 13th international Symposium on Industrial Robots,
',April 1983.

Growth in systems applications and sales
and advances in the automation of other pro-
duction equipment will result ina rather small
market for stand-alone robots; at least within
metalworking industries. Moreover, these
trends may also make it easier for firms to
supply robots without manufacturing them
themselves. Whether they do or do not pro-
duce manipulators, robot manufacturers are
increasingly likely to produce their own com-
puter controls. Also, the software side of the
market should grow with software enhance-
mentsfor sensing, diagnostics, and other
functions. The growth in systems applications
and sales, the relative importance of controls,
software, and customization, and the option
of relying at least in part on foreign sources
of low-cost hardware suggest that product dif-
ferentiation and service may be more impor-
tant than pricing for competition within the
robot market;

Future trade patterns in robots would ap-
pear to depend on development of technology
for new applications, prospects for continued
cooperative efforts among producers, and the

degree of emphasis placed on systems and
services. Table 62 contrasts the distribution
of robot applications in Japan and the United
States;

The greater use of robots for assembly, "in-
telligent robots," and unsophistiCated units
aimed at small firms in Japan may benefit Jap-
anese imports later in the decade.* However,
simple comparisons of numbers made and
used may be misleading. Most assembly and
intelligent robots are relatively unsophis-
ticated at this time; Moreover; the Japanese
apparently consider U.S. assembly technology
to be superior to their own; The Japan Bcct
nomic Journal notes that the IBM 7565 sys-
tem robots introduced in early 1983 "seem to
be bett% than any factory assembly robots so
far commercially developed in Japan" because
of superior software, programing, sensors, and
computerization." Meanwhile, U.S. companies

*Japanese firms have recently expanded their efforts to reach
small manufacturers (and restaurants and schools) by offering
robots through department stores. Philadelphia Inquirer, July
9, 1983:

""Robot Makers are Sensing Strong U.S. Competition,Va-
pan Economic Journal, Feb. 8, 1983.
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Table 62.Installed Operating Industrial Robots by Application, Dec. 31, 1982
(U.S. Definition)

Japan United States

Units
Breakdown
in percent_ Units

Breakdown
in percent

Weldinga 8,052 25.2 2,453 38.9
Painting 1,071 3.4 490 7.8
Assembly 6,099 19.1 73 1.2
Casting 557 1.7 875 13.9
Materials handling 6;797 8.1 1,300 20.6
Machine loading/unioading 2,578 8.1 1,060 16.8
Others 6,746 21.2 50 0.8

Total 31,900 100 6,301 100

aJapan Industrial Robot Association reported separately arc welding (3,874) and spot welding (4,278). Robot Institute of America
(U.S.) did not distinguish between these two categories.
ROTE: These estimates are generally consistent with those of Table 59; the contrast illustrates the unreliable data problem.
SOURCE: Paul Aron, "The Robot Scene In Japan: An Update," Daiwa Securities America Inc., Sept. 7, 1983.

have begun to sell more robots in Japan. For
example; a young firm called American Robot
Corp. has sold electronic assembly robots in
Japan; and it will produce robots there through
a Japanese subsidiary to increase Japanese
sares (it hopes to lower costs and prices).

Access to foreign markets may become more
difficult and import competition may grow as
a result of foreign policies supporting robots
(and other forms of programmable automa-
tion) as a favored domestic product (see ch. 9).
Spurring the production and use of robots, ro-
bot associations of various sorts exist in many
countries; including Australia, Belgium, the
United Kingdom, Denmark, France, West
Germany, Italy; Japan, the United States,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, and China. These
groups often work with policymakers on issues
relevant to robot teclmology development,
sales; and trade. A Swedish committee, for ex-
ample, has proposed a campaign to increase
robot production and use in Sweden, and
Swedish-owned ASEA anticipates that robots
will supersede autos as the main national
product."

France has even imported Japanese- assist-
ance to develop its robot business. In response
to French Government_ requests for "Japanese
cooperation in developing and introducing ro-

"Laura Conigliaro arid Christine Chien, "Computer Inte-
grated-Manufacturing" report of the April 1983, Prudential-
Bache aecurities Symposium on Computer- Integrated Miumfac-
turing, Prudential-Bache &curities, Aug. 2, 1983.

hots and other high-technology products_as a
step to revitalize the French economy," Yas-
kawa Electric Manufacturing Co, (Japan) and
Cie Electro-mecanique (France) have_ teamed

Yaskawa will supply large robots for CEM
to market in France; it will sell small CEM
robots in Japang and it will help CEM produce
large robots in France.75 Also, ASEA will pro-
duce robots in France.

If robot systems grow in popularity; licens-
ing may be the most effective way_for Japa-
nese manufacturers to reach the U.S. market,
because most of them are primarily manipu-
lator builders; U.S. strengths,.by contrast, are
in software and systems development. How-
ever, Japanese producers are working on ro-
bot systems of their own. For example, Sumi-
tomo Shoji (a trading company), NEC (an
electronics firm), and Dainichi Kiko (a robot
maker) are developing robot systems with vi-
sion and voice sensors for sale in 1984."

In the long term; U.S. manufacturers may
become less interested inlicensing as they gain
experience in robotics, while the Japanese and
others may establish U.S. subsidiaries to bet-
ter provide service and hardware packages and
to adapt to potential or actual restrictions on
imports. Hitachi, for example, has a U.S. sub-
sidiary which recently formed several inde-

""J apan Agrees With France on Interchange of Robots,"Ja-
pan Economic Journal, JIM. 11,1983.

"Roy Garner, ',/apanese Robot Industry Slows Down," Fi-
nancial Times. Mar. 2, 1983.
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pendent sales and service.centers to allow Hi-
tachi to sell complete robot systems in the
United States and to facilitate future robot
production in the United States in the event
robot imports are restricted. Hitachi now im-
ports the basic robot and sells it with other
equipment (e.g., welding and painting devices)
and services provided by U.S firms."

An emphasis on service or on integrating
robots into complex systkms would argue
against a strong import presence (in the tra-
ditional sense), because close relations with
customers and retaining a local presence are
important aspects of service provision and ap-
plications planning. Emhart Corp., for exam-
ple, chose to work with ASEA of America in
developing its first robot application because
of the geographic proximity of the vendor's
facilities to its own. Also, U.S. experts believe
that U.S. firms lead in systems technology.
However, a movement toward turnkey supply
of systems is consistent with importation of
hardware and components, packaged by do-
mestic firms. Japanese hardware, in particu-
lar, is likely to grow more attractive as compe-
tition in Japan lowers prices." Alternatively,
foreign (and U.S.) firms may locate production
or assembly facilities in different markets.
ASEA, for example, has robot plants in Japan,
West Germany. Spain, Sweden, and the United
States.

Other PA Markets
Automated Materials Handling/

Storage/Retrieval Systems
Automatad materials handling (AMH), stor-

age and retrieval systems (AS/RS) and their
components are supplied primarily by a few
firms, which are typically suppliers of more
conventional materials handling eqtlipmant
and systems, such as conveyors and convey-
ing equipment (SIC 3535), hoists, overhead
cranes, and monorails (SIC 3536), and indus-
trial trucks (SIC 3537). Principal vendors in-

"Lauri Giesen, "Hitachi Offering Complete Robots in U.S,"
American Metal Mrerket/MetWworking News, Apr: 25_, 1983.

""Matsushita Electric is Japan's Top Robot Maker," Japan
Economic Journal, May 24, 1983.

chide Eaton-Kenway, Esco/Hyster, Litto
Clark Equipment, Jervis B. Webb, and
Handling Systems. AMH firms have }lista'
cally served customers in the mining an
wholesale/retail trade industries as well
manufacturers, although products such
automatic guided vehicles ("robot carts") haN
recently been developed with particular attei
tion to manufacturing-industry application
AGV systems are already produced and use
in Sweden, France, Italy, and West German:
and British companies are also planning to e]
ter the AGV market. The AS/RS market i
more or less distinct from other AMH market
because the systems are more complex. The
are generally sold in packages of hardwar
software, engineering, and controls by firm
operating in turnkey fashion.

The overall materials handling industry ha
contracted recently, in large part because c
declining capital investment. Although _in
ports in the conveyor, hoist, and industriE
truck industries grew (in current dollars) b:
14 to 20 percent in 1982, the ratio of import
to new supply (imports plus domestic praduc
tion) for each of these industries overall wa
less than 10 percent.76" However, there is
growing tendency for foreign sourcing of hard
ware in these markets, as in others. And, fo
some AMH products, import competition i
strong. Makers of other PA equipment ari
entering the market, and some material:
handling companies are expanding their in
volvement in order to have a stake in the man
ufacturing automation market as a whole
Harnischfeger Corp., for example, seeks to in
crease its materials handling business anc
shift away from its predominant business it
heavy equipment. It is hiring more ,engineers
increasing AMH R&D-and-applications engi
neering, and developing new controls for AME
systems.8°

While spending for materials handlinE
equipment is strongly tied to business invest.

Department of Corimeree, 1983 industrial Outlook
Note that these figures may not capture larger penetration:
for specific products.

"Lauri Giesen, "Harnischfeger Veers to Material Handling,'
American Metal Market/Metalworking News, Jan. 16, 1984.
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ment patterns in general; new interest among
manufacturing firms in automating and link=
ing materials handling, and production equip=
ment will create new demand. Indeed, a iria=
jor trade association; the Material Handling
Institute; replaced their 1984 "Aiitdiriated
Material Handling and Storage System Con=
ference" with an "Integrated Systems Con=
ference,, _and_ formed_aii_adViSdry "Advance
Technology Council."'" HoWever, Since FMS
and other aspects of production integration
are still being &Veil:06d and are of limited use,
highly integrated systems are not likely to
have a major infkiente on the materials handl-
ing market during this decade. Also, AS/RS
have tended to be practical only for very large-
volume storage nee& and relatively frequent
turnover of inventories, although smaller
systems are being developed.

Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP)
and Other Management Systems

The market for MRP and Other Management
systems is a part of the overall market for
management software. The "'SW-ten-is have
been sold to a wide range of firma, including
metalworking; eleetroinda, and miscellaneous
manufacturing companies, firms which in
many cases are unlikely to buy. other, produc-
tion types of prograirithable automation. They
are sold by computer vendors, software
houses, engineering and other consulting
firms, and service bureaus. Professional
societies (e.g., the American Production and
Inventory Control_ Society) are important in
promoting the diffusion of such systems;

MRP systems are available primarily as
software packages for mainframes and mini-

"-Newsletter," Mcidern Materials HicnOng-, April 9; 1984.

Computers. Sperry _Corp.; for example, offers
a manufacturing control system with "mod-
ules" for bill of materials generation and in-
ventory control; manufacturing and purchase-
order control; materials requirements planning
for scheduling; and productionosting and
"shop-floor control" functions:"? Several other
companies also offer such multifaceted sys-
tems. Availability of minicomputer versions,
and more recently microcomputer -based ty8=
terns; has opened the market to more buyers
`and sellers; Also; in many cases users develop
their own systems. Management software
ranges in price from under $1,000 for single-
function, microcomputer packages to over
$250;000 kr complex multifunction "MRP II"
packages;"

Many vendors and consultants are hoping
to increase their sales to smaller firms. The
availability of micro-based systems in Partic:
ular is expected to enlarge the small=firni Mar=
ket. Digital Microsystems, Inc.; fbr example,
offers an MRP system aimed at companies
with up to $25 million in sales._ The systein,
offered-with-training, includes a local-area net
work; MRP software; and software for office
automation and business graphics. As this ex-
ample illustrates, vendors may try to meet
customer needs with packages that simulta-
neotislY computerize a number of functions.
While the erratic prOduction flow of small;
batth-Ornchietion firms makes planning for
MRP challenging, the potential for increased
inventory control afforded by such systems
May reduce the financial volatility typical of
such firms.

""Sperry Unveils Manufacturing Control System."Corilpii-
ter-wortd; Dec 12; 19_83.

" "'Micro goftwareBrings Material Control to the Desk Top."
Modern Materials Handling, Jan. 23, 1984.

Computer-Integrated Manufaauring:
Potential Market Developments

A separate "CIM market" doe§ not exist.
Although users of programmable automation
are achieving greater integration of their

equipment, systems, and activities; and some
vendors, in turn, are touting their ability to
implement CIM and meet diverse needs for
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manufacturing integration, no one yet sells
"CIM" as a total product nor has any vendor
fully implemented CIM. Indeed, some in in-
dustry contend that users are still pioneering
the application of CIM. If needs remain highly
idiosyncratic (which is quite likely) and at-
tempts at CIM few in number (which is possi-
ble). most CIM may be developed by users; in
that case, a true market will not exist. Devel-
opment by users is especially likely for large
firms; smaller firms may lack the resources to
develop their own systems (or to integrate pro-
duction completely).

The fragmentation of PA supply among my-
riad firms of different types and sizes may im-
pede development of a CIM market, especially
in the absence of standard equipment and in-
terfaces. A spokesman for Caterpillar Tractor,
for example, has argued that a major barrier
to buying or using CIM is the 'absence of
standard programing languages, data formats,
communications protocols, teaching methods,
controls, and well-developed offline program-
ing capabilities." This view is echoed by others
in industry.

Insofar as commercial supply does develop,
CIM may be provided through modular or all-
at-once packages. Modular systems, which can
be expanded over time, could be provided by
various types of firms, from those specializ-
ing in one type of automation to those offer-
ing a full range of systems. The success of the
commercial CIM packages expected to be Of=
fered in the mid-1980's by Hitachi and by a
Norwegian-West German joint venture may
provide a measure of the potential for a true
CIM market.

A key uncertainty for a possible CIM mar-
ket is the role of large, "supermarket" suppli-
ers of programmable automation. The advan-
tage that may accrue to suppliers of multiple
forms of PA is hard to measure. In principle,
such an advantage may exist because of what
economists call "economies of scope"sav-
ings in costs in the production of related prod-

--
"Laura Conigliaro and Christine Chien, "Computer Inte-

grated Manufacturing," report of the April 1983 Prudential-
Bache Securities Symposium on Computer-Integrated Manufac-
turing, Prudential-Bache Securities, Aug. 2, 1983.

ucts through joint R&D, marketing, compo-
nent manufacturing, and accumulation of
know-how. The potential automation "super-
markets"GE, IBM, Westinghouse, et al.
have each expanded their automation produc-
tion capabilities within the past few years. GE,
for examplealready an established manufac-
turer of industrial electronics (including pro-
grammable controllers and local communica-
tions networks)--- acquired Calrna for computer
graphics and Intersil for integrated circuits;
formed a joint venture with Structural Dy-
namics Research Corp. to design and sell CAE
programing; developd and licensed robots for
assembly, painting, welding, and other appli-
cations; and- developed optoelectronics for ma-
chine vision. GE has also established a man-
ufacturing automation systems engineering
unit, and expanded its research capabilityJn
electronics, including VLSI technology. By
contrast, Westinghouse acquired Unimation
but divested other production operations (for
CNC, parts programing, and time-sharing) in
a shift toward service business and away from
manufacturing.85

Size may not be essential for broad PA ca-
pability. GCA, for example, is a relatively
small producer of robots (and other equipment)
that has established links with Japanese and
U.S. firms to supply robotics hardware, vision
systems, and CAD units; its own efforts are
concentrated-on controls technology and soft-
ware development.

Regardless of size, know-how will be partic-
ularly important for a CIM market: In the
words of a GE representative, "The factory
of the future is a knowladge game, not a hard-
ware game."88 Consequently, it is likely that
systems houses and engineering consulting
firms will play a major role in providing CIM.
Such firms have already played an important
role in developing markets for individual types
of programmable automation. They are a con-
duit for applications engineering and other
services for tailoring available equipment to

"Bruce Vernyi. "Westinghouse Poised to Sell CNC. Parts Pro-
gramming. Time-Share Lines,:' American Metal Market/Metal-
working News, Aug. 8;1983.
. "Jack Norman, "Impact of Automation Downplayed." Mil-
waukee Journal. June 14, 1983.
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specific needs; Also; they are sometimes bet-
ter able to obtain customer confidence than are
vendors who haVe a stake in a given product
line. Because hardware production is not es-
sential for CIM "supply," some analysts be-
lieve that nonmanufacturing organizations
such as Battelle Memorial Institute, Booz-
Allen & Hand hail, and A. T. Kearney may be-
come important in the CIM market.87

Since PA is commonly construed by vendors
and users alike to be an answer to manufac-
turing problems; companies who sell many
types of automation and can integrate them
may be assumed to have a better notion of
what constitutes the right solution to a given
production problem, especially if they use PA
themselves; Because the firms that seek to be
PA supermarkets have each accumulated sub-
stantial experience with programmable auto-
mation in their own production operations, the
know-how (and reputation) with which they en-
ter the market might be a Critical advantage.
On the other hand, a combination of consult-
ants or service bureaus and smaller, special-
ized produeerS of PA might achieve the same
end; The viability of the latter approach de-
pends in part on Whether and when standard
componentS and/or interfaces become available.

Computer vendors will likely play a major
role in CIM supply; given the common element

""G.E. is Seeking to- Dominate Robot Field," Minneapolis,
Finance & Commerce DailY, Oct. 13, 1983.

of computerization in PA products, and be-
cause of these vendors' own experiences in
adopting advanced automated systems. Com-
puter vendors (and even semiconductor man-
ufacturers) have demonstrated a growing in-
terest in participating in PA supply generally.
IBM, for example, recently reorganized its In-
dustrial Automation, Graphics Systems Pro-
grams, and Industry Applications system
units into a Single unit to focus the manage-
ment of its industrial automation business.88
Moreover, the growth of computerization
without integrationthrough so-called islands
of automation and through growth in comput-
erized management _systems (particularly
thoSe aimed at nonproduction activities)may
benefit computer vendors by providing both
a basis for future integration and a market for
interfaces and networking systems. Finally,
the overall spread of computerization in office
as well as production activities may convey
an advantage to computer vendors; who are
becoming increasingly familiar to managers of
potential customer firms.*

"'Mitchell York, "IBM Forme Unita for Distribution,_Indus-
trial Systems," Computer Systems News, Nov. 21, 1983.

"Also, AT&T may become involved in this market. It hai
planned to join with Bailey Controls (division of Babcock &

Wilcox) "in linking communications technology with process
control systems, numerically controlled machines, mainframe
computers, engineering automation_systems and personal com-
puters." "AT&T Unit, Bailey Set Linkup in Technology,"
American Metal Market/Metalworng News, Nov. 21, 1983.

Themes and Conan Sidris
OTA's evaluation of programmable automa:

tion industries reveals several broad themes.
These are: 1) there has been a discrepancy be--

tween vendor and buyer views of needs and
capabilities; 2) systems planning and other
services are key features of PA supply, while
manufacturing itself plays a smaller role; 3)
vendors are likely to package and/or distrib-
ute hardware and software elements made by
several firms; 4) both large and small firms
have played distinctive roles in the develop-

ment of PA markets; and 5)_government8 have
had a major influence on PA market devel-
opment.

Vendors v. _Users. Deznite past and pre -
dicted rapid growth rates, key barriers to fur-
ther market growth have been: 1) the need for
users to learn how to adopt programmable
automation successfully; 2) vendor inability to
fully meet user needs and wants; .and 3) the
immaturity of automation-tethnology, prin-
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cipally for system integration. Programmable
automation seems to require greater customer
sophistication than conventional automation
if applications are to succeed. Vendors contin-
ue to speak of the need for "missionary work;"
for educating the prospective and actual buy-
er. The discrepancy between vendor offerings
and user needs lies behind the slow start of
automation industries; it is typical of new
technology markets. What is unusual about
these markets, however; is the growing role
of user-producers: companies are developing
proprietary equipment and systems and in-
creasingly seeking to market them (or associ-
ated know-how) externally.

Systems and Service.Automated equip-
ment can be sold on a stand-alone basis, but
is._increasingly sold in systems that are tai-
lored to indiyidual needs through control tech -.
nology and software modifications. Demands
that users plan and adjust their organizations
to accord with new processes grow with the
size and complexity of the installation. Con-
sequently, vendors undertake sophisticated
marketing efforts and provide a variety of
services to train users to plan for, operate, and
maintain their systems: Thus, PA vendors of-
fer both services=the development of applica-
tions, systems, and support functionsand
goods; vendors are not all manufacturing
firms; per se. This trend resembles conditions
in the computer industry generally. Indeed,
there are some firms and divisions of firms
that are strictly service-oriented; they provide
PA consulting and engineering services. Over-
all, the proportion of manufacturing activity
in this industry is declining as the role of serv-
ices grows; the absolute level of manufactur-
ing activity may also decline due to outsourc-
ing practices.

Gross-fertilization.Licensing, outsourcing,
mergers and acquisitions, limited-equity in-
vestments, and joint ventures have been fre-
quent means of entry into PA markets. These
arrangements enable firms with dif rent
strengths to enter markets for comple prod-
ucts quickly. They also provide a me s for
distant firms to enter remote markets. The
cross-fertilization trend for programmable au-

tomation is symptomatic of trends affecting.
the overall information-processing and elec-
tronics industries. These broad industrial ca
egories have seen a decline in levels of vertical
integration because new products are becom-
ing more complex; product change is acceler-
ating, international competition is strengthen-
ing, and product development costs are rising.

Many cooperative ventures link firms from
different countries. In particular, substantial
numbers of U.S. firms license or buy Japanese
hardware and European software; Japanese
firms have licensed U.S. software recently, as
they earlier did hardware. Collaboration facil-
itates entry into foreign markets; especially
in the case of Japan; local firms provide remote
ones with distribution and support networks.
Cooperative ventures have thus hastened the
international diffusion of PA technology and
the growth of global markets.

The long-term implications of cross-fertili-
zation are unclear. They depend on whether
firms can and do acquire the strengths of their
partners and therefore become new, independ-
ent competitors. Because of this possibility,
some pessimists characterize cooperative ven-
tures as "Trojan Horses" that may harm do-
mestic firms in the long run.

Firm Size.Because large and small firms
offer both .advantages and disadvantages in
the PA market, it is hard to predict future ten-
dencies for industrial structure. Typically, in-
dustries grow as small, innovative firms ex-
pand or are acquired; remaining small firms
serve specialized niches. This pattern can be
seen with programmable automation, but a
larger role for small firms is also possible. This
is in part because vertical integration is rela-
tively uncommon. Small firms may continue
to find opportunities as service bureaus or con-
sultants. Also, the proliferation of software.
packages and limited-function, low-cost equip-
ment and systems may eontinue to provide a
role-for small firms in PA supply.

The emergence of standards for components
and/or interfaces may also help smaller ven-
dors, even if standards develop de facto as the
product designs of larger; dominant manufac-
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turers. This has been thy, .ttern in the com-
puter industry. By contrast, large firms may
offer more experience with applications and
may be relatively well-suited to assembling
large, complex systems.

Government Role.Gov ernments have
played key roles in the development of U.S.
and foreign markets for PA. As described in
chapter 9, differences in government roles re-

flect differences in national context (labor mar-
ket conditions, industrial composition, tech-
nology strengths, etc.). The U.S. Government
role has been largely limited to support for mil-
itary programs aimed at meeting defense pro-
curement needs. Other governments appear to
have provided more support for commercial
PA development and use, although the effec-
tiveness of such support is hard to appraise.
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Chapter 8

Research and Development

Surhmary
A wide variety of research and development

(R&D) efforts, ranging from very basic, long-
term research to market-oriented, short-term
product development, are applicable to pro-
grammable automation (PA). The principal
fields which contribute to such R&D are com-
puter science; electrical, mechanical, indus-
trial, and manufacturing en-gineering; and
metallurgy.

Both government and industry are major
funders of R&D in automation technologies.
The Federal Gevernment budgeted approxi-
mately $80-million of work in this area in fiscal
year 1984. This work is tmdertaken in indus-
try, university, and government laboratories.

The bulk of Federal funding for automation
R&D (roughly $64 million) comes from-the De-
partment of Defense (DOD), primarily through
its Manufacturing Technology (ManTech) Pro=
gram. This work is aimed at facilitating tech-
nologies that would improve defense produc-
tion. Other agencies in DOD fund work with
potential applications for both defense man-
ufacturing and the battlefield. While DOD's
funding of automation technology R&D has
had some benefits for civilian manufacturing;
ite programs are not aimed at technological
developments that would have wide applica-
tions outside of defense needs. In addition, the
technologies developed through DOD tend to
be some of the most complex, useful largely
in the advanced aerospace and electronics in-
dustries.

Civilian agency programs in automation
R&D are relatively small. The National Aer-
onautics and Space Administration (NASA)
funds work primarily in robotics-rehtted tools
for use in space, much of which, like DOD's

programs, is at the very sophisticated end of
the technology spectrum and has limited com-
mercial spinoffs. The National Science Foun-

- dation (NSF) funds a wide range of more basic
work related to programmable automation, as
well as helping to establish centers for univer-
sity-industry cooperation. The ,NatiOnal Bu-
reau of Standards' (NES) laboratory is the
Government's primary in-louse performer of
R&D for manufacturing. Their work includes
a large -scale_ test arena _for computer -rate-
grated manufacturing (CIM) techniques and
interface standardS, known -as the Automated
Manufacturing Research Facility (AMRF).

Industry _funding for R&D in this area,
though hard to gauge precisely, seem to be
heathy and escalating rapidly, es peilr. all as
the market for programmable automation de-
vices becomes more competitive. The percep-
tion among technologic researchers seems to
be that industry -is "where the action is" for
automation R&D. Industry spending in the
machine tool, CAD, and robotics industries
alone amounted to approximately $250 million
to $400 million in 1983. There is alb° evidence
of a proliferation of industry-university coop-
erative research.

Foreign industries and cooperative industry-
government laboratories are also pursuing
very active PA research programs. Japan,
WeSt Germany, and Swededand to a lesser
extent the United Kingdom and Francehave
significant research efforts in this area The
traditional U.S. lead in development of these
technologies has been eroded, although the
United States is still a strong leader in many
technical areas. However, Japan has been
more active than either the United States or
Western Europe in application of the tech
nologies.

323
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IntroductiOn
The aim of this chapter is to assess the con-

text for R&D in programmable_ automation.
The chapter begins with general background
on R&D and its funding,_and examines in dW-
tail Federal ftu2ding of R&D in programmable
automation. Industry R&D efforts are out-
lined, and a final section brings forth some of
the highlights in international comparisons in
R&D.*

"R&D" is often used as a catch-all term for
a wide variety of activities which _range from
the most esoteric science (far at the "R" end
of the range) to the most down-tearth prod-
uct development efforts (pure "D"). And be-
cause programmable automation draws on
such a wide variety of science and engineer-
ing fieldscomputer science; manufacturing,
electrical; mechanical, and industrial engineer-
ing; and metallurgy, to name just the primary
onesit can be difficult to isolate those efforts
which should be considered relevant.

NSF offers the following definitions:
In basic research the objective of the
sponsor is to gain fuller knowledge or
understanding of the fundamental as-
pects of phenomena and of observable
facts without having specific applications
toward processes or products in mind.
In applied research the objective of the
sponsor is to gain knowledge or tmder-
standing necessary for determining the
means by which a recognized and specific
need may be met.
Development is systematic use of the
knowledg'e or understanding gained from
research, directed toward the production
of useful materials, devices, systems, or
methods, including design and develop-
ment of prototypes and processes. It ex-

*Chapter 9 covers foreign R&D mechanisms md hmtitstions.
The content of foreign R&D in automation will lie outlined at
the end of this chapter.

32,4

cludes quality control, routine product
testing, and production.'

Classification of individual R&D efforts into
such categories is often not completely straight-
forward, and involves a great deal of judg-

" merit. Moreover, this distinction has become
increasingly less clear-cut in recent decades.
Science and technology have become harder
to differentiate, and universities have more ac-
tively sought industrial funding. R&D efforts
at all three levelsthose considered basic re-
search, applied research; and development
are important for programmable automation.

As figure 33 indicates, the Federal Govern-
ment and industry are the two dominant con-
tributors_ to R&D spending in the United
States. Universities, State and local govern-
xnents, and other nonprofit institutions make
a small addition of their own funds. In 1983;
out of a total R&D pool of $86.5 billion; the
Federal Government spent almost $40 billion;
or 46 percent. Industry contributed $44.3 bil-
lion, or 51 percent. NSF estimates that total
R&D funding will be $97 billion for 1984. In-
dustry overtook the Government in spending
for R&D in 1980; according to NSF data (see
fig 34). While the Federal Government'e
spending for R&D has remained relatively con-
stant in 1972 dollars, industry's share grew
substantially in real dollars in the 1970's and
early 1980's.

Industry is also the dominant peHormer of
R&D, receiving 74 gercent'of the total of $86.5
billion in 1983. Universities received 9 percent
of those funds, and Federal agencies or R&D
centers 14 percent.

Within the Federal Government, tables 63
and 64 show that defense-related R&D is the
single largest and fastest growing component

National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research
end Development: Fiscal Years 1981. 1982, and 1983 (Wash-
ingtbn, D.C.: National Science Foundation; 1982), p. 1.
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Figura 33.The National R&D Effort
Expenditures for R&D = $97 billion, 1984 (est.)
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SOURCE: National Science Foundation, preliminary figures from NatIOnN Retterns of Science and Technology Resources, 1987, In pram

of Federal R&D funding. Nondefense R&D
spending by the Federal Government has de-
dined in real terms under the Reagan adniin-

- istration, primarily due to dramatic reduction
in nondefense applied research, development;
and demonstration activities. Basic research
has been relatively healthy, albeit with a few
shifts in priorities. Defense-related R&D is
estimated at $30.2 billion in 1984, accounting
for 66 percent of Federal spending for R&D ;2

'W. C. Roseman, "U.S. Civilian and Defense Research and
Development Ptindhig: Some Trends raid CompmUoria With
Seecr.eol IncAustrWireti Nadolui,' Ccingreetifetal Reeiniith See-
ice, Report No 83-183, Aug. 29, 1983; and American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, AAAS Report IX:
Research & Development; FY 1985 (Washington; D.C.: fiuVAS,
-1984):

The United States has historically spent far
more than its allies on R&D. However, figure
35 shows that foreign expeillt&D
have grown faster than those in the United
States. In addition, both Japan_ and West Ger-
many have exceeded the United States in non.
defense R&D as a percentage of gross national
product (GNP) (see fig. 36).

'Ibid.

Funding and Pertormers of R&D
in Programmable Automation

Overview

For purposes of this study, R&D in pro-
grammable automation is work which is cen-
trally concerned with ore or more of the tech-
nologies identified in table 5 in chapter 3.
Industry and the Federal Government are the
primary sources of funding for such work in

the United States, although universities and
State governments have made small contri-
butions

Figure 37 is a roug i map of the performers
of R&D related to programmable automation.
The Federal dovenunent's interest in such
work comes from several agencies, each with
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Table 63. -Major Components of Federal Funding for R&D' (budget authority in tiallaria)

Fiscal year 1967
actual

Fiscal year 1972
actual

Fiscal year 1982
actual

Fiscal year 1983
actual

Fiscal year 1984
estimate

Fiscal year 1985
budget

Current dollars:
Defense° $8.8 $9.2 $22.9 $25.6 $30.2 $37.9
Non.Defense` 8.3 7.0 15.8 14.4 15.7 164

---:---
3.6 1.7 2.3Space° 4.7 2.7 1.9

Health° 1.3 2.0 4.1 4.5 5.1 5.2
Energy' 0.6 0.6 3.5 2.9 2.8 2.7
General science° 0.5 0.7 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.2All other 12_--- __1.9 3.1 3.7 4.0 4.0

$17.1 $38.7 $40.0 $45.9 $54.3Total R&D $17.1

Constant fiscal year 1972 dollars:
Defense° $12.4 $9.2 $9.8 $10.4 $11.9 $14.2
NonDefense° $11.7 $72 _S2.2- $6.4 $6.6 $6.6

Space° 6.6- 2.7 1.7 0.8 0.8 0.9Health° 1.8 2.0 19 2.0 2.2 2.1Energy' .. . . . .......... . 0.8 0.6 1 6 1.3 1.2 1.1
General science° 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8_ 0.9All other 1.7 1.9 1.4 1.6 1.7" 1 6

Total R&D $24.0 $171 $17e $16.8 $18.5 $20.8
°Includes conduct of R&D and R&D facilities.
°Includes DOD_And defense activities in DOE.
°Includes all R&D in defense.
°Reflects AAAS' estimates for NASA less space application's and aeronautical research.
°For fiscal years 1982.1985, includes health research in HHS. VA, Education,.anCI EPA. Fiscal year 1967 and 1972 based on OMB data for health research in all Federal
;agencies. -

-Includes NRC, EPA energy research, and DOE less defenao aCiivitieS And worm tolenee,
°includes NSF and DOE general science.

SOURCE: American Association for the Advancement of Science, AAAS Report IX: Research R Development, FY 1985 (Washington, DO: AAAS, 1984). AAASestimates
based on data from-OMB-and agency budget justifications. Conversion to constant FY 1972 dollars by AAAS based on OMB deflators.

Table 641-112k1) In Selected Agencies' (budget ihithbritif lh

Fiscal year 1983
actual

Fiscal w3ar 1984
estimated

Fiscal year 1985
budges_

(proposed)

__ Percent chAnge
Fiscal year 1984.85 Fiscal year 1984.85
_Cur amt_clialtart constant dollars

DOD $23,673 $27,876 $35,336 +26:8% +20.9%
DOE-defense 1,975 _2,286 2,522 +10.3% +5.3%

(Total defense) (25,648) (30,162) (37,858) (+253%) (+19.8%)
DOE-general science 568 639 745 +16.5% +1t3%
DOE-energy 2,622 2,610 2.499 -4.3% -8.5%NASA 2,735 2,971 3,466 +16.7% -1-11.4%NSF 1,059 1,247 1,427 + 14.4% +9.2%
NIH . . - 3,814 4,264 4,356 +2.2% -2A%Other HHS 557 613 597 -2.7% -7:0%USDA 885 923 926 +0:4% -4.1%
EPA 234 248 280 +12.7% +7.6%
Education, 102 111 107 -3.3% -7.5%NOAH 213 240 167 -30.4% -33.5%NBS 94 95 103 +8.2% +3.5%
USGS ........... 149 162 148 -8,6% -12.7%
Bureau of Mines 97 _87 69 -21.0% -24.5%All other 1,265 1,533 1,555 +1 5% -3.0%

(Total nondefense) 44,393) (15,743) (16,444) (+4.4%) (-0:3%)
Total _$40)342 $45,905 $54,301 +18.3% +12,7%

alncludes conduct of R&D and R&D facilities.

SOURCE: American Association for the Advancement of Science, AAAS Repart_IXLReteattri d DevelOpment, FY 1985 (Washington, D,C.: AAAS, 1984), using "OMBData for Special Analysis K," as revised, and agency budget justifications.

25-452 0 - 84 - 21 Qli 3
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Figure 35.-National EVOnditures for Performance
of R&D as a Percent of Gross National Product by

Country
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different approaches and goals._ DOD funds
very substantial Etrctounts of R&D in automa-
tion technology-primarily in industry labs-
both to save the Government money on its
purchases of manufactursd goods, and to
develop technolotOes which may have appli-
cations for manufacturing or in battlefield
situations. NBS, under the auspices of the De-
partment of Commerce, pursues automation
research because of the standards and meas-
urement issues involved, and as a result of a
longstanding mandate to investigate various
aspects of computer technology. NASA looks
to automation technologies to help plan and

Figure 38.-Estim
Expenditures to_C
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rs

Figure 37.The Range of Programmable Automation Research and Development

UnittertitteOIndustry Other

a

,77,1,-,..2.7.75"

Key. 1. ONR = Office of Naval Research.
DARPA = Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

3 IMIP Industpal_Mo_dernization_Incentive Program
$ IPAD = Integiated Program for AerospaceVehicle Design.
S MCC = -Microelectronics 8 Computer Corp.

SRC = Semiconduc/or Research Corp.
6 CAMI = Computer Aided ManufacturingInternational.

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment.
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AS the second column of figure 37 displays,
the major players in R&D in industry are
those who make automation technology and
those who use it, categories which have merged
to some extent (see ch. 7). In addition; coop-
erative interindustry research efforts play a
small, though perhaps increasing; role. As will
be discussed below,: industry spending on
automation R&D is hard to gauge accurately
because some_privately held firms do not di-
vulge the information; other; larger companies
do not disaggregate the portion of their R&D
budget spent for programmable automation.

Universities (column 3) pursue automation
research EliFough a handful of traditional de-
partments, and in some cases through new au-
tomation research labs and/or cooperative ef-
forts with industry. They are still the centers
of basic research, although they are increas-
ingly working on applied research and evende-
velopment topics.

several other independent laborato-
rieS leolumn 4) have played key roles in auto-
!nation R&D, and one association of various
industry, government, and foreign interests.
Computer Aided Manufacturing:International'
(CAM:I)--funds research projects at univer-
sity and industry labs; and in some cases
serves as a forum for technology transfer be-
tween companies or from universities to in-
dustry.

The remainder of this section describes in
more detail the particular programs and levels
Of fundine undertaken by the primary spon-
sors of pnigrarnmable automation R&Dgov-
eminent and industry.

Federally Funded R&D Efforts
The Department of Defense

Manufacturing Technology.The bulk of
DOD's automation technology research is con-
ducted under its Manufacturing Technology,
(ManTech) Program, which iS funded at $200
million in fiscal year 1984. The Army, Navy,
and Air Force's allocations within ManTech
have been somewhat unstable over the past

few years,* although DOD plans a substan=
tial increase in all ManTech funding within the
next few years (see table 65). The goal of the
program is to develop and apply pro5ductivity-
enhancing manufacturing technologies, pri-
marily to military contractors. ManTech also
attempts to actively transfer manufacturing
technologies to industries not necessarily in-
volved in !unitary work.**

Although the Pentagon has been involved
in manufacturing technology for several dec-
ades, the current ManTech program essential-
ly began in 1960: It has helped develop and
apply several historically significant technol-
ogies, including numerically controlled ma-
chine tools and the APT language for those
tools, as well as calculators using integrated
circuits.

ManTech projects aim for a grey area be-
tween applied research; development, and ap-
plication. Although the program purports not
to "develop" technology, it nonetheless con-
tributes to that process. The standards of the
program require that the projects are techni-
cally feasible, eenerically applicable, and have
a level of cost and risk such that private in-
dustry cannot or Will not fund the work.

ManTech contracts with industry to (in its
terms) "procure" a manufacturing process

*In particular, the Army's ,'ifanTech program aufferikl a sub-
stantiaI cut in 1983 funds when the House Appropriations Sub
committee on Defense decided that Army ManTech did not be-
long in the procurement budget, bat rather in R&D. The
subcommittee cut the entire amount ($110 millioro requested
in the procurement category, but later restored $50 million in
R&D funds. Pentagon officials argue that although ManTech
does look like R&D in some respects, it is better for the pro-
gram CO be administered `n procurement, where managers are
more likely to be familiar With manufacturing. As of early 1984,
the subcommittee had persuaded DOD to put the bulk of
ManTech Funding in R&D. There is some worry that R&D fund=
mg maybe more =stable; however. (Lloyd Lehn, ManTech Pro-
gram Offiter, The Penttgon, personal_commusications.)

**The General Accounting Office (GAO) hafwriUtized the
ManTech prograrn for having inadequate documentation of the
effectiveness of its technology transfer efforts ("Manufactur-
ing Technology--A Cost Reduction Tool at the Department of
Defense That Needs Sharpeuuig;'! September 1979). As the
Pentagon concedes, ManTeth staff often do not know to what
extent industries pick up technologies devWopiikl under the pro-
gram. GAO plans to publish an update of that report in the
spriag of 1984.
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Table 65.-=FOnding for the DOD Manufacturing Technology Program (In MIIII-ohe)

Fiscal year
1980 4 -981 1982 1983 1984 1985 (preliminary)

Army 68 76 95 41 86 81Navy 14 12 29 32 57 68Air Force 56 66 86 59 57 62
Total 138 154 210 200 211

aAs of January 1984.

SOURCE:Department of Defense.

that enhances pal-titular DOD manufacturing
applications. FOr example, the Air Force Man-
Tech staff might decide that soldering of par-
ticular printed circuit boards could be auto-
mated if someone would apply existing poldering
and computer control technologies and build
an interface between the computer and solder-
ing machines. The Air Forte would request
competitive bids to do this Work, and would
then establish a contract and a Stheddle with
a particular firm. (ManTech did, in fact; fund
the automation of a wave soldering machine
for printed circuit boards used in several weap-
ons systems. The new process is claimed to
save $1.1 million per year; ManTech's invest-
ment was $450;000.)4

. Of $200 million in fiscal year 1984 funding
for ManTech, $56 million is concerned with
computer-aided manufacturing. Othertetliiii-
cal areas funded by ManTech include electron-
ics, inspection and test techniques, production
of metal and nonmetalparts, and ammunition
Prodtiction. Pentagon directors of the program
estimate that the vast majority of ManTech
inn& are spent for R &D -in private-
100 percent -of Air Force ManTech funds, 75
percent Of Navy funds; and 50 percent -of the
Army'S. Roughly 400 to 500 projects are ac-
tive at a tiine, covering an extraordinary,range
of subjects from rocket nozzle improvements
to ambitious effort§ to integrate program-
mable automation devices.

The latter are the most relevant to this
study. The 'Air Force began its Integrated
Computer- Aided Mantzfacturing (ICAM) pro-
gtait in 1978. It is the largest single expendi-

i

'L. Allen and L. L, Lehn, Technology Area IN:web-pt.:ion
of the Manufacturing Tedmology Program, June 30, 1983 (a
Pentagon publication).

ture in ManTech, funded at $18 million hi
1983. It is also one of the most prominent and
broad-baeed efforts inprogammable automa-
tion systems R &D -ICAM has developed "ar=
chitectures" for the structure and control of
automated manufacturing, and it has funded
a variety of work on the foundationS of CIM.
ICAM is being phased out as a separately
budgeted line item in the Air Force ManTech
program, though the_program's directors in
tend to continue work in integrated man_ ufac;
taring:

The Army's ManTech program has similar
projett clearly related to programmable auto-
mation: Electronics Computer=Aided Manu-
facturing (ECAM). It is similar in concept to
ICAM although newer and much lest ambi-
tious in scope. It aims to develop CAM tech=
niques for electronics, specifically for the small
batch sizes of electronic devices which are
often needed in a military environment.

The Navy has been slower to pursue auto-
mated manufacturing technologieS, in part
cause the immense product size and often
custom-production environment in shipbuild=
ing operations. However, there has been sub=
stantial progress in recent years, particularly
in robotic welding in shipbuilding.°

The Army, Navy, and Air Force ManTech
programs are coordinated by a Manufactur-
ing Technology Advisory Grotip (MTAG),
which has representatives from each of the
Services, the Pentagon, other Government

'See, An Assessmmt_of M-aritime Trade And Technology
(WveltieirLon; D.C.: U.S. Congress, Office of Technolimy Assess-
ment, Octblier 1983). and R. Brooks, "Navy ManTech to Focus
More on Shipbuilding," American Metal Market/MetWwoth-
ing News, Mar. 12, 1984.
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agencies, and defenae-related industries.
MTAG and its subcommittees suggest areas
for ManTech projectS, help avoid duplication
of effort, and conduct conferences and deha-
onstrations which help transfer ManTech-de-
veloped techhologies to industry. In addition,
MTAG serves as an inforinal coordinating and
informationgathering body for automation
R&D in other Government agencies and indus-
try. Beyond its function for DOD, it is the only
established forum in which key representa-
tivea from defense-related industry and Gov-
ernment agencies meet regularly to discuss au-
tomation R&D. As such, it facilitates some of
the informal networking and-development of
consortia that occurs among Government and
industry programmable automation experts.
Approximately 200 representatives serve on
MTAG and its subcommittees, roughly 80 per-
cent from DOD and the military services, and
10 percent each from other Government agen-
cies and industry.

Until fiscal year 1982, DOD conducted a
program within Man Tech which helped man-
ufacturers pay for implementing newmanufac-
turing technologies, inclUding many of those
developed in Man Tech projects. ThiS Thchnol-
ogy Modernization (Tech'Mod) programused
primarily by the Air Forcehas now been re-
labeled the Industrial Modernization Incen-
tives Program (IMIP), and separated from
Man Tech funding. (The removal of TechMod
from Man Tech was one of the reasons for the
dip in Man Tech funding in fiscal year 1983,
along with disagreements described in foot-
note, p. 314). Some in industry have argued
that many of the technologies explored in
Man Tech are rather esoteric, while those in-
volved in the Tech Mod or IMIP efforts seem
to be more practical.

IMIP is used to supplement cost-reimburs-
able contractsprocurement agreements with
no fixed dollar amount; the firm bills DOD for
its materials and Services. Such contracts are
used for most major procurements at DOD to
insulate industry from the unpredictability of
building massive weapons systems. Under
IMIP, DOD helps pay for installing new man=
ufacturing technology because it expects to

reap the benefits downstream in lower reim-
bursable costs. Although_ all three services
have a mandate to use IMIP, the Air Force
continues to be the primary user of the pro-
gram, with $83 million budgeted in 1984.° .

Other DOD Programs. =Two other agencies
within DOD fund longer term, more basic_re-
search efforts related to automation technolo-
gies. The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) has a program in Intelligent
Task Automation (ITA), which funds robotics
research with both manufacturing Sand mili-
tary (i.e., maintenance, logistics, and weapons)
uses in mind. Three major initiatives are under
way:7

DARPA and the Air Force materials lab
are jointly funding a "Systems Integra-
tion and Demonstration" project, in
which two competing teams of contrac-
tors are performing applied R&D that
may "lead to quantum jumps" in robotics
technology. One team, headed by Honey-
well, is attempting to develop a coordi-
nated dual-arm roboti.e.,-not two robots
operating in sequence, as is already found
in industry, but dual arms that can work
together much like human arms. Another
team, headed by Martin Marietta, is
working on aprogrammable assembly rd.=
bot which would make extensive use of
sensors, enabling it to cope with relatively
disordered manufacturing situations such
as bins of parts. These projects are 29-
month efforts funded at $1.6 million (to-
tal) in 1984. DARPA aims to evaluate the
research in early 1985 and to continue
more intensive work with one of the two
teams.
DARPA budgeted $1.3 million in 1984 for
work in sensory control. This includes
work on 3=dimensional vision sensing at
Carnegie- Mellon University, and ultrason-
ic imaging at Rockwell International. The
latter is intended primarily for nonman-
ufacturing military needs. For example,

D. Reeves, staffemeneer, IMIP Program, The Pe-ntAvon, per-
sonM communication, Feb. 1O, 1984:'

'W. Isler, ITA program officer, DARPA, interview, Sept. 2,
1983.
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vision systems are of little use in smoke;
fog, or darkness on a battlefield; but a
sound-based system could construct im-
ages based on the way objects reflect
sound waves. A third project in this_cat-
egory involves tactile sensing at Case
WesternWestern Reserve University, where re-
searchers hope to combine conventional
touch sensors with what they call a hap-
tic sensor, which would send fedback to
the robot controller about the state of
"elbow" and "shoulder" joints.
Finally, $600,000 is budgeted in 1984 for
work in advanced mechanical design of ro=
bots. This primarily involves developing
lightweight, flexible structures (most like-
ly from composite fiber materials), as well
as control systems and sensors which
would allow controllers to direct the mo-
tion of such arms without backlash, and
establish the position of flexible arms
under various loads.

Aside from these projects hi the ITA pro=
grant DARPA has been the dominant hinder
of general artificial intelligence (AI) research,
and has proposed an extensive new program
called "Strategic Computing" for R&D in Al
and advanded computer architectures. Con-
gress has appropriated $50 million for the pro-
gram in fiscal year 1984, and DARPA plans
to spend $600 million total between 1984 and
1988. The program aims for advanced applica-
tions of Al techniques (weapons systems in
particular) and also includes some develop-
ment of "supercomputers," machines like the
CRAY and CDC Cyber which can process more
than 100 million instructions per_ second.
Though this work is not aimed specifically at
manufacturing, it may ultimately (in future
decades) have some applicability for all coin;
puterized systems.

There may be some uses for supercomputers
in manufacturing, although currently only
CAD and, to some extent, machine vision,
need substantially more processing power.
Other automation systems may, as their so-
phistication increases, also require more com-
puter power, but the supercomputer is not
likely to be the answer for many of these prob=

,

lems because of its multimillion-dollar price
tag and because hierarchical organization of
factory computer systems is more likely than
reliance on one huge machine. Supercomputers
currently cost roughly $5 million to $15

The second DOD agency fundingautoma-
tion research is the Office of Naval Research
(ONR), whose manufacturing science program
has two components:8

ONR has awarded grants to Stanford,
North Carolina State, Purdue, and the
University of Maryland (totaling roughly
$1.2 million per year) for work in precision
engineering. These projects respond to sk
increasing need for precision in machin-
ing and high - quality surfaces especially
for weapons_ systems and optical instru-
mentation. There are also a few nomnili-
tary applications, such as manufacturing
of computer disk drives. In general, this
research aims to develop machine tools
and other devices which can position and
shape part surfaces within a tolerance of
less than one ten-thousandth of an inch.
Four other research efforts are under way,
at a total funding level of 4pproximately
$600;000 per year, iv a variety of topics,
including 3-±rrtensional vision, adaptive
control of grinding and polishing tools,
and automated process planning.

ONR also supports:
A "special focus program in robotics,"
spending about $1 million per year total
on a variety of topics, and emphasizing
"intelligent robot" projects- similar to
DARPA's.
Feasibility studies and plans for flexible
manufacturing systems, at $800,000 per
year.
Mini-machine interaction research, at
roughly $500,000 per year. This work,
aimed at optimizing computer systems'
power and ease of use for humans, in-
cludes use of videodisks and multimedia
presentations, advanced ,color graphics,.

°E. Glauberson and A. Meyerowitz, ONR; interview, Aug-. 10;
1983.
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and improvements in ease of use for CAD
geometric modeling systems.
General AI research, at about $2.5 mil-
lion per year.

The Navy has also begun a robotics program
at its Naval Surface Weapons Center in Mary-
land. That program, budgeted at approximate-
ly $4 million per year, is aimed at robotics uses
for the military, such as maintenance, testing
and support of Navy equipment.*

Summary and Conclusions: DOD. Table 66
summarizes DOD funding of programmable
automation R&D. It is clear that DOD sup-
ports a substantial amount of R&D efforts re-
lated to programmableautomation. While
DOD'S involvement in this area has had sig-
nificant spinoffs and has led industry to pur-
sue certain aspects of automation, it would be
misleading to conclude, that DOD's involve=
ment in this area constitutes a focal point in
the Federal Government for generic R&D in
automation technologies.

First, DOD's projects are mission-oriented
in ways that limit their applicability to non-
defense manufacturing. The vast majority of

Tom Mcfight, Naval Siitfrice-Wepons -Center;-personal
communication, Feb: 1.0; 1984:

ManTech projects, for example, are designed
to produce a very specific technology to im-
prove a particular defense manufacturing proc-
ess. Many of these manufacturing applica-
tions, especially those involving ammunition,
weapons, or armored vehicles, are unique to
DOD. Some ManTech- developed technologies
can be modified for commercial use, although
thereis some question about the effectiveness
of DOD's attempts to promote such technol-
ogy transfer.9

Likewise, most of DOD'smore basic work,,
such as that funded by DARPA and ONR, is
oriented toward military applications. A
DARPA official explained, `We =don't have a
mandate to be pushing manufacturing . . . You
don't haveto be a wild-eyed Strangelove to see
the Possibilities [for use of robots in battlefield
support]." In many cases there are common-
alities between military and commercial appli-
cations of automation technologies: A robot
that could navigate a battlefield could also
make its way through a cluttered factory; a
machine tool that can make very precise parts
for weapons Systems can also make very pre-
ciao parts for computer disk drives; Neverthe-
less, R&D oriented toward military applica-

'General Accounting Office report, op. cit.

Table 66.Summary: DOD R&D in Programmable Automation, Fiscal Year 1984
(in millions)

ManufaCturing Technology (ManTech):
Army, Navy, and Air Force including $20 million for Air Force's ICAM

program $56.0a

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA):
Intelligent Task Automation Program:

Systems integration and demonstration 1.6

Sensory control . 1.3
Advanced mechanical design 0.6
DARPA total 3.5

Office of Naval Reseamn (ONR):
Manufacturing Science Program:

Precision engineering 1.2

Other topics 0.6
Special focus program in robotics 1.0

Man-machine interaction 0.5

Flexible manufacturing systems 0.8
ONR total 4.1

DOD total $61 6

allote: The total ManTech budget for fiscal year 1984 is approximately $200 million. Of that total, approximately $58 million

funded work In PA.
SOURCE: Department of Defense, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Offide of Naval Research.
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tions has a much higher payback for defense
than for nondefense commercial applications.
Transfer of computer-related technologies
from pop to civilian applications is increas-
ingly the exception rather than the rule.

Fine ily, there is a set of DOD-sponsored ac-
tivities, such as ICAM and ECAM, which are
neither directed toward a very specific defense
manufacturing process, nor_ exclusively ori-
ented toward military applications. These
have helped develop substantial automation
techniques of Wily generic applicability. How-
ever, these programs, like most of the Man-
Tech, DARPA, and ONR projects, tend to
apply to, and be useful for, only the most
sophisticated of current manufacturers. In a
manufacturing sector which has only a small
fraction of its machine tools equipped with
numerical control, ICAM's hierarchical archi-
tecture for an integrated, automated factory
may seem to some like science-fiction. More-
over; because of DOD's close relationship
with certain supplier firms, technologies de-
veloped under programs like ManTmh tend to
be transferred to the sophisticated aerospace
and electronics industries.

elk
In smmnary, DOD's R&D in programmable

automation serves several distinct purposes.
It purports to save the Government a substan-
tial amount of money in procurement funds;
it makes_ advances in certain technologies
available for commercial exploitation, primari-
ly for high -earl users; and it advances the state
of automata. technology for many military
purposes, with some side benefits for nonmil-
itary industry. DOD has had a significant im-
pact on the directions for automation R&D in
civilian industry, and ManTech's MTAG
group also serves as a coordination and infor-
mation-clissemination forum for industry and
Government. However, DOD's involvement in
this area is not, nor is it intended to be, a
general-purpose avenue for widely applicable
R&D in programmable automation.

Civilian Agency Programs
Three civilian agencies have substantial re-

search interests related to automation
ogies: NBS,'NSF, and NASA.

National Bureau of Standards; Under the
auspices of the Department of Commerce;
NBS Center for Manufacturing Engineering
conducts a considerable amount of automa-
tion-related research. As table 67 indicates,
NBS' work in automation has growr.v-rapidly--
over the past few years, to a $7.55 million pro-
gramin 1984. The budgetfor automation re
search is a small part of NBS' total budget of
6120 million, and it is alsti small compared
With DOD'S budget for automation efforts.
NBS has two labs, one in Maryland and an-
other_in Colors o,_ working on issues ranging
from fire and construction ctides to evalnating
computer systems for Federal purchase.

NBS' mandate for involvement in program-
mable intdination R&D is tlifeefOld. First, it
is intenaed to be a catalyst for standar. -:=de-
velopment activities in indifstry, Star aids
for computerized devices=in particular for in-
terfaces between such devices are some of
the most prominent issues in the standards
area in this decade.

Second; NBS is keeper of the standards for
measurementthe agency still keeps the offi-
cial yardstick and thousands of other official
measurement standards hi its vault. As part
of thisrole, NBS has also become involved in
R&D for such PA devices as programmable
"coordinate measuring machines" and other
electronit Measurement devices that are in-
creasingly used for quality control. NBS must
have the capability to certify the accuracy of
such machines, and it therefore porforms R&D
on methods of measurement and methnds of
using the measurements to improve quality
in production. NBS officials believe that the
ultimate trend in manufacturing, facilitated
by programmable automation, is toward fac-
tories which "cannot make a bad pert." That
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Table 67.Automation Research, National Bureau of Standards

Year Appropriation RelitibUraablea Taal Staff (FTF)'

1979 $1,150,000 $ 100,000 $1,250,000 12

1980 1,850,000 100,000 1,950,000 19

1981 2,450,000 100,000 2,550,000 Z5
1982 3,850,000 66;000 3,916,000 39
1983 ............. ..... 4,716,000 2,475,000 7;191;000 65,
1984 (estimate) 3,850,000 3,700,000 7,550,000 75
1985 (preliminary) 3,900,000 4,800,000 8,700,000 75

age° contracted by other
bFull time equivalent.
SOURCE: National Bureau of Standards.

Federal agencies, primarily the Department of Defense.

Photo credit: Nation'Bureitii of Standiude

A coordinate measuring machine undergoes
calibration at the National Bureau of Standards

is, with various electronic measurement de-
vices present in the production process and
connected electronically to PA control coth-
puters, the production line could sense minor
variations in dimensions before they became
a defect, and thexontrol computers could send
a signal to the pduction machines to correct
the variation, or shut down the machine for
maintenance.

Third and finally, the Department of Com-
merce was mandated by Congress in 1965 to
recommend standards for the Federal Govern-
ment's procurement and use of computers and
to carry out supporting research in the science
and technology of automated data processing.
Acting on those mandates, 'NBS began work
in the early 1970's on computer interfaces, in-
cluding those involved with computer;con-
trolled systems such as robots. Subsequently,

this latter work became part of a program on
factory automation technologies."

Among the highlights of NBS' automation
R&D:

In 1979, OBS received funding from the.
Air Force ICAM and other sources to de-
velop a set of standards so that different
brands of computer-aided design systems
could communicate with one another. The
standards, called IGES (Initial Graphic
Exchange Standards), specify a common
format for geometric 'data; essentially _a
lowest common_ denominator for CAD
systems; Typically, the operator of a CAD
system can command his/her system to
translate a drawing frOnithe proprietary
storage format of the CAD manufacturer
to the IGES format and record the IGES
data on a magnetic disk, which can then
be read by a different: CAD systeth and
reconverted to the second system's pro-
prietary format.

IGES was released in a _preliminary
form in 1980, and was, adopted by CAD
manufacturers in record time, according .

to NBS researchers; They speculate that
the reason for this rapidity was that the
CAD industry was "hniting", for a stand
ardthat is, customer complainti and
dissatisfaction about the inability to ex-
change drawings betiVreen CAD systems
hurt sales and liMited possible applita;
tiona."

"itobert Hocken; chief; Automated Production Technology
Division, NBS; personal_ communication; Oct; 5; 1983.

"Relied Hcckini, Chief; Automated Production Technology
Division, NBS; OTA Automation Techbology Workshop. A sec-
ond and third version of IGES have been launchid, building
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With funding assistance from the Air
Force and Navy, NBS researchers are de-
signing and assembling an Automated
Manufacturing Research Facility
(AMRF) to serve as a laboratory for vari-
ous kinds of CIM R&D; The facility is be-
ing constructed in a portion of the NBS
machining shop in Gaithersburg; Md;;
which produces roughly $2;5 million
worth of parts annually for use by NBS
researchers. PA equipment manufactur,
ers have donated several key pieces of
equipment for the project that are; in
some cases, more advanced than commer-
cially available prOducts. In this project,
as in others in NBS automation R&D ef,
forts, industry has loaned technical staff
to work at NBS for a fixed period of time.
In return, the firm gets firsthand knowl-
edge of NBS R&D and enhanced oppor-
tunities to transfer technologies devel-
oped at NBS to their own labs. The
AMRF is constructed from "Off -the-shelf"
hardware (i.e., the machine tools, robots,
and other devices are bought from or do-
nated by manufacturers from their prod-
uct lines). because NBS argues that it is
software and interface systems; not hard-
ware; _which need to be developed further
to enhance possibilities for automated
manufacturing. In addition; NBS officials
working with the AN are emphasizing
the possible applications of automated
technology for the large number of small
machine shops which fabricate parts in
batches too small for conventional auto-
mation, but large enough to enable the
use of PA.*
NBS researchers also pursue a wide range
of R&D;Lrelated to specific PA technolo-
gies, including important work in the use
of structured light for 3-D vision percep-
tion; simulation of factory operations; and
control systems for automated factories;

on the initial version, aii-drnakers of 30 CAD systems have an-
nounced that they subscribi to IGES. ("IGES Version Accom-
modates Modelers," American Metal Market/Metalworking
News, Dec. 13, 1982).

*OTA site visits; AMRF /NBS; Apr: 18, 1983; and Nov. 14;
1983.

NBS staffers also contribute to standards
efforts by serving on and helping to coordinate
the many private sector standards committees
working on automation issues;

National Science Foundation.--NSF also
plays a significant role in funding of automa-
tion research. Bedause of its interdisciplinary
nature, several different parts of the agency
contribute to this work. Table 68 highlights
some of the programs within NSF which fund
PA research; NSF has tried to rationalize and
coordinate its funding in this area by estab-
lishing in 1981 a Coordinating Committee on
Research on Intelligent Robotic Systems; and
by issuing in 1983 a "Program Announcement
in Intelligent Robotics Systems and Auto-
mated Manufacturing," which sets forth the
possible avenues for funding.

The Production Research Program in the
Engineering Directorate* is directly focused
on programmable automation for discrete
manufacturing; This program has grown
rapidly in the past .5 yearsfrom $2 -3 million
in 1980 to $4 -6 million in 1984but is still
relatively small; Although exact figures are
not available; NSF officials estimate that the
funding for PA research fromall programs at
NSF might be 1.5-2 times as much as the
budget of Production Research, or roughly $7
to $9 Million_in 1984. In fiscal'year 1383, the
Production Research Program included 17
projects in CAD, 47 projects in various as-
pects of computer-aided manufacturing tech,
nologies, and 11 projects in computer -aided
testing. Production research, in collaboration

citwith NSF's Industry-University Cooperative
Research Program, also provided seed,m ney
for two new industry-university research lc-en-
ters; one in robotics at the University of Rlyxle
Island; and one in materials handling at eor-
gia Tech.**

*NSF is divided into six directorates (administation;
astronomical, atmospheric, Jmu-th, and ocean sciences; biological,
behavioral, and social sciences; engineering; mathematiial and
physical sciences; BM scleutific; tec and intern donal
affairs). Each direaorate has four-or five divisions. 1

""*Fror example, General Electric (GE) _reported that its7:ecent-
ly released "BinVision" system was based on machine vision re-
search conducted at the University of Rhode Island. GEI is one
of 27 companies, in addition to NSF,_which_fand the eenter.
"Vision Sensors Expanding Industrial Rbliot Flatibility,"1AVia-
tinn Vr&ak and Space Technology, May 30, 1983, p. 139.
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Table 68.Selected NSF Programs Which Fund Alitrithation-Related Research
Program Aspects of_antorrixtiori
Automation; bioengineering, and sensing systems Touch and vision sensors, control systemsComputer engineering Robot programing languages, computer architectures, human-

cbmputer interface
,Electrical and_optical communications

Communication_networks, integrated optics for vision sensorsIndustry/university cooperative research Seed funds for cooperative iridUStry/UniVeraity research centersMechanical systems Mechanical aspects of rdbots, CAD ,Production research All aspects of factory automation:for discrete manufacturingQuantum electronics, waves and beams Sensors and processes lasers .Small business innovation Incentive_grants for research In small high teOhriblogy firmsSolid state and microstructure engineering Fabrication of miniature deViCeS lot sensing and controlSystams_theory and operation research Large- scale systems control, scheduling, organization
SOURCE: National Science FOUndatiell; "Program Announcement in Inteilligent Robotics Systems and Automated ManUtieturIng," No. 3145 -0058, 1983.

A new initiative for fiscal year 1985 aims to
provide $10 million as seed funds to establish
5-10 centers for doss-disciplinary engineering
research. It is likely that one or more of these
centers, will be focused on automation:

Other programs at NSF which fund work
related to PA include Automation, Bioen-
gineering,-arid--Sensing-SystemK-Computer
Engineering; _ElectriCal and Optical Cora-
municatioria; Mechanical Systems; and Sys-
tems Theory and Operation Research. In ad-
dition, prcigraine in social sciences and policy
analysis include a small amount of work on the
social effects of new technologies such as

_programmable_autoniation.

The primary funding mechanism at NSF is
grants made in response to unsolicited re-
search proposals; which are evaluated by NSF
staff and external_ reviewers; Few if any
Strings are attached regarding the nature of
direction of the Work. However, NSF is also
mandated eo encourage transfer of science and
technology industr-yv.and several programs
which fund PA research take an active role in
facilitating such transfer. Three staff members
from the Industrial Science- and Technologi-
cal Innovation Division, for example, in col-
laboration with eight other experts, recently
studied the diffusion _process and called for
snore coherent and supportive government pol-
icy in this area:'2

G.l'ortiaLzly. W. A. Hetzner, and J. D. Eve land (National
c,ence FolindatiOn, Division of Industrial Science and Tech-

nolo&ill Innovation), "Fostering the Use of Advanced Manu-
facturing Technology," Technology Re-view; in prase, 1984.

Taking advantage of advanced manufac-
turing capabilities is a protess which will
require considerably morc, and more system
atic, attention to.the phenothenon of deploy-
ment than has heretofore been generally in
evidence in U.S. industry.

This and related Governinent policy issues
will be examined in Chapter 10.

National Aeronautics and Space Adrninis-
trntion.NASA pnrsues threezeneral types
of programmable automation R&D. They are
summarized in table 69.

The first_ is robotics and teleoperator re-
Search-to-develop manipulators for applica-
tions on space missions. Near-term NASA,
uses will involve teleoperators rather than ro-
bots. Their movements will be controlled more
or less directly by a human, who is either
space or on the ground. For example, the
Space Shuttle's irell-knOwn Remote Manipu-
lator System, which reaches into the shuttle's
cargo bay to extract and manipulate satellites,
is controlled by the shuttle's flight crews Be-
cause of the relatively direct human control
of the televperator, human factor§ research to
develop the most effective combinations of
man and machine is very prominent in thepro-
gram NASA researchers expect people to re-
main in direct control of these devices for some
time because of the complexity of the tasks.

The robotics_andrteleoperator work is now
focused on a "Rem4e Orbital Servicing Sys-
tern," an unmanned space vehicle that would
be capable of Servicing satellites by ground

.339
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Table 69.NASA Automation Research (dollars In thousands)

Fiscal year
1980 1981 1982 1983 .1984_. X985- (pr&4i

Automation research program:
Robotics/teleoperators .................. ............. $_ 538 $_ 245 $ 600 $1;600 $1,600 $1,600Artificial intelligence/computer-aided planning ..... 1;048 1;017 1,065 2,000 2,000 2,000Integrated program for aerospace vehicle design (IPADja . NA 5,000 2,100 2,300 2,300 2,500Total NA 6,262 3,765 5;900 5;900 6;100

NANot available.
Note Figures do not Include salaries of NASA personnel, which are budgeted separately.
alPAD figures include NASA funds only. The Navy also contributes to the program, and plans to spend an additional S2 million for IPAD In 1985:
SOURCE National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

control commands to its manipulator arm."
For the future, NASA is exploring machine vi-
sion and AI systems which would allow a serv-
icing vehicle to conduct repairs somewhat
autonomously. Most of this researchla con-
ducted in-houSe at the Jet Propulsion-tabor-
atory and at Langley Research Center. NASA
also supp-orts research work at the University
of Illinois and Stanford Urdversity.

The second major area of NASA's involve-
ment in programmable automation R&D is the
development of an advanced computer-aided
planning system called "Deviser, developed
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in response
to the complicated and sometimes conflicting
needs for scheduling NASA's recent un-
manned scientific missions (the Voyager se-
ries). The Voyager craft is radioed signals to
direct its trajectory, aim its telescopes and
cameras, and manipulate other scientific
equipment. Dozens of NASA scientists re-
quest the attention of the satellite for particu-
lar experiments, and according to one NASA
researcher, it takes hundreds of man-yeara to
develop efficient plans and tell the spacecraft
what to do.' Deviser uses sophisticated pro--
graining techniques to juggle the capabilities
of the satellite and the demands of the scien-
tists, resulting in an order-of-magnitude in-
crease in productivity, according to NASA of-
ficials.

"A: J. mei-nrel; Jr. and R. L Larien, "NASA Research In Tele
3peration and Robotics," paperpresented_at the Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers Conference; Aug. 23-
?7, 1982.

R. L. Larsen, Computer Science and EleetreniCa OffiCe,
1ASA, personal communication, Aug. 25, 1983.

The final area of NASA's involvement in
automation R&D is an effort called Integrated
Programs for Aerospace Vehicle Design
(IPAD), which was begun in 1976. It is a joint
NASA/industry program whose goal is to in-
tegrate computer-aided deSign and engineer-
ing systems used in the deSign of aerospace
vehicles, and to link them with powerful soft-
ware systems which could help manage the
tremendous amount of information involved
in designing such a complex pr5duct. Boeing
Commercial Airplane Co. is the prime contrac=
for for the IPAD R&D effort.

Other Federal Agenciel--_-Several other Fed-
eral agencies fund small R&D efforts, primar-
ily in robotics for nonmanufacturing applica-
tions. These include the Department of
Energy, which is interested in the uee of robots
to service nuclear i:vizwer facilities. The Depart;
ment of Agriculture has also recently been in-
vestigating use of robotics for various agricul-
tural applicationi. The Department of
Transportation's Transportation Systems
Center has conducted R&D in robotics for mo-
tor vehicle manufacture in the _past, but the
current administration views such work as the
responsibility of indnstry.

Summary and ConclusionsCivilian Agen-
cies. Table 70 summarizes the programmable
automation R&D supported or conducted
by Federal civilian agencies. The three Fed-
eral agencies prim y concerned with PA
each have very diffe ent roles. NBS plays a
unique role in three espects:

1. Support of star aids efforts for PA de-
vices, and relev t research to determine

341
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Table 70.=-Summary: Federal Civilian Agency R&D In Programmable Automation,
Fiscal Year 1984 (in millions)

Naticinal Bureau Of Standards (at NBS labs In Gaithersburg; MO:
NBS4unded work.... ... . ............... . ..... 3.85
Work sponsored by other Federal agencies (primarily tjavy.and
Air Force funding for automated manufacturing research facili-
ty) 3.708

NBS Total
National AeronautICS and Space Administration (approximately

two-thirds is conducted in NASA's in-house labs, and one-third
_is grantslcontracts_to non-NASA labs):
Teleoperator research 1.60
Artificial ihtelligence/computer-aided planning 2.00
!PAD 2.30_
IPA() work funded by Navy 1.8758

NASA total
National Science Foundation (all grants/contracts to universities

and nonprofit labs):
Production Research Program .....
Other NSF grants centrally concerned with PA

from a variety of programs (estimate)
NSF total

Total for civilian agencies

4:60

2 30-4.60

3.85

5.90

6.W-9.20

16 6c-1R.95

8NOt included in civilian total.
SOURCE: National Bureau of Standards, NatiOnal Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Wane Foundation.

how best to construct standards, partic-
ularly for interfaces between Pk devices.

2. Development of the AMRF, perhaps the
only full-scale test bed for integrated PA
research using some of the most advanced
technologies that have be-en developed._

3. Serving as a resource to other Federal
agencies and to the private sector on a
range of issues related to PA.

NSF is the Government's only avenue for
support of generic research on a broad range
of subjects related to PA, although available
funds are limited. Hence, NSF supports longer
term research in many areas which might not
receive funding from mission-oriented agencies
such as DOD or NASA. In addition, NSF
funds provide crucial support to universities
for building the foundation of automation
R&Dmaintaining to finical expertise in the
universities and helping to train new technical
experts through students' involvement in re-
search work.

NASA's aims for automation R&D are coth;
plea and specialized. However, these efforts
could have substantial spinoffs in the longer
_term.

342

industry-Funded R&D
The amount of money and effort which in-

dustry as a_vv_hole spend§ on programmable au:
tomation R &D is hard to gauge. Statistics
about R&D tend to be either protected by pro-
prietary concerns or muddled by inconsistent
definitions of R&D and industry classifica-
tions. With increasing Federal tax incentives
for R&D activities, many firms seem to have
broidened the set of activities and expendi-
tures to which they attach the label, "R&D.""

Nevertheles§, several agencies and research
firms have made estimates of R&D expendi-
tures in various classes of industry, including
computers, and mechanical manufacturing
(see table 71). No similar effort has been un-
dertaken for PA vendors as aoup. However,
examinations of R&D in information technol-
ogy-related industries tend to reveal a pattern
of fairly consistent and comparatively high
spending for R&D as a proportion of gross
sales. By combining estimates of grosS sales
in automation industries with induStry end-

!' National -Science Powidation, Science Resources Studies
Highlights, Sept. 9, 1982.
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Table 71.Company R&D Expenditures as a Proportion of Sales, By Industry

NSFa
1980

Business Weekb
1980 1981 1982

Machinery ................. ...... 4.8
Officecomputing, accounting 10.0 4.3-6.4 5.0.6.4 5.1-7.2
Other machinery, except electrical 2.3 1.6 1.9 2.6

Electrical equipment 3.9 2.8 2.9 2.8
Radio and TV receiving equipment 1.6
Communication equipment 5.2

Motor vehicles_ 4.3 4.0 3.7 4.0
Motor vehicles parts and equipment 1.9 2 0_ 2.3

aNatIonal_Schinte_FoundAtion,lieaearch_and Development In Industry, 1980." Data are based on a survey of approximately
11,500 companies, conducted by the Bureau of the Census

bBusiness Week, "R&D Scoreboard," July ES, 1981. July 5, 1982, and June 20, 1983. Data are based on the amount of R&D spend.
Ing reported-to the-Securltaisandladhange CommielTon on i-orm 10-1C-CompaniasTncluded are those reporting sales for
the_year of $35 million or more_andR&Dexpenses amounting loaf ituVef 11 million or_atleast 1 percent of sales. Industry
classifications used by Business Week are similar, but not Identical to those used by NSF. Hence the two sets of data are
not strictly comparable.

lysts' assessment of the percentage of gross
sales spent on R&D, one can arrive at an esti
mated range for automation industry spend-
ing on R&D (table 72).

Such estimates are possible only for the pro-
grammable automation technologies that com-
prise an industrynotably CAD, robotics,_ and
machine tools. Table 72 shows that R&D
spenclingin Apt these three industries was ap-
proximately $264 million .to $400 million in
1983. This is roughly 3 to -5 times as much as
the approximately $80 million spent by Fed-
er-al agencies for the whole range of program-
mable automation R&D. PA-industry spend-
ing for R&D has increased rapidly in the past
few years; in parallel with high industry
growth rates particularly for robots and CAD.
(See ch. 7 for further detail.) However, robots
industry analysts expect the proportion of
gross sEdes spent on R&D in that industry to

decline from an estimated 12 to 18 percent to
10 to 12 percent as sales in the industry ac-
celerate.

Only a few companies conduct substantial
work in more long-range basic or applied PA
research, as opposed to relatively short-ter-m
product development (although it should be
noted that such product devdopmenta provide
important feedback to more long-term re-
search efforts regarding productive directions
for R&D). These more long-range efforts in-
clude IBM's research, primarily in robotics
and sensing technologies; GE's work in rotwt-
ics, sensing, computerized controllers, and
CIM; GM's research in robotics; Cincinnati
Milacron's efforts in robotics; machine tools;
automated materials handling, and flexible
manufacturing systems; Unimation's (now
owned by Westinghouse) robotics research;
and Computervision's CAD explorations. It

Table 72.Estimated R&D Expenditures in PA industries, 1983 (in millions)

) Industry sales
CAD r--- ' ,

Robots L,.
Machine tools

Total

Estimated percent of sales
spenton R&D

Estimated level of
R&D spending

$1;600 12-18 $192-5288
$ 235 12-18 $ 28-$ 42
$1,750a 2.5-4.0 $ 44-$ 70

$264.$400
-National Machine Tool Builder's Association. Note that the U.S. machine tool industry has been experiencing drarn-Alc changes in level of sales. For example, shipments
In 1982 totaled 13.7 million, while those In 1981 totaled $5.1 million.

SOURCE: Interviews and compilation of material from Industry analysts.
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should be noted that users of automation tech-
nologies; particularly large firms such as-GM
and GE; are playing important roles in R&D
and have in many cases become vendors them-
selves (see ch, 7),

In addition, some of the large consulting and
research firms have played key roles in devel-
opment of programmable automation technol-
ogies. SRI International has been a pioneer in
machine vision and robotics research; Draper
Laboratories has conducted robot and FMS,
research; and consults with industry on imple-
mentation of automation systems; other
"think tanks" such as Battelle Laboratorie
and Arthur D, Little have played key roles in
both research on the teclinelOgies and assist;
ing in implementation.

There is also evidence of more extensive in-
teraction in the past few years between indus-
try and academia on manufacturing automa-
tion research. Many universities have set up
cooperative research centers in which firms
contribute funds to support manufacturing-re-
lated research efforts: These centers vary in
the extent to which industry has a say in the
research agenda and control over the resiilts.'

One kind of university-industry cooperative
program is the Manufacturing Engineering
Applications Center (MEAC) at the Worcester
Polytechnic Institute (WPI): Here; professors
and students work with staff from companies
to develop specific applications of automated
equipment: Emhart Corp, helpecttoestabliSh
and was the first to work with WPI Qn such
a project: For Emhart, the goals of the pro-
gram were to obtain:"

1. assistance in conducting practical; short-
term applications research that would ad-
here to industrial time lines and result in
completed projects delivered to Emhart
within 1 year;

2. a situation that would promote technol-
ogy transfer(i,e,; that would help the
firms receiving the systems to Understand
the development processes and the opera-
tions of the systems themselves); and

"'IOTA Education and Training case study.

3. provision of laboratory and office space
on the campus for Ethhart engineers to
enable thein to work in an environment
free from production pressures and re-
sponsibilitieS.

MEAC's liaison with Emhart resulted in sev-
eral applications developedsfor the company's
factories; and MEAC has now expanded to in-
clude two other firms.

Another form of industry-university effort
is the Industrial Affiliates program at Carne-
gie-Mellon University's Robotics Institute.
Various industrial sponsors (Westinghouse is
one of the largest) contribute more than $2 mil-
lion per year." The institute includes labs in
flexible assembly; flexible manufacturing, in-
telligent systems; vision; mobile roots, smart
sensors; automatic programing, anir'social im-
pacts analysis: The sponsors, however, do not
have control overresearch agendas, but rather
have priority in obtainingthe research results
and are entitled to likaited consulting service
from the Institute faCiilty. This more limited
impact on research agendas is generally the
norm at top engineering schools with similar
programs, such as MIT and Stanford.

Industry-university cooperative research
centers are spreading rapidly. Though it is not
feasible to list all_of them; other universities
which undertake PA research in cooperation
with industries include the Univarsity of
Rhode Island; Georgia Institute of Teechnolo=
gy (both discussed earlier in the NSF section),
Purdue; the University of Florida, and the Uni=
varsity of Maryland.*

One of the most dramatic industry moves
to support university PA research was IBM's
donation of $50 million in cash and equipment
in 1983 to support manufacturing education.
The grants were given to about two dozen
schools$10 million was allocated to uniireic
sities to implement new manufacturing=

"The Robotics Institute, Carnegie-Mellon University, "The
Industrial Affiliates Program."

*Others in the growing list include the University of Michi-
gan, Brigham Young University, and the University of Utah.
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systems curricula at thernaster's degree leveli.
While $40 million in CAD and other computer
equipment was donated to support 'research
and education in manufacturing using state-
of-the-art tools.

Finally; there are several interfirm cooper-
ative research efforts relevant to programma-
ble automation.* CAM-I; based in Arlington;
Tex., has eight active research groups in which
members pool hinds to support research in
areas of interest. The groups are Sculptured
Stirfaces, Process Planning, Geometric Model-
ing, Advanced NC, Factory Management,
Electronics Automation, Quality Assurance,
and Robotics Software. CAM-I was a spinoff
from DOD's early efforts to develop NC ma-
chine tools. Now independent of DOD, the
membership of CAM-I includes American and
foreign companies as well as some universities
and Government agencies. The members pay
a fee for each of the seven research groups in
which they choose to participate, ranging from
$8;000 to $10,000:** In return they have a
voice in the direction of research and receive
copies of all the reports; documentation; and
scftware produced in the research group. CAM-I
does not actually conduct the research in-
house, but contracts for research efforts in in-
dustry and private laboratories;

Microelectronics and Computer Corp. (MCC)
is a controversial collective research effort
formed in 1982; and aimed at research on ad-
vanced semiconductor and computer architec-
ture technologies; Based in Austin; Tex.; MCC
performs much of its research in-house with
about 50 researchers; It has a $75 million an-
nual budget contributed by 13 medium-sized
electronics manufacturersother group; the
Senticonductor Research Corp;; consists of 19
electronics flints. It has already grant6d more
than $8 zriillion to support university research
that would advance -the technology of inte-
grated circuit manufacture."

*Some of the consortia which pursue integrated manufactur-
ing R&D came together, either formally or informally; throu &h
DOD. For example, several parts of the Air Force's ICAM pro-
gram brought together a variety of industry contractors and
subcontractors:

**CAM-I brochures.
'" "High -Tech Companies Team Up in the R&D Race," Busi-

ness Week, Aug. 15, 1983, pp. 94-95._

The issue of cooperative research efforts has
been hotly debated over the past 2 to 3 years.
In some cases, industry executives have ar-
gued that theability of foreign companies, par-
tictilarly in japan; to form R&D collectives
(sometimes with government assistance) gives
them an unfair advantage over American
firms. Often, the perceptions of what antitrust
law will permit do not mesh with the law itaelf.
In general, collective research is permitted
under current U.S. law, though there may be
legal difficulties if, for example, the firms in-
volved are those which dominate an industry
or if they wish to restrict access to the results
of the effort.'9

The issue of -what constitutes an appropri-
ate area for collective R&D is not at all clear.
Some industry observers argue_ that the ad-
vantages of collective R&D are, by and large,
illusorywhile Japanese ctiltural habits en-
courage group efforts of all kiiids, American
companies perform better in mutual competi-
tion.2°

in any case; there seem to be at least three
advantages in principle to some collective
R&D endeavors: First, a collective effort may
be useful if there are high costs and risks in-
volved, with uncertain and long-term pay-
backs. Certain problems in programmable au-
tomation fit this description. R&D in
computer-integratM manufacturing, for exam-
ple, requiies an immense investment in equip-
ment and tremendous labor costs because of
the complexity of running and modifying such
a system. Second, CIM is clearly an interdis-
ciplinary problem, and a collective effort could
be useful in bringing together expertise from;
for example, a machine tool manufacturer, a
computer manufacturer; a materials handling
system manufacturer; and so forth; And final-
ly; collective research efforts can afford smal-
ler companies the opportunity to enter or stay
in a market where R&D costs would be pro-

"U.S. Department of Justice, Antitrust Division, Antitrust
Guide Concerning Research Joint Ventures (Washington, D.C.:
Department of Justice. November 1980). OTA's forthcoming
study, Information Technology Research and Development, will
discuss joint ventures in R&D in more detail.

'°OTA Automation Technology Workshop, May 29, 1983.
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hibitively high if they were conducting such
work independently. Nevertheless, a_ great deal
of R&D in programmable automation is tak-
ing place without_ collective efforts, and pro-
motion of such efforts may not be necessary
in this area.*

Other Sources of Funding for R&D
In addition to the Federal Government and

industry, a small portion of R&D funds are
provided by State and local governments, non-
profit organizations or ioundations, and by
universities. Often this funding is in conjunc-
tion with efforts to set up local high-technol-
ogy centers, for the purpose of attracting or
revitalizing local industry, or for retraining
local workers. Such centers' are proliferating
rapidly throughout the country.

Michigan, for example, has established an
"Industrial Technology Institute" to help ease
the State's adoption of advancedinanufactur-
ing technologies. The institute has received
grants from the Dow Foundation ($10 million),
the Michigan Economic Development Author-
ity ($17.5 million), and the Kellogg Founda-

*Further. current research efforts in automated manufactur-
ing, for example at NBS and GE, suggest that the scale of ef-
fort required for integrated manufacturing research is not as
massive as that in, for example, the development of new air-
craft engines. Such initiatives may require R&D expenditures
on the order of $1 billion. (Seer for example. R. Witkin, "7 Com-
panies to Spend $1 Billion on Jet Engine," The New York
nmes, Nov. 1, 1983, p. DI.)

tion ($40 million)." The State of Rhode Island
has proposed "Industrial Greenhouses" to
capitalize, in part, on robotics technology de-
veloped at the University of Rhode Island.
-Even the State of Hawaii has made a $50,000
grant to the 'University of Hawaii to launch
a Pacific International Center for High Tech-
nology Research."

These are only a few examples of the many
local centers which have been proposed or es-
tablished. The proliferation of such centers is
evidence that many States and regions believe
that computerized manufacturing automation w6

technologies are "the wave of the future."
However, only a finite number of such centers
for robotics, for example, can operate effective-
ly. And establishing such a center always in-
volves tradeoffs with other local priorities.*

""Smith Heads High-tech Group Pushing Advanced Facto-
ries," Automotive News,_JWy Il, 1983.

"A. A. Smyser, "I;ow Performance on Hi-Tech," Honolulu
Star-Bulletin, Aug. 9, 1983. This decision was relatively con-
troversial in Hawaii. State Senator Mary George lambasted the
program, asking, "What are we doing in this world-class com-
petition when we are bsically a sand-!lt team?"

For more information on this and related issues; see the re-
cent OTA studies, Census of State Government Initiatives for
High-Technology Industrial Development (May 1983) and Er
com.agfrq; High-Technology Development (February 1984).
Both of the aforementioned are bacicground papersfor the forth-
coming OTA study, Technology, Innovation, and Regional E'co-
nomic Development.

International Comparisons in R&D
Foreign R&D efforts m PA are tremendous-

ly varied. This analysis will elucidate certain
themes in the content of foreign R&D, and
point out strengths in particular foreign re-
search programs. Institutional issues concern-
ing foreign R&D (e.g., research cooperatives
and government R&D support), are addressed
in the International Comparisons chapter (ch.
9).

In order to analyze international R&D, the
level of R&D must be treated separately from
the level of application of automation technol-
ogies. Hence, while certain other countries ex-
ceed the United States in use of PA (see chs.
7 and 9) the vast majority of R&D in program-
mable automation has taken place in the
United States. Japan, West Germany, and
Sweden, and to a lesser extent France and
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Great Britain; have also become important
contributors to automation R&D.

One indicator of the relative contributions
of different countries to this technology is the
number ofpatents that residents of each coun-
try hold. Patents are not a good index of qual-
ity of innovation, nor is it assured that foreign
innovations that are not marketed_here_will be
patented in the United States (and therefore
available as statistics). However, it may never-
theless be instructive to examine the interna-
tional distribution of U.S._ patents. A 1982
study by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Of-
fice showed that U.S. residents hold 51 per-
cent of the U.S. patents for robotics; while the
Japanese hold 24.5 percent and residents of
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other countries (largely West Germany, Swe-
den; France, and Italy) hold the remainder."
Figure 38 shows that U.S. drYninance in U.S.
robotics patents has been erratic but generally
strong.

Moreover, automation technology re-
searchers believe, almost unanimously, that
the United States is still in the lead or at least
equivalent in level of sophistication in vir-
tually all areas of R&D." A typical comment

"U. S.Tatent and nademnric Office, U.S. Department of Goro-
merce, Industrial Roliots: A Survey of Foreign and Domestic
U.S. Patents (Washington, D.C.: Department of Commerce;
August 1982).

240TA Automation Technology Workshop, various personal
communications.

Figure 38.Patent Activity by Country Comparison
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SOURCE: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Industrial Robots: A Survey of Foreign and Domestic U.S. Patents, August 1982.
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is this one from an Army technical officer's
Japan trip report: "No equipment was seen
during the trip that lead (sic) me to believe the
Japanese had any sort of technology edge in
the robotics area. In fact, much of their recent
work in the machine vision area OWes a tech-
nology debt to R&D performed by such firms
ES SRI International.' 25 This position is often
voiced defensively by U.S. technology experts
as foreign government efforts, particularly in
Japan, have received increased-attention.

Japan.It is by now a cliche that Japan's
fundamental strength has been in applying
technologiesather than in more fundamental
innovations. There is a moderate .consensus on
this point, though there is not a consensus on
its significance. Sortie argue that it is sensi-
ble for a country to emphasize applications
when another country (the United States) is
a strong leader in technical areas. In any case,
the Japanese have taken steps to bolster their
capacity in areas which they have not hereto-
fore emphasized, including software and more
fundamental research. A 1982 Japanese White
Paper explains:26-

. . . It has also been said that Japanead tech;
nology has for the most part been introduced
from other industrially advanced nations,
and that only a few innovations have been
created by Japanese scientists and engineers.

Meanwhile, prevailing situations seem to
suggest that the once active creation of new
technologies by foreign countries has lost its
glamour at the moment; in addition; there are
many instances in which foreign countries
and business corporations appear reluctant,
as a strategic measure, to transfer the limited
scope of remaining technological know-how
to Japan. Given these circumstances, it has
become absolutely necessary for Japan to de-
velop creative technologies on her own if she
is to maintain her economic viability among
the-world's industrially advanced nations, __

m`C. S. Shoeriiiiker, Special Projects Office, U.S. Artny_Human
Engineering Laboratory, OCONUS Trip Report," dates of
travel:: Oct, 4 -17; 1981. Many similar sentiments were expressed
tit _tilt OTA Automation Technology Workshop; May 29,_1983.

of Creativity in Science and Technology Outline
of White Paper on Science and Technology 1982," Science and
Technolos; in Japan. vol. 2, Apr. 1, 1983, pp. 18-23. ,

The Japanese plan for bolstering innovative
capacity involves establishing long-range
R&D efforts, setting up various new programs
for researchers, promoting public understand-
ing of the issue, and pursuing active interna-
tional cooperation in science and technology
development

This plan is one of several wide-ranging ef-
forts that the Japanese have announced in the_
past few years. Others include development
plans for the "fifth generation" computer proj-
ect and the "Flexible Machining Complex
Equipped with Laser (FMCflaser). ' The Jap-
anese seem to have a propensity for establish-
ing plans and goal:, which far exceeds that of
many other countries, even those such as the
United States whose research in these areas
is extensive. This has led one compUter, ---
expert to complain, "We're being out-brio-
chured."27

Many of these ambitious efforts have not
yet shown substantial results. The FMCflaser
project is a good example. Begun in 1977 with
a budget of approximately $6 million a year
in g ernment money and significant pnvate-
sect support; the project was designed to
pr e an advanced; "metamorphic" (i.e.,
easil changed) machining-cell Which-W:6.111d
use a laser both for cutting metal and for
measurement; However; the_resiilt of the proj-
ect is neith:q. advanced nor flexible, according
to an NBS official, and the use of a laser was
more a political decision than a technical one
(i.e., it brought the electrical engineering com-
munity in Japan into the project).

The program has broken little new techni-
cal ground. It has bad to retreat from the
most ambitious technical goals of the pro-
gram. When asked about these apparent
technical failures; the MITI people responded
that this did not matter, that the true goal
-of the program was to create a national team
to work on automated manufacturing and
that this goal was accomplished."

"Neil Lincohi, Control Data Corp:; OTA Workshop on Ad-
vanced Computer Architecture, July 14, 1983.

"J. A. Simpson, director, Center for Manufacturing En,gineer-
, NBS, "FMC/Laser vs. AMRF: A Comparison," speech to

Manufacturing Studies Board of the National Academy of En-
gineering, 1982. Simpson arranged an exchmige between the
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The product of the FMC/laser project turned
out to be considerably simpler than its goals
implied, somewhat like a mass-production line
which can be easily reconfigured. Whether or
not this was intended, the notion of simplicity
seems to be an underlying theme in several
Japanese automation prOdUcta and develop-
ment efforts. Japanese FMSs, for example;
tend to be substantially smaller and
without the complex recovery methods for
worn tools and bypass-loops in Material-
handling tracks which characterize U.S. de-
signs. Au engineer for Niigata Engineering Co.
explained to one reporter, "Complex systems
are prone to failures . . . we don't want our SyS=
tems to stop, not more than a few times
year." 29

Further, Japanese FMSe seem to place low-
er emphasis on the goal of completely un-
manned production, instead replaeing "some
work slots where logical"'° and leaving other
jobs for human workers. These principles may
seem to contradict reports of unmanned pro-
duction at certain Japanese factories, partic-
ularly the well -known Fanuc factory near Mt.
Fuji. However; even this plant, upon cloaer ex=
amination, reveals a reliance upon human

and relatively simple processes. At
night, NC machiiiing takes place without di= =
tett human superviaion; _although a worker
monitors the pickinCtion floor from a control
rOOM. Workers are still key features of the pro-
duCtion equipment during the day. Each NC
machine tool has an operator who is primari-
ly responsible for its performance.3'

FMC/laser project and NBS' AMRF Staff. Japan's MITI has
announced that the pr6duct of the FMC/laser project will be
made part of anew_test plant for computerized. unmanned op-,
ation. scheduled to be completed hl 1984. (M._ Inaba "MITI
Builds Laser-eqwipped Flexible Manufacturing System," Amer-
ican Metal Market/Metalworking IVews, Nov. 21, 19831

"M. Inaba, In FMS, Simplicity Governs: Japan's Philoso-
phy of Design Differs Somewhat From the U.S. Approach,"
American Afetal Market/Metalworuig News; Japanese Ma-
chine Tools Supplement; July 11, 1983.

"Ibid.
"ee N. Usui, "Untended Machines Build M achines," Amer-

ican Machinist, June 1982; pp. 142-145. There have been con-
flicting reports on the number of workers at the plant. In addi-
tion, several other portions of the plant use human workers
eitensiVely, notably for assembly.

The Japanese are very active in R&D On in
dustrial robota. recent. JIRA survey notes
that the number of government and university
robot R&D facilities in Japan has doubled over
the past 3 years.32 The number of robot re-
search facilities in. Japan, according to JIRA,
exceeds the number existing in the United
States, but such a claito has not been veri-
fied.33 Until 1982, private induSti-Sr had shoul-
dered the major responsibility for Japanese
R&D in the robotics field. ACtording to a
JIRA survey in 1979, over tWo=thirda of ro-
bot manufacturers had conducted some form
of in-house robot research. Private research
has concentrated mainly on application:--i.e.,
on speed, miniaturization, computer control,
weight reduction;and development of inter-
changeable robots; 34

Other International Comparisons.For
historical, social and political reasons, coun-
tries have different strengths and weaknesses
in R&D areas. There are many areas in which
the United States is a strong international
leader. These include:

Long-range basic science research, where
the U.S. university system is unmatched
in size and effectiveness.
Artificial intelligence, where themost im-
portant centers for AI work have long
been in the United States (MIT, Stanford,
CMU, and SRI International; the :Quiver-
sity of Edinburgh, Scotland, is also a his-
torically important center but somewhat
less prominent today).
Software as a whole, which appears to
stem from American dominance of the
computer field. CAD and computer
graphics in particular are American
strengths. The United Kingdom recently
has developed a very good reputation and

"Mutsuko Murakami, "Japan Stresses BAD in High-Per-
formance Robots." American Metal Market, July 11, 1983, p.
9-A,

"Eiji Nakano, "Potentialities of Japanese Robot Industry,"
Journal of Japanese Trade and Industry, published by Japan
Economic Foundation; January 1982; p. 7.

"P. Aron; Daiwa securities America, "Rebots Revisited: One
Year Later." Report No. 25, July 28, 1981.

34
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market in software as well. Japan is ap-
parently attempting to catch up in soft-
ware by weling R&D efforts. In 1982; for
example, 25 Japanese corporations_ en-
tered into a joint agreement with the Uni-
versity of Tokyo to develop software for
mechanical design."
Systems of computerized devices (includ-
ing programmable automation) are in gen-
eral more sophisticated in the United
States than in other countries.

However, there are several areas in which
other countries are leaders:

The field of manufacturing engineerffig
has undergone a slump in the United
States in the past decade, according to
many observers, with the best engineers
avoiding work that was considered less in-
tellectually exciting and "dirtier" than
more theoretical efforts. Although this
Slump has occurred in other countries as
well, West Germany's industries and
technical universities have maintained a
very strong program of production re-
search and. manufacturing_ engineering.
Research, although partly funded by the
government, is conducted autonomously
through industryhmiverait3r conSortia.
West Germany and Sweden have been
very strong in precision machine taols and
robots, in part because of the understand-
ing of mechanical processes obtained from
these_ institutes.
Two foreign research efforts, one a joint
Norwegian;West German program and
the other under Hitachi in Japan, are pur-
suing ambitious work in developingmore
fully integrated CIM, starting with the
geometric modeling of the product. Both
projects aim to produce preliminary prod-
ucts in the next 2 years. At this time it
is unclear how these projects compare

"Industry and Trade Strategies, unpublished paper prepared
for OTA, April 1983.

3 3 0

with integration work; particular-
ly at GE, IPAD and ICAM, and NBS.
European countries in general are strong-
er in research relating to the effect of
automation technologies on the work en-
vironment. This work is particularly em-
phasized in Sweden; where the Swedish
Work Environment Fund achninisters re-
search funded by the government and
dustry. Chapter 5 covers these efforts in
more detail.

. . iiThere is significant interest n programma-
ble automation in Eastern Bloc countries, al-
though there is limited information on their
efforts. One U.S. robotics researcher, after a
tour of the U.S.S.R., wrote:"

Overall, I must conclude that the robotics
technology in Russia is at least a dUcade be-
hind that in the Unit(Td States. They have ap-
parently, recognized this fact end now have
a national program in this emerging t.ech-
riology.

Another writer described v,,,ry substantial devel-
opment efforts, particularly for FMS, in East
Germany, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R."
East Germany has a well-developed machine-
tool industry and an extensive program on
robotics development. Bulgaria and Poland
have factoriet Which produce manipulators."
On the whole, evidence seems to indicate that
the Eastern Bloc countries are a few years
behind the West, though there are concerted
effcatS in these countries to correct this situa-
tion. Reliable data and descriptions of pro-.
grams in Eastern Bloc countries are rarely
ava table.

"D. TesiTr-, director, Center for Intelligent Machines and Re=
botics, University Of Florida-. personal communication; Aug. 3,
1951.

"CAM: An International Comparison, " American Ma
1st; November 1981; special report 740. (The section on East-
ern Europe was written by Jozsef Hatvany of the Hungarian
Academy of Scienceal-

"B. Roth, Stanford UniverSity, personal cori=tirucation, Oc-

tober 1983.
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Chapter 9

International Support for
Programmable Automation

Summary
Many of the industrialized nations support

the development of programmable automation
(PA) to some extent. The degree to which such
support has been effective is not easy to de-
termine. It is confounded by other factors, in-
cluding technological sophistication; industry
characteristics, and cultural4ifferences. How-
ever; the efforts which seem to be most suc-
cessful are those which conform to and build
on existing social and economic traditions.

The Japanese Government, mainly through
the activities of its Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI), has developed
long-range plans for economic growth, produc-
tivity growth, and e:zport competitiveness.
The most notable contribution of MITI has
been to encourage the diffusion of PA technol-
ogies to small and medium-sized fun's. In this
way MITI has also stimulated low-cost, mass
production of the low-end products of the PA
market. This has helped Japanese producers
become strong competitors in the internation-
al PA market.

Since the mid-1970's, West Germany has
been committed to enhancing the international
competitiveness of the advanced technology
sectors of its economy through strong support
of research and development (R&D). The Min-
istry for Research and Technology (BMFT) is
the lead agency for coordinating_ science and
technology policy with overall macroeconomic
policy goals. BMFT has established_ an Ad-
vanced Manufacturing Technologies Program
in order to promote the_riskier types of inno-
vation in this sector. The government has
placed a strong emphasis on developing an
understanding of the ways in which PA will
affect the workplace and the labor force.

In the 1980's, the Swedish Government
began to devote more resources to long-term
research in PA in the hopes of bolstering
Swedish economic growth. The Swedes are al-
ready significant robot producers. The Gov-
ernment also has a strong interest in educa-
tion mid retraining, which is consistent with
its traditionEdly strong manpower policies.

The French Government under Mitterrand
has made a strong commitment to speeding
up the development and diffusion of PA, in
part to enhance competiiiveness. Japan and
Sweden have set up robot manufacturing fa-
cilities in France ae/part of a Governinent
strategy for technology transfer. The French
Government has also shown concern for the
human impacts of the implementation of PA.

The Department of Industry and Trade in
the United Kingdom has a set of "schemes"
to-promote capital investments in PA. To
date, however, these schemes have not been
notably successful in promoting the diffusion
of PA in Great Britain. The GovernMent re-

-centlk7et_up a national advanced technology
research program to support R&D in PA in-
dustries, among others.

Norway has no extensive Government pro-
grams to encourage PA, although its produc-
tion and application are progressing. The Gov-
ernment is itrging the developnient a new
technologies to promote industrial expansion.
It has also identified key social impacts that
the transition to advanced technology indus-
tries is having on the labor force.

The Canadian Government is playing a large
role in encouraging the development and im-
plementation of PA. It has developed model

337
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programs for Government investment strat-
egies and for encouraging labor-management
cooperation in dealing with dislocation,_re-
training, and work environment issuesz The
programs are new and the development effort
starts from a relatively modest base.

Italy is a significant producer and exporter
of machine tools and industrial robots. Some
predict that Italy may also become one of the
top five producers of industrial robots by the
1990's.

Introduction
Technological change and evolving patterns

of international trade have focused attention
on government policies relative to PA and on
their potential effects on the development of
manufacturing sectors among nations. This
chapter describes policies and programs
abroad which are directed at the development
and use of PA; focusing on countries most ac-
tively engaged in PA production and use.*
While other chapters discuss international
comparisons in specific areas; this chapter pro-
vides complementary - descriptions of major
foreign government programs.

In each country discussed here, PA tech-
nologies can be found in different phases of de-
velopment and adoption. The rate of adoption
depends on the nature of each country's
manufacturing sector; the availability of ap-
propriately skilled labor; the nature of public
and private research efforts; and such factors
as capital availability; awareness of the tech-
nologies and their capabilities, and govern-
ment incentives to encourage implementation.

Industrialized nations have different tradi-
tions of government involvement in technol-
ogy and industry development. The distinctive
cultural; social; political; and economic char-
acteristics of each nation shape its policies.
The course of development among national

*Note that reliable and useful information on support for and
use of PA in Eastern bloc countries is virtually nonexistent.
Hence, these countries are not included in this analysis. In ad-
dition. other countries not covered here, including many in the
Third World, also produce and use PA to a limited extent. For
example, the use of CAD systems for mapping applications is
growing in less developed countries.

35,4

manufacturing sectors also varies, depending
on the size of the econom3ri; the nature of the
local capital market, the extent to which the
economy depends on exports, and the flexibil-
ity of the labor market. Ilese national differ-
ences make it difficultip measure and com-
pare the effects that macroeconomic and
macroeconomic policies have on a country's
competitive advantage in international trade,
its industrialmix, and its employment profile.
International differences also militate against
the direct transplantation of foreign programs
to other countries. Finally, the availability of
information about/foreign support for PA is
very uneven, and the timeliness and accuracy
of that informatiOn is a recurring problem for
international comparisons regarding PA. Never-
theless, this discussion is offered for il-
lustrative purposes and to provide a measure
of the level of foreign government interest in
PA.

Industrial and technological development
abroad appear to reflect less the dollar amount
of government support than the nature of
government programs and their relation to ex-
isting political, economic, and social condi-
tions. It is not clear that current PA R &D pro-
grams in the United Kingdom and France, for
example, have been notably successful. The di-
mate for research and the mechanisms for as-
suring that research results are disseminated
to industry in those countries may not be as
favorable as in the United States. For exam-
ple, the mobility of researchers between indus-
try and universities appears to be greater in
the United States. Moreover, Europeans are
currently concerned that loss of their top scien-
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tit to the United States may diminish their
prospects for economic growth ;'

A group of more than 200 European corpo-
rate chief executives recently surveyed by the
Wall Street Journal "believe their continent
has declined as a source of technology leader-
ship; with the U.S. maintaining its top posi-
tion and Japan gaining in importance: "2 Fig-
ure 39 shows how the executives rated
different nations in technological leadership;
The perceived losses in technological leader-
ship by European countries particularly
West Germany and the United Kingdom are

'Diane L. Coutu, "European Nations Fret Over Mounting
Losses of Scientists to the U.S.," The Wall Street Journal; Oct.
21, 1983.

Huey; "Executives Assess Europe's Technology Decline,"
The Wall Street Journal, Feb. 1, 1984, p. 28. The Journal, Booz-
Allen & liamiltorZinc., and HR&H Marketing Research
ternational of London selected the executives from the top 1;000
companies in Europe ranked by revenue. Thejeurnal's coverage
is based on responses to the survey; Booz-Allen's analysis, and
the work of the Journal's reporting staff. The Journal writes:
"The survey isn't intended -to be statistically rigorous; but it
represents probably the most_ comprehensive current strrvey of
executive attitudea regarding the technology on a pan-European
and multi-itidustfy scale."

striking. The explanations offered by the ex-
ecutives surveyed include a lack of trained per-
sonnel for developing and introducing new
technology; relatively low status for tech-
nology issues and technical personnel within
corporations; and a strong conservatism
among European businessmen. These factors
result in part in an emphasis on technology
for-cost reduction,-as-opposed-to innovation--
as a source of new products, improved prod-
uct performance, or improved customer serv-
ice. It is interesting to note that most of the
problems cited_by European executives have
also been cited in similar studies in the United
States.' According to the .1611172111 survey,_Eu-
ropean executives apparently balieve that U.S.
corporations are responding to those problems
more effectively than they are thamSelveS,
spite domestic criticism of U.S. industry and
policies.

'See; for example; It H. Hayes and W. J. Abernathy, "Manag-
ing Our Way To Economic Detline," IferVerd Bueinehe Review,
July-August 1980, pp. 67-77; R. G. Shaeffer and A. R. Janger,
The Conference Board, "Who is Top Management?" report No.
821, 1982, as well as other Conference Board reports;

Figure 39.European Executives Pick Technological Leaders° (percent)
0)
a)

In the past

Today and in the future

aRespondents could choose more than one country

SOURCE! rheMll_Street Journal and EloozAllen & Hamilton, Inc., survey of more than 200 chief executives of corporations in 16 foreigncoun
tries as reported In The Wail Street Journal, Fee. 1, 1984, p. 28.
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On the other hand, European countries tend
to focus more attention, political support, and
research on theluman aspects of automation
than does the United States. Attention to so-
cial issues related to PA parallels traditions
in many countries of strong programs for em-
ployment security and training and prominent
representation of labor groups in the political
arena. Concern abroad for the employment ef-
fects of PA is high and likely to grow in light
of the relatively low rates of job creation in
many European countries and the labor dis-
placement potential commonly associated

Direct Government Role

with PA. Recent analyses by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development,
for example, concluded that the United States
had created 22.5 million new jobs since 1980,
while industrial employment in Western Eu-
rope fell by 1.5 million in the same period.4

The following sections describe policies and
programs in each country related to both the
social and technical aspects of PA.

'Paul Lewis,"Nations Seek Key to Growth," The New York
Times; Feb. 15, 1984.

witt,

Japan

\Given Japan's scarcity of indigenous natu-
ral resources and its reliance on other nations
for imP'orts of food, energy, and raw materi-
als, the [Japanese strive to maintain a high vol-
ume of exports. Thus, international competi-
tiveness and the ability to sell abroad is of
crucial importance to the Japanese economy.
Over the last decade Japanese firms have
made a concerted effort to increase export
sales in manufacturing industries.5 Fgure 40
demonstrates how the character of Japanese
exports and imports has changed dramatically
in the past few decades;-- partly as a result of
the stewardship of MITI.

Since the Meiji Restoration in 1868, there
has been a tradition of Government-industry
cooperation, and the Government has histor-
ically been able to intervene effectively in the
economy. Thus, industry has traditionally

_tended _to view Government its a partner; rath-
er than as an adversary or regulator. In recent
years; however; this cooperative relationship
has appeared to break down to some extent,
as evidenced by the ebbing role of the Ministry
of International Trade and Industry (MITI).

°Japanese Ministry of Internation _Trade and -Industry;
"White Paper on International Trade," September 1982, p. 50.

3

MITI was organized in the late 1940's from
the Commerce and Industry Ministry, and its
name reflected a new emphasis on internation-
al trade. While the agency has less-independ-
ent power than is commonly ascribed in the
United States; MITI works closely with indus-
try associations and other Government agen-
cies. For example, a standarti_practice is for
a former official from the MITI staff to join
the staff of an industry association and act as
a liaison. The agency sets broad industrial pol-
icy, collects information on relevant research
in other countries, and promotes special stud-
ies where information is lacking. The observa-
tion that MITI's role may bt decreasing seems
to be based on two major trends: First, the
agency played a major role in allocating scarce
capital in the postwar period, while capital
shortages are now much less severe. Second,
many Japanese industries (automobiles, for
example) have become very strong; hence,
they require less aid and resist MITI's in-
volvement.

The Japanese Government has encouraged
the movement of people and resources into sec-
tors with a potential for high growth and high
productivity. Japan's long-term economic
plans call for reducing the importance of the
country's agricultural and manufacturing sec-
tors, and expanding the economic role of the
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less energy-consuming, knowledge-intensive
service sectors. MITI sees this as following a
long-term trend which is already evident in the
United States. It encourages this shift by pro-
moting productivity and quality control gains
and reductions in labor, energy. and materials
costs. PA is one means toward these ends.

Government Mechanisms
Industries currently targeted for develop-

ment by the Government in Japan include
computers, microelectronics and electronics,

_:_lasers, fiber optics, biotechnology, robotics,
aerospace, and teleconununications.° The in-
struments of industrial development policy
include:

Visions.-These are Government-sponsored
papers elaborating on current economic
challenges facing Japan, and discussing
strategies to meet these challenges. MITI
writes these documents in collaboration
with industry, labor, and political interest
groups.' The visions are intended to aid
business and Government agencies in
strategic pia/ming.
Government Assistance. The Japanese
Government provides small amounts of
financial support for R&D in private firms
in order to serve as "a catalyst to stimu-
late private sector support of mutually
agreed upon industrial development pol-
icy goals."8 In general, the role of Japa-
nese universities in research is much less
significant than the role of industry; and
much less prominent than that of their
counterparts in the United States:
Rationalization carte-Th.-Lin , the late
1960'i; in order to promote the develop-
ment of internationally competitive firms
in Japan; MITI guided the restructuring

'Harold B. Main and Jack Baranson, Techncrogy and
Trade Policy: Issues and An Agenda for Action, Washington,
D.C..: October 1981; and Cabinet Council on Commerce and

_._Trade, An Assessment at U.S Competitiveness in High Tech-
nology Industries, U.S. Department of Commerce, IT& Feb-
ruary_1983.

'Jimmy Wheeler; Merit Janow, and Thomas Pepper,Japa-
nese IndustrieDevelopment Policies in the 1980's: Implica-
tions for U.S. Trade and Investment (New Fork: Hudson In-
stitute for the U.S. Department of State, Oct-ober 1982).

'Ibid.

3 5

of Japanese industry by encouraging cor-
porate mergers. (An increase in the num-
ber of new enterprises in Japan through-
out the 1960's had resulted in strong
domestic competition and a destabiliza-
tion of Japanese industrial activity.)
There continues to be a high level of merg-
er activity toward the ends of enhancing
management, maximizing the use of
R&D, and facilitating the movement of
capital among activities. Merger's are also
,motivated by the costs for large-scale in-
vestments in R&D and equipment° It has
recently been observed that companies
are beginning to resist MITI-encouraged
mergers as domestic Competition in
high-technology industries increases.
Tax Incentives.--Special depreciation
allowances exist for designated plant and
equipment, in order to encourage devel-
opment of targeted industries.
Monetary Policies. Throughout the
postwar period, up until the early 1970's,
the Japanese rationed credit. The Bank
of Japan controlled the discount rate to
influence microeconomic decisions.1`Typ-
ically, this ability was used to bias flows
toward investment in productive infra-
structure and capital-intensive manufac-
turing and away from consumer spend-
ing, housing and social infrastructure.'"
This control eroded in the 1970's as Japan
joined the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD),
and its capital market bedame more inter-
nationalized for a number of reasons.

;

Government Concern for Social Impacts
of Technological Change

The Japanese Government has strong con-
cerns about the social impacts of increased ap-
plication of PA and other new technologies in
the manufacturing sector. The Japanese Min-
istry of Labor released a report in May 1983

`MIT Center for Policy Alternatives,National Sup?ort for
mrid 7beimology: An Examination of Foreign Exchange,

1976.
'°Wheeler, a al.. op. cit., p. 7.
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entitled. :MicrOelctitiiii-e-s and Its Impact on
Labor."The report focuses on the employment
effects of robots and iiiiercielectrcinie Prodtiet§
and protesses in Japanese firms. Iii.reSponse
to the employment effects of pro-
duction technologies in JapplieSe industry,- the
Ministry of Labor has requested funds for the
establishnient of 13t "policy department"
the ministry, This department would monitor
employment trends and allow the ministry to
develop recommendations which would be con-
§idered in the development of national ncanom-
ic policy."

Government Support to Industry
The Machine Tool Industry

A fundamental difference in the approach
of the United States and Japan toward sup-
part of the machine tool industry is that U.S.
programs havasieveloped machine-tool tech-
nology for military prOduCtion purposes, while
the Japanese Government encouraged broad
industrial application of new machinc-tool
technology." The Japanese approach included
government-funded research institutes, which
allowed Japanese firms to spend less on R&D
than private U.S. firms generally considered
necessary: Japanese research institutions were
particularly responsive to the suggestions and
experience of commercial end-users of the tech-
nology.' 3 .

Japanese competitiveness iii the low end of
the world machi tool market reflects the
widespread tip0c tion of the technology in
the domestic omy.-The Japanese Gcivern=
ment provided technical 'information and as-
sistance to small and medium-sized firms to
encourage the application of machine-tool
technology in industrial production. Govern-

"U.S. Embassy; Tokyo. Japan, unpublished summary of Jap-
anese NIirustry of Labor Report cm Microelectronics and Its Im-
pact on Labor, Aug 5, 1983.

"See National Machine Tool Builders' Association, petition
to the U.S. Department of Commerce under the NationW
curity_Clause for _adjustment of imports of machine tools, Mar.
10, 1983; and the response from the Japan Machine Tool
Bailders' Association, June 27, 1983.

"National Academy of Engineering The Competitive Status
of the Machine Tool Industry (Washington; D.C.: National
Academy Press; 1983); 0. 31.

- - /1 rT I

ment-sponsored technical centers provided-
cost-benefit estimates, customized software;
and training to firms interested in numerically
controlled (NC) machines. By reducing user
uncertainty and costs, the Japanese have been
able to develop both domestic and internation-
al markets for small NC machine tools."

The Robot Industry
The Japan Industrial Robot Association.

!rx 1971, the Industrial Robot R,ofmdtable was
established; this was a precursor to the Japan
Industrial Robot Association (gIZRA Formed
in 1972, JIRA was initially a Government cor-
poration financed_ by the proceeds of sports
events sponsored by the machinery industry.
In 1978, JIRA becaine zn incorporated private
association. This configuration allows MITI
to deal with robot producers as a group. One-
third of Japanese robot producers- belong to
JIRA, as do many Japanese and foreign ro-
bot users." JIRA's function is to promote the
development of the robot industry through
market surveys, the monitoring of technolog-
ical ae.ranccu, public relations, and develop-
ment of new applications for robot systems.
JIRA has been much more advanced in the
collection and dissemination of information
about robots and their uses than the associa-
tion's counterpart in the United States, the
Robotic Industries Association (RIA, formerly
the Robot Institute of America). However,
RIA is moving to bolster its information
gathering and dissemination capabilities.

Japan Robot Leasing Co.MITI has pro-
mdfiki the development and application of ro-
bot technology as one means of pursuing its
overall strategies; However, the Japanese ro-
bot industry received little Government assist-
ance until the late 1970's; In April 1980, MITI
encouraged the establishment; of the Japan
RohOt Leasing Co, (JAROL), JAROL was es-
tablished in order to promote the use of indus-
trial robots tluoughout the Japanese.. economy:
The company leases robots primarily (90 per-

"Industry and Trade Strategies; unpublished contractor re-
port for OTA.

"U.S. General Accounting Office, Industrial Policy: Case
Studies in the Japanese Experience, Oct. 20, 1982.

3 5
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cent) to small and medium-sizedriterprises.
JAROL is joirftly owned by 24 major robot
producer§ and 10 life -insurance companies.
The company initially r&ce,:ved no Government
funding, but now Teeth/08 60 percent of its fi-
nancing from the Japan Development Bank
in theforM of lbw intert loans. The remain-
ing 40 percent of JAROL financing comes
from the Long=Term Credit Bank, the Indus-
trial Bank of Japan, and various city banks.
These favorable capital rates allow JAROL to
lease robots at Inore favorable rates than or-
dinary leasing companies can offer; Neverthe-
less, other leasing companies and large robot
vendors have also offered leaiies to robot users.
JAROL received approval to extend leasing
to companies abroad in the spring of 1983)6

IncentiVes.=MITI has also en-
couraged the deVelOpment of several fiscal and
financial incentives to promote robot installa-
tfon. LOW interest loans are provided to small
and medium-sized enterprises through the
SmalliMedium Business Finance Corp; (Chus-
ho Kigyo Kinyo Koko) and the National
nance Corp. In addition; interest-free loans of
up to 12 million yen ($51,000 *) are provided
by the Government to small and medium-sized
enterprises for the modernization of Manufac-
turing facilities." In order to promote robot
applications for dangerous jobs, loans are
available at 8 percent interest for the first 3
years and 8.3 percent for the remaining life of
the loan; The Government budgeted 5.8 bil-
lion yen ($24.8 rhillidn) fOr these loans in 1980.
In addition to ordinary depreciations, a special
depreciatidn allowance was established in
April 1980 for those firms installing industrial

"'Paul Aron, The Robot Scene in Japan: An Update, Report
it26, DaiWri Securities America, Inc , September 1983.

Throughout this OTA report, foreign currency amountsare
converted to their U.S. equivalent ueing foreign exchange rates
in New York on Feb. 1. 1984, as cited in The Wall Street -.-kir-
r,W, Feb. 2; 1984. Because the dollar was extraordinarily strong
Compared to foreign currencies at that time,_the U.S. dollar
equivalents given ih this report are lower than they would be
under more typica foreign exchange conditions: For reference,
the exchange rates used are $1 =234.25 Japanese Yen,_0.7089
British Pounds, 1.2473 Canadian Dollars, 8.5425 French Francs,
7.853 Norwegian Krone; 8.1425 Swedish Krona, and 2.7925
West German Marla

"William Rapp, CommerCial Counselor, -U.S. Embassy; Tok-
yo, personal communication, October 1983.

robots; A manufacturer who installs robots is
permitted to depreciate 12.5_percent of the
original purchase price in the first year, in,ad-
dition to ordinary depreciation allowances.
This may allow a firm to depreciate its robots
as much as 52.5 percent during the first year.
The depreciation rate was lowered to 10 per-
cent for 1984 and 1985; the program is dueto__
expire in 1985, though it may be renewed."

Research and Development
In 1977, Japanese industry provided 65.7

percent of R&D funds-in Japan; while the GOV-
ernment provided 16.1 percent and universi-
ties and other groups provided the remaining
18.2 percent; By contrast; in the United
States; industry provided 43.8 percent, GOV=
ernment 51.1 percent; and universities 5.1 per=
cent; In the Federal Republic of Germany, in=
dustry provided 55.6 percent, Government
41.5 percent, and 2.9 percent came from for=
eigners" (see fig. 41).

The Japanese Government, like the United
States and European govermne. ,s, is modeSt-
ly subsidizing R&D projects on robotics (table
72). MITI's Agency of Industrial Science and
Technology has two laboratories in which a
considerable amount of research on robotic§
is carried outthe ElectrTechnical Labora-
tory and the Mechanical Engineering Labor-
atory. MITI has also developed cooperative
projects among competitive robot manufac-
turers, who contribute researchers to the joint
efforts. Public research has focused on theo-
reticalproblems that also tend to be relevant
to applications =speed control; - improved posi-
tioning accuracy, simplification and modular-
ization of robots, sensory perception, andpat-
tern recognition ability. These joint research
efforts have sought to avoid duplication of re-
search efforts by the producer firms. In addi-
tion, MITI, in conjunction with JIRA, spon-

"GAO Industrial POlicy Case Studies, op, cit., pp. 25.27; and
Paul Aron, Daiwa Securities America, Inc., "Rlbots Revisited:
One Year Later," Report #25,_July 28, 1981, p.' I6 as reprinted._
in OTA Commissioned Background Papers to the Exploratory
WorkShap on the Social Impacts of Robotics; February 1982.

"'Science and Te7chriblogy White Paper '81 Released," Sci-
ence and Technology in Japan, January 19132, p. 9.
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Figure 41.--/Government/Industry/University Shares of R&D Funds and Expenditures
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Project

Table 73.=Government-Sponsticed R&D Projects on Robotics in Japan
1

Period Sponsors

Industrial Robots Standardization Project 1974-81

Research Assembly Work 1976.78
Research Project on System Design in ComputerAssisted

Robot System Engineering 1976
Laser Based Flexible Manufacturing System Technology

Research Project ...........................,.. 1977-84
Development & Research Project of Multiple Production

System Adapting Super-High Lasers 1978-83
Research Project on Robot 'zing Cast Finishing Work . 1978-83
Research Project on Automatic & Extemal ASSeMbly of
_ High-Rise_Buildings ................. 1978
TeChnology Assessment of Industrial Robots 1980

AIST/MITIa
Japan Small Auto Promotion Association

Japan MachinE .duStrial AssociatiOn

MITI

AIST
Small Business Corporation

Japan Machine Association
Japan Industrial Technology Promotion

Association

aAIST Agency of Industrial Science and TeChnolody; MITIMlnIstry of International Trade and Industry.
SOURCE VVilkam Rapp, Commercial Counselor. U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, personal communication. Oct 13. 1983.

sors the wide dissemination of resulting
research data."

Beginthrig in April 1982, MI'r I was to carry
out a 7-year, 30 billion yen ($128 million) ro-
bot research program. It was intended to de-
velop fobots suitable for wider application, as
well as to develop indigenous Japanese robot
tecanology in order to reduce reliance on
American and Western. European innovations.
The program was postponed f(,r a time due to
budgetary constraints, but work began in fis-
cal year 1983, and is still expected to be car-
ried out over the envisioned 7-year period with
full funding.21

Another of Japan's largetcale technology
development schemes involves "developing
complex production Systems in which mechan-
ical components for small -batch production of
diversified products can be flfxibly and rapid-
ly produced from metallic materials in an in-
tegrated system."22 Under this scheme MITI

"Paul Aron, Report #25, op. cit., p. 17; and Paul Aron, Re-
port #26, op. ciL, pp. 26,27.

"Paul Aron, Report #26, op. cit.
"GAO Industrial Policy Case Studies, op. cit., p; 9;

provided 20 percent [13 billion yen ($55.5 mil-
lion) over fiscal years 1977-831 of_the funding
for the development of a Flexible Manufactur-
ing Complex Utilizing Lasers. 23 The program
did not finial' on schedule, and was extended
through 1984 With an extra 1 billion yen ($4.3
million). 24 The project had to be scaled down
because extensive reliance on one large laser
did not prove practicaL_The program has since
incorporated more conventional applications.
These applications, however, are not being
used widely in the commercial sector for tech-
nical reasons. The project has become some-
thing of a "showcase" for advanced Japanese
technology. Other projects aiming at comput-
erized manufacturing integration are also
underway in Japan, building on machine tool,
robot, and computer research efforts.

"U.S. Departinetic of Conunerce, International Trade Admin-
istration, High TeChnolcigy Industries: Profiles and Outlooks,
The Robotics Industry, April 1983, 0. 25. _

"Federal BroPAcast Information Service and GAO Industrial
Policy Case Studies; op. cit., p. 28.

West Germany
Direct Government Role

Government expenditures as a percentage
of gross national product in West Germany
are relatively high compar&I to other Europe.

362

an nations. The country has a highly devel-
oped social welfare valt m providing generous
health, unempthyment,_ and social security
benefits; the system also permits a degree of
worker participation in business manage-
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ment." However, West Germany has no
sharply defined industrial policy. It is similar
to the United States in that Government sup-
Part for industry is more or less decentralized,
and there is substantial support at the State
level. The Lander (States) can give housing
grants to workers; grant land, and provide
credit guarantees to attract new industries or
preserve old ones."

Since the oil crises_of_the_197_0!e,_GOvern=
ment intervention in the German economy has
increased in the form of direct subsidies, tax
relief, special depreciation allowances, and
preferential interest rates. The Government
guarantees risk-capital loans to private busi-
ness through Risk Financing Associations,
which are made up of private banks. The Deut-
sChe_Wagnis Finanzierungs Gesellschaft
(DWFG), farmed in 1975; is a financing con-
sortium owned by 28 large_ commercial banks
and backed by the Federal Government to pro-
vide venture capital in the FRG," The Govern-
ment has also developed fiscal policy incen-
tives to promote innovation, as well as an
informatiOn network on new patents to ensure
that they are effectively applied.

The Government provides over 90 percent
of total R&D spending in Germany; although
it provides only limited direction for research;
The Ministry of Research and Technology
(Bund,.:sministerium fur Forschung and Tech-
nologie, BMFT) is the coordinating agency
for technology policy and the major provider
of R&D funds. BMFT is concerned With gen-
eral macroeconomic policy, promotion of inno-
vation, and the health of small and medium-
sized businesses. The 'Science Council, or
Wissenschafistrat, determines the objectives
and priorities of R&D policy and makes budg-
et allocations and recommendations. The
Council is comprised of a board of experts

"MIT Center for Policy Alternatives, National Support for
Science and TeChnology: An Examination of Foreign Exchange,
1976.

"Wolfgang Hager, National Industrial Strategies and the
World Economy, William Diebold and John Pinder(eds.), Atlan-
tic Institute for International Affairs, Research geries, vol. 6,
1982, p. 241.

""Venture Capita' Struggles to Get Off the Ground." Finan-
cial Times of London, Feb. 11, 1983, p. lc.

from the Government [troth the Bund (Federal)
and Lander (State)], academia, industry, and
the German research institutes. Although the
recommendations of the Council are not bind-
ing, they carry considerable-influence. The--
Wissenschaftstrat embodies the emphasis
that German society places on scientific en-
deavors."

Government Concern for the Social Impacts
of Technological Change

Government-labor-industry relations in re-
gard to encouraging and adapting to technol-
ogical change are particularly good in West
Germany. A well-developed communication
network has been created between industry
and Government through "quasi-public, semi-
autonomous" research institutes and a system
of advisory councils." The foundation for con-
certed action between labor unions and em-
ployers' associations on the one hand, and Fed-
eral, State, and local government officials on
the other, was established in 1966 with the
Stability and Growth Act. Regular consulta-
tion between Government ministers and labor
union officials on matters concerning indus-
trial policy, income policy, and international
competition and trade policy has evoked a so-
cial consensus." The potential social impacts
of technological change iparticularly those
that may take place within the workplace)
have been part _ of the political agenda.
Througho& the 1970's, following the German
Social Democratic party's rise to power, a
large number of occupational safety and
health measures were enacted by the Federal
Republic of Germany. See chapter 5 for a more
detailed discussion of relevant legislation and
the Humanization of Work Program, which is
a central feature of Government action to ad-
dress the social impacts of technological
change.

"Margrigreri, op. cit.; and Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, op. cit., pp. 14-23.

"Malmgren, op. cit., p. 39.
wInternational Trade , Industrial Policieg, and the Future of

American Industry; The Labor Industry Coalition for Interna-
tional Trade; April 1983; p. 30.

363
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Government Support to Industry
Government Commitment to Small
and Medium-Sized Firms

In the late 1970's, the Federal Republic of
Germany initiated a number of programs to
promote research, development; and innova-
tion in small and medium-sized enterprises;
The directing of technology policy toward
these companies represents a growing aware-
ness in the West German Government of the
importance of such firms for innovation,
growth, and emplOyment.31 These program in-
clude funding for scientific and teChiiidal Per.:
sonnel, external contract research, and innova=
tion consultancy;

Direet\ Support of small and medium-sized
enterprises by the BMFT has n rising; This
reflects expansion of BMFT programs to in-
clude electrbnies, computer applications, and
huthanization of the working environment; In
addition, the BMFT has increased its efforts
to make smaller firms more aware of the Gov-
ernrnent support available to them; The Miri-
istry for Economic Affairs (Bundesminister.7
rum fur Wirtschaft, or BMWi) assists small
and medium-sized firms indirectly by Support=
ing theFederation of Industrial Cooperative
Research Associations (Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Industrieller Forachungsvereinigurigen, or
AIF). AIF consists of more than 80 individual
research associations which aid the smaller
firms through publicity, research seminars,
and technical adiriaorY SerViceS. Another pro-
.gram adiniiiistered by BMWi provides subsi-
dies for 30 percent of the total cost [up to
DM120,000 ($43,000)] of contract research
placed by a small Or medium -sized firm with
a public or private research institution. The
program i6 funded, however, by BMFT.32

The large-at current program designed to
support small and mecuum-sized firing is the
"Program of Grants Towards the Costs of
R&D Personnel." The program is adminis-

3' I mpacts_of Government Incentives Towards Industrial In-
novation," Meyer-Krahiner, Gielow and Kuntze. Research Pol-

icy, June 1983. pp. 153-154.
"OECD. Innovation in Small and Medium EriterpriseS, Pans,

1970, p; 133;

tered by AIF on behalf of BMWi. It offers
grants of 25 percent of gross wages and_sala-
ries, and 40 percent of the expenses of R&D
personne1.33 This program provided DM1.1
Hein ($394 million) to West German industry
between 1981 and 1983; Its objective is to bur:
ture industrial innovation by providing Sub=
sillies for scientific and techniCal personnel.
BMFT also provides free innovation counsel-
ing to small and mediuM-siied firinS iii sever-
al offices throughout the country In addition,
there is a Technology Center in Berlin which
is linked to the German Engineers Association
(VDI) to promote the diffifsion of technology.
This center provides inforniatitm on the adop-
tion of microelectronics and other technolo-
gies; assists firms in applying for R&D sup-
port from Federal agencies, and carries out
studies on new technologies."

Research and Development
The Ministry of Research and Technology

(BMFT).The Ministry supporta approxi-
mately 6;000 projects in the forrn of grants to
research societies such as the Max Planck or
Fraunhofer institutes, national laboratories,
and individual research group§ in universities
and industry. The 1983 budget breakdown is-
shown in table 73. It is expected that R&D
funding will increase for biotechnology, infor-
mation science, microelectronics, robotics, en-
vironmental protection, climatology, and pub-
lic health."

In 1980, BMFT established a program,
called "Fertigungstechnik," which supports
the development of advanced manufacturing
technologies. The program is directed at R&D
efforts in small and medium-sized firms in or-
der to provide a high level of technological
capacity in West Germany. In particular, it
provides Government funda for_ risky R&D
projects with high innovative potentia1.36 The

"Lcbor Industry Coalition. op. cit.; and Dietmar Frenzel,
Counselor; Science and Technology, Embassy of the Federal
Republic of Germany; personal communication; Feb. 23.1984.

"OECD, op. cit.
"U.S. Cable Traffic, Amerieari Enibessy. Bonn, June 27.1963;

Robert Morris; Counselor for Scientific & Technological Affairs
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Table 74.Budget of the BMFTa

Category of _experiditiire Mi IlibriS of dollars,
General (societies and institutes) $ 217
Science and technology research 578
Information technologies 243
Energy 1;052
Space; oceanography; transport -514

Total $2,634_
U S dollars converted at $1 - OM 2.7915.

SOURCE RoOertMotos_,Counselor for Scientific and Technological Affairs, U.S.
Embassy. Bonn. FRG.

program distributes funds in the form of
grants or loans for private, basic R&D, and
private or commercial R&D that includes work
on the commercial application of existing tech-
nologies. There is also Government-funded
R&D activity in Government facilities and
State-owned firms aimed at developing new
technologies; The program spent DM44.1 mil-
lion ($15:79 Million) in 1980; and DM58.5 mil-
lion ($20;95 million) in 1981, and planned sig-
nificant increases for subsequent years. Due
to budget cuts; however; only DM45.7 million
($16.37 Million) were available in 1982; and
only DM38.5 million ($13;79 million) in 1983.37

The Government is Also involved in moni-
toring foreign technological developments, fos-
tering Government-industry cooperation, es-
tablishing national standards, providing
international educational exchange programs,
and export promotion:

West GermanNorwegian Collaboration
The Fraunhofer Institute for Production

Systems and Design Technology (IPK) and
three other West German industrial research
institutes have been involved in a joint Gov-
ernment-sponsored research effort with the

"Robert Morris, U.S._Ernbassy, Bonn, FRG, personal com-
munication, Aug. 4, 1983.

Norwegians for the last 2 years. The effort
arose out of negotiations securing West Ger-
man rights to drill for Norwegian oil, and it
involves tecimical universities and industrial
firms in both countries. The Norwegians and
West Germans are developing an advanced
production system (APS) for CAD_ applica-
tions in mechanical engineering. APS would
integrate into a modular system existing pro-
grams for geon,, trio modeling, NC machine
tool programing, and process planning. The
long-term goal is to develop a state of the art,
computer-integrad manufacturing system to
be marketed by the firms involved. The pro-
gram is built around an advanced geometrical
modeling system, which is designed to inter-
face with all elements of a manufacturing sys-
tem from design to assembly. APS is similar
to the IPAD and ICAM projects being funded
by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration and the- U.S. Department of De-
fense (see ch. 8). The APS program, initiated
in 1981, had ELI initial joint funding commit-
ment of $45 million."

R&D Tax Credit
The West Germans have instituted a special

tax credit to promote R&D. A 40 percent de-
preciation allowance is granted for movable
equipment utilized exclusively for R&D. A 15
percent depreciation allowance is available for
fixed plant equipment which is utilized two-
thirds of the time for R &). Another 10_per-
cent depreciation allowinice is available for the
construction cost of buildings of which at least
one-third is devoted to R&D."

"Eugene Merchant, Metcut Associates, personal communi-
cation; and American Metal Market/Metal Working News,
"GAD/CAM Systems in Europe," Apr. 11, 1983.

"R. G. Morris, Counselor for Scientific and Technological Af-
fairs, American Embassy, Bonn, personal communication, Aug.
4, 1983.
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Sweden

Direct Government Role
The Swedish Government has traditionally

played_ a very strong role in the Swedish eon-
orny. The Government owns 5 percent of Swe-
dish industry; primarily in mining, public util-
ities, transportation, and communications.40
Exports and imports accounted for _an aver-
age 30 percent share of GNP between 1975
and 1980 in Sweden. Principal producers for
export include shipbuilding, mining; steel; and
forest industries. Nearly half of all Swedish in-
dugtrial products are sold abroad; while almost
all of the Swedish energy supply is imported.
Machinery and mechanical equipment alSo
make up a large share of Swedish importS.
Given Sweden's dependence on external trade,
international competitiveness is vital to its
economy.

In the 1970'S, Sweden was faced with seri-
ous structural economic problems. With what
was traditionally an export-led economy, the
country began to encounter increased competi-
tion in its major export markets. The oil price
increases and high wage costs; combined with
shrinking world demand and growing interns=
tional competition; caused Sweden's major ex=
pnrt sectors to deteriorate; The rise in value
of the Swedish Crown as a result of the Euro-

.peau Currency Tigreement also hint SskrediSh
exports; The most immediate aim of economic
policy in Sweden today is to lower relative
prices of Swedish industrial goods on the world
market; to regain Swedish market shares in both
the export and domestic Markets.'

The Swedish Government recognizes that
production of PA equipment may be Stilite.
gically desirable; and it is concerned about a
possible shortage of skilled labbi. HiStbrically.
Swedish Government outlays in support Of tic
tive manpower policies have been relatively
high; The Swedish "ActiVe LabOr Market"

'"The Swedish Inatitute, "Fact Sheets on Sweden;" September
1980.

uSwedish Industry Up to 1990:_Analysis and Policy Propo-
sals, National Industrial Board of Sweden, 1981 Autumn Re-
port, pp. 84-85.

8 66

policy includes early and mandatory notifica-
tion of plant closings, a virtual State moribrflo y
on employment services, and extensive career
counseling and support for training pro-
grams.42

Sweden's unique political and cultural con-
text favors certain types of innovative pro-
grams, while it makes comparisons of Govern-
ment policy with other countries particularly
difficult.

Government Support to Industry
According to an official of the Royal Swed-

ish Academy of Engineering Sciences:
The ability of Sweden to compete on the

world market for manufactured products will
increasingly depend on the ability and will-
ingness of Swedish industrial firms to invest
in and use the new generation of manufactur-
ing technologies."

The National Industrial Board has also
Stressed the need to promote structural eco-
nomic change in Sweden in response to
changes in world markets and Sweden's dete=
riorating competitiveness. It has recom=
mended three major types of policy measures.
The first promotes development of production
resources through investments-in technology
development and acquisition of capital stock
in sectors that arm expected to be competitive
in the longterm. The second emphasizes selec-
tion or targeting of those areas which are ex-
pected_to,produce the highest yields in the fu-
ture. Finally, the Board stresses that the
distribution of labor and capital in the produc-
tion system may be strongly influenced by po-
litical concerns.

"M. Benclick, Jr., "The Swedish 'Active Labor Market' Art.
proach to Reemployingz Workers Dislocated by Economic
Change," The Urban Institute, Washington, D.C., March 1983.

"Hams Anderson; Project Manager, Royal Swedish Academy
of Engineering Sciences; personal communication, May 19,
1983.
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The Swedish Committee on Labor Market
Education and Training Within Industry

With respect to labor development, the
Swedish Committee on Labor .1klarket Educa-
tion and Training Within Indunt,.,;- IKAFU) is
currently studying Swedish needs for skilled
labor. It is exploring whether or not the educa-
tion and training system is supporting those
with "a weak position in the labor market,"
and whether or not the Goverrunent should
take action which would put personnel train-
ing directly within companies. Despite the ac-
tive manpower policies, unemployment is still
high, and there is some concern that Govern-
ment-funded training programs are becoming
just a "holding pen" for otherwise unemployed
workers." The National Industrial Board is
also concerned about the supply of skilled la-
bor and relevant Government responses.

The Swedish Commission on Computers
and Electronics

In April 1981, the Swedish Commission on
Computers and Electronics (Data-och Elek-
tronikkornitten, or DEK) reported to theMin-
ister of Industry on the promotion of PA in
Sweden. According to DEK, large opportuni-
ties for improving productivity lie in:

. . . optimally interconnecting various proc-
esses into computer-integrated manufactur-
ing systems; In the engineering industries,
and especially those subjected to strong in-
ternational competition (automotive indus-
try; computers and telecommunications, con-
sumer electronics; household appliances,
etc.), systems integration is regarded as the
key to survival in the 1989'S.45

CAD. The Swedish Government has
placed a high priority on promoting the devel=
opment of CAD. In 1982, DEK introthiced
new legislation which included the allocation
of 14 million Skr ($1.7 million) during 1982183
in part for the formation of three CAD car=

"Bendick, op. cit.
"The Promotion of Robotics and CAD/CAM in Sweden, re-

port from the Computers and Electronics Commission; Ministry
of Industry, LiberForlag, Stcxicholm. 1981, p. 1.

ters." A DEK report lists the following mo-
tives for promoting the diffusion of these tech-
nologies throughout the economy: 1) to
increase productivity and, thereby, profitabil-
ity; 2) to improve the conditions of work; 3)
to improve precision and tooling complexity;
4) to acquire experience with new technologies;
and 5) to reduce consumption of energy and
raw materials..'

DEK recommended that the Swedish Gov-
ernment coordinate activities promoting new
production technologies,i and, in particular,
that it promote long-term technology devel-
opment and skills development at technical
facilities. It recommended enlarging the voca-
tional training program at the Swedish Insti-
tute for Corporate Development (SIFU), and
establishing a training program for vocational
instructors on computer-based production
technologies."

The Program for Diffusion of Indugtrial
Robots and Computer Controlled Production
Techniques. On April 1, 1983, DEK an-
nounced the Program for Diffusion of Indus-
trial Robots and CompUter Controlled Produc-
tion Technique& In order to promote wider use
of PA in small and Medium-sized firms that
have little or no farniliarity with PA, DEK pro-
posed the following measures:

1. An information campaign revolving
around the 14th Annual International
Symposium on Industrial Robots (ISIR),
which will be held in Stockholm in Octo-
ber 1984.

2. Support for production technology devel-
opment projects.

3. Educational programs for project per-
sonnel.

4. Development of a consultancy program.
5. Regional educational programs which

--,----
"Jan Carlsson, Computers and Electronics Commiaiion, in

a presentation at the IBM workshops: Automation in Manufac-
turing: Effects on Productivity, Employment and Worklife;
Jafallaplant, Stockholm, Mar. 30.31, 1982, p. 24.

°Computers_ and Electrordcs Commission Report on the Pro-
motion of CAD/CAM in Sweden, op. cit., p. 18.

"Ibid.

36 /
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would include demonstration programs;
including robot-assisted lathes and auto-
mated materials handling, zobot welding
and automated materials handling, and
flexible automated machine loading.

To further international recognition of
Swedish PA industries, ISIR will incluae vis-
its to producer and user plants by foreign par-
ticipants. DEK has also proposed a microelec-
tronics campaign in Sweden. Finally, DEK has
considered establishing direct support for the
Swedish PA industry based on Japanese and
British models. Because it found problems
with establishing similar support mechanisms
in Sweden; DER did not take a firm position
on this issue."

The Swedish Board for Technical
Development (STU)

The Swedish Board for Technical Develop-
ment (STU) operates under the auspices of the
Swedish Ministry of Industry, and provides
funding for advanced R&D in universities; re-
search laboratories, and industry. Between
1972 and 1979, STU funding for robotics and

"Telmikspridningsprogram For Inch,scrirobotar och Dator-
suxid Produktionsteknik, IndustriDepartmentet, Data-och
elektronikkommitten, DSI 1933:6.

CAD amounted to approximately 25 million
Skr ($3.07 znillion).50

Total STU support for R&D in engineering
industries is expected to increase considerably,
to 260 million Skr ($3193 Million) for the pe-
riod 1980/81-1984/85;5' Of this amount, 14 mil-
lion Skr ($1.72 niilliOri) will go toward CAD
and CAM R&D. Long-term projects are also
planned for adaptive control of machine tools
and industrial robots, and a 10 million Skr
($1;23 Million), 4-year CAD joint venture proj-
ect is planned between Saab-Scania, STU, and
two universities.52 Saab- Scania will eventually
invest about 3 Million Skr ($370,000) toward
the commercial development of this CAD 80
system." STU and the Swedish Association
of Mechanical and Electrical Industries have
agreed to sponsor a 5-year CAD and CAM re-
search program. Thei agreement calls for a
commitment of 46 million Skr ($5.65 million)
and 48 million Skr ($5.89 million); for STU and
the association, respectively,"

"Computers and Electronics Commission Report on the Pro-
motion of CAD/CAM in Sweden, op. cit., p. 30.

"Carlsson, op. cit., p. 25.
"Ibid., and Computers and Electronics Commission Report

on the Promotion of CAD/CAM in Sweden, op. cit.
"Computers and Electronics Commission Report on the Pro-

motion of CAD/CAM in Sweden; op. cit., pp. 30 -31.
"Computersand Electronics Commission Report on the Pro-

motion of CAD/CAM in Sweden, op. cit., p. 31, and Caisson;
op. cit., p. 25.

France
The French Government has traditionally

playedn large role in the coordination, fund-
ing, and direction of theYrencheconomy since
Jean Baptiste Colbert founded the Academy
of Sciences in 1666. French Governments since
have, changed the scope and nature of that in-
volvement but the traditional mechanisms
used by Government have changed very little.

Since World War II; information_technolo-
gy, including PA, has been of major inter:6-1s
to the French Government and therefore to the
French industrial and educational. communi-

36d

ties. Funding commitments, research, and in-
dustrial production for information technolo-
gies have been directed toward two major
goals: 1) world recognition of France as a
leading manufacturer of high technology prod-
ucts, and 2) the development of information
technology-based systems and patterns of
communication which could help preserve and
develop French culture and society.

Recently, France's high technology push
gained new strength. -The last French Presi-
dential election (1981) marled the- first -time
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science and technology was a political issue."
Indeed, all candidates had indicated that in-
creased funding for R&D was one of their
goals. Before losing to Mr-. Mitterrand, Mr.
d'Estaing had designed a plan for increasing
real Government R&D funding 8 percent per
year for 5 years beginning in 1980; When Mr.
Mitterrand was elected, he more than doubled
that goal: During 1982-85; the Mitterrand
govermnent had planned to increase R&D ex-
penditures 17.8 percent with the objective of
81J6ii-dihg 2.5 percent of French gross national
product on R&D by 1985.56

Mitterrand's emphasis on increasing R&D
spending was part of an ambitious industrial
policy for France which included employment
at d education policies as well as planned mar-
k:; programs in several areas of high technol-
ogy; including PA. 6 7 The programs were all de-
signed around the Socialist principles of
decentralization; democratization; humanism,
and irism. For example; researche!.-s
ar F. r t:rjogt to have a social and economic
f-unco'on capitalism hits inhibited; More
traiisfer of tech-hole& between industry and
Government is seen as one way of enabling
such functions to be Undertaken and the na-
tionalization of induStries is considere4 to be
the mechanism for achieving social and eco-
nomic research.

Several key high-technology industries; in-
chiding computers; telecommunications equip-
ment, aircraft, and electronics have been
nationalized. This is iii addition to the previ-
ously nationalized antornaker Renault; oil
company Elf Aquitaine, and aircraft manufac-
turer Aerospatiale. Today, about three-fourths
of all industrial R&D Spending takes place in
nationalized companies.B' For information
technology, including PA, the figure is con-
siderably higher as Plmost every major indus-
trial actor in the area has been reorganized to

"Pierre Aigrain, "The French Experience in High Technolo-
gy:: Center for Strategic and International Studies, George-
town University, Washington, D.C.. p. 2:

n terview with M: Morel; COnseiller Technique du President
de la Republique, June 20, 1983.

67'French Technology Preparing for the 21st Century." Scien-
tific American. November 1982.

"I bid.

reflect a majority Government ownership in-
/

_ Mitterrand has two high-technology plans
for PA. (The plans both/had roots in the d'Es-
taing government, but were reorganized by
Mitterrand to reflect a stronger Government
role and increased funding.) The first, pub-
lished in April 1982;69 includes plans for ro-
botics, machine tool's; _and numerical control
devices. It is_aften referred to as the Filiere
Robotique.*__Tha second technology plan for
PA_waapublisheilby the Ministry of Research
and Industry in_July 1982.60 This is referred
to 68 the Filiere EleCtronique and includes aid
for CAD and CIM.

terest.

Fillers Robotique
Three goals have been announced for the

Filiere Robotique: productivity improvements,
better working conditions; ard economic gain
from the sale of PA equipment. The last goal
is of particular interest to the .French. Al-
though Renault is France's largeot manufac-
turer of PA equipment; representing 50 per-
cent of France's industrial commitment to PA
research, France still imports more than 50
percent of its PA consumption.'"

The three goals of the Filiere Robotique are
to be iMplemented through programs of in-
creased R&D in robotics; automation; me-
chanics; electronics; hychmulica; and software;
increased production of PA components and
materials; diffiision of automation tech-
nologies; and the use of PA in a variety of eco-
nomic sectors. In 1981, total French Govern-
ment assistance to the Filiere Robotique
amounted to 251-million -francs-x$29,4rnillian),
of which 91 million francs ($10.7 Million) went
to R&D and 160 million ($18.7 Million) to man-

"L'Utilisation de is Robotique Dans is Production et sesPer-
spectives D'Avenir, Conseil Econormque et Social 2 Avril 1982.

5A. "Etliere" in France is a targeted industry grouping or other
goal around winch a GoVernment plan for R&D funding.pro-
duetien investment, eduCation, and dissemination assistance
has been developed. There are six iilieres in France today: ro-
botics, electronics, energy, biotechnology; working conditions,
and cooperation with developing countries.

"Mere Etectronique, Plan du Dossier, Ministre de la Re-
cherche et de l'Industrie, 28 Juillet 1982.

"'Ibid.

3 69
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ufacturer assistance. Plans for 1982 included
increasing the R&D budget by 29 percent and
the aid to industry by 104 percent.62

Within the Filiere Robotique there is a sep-
arate plan for machine tools. Le Plan Machine
Outil is a 3-year venture in which the French
Government expects to spend 2.3 billion
francs ($269 million) from 1983-85; The plan's
main objective is to double production of
French machine tools within 3 years. Key ele-
ments of this effort; according to the French
Government's published plan, Were the nation-
alization of C,G,E,, Saint-Gobain, and Thom-

-bon; and majority Government participation
in Matra and Dassault. The French Govern-
ment also expressed interest in reorganizing
the commercial activities, of small robotics ma
terial manufacturers," but no course of action
for such was detailed.

There are three Government ministries and
nine separate agencies involved in the Filiere
Robotique; The defense ministry, through its
office of Space Research and Studies, habb
project (Projet SOLARIS) to study the use of
robots in space. The ministry of industry and
research has 26 projectS ranging from the use
of robotics for the handicapped to their use in
nuclear reactor inspection. Inv() Isied in these
projeCtS are the National Scientific Research
Center (CNRS), the Institute for Computer
SCieriteb and Autoination Research (INRIA),
the Data Processing Agency (ADI), the Na-
tional Agency to Valorize (commercialize) Re-
Search (ANVAR), and the Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA). The education ministry
has a two-part research program which in-
eludes both the French university system and
the Grandes Eco les; In total; the French esti-
mate that these projects involve the equiva-
lent of between 250 and 300 researchers."

The industrial component of this research
activity includes collective centers (both trade
associations and quasi-Government groups)
formed around machine tools; textiles; petro-
leum, and other products; In addi' -.arch

"I bid.
"Ibid.
"Ibid.

is being carried out in both nationalized cor-
porations such as Renault, and in private firms
like Telernecanique.66

_A related program is being carried out by
the Agency for the Development of Auto-
mated Production (ADEPA) of the Ministry
of Industry to promote the application of CNC
machine tOola,-rOhots, flexible machining cells,
and flexible manufacturing systems in small
and medium-sized firms. Representatives from
ADEPA identify possible users of PA equip-
ment and invite the firms to participate in a
2-year trial use of PA- in their production fa-
cility. Firms that agree are given equipment
to use for 2 years and technical assistance
from ADEPA. At the end of the 2-year alai
period, the firm has the option of paying for
the machinery (less 2

it
depreciation

charges) or. returning t and paying only the
depreciation cost. Of the first 100 companies
that participated, almost none returned the
equipment.66

Fit', Electronique
This program s stated long-term goal was

to place France on a technological level in elec-
tronics equal to that of the United States and
Japan. The infusion of 140 billion francs-($16.4
billion) in-R&D-funds over the 5 years follow-
ing 1982 was expected to produce a surplus
balance of trade in information technology,
create 80,000 new jobs, assure mastery of
information technologies, and accelerate-the
production of information technology prod-
ucts by 3 to 9 percent each year. Eight areas
of achievement were outlined:

computer-aided circuit design for very
large scale integrated circuits,
computer-aided design and manufac-
turing,
artificial intelligenee,_
computer graphics,
peripherals,

"Eugene Merchant, personal communication; and An
ment of the Industrial Energy Conservation Projiram for the
Pulp and Paper and General Manufacturing Industries, Nation-
al Research Council, National Academy Press, 1983, p. 14.
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computer-aided translation,
computer-aided instruction, and
consumer electronics.

In January 1983, the Ministry published its
plan of action.67 In the area of computer-aided
design and manufacturing, an evaluative
group was assembled to design research, de-
velopment, and production plans. The group's
members included the Direction Geilerale des
Telecommunications (part of the national tel-
ephone concern), the Delegation Generale aux
Armements (part of the Ministry of Defense),
DE ILI .(Direction des Industries Electroni-
ques ef de 1'Informatique; part of the Ministry
of Industry and Research), ADI, CNRS, and
INRIA.

This group, along with several others
formed in the other areas of the Filiere, created
Le Projet Cadre, designed to pursue four areas
of inquiry: scientific calculation, CAD, man-
agement of information technology product
production, and software development for
PA.68 The implementation plans for this proj-
ect were not specified.

Implementation of the Filieres
Electronique and Rohotique

The public announcements concerning the
electronics and robotics sectors programs
made in the year or so following the implemen-
tation of the programs (early 1982) became at
once more ambitious and lesi specific, and
were accompanied by reduced funding. Func17
ing m 1982 for the electronics sector amounted
o about 6 billion francs and 1983 expenditures

were expected to be approximately 8 billion
francsfar short of the pre Dosed 28 billion
each year."

"Mini Are de la Recherche et de l'Industr',i, Programme Afo-
biiisateNr. 20 Janvier 1983.

p. 6.
"See for example. A. F. P. Sciences, No 341. Jan. 17. 1983,

pp. i-4.

Funding problems for the Mitterrand gov-
ernment have been pervasive, and the plans
for a vast effort in PA have suffered signifi-
cantly as a result. In discussions with several
French Government agencies involved in PA
in the summer of 1983; it was revealed that
the average agency cutback for 1983-84 was
about 20 percent from levels projected in 1981;
this not only virtually eliminates the increases
desired by the Mitterrand government over
that spent by d'Estaing; but for several agen-
cies requires_ operating levels that are lower
than those of the last administration. This re-
duced spending was not accompanied by &con-
solidation or reductionin the nuinber of PA
projects. The entirety of the robotics and elec-
tronics sectors plans are intact. The result may
be that PA projects are funded at inconse-
quential levels.

Several other problems were encountered by
the Mitterrand government in its effort to mo7
bilize the country's PA resources. Substantial
difficulty was encountered with nationaliza-
tion, apparently due to a large philosophical
divergence between executives among the

of na,ionalization and the former Minis-
tit. of Research and Industry.

E yen without the financial constraints on
French PA activities; there would still be se-
rious manpower problems. The number of peo-
ple with Level I qualifications (approximately
equal to an American Ph. D.) in information
technology is expected, to fall short of needs
by 70,000 for the period 1981 -90 in France. In
the French context, this number is quite large;
in 1979 it was estimated that 105,000 scien-
tists and engineers were actively involved in
all aspects of French science (energy, pharma-
ceuticals, mechanics, etc., as.well as informa-

,,__tion technology).70

"Jean-Pierre Letouzey, Scientific Mission, Embassy of
France, Statement for the American Association for the Ad-

ncement of Sciencr.s. Mar. 24. 1983.
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United Kingdom
Direct Government Role

The British Government, as a rule, does not
actively intervene in the national economy as
much as the Japanese or French Govern-
ments. The Government provides funds for
R&D in cis! areas and in areas with commer-
cial potential. The Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI) has recently developed a set
of schemes including support for R&D; feasi-
bility studies; capital equipment investments;
and demonstration programs '. order to en-
courage the implementatio: i PA in the
United Kingdom.

Since World War II, the British Govern-
ment has been spending sizable amounts in
support of science and technology; however,
the numerous British economic and technolo-
gy policies have lacked a clear objective and
have suffered from poor public-private sector
cooperation. Overall, the British machine tool
and robot industries are small, but the CAD
and CAM software industry is strong. Finan-
cial support for "high-technology' industries
has not been as great as support for the auto;
shipbuilding; and steel industries; Since the
latter half of the 1970's; .DTI programs have
focused more on commercial exploitation of
new inventions than on R&D; per se; although
mechanisms and funding have been prr.vided
to support research where private companies
have been reluctant to invest. These programs
have not always resulteci in commercially suc
cessful products, the most notable example be-
ing the Concorde.7'.

In the late 1970's the L1:71our government
investigated PA. The two , , gst noteworthy ef-
forts yielded the ACARD report (named after
the Advisory Council for Applied _Research

Developmeut, which is responsible for ad-
vising Government ministers) and the Inger-
soll report. The ACARD report documents a

Malmgren, op._ cit.. quoting Gilpin._ p._ 51; and- .David _A:
Brown: "Funding Dispute Snags British Pxograrn,- A vnition
Week and Space Technolrgy. Apr. 18, 1983, p. 65.

working group's effort "to consider the effec-,,
tiveness of technology transfer and the ade-
quacy of currentresearch and development on
joining and assembly in relation to the needs
of U,K, industry; and to make recommenda-
tions," It noted that the United Kingdom
had many fewer robots in place than other in-
dustrialized countries; and it recommended ac-
celerated application of PA,

DTI's predecessor, the Department of In-
dustry, commissioned a report on industrial
robots from Ingersoll Engineers in 1979. The
report "outlined the scope for, and importance
of, robotics; identified problems facing the
take up of robots, andput forward a national
robot programme, which foreshadowed the ac-
tual programmes followed by the Department
of Industry and the Science and Engineering
Research Council," Initially; under the
Thatcher government; it appeared as though
the initiative in PA would be left up to private
industry. However, at the "Automan 1981"
Conference, Prime Minister Thatcher, in a
speech endorsing robotics, indicated the Gov-
ernment's willingness to take action to pro-
mote the use of PA in British industry.73

DTI also oversees an elaborate network of
agencies encouraging R&D and the transfer
of technology throughout the economy; These
include the Research and Development Re-
quirements Boards; Industrial Research Es-
tablishments, Industrial Research Associ%-
tions, and the British Technology Group
(BTG).

BTG was fortred in 1981 as an independent
public corporation set up to promote the de-
velopment and application of new technology.
It includes the former National Research De-
velopment Council (NRDC) and the National
Enterprise Board (NEB); BTG attempts to en-
sur- the.commercial utilization of the re.sults

"The report, entitled Jeining and Assembly: The Impact of
Robots and Automation. was released in October 1979. James
Fleck, Univel sky of Aston, U.K., personal communication.

"James Fleet., personal communication.
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of Government-sponsored research and pro-
vides capital to private business in order to
encourage innovations. While BTG is under
the auspices of the Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry, its day-to-day activities
are free of Government intervention. BTG re-
ceives its operating income from royalties,
licensing, and other forms of reimbursement.
It also receives financing from DTI which it
repays with interest.

In early 1983; in part as a response to Jap-
anese and American efforts to develop "fifth
generation'. computers, the British set up a
national advanced technology research pro-
gram. A committee chartered by the Minister
for Information Technology and headed by
`John Alvey recommended a Government/in,
dustry/university cooperative program aimed
at four main areas: very large scale integrated
electronic components, software engineering,
manimachine interfE "9, and intelligent knowl-
edge-based system-

The Governrner, I pay half of the cost of
this collaborative effort in industry;
and 190 percent of research costs in universi-
ties. The "Alvey Report" estinn.cA that aca-
demic institutions should carry out S 50 mil-
lion ($70.5 million)_ of research over _5 years,
and industry 1' 300 million ($423 million), re-
sultirg ir a Government expenditure of ap-
proximately 1' 200 million $282

Government Support to Industry
Research and Th.velopmet

Support for irdu.stry R&D. --A series of pro-
grams was set ,ip in the late 1970's in order
to promote tr. diffusion of technology
throughout the econni v; these includer! the
Microelectronics Applicatior Program (MAP),
the Manufactu:.ing Advisory Service (MAS),
and a Robotics Advisory Service (RAS); MAS
was established in October 1977 in order to
increase the competitiver?ss of manufactur-
ing firms by offering subsidized consulting

The Department of Trade and Industry, Programme for
Advanced Information technology," The Repott of the Alvey
Cominittee (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office; 1982).

services; Its budget in 1982 was A' 9.25 million
($13 million); with 80 percent going to small
and medium-sized enterPrises;76 The RAS is
operated by the Production Engineering Re-
search As-z,ociation (PERA), as is MAS; RAS
offers an friformation service, a demonstration
center; and subsidi.zatior of : easibility studies
to assist small businePses iti applying robots
to production procez,E.4e!:, DTI highlighted
these_programs as part of a campaign _declar-
ing 1983 "Quality Assurance Year." The in-
tention is to make industry more aware of the
Government fina.nt support available to im-
plement robots, lie -.4';..)le machining systems,
CAD, and microelectronies. The year 1982 was
declarcd "Information Technology Year," and
relevant demonstration programs, public sem-
inars, and conferences were held."
_The Science and 0ngineering Research
Council. The Science and Engineering re-
search council (SERC) is one of five research
councila funded by the Department of Educa-
tion and Science. The function of the councils
is to promote and sponsrsr
universities and in Government. SERC'S "Ro=
botics Initiative" was announced in July 1980.
It ailed for SERC to provide 2.5 million
($3.53 million) fox the study of future genera-
tions of robots. The ,program has already re-
sulted in the development at Oxford Univer-
sity of a laser scanning device for arc-welding
applications.

Department of Trade and Industry
Special Programs

l'he Robot ,Suppon, Prag--am. DTI
at& the Robot Suppore Frog ram in April 1981
in response to the recommenda, ions of the
ACARD and Ingersoll reports. The program
was originally funded at A' 10 million (;14.11
million) in three areas: 11 SI:tpport for feasibili-
ty studies in order to allow a company to deter-
mine if robots would be cost-effective. A com-
pany may choose a consultant from DTI's list
of approved consultants for tie feasibility
study: The Department will then pay 50 per-

"OECD, Innovation in Small and Medium Enterprise, Paris,
1976:

'Jame's Fleck, personal communication.
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cent of the cost of the study for up to 15 per=
son-days. 2) Support for rObbt purchase and
installation. The GoVetriment will support up
to one-third of the cost Of the robot and asso-
ciated capital equipment. Development costs
such as the labor cost for development en-
gineers; etc., and the cost of new tooling are
covered by grants of up to one-thitd. The De-
partment will also provide support for lease-fi-
nanced robots. 3) Support for companies seek.
ing to develop or manufacture robots. Grants
are available for up to one-third of the costs
of "projects involving the design and devel-
opnierit by U.K. manufacturers of new indus-
trial robots_ and associated equipment up to
the point of commercial production.""

Despite these ambitious product and proc-
ess development schemes,_ many companies
applying for such fiindF. have been turned
down by banks with strict lending criteria,
even though the Government guarantees 80
percent of the loans. Bank restraint has been
attributed to the perception-that many appli-
cants slow insufficient cummitrnent to their
projects. It is thought that as many as one in
five of the partielpantf: may fail." In addition;
under the consultancy portion of the program;
many firms decide not to implement PA be-
cause the new technologies do not appear to
be the most cost effective mariner of improv-
ing their productioxi i....ocesses: Furthermore,
the -,pproved list of consultants provide by
DTI includes a disclaimer ac to the compe-
tence of the consultants.

By Api-A 1983, the follow;ng fuads had been
committed under the Robot Support Program:

92 company installations .. 6._5 million
($9.17
25 robot manuiacturers . /' 2.7 million--
W.81 thillibii)
69 consultancies . T 129,000 ($182,000)

DTI ha-Sib-eel-1- disappointed by the low level
of interest from industry as measured by ap:
plications for funding. While the initial alkica;

"Isepai anent of Industry, U.K. brochure; "Government Sup-
port for Induiitrial Robots."

'Mtn Dicicson: "Caution Among the 'linkers The Finan-
,.ial Times of LOYILOIX Sept. 18, 1983. p. 14.

Hot of funds to the program imy ultimately
be spent, the future of the program Fs
fain. However; robots will continue to be `stip-.,

ported under a Flexible Manufaetiiring Sys :
tern Program (see below).79

Other Programs. Similar programs have
been set up under an umbrella "support for
innovation policy. These programs have been
devised to promote CAD; computer-aided de-
sign. manufacture, and test of electronics de-
viees (CADMAT);_ software development; fi-
ber optics and opto-electronics; and flexible
manufacturing:8°

CAD. Goilerritneht prograniF include
demonstrations at firms, support for fea-
sibility Studies, management seminars;
regional demonstration centers to pQrmit
"hands-on study," in-depth courses to aid
de:..ign engineers andproduc:tion mana-
t,ers in implementing the technology,
,;rants of up to 25 percent for R&D in-
volving new applications of CAD, and
grants oi up to 25 percent of cost "for the
design; development or of new or
significantly impro.ed products or proc-
esses:"
CADMAT; Government programs in-
clude management seminars, short courses
for managers ankt engineers, demonstra-
tions; a CADMAT information service on
the state of the art of the technolc .fy aad
its ap_plidatiOns, grants of up 25 per-
cent fbi the development or CADMAT
too:s and standards, grants of up to one-
third of hardware/software costs, and st tp
ri6rt for installation and training Fost,. of
first-time users.
FleXibl6Nanufacturing Syst: ms (i 11S);

The FMS scheme was initiated in .'-one
1982 with a budget of 1' 60 million !$k14:6
million). This scheme will provide selec-1
ve finazicial assistance to cover some of
the costs of feasibility studies; installa-
tion of a new FMS; and integrating exist=
ing plant into a flexible manufaetiiring
system:

'9James Fleck, personal commune- -ion.
"Department oi 'node and Inch, try Brocl, ire; op. cit.
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The "Support for innovation" policy also is
behind anticipated government _funding for
technical collaboration between Jaguar cars,
Ltd., BritiSh=owned Datnichi Sykes Robotics
Ltd. (a joint venture between the British
Sykes group and the Japanese Dainichi Kiko
Company), and Dainichi Kiko. 'These compa=
nies recently agreed to develop new automa
production systems for Jaguar automotive

In addition, the National Engineering Lab-
oratory and certain trade as:-.ciations have re-

Ind unr ore May Lead to Robots.- Automotive News,
Jan

ceived approximately 650;000 ($917;000)
from DTI annually for robot-related studies.
These grants have included 15;000 ($21;000)
to support the establishment of the British
Robot Association, and 240;000 ($339;030)
for the establiShthel, t of Uhimation (Europe)
Ltd. in 1979. The N a t ional Research Develop-
ment Corporation provided 420,000
(8592,000) in venture capital financing for
Unimation (Europe) Ltd. More aid has been
proposed, but is under question due to the
takeover of Unimation by Westinghouse."

"James Fleck, personal communication.

Other Countries
This section examines PA in Norway, Can-

ada. Italy, and the Netherlands. Governments
in each of these countries _play a less promi-
nent role in PA than the' governments dis-
cussed auove, and less information is availabk-
on their programs.

Norway
Dirt ;_,4iverninetrit Role

The ,.X1:-/ent of use of new _technologies, as
well as the geilc.rai_health of Norway's export
Sector and the relative price of Norwegi_an
products, are and ave been key problems for
the nation's economy." They have bet5ti the
subjec.t of a major study and planning efforts.
Norwegian work environment programs are
discussed it chapter'5.

The Lied Committee
In March 1978; the Lied Conn, .1...toe was ap-

pointed to study the T.;tructural ; ,rouiems fac-

Berge. ti.,coni Embassy of Norway, per-
communication, Feb. 2.1, 198,1,

- ri,1 24 t!1,

ing the Norwegian economy and to identify
areas of possible growth in Norwegian indus-
try, While recommending a longterm strate-
gy for Norwegian industrial development, the
committee stressed that the rble of the
Government should be limited to PrOviding
sound macroeconomic conditions. The commit=
tee emphasizOd that it is not the Government's
role to deter-iiine which firms or which types
of industries: should be given pribrity. Instead,
it suggested that the decentralized market
system, wherein individual firms make deci-
sions based on what they predict will be prof-
itable, should continue to prevail in Norway.

The committee suggested that tl,e develop-
ment of along- term strategy should take into
account the following conditions of Norwegian
national resources:

a considerable quantity of c;leap e!.9ctric
power,
full coverage of Aiture needs for oil and
natural gas,
production of a considerable amount of oil
and natural gas for export, and
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reasonable access to capital due to oil and
natural gas export revenues:84

The committee also recommended that Nor-
way concentrate on improving its export sec-
tor, mainly by lowering the cost of Norwegian
goodS:relative to those_ of surrounding.coun-
tries: This could be achieved through produc-
tivity increaSeS, structural rationalization;
minimization of wage increases, and tax ad-
justment.

The committee deenied the ability to apply
new technological developments crucial to in-
dustrial expansion. It argued that the Govern-
ment could create the proper conditions for
technological diffusion through an expansion
of the educational system to provide more
engineers and qualified skilled workers: Final-
ly, the committee recommended that the Gov-
ernment entourage the establishment of new
industries based on new technologies: Though
the Norwegian Government has generally ac=
cepted th.f., recommendations of the tied COM=
mittee, there has been no partieular action
based on the report:

The Norwegian Ministry of Local
Government and Labor

A worldng group of the Norwegian Ministry
of Local Governnient and Labor reported to
the Ministry in 1980 on the. potential effect.-;
of steadily increasing factory automation on
emplo., rnent and working conditions in the
1980's: The working group predicted that au-
tomated materials handling systems will allow
the Norwegian wood- processing industry to re-

its labor force by 50 percent by 1985: It
also predicted that the number of computer-
ized numerically controlled (CNC) mechine
tools will incre&.3 in the machining inc tstry,
as will the application of robots for Wading
and spray- painting:85

The working group pointed out that while
there is a Wide range of possible applications
{ information "..e-chnolo* in inchstry. these

Of utredninger. En -11:: Working
Conditi,.^- in the 1986Cs, mnr,J 1980:33.

''I bid.

technologies are at different phases in their de-
velopment and are being disseminated at dif-
ferent rates to different user groups: This
makes it difficult to characterize the conse-
quences for employment. In predicting the ef-
fects that factory automation will have on the
Norwegian economy as a whole; the working
group argued that continuous process and
electronics industries 'have a greater potential
for productivity gains than does the 'Metal=
working industry. Although firnis may imple=
ment the new technologies; given the Small
and medium size of Norwegian firMS it WAS
predicted that the beicc-i its will be limited.

Canada

Federtii Support for Technology-Enhanced
Productivity Program

CAN$.10 million ($8 million) over 5 years has
been committed to 10 microelectronics centers
throughi ie Fi,;leral STEP (Support for Tech-
nology- a7ac ;Productivity) program." The
STEP prigrain is intended to help producers
of .microelectronies and advanced product' 'n
equipment to develop products that will be
competitive in international markets: It is tilso---------------
intended to help users implement the teclmol,
bgy efficiently and develop 1.1Z3t.' and improved
products for the Canadian economy.

STEP incentives for producers include reim-
bursement of-

up to 75 percent of oxpenditures
on R&T),
up to 50 percent of eligible costs of ma-
chinery and equipment; and
up to 15 per-.3nt of eligible costs of
buildings:

STEP incent.:ves for users include reim-
bursement for:

feasibility studies-- ap to 100 percent of
total costs; with a maximum of CAN
$10,000 ($8;000);
in"- ,-3rn nt a ti on of a new microelectronit
produc . or processup to C2:.N$100,000
($80;090) or 75 percent of total costs; and
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design of custom microelectronic equip-
mentup to CAN$500,000 ($400;000) or
75 percent of total costs."

Manpower Consultative Service
Education and Retraining

The Department of Employment and Immi-
gration established the Manpower Consulta-
tive Service;a key mechanism for aiding work-
ers displaced for economic; technological; or
other reasons: The Service provides assistance
to employers who work with their employees

' to reduce manpower levels or develop work
force skills.. In particular. it operates on an as-
neethad basis; becoming involved when mass
layoffs are expected to occur; and supplement,
ing local labor market institutions for brief
(e.g., 6- to 12-month) periods.

The Manpower Consultative Service was
founded in 1963 to encourage labor and man-
agement to work together on problems of
worker displacement: The Service has a pro-
gram whereby management and labor consult
as equal partners unittees on matters of
rnntiW comet : as turnover; employ-
ment ir .t- ti ;37, 'worl.dng conditions; absen-
teeism, rung requiremero-r-- and manage,
inert studies. It provides Up co 50 percent of
Cie cost of _C-ie labor. adjustment corrunittee,
and up to 50 percent, of worker relocation costs
if a committee trans.rers workers in order to
keep them employed. Where new tec,inology
is the cause of disphcement, cominituees
look at the impact on skill needs -and try to
develop means e4: counseling, retraining; and
placement .:ur those who. are displaced. Both
industrial training for work on new machin-
ery f-ir new job content and institutional train-
ing :11 trade schools are provided. In addition,
subsidies are provided for older workers to
train for new jobs. Companies do not always
participate in Lhe MCS program; as they are
required to continue tt.;1..av the workers' fr::-
benefits during the transition perioct"

""The News Friai ( ;r,;ario,"__ February 1983; and
"13uilding _Ontario- m the 1980 . FULD, January 1981.

'I tarry MonkAErnployment and Immigration Department
of Canada, personal vommuoication, Dec. 98 3; am' M. Ben-
dick, Jr.. "The Bole of Public Program a -1 Private Markets
in Reemploying Workers t -:located by Fcore-Irnic Change!: The
Urban Institute. 4Nfovember 1982.

The Ontario Board of Industrial
Leadership and Development

The governmeLA of the Province of Ontario
established the Board of Industrial Leadership
and Development (WILD)_ in January 1981,
comprised of cabinet ministers responsit for
economic and regional development. It devel-
ops long-term investment strategies for the
Ontario Government and funds programs
through grants, loans, and other forms of as-
sistance. The BILD program is budgeted at
CAN$1.5 billion ($L2 billion) over a 5-year
period. Overall objectives of the BILE, pro-
gram are to develop an import replacement
and export potential in order to improve On-
tario'r; trade balance; technological develop-
Ment; training; and job creation: .

The Board of Industrial Leadership and
velopment has recognized that new specialized
skills will be required with the implementation
of computer-assisted manufacturing. Under
the Training in Business and Industry pro-.
gram, BILD subsidizes up to one-third csf the
cost of retraining workers, with the remainder
paid by the worker and the employer. BILD
also provides equipment grants to e-clt.cational
facilities; research grants; and career counsel-
ing services:

Under itF high-technology deve'.:pment pro-
gram, BILD has allocated CA.Mb million
($80 million) to five industry-oriemed technol-
ogy centers to provide ex?ertise t companies
apj.lying ne-v technologies. The five centers
are described Mew:"

The Pntario ts,'ezitre for Advance-cl Manufac-
turing.This center has two racilities; one
for CAD and CAM in Cambridge, and one
for robotics in Peterborough. Funding will
be CANS40 million ($32 million) ,srcr 5
years, beginning. in 1933. These faciiiCes
wi:l provide consultation services for the im-
pl-Trentation of CAD and CAM and robot

will help. individual firms tailor the
ology to their needs.
)ntario Centre for Aficroelecb.-onics.

This center; lice hod in Ottawa; will rec4
CANS20- million 1si6 million) ove: 5 years:
rilrecenter was opened on October 28; 1982.

"Brochure, "The News from BILD, Ontario," February 983.
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The Ontario Centre for Automotive Tarts
'Technology. This center was established
in order to encourage restructuring of the
auto industry. CAN$14.5 million ($11.6 Mil=
lion) will be provided over 5 years for tleVel
oprnent of new product designs, market
research, and management information
services. The center was opened on Decem-
ber 14, 1982.
The Ontario Centre for Resource Machin-
ery. This center will receive CAN$20 mil-
lion ($16 million) to undertake R&D for the
mining and forestry-equipment industries.
The center was opened on December 15,
1982.
The Ontario Centre for Farm Equipment
and Food Processing. This center will re-
ceive CANs',10 million ($8 million) over 5
years to undertake R&D: The center was
opened or January 31; 1983;

Italy
Italy appears to have no specific policy to

prctect tPrgeted industries or promote the
movement of resources out of particular indus-
tries. However, the Italian Government owns
a large shale of certain industries (nuclear
power, electrical components, teleconununica-
tions equipment, chemicals; steel; and ship-
building) and financial institutions: The State

;intervened in the economy with aid to in-
stry in the postwar period; without an over-

d "industrial policy."
Most notable in Italy has been the govern-

ment promotion of private investment in the
underdeveloped southern regions; Investment
grants, low interest loans; and tax breaks have
been provided to private firms to encourage
investment in the South; aid State-owned

. firms have been required to invest iii the
South: Such investment has been encouraged
in order to develop thiP -.gion and proVid'
employment to avoid the migration of South=
ern Italiats to Northern ItalY.89

"'Lawrence Frank°, European Industrial Policy: Past, Pre:s-
ent, and Future, the Conference Board in EurOpe. FebruarS,
19 p. 34.

The U.S. RObotic industries Association
(RIA) estimates Italy is the fifth largest robot
producer but may become the third, after Ja-
pan and the United States, by 1990.9° Robot
use in Italy is particularly heavy in automobile
manufacturing. Fiat, for example, is both a
major user and developer of robotic systems;
Olivetti, an office equipment manufacturer, is
also heavily involved with PA;

The National MaChiiie Tool Builders' ASSo-
elation estimates that Italy _ranks fifth in ma-
chine tool PrOdUctiol 4lid third in machine tool
exports, as of 1982.4' There are close research
ties among machine tool producer firms, and
between prOdtitera and the Government. Re-
search projects on manufacturing are spon
:§orad by a financial agf--Inoy (IMI) which chan-
nelS row interest loans and Government

grants to elnall and medium-sized
firms 'Etn National Council of
Rese begun a -nmufacturing

involves se : errs
It atiar sities and industries.

The NetliMaiiiIS
While the NetherIzzads is neither a major

ser nOr prOdueer of PA technologies, the
Dutch are increasingly concerned with8.cat-,1.
Mg up" in the development and application of
PA. Industrial prodpctivity is a source of
great concern to the Iliitch because 64percent
Of incluStrial output is exported. There is con-
cern, however, that auteniat;gai could lead -o
a loss of industrial jobs. A study by the Neth-
erlands Center for Technology Trends con-
cluded that the gains in productivity that
could be achieved by increased automation
would outweigh the labor displacement be-
cause low productivity has made it diffieUlt
for Dutch. products to compete with those of
low-wage developing Countries."

The Ditch have several programs promot-
ing or regulatinc the production and use of
PA: /

"RIA, Worldwide Robotics Survey and Directory, 1983.
"National Machine Tool Builders lissociaticy., 1983.1984

Econonilt lIzTndbook of the Machine Tool Industry.
"I. H.1'irrunermaxi, Arriomatfsering in De Fabriek: Vertrek-

punten Voor Belekt, Delft University Pess, 1983.



* The Ministry of Education a./id Science
Policy and Ministr3. of Economic Af-
fairs launched an R &D program in Octo-
ber 1982 aimed at improving technologi-
cal expertise and research potenxial at the
technological universities;
The Ministry of gconomic Affairs is pre-
paring a program for stimulating the PA

.industry; This pro,g-ram will include an
awareness promotion campaign; provide.
subsidies and low interest loans to indus-
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try promote investment in PA, and
sponsor demonstration projects:_
The Ministry of Social Affairs will moni-
tor employment and working environ-
ment impacts.

2 The Ministry of Education and Science
Policy, the Ministry of Economic Affairs;
and the Netherlands Organization for AP-
plied Scientific Research will adminiSter
education, training, and retraining
programs.
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Chapter 10

Policy Issues and Options

Introduction
The central polity question that emerges

from OTA's computer:ted manufacturing ante:
mation assassment is, "Should there be a na.,
tionEd strategy for the development arid use of
programmable automation (PA)?" Although
such a strategy coold take many forms, the
fact that the oppz-rf amities anti problems
posed by programmable automation are inter-
connected makes it appropriate to consider a
poliey strategy combining actions in several
areas. PA may well become an important fac-
tor in national productivity growth and im-
provement in economic performance; but the
Spread Of this technology can aggravate ex-
isting social and economic problems as well as
create new -Ones for individUal regions and for
the Nation as a whole. While the Potential for
PA to benefit industry and the 6c-ciiiardy coun-
teracts arguments for slowing it§ spread, the
risks inherent in rapid raise ques-
tions about whether, and hOW, the spread of
PA should be accelerated. Among the priii=
cipal motivations for policy are

The immaturity of PA technology and
limited experience with its application;
Although current tkhriorogyjs 44:licable
in many Situations; cher development
and applications experiev:::k are needed
before it; potential for itopi :wing prOduc-
tivity, work environment, and proz?uct,
quality can b,1 fully realized.
The competitive environment in v.-hich
PA 6ie veloprnent and use are takIng
Governments in countries that are or .rruk,
oecome U.S. trading partners are encour
aging the development and use of PA
abroad; while markets for many goods
and services; including PA equipment ard
systerrici; are becoming increasingly- inter-
n-dim:al; Both situations militate ecainst
eekiitileeericy.

The risk of growth in unemployment. In ,

the absence of growth in production lev-
els, PA be associated with tmemploy-
ment, ealloially in the East North Cen-
tral, Middle and Other. areas
Where PA use is expected to beheavy; and
where local economies are vulnerable to
import competition and Other economic
factors.
The risk of aaiterse effects on the psycho-
logical aspects of the work environment.
These effects, arising from the combined
influences of new technology and job
sign; may not only diminish productivity
gains from PA; but may constitute new
health problems; Collective bargain :11g
will allow csly a fraction of the labor force
to resolve these problems on their own.
Because PA and structural changes in the
economy will limit the number and range
f:f manufacturing jobs availablr; many
workers will bCreate less able to move out
of disagreeable situatic as.
The ramifications tot education; training;
and retraining at all levels. The appropri-
ateness of the .aiiz of skiils within tile la-
bor force governs '.1(..th the rate at rhich
PA can be developer' and and the
enent el adjustment through retraining;
or relwatinn: that may t,t-,:se-az;acy
changing skill requirements. The cha:
lenges posfmk by PA raid m v. tech;
no!rgies cone at a time when 'At, capaci-
ties and resour-:es of the instructional
system are particularly strained

As the above list indicates, there are factors
that motivate p-olicy promoting PA (techno-
Icecal immaturit, and inte-mational com-
petition) and fact irs that .nditate against
a..,celezating PA acjption that stipport com-
plementary -iolicy in other areas the risks of

38
36-/
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worsening_unemploy_ment and work environ-
ments and the need to assure appropriate
instructional capacitieS). Furthermore; tOti-
cerns raised by PA are also aspects of larger
policy problems. Competitiveness and unem-
ployment, for example, reflect many circum-
stances. not just use of new technology. As-
suaging these concerns, in particular, requires
a healthy economysomething that PA can
influence but not guarantee.

The remaining portions of this_chapter will
identify key grelips of people with an interest
in t he use and impacts of PA and define ex-
isting and potential Federal roles. The chapter
next _adresses_overall strategy for policy te-
garding_PA._ Then, current programs in the
areas of technology development and _use.
work environment, employment,_ and educa-
tion and training are -Outlined, and options f-1,
new policy are preSented. The final four 8e.-
ti-611 illu; rate L.116 types of policy_ that have
ernergek: -rein more or 1688 independent policy
Tiakiri;s, i i each area, and they relate to exist-

1-0:-.14tion those options that could be
i-Jinbi,16i1 into integrated strategies.

StakeholderS
Not surprisingly. the broad set of issues sur-

rounding the sprea3. of PA has aroused eon-
p:inong a diverse group of stalteolders.

Solving the problems _a_ssodated with PA and
realizirgits_ potential benefits to the Nation
will involve balancing the interests of the vari-
ous players. Six principal groups are con-
cerned about_ the shape _of policy relating to
programmable automa r,ion.

First; there are the developers and producers
of PA. including the research corn: inity in
both the public and private sectors e..nd the
manufacturers_ and vendors of PA equ.'pment
and systems_ Engineers, computer scientists,.
and others in indu§try. academia; research in--
Stitution.s. and government are involverl in de-
veloping; refining, and applying_. A. As a
group; they are concerned principally with the
technical performance_ attributes of PA tech-
nologies; they tend to treat offects on the use
of labor or the work environment as conse-

quences rather than initial considerations: PA
developers and producers are interested in the
adequacy of funding and facilities for their
work. They are also interested in the sources
of funding and goals of R&D. PA manufactur-
ers and vendors seek business climate' that
support the sale and effective use of PA.

Second; there are the purchasers and users.
PA. Managers of manufacturing firms

lake decisions. about research activity and the
nature -and type of equipment used in produc-
tion. Concern with their ability to compete
With other companies, especially foreign _firms,
translates into concerns for production effi-
ciency, costs for labor and capital; product de-
sign, production processes, whether to make
or buy components, and where to locate pro -
duction. The?consider a broad range of hu-
man resource issues; from job descriptions;

promotion; and layoffs; to the scope
and quality of education and training in local
communities and the extent of training their
firms offer; to labor-management relations and
the scope of managezial_control. As a groiip;
they :7:- .e.sist (and protest) Government interven=
tion in production and personnel areas, while
they call for better business climates.

Third. there are the current and future,_
members of the labor force; These individuals
care about whether they can get and keep jobs;
and whrit kinds of jobs are open to themby
occupation and industry; by compensation
le-rel;and by degree of job security; They alad
care about the work environment implications
of PA utilization; the type andioeation of PA
applications; and trends in job design.. And,
they care about the amount; cost; quality, and
sources of education and training available.
Some labor _force concerns__ e articulated by
labor organizations (in-chiding 'lions), which
are .concerned in part with th potential for
new techriblegy to dirniiiiSh the' membership
by reducing job opportunities in manufactur-
ing or shifting them away from unionized in-
dustries. Unions have already begun to ad-
dress various workplace _concerns through
,..ollective bargaining and other activities..
HOWeVet, only about a fifth of the labor force
currently can influence job design, job secu-



rity,_and training through collective bargain-
ing. Hence; much of the current and future la-
bor fere-6 lacks focused representation of their
concerns; and this group may be the least well
represented in private or public debates over
PA and relevant policy,

Fourth, there are communi=ties state
and locar zovernrnents. p.-rozyi,s par-
ticularly_ concerned at conoillic devel-
opment_ and mamtainm, employment
bases. Because some communities depend on
manufacturing for employment, and because
they administer and fund education and train-
ing activities at least at lower levels, commu-
nities care about the rate and extent of PA
production and use;

an
along with associated

requirements; jchanges in -skill requirements; job mix; and in-
structional needs. Even though individual
companies may adjust their work_ forces ivith-
bUt laydffa_ (t}-rough attrition), decreases in
Company hiring may cause or aggravate em-
ployment and business problems for the local
economy., DeClines in employment and busi-
ne,S8 levels may in turn give rise to a variety
of'problems for -cbtrimunities that range from
increased health disorders to .;.-hinirnshed tax
re enues.

Fifth; there are educators and trainers: Peo-
ple who teaeh_Cliildred_adolescents base
curricula in part on expectations about em-
ployment opportunities and W.) design; Peo-
ple ;,vhf.c-fitiach adilltS also care about changes
in skill teri_iiireirientS andiinclustry hiring pat-
terns; their planning and activities-are

sensitive to the rate of clicage, because
the number of adult students is more subject
to change than the number of ;I'vt stu-
dents. Educators and tra'ners of all types are
concerned about the funding, equipment, and
facilities available to them. Currently, their
concerns Eire likely to be heightened by the bar-
rage of potentially conflicting demands and
criticisms from numerous sources.

Sixth and finally, there is the Federal
Government. Existing Federa' iirOgrams sug-
gest ti., t the Government has broad interests
in the development and use of PA. On the
military side, the Government is concerned
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with the implications of PA development and
use for national security and for reducing costs
for defense products. On the civilian_side; the
Government has several concerns: It iS con!.
cerned about levels of prOductivity, industrial
well-being, and economic growth, which influ-
ence the standard of living of U.S. citizens, it
is concerned about employment levels, which
influence the income distribution, tat reve-
nues, and expenditures for aid to _individuals
and regions; and it is concerned about equity
issues, from occupational safety and health to
the balance of power between labor and Man=
agement: The Federal Government thus rep=
resents the interests of the Nation as a Whole.

The Reasons for a Federal Role
F-..:eral programs reveal ample

precedent for ederal involvement in the de-
Veltipment and use of PA; In particular (and
as deScribed in More detail below); the U.S:
Government already has &major role in fund-
ing PA research and ,lopment, and it of-
fers tax incentives for capital investment that
may motivate adoption ..-)f PA and ether equip-
ment. Moreover, it is involved in study and
regulation of occupational safety and health
impacts generally; it measure: employment
trends and relates ,her: in limited degree to
technological and economic developments; and
it funds and shapes education, training, and
retrainifig activities.

nature of existing programs, and
at, :.-3me of the benefits and costs

.--..c.rue to the Nation as a whole; also
suggt ti; 1-41..,.; the Federal Government_ has a
stake in the diffusion of PA. The level Of activ-
ity- in PA production, for example, is anatiorial
issue. There is a limit to the .;diit of PA pro=
duction the U.S. P.:cor:Any wiu luppcirt (even
with low levels of imports and snbstantial ex=
ports. While policy at the State level foster=
ing "high-tech' industrial activity
volve competition for a limited number. of
facilities; only Federal policy can affect the
level of PA production nationwide. Also in-
ternational technological leadership, and its
implications for national security, is a Federal
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concern; at issue are goals ar,.i conditions that
transcend the interests and resources of in-
dividual companies, reseal zhers, employees,
and StateS.

Furthermore; there are equity issues WhiCh
the Federal Government is best Suiteckto ad=
dress. First; adjustment assistance whether
in the form of extended tmemploymerit Corn=
pensation payments and other types Of income
maintenance; retraining, or relocation assist=
ancehas long been a Federal responsibility.
If PA or other influences, such as rising irn-
portlevels, have adverse_ employment effects,
the Federal Government will eventually pay
to take care of individuals unable on their own
to adjust to changing job opportunities. Sec-
ond, work environment impacts seem to be
social costs, like p011Ution, which market activ-
ity on its own will not control.* The labor
market may be particularly ill-suited to han-
dle both employment and work environment
problems arising from PA in coming years for
several reasons. In particular; the relatively
slow rates of net job growth that economists
expect will reduce the numbers of choices
available to job-seekers,** Also; fear of dis-
_

*According to Ruth Ruttenb-erg, former OSHA econoridat,
"Occupational safety_ and health has beConie a public polity
issue precisely because the economic system has failed to
achieve an adequate solution to the problem of workplace haz-
ards." "Regulation and the Economist;" The New York Times:
Nov. 20, 1983.

"While the economy will experience post recessionary job
growth; strong import competition, a high Federal deficit, slow
population growth; and other factors are expected to constrain

placement and limited union representation
will diminish opportunities for workers to ne-
gotiate with management about work;ng con-
ditions or to seek other employment if dissat-
isfied. If industry does not move to alleviate
adverse effects on the work environment, the
Federal Government is in the best position to
do so.

Finally, only the Federal Government is in
a position to coordinate policy initiatives
across,a broad range of areas. The problem of
coordination is not trivial. Current programs,
which lack formal coordination, implicitly fa-
vor some interests over others by virtue of the
allocation of funds and the breadth of partici-
pation in developing program objectives. Spe-
cifically, present programs IdescriW in detail
below) appear to favor the interests of PA de-
velopers and pr6ducers, and to a lesser extent,
the users and their employees. For example,
one Federal official involved with new-technol-
ogy programs remarked to an OTA staff mem-
ber, "I'm putting pople out of work. Am I
supposkl to worry about that?" While pres-
ent policy allows programs to remain separate
and parochial, only the Federal Government
is empowered to assure that programs de-
Signed to address one area of national interest
do not conflict with other national interests.
economic uowth. for example: Alfred L. Male-bre, Jr.,

Some Economists Fear Room for Expansion is Less Than It
Appees;"Anid Alan Murray, "Growing U.S. Trade Gap is
Linked to Slowdown in Economic Growth." Both in The Wall
Street Journal, Feb. 17, 1984.

The Challenge of New Policy
The diversity of issues and interested par-

ties surrounding policy related to program-
mable automation suggests that Congress
consider action in a variety of areas. However,
in developing new policy, it is important to
consider the context for actions in different
arenas.

OTA'S analysis suggests that the area where
PA itself may motivate the greatest departure
from past Federal policy is work environment.
Because PA will eventually affect the work en-
vironment of most manufacturing personnel,
especially in metalworking industries, and
because it poses new problems pertaining to
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the psychological aspects of the work environ-
ment, the technology raises_qtrestions about
the adequacy of existing mecliW.Vsins for stud-
ying, monitoring; and regulating conditions in
the work environment; While this report oxy
considers effects on the manufacturing work
environment; the growing use of compute:
technologies across the economy may trigger
similar concerns in other sectors.

By contrast,_ while OTA's analysis suggests
new diketitiii8 for Federal policy in employment
and training, it also suggests that PA-motivated
initiatives be related to broader forces for
change in those areas. In the area of education;
training, and retraining; OTA found that only
some of the ramifications of PA could be iso-
lated from the effects of increased use of new
information and communication_technologies
generally across the economy; New technolo-
gies will affect goals for instruction at all
levels, raising fundamental questions about
educational objectives and the structure of the
educational system; At the same time, shifts
in the employment capacities of different in=
dustries (not necessarily due to new tech,
nology) may pose problein§ of obsolescent
skills for specific occupational groups Or local
labor forces. These individuals, concentrated
among production occupations, have special
instructional needs largely unmet by the in-
structional system. Meanwhile, to minimize
the risk of skills obsolescence in the future, it
may be necessary to make fundamental changes
in educational curricula and institutions;
changes that better prepare individuals for la-
bor market contingencies.

In considering employment policy, the prin=
cipal problem associated with PA is how to
minimize unemployment due to labor = saving
technology and cope with employment adjust-
ment without going So far as to postpone eco-
nomic change and bring on problems far worse
than might otherivise have occurred. Unfor-
tunately, thiS cannot easily be achieved by
shifting people from jobs among PA users to
jobs among PA producers. PA producer jobs
will continue to be fewer and much more
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"white collar" than typical manufacturing
jobs have been. Moreover; because unemploy-
ment cannot generally be attributed to specific
technologies, the "PA employment problem"
is really the broader employment problem
faced by the country as many factors, includ-
ing growing import competition, are altering
the employment potentials of different in-
dustries.

OTA's analysis also suggests that issues per-
taining to PA development and use reflect broad
policy concerns for technology development and
transfer. PA provides tools for improving man-
ufacturing processes and competitive strate-
gies, but thorough evaluation of manufactur-
ing processes, organization, and management,
as well as more attention to competitive con-
duct (including product designs; pricing, and
responsiveness to consumers), are necessary
if companies are to make the most effective
choice and use of any technology. There are
many aspects of PA that require further de-
velopment, but OTA found little evidence of
critical research areas left unexplored, or that
manufacturers were hindered from adopting
PA because of insufficient technological devel-
opment. Of greater immediate concern is the
application of the technology. Timing is an im-
porta.nt consideration for PA adoption because
productivity improvement and other benefits
of more efficient equipment and systems tend
to lag their installation.

Federal Policy Strategies
The orchestration of policy initiatives in dif-

ferent areas may be considered a policy strat-
egy. If the Federal Government chooses to co-
ordinate activities in the areas of technology
development and use, employment, work envi-
ronment, and instruction, it can pursue one of
four basic strategies: 1) laissez-faire, or a con-
tinuation of current activities; 2) technol-
ogy-oriented, or emphasis on PA development
and application; 3) human resource -oriented,
or upfront attention to education and train-
ing, work environment, and job creation; or 4)

3 8 6
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bOth technology- and human resource -ori-
ented. In each case, adjustment assistance
may be required some time after the adoption
of PA, though to varying degrees.*

The outcomes of Federalction can be eval=
uated accordirg to likely effects on industrial
output; employment, work environment, and
change in adjustment assistance programs.
The principal uncertainties that cloud projec-
tions of change are: 1) the rate of advance of
the technology, i.e., the likelihood that the
state of the art will advance far beyond what
is currently expected during this decade; and
2) the relative success of efforts abroad to
develop or apply PA and to increase sales
penetration in domestic and foreign markets;
Another major uncertainty is economic growth;
A stagnant economy creates numerous prob-
lems which are best addressed directly; rather
than through "PA policy;" although initia-
tives discussed in this chapter may support
a healthy economy. Federal action can in-
fluence all of these uncertainties;

The success of other countries in competing
With U.S. firma (whether due to PA or not) can
be a principal cause of lower industrial output
and employment for the country. A strategy
With at least some orientation to new technol-
ogy development and use can reduce that risk,
because it can contribute to improvements in
productivity and competitiveness; However;
a strategy that is strictly technology-oriented
will probably increase the incidence of labor
market problems associated with shifting em-
ployment demands; aggravating reeds for re-
training and other adjustment services. Even
if greater use of PA were to make U.S. firms
decisively more competitive; some firms may
never hire to prior levels; some areas may

*The need for adjustment assistance is ongoing; it will never
disappear totally in a dynamic economy, where economic and
technological change coritinly create dislocations: That need
normally varies in level, by geographic region, and over time.

depend primarily on such firms; and some
individuals may have difficulty adapting to
changing skill demands. Mso, a strictly tech-
nology-oriented strategy is likely to aggravate
potential work environment problems. In sum,
a strictly technology-oriented strategy would
entail upfront costs for technology develop-
ment and use, but it would also entail other,
postponed costs such as increased adjustment
assistance spending.

A human resource-oriented strategy would
involve investments in evaluating skill require-
ments; tailoring education, training. and re-
training activities; and assiating in the match-
ing of people with jobs. Ideally, it should avoid
growth in adjustment assistance spending due
to extended unemployment that might occur
in the wake of PA, and it may even diminish
such spending. Human resource development
does not preclude and may well facilitate the
use of PA and otherwise improve productivity.
However, its effects on industrial output leyels
may not be as measurable as the effects of
technology-oriented policy. Although human
resource and technology initiatives may com-
plement each other in influencing output and
employment, explicit human resource efforts
may be needed to address work environment
concerns, regardless of whether initiatives are
taken to accelerate PA pplication.

A combined techn gy- and human re-
source-oriented st egy could draW on the
complementarity of equipment and humans in
production, assuring technology development
without compromising work environment con-
cerns. AlSo, it lends itself to long-term job
creation initiatives. Thus, a combined technol-
ogy- and human resource-oriented strategy
could assure that human impacts are explicitly
considered in the processes of PA development
and use. While this type of strategy is the
most comprehensive and balanced, it may be
the most difficult to design and implement
because it explicitly affects the broadest range
of interests.
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Existing Federal Policy and
The remaining portions of this chapter out-

line existing Federal policy in the areas of tech-
nology development and use; employment,
work environment; and education and train-
ing. Each discussion of existing programs is
followed by a set of options for possible poll-
cymaking in each area. These options could be
combined to develop one of the strategies
outlined above.

Existing Federal Policy for
Technology Development and Use

Federal policy toward manufacturing tech-
nology for new products or production proc-
esses is piecemeal at best. Relevant programs
p_ rincipally address research and development,
although both macroeconomic policies and
more specific programs, such as tax credits,
may indirectly stimulate technology change
in manufacturing by encouraging capital in-
vestment. Only in the area of defens-e procure-
ment does the Federal Government actively
coordinate product and process technology
development and application.*

As described in detail in chapter 8, Federal
involvement in PA research and development
comprises the efforts of four primary govern-
ment agencies with distinctly different man-
dates. The work of the Department of Defense
(DOD) and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration is heavily mission-
oriented, although it may have significant
spinoffs for the commercial sector. However,
by and large the commercial markets for new
manufacturing technologies tend to trail the
Government (principally military) markets;
The National Science Foundation (NSF) funds
work of a more generic nature; and the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards (NBS) performs
significant_ generic work in its own labora-
tories. NBS performs research in many areas

*Note that defense procurement technology_programs de-
scribed in ch. 8 are also complemented by the provisions of the
Buy America Act of 1933, which stimulates domestic procluc
tion by promoting procurement of domestically made goods by
the Government.

Options for New Initiatives
relevant to PA; including standardization in
languages and in interfaces bet*Teen corn,
puterized tools; In addition; NBS' Automated
Manufacturing Research Facility, being con-
structed with DOD funding assistance, is one
of the few full-scale test beds for computer-in-
tegrated manufacturing concepts.

The Federal Government is also involved in
standard-setting. Standards in the United
States are generally developed on a voluntary
basis by vendors and consumers of specific
products. The U.S. system of voluntary com-
pliance with these standards contrasts with
the government-enforced standards of many
other countries; The role of the Federal
Government; through NBSis largely to follow
and facilitate standards efforts, and in some
cases perform supporting research.

Recent Legislative Proposals
Legislation has been proposed during the

first session of the 98th Congress to provide
direct support to the manufacturing sector in
the United States; Many of these proposals
include mechanisms for promoting greater
cooperation between business, labor, and
government for achieving national economic
goals; a common 'theme is creation of a new
institution. Such proposals in lude:

The establishment of some type of Na-
tional Technology Foundation or Board
that would be charged with determining
priorities for industrial development in
the United States; It would assess the
competitive capabilities of U.S. industries
in order to direct national resourcesinto
those areas which would improve U.S. in-__
dustrial performance.
Some type of National Development
Bank to finance the long-term develop-.
trient of targeted industries.
The formation of a National Robot and
Automated Manufacturing Leasing Cor-
poration, which would facilitate the leas-
ing of PA equipment.
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A National Center for Industrial Technol-
ogy, promoting dissemination of manu-
facturing teChnology information.
Special tax incentives for purchases of
automated equipment.

Options for Technology Development
and Diffusion Policy

Research and Development
Drawing on the existing set of institutions,

Congress could act to increase PA_R&D by in=
fluencing both the overall level of funding and
the distribution of funding to various agentieS
and research topics. R&D contributes to the
scope and level of technology available to the
private and public sectors, and it contributes
to the positipn of the country as a tachnologi-
cal leader.

However, the degree of technological leader=
ship to which we have become accustomed in
the post-war era may not be sustainable. AS
one analyst notes:

Thus, our present situation is that in many
fields, America's earlier lonely eminence at
numerous technological frontiers haS given
way to a world in which other industrial na-
tions have attained positions close to, or at;
these same frontiers; In many-ways all this
should be cause for rejoicing: We are no longer
living in the readily=identifiable aftermath of
the most destructive war in history. Although
we area perhaps understandably, preocCUpied
with the more purely competitive aspects of
the situation, we need to be reminded that
companionship at the technologicel frontier
offers some considerable benefits as well as
costs.*
Congress could act to maximize technolog-

ical leadership in pert by influencing both the
overall level of Federal R&D funding and the

-distribtition of funding to various agencies and
research topics. The current environment for
automation R&D is relatively healthy. How-

*N. Rosenberg, Stanford University, "U.S. Technological
Leadership and-Foreign Competition, 'De te fabula narratur'?"
November 1981, mimeo, National Academy of Sciences.
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ever funding for more long-term, generic re-
search in nonmilitary application areas is rel-
atively thin. Congress may wish to raise
funding specifically for generic research, pri-
marily through the National Science Founda-
tion and National Bureau of Standards. Sev-
eral of the measures currently under
consideration in Congress which increase Fed-
eral funding for engineering research, overall
or for automation in particular. could serve as
a vehicle for such an increase in nonmilitary
PA research. The advantage of such a measure
is that it could fill a gap in generic engineer-
ing research which has usually been too ap-
plied for major NSF funding and too basic for
substantial industry attention. On the other
hand, some would argue that such manufac-
turing-related R&D is the responsibility of in-
dustry.

Congress may also wish to increase the fund-
ing of specific areas of R&D, such as Stand=
ards and human factors, which could facilitate
the application of PA teChnologieS. While a W-
tailed assessment of funding allocations
among the various topics of R&D is not within
the scope of this OTA report, other studies
have begun to address this issue.'

Standards
Standards are a means of increasing the ease

of _use of the technologies and mcouraging
their application The principal disadvantage
of standards proliferation is the risk that more
rapid adoption of standards may. provide
short-term benefits for users bUt hinder future
technological innovations which could be in-
consistent with the standards. However, it is
often the case that the products of a dominant
vendor become de facto standards in the mar-
ket. An increased Federal role may lead to a
more reasoned choice of standard. Congress
could stimulate standard-setting activities in

'See, for example: Research Agenda for Increasing the Use
of Computers in Design and Manufacturing PETnel on Com-
puters in-Design and Manufacturing, Manufacturing Studies
Board, National Academy of EngineeringCctober, 1983; "Rec-
orwnendations for CAD/CAM Research Directions in_the
Richard F. Friesenfeld, Department_ of Computer Science,
Univeraity of Utah, prepared for the National Science Founda-
tion, July 23, 1982.
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the Federal Government by increasing or re-
structuring the funding of NBS, the agency
which administers Federal standards efforts.

Congress might also consider legislation
which would clarify the legal position of stand-
ards-making groups. Currently., groups which
help coordinate and oversee the intricate proc-
ess of developing standards, such as profes-
sional and trade associations, can be held
responsible for antitrust violations which spe-
cific standards may pose. A recent Supreme
Court decision finding against a professional
association appears to have significantly
cooled private sector standards-making ef-
forts, and it has helped make the process more
time-consuming than usual.2 While it is impor-
tant that standards be devised so as to mini-
mize potential anticompetitive effects; it may
be possible to clarify the laws to reduce the
amount of time involved in establishing stand-
ards.

In addition, Congress could consider pro-
viding a more active role for the Federal Gov-
ernment in standards development. Congress
could direct NBS to increase its current efforts
to facilitate, coordinate, and otherwise pro-
mote standard-setting efforts. A potential
disadvantage of this option is that it would
increase the Federal role in PA markets;

Diffusion
The appropriate rate for adoption of PA

within and between industries is a subject of
contention. It depends on the rates of adop-
tion among U.S. trading partners, the extent
of delay between invention and adoption of
new technology, and the ability of the labor_
force and industries to adjust. In the past,
adoption of individual PA technologies was
slow, while it now appears to be accelerating.
Thus, there is great danger in extrapolating
from past conditions. In this context, there is
probably a degree to which PA adoption can
be facilitated without incurring excess costs.
Beyond some indefinite point, however, en-
couragement of the use of PA may lead to ill-

'American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inc. v. Hydro-
level Corp., 456 U.S. 556, reh'g denied, 102 S.Ct. 3502 (1982).
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considered applications and excessive prob-
lems for employees and communities.

Congress could facilitate the adOPtion of PA
by removing some of the barriers to applica-
tion that have been cited by industry analysts
and spokesmen. At the most general leyel,
these barriers are the problems that industries
traditionally cite as a hindrance to doing busy.
ness, such as high interest rates and (high) \
taxes. Of course, such steps are not easy to
take, ar d they may have side effects, including
the creation of problems elsewhere due to the
short-run loss of tax revenues.*

Mores pe:ifically, Congress could consider
legislation that would help to make relevant
information available to businesses and com-
munities. In particular, information about the
nature of PA technologies and how their costs
and benefits differ from those of other equip-
ment would be particularly useful. Traditional
modes of financial analysis are more suited to
conventional equipment than to PA, and in
consequence some firms have had difficulty
justifying investments in PA.** Moreover,
while trade and professional associations and
journals do provide such information, that in-
formation tends to be incomplete. Congress
could either empower a Federal agency such
as the Department of Commerce to increase
its efforts to collect and disseminate such in-
formation (e.g., through the National Techni-
cal Information Service (NTIS)), and/or foster
cooperative arrangements between Federal
agencies and relevant trade and professional
associations. By complementing existing as-
sociation activities with a Federal role, Con-
gress could assure broader participation of

Overall economic policy nirecmt years has aimed at improv-
ing- the performance of the U.S. manufacturing sector. Such
policies have inclucWd increasing depreciation allowances for
business investment in plant and equipment. The Economic Re-
covety Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) provided generous allowances
which were reduced somewhat in thei'ax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA). Despite these tax incen-
tives, some analysts maintain that the large Federal deficit will
continue to sustain high costs for capital.

**Conventional_ analyses often fail to capture changes_ in in-
direct costs, which tend to be invariant for alternative forms
of conventional equipment. PA equipment may not only affect
direct labor costs, but indirect labor, materials, and other costs
as well.
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interested parties; including employees and
communities.

Also. CongreSS could consider sponsoring
demonstration programs, providing examples
of best practice in the areas of technology and
work environment. While PA installations in
several companies are already well-publiaized
showcases, a Federal role would increase the
likelihood that work environment and employ=
ment issues are tlearly addressed and linked
to the technology. On the other hand, the tech=
nology in any given installation can only rep-
resent the state of the art for a limited time
in the context_ of relatively rapid thange in PA
costs, applications experience; and seiphietica-
don. Further, the investment and risk associ-
ated with a typical; retrofit inStallation of PA
is far less than that associated With, for ex-
ample, a synthetic fuels plant ThUS, a demon-
stration program for these tethnologies may
be less cost effective than for Stith technolo-
gies as synthetic fuels produttion. This gap
may narrow, however, for largStale experi-
ments in computer-integrat6d manufacturing,
which are far more costly and risky than
"islands of automation,"

Adoption of PA is only a partial solution to
problems_ faced by the manufacturing sector.

--:A longer term solution involves redreSSing the
historical 'inattention, both of iiiduStry and
government, to manufacturing processes, or-
ganization, and management. There is some
evidence that this is happening already in the
private sector; where international competi-
tion appears to have generated a new aware-
ness of U.S. wealniesseS. To assure that this
awareness translates into effective actions,
Congress could dirett ftmding and effort
toward the development of engineering curric-
ula in universities Which combinemanufactur-
ing; design; and human resource management
activities; as well as research in manufactur-
ing- -g engineering topics.

'See, for example, Energy From Biological Processes (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Congread, Office of Technology Assessment,
OTA-E-124, July 1980). Synfuel plants have been estimated to
cost in the $2 billion to $3 billion range, while highly automated
plants in dis-crete-manufacturitcg metalworking industries tend
to-cost under $1 billion. LeVels of both technological and finan-
cial risk are very high for sYnfuel plants.
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Another approach with nearer term benefits
would be for Congress to foster the creation
of some form of "manufaettiring institute,"
perhaps building on the research centers al-
ready_at NBS or at universities to provide a
focus for manufacturing tethtiolOgy, hrganiza-

.bon, and management issues. Such an insti-
tute could serve as an inforination clearing-
house. The National Atadeniy of Sciences, for
example, recently recommended_ establish-
ment of at leaat One joint DOD=U.S. machine
tool industry research center to improve flows
of information supporting defense technology
needs,' Yet, many observers_ believe that the
need for imprdVeMent in technology transfer
is greater in the civilian than in the defense
sector. An institute tOtild serve as a think tank
serving all ihdtiStrieS, with rotating fellow-
ships bringing in people from throughout the
Manufacturing sector.*

The advantages of a manufacturing insti-
tute would depend on its structure and man-
date, A potential disadVantage of an institute
would be that it could become just another
layer in a complek network of Federal and
private organizations. Mao, the designation
of formal coordination requirements could
freeze the extenSiire networking that already
occurs informally. However, a Federal pres-
ence could assure broader participation in the
networking process.

Existing Federal Employment Policy
(Excluding Training)

The United States already has a variety of
Federal employment programs and legislation.
Most of the key pieces of legislation emerged
during the Depression era. Excluding educe=

'Manufacturing Studies Board, Committee on the Machine
Tool InduatrY, The U.S. Kfricliine Tool Industry and the De-
fense Industrial Base, NationalAeademy Press, 1983-84.

*The National Science Foundation hai proposed a new
gram for 1985 to create five to ten centers for interdisciplinarY
engineering relearch. While these centers are in some ways sim-
ilar to manufacturing institutes the relativelymodest level
of funding ($10 million for all five to ten centers), and the fact
that they will not necessarily address topics related to manu-
facturing, indicates that_ they will not be likely to substantially
change the hiaterical U.S. inattention to manufacturing engi-
neering.
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tion and training programs; which are de-
scribed later in this chapter; existing Federal
employment policy covers four broad catego,
ries: 1) the development and distribution of
labor-market information, 2) income mainte-
nance for the unemployed; 3) labor standardS,
and 4) job creation.

Most Federal employment programs are ori-
ented toward unemployment of relatively
short duration; generally what is, referred to
as cyclical unemployment; Also; over the past
two decades; Federal employment policy has
come to focus on aiding disadvantaged groups
of people (defined as low-income; or ehrOhleallY
un- or under-employed). Consequently; current
programs are not designed to accommodate
the more enduring unemployment that may
befall individuals and communities given wide-
spread techhologieal change, growihg import
competition; and long-tern' shifts in consumer
buying patternsunemploymeht generally re-
ferred to as structural unemployment.

Compared to most European countries and
Japan; labor market policy in the United
States is reactive and uncoordinated; and it
is not linked to other; industry-oriented pro-
grams for structural adjustment in the na-
tional economy; Since several recent reports
by the Congressional BtideetDffiee (CBG) and
the Congressional Researeh Service (CRS) et:
amine Federal emplOyiheht policy in
this assessment Will eddies§ key feathres and
refer the reader to other analyses for more
information.

Legislation
Major employment policy in general evolved

from the following pieces of legislation: The
Wagner Peyser Act of 1933 established_a frw,
Public U.S. Employment &rvice (USES).
USES (now called the Job Service in some
States) comprises a State-Federal network of
job listing and placement services. Unlike its
foreign counterparts, however, USES does not
have legal monopoly on job referrals, power
to regulate competing private employment
agencies, or power to compel its use by em-
ployers (except for Federal contractors).

Because of these limitations, during the post-
World War II era, USES became an outlet for
relatively low-skilled, disadvantaged individu-
als. This occurred through the proliferation
of specialized, private employment agencies
which tended to serve relatively high-skilled
personnel; the combined burdens of budget
cuts and labor force growth;_ and the effects
of a policy shift in the late 1960's which ern-
phaSized disadvantaged workers and which re-
quired USES and Unemployment Insurance
(See below) officials to assist in the adminis-
tration of public assistance programs. Since
the 1960's, employers and employees have as-
sociated USES with welfare programs. Private
employers consequently tend not to list open-
ings with USES, except for lower skill, high
turnover jobs. Thus, despite reforms and the
development of computerized job banks, the
USES has continued to play a marginal role
in the labor market.5

The Social Security Act of 1935 established
the Unemployment Insurance (UI) system. It
is a program administered by a Federal-State
network of agencies which now covers most
of the labor force. UI provides eligible persons
with funds that replace up to 50 to 70 percent
of their wages for 26 weeks. Associated ex-
tended benefits (EB) and Federal supplemen-
tal compensation (FSC)_programs provide ad-
ditional money over longer periods of time.
Ftmds are generated by employer and employ-
ee contributions and disbursed through State
agencies, with emergency allocations awarded
on occasion by Congress. Labor-market an-
alysts_ generally consider these and other
payroll takes incentives for employers to lay
off personnel if business declines; the availa-
bility of unemployment compensation, togeth-
er with the customary rehiring of laid-off
personnel as business conditions improve, is
generally-considered to retard job=search
forts among the unemployed. However, the
U.S. program has significantly lower wage -re-

'The role of the USES and contrasts with its counterparts
abroad are discussed in a monograph by Mike Podgurriky of
the Uniyergity of Maiiichukitta (Amherst), entitled "Labor
Market Policy and Structural Adjustment," Apr. 1. 1983.
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placement rates than Japan, Germany, France,
and Sweden.6*

Some countries provide public assistance
to the long-term unemployed who have ex-
hausted their UI benefits, and manyEuropean
countries provide "short-time" (part-time or
pro-rated) benefits to allow worksharing
among firms and industries with reduced labor
requirements. Some States, Such as California,
have recently begun similar worksharing pro-
grams. The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsi-
bility Act of 1982 called for the Department
of Labor to develop model worksharing legis-
lation for States.

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
(FLSA) provides specific standards for wages
(including a minimum wage and cox ertime
rates) and hours of work. It also prohibits child
labor. FLSA covers primarily_non-professiona:
and managerial personnel. While collective
bargaining in unionized settings provides a
means of assuring that wages and working
conditions are adequate, FLSA provides pro-
tections in the form of minimum standards for
wages and hours for all workers.** It was in-
tended, in part, to prevent individual State
economies from profiting in trade with other
States through lower labor costs obtained by
low pay and/or long hours. According to ob-
servers, however, monitoring and enforcement
of labor standards in nonunion workplaces
tends to be limited. FLSA is complemented
by other pieces of legislation governing wages
and hours of personnel employed by compa-
nies doing business with the Federal Govern-
ment. Those include the Walsh-Healy Act, the
Service Contract Act, the Davis-Bacon Act,
and the Federal Work Hours Act (which set
the 8-day, 40-hour week as standard).

The Employment Act of.1946 established a
Federal interest in the adequacy of employ-

°Ibid. Also. note that research by James Jonthow of the Cen-
ter for Naval Analyses suggests that nonremtmerativaperson-
nel costs (about half of which are fixed, mostly federally man-
dated or training-related) flay account for about 23 percent of
manufacturing employMeht casts.

*For more information on UI, see the analysis_ by CBO en-
titled "Unemployment Insurance: Financial ConditiOn and Op-

tihna for Change," June 1983.
**FLSA discourages, but does not prohibit. overtime.

ment opportunities. The Full Employment
Act of 1978 expanded on theprinciples of the
1946 act, requiring that the President dovelop
economic policy consistent with the achieve-
ment of full employment. Despite these legis-
lative efforts to promote planning for the
medium and long term, most employment poll--

cy and economic policy (fiscal and monetary)
has focused on short-term objectives.*

Additional Programs
The legislation described above provides the

framework for Federal labor market policy.
Additional Federal programs aim at creating
jobs, developing labor market information,
and providing adjustment assistance beyond
the UI income support program.

Job Creation. Federal job creation activi-
ties fall into two categories. First, various
macroeconomic policies aim to improve em-
ployment opportunities by stimulating aggre-
gate demand (buying of various goods and
services by all types of consumers) and produc-
tion activity. The effect of such policies is in-
direct; relevant measures target interest rates,
inflation, money supply, and disposable per-
sonal income, which in turn affect production
and consumption activities by lowering costs
and increasing budgets. While fiscal and
monetary policy can aim for long-term eco-
nomic growth, steps tend to be taken to im-
prove short-term prospects as the business
cycle changes. Macroeconomic policy is some-
times complemented by specific, short-term
programs, such as the Public Service Employ;
merit Program of the late 1970's and various
public works initiatives. Public -works initia-
tives are recurrent themes in jobs legislation
because of their countercyclical employment
potential as well as their obvious appeal to
constituents in affected areas. The Emergency
Supplemental Appropriations for Jobs Act of
1983, for example, provided funds for a vari-
ety of public works projects. Public works pro-
grams can be designed to employ relatively

*The development and aftermath of-these laws are described
in detail in a recent CRS analysis. "The Employment Act of
1946. as Amended, and the Opportunity for Economic Plan-
ning: The Federal Government's Response," Feb. 4, 1982.
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high- or /ow-skilled personnel, although con-
struction projects tend to employ relatively
high-skilled personnel.

A more focused piograra is the Targeted
Jobs Tax Credit program This program; ini-
tiated in 1978,* and amended by theEconomic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 and the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, aims
at job creation for economically disadvantaged
groups. It provides employers with a percent
of the earnings of a new hire in the form of a
tax credit. The program has two principal
shortcomings: First, there is a risk that em-
ployers will be paid for jobs that they would
have created anyway. Recent modifications to
the program are believed to have lessened this
risk. Second, the program only applies to those
firms that have tax liabilities, because the
credit is nonrefundable.**

Labor-Market Information. Various pro-
grams aim to generate labor-market informa-
tion (LMI), although the Federal role in this
area has been decreasing The Department of
Labor administers the Federal-State LMI pro-
gram through the Employment and Training
Administration, the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics (BLS), and the State Employment ecu-
rity Agency (SESA) LMI units. The National
Occupational Information Coordinating Com-
mittee (NOICC) and the related State commit-
tee (SOICC) network provide coordination,
cooperation; and communication in develop-
ing occupational infonnation. BLS, in particu-
lar, provides information on aggregate, indus-
try, and occupational employment and wage
patterns.

Because BLS has experienced sharp budget
cuts during the current administration, it has
cut back on the volume and precision of the
information it publishes. For example, because
the sample size for 043 Current Population Sta-
tistics survey haS been reduced, results for
small areas (including the smallest States) and

!ft succeeded the New Jobe Tax Credit enacEed in May 1977.
**These credits are discuss-ed in a recent analysis by CRS.

entitled "Jobs Legislation in the 98th Congress" (Issue Brief
11383059).

minority groups are less accurate;* the elimi-
nation of the labor turnover survey means the
loss of a leading indicator of manufacturing
expansion and contraction; the elimination of
the multiple jobholder supplement survey
means the loss of a measure of the income ade-
quacy of certain types of jobs; the elimination
of the Family Budget program means the loss
of a measure of economic conditions; and the
cutbacks in the economic growth, productivi-
ty, and occupational outlook programs mean
the loss of detailed insights into the changing
deployment of labor in the economy.**

Adjustment Assistance. Finally, in addi-
tion to the general employment programs
listed above, the United States also has more
focused adjustment programs. Prominent
among them is the Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance (TAA) program, launched by the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 and modified on sev-
eral occasions, which has been the principal
source of aid for displaced workers. The United
States is unique among developed countries
in distinguishing import-based displacement
from other sources; European and Japanese
programs encompass persons displaced by a
variety of factors, such as new technology.
Eligibility for TAA is limited to those who can
demonstrate that they were displaced as a re;
suit of imports, although the strictness of the
test has varied.

Due to strict eligibility criteria, TAA dis-
bursements were negligible until the act was
amended in 1974. During the 1970's, critics
faulted the program for delays in providing
assistance, for emphasizing compensation
over active adjustment assistance, for funding
people who eventually returned to their origi-
nal employer, and for narrowly designating
who was affected by imports (e.g., prime man-
ufacturers but not firms whose principal busi-

*Sampling and inferences for minority groups have always
been suspect; the recent cutbacks aggravate a nonoptimal
situation.

**The nature and ramifications of these cutbacks are de-
scribed in a detailed analysis of Federal statistical programs
prepared by CRS, entitled "Ftecent Changes in the Statistical
Activity of the Federal Government." June 2. 1982.
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116§§ was supplying them). For example,- the
General Accounting Office found that relative-
ly f w TAA participants used the relocation
assistance feature; principallY betause partic-
ipants were either unaware of the program
or uninterested in it. The 1981 amendments
(through the Omnibus Budget Rt.coriciliation
Act) again revised the eligibility test, making
imports a "substantial cause" of job loss,
while the 1982 amendthenta specified that im-
ports shouldhave ithportantly"
to job loss. The 1982 legislation provided very
little funding, and the simple 2-year extension
of the program enacted in October 1983 pro-
vided no funding.* 7

There have been several Federal programs
legislated to provide cothpensation andlor
other assistance to select groups of people in
the event of job loss resulting from Federal
actions. These include the Redwoods Act of
1978 (compensating for job loss associated
with the expansion of the RedwOods National
Park), the Rail Pasenger rvices Act of 1970
and the Rational Rail_Reorganization Act of
1978 (compensating for job loss associated
with the rationalliation of the national railroad
system foliciWing the financial collapse of sev-
eral railiaada), the Airline Deregulation Act
of 1978 (compensating for job loss associated
with the:deregulation of passenger-airlines),
and the Departnient of Defense's Economic
Adjustment Program (compensating for job
loss associated with changing defense spend-
ing and siting decisions). Some analysts might
also add such Federal efforts as theloan to the
LOckheed Corp. and the loan guarantees to the
Chrysler Corp. during the 1970's as special
programs aimed at averting massive Unem-
ployment (among other goals). And, there are
various efforts providing preferential
assistance to veterans (whose career devel-

retbitt CRS and CB0 publications address TAA. See,
for example, the CRS paper: "Unemployment Compensation
and Trade Adiustmeat ASSiStance: Changes Made by the 97th
Congress," Nov. 23, 1982.

'See "Current National Developments," Employment and
Training. Reporter. Ott, 5, 1983; old -New Law Qualifies More
for 'TAA', 'Ur," Employment and rrairringReporter, Nov. 3,
1982.

3

opment is at least interrupted by military
service).

There are also programs targeted toward
specific areas, such as the Defense Manpower
Policy #4, which encourages defense contracts
to be awarded to labor-surplus areas. The Area
Redevelopment Act and its progeny also stim-
ulated economic activity in specific areas, in
part to promote employment. Current interest
in enterprise zones, favored by the Reagan ad-
ministration, also focuses on area development
to stimulate employment.

Recent Legislative Proposals
A variety of employment bills were intro-

duced during the first"session of the98theon-
gress. The number and content of the bills re-
fleet the strong concern about high levels of
unemplOyment, and uncertainty as to the du-
ration of those levels; One bill (S. 1286, the
Mannfatturing Sciences and Teelindlogy Re-
search and Development Act of 1983) appears
to have linked the developthent of new tech-
nology with work farce adjustment. That bill
directed the SecretarY of Labor to devise ex--
perimental programs for retraining "displaced
workers" to facilitate the utilization of ad-
vanced manufacturing technology. Other re:
cent legislative 0-r-Opoaala regarding employ-
ment include;*

4, eStablishment of a system of tax credits
for employers who hire individuals eligi-
ble for FSC payments, or provide tax
credits for people hiring for businesses in
enterprise zone%
establishment Of_Piiblic works programs
of either specified or indeterminate
duration;
activities to stimulate employment of
specific groups, including senior citizens,
railroad employees, and employees of rela-
tively small defense contractors;
reforin of immigration laws and proce-
&ire% which Would influence the supply
of labor to U.S. jobs;
establishment of plant-closing notifica-
tion and consultation procedures; and
establishment of a youth minimum wage.
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Options for Employment Policy
Options for employment policy range from

continuing current programs (the status quo)
to adopting new measures in one of three
general areas: job creation, collection and
dissemination of relevant information, and ad-
justment assistance.

Status Quo
The programs outlined above (together with

the education and training programs described
elsewhere) constitute the status quo. As a
package, these programs provide relatively
limited Federal involvement . in long-term
employment change. They principally aim for
maintenance of income for individual members
of the labor force who become unemployed, or
for employment of disadvantaged groups who
tend to have difficulty obtaining jobs from the
outset. Also, they allow U.S. companies to rely
on quick and massive layoffs (sometimes with
plant closings) when business declines. Com-
panies can achieve relatively quick, large-scale
movements of capital to more productive uses
by closing unprofitable plants and building or
acquiringmore productive facilities. However;
this practice causes employees and communi-
ties to bear most of the costs of economic ad-
justment. In contrast; companies abroad (e.g.,
large Japanese manufacturing firms) tend to
adjust their work forces more slowly and
through a wider range of measures.8 That con-
duct involves slower movement of (and paten-
tially lower returns on) capital resources, but
distributes the adjustment burden more even-
ly among employees, managers, and investors.

Existing Federal labor market programs
and institutions are ill-equipped to deal with
long-term shifts in labor demand arising from
technological and economic changes; and
growing uncertainty in skill requirements;
These factors may contribute to growth in
long-term unemployment; including extended
unemployment among groups other than the

"James A. Orr. Haruo Shimoda, and Atsushi Seike, "U.S.-
Japan Comparative Study of Empoyment Adjustment," draft,
U.S. Department of Latior and Japan Ministry of Latior, Nov.
9, 1982.

disadvantaged. Similarly, they are not de-
signed to deal with large regional disparities
in unemployment. This is a concern since at
least the near-term employment effects of PA
will be concentrated regionally. Under the
status quo, the employee would bear most of
the burden of employment change associated
with PA; various levels.of government bear,
both directly and indirectly, some of the costs
of unemployment that might occur.

Job Creation
While retraining prepares a work force for

transition, job creation assures that people
have work to do. It is appropriate to consider
a Federal role in job creation, becausejob crea-
tion programs at the State level may merely
sharpen interstate competition for a given
number of jobs, shifting the location of job op-
portunities rather than generating new jobs
overall. Since most job openings occur to re-
place departing personnel, past and proposed
Federal programs for job creation aim to gen-
erate new jobs that represent growth in eco-
nomic activity. The principal problem in
developing a program to stimulate job crea-
tion is to avoid paying for jobs that employers
would have created anyway, and to avoid
Shifting employment from one industry to
another, either of which would diminish net
job groWth.* These prpblems have chronically
plagued past public-Service employment and
job - creation incentive programs.

At the most general level, expansionary
macroeconomic policyincluding changes in
the supply of money, interest rates, and tax
ratescan lead to job creation by stimulating
economic activity, although job development
is not restricted to specific industries or
locales. Also, macroeconomic_ policies that
strengthen the dollar may make imports of
fectively less expensive than domestic prod-
ucts, discouraging growth in U.S. production.

For example, a 5e per gallon Federal surtax on gasoline was
enacted through the Highway Improvement Act of 1982 to fund
a countercyclical public works program. When the legislation
was proposed critics charged that the added cost Of surface
transportation would result in job losses elsewhere in the econ-
omy. including jobs associated with the distribution of goods
by trucks.
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At a lees general level, Congress can foster
and atm.& job creation primarily by legislating
specific measures to stimulate hiring. In ad-
ditiOiia tax credit programs such as the one
alreid_y in effect, such measures include incen-
tives for domestic production and, in the event
of persistent labor surpluses, legislation for
Change in average work hours and increased
production of so-called public goods and serv-
ices. These measures are discussed belo* in
general terms.

Congress can stimulate job creation by leg-
islating financial incentives (or legislating an
end to disincentives) for companies to produce
(and buy supplies) within the United States;
instead of overseas. The rationale for such in,
centivee is that local production entails local
employment. Harrison and Bluestone, for ex-
ample, estimated that over 30 million jobs
were ost during the 1970's to plant closings
Overall, including the relocation of production
to overseas lcications. Other analysts have
come to similar -conclusions.° The risk of such

;incentives isthat they can encourage ineffi=
eient production practices and lead to higher
prices by sheltering domestic producerS from
competition from foreign .firms. Economic
theory holds that where domestic production
is less efficient than production abroad, U.S.
consumers will paypore for domestically prq:
duced goods; also, they will pay for for-
eign-produced goods whose availability is arts
tificially depressed, Consequently, preducers
and consumers will have fewer resources avail-
able to them to put to other useA. Employment
may be sheltered in the short term but fore-
gone in the long term. This argument is fre-
quently raised by economists against import
restrictions such as tariffs and quotas.*

_ -

°Mary Jane Ekille-,2Thynt Closingsand Business Relocations,"
CRS Issue Brief IB83152, Sept; 27, 1983.

*Note that there may lie noneconomic arguments forshelter-
ing a domestic industry. Usually, those arguments center on na-
tional securityon claims that there is a national interest in
assuring domestic knowhow and production capability for cer-
tain prodtietS, usually involving_defense-rdated technology. The
test of national interest is a difficult one te.make, as_evidenced
by the controversy over recent Houdaille and NMTBA peti
tient; for restrictions on machine tool imports.

Two types of job-creation programs might
be considered in the face of persistent labor
surpluses. The first is legislation to reduce
average working hours (either tied to FLSA
or as independent legislation, perhaps de-
Signed so that reductions in work hours are
triggered by certain economic conditions), and
the second would be legislation stimulating
production of so-called public goods and serv-
ices. Products like defense or perhaps child=
care, for which there is recognized public
mand which the private market is ill-suited or
unable to meet, fall into this realm.

The chief benefit of reducing average work
hours is that it would allow _a given amount
of work to be shared among a larger group of
people. The number of jobs available is a func-
tion of the (average) number of hours per job,
as is the amount of leisure time available to
citizens. The tradeoff between jobs and hours
is not a new policy concept; one of the goals
of FLSA was,to increase employment by dis-
couraging employus from resorting to-over-

) time work by requiring them to pay more for
longer hours. Both economic hardship (due to
low pay' and unemployment) and technolog-
ical displacement_wert(concerns during the
Depression era;...when FLSA was enacted.'°
Another argument, first raised during-the late
1970's, is that reducing work hours offers a
way; to avoid disproportionate job loss among
feeaale and minority employees, who often
have relatively low leyels of seniority.

Reducing the average hours of work is not
c=necessarily the same as "work-sharing," which

tends to involve the redistribution of existing
work. The difference is important in contem-
plating income effects. A major perceived dis-
advantage of programs that reduce work hours
is that individual employees may experience
real wage losseS (See ch. 4). This is especially
likely for work=Sharing. Broader distribution
of work without growth in total wageswill not
lead to the same generation of new jobs that
ean result from growth in wages and spending.
') c.

' °Irving Bernstein, The Lean Years (Boston: Houghton Mif-

flin Co., 1960).
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Some people, however, will willingly trade re-
duced work-hours and lower pay for increased
leisure time."

Changes in work hours may also cause busi-
nessesnesses to incur additional costs for changing
their operations and procedures to deal with
greater numbers of personnel and for increased
spending on frifige benefits. Firms may also
lose efficiency, if the workers "picked up"
through work-sharing are not appropriately
qualified.* On the other hand, companies may
face lower UI tax liabilities, which often rise
for companies that lay off personnel. Also,
work-sharing may encourage greater reduc-
tions in force where there are administrative
benefits to doing so. For example, while a 10-
percent cutback might satisfy a company's fi-
nancial needs, a 20-percent reduction tied to
a move to a 4-day work week may be easier
to administer.

The actual costs and benefits of reducing
work hours depend on how a program is struc-
turedhow funded, how phased in, etc. The
current UI-system, for example, im_plies that
higher wage personnel would lose more than
lower wage personnel because UI replaces less
of their wages. Also, the experience-rating sys-
tem, under which employers with worse rat-
ings bear more of the cost of UI than others,
implies that low-rated employers might effec-
tively shift their work-sharing costs to higher
cost firms.

AlreLly, several States have provided for
temporarductioris in' work hours as a
means of preserving unemployment during
slack periods. These programs typically in-
volve a reduction in work week for participat-
ing companies and pro-rated UI benefits for
nonworked days. While employees in declin-
ing industries and areas may benefit in the
short term, longer term gains would require
a program with broad coverage that could help
shift people into stronger industries. This, in
-

""20 Million Opt for Shorter Work WeCk,"Emptoyment and
Training Reporter, Nov. 16, 1983.

*However, unqualified workers may be less able to benefit
from or afford work-sharing, insofar as employers resist hir
tog thorn, or because the full time wages for their work are
already low.

turn, would It adjustment costs to a broad-
er range ndustries and individuals and
away from communities and governments. For
even distribution of costs and benefits, a na-
tionwide, Federal program may be necessary.
In the near term, Congress might at least con-
sider further encouragement of temporary
hours-reductions and work-sharing, including
facilitating necessary adjustments in UI and
other programs to allow for altered terms of
unemployment."

Stimulating production of so-called public
goods and services would also create jobs. It
is not a make-work option: The production of
public goods and services does not have to be
met by expanded public sector employment;
as in the case of defense procurement, public
investment can stimulate private sector em-
ployment. If the economy is incapable of employ-
ing available labor resources in the production
of private goods and servicesa condition
that has not yet been established conclusive-
lyit is possible to increase production of.
public goods without reducing production of
private goods. As employment grows, demand
for private goods may grow in turns shifting
the balance between production of private and
public gvods and services. An often unrecog-
nized advantage is that public goods spending

. may raise proluctivity in private goods pro-
duction. For example, highway building and
improvement can lower trucking costs and
thereby reduce costs to the consumer, while
child-care services can free-up parents for emp-
loyment (as well as loyyer transfer payments
for unemployed, child-rearing parents).

The principal disadvantage of public goods
programs historically has been the risk of
diverting productive resources from private
goods proxluction. This charge has been lev-
eled against defense _programs, for example,
which support a handful of industries and tend
to employ relatively high-skill personnel. It
was also raised during the 1982 debate over
funding public works projects with an increase

!'Judith Cummings, "Novel Ways Being Used to Save Jobs,."
The New York Times, Jan. 28, "))33, Also, as noted above,
TEFRA mandated study of work ,luring by the Department
of Labor.
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in the Federal gasoline tax, which was ex-
pected to reduce economic activity among a
broad range of concerns depending on truck
transportation and other heavy users of gas&
line.

Labor-Market Information
Because programmable automation offers

the prospect of radical and ongoing changes
in the deployment of labor, expanded collec-
tion and analysis of occupational employment
data would provide a means of measuring the
rate, extent, and direction of change within
and between occupational groups. At present;
it is not possible to compare detailed occupa-
tional data over short periods of time (e,g., 1
to 3 years). Also, official analyses of the effeCtS
of technology change on employment levelS
and staffing patterns are few and far between.
Better data collection by the Department of
Labor and the Bureau of the Census would im-
prove the modeling exercises (using input=out-
put analysis) already undertaken by those
Federal agencies to describe and forecaat em-
ployment trends, and it would improve the in-
formation disseminated to educators, counsel-
ors, and individuals by the Department of
Labor through the OccupationalOutlook Pro-
gram and the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles. It would also providedata for measur-
ing "best practice" among firms in deploying
labor, information that would be useful to
managers, labor organizations, and educators.

As Federal statistics programs have been
cut back during the past few yearS, debate
over the appropriate Federal role in the gather-
ing and disseminating of various forms of data
haS grown. The minimalists hold that Federal
efforts should be confined to meeting the spe-
cific needs and priorities ofgovernment agen-
cies. Their arguments are rooted in broader
interests in deregulation and reducing govern-
ment paperwork required of businesses. Sup-
porters, by contrast, argue that agency needs
and priorities change and are hard to predict
or circumscribe; that private sources lackthe
wherewithal and authority of the Federal Gov-
ernment for collecting data; that there is a
need for statistics that describe overall social

and economic conditions across the Nation;
and that there is a need for the Federal Gov-
ernment to provide citizens with inforrnation.'3
Limited funding for Federal statistics pro-
grams forces Federal agencies to channel re-
sources to those activities of most immediate
use by the Government, Such as statistics de-
scribing overall employment and economic
performance characteristics. This practice
serves short-term information needs, but
raises questions about the effectiveness of
even the favored programs in the long term,
because the most -u-Sed aggregate statistics de-
pend on more detailed data-gathering, analy-
sis, and modeling.

Adjustment Assistance (Excluding Training)

Public attention to EVderal activity in ad-
justment assistance is growing because many
States are affected; State§ are competing for
jobs; and growing numbers of potentially af-
fected workers are not covered by collective
bargaining. Becaube those displaced by pro-
grammable automation are likely to have been
at risk of displacement from other factors such
as rising imports, expansion of overseas pro-
duction, and plant closings generally, any Fed-
eral program of adjustment assistance would
best be provided as part of a broader program
to assist the long-term displaced; as experience
with the Trade Adjustment Assistance pro-
gram shows, it is difficult in practice to isolate
single causes of displacement for determining
eligibility for program participation.*

"Daniel Melnick, "Recent Chfingea in the Coordination of Fed-
eral Statistical Data Collection.," Congressional Research Serv-
ice; Sept. 18, 1982.

A broad range of options for adjustment assistance pro-
grams has been evaluated in detail in recent publications by
CBO. including "Ditiltitated Workers: Issues and Federal Op-
tions" (July 19821. As noted by CBO, a critical problem in struc7
tering adjustment assistance prograths is defining the target
group. How eligibility for assistance is definaddetermines
whether a program covers all categories of Affected personnel
(!!vertical equity") all people affected within categories
("horizontal equity*l_Different criteria have different implica-
tions for client base size, cost, and coverage of people with yap
ing capabilities for adjusting on their own. Table 74 ShOWS the
CBO compariiiin of different approaches to targeting adjust-
ment assistance. Ameng the categories discussed in debates
over' programs (excluding retraining) for displaced workers in-
elude older workers (age 40_ and older), workers in so-called
declining ladusteies; and workers in disadventaged areas (in-
cluding new entrants to the labor force).
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Table 75.Sensitivity of Estimated Numbers of Ditiocated Workers In January 1983 to Alternative Eng Nifty
Standards and Economic Assumptions

Eligibility criteria
Number of workers

High trends Middle trend° Low trends-

Single criteria:
Declining industry° 1,065 880 835
Multiple criteria:
Declining industry and other unemplOyed in de-dining areas 2;165 1;785 1,700
Declining occupation 1,360 1,150 1,095
Ten years or more of job tenure 835 710 675
More than 45 years of age 1;050 890 845
More than 26 weeks of unemployment 1 760 560 535
Declining industryd and ten years of job tenure 275 225 215
45 or more years of age 250 205 195
26 Weeks of unemployment ... . ......... . 145 110 100

Declining industry including other unemployed in.declining areas°
and ten years of job tenure 430 355 340

45 or more years of age 490 395 375
26 weeks of unemployment 330 255 245

Declining occuiation and f ten years of job tenure 235 195 185

45 or more years of age 335 280 265
2¢ weeks of unemployment 165 120 105
aHigh trend assumes continuation of March 1980 to December 1982 growth rates in the number of unemployed workers In each category. Specifically, the number
of workers unemployed from declining industries Increased by 32 percent In this period it monthly Ave/agent 1 4 percent. -

bThe Vend assumes that the number_ot_dillketed_w_OrkerS will_remsi_n_constant from December 1981 to January 1983. The number of dislocated workers In
December 1_9811S estimated bY adjusting March 1980 Current Population totals for changes in the level and composition of unemployment through December1981.

cThe low trend assumes that the number of dislocated workers In each category-decreases proportionately-with the projected change in the aggregate number of
--unemployed workers between the first quarter of 1983 and the first quarter 61_1983.-aTeAuction_ol_neatly_5_percent, _

0The declining industry eategery InelUdet_all [ObtOserStrom iftdustries_withdeelining employment levels from 1978 to 1980. See Marc Bendick, Jr., and Judith Radllnskl
Devine, "Workers Dislocated by_ Economic Change: Is There A Need for Federal Employment and Training Assistance?"

elf a declining industry was located In an area defined as declining, alt other lob losers in the area Afore included. Declining areas are defined as those experiencing
declines In population from 1970 to 1980 or with an 8.5 or higher perekLUnernpirtyrne_ntrate_in_M_ar_Cli 1980._ _

1The &kilning occupation category Includes all job losers from occupations with declining employment levels from 1977 to 1980.
SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office, based on tabulations from the March 1980 Current Population Survey and Other sources noted above.

While the debate over aid to displaced work-
ers overall tends to focus on external aid, such
as income maintenance or relocation assist-
ance, the spread of progranunable automation
raises questions about the role of employers"
in the adjustment process. Two employer ac-
tions in particular might be encouraged by leg-
islation. The first is advance notice of tech-
nological change and displacement, and the
second is incentives for replacement of person-
nel by employers.

Advance notice of technological change
allows workers to plan for change, evaluate
training needs, and seek new work before a re-
duction in force is put into effect it also allows
management; communities, and labor to work
together to ease the adjustment process.
Nevertheless, companies often resist provid-
ing advancemotice as an extension of the view
that technological change is a management
prerogative. The University of South Florida,
for example, reports that its robotics experts

. .
have been asked to perform robot feasibility
studies with the proviso that "under no cir-
cumstances are employees to find out.'"` A
disadvantageborne by companies is that key
personnel will often be the first to leave,
possibly putting future operations in jeopardy.
This concern has been a central argument in
opposition to plant-closing legislation and to
voluntary resignation (buy-out) programs.

Encouraging employers through fmancial in-
centives to re-place personnel either within_ or
outside of the firm is another option. This op-
tion, like job creation, increases the adjust-
ment burden on companies relative to employ-
ees, communities, and local labor markets. It
may stimulate cooixrative activities among
industry, local government; educators, and
labor, perhaps building on efforts associated
with the Jobs Training Partnership Act. On
the other hand; it is primarily feasible for large

I"' USF Engineers Extetadibg_Robets' Limited Capabilities,"
Sue Stremmel, Oracle, June 15, 1983,
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employers, especially those with multiple fa--

cilities, broad product lines, and adequate
training facilities and funds.

Existing Federal Work
Environmefit Policies

The Federal Government already has poli-__
cies that regulate the work environment, such
as legislation covering wages and hours and
occupational safety and health. These same
policies will apply to the introduction and use
of PA in manufacturing, although they may
not be adequate to meet new concerns.

Legislation
The principal safety statute relevant to pro-

grammable automation is the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970. It has as its
purpose to "assure so far as possible ,every
working man and woman in the nation safe
and healthful working condition§ and to pre-
serve our human resources." Under the provi-
sions of the act, the Department of Labor is
responsible for promulgating and enforcing ix-
cupational safety and health Standards. The
Occupational Safety and HealthAdministra-
tion (OSHA) was formed in April 1971 within
the Department of Labor to implement the
OSH Act. Additional legislation addresses
worker safety in mining and atomic power en-
vironments. Traditionally, safety and health
concerns in the workplace centered mainly on
safety and protection from the most obvious
exposures to toxic chemicals and other dan-
geroua substances. More recently, greater em-
pha§iS has been placed upon occupational
health, long-term exposure problemS, job
stress, and toxicological problems."

Other laws fo-cua on how, employees and
management may address work environment
concerns. The National Labor Relations.Act
(NLRA) was passed in 1935 to encourage the
practice of collective bargaining. The act was
amended in 1947 (Taft-Hartley Act) and again
in 1959 (Landrum-Griffin Act). The NLRA and

"Steven Deutsch, "Extending Workplace Dem &racy: Strug-
gles to Come in Job Safety lurid Health," Labor Studies Jour-
nal, vol. 6, No. 1, Spring 1981, p.?

its regulations govern the conduct of collec-
tive bargaining in the United States._With re-
spect to the introduction of new technology,
rulings to date by NLRB suggest that it is bar-
gainable if the technology deprives employees
of jobs, work opportunitieS, or otherwise
causes a real change in working conditions."
Thus, the introduction of new technology may
be treated similarly to decisions on whether
to contract out work. Since the collective bar-
gaining process directlybenefits,only,workers
in unionized settings, these protections may
be lacking for workers in nonunion plants. The
issue of coverage is inwortant because, al-
though unionization is relatively high in the
metalworking industries, the use of program-
mable automation is increasing in a broad mix
of industries. With current estimates of union
membership in the United States totaling be-
tween 20 and 25 percent of all workers at most,
there is a large segment of the population that
will not be protected by the process of collec-
tive bargaining.

The Department of Labor administers pro-
grams to encourage labor-management coop-
eration on a number of issues. These progrEans
take place in union and nonunion settings. Pro-
visions are sometimes made in contracts for
joint labor-management safety committes that
meet periodically to discuss safety problems,
to work out solutions, and to implement safety
programs in the plant." Insofar as labor
organizations or-workers perceive technology
as a health issue (e.g., if there is substantial
evidence to suggest that new forms of machine_
monitoring and pacing of work are unhealthy)
labor representatives may push for measures
to protect workers against, such hazards.

Other Programs
The Department of Health and Human

Services, through the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), is

1 Sin Automation and the Workgface: Selected Labor, Sduca-
don, and Trainins IssueS (Washington, DC.11.1.S; Congress, Of-
fice of Technology Assessment, OTA- TM- CIT -25, March 1983),
p. 55;

"CharacterisUts of Major Collective BargainingAgreements,
Jan. 1, 1980.
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responsible for recommending new standards,
conducting research on which new standards
can be based,- and implementing education and
training programs for producing an adequate
supply of manpower to carry out the purposes
of the act. In addition to Federal involvement
in the protection of workplace safety and
health, there are agencies responsible at both
the State and local levels as well..

Options for Work Environment Policy
Congressional policy considerations with re-

spect to the effects of programmable auto-
mation on the work environment fall largely
in two areas. One is assuring that sufficient
data are available to make informed judg-
ments about current or prospective impacts
of PA on workers and the workplace. The sec-
ond area is determining whether current policy
is sufficient to cover the health and safety
aspects of the new technology. If Congress
dC,cideS to act in these areas, options that war-
rant consideration include: maintaining the
status quo, monitoring the workplace effects
of PA more closely, increasing support for
"social impacts research, supporting new work-
place standards, and considering broader
workplace legislation.

No Increased Federal Role
Congress could choose to take no additional

action on the workplace effects of PA. Al-
though no single policy instrument spcifically
addresses the impacts of PA on the work envi-
ronment, various mechanisms (including col-
lective bargaining, OSHA regulations, and
others) are already in place at the Federal,
State,_ and_locaLlevelq that caver_workplace
concerns in general, particularly in the areas
of health and safety. In addition, PA is being
introduced at a time when there is increasing
awareness of and sensitivity to the effects of
the introduction of new technology in all facets
of American life.

There are some efforts in both the public and
private sectors to plan for the workplace con-
sequences of new technology, sometimes in-

volving both management and labor. Such
cooperative efforts are often tied to broader
quality of work life programs and increased
worker participation in decisions that affect
their workplace. Two examples of joint efforts
include arrangements between AT&T and the
Communications Workers of America, and be-
tween the _United Auto Workers and or
Motor Co. Such-programs are often restricted,
however, to large, unionized companies. Sim-
ilar opportunities. may not be available tti-
workers in small shops or nonunionized envi-
ronments, primarily due to the requirements-
for associated time, effort, and cost . In addi-
tion, it is often the case that the traditional,
adversarial postures of management and la-
bor limit increases in cooperation and worker
participation in decisions concerning increased
automation. Concern for the displacement ef-
fects of PA may make employees reluctant to
contribute to planning for PA.

The principal advantage of maintaining the
status quo rather than initiating additional
policy at this time is that congressional action
on the workplace effects of PA may be prema-
ture. The technology and its applications are
at an early stage of development, and the
speed of its diffusion is uncertain. It is also
difficult to know how many of the problems
encountered in the workplace are transitional
ones characteristic of any technological
change. Consequently, there is a lack of data
on the nature of the impacts of PA, especially
over the long term The information that exists
is largely qualitative or anecdotal and often
cannot be generalized for industry- or sector-
wide responses.

Reliable information is critical if the OSH-
Act is to serve as the basis for PA-related
work environment policy. The OSH Act is an
enforcement statute which is implemented
throng-1i investigations and measurements.
While physical safety and health conditions
tend to be relatively easy to measure objet-__
tively, psychological conditions are often less
so. -Broadening the scope of investigations
would require additional investigator. skills
and procklures for which data on PA impacts
would provide a foundation.
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.
Additional Government action beyond the

status_ quo could create mechanisms to collect
data that would allow a more careful evalua-
tion of the impacts of PA on the work environ-
ment, thereby permitting better planning to
eliminate potentially serious problems. Both
reliable data and better planning would con-
tribute to a more focused development of pol-
icy initiatives over time; as appropriate. With-
out such Federal action, information on PA
and the work environment will continue to be
piecemeal and fragmentary, and anecdotal
rather than quantitative. If use of the tech-
nology spreads more rapidly than expected,
the United States may find itself reacting
to the workplace effectS of PA, rather than
planning in advance to address its potential
impacts.

Increase OVerSiglit and Monitoring

Congress could increase the emphasis placed
on the workplace effeets of computerized man-
ufacturing automation through its oversight
and monitoring activities. Considerable atten-
tion has been given to these issues by a num-
ber of congressional=eommittees over the past
several years, Partietilarly in oversight hear-
ings; For example, in September 1981; the
Subcommittee on Science, Research; and Tech-
nology of the HoiiSe Committee on Seience

. and Technology sponsored_ a series of hearings
on "The Human Factor in Innovation and Pro-
ductivity" which focused on new technology
in the workplace.*

This type of activity increases the visibility
of the subject and provides a public forum for
information-sharing and presentatiOn of di-
verse viewpoints._ In addition to its own over-
sight activities, Congress could deSignate re-
sponsibilities for OSHA and NIOSH, such as
monitoring and assessing the effects of PA on
the work environment or evaluating the appli=-
cability of existing OSHA standard§ to com-
puterized settings.

The advantage of this option is that it would
provide a Federal approach to monitoring and

*The Congressional Research Serviceproduced a committee
print analyzing the testimony and discussion.

assessing the impacts of PA on workers in all
types of manufacturing settingsunionized
and nonunionized, large and small. In addition,
it would help to assure that Congress is kept
aware of the most current thinking with re-
spect to the impacts of PA on the work force.
The principal disadvaritage is that it could
potentially result in a piecemeal effort with lit-
tle or no coordination of activities or Sharing
of information. Thus, designation of author-
ity, participation criteria, and accountability
would be necessary in the design of an over-
sight and monitoring initiative.

Increage Support for Work
Environment Research

Work environment ramifications of the use
of PA are central to both its effectiveness and
its other impacts. Congress could support re-
search addressing such areas as the long -and
short-term physical and psychological, effects
of PA, management strategies and policies in
introducing and using PA, worker participa-
tion, identification of hazards and how to
control them, skill changes, change§ in work
content and organization, and changes in or-
ganizational structure, among others. Wide
di§Semination of the results would improve the
general level of understanding of practical
ways in which PA technologieS can be used
to enhance the work environment. Research
efforts could also lead to the development of
models or guidelines for installations with fa-
vorable effects on the work environment which
could be used by those who are contemplating
or making changes. Demonstration projects,
seminars, and experiments would enhance
understanding of the effects of PA and the
extent to which? it:can be shaped to improve
the work environment.* Congress also could
assure that all parties ;involvedmanagers,
employees, educators, and equipment build-
erswould have timely access to relevant in-
formation.

*Topics covered might include successful implementation ef-
forts (and the other side of the cointhose that were not suc-
cessful and why), innovative ways to organize work, and suc-
cessful labor-management cooperative efforts.
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Current research intoThe impacts Of PA on
the manufa-turing work environment is mod-
est in scope and support; funds fOr this pur-
pose have been extremely limited. This situ-
ation has_ arisen in part because social science
research furidingia particularly Vulnerable to
reductidn when fiinda are scarce. It has also
arisen because work environment issues have
traditionallY not been major concerns to tech-
nology developers, industry, or even the social
science research communities. Relevant re-
search conducted by industry, universities,
unions, and Government agencies_ is often
piecemeal and short term. Human factors re-
search, for example, is often narrowly defined
to meet the performance needs of specific mil-
itary for industry) projects. Not surprisingly,
therefore, there is no formal coordination of
technology and work environment research ef-
forts, nor evidence of a coherent plan or ap-
proach. By contrast, study of the impacts of
new technology on the workplace is more Com-
mon in Japan and Western Europe, where the
subject has histbrically received more_atten=
tion across sectors; In particular, many foreign
countries combine work environment analysis
with engineering research. TO learn from their
efforts and experienee, Congress could direct
an agency such as the Departinent of Labor
to both survey relevant foreign activities and,
in particular, to translate and disseminate
foreign rep-ortS. However, recent cutbacks
have already affected relevant research activ-
ities in the Emplbymerit and Training Adrrun-
istration and elsewhere in the Department of
Labor.

Additional or redirected funding could be
made available for activities administered by
the National SCience Foundation, NIOSH, the
Department Of Labor, or DOD to enable re-
searchers to &induct both qualitative and
quantitatiVe research to determine the extent
Of the impacts of PA on the workplace; NSF
would be in a position to extend the scope of
releVarit engineering research to include the
social aspects of PA. It already funds sepal-,
ately relevant social science research. NIOSH
could provide a perspective that would link
and compare the safety and health aspects of

PA to other occupational safety and health
issues. The Department of Labor would be in
a position to link the impacts of PA to other
labor issues. DOD has already lobked at some
human factors issues in their ManTech pro-
gram. In addition to individual agency efforts,
increased interagency coordination of research
efforts would have the advantage of combin-
ing g the expertise of _a_ variety of disciplines,
e.g., engineering, sOtiology, and management.

In contemplating the Federal research budg-
et, Congress may want to assure that work
environment research; in/particular, involves
industry; labor; and academia together. Coop=
erative efforts provide academic researchez-s
with access to a valuable source of data for
analysis of long-term effects, while industry
and labor may benefit directly from the find=
ings in the short and long terms. Cooperative
programs for research carried out over a period
of time rather than accomplished in a one-time
visit would be particularly informative to pol-
icymakers. Such research might be supported
by any of the agencies listed above.

One disadvantage of increased funding for
social impact research is thepotential burden
it might place on companies and individuals
to respond to requests for in-depth studies.
Some strategy for securing the cooperation of
both labor and management would be needed
to minimize potential burdens. The participa-
tion of professional and trade associations as
well as labor organizations in the planning and.
execution of such research could help in over-
coming some of the difficulties that might
arise in gaining access to research sites.

New Standards
Both the framework and the mandate exist

in the OSH Act for safeguarding occupational
safety and health of Americans. If it were es=
tablished that PA creates new occupational
safety and health hazards that were not ade-=
quately addressed by manufacturers and
users, new OSHA standards might be required.
The previous two options, monitoring and ad-
ditional research, are prerequisites to this op-
tion. Reliable information would be needed on
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the numbers of people at risk, on the nature
of the risks, and on the costs of establishing
new regulations.

Advance Notice
Congress may wish to propose legislation

that would require employers to give advance
notice of any technological change that will af-
fect the working conditions of its employees.
A number of union contracts include a clause
covering such notice, and such clauses are be-
coming more common. Legislation would etpe-
cially benefit and protect employees of firms
that are not unionized. Advance notice can
benefit employees by providing time for them
to plan for the change (possibly in cooperation
with employers, communities, and educators)
and to update their skills if required; it pro-
vides employees with the means and the re-
sponsibility to plan for change. It also pro-
vides the opportunity for employees to
participate_ in some of the decisionmaking that
directly affects their work, if employers wish
to involve-them-in-this way. While advanced
notice of technological change might he as con-
troversial as advance notice of plant closings,
the potential costs for Workers and managers
would likely be smaller. (Ste above discussion
under employment policy.)

Omnibus Work Environment Legislation
Although the United States already has a

statutory framework for protecting occupa-
tional safety and health, other aspects of the
introduction of new technology in the work-
place, such as the potential for monitoring and
surveillance and the need for advance notice
of technological change, suggest the desirabil-
ity of taking a broader approach to work envi-
ronment policy. In addition, a broader ap-
proach would ensure that the interests of all
workers would be protected, given the limited
coverage of collective bargaining.

A number of European countries have taken
an omnibus approach to workplace concerns.
In Norway and Sweden, for instance, work
environment legislation has been in effect
since 1977. One of the purposes of this legis-

lation is to protect workers' mental as well as
physical health in the workplace, particularly
in the context of technology change, and to
give employees an opportunity to influence the
design of the work environment. Such legisla-
tion elevates these concerns to policy levels,
and provides a framework for more concrete
actions, such as those described below.

An American approach to legislation has
been proposed by the International AssOcia-
don of Machiniste, which has drafted a Tech-
nology Bill of Rights to "amend and redefine
official labor policy" (see table 52).18 In addi-
tion to advocating the use of new technology
to promote full employment, this proposed
measure includeS such work environment safe-
guards as prolilbiting monitoring and surveil-
lance of workers, advance notice of technolog-
ical change, and requirements for training. The
Technology_Bill of Rights has been made avail-
able by IAM to local unions for guidance in
collective bargaining. Because of its breadth,
however, if such a Bill of Rights were enacted
as an amendment to U.S. labor laws, enforce-
ment would be difficult.

Workplace _legislation could establish a clear
institutional focus for work environment con-
cerns to enhance the general appreciation of
these issues and their contribution to the econ-
omy and society. One example of such_an in-
stitution is the Swedish Work Environment
Fund, which provides funds for research and
development in the work environment, ad,
dressing aspects of both physical and mental
health. Its function is to collect and dissem-
inate information, and to coordinate relevant
program efforts. Financial support isprovided
by a variety of sources, includirtg the govern-
ment, employers, and Workers. Such An inati-
tution might be considered for the United
States; which presently haS only limited in-
stitutional involvement in the work environ-
ment area, concentrated on protection of phys
ical health and safety.

The principal advantage of an institution of
this kind is that it provides a coordinated

""Let's Rebuild America," IAM, p. 195.
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focus for workplace researcll?, and it establishes
the workplace as an area of national concern.
It would help to overcome much of the frag-
mentation of workplace research efforts cur-
rently evident in the United States by providing
a central thrust and source for dissemination
of information, demonstration projects, etc.

Existing Federal Education Training,,

and Retraining Policy
At present, instruction for PA is funded

through a variety of public and private sources.
Federal funding of education, training, and
retraining efforts of this type is authorized
under broad legislation designed to encourage
career awareness and occupation-related in-
struction on the elementary, secondary, and
postsecondary levels.

The Federal role in education has tradition-
ally been that of supplementing or enhancing
State and local activities. However, in recent
years, there has been a movement toward less-
ening direct Federal involvement with the
establishment of educational block grants to
States in place of _categorical grant§ targeted
for use with particular population groups or
in speciffe types of programs. In spite of this
trend, there are still many Federal laws that
influence curriculum content and overall op-
erations of local school systems and institu-
tions of higher learning.

In contrast, the Federal role in training and
retraining effortsparticularly for the eco-
nomically disadvantagedhas been a domi-
nant force since the 1960's. The enactment of
the Manpower Development and Training Act
(MDTA) and the establishment of a nation-
wide apprenticeShip system did much to en-
hance the existing delivery system for train-
ing and retraining. In keeping with the trend
toward decentralization, the recently enacted
Job Training Partnership Act (Public Law 97-
300) assigns resgonsibility for administration
and regulation of federally fundmi training and
retraining activities to the States.

For the purposes of this report, this section
will briefly discuss in general terms selected

25-452 0 84 26 a QL 3

Federal laws and proposed legislation that are
present or potential sources of support for PA
instructional programs.

Legislation
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Ecr-

ucation.The Education Consolidation and
Improvement Act of 1981 (ECLA) called for
the creation of a block grant to States in lieu
of over 40 separate categorical grants to
elementary and secondary schools, many of
which were directed at special populations
such as the handicapped and the economically
disadvantaged. The intent of ECIA is to af-
ford greater flexibility to State agencies and
10-cal achobl systems in how Federal funds will
be utilized in support of State and local pri-
oritida. The major criticism of the Educational
Biotic Grant Program is that numerous State
and local educational -3riorities must compete
for the same funding pool. Funding authorized
under thelVocational Education Act of 1963
legislation now being considered for reauthor-
ization beyond 1984 represents approximate-
ly 10 percent of the resources. State and local
education agencies designate funds for second-
ary -and postsecondary vocational education
and training.19 Funds' made available under the
act are utilized by -a variety of institutions, in-
cluding vocational/technical schoblS operated
by local school systems, State=operated shills
centers, and community colleges. Among the
typical expenditures allowable under Statc-
administered vocational education programs
are facilitieS maintenance and improvement,
equipment purchase, and curriculum devel-
opment.

Postsecondary Education. The Higher Ed-
ucation Act of 1968 authorizes Federal funds
for use by public and private colleges and uni-
versities to supplement tuition proceeds, State
funds, and private donations or endowments.
Allowable expenditures under the act include
facilities maintenance and improvement,

"Daniel M. Saks, "Jobs and Training," Setting National
Priorities: The 1984 Budget (Wvsldngton, D.C.: The Brookings
Institutien, 1983), p. 165.
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equipment acquisition; and curriculum devel-
opment.

Since the 1960's, the Federal Government
has operated Student Financial Assistance
PrOgrama=aniong them the Guaranteed Stu-
dent than Program (GSL) and the Pell Grants;
The original intent of these programs was to
provide broader access to higher education for
individuals from low- and middle-incomefam-
iliea. However, increased default rates and con-
certi for overall program expenditure. levels
($3.1 billion in fiscal year 1983) led to recent
congressional action to tighten eligibility by
requiring all applicants to undergo finanicial
needs analysis, regardless of income. The Pell
Grants; the largest of the student financial
assistance prograrms;_is also currently tinder;
going reevaluation; .,Both GSL and the Pell
Grants have been sources of financial assist-
ance to students enrolled in public and private
colleges and_ ithiVersities and postsecondary,
proprietary business, and technical schools.

Private Sector Training and Retraining.
The recently enacted Job Training Partner-
ship Act (JTPA) replaced as of October 1;

/ 1983, the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) as the legislation

i authorizing Federal involvement in Occupa-
tional training and retraining. JTPA repre-
sents an expanded version of title VII of the
CETA Amendxnents of 1968, known as the
"Private Seem Initiative Program," designed
to stimulate more diFect business involvement
in training, retraining, and employment of the
economically disadVantaged. While the target
audiences for programs designed and operated
under JTPA are economically disadvantaged
youth and adults who lack marketable job
skills, title III of the act authorizes the ex-
penditure of funds for retraining and related
Services for displaced workers. JTPA is admin-
iStered at the State level, and programs are
implemented through a network of local pri-
vate industry councils that assess local needs
and establish performance standards, fortrahi="
ing and retraining programs_funded-trzider the
program. Unlike CETA, JTPA-dOes not stipu-
late that living Edlowances<will be provided to

trainees under certain circumstances. Such
provisions are left to the discretion of State
legislatures.

Recent Legislative Proposals
Education, training, and retraining has been

high on the list of priorities for both the 97th
and 98th Congresses. This is due in part to
concern over current and potential future work
force effects of shifts in the industrial composi-
tion of the economy, and in part to the emerg-
ence of "excellence in education" as an issue
of national concern. In addition, the rising na-
tional debt and reduced State and local reve-
nues have generated considerable bipartisan
support for reexamining she Federal role in
education; training, and retraining. Recent
legislative proposals with a bearing on instruc-
tion for programmable automation include the
following:

strengthening precollege science and
math education by increasing the supply
of qualified instructors and encouraging
curriculum development;
encouraging computer literacy through
teacher education; the creation of incen-
tives for placement of computer hard-
ware and software in local school systems,
curriculum development, research; and
other means;
stimulating improvement in adult
literacy;
providing assistance to the States to en-
sure that target populations such as the
economically disadvantaged, the handi-
capped, men and Women entering nontra-
ditional occupations, veterans, and adults
requiring training and retraining are ade-
quately served by vocational education
programs;
creating tuition tax credits; and individ-
uaLeducatiiin and training accounts to
stimulate greater individual participation
in instruction; and
creating tax incentives to encourage em-
ployers to provide additional training and
retraining to employees as needed.
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Optic-ins for Education, Training,
and Retraining Policy

There is considerable pressure on the U.S.
instructional system to be more responsive to
structural economic change. Economic and
technological change may well result in more
frequent shifts in work force skill require-
ments, and it may well require greater flexibil=
ity and mobility among work force partici=
pants than ever before. The ramifications of
PA for education and training are a subset of
this larger :ssue; There may be a new mandate
for the U.S. instructional system as a whole
to gear education, training, and retraining pro-
grams of all types more to long-range, struc-
tural changes in the labor market. This focus,
a change from the past orientation to relative-
ly static occupational demands, will also re-
quire a heightened awareness of skills that are
common to a variety of occupationsskills
that; by their very nature, may provide indi-
viduals with greater occupational ini.joility.
New approaches to curriculum design, more
frequent review and modification of existing
curricula in keeping with substantive labor
market change, an inciease in the supply of
qualified instructors in some disciplines, and
more attention to maintaining instructional fa-
eilitiea and using state-of-the-art equipment,
will be necessary.

While industry, labor unions, and educators
are all providers of PA-related training and
other types of instruction, they have limited
resources and sometimes hold different views
of the nature and scope of instruction required;
as Well as the most appropriate modes of de-
livery. In light of these conditions, and the
roles being assumed by industry and labor; the
Federal role in education, training; and retrain=
ing needs to be reexamined; The followingFed-
eral policy options are proposed for consider-
ation by Congress.

No Increased Federal Role
Congreas could choose not to modify Federal

involvement in education, training, and re-
training in light of instructional needs asso-
ciated with programmable automation. If this

option were pursued, PA-related instructional
requirements would compete with all others
for Federal dollars earmarked for elementary,
secondary, vocational, and higher education,
and for training and retraining. Producers and
vendors of PA equipment and systems would
provide, as they do now, the bulk of initial
training to employees of user firms.* Compa-
nies utilizing PA would or would not provide
additional in-house instruction based on avail-
able corporate resources and priorities.**
Community colleges and trade and technical
schools, based on their varying readings of
available labor market forecasts, student de-
mend, familiarity with local labor market
need§, and resources, would choose whether
or not to develop PA-related degree and non-
degree programs. Colleges and universities
would, with existing resources, choose whether
or not to adapt their engineering, computer
science, business administration, and career
guidance programs to the needs of automated
manufacturing environments, based on their
understanding of industry andior student de=
mend. in elementary and secondary education,
creating an awareness of career opportunities
in automated manufacturing and providing in-
formation on skIlla requirements would be left
to the discretion if the schooldistrict, institu-
tion, or individual instructor.

The advantage of maintaining the existing
Federal role in PA instruction is that program-
mable automation is still in the earliest stages
of utilization. Little is known about how PA
will change or modify skill requirements, af-

*In the summer of 1982, OTA commissioned a survey of
views of education, training, and retraining requirements
associated with the use of programmable automation. Results
Of telephone interviews with producers of PA equipment and
systems indicated that 93 percent of producer firms provide
instruction for their customers, but -that the training is narrowly
fccused and designed for use with a variety of occupational
groups.

**The OTAcommissioned survey of views of PA-related
education, training, and retraining requirements found that 40
percent of the representative manufacturing facilities_contacted
utilized some form of PA, and of this number, only 22 percent
sponsored or conducted education and training for automated
manufacturing. Among the plants currently not offering instruc-
tion of this type, only 18 percent Indicated any plans to imple-
me,nt programs in the future. The most common reason cited
was "low benefits relative to costs."
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feet job design, or trigger job loss, particularly
over the long term. Current lab-or market fore-
casts shed little light on possible new career
opportunities within automated manufactur-
ing on which to base instructional priorities.

The disadvantage of not modifying Federal
involvement in education, training and retrain-
ing for PA is that the Federal Government
would forego potential roles unlikely to be
assumed by other levels ofgovertunent or the
private sector, such as assisting in the coor=
dinatim of instructional activities, ensuring
that adequate labor market forecasts are de-
veloped and that information derived from
such forecasts is actively disseminated to in=
dividuals, educators, and trainers. For exam-
ple, State gove:iunents are unlikely to encour-
age instruction that increases individual
mobility within the work force (and between
States), although increased mobility may fur-
ther national employment objectives. In ad-
dition, shortages of instructors, inadequate fa-
cilities and outdated equipment among
traditional deliverers of technical instruction
are national concerns. These conditions should
be cor idered hi determiningpossible Federal
rolesin instruction for programmable automa-
tion and in examining overall Federal involve-
ment in education, training, and retraining.

Increase Support for Facilities, Equipment
and Qualified Instructors

Congress could cnoose to build on the exist-
ing Federal role in elementary, secondary, and
postsecondary education by targeting re-
sources for the purchase or lease of state-of-
the-art equipment andior by making selected
facilities ready for use in future periods of in-
tense instructional demand. It could further
increase instructional_ capacity by creating tax
incentives that would encourage user firms to
purchase state-of-the-art equipment and sys-
tems for training purposes and to expand their
in-house instructional facilities. Congress is
currently considering proposals to strengthen
science and math instruction on the elemen-
tary, secondary, and postsecondary levels by
improving curricula and stimulating more in-

terest in teaching careers in these fields. It
could also consider methods to encourage in-
terest in careers in engineering education and
other forms of technical instruction.

The advantage of these congressional ac-
tions is that upgrading facilities and equip-
ment, as well as stimulating the supply of in-
structors, would remove the major barriers to
the establishment of relevant instructional
programs within the public and private sec=
tors. Such actions would serve to shorten the
time from the identification of new skill re-
quirements to the development of instruction-
al programs. Removing impediments to the
timely design of instruction would be particu-
larly valuable for displaced workers and others
seeking to develop new skills or enhance ex-
isting skills quickly.

The disadvantage of congressional actions
of this type is that they might stimulate too
much interest in PA-related instruction at the
expense of other types of education and train-
ing. Doing so would result in the establish-
ment of excess capacity for PA-related skills
development. In addition, there is the danger
that facia* improvemente and equipment
purchaaea could overahadoW attention given
to need§ assessment, curriculum design, and
instructional program delivery.

Encourage Curriculum Development
Congress could choose to encourage the de-

velopment of curricula for various educational
levels and instructional programs geared to
the development of PA-related skills, perhaps
by fostering the develppment of voluntary
guidelines for PA-related curriculum content.
This could be accomplished by establishing a
program within tize Department of Education
that would provide grants to educational
institutions to develop model curricula Alter-
natively, funds for relevant curriculum devel-
opment could be designated within the exist-
ing program of Educational Block Grants to
States. By encouraging industry and labor
participation in curriculum development at all
levelS, and by encouraging intersector coopera-
tion in defining instructional requirements and
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strategies generally, Congress could reinforce
ties between industry, labor, and the instruc-
tional community.

Such congressional actions would create an
environment for a new and coherent approach
to curriculum design. At present, many pro-
grams for PA-related skills development consist
simply of adding PA components to existing
curricula. For example, a number of robotics
maintenance and repair programs are based
on long-established curricula for electrome-
chanical technology or electronics. This ap-
proach to curriculum design is not necessarily
ineffective; it simply needs to be examined and
evaluated. However, curricula that are tied too
closely to specific occupations may not stand
the test of time, particularly since present
skills requirements associated with PA may
represent only the first wave of change. En-
couraging comprehensive curriculum design
and the establishment of voluntary guidelines
for curriculum content would guarantee some
degree of standardization to both enrollees and
employers. Such standardization would foster
the development of common skills that would,
in turn, encourage more standardized ap-
proaches to job content and greater individual
mobility within the work force. This would en-
courage proactive education and training.

The disadvantageof such congressional ac-
tions is that, unless carefully devised, they
might stifle creative approaches to curriculum
design and content that are ongoing or that
might otherwise develop on the institutional
level. There is also a risk that the importance
of PA issues might be overemphasized in over-
all curriculuM design.

Encourage Renewed Emphasis on Basic Skills
and Problem-Solving Ski RS

Congress could choose to encourage at all
levels of instruction a renewed emphasis on
strong, basic skills in reading, math; and-
science. Special emphasis could be placed on
the development of individual problem-solving
skills, since these are important prerequisites

to training for careers in automated manufac-
turing, as well for nonmanufacturing occupa-
tions. Many individuals are unable to partici-
pate in PA-related instruction due to basic
skill deficiencies. Others have received tech-
nical instruction that was geared to the devel-
opment of manual skills and that provided
limited opportunities for the development of
more abatract problem-solving abilities. Some
have held jobs for long periods that did not
require use of conceptual skills that may be
more important for work in computerized set-
tings. Congress could emphasize the impor-
tance of both basic skills and problem-solving
Skills at all levels of instruction, and take steps
to coordinate basic-education programs for
school-age youth and adults. This could be
accomplished by strengthening the coordina-
tion function now performed by the Depart-
ment of Education for elementary, secondary,
vocational, technical, and higher education.
Cun cagy, the Department sponsors research
on alternative approaches to basic skills and
problem-solving skills development for dif-
ferent levels of education and for students of
different age groups.

There are a number of advantages in pursu-
ing this option. First, it can make the labor
supply more resilient in the long-term by rais-
ing the overall skill level. Second, it creates
a common foundation of skills that could be
enhanced over time (as needed) through the de-
velopment of jolrelated skills, including those
associated with PA. Third, this approach does
not feed the process of "skills obablescence"
by tying individual instruction too closely to
specific technologiea.

The disadvantage of this course of action is
that it risks overemphasis of the basic skills
to the neglect of broader educational experi-
ences and the stimulation of career interests.
In addition, it represents only part of a long-
term Solution, and it does not address the nerd
for the development of specific, PA-related
Sicilia needed in the short-term, such as main-
tenance, repair, and programing.
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Intensify Efforts to Gather and Broadly
Disseminate Labor-Market Information

In order to adequately prepare for participa-
tion in the work force ,individuals need access
to current, reliable information on labor mar-
ket trends, especially trends for occupational
employment. Educational and career guidance

- personnel at all instructional levels, as well as
ihdiVidualS who provide job counseling and
Placement assistance to adults, also need ac-
cess to current, reliable information. Congress
could choose to strengthen the national
database for labor-market information and en-
courage the development of strong links to
State and local databases; where they exist.
It could also encourage more systematic dis-
semination of labor market information, in
cooperation with the private sector; by modi-
fying.the responsibilities of the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics and designating broad-bas6:1 iii=
formation dissemination as a primary BLS
function. These actions would require an in=
crease in appropriations; in light of recent cut-
backs in Federal statistical programs.

One advantage of this type of congressional
action is that it would enhance public and pri-
vate sector knowledge of labor market condi-
tions, facilitating "informed" planning by in-
dividuals', employers, educators, and all levels
of govertunent. Another advantage is that the
database could be used in combination with
information on industrial activity (e.g., plant
and facility improvements) as an early warn-
ing system for major shifts in skills require-
ments in older or emerging growth industries.

The disadvantage of enhancing current
labor-market information gathering andslis-
sernination programs is that additional Fed-
eral expenditures would be required in a period
of relatively limited Federal resources. The
success of such a program would hinge on the
close cooperation of industry and labor unifflns
with the Federal Government in sharing infor-
mation on emerging skills requirements and
current approaches to job design.

Encourage Individual Participation in
PA-Relathd InStruction

Congress could choose to influence the num-
bers of indiriduals who seek PA-related in-
struction or retraining for jobs in nomnanufac-
turing sectors. Measures such as those already
being considered by Congress to make individ-
ual participation in instruction more econom-
ically feasible could be used to encourage PA-
related skills development Theae progosals in-
clude: the creation of individual tax incentives;
the designation of training as an allowable ex-
pense under the Unemployment Insurance
System; and the eStablislune.nt of individual
education or training accounts.

This course of action would increase the role
of individuals in the adjustment process. In-
centives to individuals, would be particularly
valuable in instances where employers do not
provide PA-related skills development oppor-
tunities to their employees beyond the level
of introductory training. Displaced workers
who wish to pursue careers in computerized
environments or elsewhere would gain the re-
sources for acquiring necessary skills.

Possible disadvantages in congressional ini-
tiatives of this kind include overstimulation
of individual interest in PA-related skills de=
velopment that, unless carefully monitored,
could result in a skills glut; proliferation of PA
instructional programs that are not necessari-
ly of high quality; and a disincentive to indus-
tries utilizing PA to provide employee instruc-
tion.

Encourage Industry-Based Instruction
Findings of an OTA-sponsored survey of

views of instructional- for pro-
grammable automation suggest that the ma-
jority of firms currently utiiizing computer-
automated equipment and systems have no
plans at this time to establish in-house instruc-
tional programs in the near future.2°_These

"For additional information on this OTA-sponsored survey,
n-ee AnComEitiori and the Workplace:Selected Labor; Education,
and Training Issues, op. cit., March 1983.
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findings are in keeping with ongoing; private
sector concern about the high costs associated
with providingiii-liOtile, tatliiiical instruction.
Congress could Ch 6:Jae to encourage users of
programmable automation _to establish or en-
hance fthristirig, iii=h-Ou§e technical training and
education programs thiough the creation of
tax incentives that help defray the costs of in-
structora, equipment, expansion of instruc-
tional facilitiea, and curriculum development:

This type of congressional action would
stimulate additional training to meet short-
term industrial needs. It_Woilld also encourage
firms already providing PA=relat6d instruction
to broaden what is commonly Very narrow
course content; to provide access to training
to a wide range of occupational groupsin-
cluding production line workers; and to consid-
er establishing longer range human resource
development programs. Training associated
with proprietary processes might be stimu-
lated by the availability of additional resources.
IncentiVea might be particularly useful in
making training in small firms, more struc-
tured and f6cUted; it traditionally occurs in-
formally on the job due to limited resources
and other factors.

One risk of such CongreSSional initiatives is
that they may not assist manufacturing work-
ers who need it the moat: lower skilled produc-
tion line *biker§ and skilled craftsmen who
have become unemployed or are at the great-
est risk of job_ lOSS, since industry has tradi-
tionally provided little training to_these work-
er groups. The design of specific initiatives
would determine whether the unique needs of
the§6 worker groups are taken into account in
instructional programs. There might also be
a disincentive for some individuals to pursue
PA=related education and training programs
that are not offered by their employers.

Intensify Research Efforts
Since programmable technologies are still

maturing and PA diffusion is still in the earli-
est phases, it is likely that additional changes
in skill requirements for automated manufac-

turfing will emerge over time; Congress cm
choose to increase Federal sponsorship of
search to identir changing skills requiremei
within existing manufacturing occUpatic
and emerging occupations, and to provide :
broad-based dissemination of the findings
better equip educators and trainers for c
riculum deVelopment. Congress could also I.
a research program to encourage the devell
ment of instructional standards that are
keeping with PA related skill requirements,
could authorize the Departmenta of Educati
and Labor to establish mechanisms for /*I
lei review and reassessment of these staff
arcs by industry, lab-or, and educators. Streng
ening the labor-market information databa
as propos6d in a previous option, is a prey
uisite for this initiative.

Individuals, educators, industry, and lal
would all benefit from an increased and
standing of changing skills and emerging
cupations, especially since little research
this kind is conducted within the privates
tor. Broad -based dissemination of this inf
mation by F6deral and State governmen
nonprofit associations, and other entit
would ensure that workers of all types woi
have access and the opportunity to determ
what it means in light of their career goals a
skill levels. Over time, the availability of t
information would give individuals and in
tutions a stronger basis from which to forec
future skills changes and to initiate instr
tional activities based on these changes.
creation of instructional standards would
courage the development of high-quality et
cation, training, and retraining programs w
content that accurately reflects industi
skills requirements.

A disadvantage to this option is that
would require an expanded Federal role in
cioteclmical research in a peril d of limited F
eral resources. Another disadvantage is tl
the creation of instructional standards coi
stifle creative approaches to curriculum c
tent at the institutional level; and instructio
responses to the needs of particular industr
with unique PA applications.
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Selected Case Studies: Summaries

The following section includes summaries of five
case studies of instructional programs designed to
develop skills that are presently associated with
the use of programmable automation (PA). These
five are part of a group of 14 such studies devel-
oped for OTA. Instructional activities described
in the case studies summarized here include: 1) a
robotics and computer-aided drafting program for
high school students; operated by the Oakland
County School System in southeastern Michigan:
2) the undergraduate and graduate degree pro-
grams in Engineering Technology offered by Brig-
ham Young University; Provo, Utah; 3) CADAM
Inc.'s* customer training in computer-aided de,
Sign; 4) the International Brotherhood of Electri-
cal Workers' programmable controller training sys-
tem; and 5) the "CADLCAM" operator training
program based in Glendale, Calif. (repreaentative
of effortS characterized by strong industry; educa-
tion, and government cooporation); The five stud-
ies were selected for inclusion to illustrate PA=
related instruction of various types and levels of
sophistication, as well as to highlight programs
operating in different geographic areas.

Case Study Resetifth Methodology
Case study research began in July 1982 and

ended in June 1983. The initial objective of the re--
search project was to identify and contact a
selected sample of institutions; organizations, and
agencies knovim to offer or have the potential to
offer programs designed to prepare individuals for
jobs in comPuter-automated factory environ-
ments. Approximately 300 individuals repre-=
senting industry, educational institutions, govern-
ment agencies, professional associations; training
and/or education associations, technical societies,
and community organizations were contacted in
the first .stage of the research. This was augmented
by a literature search. A sample of 100 training
or education programs was identified, frbm which
20 Were chosen to be the subjects of 14 case
studies.

The following selection criteria were developed:
Geographical spread. =Program8 were chosen

. from all four quadrants of the country, with
a concentration of four programs from the

.cArrAm Inc is a .1:1h.liaitfr:cr Of the lioekhet2d Corp.

heavily industrialized areas of southeaste.
Michigan.
InStructional deliverers. The case studies i
elude programs operated by primary school
high schools; community colleges, univer:
ties. and 4-year colleges, a union/managemer
Operated training center, and industries th
produce and use PA equipment.
Type of programmable automation trai
ing.--=Programs chosen provide instruction
computer -aided drafting and design system
robots; programmable controllers, domput(
ized numerically controlled machines, aut
mated vision systems for factory inspectio
automated materials - handling- systeits, sp
cialized semiconductOr fabrfcation eqtupmer.
and CAD and CAM networking systems. ]
addition, university programs addressing ti
systems approach to computer-integrat(
manufacturing education, plus in-plant pr
grams stressing the systems approach fi
managers; are included; _

Occupational categories of trainees. Pr
grains covered in the case study series a
dress the needs of current or potential perso
nel in the following Occupational categorie
machine operators; electrical, mechanical, ar
other maintenance personnel; welders; elect]
cal and electronics technicians; robotics tec
nicians; mechanical designers and detailer
printed circuit designers; electrical drafte
and designers; numerical control programer
general-purpoSe Programer* integrated ci
cuit designers; piping designers and drafter
manufacturing engineers; design engineer
systems engineers; research and develoPmei
personnel; Shop=floor supervisors; manager
and executives.
Size of Institution or orgamzation.Comp
nies in-chided range in size from firms emplo
Mg under 170 individuals to multinational co
porations employing hundreds of thousanc
of people. In terms of the size of the organiz
tion served by a single training division, tl
largest is 42,000. The educational institution
range in size from_ 2,500 to 34,000 student
Funding source.-=Both public and private r
stitutions and organizations are covered: M
jor public- funding sources include Federa
State, and Local government organization
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The union/management-sponsored training
program is supported by regular contribu-
tions from union members and by manage-
ment subsidy.
Industrial sector Programs covered ad-
dressed the following industrial sectors: trans-
portation equipment (including auto and com-
mercial aircraft); electrical and electronic
devices and machinery; nonelettrical machin-
ery; and programmable equipment producers.
Attempts were also made to identify suc-

cessful programs in the metalworking in-
dustry.

Additionally; some programs were chosen be-
cause they demonstrated cooperation among ed-
ucational institutions, industries, and (in one in-
stance) State and local government participation.
Two questionnairesone for companies and one
for educational institutionswere designed for use
during onsite interviews (lasting 2 to 5 days each)
conducted for each case study.
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Case Study I.
Oakland County Vocational Education Centers: Robotics
and Computer-Aided Drafting For High School Students

Background/Summary
The Oakland County Intermediate School Dis-

trict coVers approximately 9D0 square Miles to the
north and west of Detroit. The intermediate dis-
trict is comprised of 28 constituent school districts
and includes most of Oakland County and small
proportions of the adjacent counties of Macomb,
Wayne; Livingston; Genessee; Lapeer; and Wash-
tenaw.* The approximately 211,000 children in the
district live in communities of widely disparate
economic status: some are among the wealthiest
in the country, while others have disproportionate
numbers of families on State and Federal aid.**
In 1982, Pontiac, the largest constituent school
district; had an unemployment rate of over 20
percent.

In 1967, voters in the intermediate district
passed a half-mill levy to pay the construction
costs for four area vocational educatiorvcenters,

ione in each quarter of the county. The four cen-
tersoperated under contract to Oakland Schools
by the constituent districts of Pontiac; Royal Oak;
Walled Lake, and Clarkstonoffer programs in 32
occupational areas. Three 21/2 hour sessions
morning; early afternoon; and late afternoonare
offered for high school students, who spend the re-
mainder of their school day at the "home" high
schools; and the centers all operate evening classes
for adults: The flexible vocational instruction of
fered at the centers complements the vocational
education provided at high schools that operate
individual vocational programs. The centers also
provide basic-through7advanced instruction for
students from schools that have no vocational pro-
grams of their own. Students who participate in
a full 2-year course of study at a center get 900
hours of combined classroom and laboratory in-
struction in a specific vocational area.***

This is Oakland Schools; a brochure published by the Oakland In-
termediate District, explains that "in Michigan; every local school dis-
trict is a part of an intermediate district; there is no exempt territory.
The intermediate school district is a regional educational service agency
,Teated by State law to carry out certain legal functions at the direc-
Ann of the State Department of Education.

This is-OakiandSchools.---
The number of hours in vocational education curricula is mandated

by the State and is comparable to that offered in comprehensive high
schools.

Oakland Schools also provides an additional aid
to vocational programing in both the local districts
and the regional centers: curriculum specialists on
the vocational education staff at the Oakland
County Service Center assist instructors in apply-
ing current instructional technology, in keeping
program content up to date, in obtaining funds
and equipment, and in maintaining contact with
local industries.

In the summer of 1982, the Pontiac Center of-
fered a special 4-week introductory robotics pro-
gram for incoming juniors and seniors. The inten-
sive 64-hour course was a demonstration program
designed to test the feasibility of teaching robotics
and other "high tech" courses in the centers' reg-
ular schooFyear and summer offerings. As a result
of the successful summer_program, robotics and
computer-aided drafting are now taught in a num-
berof regular courses in three of the area centers.

The centers have approached the teaching of in-
tegrated manufacturing skill in a variety of ways:
1) teachers at the Pontiac Center have designed
a semester-long course in robotics offered for the
first time in January 1983; 2) the Royal Oak Center
has obtained two computer-aided drafting stations
for use in mechanical and architectural drafting
courses, and instructors there are using homemade
robots to teach basic robotics principles in fluid
power and electronics courses; and 3) the Walled
Lake Center also has a CAD system for use in its
drafting program, and instructors are now using
the Mini-Mover " teachrobot"* from the Pontiac
summer course to teach electronics, welding, in-
dustrial design and machine-shop students the
fundamentals of robotics as these relate to the
students' core disciplines.

Summer Robotics Program, North East
Oakland Vocational Education Center
(Pontiac; Mich;)

Planning and Development..The summer ro-
botics demonstration program was conceived dur-
ing an informal conversation between a vocational

Teach-robots are miniature, table-top electric robots useful for
teaching programing and robot motions.
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education curriculum specialist from Oakland
Schools Service Center and the principal of the
Pontiac Vocational Education Center. Although
the amount of time from initial conception (March
1982) to approval by the Oakland Schools' super-
intendent's committee (June 2, 1982) to program
implementation (June 28) was Short, the preplan-
ning which enabled Oakland instructors, curricu-
lum specialists, and administrators to create the
program on such short notice had been going on
for the past 10 yearS.

The preplanning began not with robotics itself
but with an ad-hoc group of instructors and cur-
riculum specialists meeting infOrmally to explore
the utilization of computer technology in theclass-
room. Five years ago; the computer group began
preparing for robotics and other industrial applica-
tions of computer technology by makingand
maintaining_---inclustrial contacts; expanding their
working knowledge of microcomputer's and pro-
grammable controllers; and familiarizing them-
selves with robotics. All this; according to the cur-
riculum specialist who spearheaded the group, was
done in anticipation of the time when robotics
would be recognized EIS suitable subject for high
school vocational education;

Because of the necessity of waiting for the prop-
er moment when public interest in robotics would
be high enough to encourage the Oakland Schools'
superintendents' committee to pass on such a pro-
grain proposal, the preplanning was necessarily, in-
formal. The yearS of informal planning; however,
proved to be productive; when the board's approv-
al was received in the beginning of June, the com-
puter-group members were able to bring together
a team of teachers with expertise in electronics,
physics, machining, and computer Programing
who both devised the curriculum and delivered the
instruction11e Service Center curriculum special-
ist and the Pontiac Center principal bought some
equipment and contacted industrial representa-
tives who donated or loaned the remainder and=
With the help of the instructorsarranged for field
trips to local user and producer firms and for guest
lectures by application engineers, sociologists and
others.

Goals.=The program was designed to meet two
sets of objectives: The immediate instructional_ob-
jectives were to familiariie the students with the
fundamental§ of robotics to help them make future
career and educational decisions, and to increase
their awareness of and interest_ in high technology
in general. The long=range goals were: 1) to devel-
op, implement, and make necessary modifications

to the curricular materials with the object of pro-
viding them to secondary and postsecondary ed-
ucational institutionsoffering robotics instruction;
2) to develop a core of people within the public ed,
ucational system with knowledge of robotics; and
3) to demonstrate that a public educational orga-
nization is capable of initiating robotics programs
in a timely fashion.

Administrative and Instructional "Staff.The
summer program staff consisted_ of two adminis
trators, five teacher§,_ and three student program-
ing aides. The chief administrator for the program;
the principal of the Pontiac Center, was responsi-
ble for student enrollment, obtaining the equip-
ment, arranging for the students to receive aca-
demic credit, and other administrative require-
ments; the Oakland School§ Service Center cur-
riculum specialist coordinated all curricular activ-
ities. The team of five instructors develOped the
instructional materials and designed and delivered
the coursework; and the student aides (two college
student§ and one high school senior) were on hand
to help with programing and writing software for
the Apple computers used to interface with the
small teach robots used in the course; All of the
instructors had a minimum of 2,000 hourS of in-
dustrial experience,' two were members of the Ed-
ucation Committee Of Robotics International of
the Society of ManufacturingEngineera, and some
had experience teaching and writing curricula for
colleges and other poa=g0cohdary institutions.

Facilities and Equipment Classes were held in
a large classroom-laboratory in the Pontiac Center..
Equipment used in the program included four
desk-top teach robots (two of which were pur-
chased, two of Which were borrowed from distrib-
utors), six Apple computers, three eathOde ray ter-
minals (CRTs), two DEC writers (strike-on termi-
nals) and electrical and electronic test equipment.

Student Selection. Because apProval for the
program was received at the end of the regular
school_ year (June 2), Student selection procedures
were highly informal. The program administrator's
discussed the program withthe guidance counse-
lors in all of_the high sehool§ served by the Pon-
tiac Center. By the time the board's approval was
announced, however, most of the high_schdols had

_started their final examination Periods or had re-
leased their students for the summer. Schools in
two large -diatritta, Pontiac and Rochester, re-
sponded by announcing the program over their
public address systems, requesting that all inter-
ested sophornore§ and juniors apply: Fifteen of the
sixteen applicants were selected, and all but one
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completed the 4-week course. Interviewers looked
for college-bound students with strong math and
physics backgrounds and with some experiencein
electronics and/or computers. Approximately 75
percent of the applicants had the recommended
background knowledge; the remainder of those ad-
mitted were chosen because of their high level of
interest in the program. Of the 14 students who
completed the program, one was female and one
was from a minority group.

Curriculum.Classroom and laboratory instruc-
tion was complemented by field trips to Pontiac
Motors; ASEA's midwest robot facility, and a lo-
cal robotics show. Students also heard guest lec-
tures by industrial representatives from Pontiac
Motor Division, ASEA, ETON Corp:, and the Kas-
per Machine Co., and by two sociologists who
talked about the social implications of robotics.
The following topic areas were covered in lectures
and reinforced by field trips; demonstrations, and
laboratory experiments:

History and classificationFactors influenc-
ing the growth of robotics in industry; manu-
facturing processes in which robots. are util-
ized; definition and description of robots and
their component parts; robot classifications
(nonservo, point-to-point servo- controlled;
and continuous-path servo-controlled); de-
scription of commercially available robots;
and the potential areas of growth in robotics.

O Simple machine process and robot terminolo-
gyDescription of simple machine functions
and the relationship between robot design-
and-function terminology and the basic termi-
nology of machine design.
Basics of electricity and motor operation/
controlAn introduction to selected funda-
mentals of electricity and electronics, specifi-
cally DC power distribution and simple DC
circuits. Students learned to use basic instru-
ments to monitor electrical power and to lo-
cate malfunctioning segments.

e Micro-computer operation and programing
Lectures and demonstrations of computer
operation and practical experience in comput-
er programing.
Robotic drive systemsA segnient in which
students learned how to address the teach ro-
bots with standard computer programs and
prepared specific programs for robot opera-
tion:
Robot applications - Review of manufactur-
ing operations related to robot applications
and field trips to design and manufacturing
facilities.

Opportunities in roboticsExamination of
the employment opportunities in the field of
robotics; requirements of various job classi-
fications as they relate_ to the individual's de-
velopment of skills and academic knowledge.

Had the superintendent's committee approval
been received earlier, the instructors would have
attempted to add another 2-week segment cover-
ing pneumatics and hydraulics, Lack of time and
difficulty in obtaining equipment, however, made
this impossible.

Instructional Methods and Materials.The
choice of a team-teaching approach was dictated
by the interdisciplinary nature of robotics itself
and also by necessityno one teacher in the Oak-
land system had all of the background knowledge
and skills required to teach_the full 4-week pro,.
gram. However, the team of instructors worked
well together; and each individual member of the
team enhanced his own knowledge of related fields
while imparting his particular expertise to the stu -.
dents. The lead instructorwho was on hand at
all times to teach specific class segments; guide
the students through experiments; and to provide
continuity as the course moved from segment to
segmentwas an electricity instructor employed
full-time at the Pontiac Center. Industrial repre-
sentatives taught the basics of robotics; a physics
instructor taught the unit on simple machine pros-
esses and aided the students as they conducted
physics experiments; an electronics instructor
from the Walled Lake Center taught the segments
on electricity and electronics; and a programing
instructor from another intermediary district
taught the basics of programing.

The first 2 days of the program consisted of in-
troductory lectures; films; demonstrations; and a
field trip to Pontiac Motors, where the students
saw industrial robots in operation and visited the
robotics training laboratory. From the third day
through the end of the course, the majority of
classtime was spent in practical laboratory work,
progressing from experiments in basic physics-and
electricity through robot programing, Because of
the limited time available for each segment and the
students' impatience with lengthy explanations of
a theoretical nature, the instructors had to con-
dense all of the material and be highly selective
in the presentation of some of the topics. The ne-
cessity to condense and select_was most challeng-
ing in the 3-day electricity/electronics segment
which, after an introductory lecture in basic elec-
tricity and the importance of electronics to the
study of robotics; concentrated on DC power dis-
tribution and simple DC circuits.
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As in the -other segments of the course, the ob=
ject in the electricity segment was to familiarize
the students with some of the basic concepts and
most importantly7to whet their interest and en-
courage them to pursue studies providing them
with more complete knowledge of the disciplines
making up robotics.

The instructors also worked as a team to cleverly
thecurriculum and written materials for the
course. Since no texts, manuals, or experiments
appropriate to secondary-level teaching were avail:
able, the instructorsaided by the curriculum ape-
cialist and by experts from industrydeveloped
laboratory manuals, experiments; a robotics glos-
gory, and handouts defining and describing robot
functions; components, and classifications. In ad-
dition, the instructors developed computer soft-
Ware for use by the students in programing expert=

ments.
Student Evaluations of the Program. In writ-

ten evaluations, most students noted that they
had enjoyed the class: The majority were im-
pressed by the team-teaching approach and the op-
portunities for individualized instruction: A num-
ber stated that they intended to pursue robotice
studies and some claimed that the course helped
them to decide on a future career in robotics. Some
atudent§ noted the lack of training in hydraulics
and suggested that it should be included were the
course to be repeated. The other criticism received
was from two students who felt that the electrici-
ty segment was too theoretical.

The instructors are now considering methods of
dealing with the electronics segment in future fa-
miliarization courses. Suggestions include: 1) plac-
ing the segment later in the course when students
would be better able to understand its relevance;
2) making provisions for a supplemental class for
those with no background in basic electricity; and
3) teaching electronics as it applies to robotics;
rather than beginning with pure electricity/elec-
Ironies:

All of those who completed the course received
a half unit of credit, which was entered on their
high school transcripts (one credit equals a full
semester-long course).

RelatiOnShipS With Industry.In the spring of
1982, program adniinistrators and members of the
instructional team met with General Motors (GM)
representatives from the Orion Plant (a new facili-
ty with over 160 robots, which; at the time, was
under construction) and from Pontiac Motor Divi-
sion tudeterthine the feasibility and appropriate-
neaa of Offering robotics on the secondary level.

The GM-representatives and other industrial con=
tacts agreed that introductory courses in rciliotics
on the secondary level would not only benefit the
students by providing them with an orientation
to the field, but benefit industry by raising public
awareness and student interest.

These industrial contacts, made in the prepro-
posal stage of the program, also proved to be fruit-
ful in the curriculum planning and program opera-
tion stages. The Pontiac Motors representative
not only' worked with the instructors to dw evelop
the curriculum, but delivered the intrUchietery lec-
ture to the first class and arranged for a field trip
to the Pontiac plant. Other industrial representa-
tives from firms that produce, distribute, and use
automated. machinery donated time and equip-
ment to the program. While no formal industrial
advisory- committee was establiahed before the
summer- was offered, the curriculum spe-
cialist_ Who helped administer the program (who is
also the vocationaliteclmical coordinator for the
Oakland district) has set up an informal commit -
tee to provide advice on present and future pro-
grama and coursework.

Relationships With Labor Unions.-=Local labi
.unions were not involved in the summer program,

Primarily because school officials looked on the
summer course as a test case which would help
them to develop prototype curricular materials
which, they felt, were needed before asking for
Union advice or participation; Before the downturn
in the area economy, local labor and company of-
ficials actively recruited students from the voca-
tional_ education centers in the district, so/that
school representatives believe that union partici-
pation in an advisory capacity would be appropri-
ate fer computer-aided manufacturingcoursework.
Vocational education representatives/ are now
making informal contacts with union alicipworkers
and hope to increase the level of contact with local
unions in the near future.

Results: Apart from achieving its objective- of
providing the participating_ atudentsiv,rith an orien7
tation to robotics, the summer program had a
number of Other salutary resultsii As one of the
country's first robotics prOgthrne on the secondary
level, it generated_a great deal of public interest
and received coverage in local newspapers, on lotal
television stations, and in publicationa like the
ManPower and Vocational Education Weekly and
publications of the American Vocational Asaocia=
tion. This positive publicity not only helped to con -

ofaChbol board officials the viability of high
school programs in robotics and other high:tech=
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nology areas; but generated the beginnings_ of a
communications network between Oakl and
Schools and other high Schools both in- and out-
of-State. The vocational education curriculum Spe-
cialist who coordinated the program has received
over 60 letters and calls from high schools, col-
leges, universities, and industries from across the
country, all of which are either interested in estab-
lishing programs or haVealready done so; The local
publicity also increased student interest in other
programs offered by the centers. The Pontiac Ceti=
ter, for example, attributes an increase in enroll-
ment for its electricity course to interest engen-
dered by the robotics program. Enrollment in:
creased from 35 in fall 1981 to 50 (capacity enroll-
ment for two sections) in fall 1982.

Another result of the program, can be seen in the
current offerings of three of the Oakland voca.
tional education centers (discussed in sec; II) and
in a number of lecal high schools in the constitu-
ent districts served by the centers. The equipment
purchased for the summer program is now in use
in two of the centers. Most of the instructors who
participated in the program brought roboticS into
their regular school-year classes (either as a seg-
ment in existing courses or as a free-standing, sem-

25-459.0 - 84 - Qli 3

ester -long course) in the centers or in local high
schools; and other instructors in the centers are
now offering or planning to offer coursework in ro-
botieS or computer-aided design. The summer pro-
gram also helped Oakland School officials to set
up an articulation process with local private
schools, community colleges; universities, and
three inchiStrial robotics programs.

The diStrict is setting up a formal articulation
agreement with nearby Oakland Community Col-
lege whereby students who take robotics course-
work in the Oakland SChoolS will receive advanced
standing in the college's robotics program. The ar-
ticulation process with the other schools and pro-
grams is, to date, informal. Other tangible results
include the curricular and instructional material
developed by the summer instructorsmanuals,
instructional units (both lectures and experi-
ments), computer _software &Signed for student
use; the robotics glossary, and a study analyzing
the reading level required for currently available
robotics texts. These materials, and the experience
gained in developing them, are now being put to
use in classroom and laboratories throughout the
diStrict and will be refined and expanded in the im-
mediate future.
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Case Study 2
Brigham Young University: The Education

of Technologists

Summary/Background
The College of Engineering and Technology.

Brigham Young University (BYU)with a main
campuS in Provo, Utah; and a campus in Hawaii=
is the largest private_university in the United
Statei: Founded in 1875 as the Brigham Young
Academy, an elementary school with 29 students,
BYU currently has an enrollment of approximate-
ly 28,000 at its Provo campus-and over 1,80.0 in
Hawaii. While its primary intent is to provide
undergraduate education; BYU does maintain:a
number of graduate programs on the master's and
doctoral levels_which have a combined graduate
enrollment of 2,890.

'Brigham Young University's College of Engi-
neeririgTuld-Tedinology has a total enrollment of
approximately 3,400 students working on under;
graduate and graduate degrees in six departments:
chemical engineering, civil engineerimg, electrical
engineering mechanical engineering; industrial eci=
ucation, and technology; The four engineering de-
partments offer traditionally structured under-
graduate engineering programs and masters- and
Ph. D.=level graduate degrees; The technology de-
nartment offers three prbgrams leading to the bac-
calaureate degree (manufacturing engineering
technologY, design engineering technology, and
electronics engineering technology), and a master's
program in computer-integrated manufactuEing
with program options in cOmputer-aided manufac=
Wring (CAM) and computer-aided deSign (CAD),
and elective courses in computeraided testing
(CAT); In the fall semester of 1983, the tecimology
department began to_ offer a graduate program
leading to the degree of master of technology
management; _

Engineering Technology.In 1967, BYU be
came the first educational institution in the cOuh-
try to receive accreditation from the Engineers
Council for Professional Development (now known

as the Accreditation Board for Engineering and
TeChnology; or ABET) for its baccalaureate pro
grams immanufaCturing engineering technology
and_- design engineering technology. In 1971,
BYU'S ;B.S._ program in electrOniCS engineering
technology was also accredited by ABET:

422

While engineering technology is closely related
to engineering=and while the education of engi-
neers and technologists overlaps in many areas
there are significant differences between the two.
disciplines. BYU'S College of Engineering and
Technology offers the following definitions Which
clarify the distinctions:

Engineering is' the profession in which a
knowledge of the inatheMatical and natural
Sciences gained by study, experience, and
practice is applied with judgment to develop
ways to utilize economically the materials and
forces of nature for the benefit of mankind.
Technology is that part of the technological
field which requires the application of scien-
tific and engineering knowledgeand methods
combined with technical skills inisupport of
engineering activities; it occupies a position
on the occupational spectrum between the
craftsman and the engineer at the end of the
spectrum closest to the engineer.'

Technologista, in essence, are applied engineers.
This may at first seem to be a misnomer, 4fice en-
gineering is traditionally considered to be an ap-
plied discipline. However, a brief overview of de-
velopmenta in engineering education in the United
States over the past .25 years clarifieS the-issue.
When the, U.S. space program began in the lite
1950's and early 1960's, engineering,schools began
responding to the increased need for science-
oriented courses by adding advanced courses in
mathematics, physics, and chemistry to their cur-
ricula. In the process, traditional engineering lab-
oratory courses in drafting, machining, and proc-
essing were dropped out of the curricula to make
room for the more theoretical courses required to
meet the needs of sophisticated space-age technol-
ogy. As technical knowledge and applications mul-
tiplied, the gap Spread between engineers, whose
education was becomingincreasingly theoretical,
and technicians engaged in manufacturing and de-
sign occupationa. Baccalaureate technology pro-
grams (Some began as 2-year techniCian programs,
while others were originally designed as 4-year pro-

'Brochure; College of Engineering Seiences and TochnolOgy, p. 9.
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grams) were created to bridge the occupational gap
between the engineer and the technician.

According to BYU representatives, it is no long,.
er possible for one person to master the skills and
knowledge required to cover the spectrum from
conceptualization to the manufacture of a final
product. Now, the idea for a product often origi-
nates with marketing, 'engineering, or manage-
ment; the engineers and technologists work as a
team to develop the layout and detailed design and
to test the prototype product. The technologist
and engineer work together to plan, design, and
test the machines or procedures for building a sys-
tem or its components, and then the craftsmen and
machine operators bring about the actual produc-
tion.* In terms of theoretical orientation; the pro-
gression goes from abstract at the design research
engineer's end, to highly practical at the tech-
nician's and craftsman's end. While the engineer,
then; may be interested in why a system; product;
or procedure performs so that he/she can create
plans or designs, the technologist is concerned
with how that system; product; or procedure per-
forms so that the engineering plans can be applied
in practice and are implemented in the most pro-
ductive manner.

Engineering Technology Programs at BYU:
BYU's Technology Department has gained nation-
al prominence; especially among industrial employ-
ers; many of whom say that the technology grad-
uates have precisely those skills most in demand
by firms implementing computer-aided manufac-
turing, design; and applied electronics procedures.
Created with industrial needs in mind, the tech-
nology programs at BYU were quick to incorpo-
rate computer-aided techniques and machinery. In
the early 1970's, individual faculty members in the
manufacturing and design programs began explor-
ing ways of acquiring computer-aided equipment
to enable them to integrate CAD and CAM into
the undergraduate curricula, and they initiated a
number of research projects. In addition, data
communications and real-time computer control
were developed.

One research project used group technology
classifications to create what has now evolved into
DCLASSa computer program that classifies; or-
ganizes, and retrieves information to assist in proc-
ess planning, material selection, circuit design,
generation of time standards; and other industrial

*The Accreditation Board for Engineeringand Technology (ABET)
also recognizes the necessity of engineers and technologists_ working
together as a team in industrial projects. According to ABET repre.
sentatives, it is for this reason that over 700 associate and bachelor
level technology programs have been accredited since the 1960's.

applications. DCLASS is now licensed by 20 com-
panies for use in 50 plants, and revenues received
from the sale of DCLASS licenses help to support
continuing research into computer-aided manufac-
turing by BYU faculty and students. In 1977; the
technology department instituted a master of sci-
ence degree program in computer-aided manufac-
turing; the program has expanded over the years
to encompass computer-aided design and comput-
er-aided electronics testing and is now known as
the Computer Integrated Manufacturing Pro-
gram. The masters program and the undergradu-
ate programs in manufacturing engineering tech-
nology and _design engineering technology are the
primary subjects of-this study.*

In recent years, BYU's traditional engineering
departments have been building their capacity in
what they_ refer to as computer- assisted engineer-
ing** and have joined with the teclmology depart-
ment to foim the Computer Assisted Design, En-
gineering; and Manufacturing (CADEM) Commit-
tee to coordinate the use of computers within the
College of Engineering and Technology and to in-
crease communication and cooperation between
departments.

Engineering Technology: Education
and Research Activities

A common misperception by outside observ-
ersincluding a number of BYU faculty and
students outside the technology departmentis
that the department offers undergraduate pro-
grams in computer-aided design and manufactur-
ing. Actually, however; while computer-aided
methodologies and techniques are incorporated
into the curricula of the three technology programs
whenever appropriate; the programs themselves
focus on providing students with a strong foun-
dation in the basics of the three disciplines
design, manufacturing, and electronicsaug-
mented by computer techniques currently in use
in industry. It is at the master's level that the tech!
nology prograins focus solidly on computer-aided
manufacturing and design.

The incorporation of computer-aided techniques
and coursework into the undergraduate curricula

*The electronics technology program currently lags behind the other
two technology programs in incorporating computeraided techniques.
This pardlels the relative lag of industry in computer-aided electronic
testing. This program will therefore receive less attention in the pres-
ent study.

**Computera.ssisted engineering (CAE) is defined by BYU engineer-
ing_faculty as "the application of computers to the whOle range of cal-
culation and simulation tasks, needed for modern professiong engineer.
ing," including finite element analysis and routines for optimization,
linkage synthesis graphics. and numerical utility.
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varies from program to programreflecting 1) cur-
rent industrial practices in the three disciplines;
2) the varying amount of conventional manufac-
turing and design skills required by the different
discipline& and 3) the availability of industrial
equipment. Thus; the design curriculum is most
suffused with computercaided techniques and
plications both because of the large amount Of
CAI) equipment in the department and because
of the rapid spread of computer-aided design in in-
dustrial setting&

The manufacturing program; while it is provided
With well-equipped labs, stresses conventional
manufacturing techniques- for the first 3 years of
study to provide the foundation for the advanced
computer-aided manufacturing technique§ and ap-
plications taught in senior and graduate-level
classes. The eleetrbnics program is the least in-
volved in computer -aided applicationsa reflec;
tion of the relatively late development of COMput-
er-aided testing (CAT) technology and difficulty
in obtaining CAT and process instrumentation
equipment.

Undergraduate Programs: Common Features.
Goats . -7-The particular_ goals and objectives of

individual programs are discussed in the program
descriptions. The technology department as a
whole, however, has identified a number of goals
which have a significant general impact on the cur=
ricula and instruction in all of the programa. Some
general goals are to "edueate the 'whole person"'_
by requiring students to_take a broad variety of
general education courses and to instill in the 8tu-
dentg a recognition of the necessity of "life-long
learning:" While life=lorig leaning is; in the most
basic sense, the responsibility of the individual, the
graduate who stops learning rapidly becomes ob-
solete when he_or she leaves school and enters a
technical field. For this reason, the technology fac-
ulty places major emphasis on bolstering the 'Stu-
dents' commitments to learn how to learn on their
own; to keep thethaelves apprised of new develop-
ments in their professional fields; and to continual;
ly update their skills and knowledge.

Faculty.Two distinguishing features mark the
members of the technology faculty; First; all have
had significant industrial experience in their in-
structional fields; That experience ranges-from a
minimum of 3 to 5 years in industry to a maximum
of 10 or More years. Second; while industrial ex=
perience is required of the faculty, doctoral degrees
are not required. Of the 16 full-time faculty
members; 6 have doctoral degrees and the remain-
der have masters' degrees in technology or engi-

neering. Although the department actively encour-
ages its faeulty to engage in research and to pub-
lish the results, that research is often of a practi-
cal and applications-oriented nature.

Teaching Methods and Materials.All of the
technology programs emphasize practical experi-
mentation and application of the theoretical ma-
terial taught in the classroom. The programs re-
quire that approximately 50 percent of the_stu-
dents' time be spent in laboratory work. Com-
ment§ by both students and faculty, however, in-
dicate that many students spend more than the
required amount of time in the laboratories, so
that the ratio of lab work to class work may actu-
ally be higher than one-to-one. Another instruc-
tional method in the department is the assignment
of actual industrial projects to undergraduate stu-
dents. Instructors on the design faculty, for ex-
ample; are frequently requeated to use the school's
CAD equipment to perform benchmark studies of
company drawings to help them determine the ef-
ficiency of a CAD system for the company's par-
ticular purposes. The studies themselves are as-
signed fra projects to upper-division design stu-
dents, who thereby gain actual industrial experi-
ence.

Other advanced students participate in similar-
ly practical research projects condueted or coor-
dinated by department facility. Seeveral technology
faculty members are now working on computer-
aided learning techniques and .instructional sys-
tertia, one of whichthe Computer Aided Simula-
tion Training System (CAST)is being developed
for use in both industrial and educational manirfac-
Wring program& When the CASTproject is com-
pleted; the learning package Will contain a total
of 300 learning modules each providing instruc-
tion on a specific manufacturing procesa. As these
modules are developed, they are incorporated into
the manufacturing curricula at BYU;

One Problem facing the department is the un-
availability of appropriate textbooks in the CAD;
CAM, and applied electronics areas; Since
textbooks On technology quickly become outdated,
the departMent is continually looking for other
ways of, supplying students with written materi-
al. A "Group Technology _Collection" has been
established in the university library -to give stu-
dents access to the groNmg number of reports and
articles on productivitk;maiibfacturingprocesses,
and new deVelopments in hardware; software, coni=
Puteriied data bases; and other topica. In addition,
copies of monographs disbussing Current topics in
manufacturing and design are reproduced and dis-
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tributed to students for their personal collections.
Another "library" resource, although not textual;
is a growing "parts library" containing a collec-
tion of manufactured parts, which are used in the
classroom to illustrate the end-products of the
manufacturing processes being studied.

Enrollment Trends. E nrollment in technology:
department programs has tripled in the last 3
years; Currently; there are just under 1,000 stu-
dents enrolled in the three undergraduate pre'
grams: approximately 210 in manufacturing, 220
in electronics, and over 550 in design. This poses
a problem for the department and the university
in that even the new facility will only be capable
of accommodating 900 students. Consequently, a
policy of "enrollment control" has been introduced
on a university-wide basis. Since enrollinents- all
Of the technology programs are increasing, and t
manufacturing and electronics programs' are e
pected to reach enrollments of up to 300 each wi
in the next 5 years, the design program enrollment
will be gradually reduced over the coming years.
Of the approximately 1;000 students; fewer,than
50 are women, and most of them are enrolled in

enrollment trends can be found in the p ogram
the design program.* More detailed discus ion of

descriptions.
Cooperative Education.The Collegelbf Engi-

neering and Technology operates an" ac ve coop-
erative education program which give students
the opportunity to integrate their aca emic stud-
ies with periods of work experience. ome of the
traditional engineering departments end to dis-
courage students from entering the, cooperative ed-
ucation (co-op) program by structuring the curric-
ulum into a lock-step sequence mil4h creates dif-
ficulties for students who spend,tiine off-campus.

The technology department, onlihe other hand,
actively encourages its students to take advantage
of the co-op program. ApproxiMately 45 percent
of the 128 students enrolled in:the college's co-op
program in 1981-82 were technology students who
worked at such firms as Beeing; Genera1Dy-
narnics, Ford Aerospace; Honeywell, Eaton-Ken-
way, and Westinghouse. Aside from the obvious
advantage of obtaining practical experience to
supplement academic knowledge and laboratory

In recent years. BYU has been actively encouraging "equal oppor-
tunity and rights for women students.',' According to the technology
department chairman. women who graduate from any of the depart-
ment's progrtuns will have an excellent chance of being hired because
of equal employment opportunity prOgrams. While the number of
women in the design program is growing, many women drop out of the
manufacturingprogram. Technology department faculty say that this
is primarily because a number of women are uncomfortable with
manufacturing laboratory work.

skills, a large number of technology students have
the additional advantage of discovering 'through
experience whether or not they want to accept the
permanent job offers they usually receive from the
co-op employers;

Ironically, the success of the co-op program has
created a problem for the department in that a
number of employers have tried to convince their
co-op students to stay on with the firm rather than
return to school to complete their degrees. Another
problem, which is somewhitTiniiting to some tech-
nology students; is the geographical isolation of
the Provo campus and the consequent necessity
for over half of the co-op students to relocate tem-
porarily to accept out-of-state employment._

Furthermore; a large number of BYU under-
graduates are married many with young fathilieS.
These students, especially, find it difficult to
accept an out-of-state co-op assignment; For these
and other reasonsincluding competition from
other schools, the downward trend in the economy
(which has caused a number of firms to discontinue
their co-op programs), and increasing pressure on
the university to turn out graduatesthe co-op
program has tapered off in recent years from a
peak of 285 students in 1979-80 to 128 in 1980-82.
Nevertheless, it still receives the support of the col-
lege and the active participation of technology
s tudents;

Counseling and Career Guidance.The univer-
sity counseling center offers both group and in-
dividual counseling for students with personal or
academic problems, and the engineering college ad-
visement center provides specific advice on engi-
neering and technology programs; The university
also has a career education program that provides
the following services: 1) courses on life planning
and decisionmaking, career exploration, and em-
ployment strategies; 2) interest testing; and 3) aca-
demic and occupational counseling.

In spite of all of these formal' counseling and
guidance channels; some technology faculty mem-
bers feel that a great deal of the students' time and
money is wasted because they do not receive com-
prehensive interest- and ability-testing when they
are admitted to the university. This lack is felt
most keenly in the technology department, where
a major portion of the undergraduates are transfer,/
students from other colleges and departments; All
though some of these students discover the tech=
nology department through regular counseling
channels; the vast majority learn of the depart-
ment and the content of its curricula almost by
accidentthrough friends, chance conversations,'
or parties outside the University;
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ManufaCturing Engineering Technology.Like
its sister program in design technology; the man-
ufacturing technology program was organized in
196G and accredited by what is now known as
ABET in 1967. The program was constructed in
Such a way that; over the years; it has been able
to accommodate the industrial trend toward com-
puter-assisted processes and equipment without
Significantly altering its original focus; At the
same time; the program has been refined over the
years to minimize duplication, improve the course
sequence, establish meaningful prerequisites; and
give students flexibility in choosing areas of
concentration.

Both the instructional program and the major
research projects of the faculty and students are
characterized by a highly systematic approach.
That approach relies on the following:

a Definition of the subject matter (in this case
manufacturing); its essential elements,- and
the activities involved;
Identification of the need for a progrte in
manufacturing technology and_ the processes
and approaches to be employed to meet that
need; and

a Classification of the processes and compo-
nents of manufacturing to forM the basis of
a systematic approach to teaching and re-
search. The notion of classification as e-
ployed by thornanuiacturing faculty rests on
the following description: "Classification not
only assists the memory by arranging individ-
ual items into groups; but also expresses a re-
lationship of things and leads to the discovery
of their laws. "' BYU'S approach is based on
an attempt to discover the laws governing
manufacturingincluding economic laws,
laws of physics, metallurgy, control systems,
etc.-define them, and teach them to the stu-
dents.

BYU bases its manufacturing curriculum on a
broad definiticiii which encompasses the total man,
ufacturing enterprise: "the series of interrelated
activities and operations that involve product de-
sign, planning, producing, materials acquiSition
and control, quality assurance; management and
marketing of discrete- consumer and producer
goods." Manufacturing activities are classified
into nine categories: product design activity;
marketing; management; material control, manu-
facturing engineering, finances and personnel,
production, and quality assurance. While thocur-
riculurn at BYU focuses primarily on one of thoie

Dell Allen. Professor. Brigham Young University.

activitiesmanufacturing engineeringit also
attempts to provide a background in the others.

To create the manufacturing curriculum, faculi
ty members drew on their own industrial experi-
ence, informal industrial contacts; and a-number
of formal surveys and studies to assess induatrial
need; opinions of manufacturing educatorS, and re-
quirement§ of accreditation agencies. After anx-
haustive evaluation of the manufacturing disci-
pline; the faculty found that the major faeter cli§=
anguishing manufacturing engineers from those
in Other disciplines is the ability to do manufac-
turing planning and estimating. That ability, in
turn; is built on knowledge of materials and met-
allurgy, production t5oling, quality assurance; pro-
duction information and control systems; plant
layout and material handling, manufacturing Sys-
tems and management.

The core courses developed to form the basis of
the manufacturing technology curriculum are,
therefore, those which develop the Skills and
Imo*ledge required for manufacturing planning
and estimating.* These are supplemented by spe-
cial education courses in economics, mathematics,
statistics and computer science, physical science;
and electronics and design technology which pro-
vide the students with basic knowledge of other
manufacturing activities related to their discipline.
Also required are general and liberal education
courses.

Program Goals and Objectives.The two major
goals Of the manufacturing engineering technology
program are: 1) to give the students opportunities
for individual development; and 2) to prepare them
with the latest knowledge and skills needed to lead
or supervise personnel engaged in manufacturing
operations; and to help in the development Of new
products and processes.** To achieve those goals;
students are provided with theoretical instruction
linked to extensive application eXperieriCe. The
core coursework is planned around eight specific
areas Of study which correspond to the require-
ments for manufacturing planning and estimating

To further refine the curriciiltirii, the faculty_conducleditsurveyof
graduates of 13 manufacturing technology programs,-their managers,
and ediitaters item the institutions offering the prograine._Tabulated
results of the survey were then evaluated by severtexperta who also
voted on various performance objectives to be maintained in manufac-
turing curricula. These perforrnanceobjectives were also incorporated
inte BYL/ manufacturing technology curricula.

**The following comment by a Bechtel Corp. representative should
be tned: "The hard, cold,_practical fact is that anyone with any type
of engineering education will aepire to be called an engineer, and there
is not the nice, _clean interface that the educators think there is between
thesluties of the many people engaged in an engineering-oriented pro-
gram. bend esign, construction, manufacturing or operations." (Quoted
fizrn Engineering Technology Education Study Final Raport, p. bla
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discussed above. These eight areas are: 1) manu-
facturing planning, 2) manufacturing processes
and materials, 3) manufacturing development, 4)
production tool and machine design; 5) production
planning and control, 6) plant layout and materi-
als handling, 7) inspection and quality assurance,
and 8) manufacturing management. Specific objec-
tives have been developed for each area of study;

Space limitations preclude a full listing of the
objectives listed under each area. The objectives
for instruction in manufacturing planning, there-
fore, will serve as an example. Those objectives are
as follows:

To familiarize the student with the function
of discrete component manufacturing sys,
tems and the characteristics, analysis, and
synthesis of such systems with emphasis on
computer-aided manufacturing planning.
To aid the student in developing the ability
to analyze parts and products for manufactur-
ing feasibility, to plan process operations and

-sequence, to estimate manufacturing costs,
and to select manufacturing tools, machines,
and equipment.
To explore the various technical aspects of
automation and numerical control systems
(including labor-management responsibilities):
to give students experience in manual and
computer-aided numerical control program-
ing; and to give them experience working in
local industries to solve manufacturing prob-
lems through the use of mechanization and au-,
tomation.

Computer-aided processes and techniques are in-
corporated into the couisework when appropriate;
it should again be stressed, however, that the un-
dergraduate curriculum emphasizes and builds on
conventional manufacturing techniques and proc-
esses which serve as a foundation for the study
of computer-aided manufacturing.

Facilities and Equipment.The manufacturing
technology laboratories are distributed through
four buildings on the campus. The laboratories
some of which are shared with the Mechanical En-
gine3ring and Industrial Education Depart-
ments_occripy over 15,000 square feet (total) and
include facilities for machine-tool operations, fluid
power experiments, casting processes, metal form-
ing; metallurgy, quality assurance; materials sci-
ence, welding, metal forming, and advanced weld-
ing. Also available are a CAD computer area and
a large machine-tool-performance and CAM lab;

A comprehensive listing of the conventional and
computer-aided equipment available to manufac-
turing technology students is not consistent with
the space limitations of the present study: Follow-
ing is a description of the major equipment items
in the CAM Laboratory:

a high-performance Evans and Sutherland
graphics system for use in process simulation
and material flow studies;
fabrication equipment, including a 3-axis com-
puter-controlled milling machine used for
undergraduate instruction and for some pro-
totype production, and a Sheldon CNC lathe
equipped with an Allen Bradley controller;
two material storage systems,an Eaton Ken-
way mini-load stacker and a White Company
carousel unitused in conjunction with the
manufacturing program's plant layout and
materiel-handling course. The two systems
are also used for storage of tooling and
in-process inventory;
an ASEA industrial robot capable of welding,
grinding, inspection, assembly and motor re-
winding which is used in graduate and under-
graduate projects; and
a 3-axis Cordax Model 1000 coordinate inspec-
tion machine, which will soon be supple-
mented byin-process sensorsincluding laser
scanning devices and equipment for measur-
ing force, temperature, position, and velocity.

The CAM laboratory has three major uses: 1)
teaching at both the undergraduate and graduate
levels; 2) R&D conducted by faculty and students;
and 3) demonstrations and seminars for faculty,
students, and industrial visitors. All of theprodue-
tion machines in the laboratory are computer-con-
trolled to facilitate the development of a demon-

. stration system in which all of the equipment will
be-networked into a distributed manufacturing
system via common databases. To develop the pro-
posed integratectsystem, the students_ and staff
are in the process of setting up a "CAM Mini-Lab"
where they can test the integrated manufacturing
process on a small scale before attempting to use
the full-size industrial equipment. Current equip-
ment in the Mini-Lab consists of the following:

An IBM -PC Graphic System used to retrieve
a given part shape from a data file and to mod-
ify the basic dimensions to the required con-
figuration. The output is then scaled and
plotted on a hard copy device;
The part information is then transmitted di-
rectly to an Apple CNC Lathe controller that
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retrieves the cutter path routines to make the
part.
A Microbot robot retrieves the part stock
from an automatic storage and retrieval sys-
tem and inserts this part in the lathe chuck.
The part itself is then automatically prcichiced
on a miniature CNC: lathe. .

In the near future, a miniature computer -con-
trolled milling machine; a turret punch for sheet
metals; and a newly designed robot will be added
to simulate a fully integrated production facility.

Currieillum.-=FreShMen be with a course on
basic machine-tool operation and an overview of
theprimary processes and materials used in man:
ufacturing. They are also required to take basic
graphics or drafting courses from the design' tech-
nology division and an "Introduction to Engineer=
ing and Technology" course required of all tech-
nology students.- Sophbmore- and junior-year stud-
ie§ foCuS primarily on the manufacturing processes
courses that form the backbone of the curriculum.
These processes include machining, welding cast-
ing, forming, molding, and heat-treating, and are
supplemented by "related" technical courses in
material science, fluid power, and electronic con-
trol, and "supporting" courses in computer sci-
ences, mathematics, physics; economics, and tech-
nical writing. Sophomores and juniors also take
courses in quality assurance, production planning,
and machine-tool performance;

While a number of the freshman- through junior;
level courses include sections on computer-aided
manufacturing techniques, machines; and 'proc-
egaesmost notably; the numerical control course,
which contains a lengthy section on computer=as-_
sisted programing it is not until their senior year
that students may begin to focus on the curricu-
lum's "minor option" in computer-aided design or
manufacturing. At that stage, manufacturing stu-
dents interested in design or programing may take
advanced CAD courses from the design section or
computer programing courses from the computer
science department. Those interested in computer-
aided manufacturing may take courses in robotics,
computer -aided materials handling,- computer-
aided manufacturing systems, adVanced /WC pro-
graming, N/C software development, and group
technology.

All of the manufacturing courses have an assn-
dated laboratory requirement; and students spend
approximately 50 percent of their time in the lab-
oratories applying the theoretical material learned
in the classroom. All students are assigned a num-
ber of individual and group projects during the

course of their studies. The projects are'designed
to foster analytical and creative problem-solving
capabilities; to help the students understand the
importance of proper design and 'good manufac-
turing planning, and to teach them how to work
as part of a development or production team.

A number of these projects are conducted as
part of a senior -level course titled "Manufacturing
Development Lab," which is designed to be the
culmination of the students' training. Students in
this course are expected to use the concepts and
skills learned in previous processes and planning
courses to tool-up and produce usable products,
to perform in-depth manufacturing analyses, or en-
gage in other prOduttion and planning activities
identical to those performed in industrial environ-
ments; Products produced by §tudents in the de-
velopment lab include an electrically driven wheat
mill and parts for a miniaturized _turret punch
press to be used in the CAM Miiii=Lab, together
with feasibility studieS on the_manufacture of the
press. Studenta have also participated in joint
projects with industry on-plant layout and mate-
riais handling, machinability studies, and group
technology and material classification and coding
studies.

Enrollnient Treade.Beginning with two stu-
dents in 1960; the manufacturing technology pro.:
gram has shown a relatively steady enrollment
growth over the past two decades: .With a current
enrollment of 180 students, the program is ex-
pected to reach its enrcilliment ceiling of 250 stu-
dents by 1985. The manufacturing program has
the lOwest number of female students of all the
technology programs (three women are currently
enrolled) and the highest number of transfers from
other departments. In fact; very few of the Man-
ufacturing Technology students enter the program
as freshmen; from 30 to 40 percent of the students
transfer from one of the engineering departnients
while the remainder come from a variety of other
colleges and departments throughout the univer-
sity.

An ongoing project within the manufacturing
section is the development and analysis of manu-
facturing student PrtifileS. This study shows that
most manufacturing students have had from three
to five other majors before taking up manufactur-
ing technology, haVe an average of 2 years of in-
du§trial experience, and are 26 years old when they
traduate; A recent study of approximately 30
manufacturing seniors indiCates a number of sim-
ilaritie§ among those studied: their major interests
Were in mechanical things; seeing things work, see-
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ing how things work, technical _production
management and supervision; and computer pro-
graming. Asked to assess their own abilities, the
students rated themselves high in inventive abili-
ty; visualization of interaction among various com-
ponents of a process, ability to do practical,
"hands-on" engineering, ability to organize and
schedule projects, ability to make decisions when
not all the facts are available; ability to work under
pressure, and ability to work well with people.

Placement.From 95 to 99 percent of each
graduating class of manufacturing technologists
find jobs in industry. Most graduates receive mul-
tiple job offers at starting salaries that show a
steady increase year by year. Although current
salary information is not available; surveys of
1980-81 graduates show an average starting salary
of $23,500, with salaries ranging from $21,000 to
$27,600.

The majority of graduates are employed in the
automotive and aerospace industries, heavy equip-
ment manufacturing, computer-related produc-
tion, and firms producing high-technology ord-
nance materials. Among the companies most ac-
tive in hiring BYU manufacturing technology
graduates are IBM, Texas Instruments; Ford;
John Deere, Caterpillar, General Dynamics, Gen-
eral Electric, Hughes, U.S. Steel, Hewlett Packard,
Boeing; Lockheed; and Cummins Engine.

A large proportion of the graduates are hired as
manufacturing engineers; others are classified as
industrial engineers, process engineers, design en-
gineers; quality-assurance engineers; research en-
gineers, and production engineers. A significant
number go directly into managementmost as
managers; some as management trainees: The re-
mainder assume a variety of positions and are
hired as trainers, estimators, N/C programers, sys-
tems analysts, technical service representatives,
production_ schedulers, and lab, technicians.

Design Engineering Technology.The design
technology program was not only the first tech-
nology program in the United States to award a
baccalaureate degree in design and drafting* but
also the first 4-year program to be certified at the
engineering designer level by the American Insti-
tute for Design and Drafting (AIDD)** and, along

According to the design technology faculty; many companies had
been forced to employ graduate engineers to fill designp_ositions because
of industry's growing need for qualified technical personnel. The de-
sign faculty viewed this process as "counterproductive in view of the
engineers' sophisticated training and interests" and developed the de-
sign technology program to produce graduate designers specifically
trained to meet the industrial need.

**AIDD is a professional group organized to advance the state of
the art in the industrial drafting and design community. The institute
has an educational arm which certifies high school, technician-level (2-
year), and baccalaureate (4-year design programs.

with BYU's manufacturing technology program;
the first 4 -year technology program to be accred-
ited by ABET.

As the field of industrial drafting and design
adapted to computer-assisted techniques, the de-
sign technology faculty attempted; as best it
could4 to keep pace with the rapid industrial;ad-
vances. By the early 1970's, students m the design
technology program were using APT part-pro-
graming language to complete manual program-
ing and batch processing exercises, keying the
manually produced programs onto a Flexiwriter
which produced machine control tapes that were
then verified on a Gerber plotter. At the same
time, faculty members were actively exploring
ways of automating the design graphics processes
in the program by making contacts with industrial
representatives, keeping themselves informed of
the latest processes and their potential, and at-
tending and speaking at professional gatherings;

It was at one such professional meeting-an
AIDD conventionthat a design technology facul-
ty member was approached by a representative of
Applicon, a major turnkey computer graphics
firm, who had been impressed by hispresentation
describing the design program's attempts to in-
cbrporate industrial techniques into its curriculum.
As a resUlt of that meeting, Applicon eventually
donated a computer graphics system to the design
program; The one-terminal Applicon system was
installed in 1975 and the faculty began develop-
ing_coursework to incorporate commuter -aided de-
sign instruction into the curriculum;

During the past 8 years, the relationship be-
tween Applicon and BYU's design technology sec-
tion has remained strong and has resulted in the
donation of two new Applicon systems. (one of
which replaced the original, already-outdated, sys-
tem). In addition, because of the curricular ad-
vances made possible by -the use of the Applicon
systems for instructional purposes, Computervi-
sion, GE-Calma, and other CAD systems have
either been donated by the producers or provided
at a minimal cost to the college (see section on Fa-
cilities and Equipment). The design curriculum
currently taught at BYU would not have been pos-
sible had the faculty been less successful in _main--
taining industrial contacts and encouraging indus-
try to donate equipment

Program Goals and Objectives._The primary
goal of the design engineering technology program
is to "expose the student to challenging opportu-
nities in mechanical design; including new materi-
als, techniques, processes, etc., and thoroughly ao.
quaint hini with the current trends, ideology, and
tools of technical and computer-generated graph-
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ics;" The educational philosophy that supports
that goal is that "students must have a founda-
tion in theory, coupled with viable applications ex-
perience; before education becomes truly meaning=
ful." That philosophy, Shared by the other sections
of the technology department, sets the technology
durricula apart from traditional engineering Cur-
ricula and results in an instructional program in
Which fully half of the student's work is practical;
"hands-on" experimentation and application.

Among the technical objectives of the design
program are the following: 1) to familiarize the Stu-
dent with basic problems in desk development;
including documentation and production tech-
niques; precision dimensioning and tOlerancing
(among these techniqueS are Computer-assisted de-
sign, parametric design; and automation within
the design cycle); 2) to teach basic computer=aided
design, manufacturing, and engineering (CAD,
CAM, CAE) principles; 3) to assist the student in
becoming knowledgeable about the proper use cif
modern production tools; inaChineS, and equip-
ment;_ 4) to aid the Student in learning the basic
manufacturing processes and how to achieve eco-
nomical production by selecting the Proper link=
ess; 5) to acquaint studenta with numerical con-
trol systems and their applications; and 6) to pro-
vide students with opportunities to participate in
actual industry-related deSign_problenis.

Facilities and Equipment. At present; the en-
gineering sciences aL6d technology building houseS
four instructional laboratories containing interac-
tive graphics and computer-aided design equip-
ment. One of these laboratories; called "The Ap-
ple Lab," contains a total of 25 microcomputers
(including 8 Apples) that are programed to simu-
late many of the basic computer graphics func-
tions of Computervision or Applicon systems. The
Apple Lab is used to train freshmen in the tech-
nology and engineering departments in the basics
of computer graphics; Students in more adVanced
classes use sophisticated industrial_ equipment
located in the other instructional laboratories;
That equipment includes two Applicon 885 multi=
workstatioh IMAGE configured systems- (eight
workstations); a Computervision CADDS three
multiterminal system; a Computervision CADDS
four multiworkstation systein; a Celina DDM SyS-
tem, also multiterminal; and a Tektronix 4054 sys-
tem used principally by electronics students.

Curriculum;In contrast to the manufacturing
technology curriculumwhich stresses conven-
tional manufacturing skills and knowledge in the
beginning of the programs and moves gradually

into computer-oriented processes on the seriior, and
graduate levels7-the design curriculum focuses on
Computer-aided techniques and applications from
the outset. All design students study seven prin=
cipal areas,--graphic science standards, probleri
analysis, planning, design synthesis, evaluation,
documentation,_and application all supplemented
by the computer systems in the school..labOratb;
ries.

The design program builds on the basic design
and drafting skills and knowledge develoPed in the
required freshman and sophomore courses cover-
ing the finidamentals of engineering graphics; me-
chanical drafting (which includes automated draft=
ing techniques); and principles of descriptive ga=
ometry. While computer-aided techniques are
taught as !mitt of individual lower-division _courses,
half of the required courses for juniors and seniors
focus entirely on computer graphics and computer -
aided design. Two of the six design courses re-
quired during the junior year for example, are 1)
"Professional Graphics ApplicationsIriteraCtiVe
COmputer Graphica'and 2) "Computer-Aided De-
sign Interactive Graphics L"

Professional graphics applications reviews the,.
development of computer graphics; covers the
fundamental terminology; concepts; and princi-
ples of computer graphics; introduces the
dents to the uses and applications of 2- and 3 -di-
mensional systhms; and tep.ches operational
techniques ;. Students in this course study the
capabilities and functions of Apple, Applicon,
and Computervision systems and complete lab-
oratory work focusing on operational techniques
required by each system.
Computer:aided design--interactive graphics 1
provides students with exposure to a broad
range of engineering applications that can be ex-
ecuted on CAD systems; trains them to execute
vendor- prepared applications packages dealing
with engineering problems, and _exposes thein
to CAD software development. Among the ap-
plitatiOns and techniques studied in this course
are finite element modeling, digitizing, param:
etric programing, numerical control part pro-
graming, and detailing 3 -D drawings;
In their senior year, students are required to

take two other computer-oriented courses:
Basic computer- assisted part programing pro-
vides. students with a practical working

*This, according to design program faculty, reflects currentpractice
in industry. where CAD techniques are more widespread than CAM
techniques.
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knowledge of APT programing techniques;
gives them a frame of reference to help them
to understand and implement computer-aided
design and manufacturing processes; and ex-
plores the impact of APT and automation in
general on the traditional techniques and
philosophy of engineering graphics;
Design techisoftware develop-
ment (interactive graphics 2) explores CAD
software development research techniques,
programing; and operation of automated and
computer graphic equipment with the object
of acquainting students with CAD databases
and database manipulation tools.*

In addition to the required courses, two gradu-
ate courses in advanced computer-aided design
and advanced CAD applications are open to sen-
iors as elective courses (see section on Graduate
Programs).

Enrollment Trends.The design technology
program has the highest enrollment of the tech-
nology programs. In fact, with a 1982-83 academic
year enrollment of 574 undergraduates, the design
faculty is now in the position of having to intro-
duce enrollment controls to eventually reduce the
number of design students to 300. The primary
reason for adopting this measure is to enable de-
sign students to spend a minimum of 5 hours a
week working on the CAD stations. Approximate-
ly 30 of the design undergraduates are women, giv-
ing this program the highest percentage of female
enrollment of all the technology programs.

A recent analysis of the enrollment figures (done
when the enrollment totalled 555) revealed that 77
of the design students were freshmen; 119 were
sophomores; 155 were juniors; and 204 were sen-
ior& The relatively small number of freshmen and
sophomores does not reflect an enrollment decline
at the lower division level; rather, it reflects A
general enrollment trend seen in all of the sections
of the technology department of upper-division
transfers from other disciplines.

Placement Like the other BYU technology
programs, the design prograni has a placement
rate approaching 99 percent. With only occasional
exceptions; those who do not accept immediate
employment in the design field go on to_graduate
school or into the military. One reason fthe high

'Students are also required to take a noncredit "Design Technology
Seminar" each semester. Seminars are held twice a month. Once each
month the design technology students join with all students in the col-
lege to attend the Engineering College lecture covering a recent topic
in engineering: the other monthly meeting addresses recent develop-
ments in- computer -aided engineering and is specifically geared for de-
sign students.

placement rate is that the faculty actively encour-
ages students to work in industry to get applica-
tion experience before going on to graduate work.
Most students receive two or more job offers; and
program graduates have been ernployedn the fol-
lowing firms (to list but a few): Sandia Laborato-
ries, General Electric, Texas Instruments, Boeing,
Applicon, Garrott Corp;, John Deere Product En-
gineering Center, Hughes Aircraft, General-Dyna---
mics, Signetics, U.S. Steel, Martin Marietta, Xer-
ox Corp.; Calma Co; Bechtel Power Corp.; West-
inghouse, Rocketdyne, and Motorola.

The majority of graduates are employed in en-
gineering positions directly after graduation. Spe-
cific occupational titles assigned by the ruing
companies include the following: design engineer,
CAD applications engineer, process engineer, man-
ufacturing engineer;_CAD/CAM engineer; compu-
ter engineer, roe..ket design engineer, software engi-
neer, product design engineer; associate engi-
neer; and engineer; Others are employed as CAD/
CAM programers, software analysts; tool design-
ers, CAD support technologists, computer graph=
ics specialists; and CAD/CAM consultants.

A_number of graduates are hired as CAD or
CAD1CAM managers or as management trainees,
and a growing number are hired as CAD/CAM
trainers. Another growing occupational opportuni
ty for which design graduates are well prepared
is technical marketing supporta number of re-
cent design graduates have been hired as technical
personnel who accompany equipment salespeople
to answer the customer's technical questions and
to help them make realistic appraisals of whether
or not -CAD and CAM equipment will perform de-
sired functions in specific environments.

Graduate Programs.In 1977, the technology
department established an M.S. program in com-
-puter-aided manufacturing. Now retitled compu-
ter-integrated manufacturinK(CIM), this program
currently offers separate options in CAM and
CAD and may in the future offer an option in com
puter-aided testing (CAT) for those students spe-
cializing in advanced electronics applications; The
renaming of the CIM program not only madeSpe:-
cific options in design and manufacturing available
but also emphasized the thrust of the program,
which is to provide students with training in the
use of specific computer applications (e.g, robotics
and group technology) as the basis for the study
of integrated manufacturing where _a_ variety of
computer-aided equipment is linked in a distri-
buted system.

--One unusual feature of the CIIVI program is that
over half of its students are professional engineers
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and managers ernployed by the Western Electric
_Co., who attend condensed, intensive versions of
the regular school-year courses for 5 weeks each
summer over a period of 5 years. The remainder
of the studenta enrolled in CIM are full-time grad-
uate studenta. At present; 30 full-time students
and 60 Western Electric engineers are enrolled in
the program. The firat eight Western Electric
students completed their coursework during the
spring 1983 term.

In the fall of 1983, the technology department
began to offer another graduate degree program
in technical management. This new program offer-
ing is the result of a cooperative effort between the
College of-Engineerin,g_Sciences_and the School of
Management, and Will Combine MBA courses with
technical electives from either the technology
department or the traditional engineering depart-
ments. Students choosing to supplement manage-
ment courses with technology coursework will pur-
sue the technology management option, while §tti=
dents electing to take coursework from the
engineering departmenta will folloW the engineer-
ing management option. _

Since the technology/engineermg management
program has not yet been offered, the remainder
of thiS SettiOn will be devoted to the program in
computer-integrated manufacturing.

Program Goals and Objectives: Computer Inte-
grated Maiiiifatturin&The major goal of the
CIM curriculum is to prepare graduates to inte-
grate computerized systems in manufacturing en-
vironments, and to do so with a high degree of ef-
fectiveness. Specific objectives defined to support
that goal are the following

to instruct student-1 in the principles; ele-
menta, philosophy; a techniques of effective
manufacturing system design;
to aid students in developing_the ability to in-
tegrate computerized systems to solve prac-
tical, recurring problems; and
to provide guidance to students completing
the M.S. thesis requirement, which involves
an in-depth study of a social, economic, or
technical aspect of computer -aided manufac-
turing systems.

Entrance Requirements:.,-The program is
specifically designed for students with recent in-
dustrial experience Who wish to develop special-
ized skills and knowledge in technical and mana-
gerial aspects of computer-aided Manufacturing
and design. Applicants must, therefore, have at

least 1 year of relevant industrial experience.*
Other entrance requirements include: 1) a bache-
lor's degree in engineering technology, or, with the
consent of the department, a B.S. in an allied dis-
cipline such as engineering; 2) evidence of com-
pleted coursework in manufacturing processes,
materials science, design and graphics, electronics;
computer programing, physics, and calculus;

Faulty, Facilities, and Equipment. Graduate
courses are taught by approximately two-thirds
of the technology faculty. Facilities and equipment
are the same as those available to undergraduate
technology majors:

CurricuIELBoth CIM options are structured to
accommodate industrial requirements and to pre-
pare Students for advanced workin computer=
aided design and manufacturing. While students
may create individually focused options within the
two forinal options (CAD and CAM); specified
courses are required to form'a fOundation on which
to base the individualiied program.

CAM OPtion=-Students choosing to specialize
in computer -aided manufacturing take the follotkr=
ing courses:

Computer-aided facility design-and materials
handlingtheory and application of plant lay-
out techniques, emphasizing materials handl-
ing systems.
CNC part programing programing- tech-
niques and requirements for the manufactur-
ing of components on computer numerical
control machining centers, emphasizing pro-
graming, applications, and software develop-
ment.
Group technologyclassification theory and
practice applied to workpiece-ciassification-
and-coding and statistics, production in man-
ufacturing cells, design retrieval, and gener-
ative process planning (all with an emphasis
on computer applications).
Computer-aided manufacturing systems ba-
sic activities, elements, and_principles of com-
puter-aided _manufacturing,_
minology, systems integration, architecture,
database development, interfaces, and com-
puter h'ardware/software requirements.

The only exception to this requirement is that students who haVe
completed a year of cooperative education experience (which, in riatii-

Wily 8 months _of work experience) are eligible to applit. The
technology faculty, however actively encouragesteclumlogy undergrad-
uates contemplating this advanced degree to work full-time in indub.
try balite upplyingin order to gain u practical understanding of indus-
trial practices before beginning graduate work.



Industrial roboticshistory and philosophy
of robotics; industrial applications; program-
ing, economic justification, and integration
with production systems.

Students are also required to take a course in
computer-aided design (see below) and a graduate
seminar, and may choose from a number of senior-
and graduate-level manufacturing, design, and
electronics technology courses or courses in com-
puter science, mechanical engineering, or business
management to complete their option.

CAD Option: Students taking the computer-
aided design option are also required to take the
manufacturing technology courses in group tech-
nology and computer-aided manufacturing sys-
tems. Two advanced CAD courses are also re-
quired:

Computer-aided design: interactive graphics
3EAD systems management philosophies;
including systems evaluation, cost justifica-
tion, procurement procedures, implementa-
tion; and management/operator training
programs.
Advanced CAD applicationsphilosophy,
methods, and applications of engineering
techniques pertaining to present and future
trends of finite element and solids modeling;
complex nuinerical control methods.

Elective coursework may be chosen from all
three curricula of the technology department; the
computer sciences department, and the mechanical
engineering department.

Electronics Technology Coursework:Although
there is, at present, no formal electronics option
in the CIM program, a number of upper-level and
graduate courses that focus on computer-aided ap-
plications and techniques are available to students
in the CIM program. Among these are computer-
aided testing and instrumentation; electronics fab-
riction and assembly, and real-time sensing and
control.*

Research.All CIM students are required to do
research and write a thesis; preferably on a prac:.
tical aspect or application of computer-integrated
manufacturing_ systems. In _practice, areas of
research have been very broad. A number of stu-
dents participate in ongoing faculty research,
while others initiate independent researchprojects
in subjects such as selection of CAD equipment;
CAD training, CAD system performance; compu-
ter-aided materials selection, carbide selection,

The "Real -Time Sensing and Control" course focuses on writing com-
puter language for computer operations that run in real time (i.e., are
not stored by the computer and computed in a batch mode).
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finite element modeling, automated steel mills,
solids modeling; software quality assessment; and
the cost of product quality and its relation to mar-
ket share.

The Western Electric Program.In 1978; Brig-
ham Young became one of ahandful of universities
participating in Western Electric's "On- Campus
Summer Program," which provides selected West-
ern Electric employees with the opportunity to at-
tend graduate school on-campus for 4 to 5 weeks
during the summer for a 5-year period. While the
other participating universitiesinchiding Clem-
son University; Kansas State University; New
Mexico State, Purdue, Texas Tech University, and
the. University of Illinoisoffer a variety of ad-
vanced-courses; some of which focus on CAD and
CAM, Brigham Young is the only one to offer a
degree program in computer-integrated LTanufac-
turing./Although Western Electric does not re-
quire the 60 employees currently attending BYU
to enroll formally in the CIM degree program,
almost all have chosen to do so. Those who formal-
ly enroll in the program must complete the same
thesis requirement as all regular CIM graduate
students, and all of the Western Electric
employees receive the same classroom instruction
and laboratory practice. Each summer, two
courses from the CAM option are restructured to
fit into an intensive 5-week period so that students
complete the equivalent of two 14-week courses.
The first eight graduates completed their studies
in the summer of 1983, and two or three additional
students were to complete their degree's by the end
of the year.

Western Electric covers all of the students' for-
mal costs including fees; tuition, housing; and
booksand also reimburses BYU for the salaries
of the Technology faculty and staff, and for equip-
mentment use and maintenance;
-- Enrollment Trends, Attrition,_and Placement.
While the number of Western Electric engineers
officially enrolled in the CIM program has gone
as high as 60; academic year enrollment is limited
to 30. Of the 30 students currently enrolled in the
academic year program, approximately two-thirds
are graduates of BYU and over half are graduates
of BYU technology programs. Many CIM stu-
dents take leaves-of-absence from their companies
to take the coursework; and attempt to complete
the thesis requirement after returning to their
jobs. This practice is the primary cause of attri-
tion (approximately 33 percent); which often oc-
curs after the coursework has been completed and
when students return to workrather than remain
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Dn campus to write their theses. The placement
rate for CIM graduates, on the other hand, is 100
percent. Average entry-level salaries received by
CIM gradutes range from $27,000 to $33,000, al-
though some program graduates have received of
fers as high as $50,000. ,

InduStrial Affiliations
The technology faculty operates_ on the philoso-

phy that, in meeting the needs of industry it is
meeting the needs of its students The discussion
in the preceding section has brought out a number
of ways in which the faoults, has sought industrial
advice, secured industrial donations; and engaged
in research that is either industry-oriented or Con=
ducted in cooperation with induStry. The follow-
ing paragraphs de§eribe specific formal channels
through which the technology department commu-
nicates with industry and disCuSae§ the depart-
ment's position on the forrnatiOn of an industrial
advisory council.

Channels of Communication.=The technolOgy
department participated with the other depart-
ments in the college to form the Alliance With In-
dustry. Program in 1981. The 20 companies who
participate in the program* each provide an an-
nual contribution of $10,000 or more to support
the college's research and educational programs.
Benefits to the industrialpartners include the fol-
lowing: 1y licenses for software developed by col-
lege faCultY (including high-resolution graphics
software developed by a member- f the engineer=
ing faculty), 2) research results in methodology
and applicationS, 3) help in solving special indus-
trial problems, 4) seminars for technical personnel,
and 5) access to BYU_graduatea skilled in compu=
ter-aided techniques. Benefits to the college, aside
from donations of funds and equipment, include
industrial advice and interaction and the oppor-
tunity to do research on current industrial prob-
lems.

Apart from its participation in the college-wide
alliance with industry, the technology department
has also formed independent alliances. Each year,
the department holds two DCLASS conferencea,
one for users who have licensed the software and
one for nonusers who are considering purchasing
a license. The users conference provides a forum
fOr the exchange of ideas and the presentation of
new DCLASS appliCation§; the non-users confer-

include"These B. F. Goodrich. Boeing. Digital Equipment Corp,
Evans & Sutherland, Garrett Corp.. Hewlett Packard, Exxon. GE-Cal-
ma, Genrad, GTE. and Computervisien.

ence includes an initial orientation followed by
demonstrations, workshops, and presentations by
industrial representatives who use DCLASS and
by technology department faculty.

The Manufacturing Consortium that supports
the development of CAST hold§ twice -yearly meet-
ings to review and approve the instructional mod-
ules as they are completed. The industrial mem=
bers of the consortium also provide financial re-
sources and technical information on the manufac-
turing proceSses which are the subject matter of
the instructional_ packages, and the educational
members write the software, participate in the
review process, and help to evaluate the teach-
ing/learning process employed.

The Weitern Electric program described earlier
in this-study gives the technology faculty an op-
portunity to work intensively with engineers and
technical personnel,- and faculty leave programs
allow_ faculty members to renew their working
knowledge of industrial practices by accepting
short-term employment in industry. In addition,
all faculty members take at least_ one trip a year
to attend meetings of _Rrofessional and technical
societies. Another fruitful channel of communica-
tion is provided by industrial visitors. Literally
thousands of industrial representatives visit the
department each yearsome to view the facilitie§
and equipment, some to deliver or attend Semi-
nars, and many to ask advice on computer-aided
equipment and methods.

Evaluation of Present and Future Capacity

When asked to_ evaluate BYU's technology pro-
grams on the basis of the skills and ability of their
graduates, one employer replied: "On a scale of 1
to 10, I'd rate them 10.1 Other employers con-
tacted agree, noting that BYU graduates not only
have "just the; right education," but often require
leSs on-the-job orientation training than tradition-
ally educated engineers, and are also more mature
and more willing to Work extra hours and at odd
hour§ than most engineers fresh_out of college.

The Rocky Road to Success.Evaluated with
respect to its own stated goal of_preparing stu-
dent§ for positions requiring applied engineering,
process planning, and systems management skills,
the BYU technology department clearly is highly
successful. Its present capacity to provide its
Students with the CAD and CAM skills sought by
increasing numbers of induatrial firmS is perhaps
best described by the adage, "success breeds suc-
cess." Because the faculty has been able to obtain
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industrial donations, state-of-the-art equipment,
industrial advice, and real-world research problems
for its students to work on, BYU technology grad-
uates are sought after by industry. And because
of the graduates' success in industry and the facul-
ty's achievements in research, the technology de-
partment now has more offers of equipment and
industrial research projects than it can handle and
is in the position of giving advice to companies less
technologically advanced than it is

A look at the history of the technology depart-
ment since its inception in 1960, however, reveals
that its present -day success story grew out of a
Cinderella tale: When the baccalaureate programs
were first established, and for many years after-
wards, the members of the technology faculty saw
themselves as "underdogs:" They were looked
down upon by many of the engineering faculty,
and unrecognized by most ottherest of the univer-
sity, and their 4-year _programs were often. con-
fused with the 2-year technician programs also of-
fered by the technology department at that time.
Industry-oriented and intent on filling the gap
created by the increasingly theoretical focus of
traditional engineering education, the technology
department resisted promptings by en&ieering
societies, accreditation agencies, and some of the
college faculty to "add more courses the students
wouldn't need in industry in order to become ac-
creditedit wasn't worth the tradeoff."

Eventually; the manufacturing and design pro-
gramswhich substituted application-oriented,
laboratory-based courses for the most highly
theoretical coursework in engineering disci-
plinesbecame the first accredited technology
programs in the country. Although accreditation
was beneficial to both the students and the facul,
ty, it did not solve their problem of being looked
upon as either second-rate engineers or as super-
technicians. However; the department's industrial
focus and the faculty members desire to prove
that neither they nor the discipline of technology
were '"poor relations" were significant factors in
the department's early concentration on computer-
aided design and manufacturing.

Because the programs were designed to teach
state-of-the-art industrial skills and applications,
the faculty began exploring ways of obtaining
equipment and incorporatingproammable auto-
mation into the curricula approximately_10_years
ago, when it became clear to them that CAD and
CAM would eventually become required fields of
knowledge. Furthermore; because the programs'
curricula were not bound by engineering accredita-

tion requirements, which allow little space in a
4-year curriculum for the inclusion of new courses,
coursework focusing on CAD and CAM could be
incorporated into the technology curricula with
relative ease.

The final hurdle for the technology department
was industry itself. Faculty members went from
company to company in the early 1970's, but did
not succeed in obtaining donated or reduced-price
equipment until they proved their genuine interest
and capability by demonstrating to Applicon that
their students were doing all that could be done
to automate the drafting courses with the limited--
equipment at their disposal. It was at this stage,
when the department received its first major dona-
tion (the Applicon CAD system) that Cinderella
was allowed to try on the glass slipper. The other
slippera $130,000 Kerney & Trecker CNC mill-
ing machine, which the company sold to the de-
partment for $50,000was fitted shortly there-
after,,,,, These two significant equipment additions
enabled the faculty to begin to incorporate sophis-
ticated computer-aided techniques into the course-
work; they also encouraged other firms to donate
funds and equipment.

Technology and Engineering:1
Interdepartmental Relationships

v Once it "proved itself," the situation of the tech-
nology department improved both iriSide and out-
side the university. Although perfect accord be-
tween engineering and technology faculty mem-
bers is not always achieved even now, the vast ma-
jority of faculty members in the college view
engineering and technology as partner-disciplines,
both of which are necessary to provide the broad
spectrum of education and training required to
prepare graduates for engineering and engineer-
ing-retated positions in industry. CiVil, mechanical,
and electrical engineering students are now re-
quired to take design: technology courses; and
many engineering students take courses from all
three technology programs as technical electives.

Technology students were always required to
take engineering courses relevant to their major
programL-and a third to a half as many physics,
chemistry, and mathematics courses as engineer-
ing students,. There has been limited discussion
about increasing the number of statics, dynamics,
and strength-of-materials courses taken by tech-
nology majors to equal those taken by engineers;
and there is some discussion about increasing the-
numbers M physics and mathematics courses in
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the technology curricula.* As the commonality be-
tween technology and engineering curricula grows,
more and more students and faculty perceive the
difference between the two disciplines to be one
of approach and, mission, rather than one of level
of education.

Computer-Aided Eitgiiiee_rin_g, Design,
and Manufacturing (CAEDM) Committee

Both technology and engineering faculty now
feel that they have 'an excellent relationship with
each other, in contrast to the situation in many
other universities which have both programs. The
CAEDM Committee; created in 1980, provides a
formal channel of communication between the
technologists and engineers, and a number of pro-
fessors in both departments coordinate research
projects in which technology and engineering
graduate students work together as part of a re-
search team. College faculty believe that this team
approach has a great deal of significance for aca-
demia and industry alike.**

The BYU technology department whose pri-
= =mary focus is on the implementation of engineer-

ing designshas been instrumental in increasing
the engineering departments' awareness of the
need to produce industrial designers who are more
cognizant of manufacturing concepts 'and require-
ments. One tangible example of interdepartmen-
tal cooperation in this area is a CAEDM-sponsored
short-course for faculty and students delivered by
a representative from GE, which has instituted a
version of a Japanese procedure that rates engi-
neering designs on the basis of ease and efficien-
cy of assembly. Another example is the work now
being done in the CAM Mini-Lab, where electrical
and mechanical engineering students; computer
science students, and technology students all par-
ticipate in projects addressing the manufacturing
process from design to production and the prob-
lems of networking diverse CAD and CAM equip-
ment.

*There is some disagreement among the technology_ faculty_on_the
issue of increasing the math and physics courses. which would entail
either extending the technology corrickaabeyond the !hints of 4-year
programs, requiring students to take more courses each semester, or
dropping coursea_that the majority of the faculty consider to be essen-
tialfor technologists.

!!"A perennial problem in industry has been lack of communication
between en sneers who design the products and the manufacturing de-
Partments_r ,sponsible for production. Because of this lack of commu-
nication. and 'because engineers normally receive little formal education
in the requirer, its of the manufacturing process, industrial designers
often fail to take -nrmufacturing requirements into account when design-
ing producta procedure that can lead to loss of money, loss of pro.
duction time, or tin the worst instance) a product which cannot be man-
ufactured.

The technology department also stimulated the
engineering departments' interest in CAD and
CAM, which, in turn, was a stimulUS for the Cur=
rent focus on computer-aided engineering (CAE).
The college as a whole has also benefited from the
industry interest generated by the teehnology pro-
grams and graduates. Much of the computer-aided
eguipinent obtained by the technology department
serves the entire college, and:the engineering de-
partments have now obtained computer graphics
and computer-aided data acquisition and analysis
equipment through industrial donations and coop-
erative agreements with equipment manuftietuic
ers. In addition, the growing reputation of the
technology department in industrial circles has
brought in interviewers from across the country
who hire engineering as well as technology
graduates.

The Alliance With Industry_ Program, formed
under the auspices of CAEDM, brbught the imi;
versity $1,858,000 in industrial equipment and in
funds used to augment the computer-aided _cape,
bilities of the college. In April 1983, CAEDM
hosted a conference for 380 representatives from
120 universities across the country who are either
planning or developing programs in computer-
aided manufacturing, design, and engineering.
Thirty speakers from 25 universities that have ini-
tiated such programs gave presentations on the
approach taken at their respective institutions;
and all of the participants had the opportunity to
discuss common problems; individual experiences,
and appropiate strategies. The objeet of the Con=
ference, called University Programs for. Computer-
Aided Engineering; Design and Manufacturing
(UP CAEDM) was to increase communication
among universities and to provide impetus for the
implernentatiOn of teaching and research' pro-
grams in CAD CAM, and CAE.

Problems.While cooperative endeavors like
those mentioned above have brought the faculty
of the technology and engineering departments to-
gether, the college is not entirely free of the tratli=
tional misunderstanding among _engineers and
technologists; Some of the technology faculty still
hear the scars of old battle wounds and refer to
the "arrogance" of the engineering discipline:as
a whole, and to the "old boys' club" atmosphere
that links engineers nationwideond PYcludes_tech-
nologists. They consider their own college educa-
tion in traditional engineering schools to have
"rnistrained" them, for industrial occupations.
Some engineering faculty, on the other hand, re-
sent_aent the fact that most technology department
graduates are classified as "engineers" when they
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move into industry; they fear that such graduates
may be "misrepresented" as degreed engineers.
Another problem for the engineering faculty is
that a number pf visitors from industry and aca-
demia overlook the computer-aided engineering
facilities and devote their entire attention to the
CAD and CAM facilities of the technology depart-
ment; The resentments on both sides are; however;
gradually being overcome by the spirit of coopera-
tion that now exists within the college. They are
but pale reflections of national tensions between
technologists and engineers.

Working With Industry.Having designed its
programs to respond to industrial needs and hav-
ing concentrated on industrially oriented research;
the technology department is now able to work
with industry on many levels. The continuing suc-
cess of the Western Electric program and the sat-
isfaction of the Western Electric employees who
attend the summer sessions indicate the suitabili-
ty of the technology curricula to current industrial
needs; as do the multiple job offers received by
technology graduates. The growing number of
companies purchasing DCLASS licenses and :Ix-
hibiting interest in the CAST system indicate that
the research performed by technology department
faculty and students also fills an industrial need.
Some faculty members; in fact; are in the position
of being able to pick and choose from a large num-
ber of potential industrial research projects.

Because of the similarity of interest between
technology department faculty and professionals
in industry, and because of past success in re-
search aimed at sohing current industrial prob-
lems; individual faculty members have been able
to engage in long-term research projects resulting
in a number of shorter-term benefits to industry.
DCLASS; for example; is now put to use by a num-
ber of firms for classifying and retrieving informa-
tion and for generating process plans, time stand-
ards, and a number of other applications. At the
same time; the creator of DCLASS is conducting
long-term research into the potential use of
DCLASS as a systems integration tool.

Revenues from the sale of DCLASS licenses
have helped to buy equipment and renovate facil-
ities and may soon be augmented by the sale of
CAST training modules and the CAD training
aides that allow Apple computers to simulate in-
teractive graphics systems. In many instances, the
department has been able to save the expense of
maintaining computer- aided equipment by writ-
ing software programs for equipment vendors in
exchange for maintenance services.
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The major problem-area still remaining for the
technology department in respect to working with
industry is the attitude taken by some firms
toward the occupational categories appropriate for
technology graduates; This is discussed in the fol-
lowing section.

Future Capacity.Judged by its present suc-
cess; the direction of the faculty's research; and
its determinatior to maintain its awareness of in-
dustrial needs and techniques, the future poten-
tial of the technology department to continue pro-
ducing well-trained graduates versed in computer-
aided techniques and familiar with a wide range
of computer-aided equipment seems high indeed.
The major limitation is the small size of the depart-
mentwhich, because of enrollment control; will
become smaller stilland difficulties encountered
in managing the growing numbers of computer-
aided systems; which entail coordinating frequent
upgrades and updates with the student need for
equipment time.

Although college and university administrations
have been generous in assigning funds to upgrade
old facilities and build new ones for the technology
and engineering departments; the technology de-
partment's resources cannot expand to accommo-
date all of the activities it would like to engage in.
For example, a number of companies have re-
quested that the department operate programs for
their employees on the model of the Western Elec-
tric program. The department has had to turn
down these requests for lack of resources; It will;
however, attempt to offer a series of 2-day to 1-
week seminars for industrial employees focusing
on computer-aided design and manufacturing.

A general policy of the department and of the
university is to sacrifice size for quality. The new
enrollment control procedures, for example, will ef-
fectively close off enrollment for the Design Pro-
gram for the next year or two but will also result
in more CAD-terminal-time for those students al-
ready enrolled; Of the three technology prograihs,
manufacturing 4xhibits the greatest capacity for
future enrollment growth (student interest has
been fueled by the national interest in productivi-
ty and the potential of computer-aided manufac-
turing), while the electronics program has the
greatest potential for expanding its curriculum to
include new courses focusing on computer-aided
equipment and techniques. The Electronics facul-
ty has already acquired six IIP87XM computer-
aided test stations -to be used as personal instru-
ment systems, and a Tektronic 4054 computer
graphics system for printed circuit board design.
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Future departmental plans call for an ECAM
(Electronics-CAM) minilab to be established in the
new technology building when it is completed.

The technology department, in cooperation with
the mechanical engineering department and the
electrical engineering department, developed a pro-
posal _for a three-element graduate program in
manufacturing system§ in response to IBM's an-
nouncement that it would provide college and uth-
versity grants for the development of curric-
ula in manufacturing teChniqueS. BYU has re- _
ceived notice that it has been awarded an IBM
4341 computer system with 10 CADAM graphics
terminals. This system will ha e a signifiCant im-
pact on the capacity of the three departments and
of the college as a whole to train more students
than they can presently accomModate.

The technology department'S potential capaci-
ty to provide education in progranamable automa-
tion is not entirely limited by the size of the depart -'
ment, if one considers the indiract impact of the
programs as models for other schools, the willing-
ness and ability of the faculty to provide informa-
tion to academia and industryllike, and the poten-
tial of-the-computer ;aided simulation training
packages and the CAM-Mini/Lab concept;

B YU Technology Programs as Models for Other
Educational Institutions. The manufacturing
technology prograni has been used for many years
by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers as a
recommended model for 4-year nianufEictifring pro=
grams. In additibn, representatives of 15 to 20 col-
leges and universities visit the BYU technology
department each year with the expressed intention
of _creating their own programs on the BYU model.

Technology- department faculty representatives
offer the following comments on the feasibility of
such attempts. While they have personal knowl-
edge of a number of successful programs modeled
on their own; they point out that the crucial re-
quirements for a program like theirs are often met
only with difficulty. The first reqpirement, from
their point of view, is the necessity of "giving up
the title of manufacturing engineering in order to
give industry what it really wants." This is a step
that a number of engineering schools do not wish
to take.*

Once this step is decided upon, other pitfalls_ eit-
iSt. One is the tendency of some schools to place
manufacturing technology programs in the depart-
--- -----

*According to one technology instructor, You can't take trUe-blue
theoretical engineer and expect him to teach technology; if you do;
there's a danger that the faculty will make the technology courses too
theoretical and the students will wind up with a pseudo - technology de-

gree.''

ment of mechanical engineering and to offer them
as options. The danger here, according to BYU fac-
ulty, is that the technology program is then like-
ly to become a watered-down engineering program
rather than a parallel-track program. Another ne-
cessity is that each course in the curriculum be ac-
companied by an associated laboratory require-.
ment; This means,, of course, that appropriate
equipment and facilities be available. Another ma-
jor requirement is that the faculty have industrial
_experience and be comfortable teaching a le§S
theoretical, practically oriented curriculum. The
final requirement is interest on the students' part;
While faculty can help to generate that interest,
it could be difficult to do so in a strong traditional
engineering college where students are bent on be-
coming degreed engineers and have little interest
in less theoretical studies.

TeohnolOgy Transfer. The technology depart-
mentand, especially since the formation of
CAEDM, the college as a wholehas been, and
will most likely continue to be, an excellent cbn-
duit for technology_ transfer. The faculty demon-
strates astrong determinatoa to continue to learn
from industry and an equally strong desire to
share what they have learned and their methodol-
ogy of teaching with other educational institu-
tions; The UP CAEDM conference, in particular,
has the potential of becoming a regularly occur-
ring event: the second such conference is being
hosted on the East Coast by Lehigh University in
1984. If that potential is reallied, BYU will have
provided the impetusfor a sorely needed forum for
continual exchange of information.*

Technology department faculty also expre§§ the
intention of continuing the present practice of
working as consultants to industrial. firms and
government agencies and of providing informal ad=
vice and services to industry representatives who
Visit the department to obtain information on
CAD/CAM systems and applications. Thus, the
technology transfer provided by the technology
department and other departments in'the college
is likely to continue to operate on multiple levels
to the benefit of BYU; other academic institutions,
and industry,

Computer -Based and Computer-Aided Instruc-
tional Packages. As modules of the Computer=

An informal survey- conducted by this researcher of selected colleges
and universities revealed an astonishing lack of knowledge about the
activities of other institutions on the art of faculty numbers actively
engaged in planning or developing CAD and CAM programs. While
some faculty members contacted did have some information about_dx-
feting programs in colleges and universities; they often did not_ know
the direction and IOCUB of those other programs or hid inattequate in
formation abbut specific research and curriculum development ac
tiVities.
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Aided Simulation Training System (CAST) are
completed and approved by the Manufacturing
Consortium; they will be made available to indus-
tries and educational institutions for a minimal fee
(Covering the cost of reproduction and mailing).
The manufacturing technology professor respon-
sible for devoloping and coordinating the project

1 is hopeful that within the next year, videodisk
/ technology in the United States will be well

, enough advanced to allow the CAST development
team to produce the training modules on interac-

/ tive videodisks. At present, a demonstration yid-
/ eodisk has been produced for use in further re-

/ search studies on interactive instruction, and
sound-slide presentations of some of the modules
are being tested in manufacturing technology
classes at BYU. The CAD training package for use
on Apple computers is also in the development
stage, and one of the design technology faculty has
formulated a concept for computer-aided CAD in-
struction which he hopes to develop in the near
future.

CAM Mini Lab.Technology department facul-
ty are also seeking funds to enable them to build
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duplicates of the miniature factory that will be con-
tained in the CAM Mini Lab and to provide them
to 20 universities across the country: The recipi,
ent universities would be encouraged to attend
"software exchanges," whereby advances made by
one party would benefit the group as a whole. The
estimated cost of producing the hardWare for one
minilab is $50,000, which is equal to or less than
the cost of many single items of computer-aided
equipment.

Projects such as those mentioned above expand
considerably the department's potential capacity
to have a direct effect on education and training
in the field of programmable automation: The
DCLASS_users and nonusers conferences, the
Western Electric program, and short courses for
professional engineers offered by the engineering
departments further expand the college's ability
to reach beyond the university campus to provide
educational opportunities to working profes-
sionals.
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Case Study 3
'CADAM CUStOmer Traihihg

in CotnpaterAidedDesign

Summary
CADAM Inc:, a subsidiary of Lockheed Corp.,

produces col &Sign and manufactur-
ing (CAD/CAM) software, most of which is li-
censed to customers through IBM and other com-
puter hardware firms. Customer§ may also buy
CAD/CAM software directly froM CADAM for
use on systems that are "plug-compatible" with
IBM systems.

CADAM provideS basic_ computer graphics
training free of charge to all customers whb pur-
chase software directly from the firm (two employ-
ees per customer) and charges $1,250 per student
for basic training clasSes to all customers who li-
cense the software through IBM or other hard-
wire distributors. Customers may also purchaSe
the basic training in self§tudy packages for $650
1:r. kit. The software firm offers more than 11 com-
puter graphics programs; ranging from basic train-
ing in the CADAM system of cdinputer:aided_de-
§ign, to courses on 343 piping and 3-D surfaces;
to numerical control (NC) programing, to finite ele-
ment modeling.

In addition, CADAM offers a training consult-
ing service deigned to assist customers who have
unique problems or special requirementa. All train=
Mg beyond CADAM basic_ is delivered for a fee,
Which ranges from $550 to $3;100 per student, de-
pending on the length and complexity Of the
course. The majority Of Student§ are machinists,
desig-ners, drafters, and engineers.

While CADAM provides both in-pIant training
for all of its employees and what is referred to as

scope" training (training on the computer termi-
nal in the operations required to use various
CADAM® system ware packages),* thiS Study
will focus primarily on the customer training of-
fered by the firm. When it was established in Jan,
uary 1982, its Lockheed Corp. founders committed
themselves to providing "high quality training"
Which they saw as crucial to support the company
goal of becoming a major developer and-distribu-
tor of software in the CAD/CAM field. Today, the
training departmentWhich includes curriculum

'CADAM is a registered trademark and service mark Of CADAM

designers, internal trainers, and customer trainers
accounts for 8 percent of all CADAM employees

(an unusually high percentage); and the director
of training reports directly to the president of the
firm. This again, is unusual, _since most training
department§ report-through marketing; customer
relations; or personnel. _

- Company Characteristies.=-4is of July 1983,
CADAM employed approximately 280 people in
its four major divisions: software development,
marketing; training, and administration. Seventy=
five percent of CADAM employees are in the soft-
Ware division; marketing and training have 10 per-
cent each and the remaining B percent are in ad=
ministration. At present, the firm opeiatea out of
one facility, located near the Lockheed-California
plant m Burbank; Calif. CADAM management
plans to increase the software division by 40 em-
plciyee§ during the latter part of 1983 and to-main-
tain the training department at its current level.

The decision to incorporate what was once Leek=
heed's CADAM divi§ion* WAS fueled by the per-
ceived necessity of providing CADAM manage-
ment with the flexibility, it needed to operate in
a fast-moving CAD/CAM marketplace with a wide
Variety of Ocitential customers in aerospace; ship-
building automakingacitectuaptannin gnghad
a number of other industrieS. Distinguishing
CADAM from the majority of CAD software and
software- hardware houses is the firm's concentra-
tion on developing software for mainframe CAD/
CAM systems, specifically the IBM 370, 303X,
and 4300 series, rather than for turnkey; or stand-
alone; systems utilizing minicomputers.

According to company representatives, the ad-
vantages of mainframe as opposed to turnkey sys-

'in 1967, the original CADAM SeftWare Was \developed by LOck-
heed-California engineers to aid in the numerical Central (NC) pi-6gram-
ing and airframe deSigh for Lockheed Aerospace Products. CADAM
system software was MiginallY Created for uez IBMitiWrifraines.
but by the iiiid--1970's,-Leekheeil had a1-so designed_a CADAM pack-
age for use-on-Perkin Either riiihlediiiOuteit; By 1976, Lockheed was
selling- CADAM System software to users outside of Lockheed Corp. -
BY 4979. iii addition talnarketing the a yetem,IBM also adopted
CADAM as its internal CAD/CAM software. IBM and Lockheed en-
tered into _a contractug arreigement in 1977 whereby IBM would mar-
ket and distribute CADAM system software under -the Ism installed
user. program (IUP), which makes software developed by IBM users
available to the general public.
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terns are increased database capability and the
ability to network CAD/CAM databases (including
the ability to transfer data between CAD and
CAM systems), the ability to interface to other in-
formation systems, the greater growth capability
Of mainframes (to which over 100 terminals can be
connected); greater telecommunications capabili-
ties between far-flung terminals, and the increased
speed. ateuracy, and computing ability offered by
32-bit (mainframe) as opposed to 16-bit (minicom-
puter) systems.* By offering these featureS,
CADAM believeS it has a solution for an entire en-
terprisenot merely a department or group:

According to CADAM's president; CAD/CAM
technology is most prOfitablY and productively
used by firms that are not merely seeking to au-
tomate single processes; such as design drawings
or NC part programing, but are instead deVeltip:
ing the capability to make their &Sign and manu-
facturing processes into a single integrated sys-
tem: CADAM management thus views the firm's
major role as that of a systems catalyst, since they
Maintain that CAD/CAM systems can, when used
by knowledgeable users; become the backbone of
a computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) Sys=
tern. In thiS Sense, CADAM has two major mar-
kets: firms that use CAD or CAD/CAM systems
for some processes; and; most important, firniS
that are in the process of developing integrated-
system capabilities. At present; CADAM has over
250 corporate users; including IBM (with almost
100 installations and several hundred terminals
that make use of CADAM software); GM and
other American firms; the majority of the largest
Japanese automakers and shipbuilders, and fir-MS
throughout Western Europe, Canada, South Af-
rica, -and South America:

Training Organization and PhiltistiPliY.=Ltick:
heed-California began CADAM system training
for employees in the late 1960's; shortly after the
CADAM product was _developed Lockheed in-
structors have been delivering CADAM system
training since 1975, when software packages were
first sold to outside users: As a company; then,
CADAM had the advantage of Starting out with
a track reCord of training both customers and em-
ployees on a system that had been used h produc-

Man_y of the major turnkey vendors, however, are coming out with
32bit minicomputers, which, according to Merrill Lynch's 1982 CAD/
CAM Reyiew and Outlook, "appear capable of stemming the inroads
of mainframe computer competition" Ip. 1). While mainframes have
more CPU power and speed, the new 32-bit mini systems offer more
extensive applicationssoftware and, except for "high-end large sophis-
ticated needs.'` are superior to mainframes in price/performance com-
parisons Ip. 9).
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Lion environments for over 15 years; it also int
ited 10 Lockheed-developed CADAM training r
grams and a number of experienced trainers.

Top Priority Accorded to Training.Accord
to CADAM's president, training was an integ
part of the strategic business plan created pi
to CADAM's incorporation. Convinced that c
tomer supportincluding training, curricular a
and consulting services-was a major requirem
for success in the CAD/CAM field, CADAM m
agemerit set out to establisha training departrn
that would provide curricular materials and trz
ing of a consistently high quality. The new dii
tor of training and education, hired in Novem
1981, was given a mandate to produce qual
training and to turn the training department i]
a profit center for the firm. As- head of one
CADAM's four major divisions;Ane director
training reports 'directly to the president of
firm and has both flexibility (in structuring
training department, hiring trainers and progr
designers, and organizing and developing
training material) and accountability (for prod
ing "qiiality product support" and for turnin
profit).

CADAM manageinent believes that a systen
checks and balancesinvolving cooperation
tween trainers and designers and between the SI
ware division and the training division, as well
accountability on the part of each division to
others and to top managementproduces a fc
of "Quality assurance" whereby the product it
is designed with users and training requireme
in mind, and the training effort supports the s
and use of the software:

.Relationships With_ Educational Institutionf
Aside from the training division's informal ri
tionShip with the University of Southern Calii
ma's (USC's) Instructional Technology Dein
ment, _CADAM has numerous cooperative ri
tionships with colleges and universities in Calii
nia and throughout the country: In Septeml
1982; IBM announced its intention to award S
million worth of grants of hardware and of fin
to university and college engineering schools
develop new curricula in manufacturing te
niques. CADAM intends to supplement the II
hardware donations with donations of softw
licenses:

Independently of the IBM grant, CADAM
mites software to a number of universities and
lege8, to be used in teaching CAD/CAM ftrndaxn
talc; and occasionally provides CADAM train]
to selected colleges and universities for free or

4 4 u
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a reduced rate. A more active relationship exists
With a smaller number of schools to which
CADAM also provides test releases of software.
This arrangement gives student§ experience in
solving software problems While, at the same time,
aiding CADAM software analysts in debugging
the software; With yet other institutionsUCLA
and Rensselaer PolytechhiC Inatitiite for -021-arri-

pleCADAM has engaged in joint development
work. UCLA's Department of Manufacturing En-
gineering has received grants of IBM hardware
and CADAM software, which it has integrated
into the curriculum of three separate courses.
CADAM and UCLA manufacturing engineering
faculty and graduate students are also engaged in
joint research to determine how to classify
CADAM-made drawings into part families by
using group technology &idea, with the ultimate
object of developing an integrated manufacturing
planning system.

Another cooperative projectconducted by
UCLA aims to narrow the traditional communica-
tions gap between the design and manufacturing
departments in industries by designing a "siriart"
CAD system that will monitor the design process
and prompt the designer if he bypasses manufac-
turing considerations while desigPing_a part, tool,
or product. Another UCLA=CADAM project in-
volves research into incorporating three-dimen-
sional graphics capabilities into CADAM system
software;

Other_ educational institutions with which
CADAM maintains a close working relationship
include Rensselaer_Polytechnic Institute, Michi=
gan Technological Institute, MIT, and California
Polytechnic State University. Section III of this
study discusses possible future projects with Col=
leges and universities which may have a direct im-
pact on CADAM system training itself and on the
educational offerings of participating schools:

Training Division Staff. The training division
consists of the director of training, the internal
training group, the customer training group, the
program (Le.; curriculum) designers, and three §upi
port personnel.

The training director, who was in computer sales
for IBM from 1956 to 1969 and then moved into
the industrialtraining field as an early employee
of Trateeli (a for-profit training firm) and a train-
ing consultant, combines experience in the com-
puter and training fields with formal training as
an accountant. The remainder of the professional
staff_ in the training division is approximately
equally split between employees with advanced

degrees in instructional design, education, or the
sciences, and employees with practical experience
Working on and teaching the CADAM system.

The manager of customer training is a long-time
Lockheed employee previously a drafter/designer)
who was trained as a drafting designer on
CADAM when it was first put into use in the late
1960's. A trainer in the CADAM system since the
early 1970'S, he became manager of customer
training shortly after moving to CADAM from the
Lockheed training department. Five of the six
trainers combine production experience as
CADAM System designers with experience as
CADAM system trainers for Lockheed. The senior
instructor has 20 years Of training experience, 15
Of Which were spent training Lockheed employees
and customers on the CADAM system.

The manager of the program design staff haS
completed advanced graduate work in the USC in-
Structional_ technology department and worked
previously as a manager for another firm. The four
program designers also have graduate_ and/or
teaching experience in instructional technology at
USC ( e was an instructor, one an-assistant pro-
fess° ; and one also has 10 years of industrial ex-
Peri CO. All have had extensive experience in writ-
ing instructional curricula:

The difference in backgrounds between the
trainers and the program designers reflects
CADAM management's position that CADAM
employees should specialize in what they do beat=
that trainers shduld be practitioners with engineer-
ing or miopfloor experience and that curriculum
developers should be trained communication spe-
cialists. The horizontal nature of CADAM's inter-
nal organization=-whereby, trainers, program de,
signers, and software developers are on parallel
organizational levelsis intended to encourage
cooperation and to make all technical-level
employees accountable for portions of product de-
velopment and support.-

'Training Facilitieg.:=Approximately half of all
the customer_ training is delivered at CADAM's
training facility; located at the CADAM plant and
also used for employee* Group II mainframe com-
puter, *hich is Shared with the marketing group;

Customer Trailiag
Goals;Major goals of CADAM customer train:

ins are to provide a high level of training support
to the customers and to do so on a profitable'basis.

The remainder of the training is delivered onsitO at the Customer's
location
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Recognizing that the CADAM system cannot be
effectively utilized by customers Who have not
been properly trained and that well-trained users
are those most likely to be satisfied with the sys
tem and to expand their use of it, the training di-
rector established the program design department
to support these goals with its own particular set
of objectives.

These objectives are to develop a om e set
of training tools for each customer g pro-
gram, to make those tools (written curricula, study
guides, training guides, training aids, etc.) as con-
sistent as _possible both in content and delivery,
to package appropriate courses as self-study pro-
grams to reduce training costs, and to develop new
instructional programs to keep pace with software
development and new software applications. The
trainers' goals are to make sure that the students
have a basic understanding of how the CADAM
system operates and a specific understanding of
the particular application package they are being
trained to operate.

Contractual Arrangements With Customers.
When CADAM sells or leases software licenses di-
rectly to end-user customers, free basic terminal
operation training is provided for two customer
employees. Intermediate terminal operation train-
ing and other CADAM training courses are then
available to these customers for a fee.

Direct licensing makes up the smallest portion
of CADAM sales; By far the largest distribution
is through IBM, with which CADAM has three
separate contracts: one for software licensing, one
for software development and enhancement; and
one for training; Under current contracts, IBM
markets both CADAM system software and
CADAM system training, and primary responsi-
bility for provision of training and other support
rest with IBM, which contracts with CADAM for
actual training delivery. Responsibility for sched-
uling customers into training classes is also
IBM'S: CADAM provides IBM with a projected 6-
month schedule of training courses, and IBM
schedules customers into available classes; The
contractual relationship with Perkin Elmer and
Fujitsu are somewhat different than with IBM.

Program Design.The principles of "instruc-
tional design"* will eventually be used in all of

" Instructional Technology" or "Instructional Design" was originally
developed in the late 1940's and early 1950's as a means of systemata
ing training and educational programs. It incorporat-es psychology, so-
ciology, adult education, and other ciis' ciplines to create instructumal
programs that tare into account such factors as audience maeup. level
of learning, educational levels and occupationW background of the stu-
dents, and their responses to the type of training or education provided
(e.g.. responses to learning to work on computers). A consortium of

CADAM's training programs; At present; two
courses have been fully revised by the program de-
signers: 1) CADAM basic, and 2) 3-D piping, a new
course designed for a software application pro-
gram for the construction of pipe runs and spool
diagrams. Four additional courses basic II, anal-
ysis, CADAM implementation, and CADAM in-
stallationwere to be ready by the third quarter
of 1983. As applied by CADAM designers, instruc-
tional design provides a systematic approach to
defining; developing; and evaluating training pro-
gramsan approach which attempts to combine
flexibility with an organized structure. The in-
structional design system is usable both for --

creating new programs and for revising old train-
ing material.

The instructional design system used by
CADAM designers is a nine-part process which;
in the case of the revision of CADAM basic train-
ing, took approximately 9 months to complete.
The process is broken down into three major func-
tions: 1) definition of the problem or situation, 2)
development, and 3) evaluation.

Customer Training Programs.*CADAM offers a
total of 11 customer training programs plus a
training consulting service. This section describes
the basic terminal operations course.

Basic Terminal Operations.C4DAM's basic
training program is offered approximately twice
a month. Previously a 4-day course serving four
students per class; CADAM Basic is now a 5-day
course which can accommodate _four toleight stu-
dents and can be taught by CADAM instructors
or trainers from customer firms, or can-be-used as
a self-study package; When delivered by CADAM
trainers, the basic course is priced at $1,250 per
student; when sold as a self-study package, the
cost is $650 per study kit with additional work-.
books priced at $70 to $150 each.

Course Goals.The major goals are to teach
students to use the basic functions of the CADAM
system to create engineering drawings and to un-
derstand the basic concepts and purposes of the
system as applied to their own professional needs
and work environments;

universities (including USC, Michigan State, Syracuse University. the ,

University of I ncliana. and Florida State) have developed fully fledged
graduate programs in Instructional Technology (IT).

CADAM Inc. Us-ming programs not described in the preceding pages
are the following: advanced numerical control programing, 3 -D surface.
3-D piping, finite element modeling._and analysis_procedures, manage-
ment overview basic 11 terminaLope_rations, job planning/on-the-job
training. basic numerical control programing, and instructor training.
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Prerequisites/Occupations Served. =The single
prerequisite for the course is the ability to read
blueprints. Most students who have attended the
course have been_ drafters, designers, engineers,
NC part programers, and managers of depart-
ments in which the system is installed. Originally
used by induStrial designers, the CADAM system
is now also used by architecturatdesigners,
ties planners engaged in floor and shelf layouts for
marketS, hospital supply houses and other firms,
and by electricians and electrical designers who
use the software for the design of printed circuit
boards_ and wiring diagrams. Occupational catego-
ries of students enrolling in CADAM's basic
course are thus becoming more diverse as the ap,
plications of the system multiply, and there are
plans to adjuSt the basic course to reflect the
changing audience.

Curriculum. The _ course consists of eight
lessons, each of which builds the students' ability
to operate the CADAM system by 4ntroducing
them to the use of one or more of the system's
function keys. By use of the function keys, the
operator calls up programs that enable him to
create basic geometric shapes; to "edit" the geom:
etry of his drawing the "relimit" function key,
for example, is used to trim or extend geometric
elements -=to indicate dimensions and to add nota-
tions, and to perform a variety of other operations.
By the end of the course, the students will have
learned the use of all of the function keys required
kir basic engineering drawings and will, in the
process; have completed a series of practical exer-
cises that result in a completed design of an indus-
trial robot arm.

Lesson one begins with a general introduction,
including a brief history of the CADAM system;
its benefits, and the needs ti,.at it can fill; an in-
troduction to the workstation (including a hard-
ware demonstration); and an overview of the gen-
eral operation of the system. Following the intro-
ductory lecture/demonstration, the students corn=
plete an audio-tape-guided introductory lesson on
the graphics teminal, in which they learn how to
enter and exit the system ("logon" and "lOgoff").--
arid-to perform a few simple operations._ They
learn; for example, to perform the basic filema:
nipulation required to start a new drawing, call an
existing drawing to the screen, and file a diidWing
on the computer disk.

From lesson two onward, the studentS spend ap-
proximately 70 percent of their time working on
the terminals and learning the system by means
of practical exercises. In lesson two, they learn

how to use the circle, line, and point function keys
to create points, lines, and circles at specific loca-
tions; to use the offset key to create a line in a de-
Sired direction, for example, or to create a new bon=

centric circle; and to perform procedUres for mov-
ing, sizing, Setting;-and presetting the display on
the screen by use of the "window" function key,
which can focus in on a small section Of a drawing
ox can widen its focus to preSent a full drawing on
the screen (like a camera taking either closeups or
distance shots);

In subsequent lessons, the students learn to edit
the baSic geometry they have created (to create
corners, to trim or extend elements, and to change
the representation of an element froM one line-tyTe
to another); to capture one or more elements for
manipulation_ s a single entity or group, to ana-
lyze existing elements (e.g., lengths of lineS, radii
of circles, and relative distance between a pair of
elementS); to create textual notes and symbols to
accompany the drawing on the screen; to create
auxiliary views; to plot hard copies of the draw-
ing; and to perform other basic functions;

In the final lesson; the students also learn job
planning techniques and how to create and use a
standard library of drawings.*

Instructional Methods.** The basic course is ari=

proximately 10 percent lecture (if delivered by an
instructor); 20 percent in-class reading, and 70 per-
cent practical experience on the terminal;

When used as a self-study course, the student
workbook provides course content information
and guides the student to consult the procedures
guide which comes with the training package to
help him/her complete exercises on the computer
terminal. CADAM also provides instructions to
managers to help them monitor the instruction
and strongly recommends that, even when the
course is delivered in the self=study mode, an ex-
perienced CADAM system user be on hand to an-
swer questions and provide other assistance.

When used in a group learning environment, the
workbook provides structure and support for the
learning process, but the trainer becomes the Fri-
mary resource by lecturing on course material, giv-
ing guidance to the students, and pacing the
course to the studente'speed.

Tire three critical elements in the instructional
methodstressed by the trainers and in the work-

*A standard library is a collection of drawings of standard parts or
models used frequently by a specific firm._Once the original drawings
are completed by the firm's designers, they are stored in the CADAM
library file and can be called up and used (as is, or modifieCO.

**This section is adapted from the CADAM Manager's Guide.
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book itselfare reading, planning, and careful per-
formance of the exercises. The instructors encour-
age the students to read for conceptual under-
standing and to underline especially important sec-
tions. Planning is also an integral part of the in-
structional methodology: Each exercise is accom-
panied by_a planning sheet for the students to
complete. Once they read about the skills required
to perform specific operations, they reinforce their
understanding by planning how they will utilize
those skills to complete the practical exercise.
They then develop the skills by performing the ex-
ercise specified in the workbook:

Since each lesson is constructed of interlocking
stepseach of which presents new information
and introduces new skills while reinforcing skills
and information learned in previous stepsstu-
dents are strongly encouraged not to skip over any
of the reading or planning phases.*

Training Materials: Each student_receives a
workbook; a Training Handbook and Procedures
Guide, a magnetic tape which is fed into the com-
puter and contains student exercises; and audio
tapes for the audio-guided segment in lesson one.
In addition to the student material, the customer
firm also receives a manager's guide.
- Evaluation of Students. Each lesson of
CADAM basic contains a selfevaluation quiz to
help students gage their own progress in the
course: Successful completion of the training does
not depend on passing a final examination, but em-
ployers sometimes request the trainers to provide
them with informal evaluations of the students to
help them determine which should be given chief
responsibility for operating the system at the
customer's site.

Student Evaluation of the Course.,-Students
are asked to complete written evaluations of the
course, the instructor, and the training materials.
On a seven-point scale; students rate the course
objectives, handouts, visual aids, homework,
course content, applicability to their own needs,
and the instructor. They also provide comments
on the usefulness of the material, and their own
ease or difficulty in absorbing it, and suggestions
for improvement. After the interim revision of the
course, ratings improved by up to two points,
jumping from five or below to over six on the sev-
en-point scale.**

*Sergi p. 23 for customer response to the "reading- planning- perform-
ance" methodology.

"Since the : at revision of the course was released shortly before
the writing of this study. information on student evaluations of the final
version of the course was not available.

Follow-up.At the present time, follow-up of
program graduates is informal.* CADAM main-
tains a hot line which can be used by customers
who experience software difficulties or run into
operation problems they cannot solve, and a num-
ber of_ customers call the trainers directly for help
with difficult problems.

Results
Number Trained.From January through Sep-

tember 1982, CADAM instructors trained over
700 customer employees. That number, however,
represents a small portion of trained CADAM sys-
tem users, according to CADAM's training direc-
tor. Because of the significant investment of time
and money involved in sending employees to the
CADAM training facility or bringing a CADAM
trainer to the customer site, most users send an
"advance guard" who receive the training and re-
turn to train other employees:

Productivity Results.While it is difficult to ob-
tain quantifiable data on the results of the train-
ing as discrete from the results of system use; the
subjective evaluations of CADAM customers and
the improvement in the student ratings of the ba-
sic course on CADAM's own seven-point rating
scale indicate that; for the most part,-CADAM '-
system training effectively supports the product.
Nevertheless, a few customers have experienced
some problems with the training.

Problems/Solutions.
Organizational Difficulties: Personnel and In-

structionalMairials.-7-The most significant prob-
lem faced by the CADAM training division was
that of organizing the training staff and the train-
ing material to lower the cost and increase the con-
sistency of the training itself. Creation of the pro-
gram design department freed the trainers from
the responsibility of developing their own train-
ing material. The self-instructional training pack-
age developed for the basic course also frees
CADAM from some of the service costs (providing
an instructor to teach the course, etc.) and offers
customers the option of purchasing training for
slightly more than half the cost of the instructor-
delivered course. While not all CADAM courses
are amenable to the self-study format, the. train-
ing division plans Co package the basic II terminal
operations; analysis procedures; and 3-D piping
courses as self-study progranis.

Solution to the problem of organizing the staff
and-materials; while decreasing the cost; created

The training director intends to formalize the follow-up procedures
once all of the customer courses have been revised.
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another problem. Some of the instructors had dif-
ficulty accepting the change in focus in the revised
basic coursefrom the individual instructor's
terpretation and explanation to the-highly struc-
tured and print-centered instructional material.
These instructors point out that the new course
allows for less interaction between atudenta and
instructors. Other instructors, who have taught
the basic course so frequently that they felt them-
selves growing stale, believe that the new baeic
course allows them to aid the students _progress
with more ease than in the past, and these trainers
appreciate the opportunity to apply their effort§
to the more advanced courses.

The solution to this problem of mixed instruc-
tor response to the new training method is being
achieved through a give-and-take process of grad-
ual accommodation. The instructors are required

to learn new techniques and methods which focus
on facilitating the students' understanding of the
print-centered material rather than on the instruc-
tors' own expertise and experience with the sys-
tem. However, the division management points
out that the instructors will be able to become ex-
perts in teaching specific_ aspects or applications
of the system in advanced courses which will con-
tinue to require a large degree of teacher:Student
interaction. While the students lose some degree
of personal interaction, they receive instructional
materials which thoroughly cover each step of the
process in a consistent manner and which can be
used as readily accessible review material after the
training ia,completed.

Trainee-Centered Problems.--:A§ with other
training programs in computer-aided manufactur-
ing and design, aproximately 5 percent of trainees
in the CADAM basic course exhibit resistance to
it. CADAM training division representatives say
the root cause of this is "computer anxiety," a syn-
drcime-with-two-tnaj or-aspects: -the- trainees ' fear
that they will be replaced by a cOmputer and the
corresponding fear that they will not be able to
master the "monster" that is replacing them.

In some instances, "computer anxiety" ie ac-
companied by another negative response, labelled
by CADAM trainers as the "It'll All Go By" syn-
drome (the belief that computer-aided &Sign is a
flash-in-the-pan trend which will never create
significant changes in design work); Trainees who
do show this type of resistance_ are in the mineri:
ty and are; according to CADAM trainers, usual-
ly designers, engineer* or drafters nearing retire-
ment age. While the growth of CAD/CAM has re=
duced the numbers of trainees who believe that
"it'll all go by," "computer anxiety" remains a

signifiCent problem for some trainees: CADAM
trainers address this problem by explaining that
the system iaa new tool that can only make their
jobs easier. The student workbook for the basic
course also helps the trainees to overcome their
anxiety by, again; referring to the system as a tool
rather than as a threat and introducing the stu-
dents to the terminals within the first 8 hours of
instruction by moving them into a hands-on exer-
cise that is easy to execute and has minimal poten-
tial for failure.

CADAM trainers estimate that fewer than one-
quarter of the initially resistant trainees (2 percent
of the total student group) retain their resistance
after the firat two 2 days; they report that many
such students have returned to take advanced
courses: Approximately 1 percent of all trainees
fail to learn the aystem, not because of resistance
to the training, but because of a "mental block,"
or inability to understand what is required to oper-
ate the system.

Another problemone experienced by the ma-
jority of traineesis that the basic course presents
such a large volume of information that most stu-
dents do, not grasp all of it during the week-long
course. Ektension of the course into a second week
was rejected as a solution because the customer
firms can rarely spare their employees for that
length of time. The new instructional niaterials are
designed to address the problem of "overload" by
presenting the information in the building block
pattern with built-in redundancies to reinforce
knowledge of the previous steps. In additfon, the
new course material works as a reference guide
once the training has been completed;

Evaluation of Present and Future
Capacity to Meet Training Needs

Merrill -Lynch states: "As users become more aO-
phisticatedi_ we envision a move toward general
purpose mainframe computers at the high end

level for maximum performance and:Min.',
ty to dodata base managenient .... This trend im-
plies achange in character of some vendors toward
being CAD/CAM system integratora"3 CADAIVV§
orientation to the systems integration approach,
and CADAM managenient'a belief that training
is -an integral element in that approach, maybe the

-r.-
_,CAD/CAM Review and Outlook, 1981, p. 2. The Merrill Lynch 1982

CAD/CAM Review and Outtooka user survey, however, found that
among the overall disadvantages of mainframe systems are insufficient
software and support;-high initial expenses, and the fact that the en-
tire system goes down when the CPU does.
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key to the future potential of both the software
product and the training that supports it. How-
ever, it should'be noted that under its installed
user program IBM also markets CAD software
produced by other firms.

Two of those software packagesCAEDS, de-
veloped by Structural Dynamics Research Corp.,
and circuit board design system; developed by a
Canadian firmaddress specific CAD applications
and not the broad design and manufacturing mar-
ket aimed at by CADAM; but the third package
CATIA, developed by Dassault Systems in
Francedoes, according to an IBM representa-
tive; have some potential "overlap" with CADAM
Inc.'s software applications. In addition, IBM also
markets a CADAM training package, called a
"Graphics Training Aid," developed by Westing-
houses Industry Motor Division in Roundtree,
TeX. The Graphics Training Aid was purchased by
approximately 50 companies in 1982, primarily
those intending to set up their own internal
CADAM training operations.

While neither Westinghouse nor IBM views the
Westinghouse Training Aid, which most buyers
purchase as a self-study package; as being in direct
competition with CADAM system training, the
Westinghouse package does give the customer the
option of purchasing training other than that sup-
plied by CADAM. Furthermore, CADAM train-
ing is also sold by independent engineering and
c3 ;- ..tilting firmsone of which, according to one
c-.istomer interviewed, deliverecL2 weeks of "excel7
lent" training to his employees. The "partnership"
with IBM, then, does not give CADAM a monopo-
ly on IBM's hardware customersnor does the
firm's own training department have a monopoly
on CADAM training.

Customer Evaluations;Six CADAM Inc; cus-
tomers, most of whom had received training after
either the interim or final revisions of CADAM ba-
sic had been completed, were interviewed; Most
of them represented medium- to large-sized firms
which had previous experience with either the
CADAM system or other computer-aided design
systems; and some are actively engaged in net-
working CAD and CAM capabilities. Responses
to a request for an overall evaluation of the train-
ingincluding content; delivery; and applicabili-
ty to specific company needsranged from "rea-
sonable" and "good" to "excellent." One custom-
er, who had received CADAM training in Janu-
ary 19821 went to an outside consultant for fur-
ther CADAM training a few months later and re-
turned to CADAM at the end of 1982 for more

training; said that training and other support sup-
plied by CADAM was inadequate in January but
had shown "great improvement" and "greatly in-
creased attention to detail" by the end of the year;

Benefits.One customerwho had made a
3-year study of the CAD market before purchas-
ing a systemsaid that the real benefit of the
training deliveredby the CADAM training depart
ment, as opposed to CADAM training delivered
by other vendors, is that the trainees learn how
to make the most efficient use of_ the system in the
shortest period of time. Most of the customers said
that, after completing formal CADAM system
training programs, they felt well prepared to em-
bark on the most significant portion of the train
ingthe period directly following the formal
course when the systems are used for actualpro-
duction work. During this 2- to 4-week period;
most of those interviewed reported that their new
CADAM system operators got "up to speed" (i.e.,
produced designs at rates which matched or ex-
ceeded manual drawing times) even faster than an-
ticipated. Those who had purchased or were con-
sidering purchasing the self-study packages felt
that this new option was a tremendous benefit, pri-
marily because of the perceived need for ongoing
internal CAD training.

Problems;Aside from the problems mentioned
in the preceding pages of this section, the most fre-___
quently articulated problem was that the termi-
nals at the CADAM Inc. training center occasion-
ally -went "down" or had poor response7time. (None
of the customers interviewed have had equipment
problems at their own installations, hoWever, and
many reported "incredibly quick" response times
averaging 0.15 second.) While the equipment prob=
lems at CADAMwhich are currently being ad-
dresseddo not reflect on the trainers or on the
training materials, they did create an atmosphere
of frustration which colored the trainees' percep-
tion of the training course. One customer; whose
firm is locatedin the Southeast, has had numerous
problems with the CADAM hotline, which, he
claims, is often inaccessible to Eastern customers
because it only operates during business hours on
Pacific time. This customer has lodged a formal
request to encourage CADAM to extend its hot-
line hours to accommodate customers located in
other time zones.

All of those interviewed agreed that CADAM
training is extremely expensive relative to custom-
er training provided by ;the_ majority of other
computer-aided-design firms. While most accepted
the high cost of the training as either a necessary
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evil or as the price of learning to be 6ffective users
of the CADAM system, one customer labelled the
Price of the training as "outrageoushighway rob-
bery." Although most of those interviewed
thought that the cost of the §elf;§tudy packages
($650 per kit, as opposed to $1,250 per student for
the Basic course) makes CADAM training a more
reasonable investment; one believed that even the
self-study package was "twice what it should be."

Training for Profit: Pros and Cous;CADAM's
training director points out that while many hard-
ware (and hardware/software) firms provide train:
ing free of charge to their customersor at rates
far below those charged by CADAM by; in es-
sence, folding the cost of training into the hard-
ware or software prices, CADAM's procedure of
pricing training to cover the operating and devel-
opment costs of the training division creates cer-
tain benefits for both the customer and the train-
ing deliverer.

For one, customers get what they pay for=i.e.,
customers who require little or ne training are not
subsidizing the training of other cnstorners, Sec-
ondly, he says, because training costs are frequent-
ly buried in equipment or operating costs, most
companies do not recognize that good training is
expensive to develop and deliver: It is for this rea-
son, he believes; that training is often "too little
and too late" and is often among the first support
functions to be cut back during economic down -
turns; so that; along with recognizing that train-
ing is a necessity if sophisticated equipment is to
be used effectively, company management must
also recognize the actual costs of creating and
maintaining training functions.

The status of training within CADAM's orga-
nizational Structurethe fact that the training
function is the sole responsibility of one Of the four
major divisionsindicate§ CADAM manage-
ment's recognition that training itself is of pivotal
importance in the CAD/CAM field. The Scope and
degree of CADAM's commitment to training is
possibly unique in some respects. Certainly the rel-
ative size of the training division (8 percent of the
firm's employees) is unusual,* as is the fatt that
the training director reports directly to the presi-
dent of the firm.

Also unusual is the degree of flekibility and re-
sponsibility accorded co the training division. The
division is responsible for providing "quality"
training to support the software product and for
--------

1t should be noted. he wever. that the trail-dog division per-
sonnel to other CADAM employees would be more difficult toachieve

in a larger firm.

making a profit. Also, it is given the flekibility, the
resources, and the communicative channel with
the product development department necessary to
fulfill that responsibility. A comment by a train-
ing division representative provide§ a cbgent de-
scription of the firm's approach to training in gen-
eral: "We're trying to turn the old situation of
training departments around._ Moat training de-
partments are not given enough responsibility and
accountability and have a subservient position in
the companyi reporting through many level§ of bu-
reaucracy._ In a high tech field, training ean_no
longer be handled in a subsidiary, low-level, low-
priority feithionit's too important. Things are too
volatile and they change too faat."

By designating the training division as a profit-
center and by providing it with the resources and
organizational support to produce a well=de§igned
training product, CADAM management has made
an investment in the training itself: This means
that the training product must be high-quality if
the firm is to realize a return on its investment in-
directly (in terms of product- support) and in terms
of direct profit from the training charges. Profit
realized from the training is used to pay the train-
ing division's operating costs_ and to fund develop-
ment of new training programs and refinement of
already-existing courses.

Asa profitmaking entity whose trainingproduct
entails a great deal of expenseboth to the cus-
tomer and to CADAMthe training division runs
the risk of as one customer put it pricing itself
out of the training market. And when high prices
are combined with a reluctance on the trainers'
part to go beyond the contents of the basic course
when students ask about advanced applications;
the CADAM training division also runs the risk
of giving some customers the impression that their
specific needs will be attended to only insofar as
they do not extend into areas covered by further
training, i.e.; which entail further purchases of
training.

On the other hand, statements by trainers
some user firms support the assertion of
CADAM's training director that the common
practice of burying training costs in operating or
other expenses keeps management unowera of the
real costs of providing training It is Po§aible that
what is perceived as an "outragebua" training cost
actually reflects a reality that most industries are
not used to seeing The training division'§ togni;
zance of the need to lower training_costs while
maintaining quality resulted in development of the
self-study packages that both reduce cost and en=
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able customers to train future generations of users
with the same instructional material. It remains
to be seen whether the self-study package will
solve the problem of high cost;

_

The firm's capacity to meet the direet training
needs of future CADAM customers will depend on
its ability to maintain its gains in improving the
quality of the courses and to develop new courses
while keeping its prices within reasonable limits.
CADAM's,approach to training presents an inter-
esting conundrum: On one hand; CADAM
trates that significant time and money spent to
make training a "firat priority" can be seen as in-
vestments rather than as begrudged expenses. The
firm also illustrates that OP investment of theSe
resources in well-designed and adequately tested
training can increas-s productivity and profit: On
the other hand; it may be a matter of questionable
prudence for CADAM to be among the feW Soft-
ware providers pricing their training "realistical-
ly." Can they "educate" the entire population of

users as to the actual costs of training, or will other
training vendors who offer "CADAM" instruction
at a lower price deprive the training division of sig-
nificant numbers of students?

Although CADAM training appears to be of a
high standard, it also appears to some customers
that CADAM'S packaging of training as a high-
priced commodity sometimes impinges on its over-
all effectiveness by limiting the information avail=
able to trainees in the basic classes. It would seem
then, that there is an attitudinal problem on the
part of both the recipients and the provider of
training. each with his own expectations of the
proper form of training and the behavior of train-
ers. More explicit communication between the
trainerswho must use the limited time at their
disposal to present a great deal of material in a sys-
tematic fashionand the customerswho have
varying needs which may not always mesh with
the highly structured basic coursewould amelio-

-rate-this difficulty.
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Case Study 4
Programmable Controller Training Program

International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, Local 11 Log Angeles County

Chapter, National Electrical
Contractors Association

Summary
The LOS Angeles Electrical Training Trust is the

training arm of the Joint Apprenticeship Training
Committee of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical WorkerS (IBEW) Inside Cor'tstruction
Local 11 and the Los Angeles Chapter of the_Na-
tional Electrical Contractors' Association (NEC A.).
The Training Trust, supported by Lbtal 11 mem-
bers and the electrical contractors who employ
them, provides a 4-year apprenticeship training
program and voluntary courses for Local 11
neymen.

In the late 1970's, the Trust began addressing
the need to provide journeyman training in the
skills required to install, troubleshoot and main-
tain the electronic devices that were beginning to
replace a number of the hard-wired electrical de-
vices involved in inside:ConStrirctibn in factories,
plants, and offiteS. This study focuses on one set
of course offerings provided by the Trusta se-
ries of three courses on the installation, program-
ing, and troubleshooting of programmable con-
trollers.

Background: LOS Angeles Eleetrical
Training ,Tinst

The Los Angeles Electrical Training Trust
(ETT) was established in 1964 to support educe=
tional and training programs for apprentices and
journeymen covered under the collective bargain-
ing agreement between IBEW Local 11 (Inside
Construction) and the Los Angeles Chapter of the
National Electrical Contractors' Association
(NECA).* As provided for in the Labor Manage-
----

1,6Ciil 11 4s one of 365 IBEW inside construction locals, whose mem-
berShiji work primarily for independent electrical contractors. The
I BF,W also maintains manufacturing locals._serving electricallelectronic
manufacturing firms; maintenance locals. whose members do in-_plant
maintenance; utility locals serving public power companies: and tele-
phone iflea§: Because members of Inside Construction Locals often
work for toinedium-sized contracting firms which do
not have the resources to provide inplant skills training. the Inside Con-

ment Relations Act of 1947, the Trust is jointly
operated by local union and management repre-
sentatives and is supported by regular contribu-
tions from Local II members and their employers.
Under the terms of the current collective bargain-
ing agreement, Local 11 members contribute 50
for every hour worked into the Trust, while their
employers contribute 15e for every employee-hour.
While the primary responsibility of the Trust is
to provide apprenticeship training, the Los Ange-
les ETTalong with a number of the other local
IBEW training organizations in the United
Statesalso operates an active journeyman skills
improvement program.

All apprentice and journeyman courses are held
in training facilities that are either owned, leased,
or rented by the Trust. To accommodate the ap-
proximately 7,000 journeymen_ and 650 appren-
tices in the Local's Los Angeles County jurisdic-
tion (covering 4,069 square miles) the Trust
maintains five training centers: one "Metro Facil-
ity" in downtown Los Angeles, and one ixreach of
the district's four other dispatch areas. The Metro
Facility; opened in March 1981, contains seven
classrooms and 8,000 square feet of laboratory
area (including a $300,000 process_ instrumentation
lab, as well as laboratories for welding, house wir-
ing, conduit bending, motor controls, transform-
era, fiber optics, high-voltage cable splicing, air
conditioning; and fire alarms and life safety in-
struction). Two of the dispatch area training fa-
cilities have permanent laboratories; while the
other two occupy rented space which is converted
into temporary laboratories for training pur-
poSeS.*

Training Trust Administration and Staff. In
accordance with the provisions of the Labor Mari-

struction Locals are among the most active in delivering journeyman
training under the auspices of Joint Apprenticeship Training Com-
mittees.

The National Electrical Contractors Association maintains 135 local
chapters throughout the United State.: The Los Angeles Chapter Cur
renay has 230 member contracting firms, 35 of which have 30 or more
permanent employees and often provide design and engineering as well
as installation services. The remainder of the members employ an aver-
age of 10 to 12 full-time workers. NECA memberaprovide electriCal con-
tracting services to a wide variety of customers, including manufactur-
ing firms. powerplants, newspapers, hospitals, schoolsand_offices.
number of NECA members are else members of the IBEW.

By the end of 1983, the Trust hoped to have established permanent
training facilities in all of the dispatch areas.
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agement Relations Act, the Trust Fund is con-
trolled and administered by a six-member Board
of Trustees with equal union- management repre-
Sentatiiin. In addition to the Board of Trustees,
the Los Angeles ETT is also served by five Joint
Apprenticeship Subcommittees (JASC7-one in
each of the diStrict's five dispatch areas) and the
Joint Journeyman Educational Advisory Commit-
tee (JJEAC); On the permanent staff of the Train-
ing Trtist are the director, a staff representative
in charge of apprenticeship training, a staff rep-
resentative for journeyman training; and a senior
instructor: The majority of the courses are taught
by journeyman electricians who serve as part-time
instructors for the Trust.

The Trust director is appointed by the trustees
and is responsible for the ongoing operation of the
training programs. The current director, appointed
in 1978, has had previous experience as both an
MEW journeyman and an electrical contractor.
Both Staff representatives have worked as IBEW
journeymen and foremen; and both have had pre-
vious experience working with training and educa-
tional programs. All of the approximately 25 part-
time instructors who teach the apprenticeship pro-
grams are credentialed aspart -time instructors by
the State of California. The 58 instructors who
teach journeyman courses are not required to ob-
tain State teaching licenses; approximately half of
them; however, are credentialed.

PhileSoPhY of 'Training: General Goals. The
major goal of the Electrical Training Trust is to
deliver comprehensive apprenticeship training and
provide journeymen with the opportunity to im:
prove or reinforce existing skills and develop new
skills required by the changingelectrical/electron-
ics field. According to the ETT's director of jour-
neyman training, the line between electricity and
electronics is beginning to dissolve; electricians in-
tent on keeping their skills current, therefore, must
develop new skills in electronics and computer-
aided equipment.

Because of the voluntary nature of journeyman
training, the Trust's educational philosophy also
stresses motivation- and creating an awareness of
new skill needs to encourage journeymen_to take
advantage of the training courses offered. Individ-
ual motivation and Self-initiative are especially sig-
nificant, since approximately 25 percent of the
membership is hired for relatively short installa-
Lien jobs out of the union hiring hall. Of the re-
mainder,:approximately 60 percent are permanent-
ly employed and 40 percent work for two to three
contractors per year.

Another aspect of the Trust's training philoso-
phy is that it is the right of each journeyman who
works at least 6 months per year to take any
course offered in the skill-improvement program
if he or she has completed the prerequisite courses.
To avoid discouraging voluntarparticipation in
the program, no grades are assigned at the end of
the courses, and (for the majority of courses) no
selection criteria are applied. The introduction of
coursework on computer-based equipment like pro-
grammable controllers and process-instrumenta-
tion devices has; however; created exceptions to
the general free-enrollment procedure. Because not
all of the students who enrolled in the intermediate
programmable controller courses had a solid grasp
of the fundamentals taught in the basic course, se-
lection procedures have now been instituted for
that course. The process instrumentation pro-
grama lengthy series of courses totalling 795
hoursrequires students to pass an evaluation as
an admission requirement and to pass examina-
tions before proceeding from one course to the
next.

Training Overview.The Los Angeles Training
Trust delivers required courses for apprentices and
"pending examination wirer/ion" and voluntary
courses for journeymen. Apprentices take a total
of 840 hours of work-related classroom instruction
at the Trust; extending over a 4-year period (3
hours per night/2 nights per week).* Related in-
struction courses include electrical code, mathema-
tics, blueprint reading; first aid; pipe bending,
welding, instrumentation, basictranSistors, and
electronics. Applications for the apprenticeship
program are accepted every 2 years in Los Ange-
les. During the most recent application period,
1,650 candidates applied for the '100 to 200 appren-
ticeship openings anticipated over the next 2
years. New apprentices are admitted to the pro=
gram on the basis of their rank score from the oral
interview.**

"Pending examination" (PE) wiremen are experi-
enced electricians who have not gone through the

-------
*The L. A. 'Trust's apprenticeship progriunls b_ased_on the4y.ear pro-

gram offered_by the_NationalJoint Apprenticeship and Training Com-
mittee in Washington. D.C. While the International sets guidelines for
tmprenticeship_ training, Locals have flexibility in setting their own pro-
grams. The Inside Construction Local in Detroit, for example, requires
672 hours of related instruction, delivered once every 2 weeks (8 hours
per day).

*Of the 1,650 recent applicants, 1.150 passed the qualifying exami:
nation, which focuses on mathematics skills. Those who qualified on the
basis of the examination were then interviewed and were ranked from
1 to 1.150 on the basis of the interview. As apprenticeship openings
occur over the next 2 years, candidates will be called according to their
placement on the list.
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apprenticeship program but who instead become
members when their employer signs an agreement
with the Local. The PE prograrn originated in Los
Angeles in 1980 and has now spread throughout
California and into some 6ther States as well.* PE
wiremen receive journeyman_ wages but are re-
quired to take an evaluation examination and to
attend a concentrated 2-year, four-semester course

to reinforce their knowledge through formal
_ ;-,Lily__and_to_upgrade their skills: At the end of

the program; they take the formal journeyman's
examination to achieve full journeyman status.

Both the apprenticeship and the PE programs
are administered through the Los_Angeles County
Schools' Regional Occupational Program, which
ServeS zia regiStrtu. for the two Trust programs dis-
cussed above.

Approximately 2,000 journeymen completed
voluntary skill=improvement courses in 1981-82.
Journeyman courses range from 3-week reviews of
recent changes in the national electrical code to 13-
week courses in advanced blueprint reading to a
3 1/2:year series of courses on process instrumen-
tation.**_The journeyman skill-improvement pro,
gram is focused on reinforcing core trade skills and
introduCing new skills in demand in the local mar-
ketplace. Among those new skills are those re-
quired to install, program; troubleshoot program-
mable controllers, process instrumentation skills,
and test arid-splice fiber optics cable.

Programmable Controller (PC) Courses
Planning and Development. The _need for

coursework in programmable controllers was first
brought to the attention of the Training Trust in
1978 by members of the Joint Journeyman Educa-
tional Advisory Committee (JJEAC) One of the
committee membersa general construction man-
ager for a large contracting firm that designs, en-
gineers, and installs computerized systems for ma-
terials handling and process controlplayed an
instrumental role by convincing the committee of
the need, by providing advice on prerequisite

*In many areas of the country, experienced electricians who enter In-
side Construction Locals when their shops are organized automatically
become full-fledged journeymen. Approximately 400 P. E. wiremen are
now taking courses at the L. A. Training Trust.

**Process instrumentation is the application of electric, electronic.
and/or air controls to regulate pressures for measuring fluids or gases
and for indicating and controlling levels, temperatures and flow of liq-
uids or gases. Students in the process instrumentation program are
taught how to inspect, calibrate install, tune, _and troubleshoot com-
puter-aided instrumentation and process-control systems used in chem-
ical and petrochemical plants, refineries, breweries. food processing. and
other industries.

coursework and equipment, and by recommending
potential instructors.

Following the advice of its "area expert," the
committee recommended that the Trust first de-
velop a motor controls course to aid in preparing
interested-journeymen to take the more advanced
PC courses. Westinghouse's Standard Conti-el Di-
vision in El Monte, Calif., proved to be extremely
helpful in the development stage, both by-provid-
ing equipment at a greatly reduced rate and by rec-
ommending one of its applications specialists to
be the course instructor; The curriculum for the
first programmable controller course was devel-
oped by the Westinghouse spOcialiat, reviewed and
modified by JJEAC to increase its focus on the
specific needs of Local LI journeymen; and _ap-
proved by the Board of Trustees late in 1980.

The first class was offered in October 1981, and
the course has now become a staple offering of the
Trust's journeyman skill improvement program.
In the fall of 1982, the WestinghouSe specialist
who developed and taught the basic course began
teaching an intermediate course, PC III, to grad-
uates of the basic course. PC II, a hands-on course
covering similarities and differences of four of the
major prbgranmiable controllers on the market;
will be offered in the summer of 1983.

Goals and Objectives. Specific goals and objec-
tives ofthoprograrnmable controller courses sup-
port the major objective of the Training Trust's
journeyman skill improvement program, which is
to provide Local 11 members with the opportunity
to develop knowledge and skills in all areas of elec-
tricity/electronics applicable to employment oppor:
tunities in the Los Angeles area covered by the
Trust agreement. This entails not only meeting
current needs; but attempting to forecast future
needs so that the Local will be able to provide a
trained work force when opportunities occur%
Courses that develop skills in high-teehnolOgy
fields such as programmable controllers, proceSS
instrumentation, and fiber optics are considered
by the Trustees and the JJEAC to be crucial areas
of education and training for journeymen who
want to keep pace with the skill requirements of
the local marketplace. In the words of the Trust's
director of journeyman training, "The only things
we have to sell are our Sicilia and knowledge these
must be pertinent."

Since the Trust was established to serve both
union members and the contractors who employ
them, its goal in offering the programmable con-
troller courses is twofold: to provide appropriate
skill training to Local 11 members, and to meet
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the needs of signatory contractors, more and more
of whom are making installations irrolving pro-
grammable controllers: The specific objectives of
the series of PC courses offered by the Trust are
to train journeymen to install, provide power to,
program, and troubleshoot programmable control-
lers. The goal_of PC I is to provide a basic introduc-
tion to installation and programing requirements
so that a graduate of the course could, under the
direction of a skilled foreman; aid in PC installa-
tions on the job. The goal of the intermediate
course is to provide additional information and
practice in programing and to teach troubleshoot-
ing techniques to enable members to do installa-
tion work with less supervision.

With the addition of the PC III course, the PC
series will fulfill its overall objectiveto familial*
ize advanced students with installation, program-
ing, and troubleshooting techniques specific to the
major PC systems in use in the Los Angeles area
in order to provide them with increased work op-
portunities.

Administrative and Instructional Staff.The
Trust "staff representative" who directs the jour-
neyman skill-improvement training is an active
supporter of "high-technology training" for jour-
neymen. The journeyman training department
took major responsibility for locating the equip-
ment and the instructor for the original PC course
and for ongoing coordination of what is now a se-
ries of courses on programmable controllers.

Until the first few months of 1983, all of the pro-
grammable controller courses were taught by a
single instructor; a Westinghouse applications spe-
cialist employed by the sales and customer up-
port group of the Standard Control Division's
Numa Logic Department. His prior technical ex-
perience includes work as an IBEW journeyman
electricianthen as a draftsman, nuclear ppwer en-
gineer, and control panel designer. Previous to his
employment by the Training Trust as a PC in-
striktor, he had taught a series of courses on pro-
grammable controllers to employees of the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power. By the
spring of 1983, four new instructorsLocal 11
journeymen who have either taken previously of-
fered PC courses at the Trust or have on-the-job
experiencewill begin teaching the basic course.
In addition, they have completed customer
courses, paid for by the Trust and delivered by
Allen Brndley; Modicon, and Westinghouseall
major producers of programmable controllers in
the United States.
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Equipment.The "Metro Facility" of the Train-
ing Trust contains four classrooms and three class-
roornflabs; one of which is available for PC courses;
In addition, PC classes are also offered on a rotat-
ing basis at training sites in four of the district's
dispatch areas: As of this writing; the Trust owns
two Westinghouse 700 series Numa Logic Pro-
grammable Controllers, which are transported by
the instructor from one training facility to another
as the occasion demands.* The administrative
staff of the Trust is currently in the process of pur-
chasing programmable controllers manufactured
by Allen Bradley; Modicon; and Texas Instru-
ments in preparation fort he_F'C III course to be
offered in the summer of 1983.

Costs and Funding.The journeyman skill-im-
provement courses are supported entirely by
Training Trust funds. Most cost items for the pro-
grammable controller courses were not available
(administration; instructor salaries; student ma-
terials, or classroom rental). The twomajor items
of equipment currently in usethe Westinghouse
programmable controllers, valued at $25,000
eachwere purchased by the Trust for a total of
$10,000. In addition, the Trust has set aside funds
for thepurchase of the other three PC systems to
be used in the advanced course.

Costs to Students.Tuition and instructional
materials are free of charge to eligible journeymen
and apprentices (see Selection; below); However,
to encourage students to complete the courses, a
$10 deposit is charged at the beginning of every
course and is refunded to those students with sat-
isfactory attendance records.

Selection Procedures and Enrollment Trends.
SelectionJourneyman skill-improvement

courses are open to all members of Local II who
have worked 6 or more months out of the preced-
ing year for signatory unions.** Apprentices are
discouraged from doing so until they have learned
the fundamentals of the trade. To date, no appren-
tices have completed the basic course.

Until recently, no enrollment control existed for
either the basic or intermediate PC courses; aside
from the necessity of completing the basic course

*Though the Metro Facility provides secure storage space for equip-
ment, the other training sites do not. Furthermore, classes have, in the
past, been offered concurrently at more than one facility. The compact,
transportable equipment therefore gives the Trust the flexibility to of-
fer classes at more than one site.

*Since the Training Trust is supported a small proportion of the
fringe benefits attached to the wages of working members of the Local
and by contractors who are signatories to the trust agreement,
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(PC I) before signing up for PC II.* Since, hi:4=
ever, regular attendance is the only formal gradua-
tion requirement, some gradtates of the basic
course have signed up for the intermediate course
without the prerequisite skills and knowledge to
benefit from the more advanced instruction. In
February 1983, a new polies, was established
whereby members who enroll in PC I take an en-
trance examination covering motor control theory.
Those who do not pass the exam -are encouraged
to take the motor controls course offered by the
Trust Were continuing with the bk:,.sic PC course.
Admission to PC II is now at the diStretion of the
instructor; who will base his decision on a review
of completed homework exercises required in PC
I.** When the advanced course, PC III, is
delivered in the_sununer of 1983, only those whose
homework_in PC II exhibits a .thorough under-
standing of the intermediate course will be accept -

ea. Those who are not accepted into PC II and PC
III will be encouraged, to retake the preceding
course to bring their skills up to the required leVel.

Enrollrrient TrendstAttritioiL=Accotdiiit to the
Westinghouse instructor, the PC I_and I1 ciurses
have been very well. attended, sometimes drawing
as many as 32_enrollees for a single course. The
complexity of the coursework, however, and the
need of some of the PC I enrollees for background
coursowiii-k in motor controls and solid-state die&
tiorticS, has resulted in an overall attrition rate of
approximately 33 percent.*** While the preferred
class Eize is 12, classes have ranged in size from
8 to :13 students. (Especially Ian :e easseS are split
in VS/4, which, until the r : ..t addition of the two
extra instructors, presenteti problems for the
Westinghouse train(. , who had to teach claSSOS
tWii' week to accommodate all interested stu-
den i3oth enrollment and attrition are less in
PCA tban 'n PC I.

Tli erni.;;i merit situation of the journeyman
electricians enroll in the PC courses varies
considerably. ..ome are permanently err 7:loyed by

e nip loyeei Covered_ under the_ I W Local tl egreemenc wfyo-have
worked at ledat half the work-days of the year previous to- ir^liin -g in

crasses have contributed to thc crust bind and arcs C.:tete:4:7e

OccaSionally, members who have worked less than the normally re=.ited
6 months are allowed to aLtene chissep. These dechiicini

ca.,:-by-case
'Siiiderita with previous experience working with pragraindiable_coo-

tioilekb on the job muy also tees -in to the intermediate doiliSe without.

having completed PC__1,____
**Soccessful completion of homework assignments is not a require-

ment for gra,2: _ation, only for entrance to the next course.
"In rer,gnitionof the potential for attrition, din instructothan :n-

etituted the following acLiCe. An entrance eat concentrating on motor
controls theory is given on the first night, and those interested in par.
ticitlating were Chet._ intervieee and were ranked from 4150 on

the be. it, of _the .nterview. As i-oprentideattip openings occur over tne
renet_?_years, candidates will l;,. according to their jacernent
at, list.

signatory contractors;* some work_for single con-
tractors for long stretches of time (6 to 12 months)
on major installation jobs; others work "out of the
hall," i.e., are not permanently or semipermanently
employed but rather are hired for relatively short
jobs out of the union hiring hall; Because of the
current economic situation in Los Angeles, a grow-
ing number of the students in PC courses work out
of the hall.

Two additional factors play a part in this enroll-
ment trend: 1) large electrical contractors who pro-
vide design and engineering services as well as in-
stallation often provide in =house training for their
Local 11 emplOyees who install programmable con-
trollers, and it is these contractors who do most
of the PC installation in the county, and 2) a num-
ber of smaller contractors who are prepared to do
installations _involving programmable control-
lersand who would be likely to encourage their
employees to take the PC or to hire course
graduates------have been affec y the construction
slump.

Curricula: PC IPC I and PC II were
both designed to be 18-hour courses; delivered in 3-
hour segments 1 evening a week for 6 weeks. How-
ever, because of the amount of material to be cov-
ered in the basic course, recent PC I courseshave
been extended to 7 weeks; PC III, currently in the
development stage; will be froth 16 to 24 hours in
length and will take place on the weekends to en-
able students to attend intensive 8-hour-a-day
classes.

PC L-- Students in this introductory course
learn terminology, the basics of the theories
behindprograrornable controllers; how to ad-
dress the cqu.pment, NJ* it works, and basic

program cling, and applications.
Since :no majority 14 :.;tt:den te enter the class
with limited experie,mt-- siiii&State controls,
the first two sef;sionc; are devoted to basic
theoryan introde,ttion to logic and to Bool-
ean algebra (session I), an introduction to sol-
id-state controls, aria a comparison between
solid-_state L.nd electromechanical devices (ses-
sion II).

Progrerrunah4. controllers are not intro-
duced until hd third session, when students
ietzrn what programmable controllers are, how
they compare to electromechanical controls,
and some basic PC applications. Installation
and basic programing (including an overview
of input aid output devices and special func-
tions involving timers, counters, and othertre-
vices) are covered in session 11/ Session's V-

*Conductors who operAte:!union houses" and are signatory to the
collective bargaining agreement between Los Angeles NECA and
IDE 417 LoCal i I .



VII are primarilJ devoted to discussion and
practice of programing for specific applica-
tions. In addition; session VII also covers
"multiplexing," i.e., carrying out multiple
functions simultaneously in an independent
but related manner; an operation that often
involves combining several signals so that
they can be handled by a single device.
PC II provides graduates of the PC I course
with the opportunity to practice the basic pro,.
graining techniques they learned in PC I and
to learn more advanced programing applica-
tions. For example; they learn to program the
PCs to control a "bad parts detector" on a
manufacturing plant conveyor system by
writing and inputting programs for counting
the total number_ of parts on the linecount-
ing the number of faulty parts, and for reject-
ing the parts that are flawed. In addition, the
students complete a number of troubleshoot-
ing exercises: the instructor puts "bugs" into
the classroom equipment and requires the stu-
dents to tell him why the equipment is not
working, how they would fix it, and what the
result will be once the adjustment is made.

Both the programming and the troub16-
shooting experiences are of use to inside wire-
men who, when they install programmable
controllers, often run a basic program for test-
ing purposes and troubleshoot equipment
problems that may occur. Some wiremen may
also work for contractors who may be called
back to a facility to troubleshoot and repair
equipment that they installed initially.
PC I I I.This course, now under develop-
ment, will teach graduates of PC II how to in-
stall, program, and troubleshoot the major
models of programmable controllers currently
on the market. Accordingly, the course will fo-
cus on teaching the students the differences
and similarities between the Westinghouse
Numa Logic 700 Series used in PC I and PC
II and the models produced by AllenBradley,
Modicon, and Texas-Instruments: The Trust
is currently proceeding with plans to purchase
the equipment; and the Westinghouse instruc-
tor is designing the course materials. _ _

Instructional Materials and Teaching Meth-
ods.Instructional materials for the PC I course
were developed by the Westinghouse instructor
specifically for use in Training' Trust courses.
Using some material from the Westinghouse
Numa Logic programing and applications manuals
and some original material, he devised an instruc-
tional package specifically geared for skilled
tradespeople with knowledge of electricity but not
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necessarily of electronics. The same approach
based on relating the principles, theories, and oper-
ation of programmable controllers to the theory
and operation of electrical and electromechanical
devicesis used in lectures and hands-on exer-
cises: Whenfeaching Boolean algebra; for exam-
ple, the instructor relates it to common electrical
problems the trainees .already understand, and
specific Boolean algebra problems given in class
and for homework are based on actual wiring prob-
lems the electricians would be likely to run into in
the f:eld.

Another example of this approach would be the
instructor's method of teaching the thetry and
operation of timers and counters, which are among
the basic components of PC systems. He explains
the use and purpose of timers and counters by re-
lating them to relays and electromechanical de-
vices; explains how programing takes the place of
wiring when dealing with programmable control-
lers; and assigns in-class, hands-on exercises to
reinforce the basic concepts.

The initial exercise is always reinforced by a sec-
ond exercise which is very similar to the first.
Homework, including reading and problem exer-
cises; is assigned weekly to further reinforce the
material taught in class and to lay the basis for
the next week's lecture and laboratory wok-k. Al=
though no final grade is given, tests are conducted
at the beginning and end of the course and are sup-
plemented by weekly quizzesall of which help the
instructor to know what to emphasize for each in-
dividual_ class:

Both PC Land PC II are approximately 70 per-
cent lecture, 30 percent hands-on. In PC II, the
programing and troubleshooting exercises become
more difficult as the course_ progresses, as the stu-
dents are taught to reapply what they have al-
ready learned to increasingly difficult problems.
No specially designed training_manuad is used for
PC II. Instead, students use Westinghouse pro-
graming and applications manuals. Students in PC
III will have access to the programing and applica-
tion documentation-for all of-the-systems-taught-r=
and will learn to write basic programs and modify [)
existing programs on these systems. III addition;
they will learn to identify similar problems in all
the models, along with methods for troubleshOot-
ing the various systems. Students in this advanced
course will be expected to complete a great deal
of reading on their own time to free up the majori-
ty of the class time for practical installation, pro-
graming; and troubleshooting exercises; -

To increase the amount of hands-on time avail-
able to each student in the PC II classes,, a new
system was inaugurated in the 1983 winter-spring
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schedule. Each student in these classes had the op-
portunity to take a programmable controller for
a week of at-home practice. In addition, students
in future classes will also have access to the new
training equipment presently being purchased,
which will be male available to them at the Metro
Facility when it is not being used for training
purposes; -

Course and Student Evaluations=
Evaluations of the CoursesStudentS complete-

written evaluations of the course, the instructor;
the facilities; and the instructional material. While
there is no formal course evaluation by the trust-
ees, the JJEAC; or the Training Trii§t Staff. both
the I BEWIL.ocal and the local NECA chapter pro-
vide unofficial channels for evaluation of the
course by both contractors and journeythen. Con-
tractors who employ union thembers who have
completed the class giVe NECA informal evalua-
tions of the workers' skills; and this inforthation
i§ transmitted to the Trust through the contractor -
Members- of the Trustee, committee and the
JJEAC. Similar informal evaluations reach the
Truat via the union representatives who Sit on the
various committees.

Evaluations of the Students:Since journey-
than skill- improvement courses are taken on the-
Students' own time and on a 'Veltintary basis, no
course grades are given, and it is not necessary to
pass a final examination to graduate froth any
journeyman course. However, the new selection
criteria for admission to PC I and PC H will re-
quire that students in the less-advanced courses
illuStrate the ability to proceed with more-ad-
vanced coursework as an adinission requirement
to PC II and III.

ReSiilt§ ti

As of February 1983, 8 Local 11 members had
ioznpleted the basic coOrse and 29 had completed'-
the intermediate course. Since the Trustjaas no
formal follow-uP mechamism for tracking gradu-
ates of the journeyman coursesril is diffieult to
assess the overall results of the training in terms
of job performance and/or expanded employment
opportunities:-Interviews with the Training Truat
staff, the PC instructor, students, and contractors

--have produced some data Which, though limited,
illustrate some training results in specific in=
stances.

Of nine journeymen interviewed in the January
1983, PC II class, one was currently working on
a PC installation, one had been hired from the hall

to work on PC installations in the past, and
another was preparing to beTOme one of the new
PC instructors. All three were taking the course
to inc-ease their applications and troubleshooting
skills, and one noted that the course was especially
Helpful in teaching him to recognize troubleshoot-
ing problems. The other six had not had the op=
purtunity to work with programmable controllers
on the job. !-.)tit were taking the course for two rea-
sons: 1; (...preptire themselves for future opportu-
nities, an4 2) because they believed it was incum-
isent or them to develop the skill to work with thp
ek.tronic and computer-aided oquipment they
:xocv see to be replacing electromechanical device§
ui many operations

Those who worked out of the hall stated that the
PC courses they had taken would give them a dis=
tinct advantage in obtaining work, since they
would be able to respond to "specialty calls" (re-
quests for workers with specific skills) for PC in-
stallation when these come into the hiking hall.*

Six of the eight contractors interviewed pro-
vided in-house PC training for their Local II em-
ployees. ** One hOwever, said that he "expects"
his employees to take the Training Trust PC
courses and that eight of his employees who had
taken the course had improved their skills. While
one large contractor who provided formal training
classes did not see the need for his employees to
take the Trust classes, he did support the train-
ing for other, smaller, contractors. Three otherS
who provided their own training' did not have a
present need for more employees skilled in PC in-
stallation. They could anticipate; however; a future--
need and thought that the course graduates-WOuld
be attractive hiring preSpects.-

One employee of another of the contractors had
taken the class -bud; because the contractor had an
adequate-number of ernPloyees who were experi,
encid in PC installations, the course graduate had
not yet had the opportunity_ to do any installa-
tions. He would; though, be "first in line" for such
work should the need arise. Another contractor;
who hdd hired two course graduates, rioted that
the PC and process instrumentation course,; pro-

' vided by the Trust save contractors time and mon-
ey by enabling them to make installations with=

Although no formal refresher courses are provided for these Whii
do not heVe the opportunity topractice thou- new skills on the jai-. Local

I i memberS tiidy maintain and increase their skills by taking the more
advanced courser.. PC III is so designed that students can benefit from
repeating it one or more times to get additional handekeri practice.

Training ranges from formal classes to on-the-job instruction.
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out first having their employees trained by
equipment manufacturers' representatives.

In terms of direct results of the training, empioy-
ers' and students' comments indicate that a rela-
tively small proportion of the graduates (possibly
a third) have had an opportunity to make use of
their training on the job. Since, however, gradu-
ates of the courses delivered as far back as 1981
were not available for interviews; the actual num-
ber of graduates currently using their skills may,
in fact, be much larger.

For the remainder of the graduates; the primary
result of the training has been to increase their
employment potential and to offer thein the oppor-
tunity to work with a higher level of technology
which, according to all the journeymen _inter-
viewed, is "more interesting and less dirty" than
the "wire pulling" and pipe bending they often do
on installation jobs; According to the Westing-
house instructor, who is also engaged in sales and
service of PCs and other control system compo-
nents, today's $370 million PC market represents
a tremendous growth over the last 3 years. He pre-
dictS that, by 1990, the market will have grown
to at least $500 million and that one result of that
growth will be an ever - increasing need for proper-
ly trained workers on the part of electrical contrac-
tors who ii,.;tall (and often design and engineer)
control-Systems for manufacturing facilities; proc-
essing plants, newspapers, and numerous other en-
terprises.

According to the chapter manager of the Los
Angeles chapter of NECA, the training provided
by the Trust gives small- and medium-sized con-
tractors who do not have the resources to train in-
house the opportunity to bid on installations in-
corporating PCs and other sophisticated controls.
Not only will the Trust classes train their perma-
nent employees, but they also help to develop a
pool of trained workers in the hiring hall who can
respond to the PC specialty calls from contractors.
This issuei.e., the future potential of the gradu-
ates and the potential opportunities their new
skills create for local contractorswill also be eval-
uated in section III. The remainder of this section
will focus on problems directly affecting the train-
ing courses, and the solutions to those problems.

Problems /Solutions.Because so many of the
students do not have the opportunity to work with
PCs on the job, it became increasingly clear to the
instructor that the amount of class time-available
for hands-on experimentation and practice on the
equipment was inadequate. Two new procedures,
both instituted in the first few months of 1983,
lessen the effects of this problem.

' c 84 i0 : 1, -1

The extension of the PC I course to seven ses-
sions has Added 3 additional hours of hands-on
time upping the total class hours available for lab-
oratory work from 6 to 9. While the extra class
time is helpful, students in a class of 12 (the aver-
age size of Training Trust PC classes) still have
less than a few hours each on the equipment; It
is the second solution, therefore, which is the most
promising: in the PC II classes tirat began m Jan-
uary 1983, all 6 he students took one of the PC
consoles home for a week or more, This allowed
them to apply what they learned in PC I; and to
experiment with some of the programing ap_plica-
tions they covered in the PC IL According to the
instructor, an "immense" improvement was seen
both in the weekly homework and in the final ex-
amination once all of the students had ample
hands-on opportunities.

Another new practice, soon to be instituted, will
allow for even more hands-on opportunities. The
Metro Facility laboratories will be made available
during the day and on those nights when PC
classes are not in session. This w-iI1 enable ad-
vanced students in PC II and studerip. in PC III
to practice on the Allen Bradley, Moilicon, and
Texas Instruments programmable controllers,
while PC I and less advanced PC II students can
continue to use the Westinghouse systems at their
own homes. Since there is usually little or no over-
lap in the scheduling of PC I and PC II courses,
this system should provide amnle hands,on oppor,
tunities for any student willing to avail himself of
them.

A second problem, closely related to the first;
is the lack of time in an 18- to 21-hour course to
cover a great deal of complex material. Here,
a- gain, the extra session recently added to PC I will
be of help; a's will the recent emphasis on encour-
aging those who do poorly on the entrance exami-
nation to first take the motor-controls course. The
instructor also encourages beginning stiadents to
take the Trust's process instrumentation course,
which covers the fundamentals of solid-state elec-
tronics and provides those students who take it
with basic skills and information applicable to the
PC courses. The more information about motor
controls and solid-state electronics entering PC
students- have; the easier it become to move
quickly through the introductory material in the
first two sessions and spend more class time on
PC progrEning, installation; and applications;

Another related problem is the widely varying
knowledge and skills of the students. The instruc-
tor estimates that; in a class of 12; four or five
usually exhibit a ready grasp of the material. An-
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other two or three demonstrate a le§S=than-com-
plete understanding, while the remainder are un-
able to make the transition between the principles
governing electricity ,ind those - governing electron-
ics and do not gresr, t:ie different approach re-
quired by progra.niry es opposed to hard wiring.
On the other hand notes that many students
who "don't get " tht- first time around shoW great
determinatit.., repeat the basic course one;
two and even more times.

Because the courses offered by the Trust are free
of charge to the students, motivated students who
nevertheleaS require additional time to absorb the
material can learn at their own pace--,-and, accord:
ing to the instructor, "once it clicks i,he worst hur-
dle is over and the rest comes with ar '
application.' On the other hand, gt eat variety
of aptitude and learning speeds within a single
class does_ present a problem for the instructor and
holds back the faster learners. The newly insti-
tuted enrollment controls should relieve thia pith=
lem to some extent, especially in PC II and III,
but it is doubtful that it can be entirely solved.
Shriller problems have been noted in classes de-
livered by-reprogrammable equipment vendor-a
and by many teachers of introductory courses in
a vast array of disciplines.

A final problem noted by the instructor is 6.1§o
one that is common to other industrial training
courses involving reprogrammable equipment; The
Probitkm=reSistance on the part of many "students
in the basic course-to the new concepts, theories,
and techniques that must be learnedmanifests
itself in the Training Trust PC I classes as an ini-
tial attitude of skepticism held by as many as half
of the first-night enrollees. The instructor, there-
fore, &vote§ a portion of the first night's lecture
to age-tier-al discussion of the-growth of solicI=State
controls and computer-aided equipment and the
present and potential effects of the changing tech-
nolegy On an electrician's job;

He then presents his own perception of the
trade that; in the very near future, if not in the
immediate PreSent, there will be two kinds of elec-
tricians: technicians and those who as the tech-
nology expands, will be stuck with lower level jobs.
Techniciane, he says, will get better; steadier work,
While the others will spend more and more time in
the hiring hall.

While most of the students respond positively
to his appraisal, a few maintain their skepticism
and either drop out of the class or continue attend-
ing without applying themaelves to the course ma-
terial. In many cases, it is older workers who are

either nearing retirementor who face the pros-
pect Of unlearning much of what they have spent
years learningwho are the most resistant to the
new technology, On the other hand, a number of
older strident§ have leafried-rapicily-and-well.

Evaluation of Present and Future Capacity
Present-CapacitY.--::According to local and na-

tional IBEW representatives and local represen-
tatives of the National ElectriCal Contractors AS=
sociation; the Los Angeles Electrical Training
Trust has the financial resources and the solid
backing of both management and_labor required
to maintain its current level of high-technology
training and to extend that training into other
high=teehnolegy fields as the needs arise. Local
IBEW and NECA officials believe that their Werk-
ing relationship is among the best in thecountry,
and this Sentiment is echoed by individual contrao-
tor§, union members, and the TrainingTrust Staff.
The relationship between the union and the con-
tractors' association is, of course, a crucial factor
affeetitig the administration, direction; and the
Specific training courses offered by, the Truat, alike
the trustee committee, the educational commit-
tees, and all Of the Subcommittees have equal rep-
re§eritatiOn by labor and management.

High-technology training courses like those in
programmable controllers and process instrumen-
tation are clearly advantageous to both_ the union
and the contractors' association. According CO the
Westinghouse instructor, PC manufacturers are
already haVing diffieulty keeping up with installa-
tion and service support requests. As the PC Mar-
ket expands, manufacturers like Westinghouse
willas Allen Bradley, Texas Instruments; and
Modicon have already doneturn more and more
to support system houses operated by electrical
contractors and diatiibutOrs to provide design; en-
gineering, inatallation, and service to the end=
user.* This will result in expanded opportunities
for electrical contractors and a correspondingly ex-
panded need for electricians trained in PC installa-
tion and service.

PC III training is especially beneficial to the
small contractor who operates independently of
the major manufacturers and who does not have
the advantage of distributing the equipment or of

'Whereas Allen Bradley, Modscon. and Texas Instruments use sys-
tem houses for sales as well as design. Installation, and support serv-
ices to the customer, WeStinghouee plans to continue selling its own
systems and to recommend certain system houses for engineering and

service.
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customer referral .by the manufacturers. Such
small-to-medium contractors must be able to han-
dle installation and service of a variety of models
in order to bid on a larger number of contracts and
to purchase the best and most cost-effective sys-
tems for his customers' specific needs. It is; there-
fore; to their obvious advantage to have perma-
nent employees who are well-versed in a number
of different systems and to be able to place PC
"specialty calls" in the hiring hall when they need
extra workers for a ku-ge installation.

Local contractors interviewed had installed pro-
grammable controllers in a wide variety of enter-
prises. including food processing plants, refineries;
breweries, battery plants, and shipyards. A num-
ber of contractors specialize in conveyor systems
and had installed PC-automated conveyors in man-
ufacturing and processing plants and in airports.
Two of the larger contractors had, in the past, in-
stalled PCs in auto assembly plants--including
Ford; GM, Toyota America, and Honda. Now,
however. they are feeling the effects of the econom-
ic downturn and are forced:to look out of the area
for large; heavy manufacturing installation jobs;

Although the depressed state of some segments
of the local construction market has resulted in
fewer contracts and less work for uectricians at
the present time, both management and union of-
ficials are committed to increasing the training et:
fort. The relatively favorable construction market
in years past has produced a sizable trust fund;
making it possible for the trustees to invest in the
equipment and courses they believe are necessary
to prepare the workers to compete for present and
future jobs. Furthermore, some segments of the
market show signs of an upswing. There has, for
example, been a recent resurgence of the petroleum
industry in the area; which has produced work for
contractors and electricians skilled in process in-
strumentation.

Current Training-Retraining Issues;.--
Higher Wages for Increased Skills? One of the

most significant training-related issues facing the
union and the contractors' association is the feel-
ing on the part of a number of ccatractors and
some union members that thosejourneyman elec-
tricians with high-technology skills should draw
higher wages than those who do not upgrade their
skills.

Supporters of the double wage structure for
journeymen fall into a number of camps: Some
support the notion of a "super-journeyraan,"
a journeyman who is, essentially, a technician with
skills in such areas as solid-state controls, proc-

ess instrumentation, nuclear instrumentation, and/
or fiber optics and who would draw a higher hourly
wage than journeymen with "low-technology"
skills. The reasoning is that those electricians' who
are already journeymen anu have, essentially; been
"caught short" by the new technology should not
be "punished" for not developing new skills, but
that those who do upgrade their skills should be
given monetary incentives for doing so;

Other supporters of the double-wage structure
believe that a "sub-journeyman" classification
should be created for those without high-technol-
ogy skills; Subjourneymen would make less money
than fully fledged journeymen with techniCian-
level skills and, again, would have a monetary in-
centive to develop expertise in electronics;

Other variations of support for a double, or a
sliding, wage scale would norchange traditional
occuptional classificatidns but would, in some
mariner; provide higher wages for increased skills:
This could be achieved by classifying PC installa-
tion, process instrumentation, and other work in-
volving high-technology skills as "specialist cate-
gories." This means that journeymen working on
jobs involving those skills would receive a premi=
um wage for the duration of that job; Two such
specialist categories already exist: cable splicers,
who do hazardous work on high-voltage cables;
and electricians who are also certified welders.
Both receive extra pay when working on jobs re-
quiring these extra skills. Those who would make .
PC installation and process instrumentation into
specialist categories maintain that this would pro-
vide an additional incentive for electricians to up-
grade their skills without creating sweeping
changes in the occupational structure of the union.

Local and national union officials are opposed
to the above-mentioned variations of a wage rill=
ferential. The business manager of Local 11 points
out that the- creation of a "super-journeyman" cat-
egory would place a burden on contractors, who
are already paying journeymen a regular wage of
more than $23 an hour in Los Angeler On the-
other hand, he believes that the creation of a "sub-
journeyman" classification would defeat the phi-
losophy of the apprenticeship program and would
serve as a disincentive for apprentices, who would
have a double hurdle bei.-,re becoming fully fledged
journeymen. Creating a "specialist cat,egory" for
PC installation; he believes; is a stop-gap measure
that would, while' creating a monetary incentive"
for electricians, also place monetary restraints on
contractors. His approachwhiCh is also the ap-,
proach of training and education representatives
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at International headquartersis to focus on up-
grading the general skill level of Local 11 journey-
men to include skills in programmable controllers
and other solid -state electronic skills:

While both the local and international union rep-
resentatives recognize that their approach is more
costly in terms of time (i.e.. that higher wages for
high4(,:linology skills would induce more journey-
men to take advantage of training opportunities),
they also believe that the industry cannot afford
another wage increase. According to Local 11 rep-
reSentatives, those electricians who do not devel-
op the skills required by the advancing technology
will be less and leSS capable of- performing the work
and will, eventually, "be phased our-I-en-use-of
inability to obtain work. International IBEW rep-
resentatives 'concur in that prediction and empha-
size that the value of a broad-based apprenticeship
program is that it creates a flexible tradesperson
skilled in a wide variety of tasks. Highly paid spe-
cialists, they argue, are too limited for the type of
Work required by the vast majority of contractors.

Future Capacity.The future capacity of the
Los AngeleS Electrical Training Trust to provide
training and education in programmable automa-
tion and other increasingly technical electronic ap-
plications is dependent not only on the internal
capacity of the Trust to provide courses but also
on the continuing strength of the union itself. A
1980 _electricians' strike resulted in higher *ages,
but also caused the loss of 50 to 100 small contrac-
tors from the Los Angeles NECA chapter. The
strike; which occurred in June, was followed by a
depression in tar local construction market; which
put further strains on the remaining union contrac-
tors. At present; the approximately 40 percent of
electrical contractors in the Greater Los Ange!es
Area who still maintain union shops must contend
with nonunion contractors who can often under-
bid them because of the lower wages received by
nonunion electricians.

Both the Local and the International recognize
the problem that the higher union wage scale poses
for the contractors. What the union has to offer;
they say, is responsible negotiation: an insistence
on apprenticeship training and an emphasis on
journeyman training; and a skilled pool of avail-
able labor in the hiring hall that obviates the
necessity of "permanently" hiring in times of
plenty and firing in lean times. Los Angeles NECA
representativeS and local- contractors interviewed
specifically emphasized their belief that the man-
agement of Local 11 is both responsible and re-
sponsive to.the needs of the contractors:

The L.A. Training Trustwhich stressed the
value of increased, training when times were

goodis emphasizing it even more in times of dif-
ficulty. It is building its capacity to offer more
and more advancedcourses to those who have
the individual motivation and who have responded
to the constant encouragement to take advantage
of the training_ opportunities that exist.. The PC
III course should take instruction in programma-
ble controllers well beyond the "familiarization"
level of the PC I course: The process instrumen-
tation program will produce_ "technicians" quali-
fied at four advancing levels: device level; loop
level, system level, and instrumentation/process ,
control level. The Trust is also currently prepar-
ing instructors to teach fiber optics courses, and
is exploring the possibility of purchasing a Heath-
kit robot for a proposed robotics course. :

In addition,_ the Loa Angeles Trust has offered
to assist IBEW locals in other nearby jurisch:ctions
by opening the Trust laboratories to otlier Locals
by reciprocal agreement and helping them to de-
sign high-technology courses. InformaiiOn pro-
vided by the Los Angeles ETT and by other local
IBEW training organizations funded by JATC
trusts is also being used by the International train-
ing organization to develop PC courses that, with
in the next 6 months; should spread to at least 100
other training sites. The international organization
is also developing materials to assist local organi-
zations in teaching semiconductor and fiber optics
programs:

It is, however, utlimately the responsibility' of
individual union members to support_ the Local's
and the International's claims of quality training
by voluntarily upgrading their skills in high-tech-
nology fields. The Training Trust itself is now fac-
ing the problem of attempting to provide "quality
training" while, at the same time, providing the
opportunity for all of the eligible Local II mem-
bers to attend the courses. The_ evaluation and se-
lection procedures instituted for the process_in-
strumentation and programmable cuntroller's
courses go against the grain of the Trust's basic
philosophy; but they nevertheless represent prob-
lems that are now being addressed.

To maintain credibility, the Inside Construction
Locals must continue to provide workers whose
skills are appropriate to the contractors' needs. If
training organizations like the Los Angeles Train-
ing Trust cannot upgrade the skills of significant
numbers of journeymen through the provision of
voluntary courses, the union may be forced into
giving serious consideration to the "subjourney-
man" concept which, of all the variations of the
notion of wage differentials based on high-technol-
ogy skills, seems to be gaining the most adherents.
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Case Stu4 5
CAD/CAM Operator Training Program: Glendale, Calif.

Summary
The Glendale CAD/CAM* operator training pro-

gram was sparked by the spirit of innovation and
cooperation on both the State_ and local levels.
Funded by a combination of Federal and State
moneys and sponsored on the State level by two
State agencies; the Glendale program is one of six
pilot programs in California which bring together
colleges; industries, and local government agencies
to train California residents to work in emerging
or expanding technological fields. The Glendale
program, which trained participants with drafting
backgrounds to utilize computer-ak:.-....1 design sys-
tems for mechanical design and printed circuit
board detailing, was a cooperative venture be-
tween Glendale Community College, local indus-
tries, the City of Glendale; and other local organi-
zations. At the end of the first cycle of the pro-
gram, 7 of the initial 12 enrollees were employed
as CAD/CAM operators and three others found re-
lated drafting jobs. At this writing; the second cy-
cle is still in session.

Background
Coordinated Funding Project fel. New Vocation-

al Education Programs.Tne Coordinated Fund-
ing Project administered undor the joint sponsor-
ship of the Chancellor's Office of California Com-
munity Colleges and the State's Employment De-
velopment Department (EDD)is an innovative,
State-level response to the need to develop voca-
tional education programs in emerging and ex-
panding technologies in a period of budget cuts
and reduced resources for educational programs.
The statewide project was created in response to
recommendations of a legislative "Task Group"
set up in 1979 to review vocational education in
California and to suggest Iv w vocational educa-
tion funds could be utilized mist effectively. In its
final report; the Task Group made the following
recommendations; 1) adoption of State-level ad-_.
ministrative policies to allow for consolidation of
resources; ** 2) greater private-sector involvement

Computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing.
"It was noted in the report that the existence of a "myriad of pro-

grams providing occupational training" had resulted in fragmentation
of funding and administrative procedures and created a significant ob-
stacle to effective coordination.

in vocational training, and 3) expansion of pro-
grams linking worksite training and classroom
instruction.

The Coordinated Funding Project is a combined
effort on the part of the Chancellor's Office and
the..EDD to consolidate -State and Federal funds
from three sourcesthe Comprehensive Education
and Training Act (CETA), the California Worksite
Education and Training Act (CWETA), and the
Vocational Education Act (VEA) to support pilot
education and training programs involving a high
level of coordination between colleges, private in-
dustries, and (in some instances) local government
bodies.

In November 1981, the project staff sent Re-
quests for Proposals (RFPs) to all of the 'Obnimuni-
ty colleges in California asking for concept papers
outlining innovative programs in emerging or ex-
panding technologies or labor-intensive occupa-
tions that combine classroom instruction with
worksite training in order to: 1) upgrade basic
work skills, 2) provide entry-level training, or 3)
enhance or build on the skills of displaced workers,
The colleges were specifically requested to design
,programs for occupations not included in they cur-
rent curricula and to seek new solutions for long-
existing problems. Specific objectives to be met
by each local program included the following:

to provide vocational training programs meet-
ing specific local employers' needs;
to involve local employers and other appropri-
ate entities in project planning, curriculum de-
sign; and training implementation;
to provide effective job skills training to the
project participants;
to obtain continuing employment with career
advancement potential for project partici-
pants; and
to incorporate the resulting curriculum into
ongoing college vocational education pro-
grams.

Over 50 colleges responded to the RFP, and in
January 1982; four individual colleges and two -col-
lege consortia were awarded contracts totalling
$800;000 (for all six programs). The top-ranked
proposal was_a program submitted by Glendale
Community College (GCC) to train CAD/CAM
technicians. In February 1982, GCC was awarded
$84;271 to train 24 participants (12 in each of two
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training tycleS);* shortly thereafter, five other
schools or consortia of schools were awarded con:
tracts to train participants in fields Such as eom-
puter-aided drafting, computer-assisted machin-
ing, digital electronics and microprocessors, busi-
ness machine and computer repair, and selar and
alcohol technology and wood products manufac-
turing.

The remainder of this study focuses on the CAD/
CAM technician program operated by Glendale
Community_ College. In the fall of 1982; a new
State initiative, titled "Investment in People," set
aside $3,400,600 to fund other college programs
of a nature similar to those supported by the Coor-
dinated Funding Program, Glendale submitted an
Investment, in People proposal containing a mod=
ified and expanded version of its Original CAD/
CAM prograM and was awarded $55,885 to train
additional participants in various computer-aided
design applications,

Glendale CAD/CAM Operator Training Pro-
gram. The Glendale program is an attempt to
demonstrate the feasibility of, coordinating a va-
riety Of funding sources (CETA, CWETA, and
VEA) as well as the efforts of a variety of partici:
pating organizations and agencies. The project is
a joint effort on behalf of Glendale Community
rollege, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Singer Libra-

cope, Computervision, the City of Glendale, and
the Glendale Private Industry Council. The re-
Mainder of this introductory section is devoted to
brief descriptions of these participating organiza-
tions and the part each plays in the CAD/CAM
program. Section II describes the project activities
of each major player in greater detail.

Glendale Community College.Glendale Com-
munity College (GCC), designated as the training
program operator, is Weir accredited by the West-
ern Association of Schools and Colleges as a 2=year
institution providing both general and specialized
education to youth and adults. Its four primary
Objectives are to: 1) educate students to meet the
lower division requirements of a university or 4-

year ,:ollege, 2) provide post-secondary vocational
education for students preparing for entry-level
positions and for employed students upgrading
their skills for job advancement or to meet newjob
requirements, 3) -post- secondary education for
"personal improvement" (i.e., coursework taken to
satisfy individual interests and which does not
lead to a degree or certificate), and 4) adult educa-

*Each training, cycle consisted of 12 weeks of formal classroom./
laboratory instruction, followed by 200 hours of worksite training at
the participating companies.

tion "below the lower division level," which in-
eludes coursework leading to the high school di-
ploma; career and vocational classes, citizenship
classeS, and classes serving special interest needs
Of the community.

GCC was founded in 1927 and until recently,
was under the jurisdiction of the Glendale School
Board, which was also responsible for the primary
and Secondary-level education systerri in the dis-
trict: In the fall of 1982, a school board, sole-
ly responsible for the Glendale Community College
District, was created. This action is especially
significant in relation to the school'S regidar voca-
tional education programs and to special projects
like the CADiCAM operators program in that the
presidentIsuperintendent of the new school board
has expressed a specific commitment to vocational
echieation and is a member of the Glendale Private
Industry Council (see below); Approximately half
of the college's 10,200 students (5,200 fdll-time;
5,000 part-time) are either enrolled in technical or
vocationally= oriented certificate or transfer pro-
grama* or take one or more vocational education
courses,

The CAD/CAM Operators' Program was coor-
dinated by the college's director of special pre=
grams and was taught by the senior drafting in-
structor.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).JPL was
established by the California Institute of Technol-
ogy (Cal Teeh) lib a private, nonprofit research and
deveropment laboratory.** Located on the out=
skirts of Glendale in La Canada, Calif., JPL em-
ploys approximately 4,600 people: approximately
2,400 are engineers and scientists 2;000 are sup-
Oa personnel; and 200 are engaged in manufae:
turing prototype products (see folleling para-
graph), When the laberatory was founded in 1946,
its major activity was to complete rocket research
and development for the U.S. Army. In 1959, it
became a Nataenal Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) research center. Today, although
itsprincipal contract is still with NASA, JPL also
has research ancLdevelopment contracts with the
Department of Energy, the Department of De-
feriae, the National Institutes of Health, some Ideal
agencies, and some private industries.

*Certificate programs are primarily business or teChnical programs
designed for students preparing to enter the job market upon coracle-
tion of the program. Transfer programs are designed for students plan-
ning to continue their education at-a A-year institution.

**Cal Tech continues to managJPL's CbtiCracta. According to a JPL
section manager, the difference be wean the research co_nducted at Cal
Tech's main campus in nearby Pasadena tind that conducted by JPL
is that JPI. is product development- oriented whereas the research an
the campus is primarily academic in nature.
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As a NASA contractor, the principal focus of the
laboratory's activities is lunar and interplanetary
investigationtracking and acquiring ,data from
satellites and probes in NASA's deep space net-
work: Currently operating at a funding levelof just
over $350 million, JPL concentrates on research;
development, and design of products. Its manufac-
turing activity, therefore, is limited to the produc-
tion of prototypes and is _a proportionately'small
part of the lab's responsibilities. For this reason,
JPL has little computer-aided production equip7
ment; it does; however; have approximately 500
computers (ranging from mainframes to micros)
which are primarily used for computer-aided de-
sign and other computer-aided engineering appli-
cations such as analysis and simulation 'of engi,.
neering data.*

According to JPL's Design and Mechanical Sup-
port Section manager; JPL's concentration on de-
velopment; desigm and "first article delivery"
means that the laboratory uses computers and
computer-aided systems primarily as analytical
tools rather than as production tools: The current
focus of the Design and Mechanical Support Sec-
tion is to attempt to save money and other re-
sources in the preliminary stays of manufactur-
ing by infusing into the design process the ability
to do simultaneous analysis, material selection,
and selection of fabrication work in an attempt to
create a product design that could be implemented
without wasting material or having to reconfigure
tooling in the manufacturing process.

JPL's Design and Mechanical Support Section
partipated in the Coordinated Funding Project
partiP'!y because of its growing need for CAD/
CAM operators since 1980, when the section in-
stalled its first Computervision CAD/CAM sys-
tem. Accordin; to the section manager, the intro-
duction of computer-aided design into the section
enabled it to bid on and complete more work in less
time and alsobecause the design engineers' _time
is 'considered to be too valuable to do detail and
documentation work on their designscreated a
need for a new category of employee"CAD/CAM

"Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) .. includes those computer
systems designed to facilitate Computer Aided Design CAD), Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAM), Computer Aided Business Systems
ICABS), the Interactive Computer Graphis UCG), and rill those other
systems that facilitate the solution of engineering problems. It plays
a key role in areas such as design, analysis, detailing, documentation.

programingJeoling, fabrication, assembly, quality control, testing,
and all aspects of managernentof the data base_rele_vant tothe particu-
lar product under consideration." Donald D, Glower andLindortE, Sal-
ine Ied.L A Reqxmse to_A_dvanding Techno/ogiesiWashington, D.C.:
American Siiciety for Engineering Education, 1982), p. 7.

operators" who are skilled in drafting and in the
operation of computer-aided design systems.*

Approximately two-thirds of the participants in
the Coordinated Funding Project receive "work
site training" at JPLhands-on laboratory work
on the Computervision terminals that both com-
plements their classroom instruction at Glendale
Community College and assists JPL engineers in
the detailing and documentation of their designs.
JPL has hired five trainees from the first cycle of
the program and may hire some from the second
phase.

Singer Librascope.The remaining third of the
\ original 12 Coordinated Funding Project partici-
pants received worksite training at Singer Libra-
scope, a division of the Singer Co. engaged in the
production of_nrilitary equipment.

Like\ JPL, Singer Librascope required trained
Computervision operators and looked on the Coor-
dinated Funding Project as a means of acquiring
employees trained to company specifications.
While all of the trainees received the same class-
room instruction at GCC; their worksite training
at Singer Librascope and JPL differed. Those who
completed their laboratory training at Singer Li-
brascope were trained to work on printed circuit
board (PCB) designs; while the JPL trainees
worked on mechanical designs.**

Computervision.Computervision--for many
years the largest producer of turnkey CAD/CAM
systemsparticipated in the Coordinated Fumding
Project by providing free training for the GCC
drafting instructor in its Los Angeles training cen-
ter.*** The classroom instruction provided to the
trainees was an adaptation of four of Computer-
vision's customer training courses. Computervi-
sion also assisted by providing reduced-price train-
ing documentation.

Glendale Private Industry Council cane: the City
of Glendale.The Glendale Private Industry
Councl (PIC) was formed in 1979 under Title VII
o! the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act. Title VII, the Private Sector Initiative Pro-
gram; was aimed at giving business and industry

- --
Previous to the installation of the Computervision terminals, the sec-

tion contracted drafting work-to independent drafters or drafting firms.
It is anticipated that the CAD systems and the new CAD/CAM opera-
tora_Will eventually replace the need for contract drafters.

**The students themselves were given a choice of industry site on
the_basis of their interest in either mechanical or PCB design.

***Computervision also supplied free training to two high school
teachers, who became CAD instructors in a high school training pro-
gram developed_ at approximately the same time as the Coordinated
Funding Project's CAD/CAM operator program.
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a major role in designing and implementing em=
ployment and training programs tailored to local
private-sector needs.* Although the authority of
business and industry representatives on a num-
ber of PICs across the country liaS icirrietiM 11,-en

limited by the control of the local elected
(deSignated as CETA Prime Sponsors) over PIC
activities, the Glendale PIC has effected a viable
working relationship between local government;
education, and industry representatives:

In order to describe the role played by PIC in
the Coordinated Funding CAD/CAM Operator
Program, it is first necessary to provide a few
Paragraphs of background material on PIC itself
and its relationship with its Prime SpOn Sot, the
City of Glendale. PIC's board is primarily com-
posed of business and industry representatives but
alio has representation from local government and
community groups, including the Glendale Unified
School District, the Employment' Development
DePartment, and the Department of Social Serv-
iCeS. In 1981. PIC merged with the CETA ACM=
sor2,. CotincilAwhich was under the jurisdiction_ of
the City of Glendale, in its role as CETA Prime
Sponior).

The merger occurred at_a time when a number
of other PICs and Prime Sponsors in other locali-
ties were also consolidating councils; in some loca-
tiOnS, the mergers were seen by one or the other
of the groups as "take-over bids" and were aCCOrn-
panied by vituperation on both sides. 'In Glendale
and in some other locations. the consolidation of
councils was seen as a reinforcement of an already
effective cooperative relationship. According to
the present PIC director, PIC and the city have
yet to disagree on matters of program or policy;
largely because there is general agreement that
PIC should act as the policymaking body while the
City acts as the administrative body.

Another factor that enhaneeS PIC'S ability to
function in a coordinated manner is that it has
eliminated duplication of services by designating
Specific types of training delivery to specific

. groups in the Glendale area. Glendale Communi-
ty cbtlege, for example, provides classroom in-
StruetiOn and skills training under contract to PIC:
another designated contractor is responsible for
work experience for youth, for example; and yet
another takes responsibility for in-school youth

rh. successor to ci;TA. the Jobs Training Partnership Act, retains
the private,industrycouneils created under CE-TA and expands their
responsibility and authority. In order to be certified under the new act
which requires a service delivery area with poptilation of 200,000 or
morethe Glendale PIC consolidated its council with the nearby Bur.
bank PIC in 1983.

programs: PIC board members and staff believe
that these measures have helped it to become the
top-ranked council in terms_ of job placement in the
DOL region covering California, Nevada, and
Arizona.

PIC played two roles in the CAD/CAM Opera=
tors Program. Its formal role was to Provide ad-
ministrative services for the program, including
contract compliance, recordkeeping; participant
tracking and reporting; operational monitoring,
and technical assistance, These services were for-
mally subcontracted by Glendale Community Col-

lege to the City of Glendale, which; as the admin-
istrative arm of the consolidated council, performs
similar services for PIC7operated programs.

The other role played b_,y PIC was informal but
crucial to every- aspect of the prOgram from con-
ception to delivery: The Glendale PIC defines its
responsibilities in a broader context than the ac-
tual operation of training programs for economi-
cally disadvantaged participants. ACCording to
both the PIC director and the chairman, PIC must
have a sense ofand be active' inthe communi-
ty as a whole in order to be effective in its formal
function of delivering private- sector training pro-
grams for the community's disadvantaged resi-
dents. The board and staff Members; therefore,
perceive their function to bel that of fricilitattirs,
or brokers; who can act to bring together repre-
sentatives from business, e- cation; and govern-
Ment to create the kind of Xvorking partnerShip
they believe is the intent of CETA, Title VII, and
its successor, the Jcib Training Partnership Act.;

It was in its role as a facilitator-that PIC had
its greatest impact on the' CAD/CAM Operator
Training Program. The proposal that won the
Coord:nated Funding Project contract for Glen-
dale Community College_ was conceived by the PIC
director and was an adaptatiOn of a -computer-
aided design program for high school students pro-
Posed by the chairman; who is also the man-
ager of JPL's Design and Mechanical Support Sec-
tion and a member of the* school program; which

*-BeCause the Glendale Coordinated Funding Project was net a
PIC-sponsored prOgram, the question of conflict-ofinterest did notarise
in relation to 11Ws role. Conflict of interest is, however, a debated issue
in the new JEM_Training Ptutnership Act. According to a report re-
leased by the National Governors' Association. "at leitat 15 states place
totalbans on designated officials from conducting tinaitioSS either with

the State; or local municipalities, or other governmental entities of which

they are memhers.7_$ome private-industry council theinbers in some
localities are, therefore_prohibited from allowing PIC Crain-Mg programs

CO be operated in or for their places of bilaieess. A number of private
industry councils, on the other hand, operate on the principle that PIC
board- members can have the most impact -by opening up their own
businesses or industries to P/C programs, thereby providing_ training
and employment opportunities to eligible participants and, at_t_hesante
time, illustrating by example that such programs can be effective for
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was designed to_familiarize high school students
with CAD/CAM technology and to encourage
them to continue their education in computer-
aided technologies;

The college program, on the other hand, was con-
ceptualfred as a means of serving the participating
students and companies alike by training the stu-
dents to fill immediate employment needs at JPL
and Singer. Both programs were designed to serve
their respective educational institutions by up-
grading teachers; introducing new technological
curricula, and providing courses that would even-
tually be incorporated into the ongoing curricula
of both the college and the high school.

The CAD/CAM program, then, resulted from
the synergistic'ynergistic relationship between PIC, the col-
lege, and industries like the Jet Propulsion Lab-

,oratory. it derives also from the leadership of in-
dividuals like the JPL section manager, whose ac-
tivities in other arenas (as PIC chair and as School
Board member) provided him with both the broad-
based perspective and the position to effect the
coordination called for in the State's Coordinated
Funding Proposal.

CAD/CAM Operator Training Program
Goals and Objectives.Overall goals of the

CA D/CAM.Operators' Program are: 1) to develop
a training program hi CAD/CAM which could be
incorporated into the community college system
in Glendale; and which could be replicated at other
community colleges, and 2) tc tram 24 participants
to be CAD/CAM operators. Apart from those over-
all goals (which are primarily those of the college),
PIC, JPL; and Singer Librascope each had addi-
tional objectives for their project participation.

Private Industry Council representatives viewed
the Coordinated Funding Project at an opportuni-
ty to strengthen the bond between the college and
local industries by demonstrating that the two en
titles could work together in a project that could

emplyers- In the NGA report citiLd abovewhich specifically addresses
the question of conflict -of- interest in regard to the new JOD Training
Partnership Actthe Georgia Employment and Trai_ning Council
specifically recommends that "Fedora! regulations concernin_g conflicts-
of.interest_which are presently Wog drafted exempt, PIC members from
prohibitions against conducting_business in their own or any other serv-
ice delivery area where: 11 such member notifies in writing Hi poten-
tial conflict of interest, to the council or administrative entity; 21 such
member refrains from voting or in any way participating in the deci-
sion to award contracts; and 31 the council or administrative entity
makes as a part of its record the reasons for awarding the contract to
one of its PIC memhers and why the award is in the public's best, inter.
est." I tnp1.2menting the Job Training Partnership Act. Technical Brief:
Conflict of Intel-mt.,' National Governors' Association. December 1982.
Issue paper presented for response.
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benefit each while also helping the community by
training and employing local residents. In partic-
ular; PIC hoped to showcase the college as a re-
source for local industries which could, by assum-
ing industrial training responsibilities, help the
companies save on training expenses. PIC also saw
its participation in the project as a way to partake
in an effort to-build the community's capacity to
engage in high-technology training whichin the
opinion of key staff and board membersmay not
be appropriate for the majority of CETA-eligible
residents without the necessary background
skills.* By helping the community to establish a
high-tech training capacity, PIC hoped to establish
a training resource which could eventually be used
by economically disadvantaged participants whom
NC would first provide with prerequisite skills
such as drafting.

Although Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Singer
Librascope had a major objective in common
that of obtaining employees specifically trained to
their work requirements- their secondary objec-
tives differed; One basic difference was that Singer
required students trained as detailersi.e., CAD/
CAM operators who do detail work on designs
created by otherswhereas JPL wanted trainees
who would do some basic design work and even-
tually become full-fledged designers.

Consequently, JPL informed all of the_students
who completed their wOrksite training at the lab-
oratory that those who would be hired would be
expected to continue their education (at company
expense) at a 4-year college. A further objective
held by JPL was to build the college's capabilitieS
so that the lab could draw on it as a training re-
source in the future. Computervision's object in
participating in the project was to support its cus-
tomersJPL and Singer Librascopeby assisting
in the instruction of their future employees; and
to assist the college by helping it to develop the
capability to create an ongoing computer-aided de-
sign course utilizing Computervision equipment

Planning and Development. The State-level
planning for the Coordinated Funding Project and
much of the local-level planning for the Glendale
program have been outlined in section I of this
study. This section will, therefore, discuss the pry -
gram development efforts that took place after the
selection of Glendale as a contract recipient;

*Because the CETA funds used in the Coordinated Funding Project
were discretionary linkages funds earmarked for project administrative
expenses, the project operators were not bound to meet CETA seloc
tion criteria, although they were urged to include as many CETA-eligi-
ble participants as possible.
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Previou§ to the writing of the proposal. both
JPL and Singer Librascope had made commit-
ments to participate in the program. Once the pro-
posal was accepted, PIC contacted Computervi-
sion and secured its commitment to provide train-
ing for the Glendale instructor. The school's engi-
neering drafting instructor, Who alio works part-
time at JPL as a senior engineer, was chosen as
the CAD/CAM program Instructor arid was given
the responsibility of designing the curriculum.

To prepare for hiS curriculum - writing and in-
structional duties, the instructor atte7.uisd a sum-
mer-long upgrading program. He began hiS train-
ing by completing a Week=long Computer vision
Self-study course at JPL, followed by a week of on-
the-job training in JPL's CAD/CAM operations.
During the following 9_ weeks; he attended 100
hours of training at Computervision's Los Angeles
training center, completing customer courses in
mechanical design and electromechanical design.
The week-long courses at Computervision were
supplerneritei? by on-the-job training at both Sing-
er Librascope and JPL. At the completion of his
training, the instructor designed the claSiroom
training curriculum for the program, aided by ad-
vice from JPL employees;

Bezause the world Le receiving claSS=
room instructior, at, ;:allege and laboratory
training at ono of the participating firms; much of
the program development effort included setting
up formal mechanisms for coordinating between
JPL, Singer Libra§cope, PIC, and the school. That
coordination involved logistics planning. Discus-
sions between the college and the two companies
resulted in a plan *hereby students would attend
3:hour lectures at the college two mornings a week
and laboratory training two late afternoons or
evenings a week (to EiVoid students competing with
employees for workstations).

Administrative and Instructional Staff.As the
primary program operator, Glendale Community
College had fiScal responsibility for the project. It
was also responsible for delivering classroom and
laboratory training and for appointing a program
counselor to act as liaison between the students,
the college, and the participating companies._ The
college's director of special projects for vocational
education served as the overall p. °gram adminis-
trator. Administrative services were subcon-

tracted to the City of_Glendale/Private Industry
Council, while the college retained the activities
of recruitment, screening and selection, counsel-
ing,_and placement: The college's engineering
drafting instructor was responsible for delivering
the classroom instruction, overseeing the labora-
tory instruction at JPL, and coordinating with the
two companies:
_ The instructor, a past graduate of Glendale
Community College, has a bachelor's degree in in-
dustrial design from California State University
at Los Angeles. a master's degree in induStrial
design from California State University at San
Jose, and a vocational education teaching creden-
tial from the University of California at Berkeley.
His previous industr:al experience includes work
at Columbia Broadcasting Corp. as a designer; at
General Electric's Nuclear Engineering DiviF.'son
as a packaging engineer, and at IBM as a senior
design engineer.

Facilities and Equipment; Classroom instruc-
tion was delivered at Glendale Community Col-
lege, which has a fully equipped traditional draft-
ing classroom, but no computer-aided design sta-
tions. Eight of the initial class of 12 students at-
tended the laboratory portion of their training at
JPL, which has four Computervision terminals
dedicated to training purpose& The renittining_stu-
dents had their laboratory instruction at Singer
Libra:scope, which has four Computervision term-
inals in its engineering department for use by pro-
gram trainees ,and Singer employees alike.

Piogiant Funding.Glenddle Community Col-
lege received $84,271 from the Coordinated Fund-
ing Project ($3,243 from CETA; S19,533 from
CWETA; and $61,495 from VEA). The CETA
funds and approximately half of the CWETA
funds were subcontracted to the City of Glendale
to cover administrative services, and the remain-
der of the CWETA funds paid for aportion of the
instructor's retraining (4 weeks of on-the-job train-
ing at JPL and 4 weeks at Singer Librascope). The
VEA funds were devoted primarily to covering the
direct costs of the training for the 24 participants;
In addition to the State funding; the participating
firms provided the following in-kind contributiona:
100 hours of computer-aided design training for
the Glendale instructor (Computervision) and
equipment-use-and-maintenance costs for the



CAD/CAM terminals valued at $97,200 (JPL and
Singer Librascope). Glendale Community Celle&
contributed space and utilities totaling $3,800.

Recruitment and Selection /Participant Profile.
In May 1982, the college sent flyers announcing
the CAD/CAM program to 2- and 4-year colleges
and Employment Development Department in the
LoS Angeles County area. Applicants were re-
quired to be U.S. citizens; be 18 years old or over;
have a high school diploma or general equivalency
diploma; be able to pass a security clearance; and
have completed the following college-level courses:

one semester of basic mechanical drafting;
one semester of advanced mechanical draft-
ing;
one semester of descriptive geometry; and
or equivalent work experience.

Recorrunended !Alt not required were the following:
one semester of electronic drafting;
one semester of machine design;
one semester of basic electronic§ or machine
shop:
prior work experience in the above areas; and
or equivalent work experience.

After making formal application for the program
at the Glendale CETA office, the candidates took
a written examination at the college on June 12.
The applications contained questionnaires request-
ing information on the applicant's long- and short-
term goals, attitude, and motivation, The formal
examination contained practical drafting prbblem8
requiring a knowledge of tolerance:dimensioning;
scaling, clearances, interferences, and electrical
schematics. From the initial group of over 50 can=
didates, the college representativeS selected 18 on
the basis of both test scores and indications of
practicality, willingness to do detailed work for
long stretches of time, and motivation shown on
the application queStionnaires. Once the college
made the initial selection; representatives from
JPL and Singer interviewed the students and
made the final §election.

The majority of the 12 students selected aa pro-
gram participants for the first session, Which be=
gan September 13, had previous machine shop or,
drafting experience. Over half had 2-year drafting
certificates, and five_ of those students alSo had 2=
year certificates in electronic§ or machining, The
average age of the group was 23. Two participants
were female; one was Hispanic; four had incomes
below the poverty level; one was a displaced home-
maker' and four were veterans.

Similar selection and recruitmec , re s

were followed for the second group
pantswho began the coursewor: try
1983. The second group was approx.1 per-
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cent female and included four Hispanics and three
Orientals.

Classroom Instruction and LaboratOry Train=
ing.The atudents received 12 weeks of formal in-
struction (6 hours a week of classroom instruction
and 6 hours of Computervision CADDS 3 terminal
training per week). Because no terminals were
available in the college classroom, the classroom
instruction was strictly devoted to theory, which
was then applied in practice in_the_company lab=
oratories. The GCC instructor was responsible for
cla§§room instruction and for monitoring thelab-
oratory sessions at both JPL and Singer Libra-
scope: Instructional materials consisted of four
Computervision training documentsCADDS 3
Pocket Reference, CADDS 3 Mechanical Basic
Guide; CADDS 3 Mechanical Design Workbook,
and the CADDS 3 Printed Circuit/Electrical Sche-
matiC BaSic Guide * -and Computervision's self-
study audio/print learning package, "Introduc.idn
to CADDS 3 Operation," which teaches the basic
concepts and commands needed to use CADDS 3
applications software.

Curriculum.The curriculum was designed to
include the intrcidUctory material covered in the
§elf=Study package plus three Computervision
CADDS 3 customer courses: 1) Basic Mechanical
Design, 2) Adve :-ed Mechanical Design, and 3)
BaSic Printed Cir 'Electrical Schematic Design.
The first week of c' '.;.s was devoted to an overview
of CAD/CAM technology, during which the int,
structor leCtured on CAD/CAM system hardware
and Software, turnkey CAD/CAM systems, com-
puter-generated visualizations, computer-aided
design and computer -aided manufacturing proc-
esses and applications, and the integration of
CAD/CAM into industrial processes.

During the second week, students were intro-
duced Co the basic techniques for using CADDS
3 software, concentrating on terminology, log on/
off procedures for entering and leaving the syatem,
and basic command language. The lecture portions
of the second week of study covered the format
of commandianguage syntaxmade upbf verb +
noun + modifier strings which the operator uses
to execute a_ command by inputting a function
(verb), such as "insert," plus a geometric entity
(noun), like "line," _plus a modifier which describes
the geometry, such as "parallel' or "perpendicu
lar."

*CAMS is Computervision's "Computer-Aided Drafting and Desjgri
System." Students were required to purchase the pocket reference and
the mechanical design workbook: the school supplied them with the two
basic guides. 1_Computervision, which normally sells the basic guidee
for $75 each; prov;ded them to the college For $30 each.)
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'lite. students also learned how to use the sys-
em's online documentation feature, which aids the

operator by prompting r her with infoi'ma-
tion on; for example; what "nouns- (line; circle; arc;
fillet) go with specific "verbs- (insert, delete, or
combine, for inst ance) and what modifiers can be
used with pzttieular vcrbfnoun combinations. Dur-
ing the. laboratory _ sessions, the _ students com-
pleted portions of the Contputervision audio cas-
:-.ette/workbook course under the instructor's su-
pervision,

Following the ba..,ic operations segment, the stu-
dents spent 2 weeks (24 hours) learning to use the
system for basic mechanical design. This segment
included the fundamentals of part creation (i.e.;
hoc to use the system to create lines, circles, arcs,
and fillets) and part filing (how to file a drawing
of a part in the system); how to erase; modify; and
manipulate elements; and basic projections Mow
to reproduce objects on planes or curved surfaces
by projecting their points to create 3-D objects):

During the following_ 2 weeks; _the students
learned how to insert dimensions in mechanical
drawings (including linear, angular, radial, and
diameter dimensions, dual dimensions, and exten-
sion lines and _arrows): how to use construction
a:s, such as grids and layers; how to size and scale
part -drawings; "zooming.' (focusing in on a small
sect ie in of tlw drawing on the screen or widening
the focus to include the full drawing): and how to
insert textual notes and symbols to accompany
their drawings: The Laboratory work during_this
segment consisted of working through specified
sections of the CA DDS 3 Mechanical Design

'ork hook and completing individual projects in-
ng the creation of 2-D and 3-D parts..

The next :3 weeks (weeks 7-9 of the course) were
devoted to printed circuit/electrical schematic (PC/
ES) applications. The first lecture in this segment
covcred the differences between mechanic I and
PC' ES applications and operations. The students
then tote-tied to create electronic symbols (called
"nodal ;n1,:rtnatiou- in Computervision terminol-
ogy) and to digitize* and annotate electrical scne-
mat icy. which the computer then converts into a
"net i.e., a listof all the start- and end-points
for .,pecific wire paths on the board. By tht. eighth

the students were creating PC component

s..ers are inktromenteil ,urfaces on which the location 0 .:
...sill an iissi slat cursorunit, is automatically conerted

ant: , and ssrilinate data suitable for transmission to a cone
;nitr 'A I 'AM Computer Grhphics, A Survey and Buyer's
,usite pp s 221 In the ec,ES operation described above, "digitizing"

means a stylus to locate points which will eventually be connected
,ns t he finished eireeit board.

diagrams, digitizing simple PC hoards, and then
using the system to merge the printed circuit
boards and to automatically route the result.*
They then learned to edit their PC boards** and
to record the parts and computer files (i.e., to store
both the PCB drawing and the schematic and net
list information in the computer). As in the me-
chanical segment, the students were required to
complete individual projects using the terminals
in the laboratories.

During the next 2 weeks, the students worked
on specific electro-mechanical design problems
dealing with the design and packaging of printed
circuit boards. The last week of the course was
devoted to review and to the final examination.

Instructional Methods.When he developed the
curriculum; the instructor was faced with a prob-
lem intrinsic to the structure of the program: how
to modify the Computervision courses, which were
designed for students with 4-hour-a-day access to
terminals; to be taught in the Glendale format (6
hours a week of classroom instruction; 6 hours a
week of laboratory practice). A number of his
teaching method: vw!re therefore dictated by the
peculiarities of the situation. A portion of the
classroom time was devoted to lecture on and
class discussion the theory behind the labora-
tory work to be done in the following lab session.
Because of the lack of equipment, the instructor
used the chalkboard to demonstrate the basic prim
ciples, and the students completed pen-and-paper
exercises simulating the terminal exercises they
would perform in the laboratories.

The remainder of the classroom time was spent
in group discussions of individual problems en-
countered in the laboratories. (Although a number
of the students were reticent about discussing
those problems in a group situation, all were re-
quired to do so in order to provide them with ex-
perience in communicating problems to co-workers
and attempting to solve them in a group situation.)
The instructor's object in this was to simulate the .

industrial environment to the greatest extent pos-

. _

*The "merge" process tells the system that all of the components
that exist on this Isoard must be hooked based on the net list, so
that the informas .s on the net list is actually merged int, the printed
circuit board design. In the "routing" process, the system automatically
indi,iltes to the operator the lines that physically connect the digitimA
pun

,I:r ii necessary because t .0 system cannot always
every board. For example, if the system cannot get

fron, point .\ to point 13 without intersecting another point and so
groundingout the wires, the human operator must drill a hole in the
hoard, run the wire along the bottom side, and drill back up to the com,
ponent side so that he can continue to run the wire on an unobstnicted
path,
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Bible. Students were expected to produce profes-
sional-level work; were expected to meet strict
deadlines for their twice-weekly lab work and for
the projects required at the end of each section;
and were trained to solve the sort of practical prob-
lems they - ould face on the job.

Student , worked two-to-a-terminal in the labor-
atory sc-zsions, using the "partner system" that
Computervision trainers use in their customer
classes: Each student would work on the terminal
for approximately 15 minutes at a time; while his
or her partner would monitor the operation to
make sure it was being done c Aly and would
provide assistance when necessary: This system;
according to Computervision, allows each partner
to both observe and perform specific operations
and therefore reinforces the learning process. Be-
cause JP', had four terminals located in a dedi-
cated training lab and because the laboratory oper7
Lacs on a flexible schedule, the students who did
their laboratory work at JPL had 4 1() 6 extra
hours a week of terminal time. According to the
instructor, the students were all so highly moti-
vated that they had to be forcibly ejected from the
laboratory at 11:00 p.m.

In addition to the classroom and laboratory
work, the instructor arranged for two field trips
one to the Computervision Training Center in Los
Angeles, and one to Weber Aicraft to observe the
IBM/CADA M system in a production environ-
ment:

Examinations and College Credit: Students
were given an examination at the end of each ma-
jor course segment (basic operations, mechanical
application; and electrical applications) and took
a 3-part final examination covering mechanical de-
sign, electrical design, and basic drawing. All but
one of the students passed the final test and re-
ceived three units of college for the course.*

Student Evaluations. i. written evaluations
completed at the end of the classroom/lab portion
of the program, the trainees gave both the instruc-
tor and the course high marks. Most, however,
stated that the course would be improved by more
terminal time and more time spent on printed cir-
cuit board design. (See "Results" section for more
recent evaluations of the course by session I train-
ees now working at ?PL and Singer Librascope.)

Worksite Training.Once they completed the
classroom/laboratory portion of the program; the

The one student who did not pass the final exam WW1 the only stu-
dent Who carried a full-time job while participating in the progr;an. The
combination of full-time work and program participation proved to he
more than he could accommodate.
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11 remaining students began worksite training at
JPL and Singer Librascope. This portion of the
training consisted of 200 hours of work, which in
the case of the eight trainees; was divid9d into 10,
20-hour weeks. Because Singer Librascope was
anxious to place its trainees on the permanent pay-
roll as soon as possible, the 200 hears of training
for the three _Singer participants was condensed
into 7 weeks. Trainees in both locations Worked on
actual production designs and were paid salaries
of $5 per hour by the firms: (Customers were in-
formed that the design .or detail work was being
performed by student trainees, and the savings
in terms of lower-than-average salaries paid dur-
ing the training periodwere passed on to the cus-
tomers in form of decreased design -room costs.)

The Singer Librascope trainees spent the work-
site training portion of the program primarily do-
ing detailer work on printed circuit_board (PCB)--
designs. This included digitizing PCB drawings to
input the design into the computer, editing ex-
isting designs, creating detailed drawings from an
existing database, and creating photo tools. The
students who completed their worksite training at
JPL were given some design responsibilities as
well as detail work. Their specific task was to work
on mechanical designs for support equipment and
peripheral structures, such as inspection plat-
forms; for the Galileo spacecraft.

Given a basic design created by a'JPL engineer,
it was the trainees' rob to complete the design,
making sure that it met both the design and man-
ufacturing standards (part tolerance and materi-
al selection, for example) specified by the design
engineer: In many instances; completing the en-
gineer's design required the trainee to design a
part or structure forming a potion of the total de
sign. The design work done by the trainees. close
ly monitored during the worksite training period;
is a significant aspect of the duties of those train-
ies who became permanent employees.

Related Services: Counseling; Placeme,A, and
Follow-up.Counseling, lllacement, and follow-up -

services were formally assignej to,the college. The
college's special projects department has a full-
time counseling staff, one of wham was assigned
part-time to the Coordinated Funding partici-
pants. In effect. however, most counseling was in-
formal and was pro, ided by the instructor and the
Singer and JPublie Law employees who oversaw
the students at the laboratory sites. Although
placement services were officially the responsibili-
ty of the college; P 'C representatives aided Gf2C
in placing those program graduates who were not
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hired by either of the participating firms. Follow-
up procedures. planned for 30-. and 90-day in-
tervals after prograni completion, wereconducted
by the college.

Results
Placement.Seven of the 11 trainees who com-

pleted both the classrooM Matt-talon and worksite
training -portions of the program were hired by
either JPL or Singer Librascope. JPL'S Stated in-
tention at the beginning of the,progfam was to
train eight participants its lab and to hire the
four who werebest-qnalified. The laboratory ex-
ceeded its-original intention by hiring five trainees
af.tifec-ompletion of the worksite training in Feb-
ruary 1983. The new JPL CAD/CAM operators re-
ceived entry-level salaries of $6 to $7.50 per hour.
Two of the JPL trainees were placed in other firms
in design and drafting jobs wh do not however,
involve CAD/CAM operation.

Singer Librascope had orig. intended to hire
all three of the studeiAS WE at the firm.
One of them, however, faileu w pas;_ the security
clearance required for all Singer Librasco.
ployees: That trainee has Since been hired b
dale.Community College in a nontraining7i elated
capacity. The other two were hired- by Singer in
January 1983; at starting salaries of $6.25 to $7.25
an_hour.

Singer hopes 'to hire four trainees froO the sec-
ond session of the program, Which et this writing
has not yet entered the worksite training stage.
Whether or not JPL will be able tonire any of the
second-session trainees will depend or the labora-
tcny's need and 'funding §ittiaticii at the end of the
siinnner.

T L.: Investment in Pe;13Ie Project of_the
.;ults of the CAD/CAM :i_peratior program was

.thieved well before the first gro,,- of participar.,,s
completed their classroom instrue. on. In October
1982, the State Community College C:,,;nceller's
Office and the EDD announced th.it additional
funds for innovative college programs would_ be
available ander the Governor's InVe§tment in Peo-
ple 1lritiative. Glendale Cerritritinity :7ollege; again
with the help ...;f PIC and the City of Glendale, sub-
mitted a proposal to expand the CAD/CAM o_per-
atets' program to adapt it to a Wider range of ap
plicetions (including atetiteetural; pi `' g and
structural design); to recruit additional applicants
and involve more local ifieltiStry; and zo provide
further training for instructors from GCE to help
du college expend its already developed CAD cur-
riculum.-

In December 1982, the College was awarded 11-
vestment in People Funding totaling $55,885 to
provide 10 weeks of combined classroom instruc-
tion at GCC and onsite laboratera work at the
Electro Optic System' Division of :--,::!r_ox Corp.

and JacOli Engineering (an architectural and civil
engineering firm).

Unlike the Coordinated Funding Project partic-
ipants, 32 of the 40 investment in People partici-
pants were company emPloyees requiring upgrade
training in computer-aided Because the
Xerox Electrci Optical Syste...:= r nployees were to
be trained for aerospace applications, a combined
class serving the second -session Coordinated
Funding participanta and the Xerox Investment
in People participants was planned for the. winter=
spring semester of 1983. The Jacobs employees,
who were to be trained in architectural applica-
tions, attended a separate course, caught by an em:
ployee of Jacobs certified by Glendale College. All
of the industry employees received_ laboratory
training at their respective companies; The eight
trainees who Were not company employees joined
the Coordinated Funding participaz.Ls at Singer
and JPL.

Benefks. Aside from the obvious benefits_ to
the trainee,. the CAD/CAM Operator Training
Program produced benefiencil results for the spon-
soring companies, agencies, and institutions. Both
employers _got CAD/CAM operators trained in
their epecific applications and operations for a
fraction of the cost involved in company-operated
training programs. Singer Librascopc, which spe=
cifically seeks young; energetic drafters to be
trained as detailers in computer-aided PCB appli-
cations. obtained young CAD operators whose lab=
citatory training was closely m nitore" by toin-
pny employeesthus providii g the assurance
that they were trained in a meatier acceptable to
the firm. As added benefits; Singer representatives
also point to their participation in the selection of
the trainees and the opportunity to observe them
over an extended period of time

JPL representatives :nob. on the training pro-
gram as a first F4-,..; in reducing the laboratory's
dependence on the contract drafting houses that
traditionally perform..J the_ manual arafti' func-
tion now being replace:: by CAD/CAM. According
to themanalger Cif the Design and Mechanical Sup-
port Seftioh, the section has been able to accom-
modate double its pn nous workload since the in-
troduction of the CAD systems in 1981 and can
a --orripli§h in_ch of the work done by the contract

era with a smaller number of permanently em-
ployed CAD/CAM Operators. Furthermore; sincc



the systems themselves are extremely accurate
tools, J Pl-, can increase productivity and lower its
price structure by hiring trained CAD/CAM oper-
ators at entry-level salaries and passing he sav-
ings along to its customers:

A n added benefit from J Plis point of view is the
future potential of the trainees. All of those who
were hired by J Ph accepted their positions with.
t he understanding that they will continue their ed-
ucation by pursuing 4-year engineering degrees
and eventually become part of the engineering de-
sign staff in the section: In this way; ;Ill.-, hopes
to achieve a number of long-term results: to pre-
vent the CAD/CAM operators from becoming sta-
tic; to "home grow" new engineers who will nave
a working knowledge of CAD/CAM operations and

'I, requirements; and to keep a constant flow of
new CAD:CAM operators coming into the labor-
atory by replacing the older operators who have
moved up to engineering design positions.

Glendale Community College, by obtaining the
Coordinated Funding and Investment in People
grants; now has increased credibility at the State
level, wh:cli may, in turn, help the school to ob-
tain additional funding for further innovative pro-
gritins. Of equal importance is the CAD/CAM ex-
perience gained by the drafting instructor during
his summer-long upgrading program, which was
reinforced by his delivery of the academic -year pro-
:Tram. In addition; the college_ got_the opportuni-
ty to integrate compu`---aided design_into its_reg-
ular drafting curriculunian opportunity that
wecil,1 have been greatly delayed had GCC been
forced to wait until it could c' "` sir its own equip-
ment.

Benefits o the Private lAdustry Council and
Computervisi o_were less tangible; but were; nev-
ertheless, significant.. By acting as the broker
bringing the major player.: together and develop-
ing the operating_syst,:i:.s that helped the program
to succeed, PIC demonstrated that it could fill the
needs of the commurity at large while, at the same
time; setting the stage for a PIC-funded program
preparing _disadvantaged _residents to become
drafters who could then take advantage of train-
ing prograins concentrating on CAD/CAM skills:
__ The program also aided the_Private Industry
Council by rein fc:cing the PIC-built bridges be-
tween t' College and local industries and by dem-
onstrating the PIC philosophy in action; Le:, 0- it
industrial commitment and acadr,1,-rc training re-
!-ources can be combined to benefit industries,
schools, and potential employees. Computervi9:rin,
by part sting in a program sponsored by JFI.,
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and Singer; demonstrated its willingness to sup-
port its customers in an innovative endetwor while
also helping to provide those customers with
trained Computervision operators.

Froblems/Solutions.The necessity -of condens-
ing the Computervision courses to fit the time
frame of the college semester and the need to sep-
arate the classroom and laboratory segment s pre-
sented ongoing problems. Although the Glendale
students did have 12 weeks to complete fo-r 1-
week Computervision courses; students, who at-
tend courses at one of Computervisinn':; customer
training centers engage in intensivt! 8-hour-a-day
classroom and laboratory work. In the case of the
mechanical design and printed circuit, courses; the
Glendale students received almost as much termi-
nal time as a regular Computervision customer;
but in the case of the introduction tc, CADDS 3
operatic a course, the coverage was reduced from
approJimatelv 40 hours to 10.

It sho uld also be noted thn, Cornputery rion rec-
ommends that its customers' employees have from
60 hours ,f terminal time (for d2t.ailers) to 120
hours (for desig.iers) after they ; the basic
mechanical design rcurse to thoroughly familiarize
t !-,em with the system before they proceed to ad-
vanced mechanical design. This, of course, was im-
p-issible for the Glendale students; who; because
el time constraints impor=ed by the 12-week semes-
ter, had to proceed directly from the basic to the
advanced course.

While the first group of students did feel
that the classroom/laboratory schedule w:,s incon-
venient,_ the students who are attending the sec-
ond cycle tie course do have a problem in that
regard: Those who do their laboratory work at Sin
er Librascope must attend labs from 11:00 p.-
to 2:00 a.m. because the systems are in constant
use for production purposes during tb il.r_st two
shifts. This presents obvious difficuljeic foe the
second-cycle students but alleviates the proi.,
noted by Singer employees during the first cycle
of the program, when regular employees were oc-
casionally forced to work overtime in order to
make up for the periods during which the termi-
nals were used for training purposes: A similar
problem was mentioned by some JPL employees,
who had been accustomed to use the terminals
"dedicated" to training for ;production design
.vork.

A final problerr related to th- course structure
is that the instructor occasir Tally hric difficulty
filling th:. mandatory 6 hourth a wee of lecture
time v.', :h cor.',Lr;:ctive material. While the chalk-
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hoard demonstrations of terininal -operations and
the pen-and-paper exercises were helpful to some
extent, the instructor now feels that 4 hours_a
week of lecture and 8 hours of terminal time would
he more appropriate for a course of this type:

While the instructor found ways to addres's
some of the above-mentioned problemS in the Sec-
ond cycle of t he program, others were lessameria-
file to immediate solution. The 10 hours original-
ly devoted to the basic operations segment has
been expanded toi(20 hourS. TO deal with the orob7
lem of excessive -cit c roOtii}t.irne ,.the instructor has
assigned a term project for the second cycle of
trainees.

,A_§ part, of the projti-ct, students will write papers
dealing with the advantages and disadvantages of
various_ CAD/CAM systems for specific types of
design work; such as mechanical, printed circuit
board, Architectural and piping. Each student _is
assigned an in -dep' n research project on a specific
system for a specific type of application, and the
instructor has arranged for more field_trips to en-
able the students to see different systems in opera
tion. .At the end of the course; the student§ will
make :-;ass presentat;Ofis on the results of their re-
search, so i.fiat the entire class will hove some ta-
e--.:!;arity with a wide variety of sys:.. ms and ap-
plicttons. Because both cles,-6f the course were
firmly_ locked in CO the college's schedule by the
time the difficulties at.:r:ociate-' with the classroom/
laboratory ratio tecarne apparent. it was not poSai-
hie to make the ao:ustment to the 4-hour lecture/8-
hour lab format which the inst-.iictor _believes
would he the best long-term solution to thiS Prob-
lem:

Lack of adequate periods of irrie for terminal
practice between the basic and advanced mechan-
ical design segmc, is is a problem which as yet has
no solution in a (fliii-de which is structured to fit
into an academic sc-:niester. Even if the college had
a well-equipped laboratory dedicated to ,
it is unlikely that the scuderitS have logged
in 60 to 120 hours of terminal tin-ic to fully ac-
quaint themselves with the system hefore pane
ins from the basic to tne advanced Segment w
the t, should he noted, however, that ..he
stu.:!..,nts did haze t he opport.;nit-, to_work_ on the
terminals for at least 20 liou:-s a wee-- during the
1.vork=:it v training portion of the program. There-
for all 11( ),:;_-ii titOS7 may not have been able_ to
make 1,,,e tat t he ter-init.:3s at th_e_o_ptintinn period
in tin learning, process. th:y did have up to 200
hours of experience on the terminals in addition
t,0 the time spent iii the laboratory sections o:

al course.

A final problem, one noted by Singer represent-
atives and by the Glendale instructor himself, is
thatwhile the summer-long upgrading course
provided the instructor with a grounding in -the
Computervision courses he adaptiqi for his own
course and a familiarity with the work of the Sing-
er and .1131.i departments the student§ Would be
working inhis training was "barely adequate'
to the task of training the students in advanced
techniques. The major difficulty here was notwith
the abilities of the instructor, who had years of ex-
perience as an industrial designer and a drafting
teacher and is familiar with _the operation of
another CAD/CAM system. HoWever, while he
was e-faluated by both Singer and JPL repro-
sentatives to be fully competent in his field and
an excellent teacher; he did not have enough "Sys-
tem time on Computervision terminals to become
thoroughly familiar with all of the opera.' os re-
quired for both mechanical and PCB deaign.

This problem has decreased as the instructor has
had more opportunity to work on the system him-
self and to observe the types of difficulties his stu=
dents run into on the terminals, and it can reason-
ably xpected to be overcome entirely with time
and ex r:ierience. Because JPL and Singer designers
were 1. ways on hand to aid the students with dif=
ficult problems, the students did not suffer be-
cau,c1 of the instructor's_lack of extensive produc-
tion experience on the system.

Evaluation of Present and Future Capacity
In spite of the problems rioted in the previous

sections, the CAD/CAM operator training pro
gram-can be rated as an overall success. The two
employers have gained trained employees who fill
what they bah term as a "void" in their occupa-
tional structure, and both Sinfrer and JPL Pro:
nounce themselves to be very pleased with the peo-
gram gr lcluates they have: -ed. The majority of
the other graduates have obtained jobs; the
lege has gained experience in teaching a CAD/
CAM course and hopes to de z.'-Ae to integrate it
into its regular cur/ ard the Private In-
dustry Council has strengthen, d its position as e
"broker" _-:etween industry, academia, and there
in _need Of training, and jobs.

Many -of the problems cited; are in fact, are nor-
mal "startup" difficulties associated with theini-
tial implementa' on of demonstration programs
with limited del lopment time-frames. The other
problemsspecifically those involve() in coordiriat=
ing the resoth ce.., ad schedulea of the industries.
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on the one hand; and the college, on the other
are currently being addressed by PIC and the col-
lege and require both long-range planning and flex-
ible short-term adjustments to achieve a workable
solution (see beloW).

PerhapS more ix/Tortoni than the program's
success in meeting its stated goals. however; is its
value in demonstrating that industries and educa-
tional institutions can work together to meet their
individual needs and the needs of the community
with mutually satisfactory results. The present
and future potential for.the cooperative endeavor
in high=technology training initiated by the college
CAD/CAM program and its sister high school pro-
gram, along with student and employer evalua-
tions of the first cycle of the college program, are
discussed in the following paragraphs;

Employer Evaluations.Many of the employ-
ers' reactions to the program and to the students
have been touched on in previous sections of this
study. This section summarizes and draws togeth-
er the overali response of the two employers who
participat. as major sponsors of the program.

Singer Librascope.-_-Singer representatives
interviewedthe manager of engineering and plan-
ning, the super visor of the computer-aided design
department who oversaw the laboratory portion
of the formal course and the worksite training, and
a PCB designer who worked cloSely with the stu-
dentS during the worksite trainingall believe
that the trainees did "a great job" -mid are fully
satisfied with the work and m -itivation of the two
trainee- *he were eventually hired. Eventhough
the th'rd trainee could not be hired for sec, rity
reason the Singer emp'.oyees said that he, too,
did "very good work" and that they would have
hired him had he been able to pass the security
clearance.

The- supervisor of computer-aided design was ex-
tremely direct in both hiS praise and his criticism
Of various aspects of the program: He felt- hat the
problem crented ler Singer in the case of tl trrin-
ee v ':;) was unable to get a security clearan could
hOve been avoided if more time and effort had gone
into the initial screening process. The_classroom
training, in his opinion, vas "adequate" but could
have been more adequate.' if the Glendale in-
^i ructor had received a longer training conrse him-

'`: i tile ,rogram vas that,
./. the trainees got a goo: basic taste" of
CAD: iS 3 techniques. the instruct:L.:in would have
served -,.-/nrposes better had it been "more
focused'. on printed circuit board design.

On the other hand; he recognized the instructor's
problem of having students who would eventual:
ly be working in two different applications (me-
chanical and PCB) in the sane class and believes
that some grounding in_mechanical design tech-

.fugues is necessary for PCB detailers.
Overcoming all of his criticism of the program;

however, was the fact that the two trainees who
were hirEid were, first of all, precisely the type of
employees he was seeking (young; intelligent. and
highly motivated) and secondly, were tailor-
trained to meet Singer's specifications. The pro-
gram was especially vii7,vcble from Singer's point
of view in that it trained .ittidentS who had draft-
ing experience but who did not have previous corn,
puter-r: led design experience; they therefore did
not he to "unlearn improper or unprofessional
techniques" or teeliniveskspecific to another in-.
dustry or another CAD/CAM system : - Six of the
trainees in the second cycle of the program are now
receiving laboratory training at Singer Librascope,
and tie C41?. oPpervisor hopes to hire four of
them:

Jet Fzeciiils;-ar. Laboratery.7-Representatives
interviewed included the manager of the design
and mechanical support section and the techn
group supervisor for computer-aided design. Be-
cause the CAD/CAM operator training program
was conceived and fostered by PIC_Jwhich is
chaired by the JPL section nernager), JPL's eval-
uation may be partially perceived as a parent's
report_of his child's progress. On the other hand,
the section manager; being very much a business-
man as well as a ;,;cieatist, is committed to seei:..;:
2 return on investment in the trainees; and to
hiring employees whose work me. the standards
of precision required in the aerospace industry.

Another facts :o be considered in JPL's evalua-
tion is its philosophy of community participation
and its approach to employee traiaing. The Jet.
Propulsion Laboratory is the largest emiployer in
the Glendale area, -Ad its managerial employees
have iinplemented their sense of commitment t.o
the community by s on the board of educii-
tian, educational ;,ask forces, and organizations
like the Private luAustry Council.

JPL's participation in the CAD/CAM training
program, therefore, was motivated riot only by its
need for traincdeperaters but by its desire to in-
crease cc' ege's locus on high-technology train-
ing so that t Le school could better se, ye the needs
of ',nth the .ridustrial community and the residents
cif Ciiendalc: Integral to his approach is the no-
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tion that industry slibiild communicate _its per-
CO educational institutions and work with

them to address educational needs,*
Aside from attempting t:. strengthen industry-

education linkages in the community at large, the
design and mechanical support section manager
has institutionalized upgrade training for all of the
employees in his section. Forty hours a year of up-
grade training for each employee is built into the
cost structure of the section; and completion of
that training is an important factor in each em-
ployee's yearly appraisal. This procedure, which
is in essence a mandate that everyemployee con-
tinually upgrade his or her skills; was instituted

approxirnatelY the Seine time that theCAD1
CAM -equipment wasinstalledin the section and
grows out of the manager's perception of the need
for engineers and support personnel to keeP up
with the dynainic advances of the computer-aided
tools of their profession.

The JPL representatives who participated in the
selection of the trainee§ for the; CAD /CAM opera-
tor program therefore looked for applicants who
were highly motivated and indicated a desire to
continue their education; and five trainees
hired by JPI; were those ivation both
to wore at the lab 0,-,t1 weir education
was most apparee .s_ noted previously, :LPL
sought trainees who would eventually bere-i:i ful-
ly fledged deSigh engineers whom the training

provide with snpltisticated entry-level skills
and who -zad potential for career growth.

When :interviewed halfwa throlIgh the worksite
' training period, JPL representatives were well -

Satisfied with the work; the_rnotivation, an the
potential for success of all eight t ainees. At the
end of the worksite training, the five trainees with
the strongest desire to pursue eqgmeering degrees
were hired. Two months after they were hired as
full-time employees, they were,_according to the
section's CAD st;nervisor, "doing very well" and
continued to be enthusiastic and motivated. Ten
trainees in the second cycle are now i-eceiving
laboratory training at-JP!.; (eight from the Coor-
dinated Funding Project ;:,rid two .b7nded by In-
vestment in_Peop10.

Student EValiiatiCn.,.--Iiidividual interviews
were held with five sessi,m I graduates.the_two
graduates hired by -Singer T...i1-rasc9pe cind three
of those hired liY JPL. The 4tiider.ts ,:vere uniform :
ly positive about the instructor; -appreciative of the
experience ti;fty had received; and enthus tic

JPL. which is i n rutgi-Owth of ar educauon41 iratitution but
or,aates like a compaiiy perharz_uniquelystructured to ate the
or adernicifidiii,te!-, litikages ilEstrated by the CAD/CAD 1. ran..

about the current work. All of the students gave
the instructor an excellent rating. and some added
that he was one of the best teachers they had, ever
worked with; They specifically noted his ability to
provide clear and concise explanations; his atten-
tion to detail; his willingness to provide personal-
ized assistance; and his patience and dedication.

While all of the students rated the course con=
tent highly, the new Singer hires would have pre-
ferred more class and laboratory-time devoted to
printed circuit board design. The other problem
one mentioned by the instructor himself and all of
the students interviewed was the ratio of class-
room to laboratory time While most of the Ate
dents found the 6 hours of lecture per week helPful
in the beginning of the course, all Stated that more
lab and less lecture would have been more appro!
priate during the second half. Two students noted
that the small size of the class resulted in speeifie
benefita; personalized instruction and an environ-
ment that encouraged the students to help each
other to explore a variety of design techniques.
Others mentioned that the instructional material;
especially the Computervision workbook; were ex-
cellent and that the class projects were especially
helpful as learning experience:le

Although many of the scudenta were required
to travel long distancesboth to the college from
their homes and between the college and the lab=
oratory sitesonly one mentioned traveling as a
problem. None of the students felt that the tirr e
lag between the classrf,om lectures and the 'at,
atory practice sessions created undue .

All of the graduates stated that the laboratory (y
p.rience was the most beneficial aspect, of the pre,
gramnot beciuse the lectures were not good, ;Alt
because of the necessity to i:rigtio-e in hands -o;:
practice on the 64W:rimlit. Two of the JPL sta7
dents specifically rnentionea the, helpfulneas of
JPL employees during the laboratory

When. however, the students were asked if they
preferrel the college-classroortiiindustry-lab-site
set-up to situation in which the lectures arid lab
oratory work could nave been eetralized in one
location, all but bile said that It would have been
preferable tlizzt tie Equipment be located at the cal=
lege. The disser :ng studenk (one of the few who
had not had )us industrial experience) -laid
that -the Indus -nvironment provided him w, h
a greater incenL, e to work harder and learn mere
than v Ou'id hove been possiolt 1,7 a classroom en-
vironment. All of the students; on the ether hand,
felt that the 7 to 10 weeks of W3I ksite experience
after the formal coursework was extremely valu-
able, primarily because they were given "real"
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work rather than make-work and becaUSe it gave
them' an opportunity to learn about the specific
working procedures of the two industrial labora-
tories.

All of the students expressed their intention of
continuing their education at 4-year colleges or
universities. One plans to pursue a mechanical en=
gineering uegree, and the others intend to work on
degrees in industrial design.

Present end Future CAD/CAM Training Capaci-
ty of Glendale Community CollegelAt the Cbm-
pletion _of the first cycle of the CAD/CAM pro-
gram, Glendale College, asthe program operator,
had met most of the objectives set out by the Cobr:
dinated Funding sponsorS. The college, with the
help of PIC and the sponsoring companies; had
operated a vocational training program that met
the needs of specific local employers; had involved
the employers and "Other appropriate entities"
(PIC and Computervision) in planning; design, and
implementation; and had provided the participants
with effective job skills training and continuing
employment with career advancement potential;
The final objective of the Coordinated Flinding
Projectto incorporate the resulting curriculum
into ong :ng vocational education pro-
gram- haS proved to be more difficult to accom-
plish.

Operating a program combining classroom and
worksite training produced a number of beneficial
results, not the. least of which were the aVailabili=
ty of state-of-the-a :t equipment at the industry
cites and the opportlinity given to the trainees to
cclimate themselves to an industrial environs

ment. The use of industrial labs and the instruc-
tor_ upgrade trcur provided by project funds en-
abled the college to demonstrate its effectiveness
in training vocational education student§ to meet
industrial needs. The expansion of the program
under Investment in People funding also demon-
strated that the college could serve as a resource
for traininp existing industrial employees as well
as entry-level candidates.

The college. however; is painfully aware of the
possible "self destructing" nature of a CAD/CAM
program operated by a - _ol with io equipment
of its own. By the end of the second c_y_cle of the
program; both Singer Lihrascope and JPL will be
"satui ated" with CAD/CAM operators, at least
for the present. In order to keep the program run-
ning, and to truly incorporate it into the ongciing
curriculum of the college, GCC will have to find

her sources of equipment.
This potent;31 problem was apparent_from the

inception of th ni-Dgram. and both NC and the
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college's director for special projects have been ac-
tively working on a solution. College representa-
tives believe that the least promising solution in
the long run is to assume that_they will be able
to perpetuate the program indefinitely by relying
completely on indtistrylaboratories for the hands-:
on portion of the training: They are, consequent=
1y, exploring the possibility of obtaining donated
orreduced-price equipment to be installed at the
College to be used for the training of regularly
enrolled drafting and design students and for Oper=
ating _up_grade prop: for industry.*

TeChniCal Training Center.Another possibili-
ty, one_which now looks extremely promising, is
the creation of a centrally located technical train-
ing center., §upported by local industries; schools;
and agencies and outfitted with equipment to at:-
dress a wide variety of "high tech" skills including
CAD/CAM, computer repair, and word processing:
The Center=which until recently was little more
than_r "-ived of-by the chairman of the
Privy -v beginning to
look lcome a reality.

tosed junior ::ugh sch of G.entkle
aulci me the sit; education and business

leadets and local zoverninfor-
mally

officials have infor-
ally agreed on the concept; and a major producer

Of CAD/CAM equipwerit lias expressed interest in
the possibility of dorwting equipment: The current
thoUght is that the facilities would be shared by
all of the schools in the district and would operate
on a three-shift schedule; allowing for three; 3'/-
hour teaching units in_each subject per day: Al-
though such a center Lad be challenging to ad-
minister and maintain, and although students
would still have to travel toI-,boratoty sessions;
the problems noted previously with regart: to coor-
dinating production and training use of industry
equipment would be solved, and the college would
have access to the equipment it needs to continue
its CAD/CAM course and to expand into related
areas; __

Future Potential.Glendale College vocational
ediicationinstructors and administrators believe
that a crucial elemer tizi the college's future poteh-
tial to operate vocational ea .1c§.tion programs is
the Maintenance And expansion of the communica
don /channel with local industries. established

TI n mid-May 1983. the college mad:. the decision to_conr.aue the CAE

CAM training through June 198.1; funded with regular district
funds. The lecture portion will remain at '..he college. The leb work will
be conduced in the pnvate sector at late night and early morning hours.
In iidditteri the college wirrinistrationis now developing a foundation
which will be able to borrow money to be Nsed, in part, to build new-
laboratories to house dlr equipment and to cover equipment
maintenance cost.

I
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through such means aS the School's associatiou
with 131C and the Coordinated Funding and In-
vestment in People projects.

The open channel to industry representatives is
seen as necessary for a variety of reasons. Glen-
dale representatives believe that colleges are 5 to
10 years behind industry in techniCal expertise and
sophiSticatiOn of equipment; and they look on in-
dustry as a resource for instructor up ;rading, in-
formation about new industrial adVanceS and hir-
ing requirements, and material and equipment to
implement new courses:

The college drafting instructor, for exainPle,
Heves that within the neXt few years mechanical
and architectural drafting programs that do not
incorporate computer-aided design will not be
achieving their major goal, which is- to pro-duCe
ready graduateS. In -eturif for industry support;
the vocational education ision of the college is
committed t_t, institute wh-tever ongoing changes
are reasonable and necessary to meet industrial
needs and to serve as a training resource for local
industries:

Although the college's present Capacity to teach
programs in Computer-aithd design and manufac-
turing is limited by its almost complete lack of
equipment-, the bridge-building activities of the
past 4 years (partiCipatiOn in PIC programs and
representation on the PIC board; recruitment of
industrial representatives for college adviSory
committets, and participation in programs like the
Coordinated Fusing Project) seem destined to
bear fruit in the near future; Local industries that
have benefitei from CETA training program§
operated by the college now donate material;
equipment, funds: The success of the Coordi-
nated Funding Project demonstrated the college's
ability and may bring iritire industrial support,
open more industrial labs; and help the school to
win more State funds.

The 1 'estment in Peoplegrant, whi-l- allowed
the school expand the CAD/CAM operator pro
gra-71, 's but one example of ',he c.ollege's priten-

: to build on the achievements gained through
working with loCal and agencies: More
recently, the college was chosen as one of the possi,
ble west coast sites for the General MotorS/United
',.uto Workers retraining projects. The _program
proposed by GCCa year-long electronics techni-
cian coursehas Feen itccep'A in concept and will
he implemented if it proves feasible for 20=laid off
fiM workers to either relocate to or travel to ( ;len-
dale for the length of time it Would take to com-
plete the course.

The synergistic relationship between the college,
the Private Industry Council, and the City of Glen-
dale is a major key to thj college's future poten,
tial: PIC has engaged the support of its board
member§ to aid the college in obtaining equipment.
This, in itself, becomes a very powerful resource
because of the stature of the industries--7including
JPL, ITT, Pacific Telephone, and banking and fi-
nancial organizations represented on the PIC
board. Whether the final result of the effort to
build GCC's equipment and laboratory resources
takes the shape of a training center to which the
college has access, or laboratories located on the
college campus; the partners in the school-city-PIC
relationship seem committed to making,tiSe of
,.vliatever equipment is obtained to serve the
broadest possible constituency: _

The Glendale Private Industry Council.While
the formal role played by PIGin the operation of
the CA.D/CAM operator program was relatively
minor; the importance of the Private Industry
Council as an informal broker between educational,
industrial, and governments; organizations cannot
be overestimated. The idea for the CAD/CAM
operator program originated with the PIC dire&
tor and -chairman; the PlC chair secured the coop-
eration of his own organi7ation (,IrL); the PIC di-
rector enlisted Singer Librascope and Computer-
vision; and the PIC staff assisted in placing the
cycle I graduates whfi "rcre not hired by the par-
ticipating arils.

Although PIC's formal mandate is to operate
training prcf-Tain. for structurally unemployed
and displaced workers, the philosophy of the Glen-
dale council entompasses a ._such wider sphere of
activity than the direct operatioi' of government -
funded training and employment programs._ Inte-
gral to that philosophy is the creation of linkages
between the indUstrial and educational committees
to enhance the activities and resources of each and
to serve th community as a whole.

In light of this philosophy, the role of the broker
is prbfound, especially when one considers the dif-
ficulty of creating matches between the two ends
of the labor market spectrum: on one end, techno-
kigiCallY Oriented industries requiring many work-
ers to have ever -more sophisticated entry-level
skills; and; on the other end, the structurally un-
employed,* Who may have few workplace Skills,

*Structurally unernrhyed ir.dividuts are those whose situallori re-
flect.s long-ti in changes in economic conditions, in contrast to the
"cyclically unemployee- who are periodically withriiii work due to shiirt-
(arm changes in the general economy.
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and displaced workers. who may be only semi-
skilled;

Occupying the vast middle ground are colleges
and high schools requiring assistance to update
their curricula and upgrade their instructors so
they can assist in the job training process; workers
with ou tdated_ skills who do not meet the Federal

,poverty guidelines and are therefore ineligible for
federally funded programs; and firms whose work-
ers require upgrade training but which may not
have the resources to provide that training in-
house: By taking thebroad approach and making
the most of its formal and informal channels of
communication between all of the sectors of the
community. MC hopes to have a pervasive effect
whiclr, in_ the long run, may create that match be-
tween industry's high-tech needs and the structur-
ally unemployed.

At present.. PIC is working on a number of
fronts, which; when brought_ together; may enable
it simultaneously to serve the needs of _high7tech
industries and the structurally unemployed. Al-
though -the CAD/CAM operator program did not
serve the structure>, unemployed; it did serve
some displaced workers and some who were below
the poverty level: It also strengthened 1-1,.e college's
training_cap_acity_and_aicied local ad-
dition, the CAD/CAM program demonstrated the
feasibility of bringing the various participants
together to create a successful high-technology
training program and set the mecnarn:im rn phxe
for expanding it.

This type of activityworking both formally
and informally to strengthen various _segments of
the education and training system and concentii..t-
ing on strengthening the links between the seg-
mentsillustrates _another tenet of the Glendale
PIC philosophy, characterized by the following
statement by the PIC chair: 'There's a need to rec-
ognize that nothing is static --once you get into it,
you've got to be willing to move. The way we've
clone that is to address needs that are peceli,r and
particular to industry nGw. and we ask industry
to forecast needs _downstream. so we can be re .dy
to ' tut- our training pr.-grams to be ready at the

4

time that the need exists. My impression is that
industry loves it if they're included and that school
systems are now put in the position- f preparing
students for the real world. They're beginning to
realize that they're both part of it and that the
responsibility is a shared one:"
1_ To further strengthen education's knowledge of
'industry, PIC is working to encourage local
Schools to substitute a work experience program
for the traditional sabbatical leave for instructors
and cl to provide appropriate promotion credits for
such a program. To increase industry's recognition
of the capacities of educational institutions; PIC
encourages companies to look on vocational educa-
tion teachers as a training resource and to contract
out in-house training to the colleges.*

This system; 9ccording to the PIC chair; would
cost the companies less than in -house training and
would strengthen the schools' capacity to provide
industrial-level technical training: While this no-
tion would not necessarily work for all types of
training in all companies, it is likely_ to work in a
number of instances if well-managed and proper -
:y desianed:

The CAD/CAM operator program illustrates
that industry -; lucation cooperative training en-
deavors can succeed; in spite of the difficulties that
inevitably occur.- The problem now facing Glendale
Community Collegehow to continue the course
when the two industrial sponsors are saturated
and the equipment question is_still up in the air
grauoically illustrates the PIC chair's statement
tnat "nothing is static." PIC and the college, how-
e..-er, are ready to moveeither to move to other
companies to keep the program running until a
permanent solution can be found, or co acquire
equipment or establish a training c,:triter. This' type
of irmovative approach to CAD/CAM training;
Which relies on mutual cooperation while recogniz-
ing that circumstances change and resources are
limited:, :.3y not be guaranteed of certain suc:ies,
but it is most certainly well v;orth the att.('

In many_ thi:,..;,uld Involve providing industrail.ungrade train-
ing to the teachers. as was done in the car., of Li., instructor.
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